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PREFACE

The Sixth International Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics was held in Iowa City on
August 2-5, 1993. The conference was hosted by the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research and cosponsored by the
Institute in collaboration with the David Taylor Research Center, the Office of Naval Research, and the Naval
Studies Board of the National Research Council. In keeping with the tradition of the previous conferences, the
papers covered a wide range of topics and numerical methods.

Numerical ship hydrodynamics is developing at least as rapidly as the parent field of computational fluid
dynamics, and on some topics it is pioneering new approaches. Such is the case, for example, in the study of the
complex flow physics associated with the free surface and related phenomena. The papers presented at the
conference report advances made not only at the fundamental level but also in the application of numerical methods
to certain aspects of ship design.

Having the conference in Iowa City provided an opportunity for the research community to celebrate the
accomplishments of a distinguished colleague, Professor Louis Landweber. His many contributions to the field of
ship hydrodynamics, through research, education, and service, are highlighted in the accompanying biographical
sketch. The conference attracted many of his past students and associates to join the celebration.

The conference was judged a great success by all measures, both technical and social. Organization of such
an event demands the time and effort of many individuals. Members of the three conference committees deserve
thanks for their effort. In addition, appreciation should be extended to the University of Iowa Center for
Conferences and Institutes and to the students and staff of the Institute of Hydraulic Research, who made the
arrangements before, during, and after the conference. Special thanks go to Twila Meder and Judy Holland for
their help throughout the conference and in timely production of this proceedings volume.

V.C. Patel
Co-Chair
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DEDICATION

Louis Landweber was born on January 8, 1912, in New York City.
He attended public schools there and received his B.S. degree in
mathematics from City College of New York, where he was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa. Upon graduation in 1932, he was awarded the
Ward Medal for Physics and the Belden Prize for Mathematics and
Physics, and he accepted a position as Junior Physicist at the U.S.
Experimental Model Basin at the Washington Navy Yard (which
became David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

---.-- (NSRDC)). He found the subject of his work fascinating and
challenging and, though he was a mathematician, he realized that the
field required mathematics he had not yet studied. He began work
toward his master's degree by attending evening classes at George
Washington University. He received a master's degree in physics in
1935. In 1940, Dr. Landweber became head of a small research
group when the NSRDC (now David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB))
opened at Carderock, Maryland. This group distinguished itself in
vital war-related research, primarily in mine-sweeping problems,
which led to his receiving the Navy's Meritorious Civilian Service
Award in 1947.

Shortly after World War II, his research group was expanded to become the Hydrodynamics Division. During the
years at Carderock, Dr. Landweber completed work on his Ph.D. in physics at the University of Maryland and
began teaching some courses for the University at the center. In 1954, he accepted a position at the University of
Iowa, where he was Professor in the Department of Mechanics and Hydraulics and Research Engineer in the Iowa
Institute of Hydraulic Research. He continued full-time teaching and research, concentrating his efforts in Ship
Hydrodynamics, until his retirement in 1982; but he continues to advise students working on new problems.

During his distinguished career, Dr. Landweber has received many awards and citations, the most notable of which
include being appointed the David Taylor Lecturer at DTMB and being awarded the Davidson Medal for Ship-
Research Accomplishments by the Society of Naval Architects, both in 1978; being honored by a special session
at the Third Engineering Mechanics Division Specialty Conference of the American Society of Civil Engineers in
1979; and being named Weinblum Memorial Lecturer for 1981. He was named Fellow both of the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers and the American Academy of Mechanics, and he was elected, in 1980, to the
National Academy of Engineering. He has supervised over 50 M.S. and Ph.D. students and has been author, co-
author, or editor of approximately 150 technical papers, reports, monographs, and books.

Dr. Landweber's superb research and teaching skills have been enhanced and made even more effective by his very
genuine personal qualities. He has been mentor and friend to three generations of students and research associates,
all of whom have been influenced by his deep integrity, his warmth and caring, and his wonderful humor. It is
indeed appropriate that the Sixth International Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics was held in his honor
and that these Proceedings are dedicated to him.
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Fully Nonlinear Water Wave Computations Using the
Desingularized Method

R.F. Beck, Y. Cao, and T.-H. Lee
(University of Michigan, USA)

ABSTRACT Fully nonlinear computations can be performed
by a variety of methods. For steady forward speed,

The use of Euler-Lagrange time stepping an iterative procedure can be used to satisfy the
methods to solve numerically fully nonlinear marine nonlinear free surface boundary conditions. In the
hydrodynamic problems is discussed. The mixed work of Jensen, et al. (1989), and more recently Kim
boundary value problem that arises at each time step and Lucas (1990,1992) and Raven (1992), a series of
is solved using a desingularized approach. In this linearized boundary value problems based on the
approach the singularities generating the flow field solution to the previous iteration and satisfied on the
are outside the fluid domain. This allows the deformed free surface of that iteration are solved. The
singularity distribution to be replaced by simple iteration is continued until convergence to the
isolated singularities with a resultant reduction in complete, nonlinear solution is obtained. Bai et al.
computational complexity and computer time. (1992) also use an iterative procedure but employ a

Various examples of the use of the method are localized finite-element method to solve the
presented including two-dimensional water wave boundary value problem at each iteration. For
problems, the added mass and damping due to steady problems the iteration procedure may
sinusoidal oscillations of two-dimensional and axial converge to the fully nonlinear solution faster than a
symmetric bodies, and the wave pattern and wave time stepping method.
resistance of a Wigley hull moving at constant Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet (1976) first
forward speed. The results show excellent agreement introduced the mixed Euler-Lagrange method for
with other published computations and good solving two-dimensional fully nonlinear water wave
agreement with experiments, problems. This time stepping procedure requires

two major tasks at each time step: the linear field
INTRODUCTION equation is solved in an Eulerian frame; then the

fully nonlinear boundary conditions are used to track
In recent years, there has been significant individual Lagrangian points on the free surface to

progress in solving marine hydrodynamic problems update their position and potential values.
with fully nonlinear free surface boundary Variations of this method have been applied to a
conditions. While some of the work has wide variety of two- and three-dimensional problems.
incorporated fluid viscosity and surface tension, the Most of the variations involve how the linear field
majority has assumed that the fluid is equation is solved at each time step. Among the
incompressible and inviscid and that the flow is researchers who applied the method to two-
irrotational. These assumptions lead to a boundary dimensional problems are Faltinsen (1977), Vinje
value problem for which the Laplace equation is and Brevig (1981), Baker et al. (1982) and more
valid everywhere in the fluid domain. This does not recently Grosenbaugh and Yeung (1988), Cointe et
imply that viscous effects are unimportant and in al. (1990) and Saubestre (1990). In three
certain situations they may dominate. However, the dimensions, the computations become much more
inviscid problem is an order of magnitude easier to difficult because of the large number of unknowns
solve and thus has been the basis of much of the that are required. Results have been obtained by a
research. Throughout this paper it is assumed that number of researchers, including Lin et al. (1984),
the fluid is incompressible and inviscid and that the Dommermuth and Yue (1987), Kang and Gong
flow is irrotational. (1990), Zhou and Gu (1990), Cao (1991), Cao et al.
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(1990, 1991, 1992), and Lee (1992). incorporated. Isolated Rankine sources also allow
The successful implementation of an Euler- the direct computation of the induced velocities on

Lagrange method to solve fully nonlinear water wave the free surface without further numerical integration
problems requires a fast and accurate method to or differentiation. The resulting code does not
solve the mixed boundary value problem that results require any special logic and is thus easily
at each time step and a stable time stepping scheme. vectorized. We have not yet installed the code on a
In our research, the mixed boundary value problem is parallel machine but the algorithm is straight
solved using a desingularized boundary integral forward and should not cause any difficulties. At
method. Similar to conventional boundary integral present, the method is O(N 2 ), but by using
methods, it reformulates the boundary value problem multipole expansions it could be reduced to an O(N
into a boundary integral equation. The difference is inN) method.
that the desingularized method separates the In the next section, the desingularized approach
integration and control surfaces, resulting in using isolated sources to solve fully nonlinear
nonsingular integrals. The solution is constructed marine hydrodynamic problems will be discussed.
by integrating a distribution of fundamental The solution is developed in the time domain
singularities over a surface (the integration surface) starting from rest. Following the theoretical
outside the fluid domain. The integral equation for development, some of the details of the numerical
the unknown distribution is obtained by satisfying methods will be presented. Finally, numerical
the boundary conditions on the surface (the control results will be presented and compared to
surface) surrounding the fluid domain. experimental results where available.

A variety of problems have been solved by the
desingularized approach. Webster (1975) was FULLY NONLINEAR PROBLEM
probably the first to apply the technique to panel FORMULATION
methods. He used triangular patches of linearly
distributed sources "submerged" within the body An ideal, incompressible fluid is assumed and
surface to study the steady flow past an arbitrary surface tension is neglected. The problem is started
three-dimensional body. Schultz and Hong (1989) from rest so that the flow remains irrotational. This
showed the effectiveness and accuracy of the implies the existence of a velocity potential such
desingularized method for two-dimensional potential that the fluid velocity is given by its gradient and the
flow problems. Cao et al. (1991) gave convergence governing equation in the fluid domain is the
rates and error limits for simple three-dimensional Laplace equation.
flows including a source-sink pair traveling below a A coordinate system Oxyz translating in the
free surface. negative x direction relative to a space fixed frame

The desingularized method has been is used. The time dependent velocity of translation
successfully applied to several free surface problems. is given by U0 (t) . The Oxyz axis system is
Cao et al. (1993a) have investigated the formation of chosen such that the z = 0 plane corresponds to the
solitons propagating ahead of a disturbance moving calm water level and z is positive upwards. The
in shallow water near the critical Froude number, total velocity potential of the flow can then be
The wave resistance, lift force and pitch moment expressed as
acting on a submerged spheroid traveling beneath the
free surface were computed by Bertram et al. (1991)
and compared to linear theory results. Using an (1)
iterative technique, the wave resistance was
computed by Jensen et al. (1986, 1989) and Raven where O(x,yz,t) is the perturbation potential. Both
(1992). The desingularized method has been applied (D and p satisfy the Laplace equation
to ship motion problems by Bertram (1990) and Lee
(1992). V 2 CD = 0 (2)

There are several computational advantages to
the desingularized method. Because of the Boundary conditions must be applied on all
desingularization, the kernels of the integral equation surfaces surrounding the fluid domain: the free
are no longer singular and special care is not required surface (SF), the body surface (SH), the bottom
to evaluate integrals over the panels. Simple (SB) and the surrounding surface at infinity (S•,). A
numerical quadratures can be used to greatly reduce kinematic body boundary condition is applied on the
the computational effort, particularly by avoiding instantaneous position of the body wetted surface:
transcendental functions. In fact, for the source
distribution method the distributed sources may be
replaced by simple isolated sources. Higher order - =-Uo(t)n + VHn on SH (3)
singularities such as dipoles can easily be an

4



where n = (nl, n2, n3) is the unit normal vector to
the surface (out of the fluid domain ) and VH is the =90 t 0 in fluid domain
velocity of the body relative to the moving = 0 t < 0
coordinate system. The subscripts 1,2,3 refer to the
x, y, and z axis directions respectively. There is In the Euler-Lagrange method a time stepping
also a kinematic condition applied on the bottom: procedure is used in which a boundary value problem

is solved at each time step. At each step, the value
-- =-Uo(t)n1 +VB-n on SB (4) of the potential is given on the free surface (a
an Dirichlet boundary condition) and the value of the

normal derivative of the potential (a Neumann
where VB is the velocity of the bottom relative to boundary condition) is known on the body surface
the Oxyz system. For an infinitely deep ocean and bottom surface. The potential and its normal
equation (4) reduces to derivative are updated at the end of each time step.

The free surface potential and elevation are
Vo -- 0 as z - (5) determined by integrating with respect to time (or

time marching) the free surface boundary conditions.
Finite depth will increase the computational time In our calculations, a Runge-Kutta-Fehlbergbecause of the additional unknowns necessary to technique is used to do the time stepping. The body
meet the bottom boundary condition but there is no and bottom boundary conditions are prescribed for

increase in computational difficulty. In fact, the the forced motion problem. In the case of a freely
flatness of the bottom is immaterial. The only floating body, the equations of motion must be

overhead relative to a flat bottom is computing the integrated with respect to time in a manner similar
necessary geometrical parameters of a nonflat to the free surface conditions.
bottom. This contrasts with the typical Green On the free surface, the kinematic condition is
function approach where a finite depth Green used to time step the free surface elevation and the
function is significantly harder to compute than an dynamic condition is used to update the potential.
infinite depth Green function and a nonflat bottom Many different approaches are possible to time
can not in general be accommodated. march the free surface boundary conditions. The

On the instantaneous free surface both the most common is a material node approach in which
kinematic and dynamic conditions must be satisfied. the nodes or collocation points follow the individualThe kinematic condition is fluid particles. Another technique is to prescribe the

horizontal movement of the node but allow the node

al U 0 to follow the vertical displacement of the free
V0.VTj--L +U =(t)• 0=0 on SF (6) surface. The prescribed movement may be zero suchat az ax that the node locations remain fixed in the x-y plane.

Depending on the problem, one of the techniques
where z = il (x, y, t) is the free surface elevation. may be easier to apply than the others.
The dynamic condition requires that the pressure It is convenient to rewrite the free surface
everywhere on the free surface equals the ambient boundary conditions, equations (6) and (7), in terms
pressure, Pa. The ambient pressure is assumed of the time derivative of a point moving with a
known and may be a function of space and time. prescribed velocity v relative to the Oxyz
Normally it would be set equal to zero. Using coordinate system. By adding v. Vrl to both sides
Bernoulli's equation the dynamic condition becomes: of (6) and v. Vo to both sides of (7) and after
Pa =a4 1 some algebraic manipulation, the kinematic and
pa -= grl V-V0)_Uo(t).•a, on SF (7) dynamic conditions can be put in the formp at 2ax

where p is the fluid density and g the gravitational .. = (V0_v).VrjUo(t)a1 on SF (10)
acceleration. 8t az ax

Because we are solving an initial value
problem with no incident waves, the fluid and
disturbance must vanish at infinity :

V--0 as R--oo (8) &- pVO.V0+V.V0 U 0 (t)
In addition, the initial values of the potential and free on SF(11)
surface elevation must be specified such that

5



where (10) - (16) are the derivatives with respect to time of
the potential and wave elevation moving with thenode. The quantities on the right hand side are all

__ - �� v. V (12) known at each time step; the spatial gradient of the5t at potential can be determined analytically after solving
the boundary value problem and the wave elevation

is the time derivative following the moving node. is known. The difficulty is the gradient of the free
This is similar to the usual material derivative of surface elevation (Vr7 in equations (10) and (13))
fluid mechanics except the velocity is the given v that must be evaluated numerically. This leads to
rather than the fluid velocity, increased computer time and numerical inaccuracies.

S( )' t n However, this term is only needed in the prescribed
If v is set equal to U(t), V(t), the node horizontal node movement approach. In the material

follows a prescribed path with velocity (U(t), V(t)) node approach no extra derivatives need to be
in the x-y plane and moves vertically with the evaluated and this probably explains why this is the

approach most often used. With material nodes one
free surface. Setting v= [0, 0,-a|must always be concerned that the nodes do not

K t penetrate the body surface between time steps since
results in the x-y locations of the nodes remaining they are unconstrained. In zero forward speed
fixed in the Oxyz coordinate system and equations problems, material nodes or fixed nodes seem to be
(10) and (11) reduce to: the most appropriate. In problems with forward

speed, the material node approach has difficulties
all ao 71 near the body because nodes tend to pile up near the

- VOVIa-Uo(t)-x on SF (13) bow and stem stagnation regions. The prescribed-at Z ahorizontal node movement approach does not have

and this difficulty since the node movement is
constrained. An appropriate choice of v is one

1 0 Pa which parallels the body waterline and is close to
.__¢=_grllv.v•_P-_- 8 . (t)x V4'. In this case, the contribution of the VrI
8 t p at az ax term to the right hand side of (10) will be small and

on SF numerical inaccuracies will be minimized.
(14) Consequently, fast, simple numerical derivatives can

be used to evaluate the VTI term.
In the material node approach, the velocity is set At each time step a mixed boundary value
equal to the fluid velocity such that v = Uo(t)i + problem must be solved; the potential is given on
VO , resulting in the free surface and the normal derivative of the

potential is known on the body surface and the
bottom. In terms of a desingularized sourceDXF(t) (t)i + V (15) distribution, the potential at any point in the fluid

Dt domain is given by

and (x) = jj C(x0) { (18)
Do 1 Pa 91SjX--t = _grl +l -vi. VO# (16

Dt(16)
where QA is the integration surface outside the fluid
domain.

where XF= (XF(t),YF(t),zF(t)) is the position Applying the boundary conditions, the integral
vector of a fluid particle on the free surface and equations that must be solved to determine the

unknown source strengths cr(xs) are
D a
Dt at fa(xs) d = 0o(Xc) (19)

is the usual material derivative. [1C-s

The form of the free surface boundary
conditions given by the above equations allows the XC E rd
value of the elevation and potential to be stepped
forward in time. The left hand sides of equations
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and

jjoG(Xý).- 1 d X=(x,) (20) SOURCE POINT

where Xs = a point on the integration surface, XQ given 0.0 0 "

Xc = a point on the real boundary
0o= the given potential value at xc NOr

Id = surface on which ýo is given en COLLOCATION POIT

X = the given normal velocity at xc
rn = surface on which X is given Figure 1: Schematic of source and node locations

The hydrodynamic forces acting on the body the collocation or node points and the integrals
due to a prescribed motion are found by integrating are nonsingular. In addition, because of the
the pressure over the instantaneous wetted surface. desingularization we can use simple isolated sources,
The generalized force acting on the body in the jth rather than a distribution and obtain the equivalent
direction is thus given by: accuracy. This greatly reduces the complexity of the

form of the influence coefficients that make up the
Fj = JJPnj ds (21) elements of the kernel matrix. As shown in figure

S, 1, nodes (the collocation points) are distributed on
the free surface and body surface. The isolated

where nj is the generalized unit normal into the sources are distributed a small distance above each
hull defined as of the nodes. The nondimensional desingularized

distance is given by
(nI ,n2 ,n3)=na (22)

Ld = td (Dm)'u 
(24)

(n4,,n 5,n6 )-- r x×n
where Id and -o are constants to be chosen by the

n = unit normal to body surface (out of fluid) user and Dm is a measure of the local mesh size
r = (3,Y, ) (typically the square root of the panel area in three-
O-xyz = body axis system dimensional problems). Cao et al. (1991) found

values of Id = 1.0 and i = .5 to be about optimum.
and j = 1,2,3 corresponds to the directions of the The accuracy and convergence of the solutions are
O The axis respectively, relatively insensitive to the choices of Id and u .

The pressure in the moving coordinate system A ahtm tptemxdbudr au
is given by Bernoulli's equation: At each time step the mixed boundary value

problem that must be solved is defined by equations
(23) 1(19) and (20). Using an array of isolated simple

0-'' 2-gZ-2V0 V0+v'Vý (23) sources above the free surface and inside the bodyP St asurface to construct the velocity potential, equation
(18) becomes

where ! is the time derivation of the potential
&t N, a- F NB , c B

following a moving node on the body and v is the _(x)- + Y (25)
velocity of the node relative to the Oxyz system. x - (25

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES where NF is the number of the isolated sources

In the usual manner, the integrals may be above the free surface,
discretized to form a system of linear equations to be xF is the location of the jth source and
solved at each time step. In the desingularized sjmethod, the source distribution is outside the fluid oF is the strength of the jth source at x
domain so that the source points never coincide with

7



Similarly, a(l)=.F i= 1...NF

NB, xsj and srg are the number, location (2) i "(NF+I)'"N
and strength of the sources inside the i F+1 .

body surface.

The integral equations (19) and (20) are BQl)=0oxF 1 .
satisfied at the nodes on the free surface and body
surface such that

, F N, aB BF2 )= (xB ) i= (NF + 1)...N

_ j__• [xF:JF E-- j -° ) where and ; arethe node points on the free

surface and body s9rface respectively.(i='"..NO 6) Equations (;'*7) are a system of (NF + NB)
(26) equations for thc unknown source strength Y_.

Once I is known, the velocity potential and fluid
NF F] ,+-NB ( 1 velocity can be aialytically calculated anywhere in

iyjI+X j I the fluid domain.__l= ani F ,xz_, j •n -xB Equations FIj7) can be solved either by a direct
BX ) or iterative solvjr depending on the size of the

Sx(xB) matrix. For mostof the two-dimensional problems
considered in -:his paper, we use a LU

(i=1 .. NB) decomposition solver. For the three-dimensional
problems, an itertive solver GMRES is used. For

with N = NF + NB being the total number of problems where di.fferent grid spacings are used on
unknowns. Equations (26) can also be written in different parts ol the domain boundary, solving
matrix form as equation (27) am a whole system may not be

efficient. A dorrain-decomposition technique is
A • = B (27) often better. In tlis technique Y(1) and y(2) are

or determined separalcly through an iterative procedure.Rewrite equation (1!8) as

(A("l) A(12) )((1) _B(1)I AGl1). -10)= BM1-.A012) . (2) (29)

A(2 1 ) A(22 ))(y(2)) ( (2) (28)
w A(22). y(2) B( 2 ) - A(2 1) . y(1) (30)where

Y( 1 ) is determkied by solving (29) with y(2)
-(") = 1 =...N known (or guessel), then Y(0) is substituted intoAiN xF X -xFF (30) to determine- y(2) . The new y(2) is then

Ci Sj used in (29) to up.ate Y1). The procedure repeats
until both equatioas are satisfied to the given errorF= 1 i = 1...NF, j=(NF+I)...N tolerance. vx F _Bi After I is ,.etermined, the fluid velocity on

c jI the free surface cian be computed so that the right

hand sides of the ftve surface conditions (10) and (11)
can be found. The free surface elevation and the

(21) = 1 i= potential are then updated by a time stepping
Ai =ni xBi- x (F procedure. In the-free surface updating, if material

nodes are used, tLe spatial derivatives of the free
surface elevation, XTj , are not required. The use of
generalized nodes lýpoving with prescribed velocity v

A(22) i (NF requires the spati4l derivatives of r7 and central-
=i B differencing or cu~bic splines are used. The time-

Ci 9stepping of the fiee surface is done by using a

j = (NF + 1)... N fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg scheme.
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For forced body motion problems, the force panels, the more panels on the walls the less will be
acting on the body does not enter the time-stepping available to represent the free surface and the body.
procedure. Therefore, the calculation of the forces The conservation of energy in the wave tank
acting on the body can be post-processed. with a pneumatic wavemaker and a beach
Bernoulli's equation (23) is used to compute the proportional to a•/ln is shown in figure 4. The
pressure on the body and the pressure is then solid line represents the energy build up with respect
integrated over the body surface to determine the to time as the waves are made. The pneumatic
forces. The pressure calculation requires the time- wavemaker is forced to oscillate through one cycle
derivative of the potential on the body surface which with a period of t~g/h• = 7t. Thus, we see that the
is determined using central-differencing. energy in the tank, ET , builds up until t-/J-/h = it

NUMERICAL RESULTS and then remains constant until the waves start to be
absorbed by the beach. EA represents the energy

In this section we shall present numerical absorbed by the beach and it starts to build up at
results for a variety of cases including surface
piercing bodies and a two-dimensional wave tank. approximately t4-/h = 10. The sum of ET+EA is
The wave tank is useful to illustrate several the energy in the tank plus that absorbed by the
properties of the calculations. Two-dimensional beach. As expected the total energy remains
results are presented for a rectangular box in heave, constant. At the end of the run some energy remains
Three-dimensional results are shown for axially in the tank because of wave reflection from the
symmetric cylinders and a Wigley hull. beach. The energy in the tank will decrease further if

the simulation is allowed to run longer, but it would
Numerical Wave Tank take a long time for the reflected waves to travel

down to the wall at the wavemaker end and return
The two-dimensional wave tank consists of back to the beach. The ratio of the energy

side walls, a wavemaker at one end and an absorbing remaining in the tank to the total energy is a
beach at the other and a bottom at depth h . We measure of the reflection from the beach. This
have used several types of wavemakers including a particular beach has not been optimized and it
paddle, a plunging wedge, and a variable pressure appears to absorb about 90% of the energy. One of
distribution on the free surface. The most effective the problems of fully nonlinear calculations is to
beaches (cf. Cao, et al. 1993b) seem to be an energy find a means of measuring the effectiveness of a
absorbing layer on the free surface proportional to beach. The usual reflection coefficient is only valid
either 0 or ao/an . for linear waves. We have tried several different

Figure 2 shows the waves generated by a measures, but none have been very satisfactory.
pneumatic sinusoidal wavemaker started from rest. Dommermuth et al. (1988) showed excellent
The tank has walls at each end and is .625 agreement between their fully nonlinear mixed Euler-
wavelengths deep. Two lines are shown: the dash Lagrange computations and experimental results.
line was computed using the traditional material The experiments and numerical calculations were for
nodes and the solid line is for fixed horizontal nodes. a piston-type wavemaker programmed to produce
As can be seen the agreement between the two wave breaking at mid-tank. To allow comparisons,
methods of calculation is excellent. the Fourier amplitudes and phases of the time

Figure 3 presents the comparison between two history of the wavemaker's velocity are given in
and three dimensional calculations. In this case, the their paper. Figure 5 compares the computed wave
wave tank is 12 units long, 4 units deep and the elevation at five different locations with those
wavelength is 7.5 units. For the three-dimensional presented in Dommermuth et al. (1988, figure 2).
calculations the tank was 6 units wide. For the two- To within the accuracy of the graphics, the
dimensional computations the fundamental agreement is excellent. For our computations, the
singularity is ln(r) while in the three-dimensional wave tank was 20 units long and 1 unit deep. A
calculations it is 1/r. As can be seen, the agreement absorbing beach is placed at the far end. 501 nodes
is again very good; it is not perfect because of the were placed on the free surface with 26 nodes on the
panelization of the walls in the three-dimensional piston wavemaker and 26 nodes on the far wall. The
calculations. As more panels are used on the walls, bottom was accounted for by using image sources
the agreement continues to improve. For figure 3, for each desingularized source. Material nodes were
only 8 panels were used at each section to divide the used and the time step size was At3-/-g =. 05 . A
wall from the free surface to the bottom and the tank fourth-order Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg time stepping
was less than one wavelength wide. The required scheme is used. The running time on a CRAY-
number of panels needed to represent the walls is YMP was 1.6 hours.
important because for a given total number of
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Figure 4: Energy in a wave tank as a
Tl/h function of time
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Figure 2: Comparison of fixed horizontal nodes

versus material nodes.
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Figure 5: Free surface elevation at various distances0 1 2 3 from a piston-type wavemaker as a
x/h function of time.

Present calculations -;
Dommermuth et al. (1988)

Figure 3: Comparison of two-dimensional versus experiments- - -;
three-dimensional computations calculations*
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Heaving two-dimensional rectangle experimental and numerical results for a
nondimensional frequency of 7u/3.

Two-dimensional computations have been The comparisons between Vughts' results for
performed on a rectangle in heave and sway; details both the added mass and damping coefficients over
of the calculations may be found in Lee (1992). The the entire frequency range are shown in figures 8 and
convergence of the numerical results and agreement 9. There figures are for a nondimensional amplitude
with experiments are similar for both heave and of .15, the largest amplitude tested. The results for
sway. Because of space limitations only a sampling smaller amplitudes are similar. Analogous to the
of the heaving results will be presented here. experiments, our results show very little sensitivity

Three node spacings on the body have been to motion amplitude. The variation of the added
tried. The first is simple equal spacing between the mass and damping coefficients with amplitude fall
nodes. The second is a cosine spacing in which the approximately within the circles used to plot the
nodes are more closely packed around the sharp fully nonlinear results in figures 8 and 9. As can be
corner and the free surface. The third is a semi- seen from the figures, the fully nonlinear
cosine spacing that retains the cosine spacing on the computations agree well with the experiments and
bottom but uses only half a cosine on the sides. with linear theory.
This keeps the closely packed spacing around the
corner but increases the panel size near the free Heaving axially-symmetric bodies
surface. The semi-cosine spacing is useful because
for stability reasons the panels on the free surface The flow due to a heaving three-dimensional
near the body need to be approximately the same size cylinder has also been studied, the details may be
as the body panels near the waterline. Thus, larger found in Lee (1992). Axially-symmetric problems
free surface panels can be used for a given number of can be reduced to a one-dimensional integral equation
body panels. Consistent with the findings of Cao by employing ring sources such as used by
et al. (1992) for a Karman-Trefftz airfoil, no node is Dommermuth and Yue (1987). Because the
placed at the comer in any of the spacing schemes in desingularized technique is being developed for
order to avoid a spike in the tangential velocity, general body shapes, ring sources were not used in
Calculations have shown little variation in the our calculations. Instead, the calculations were
numerical results with node spacing schemes. performed using multiple planes of symmetry. The

Figure 6 shows the typical wave profiles first calculations were done using two planes of
generated by a heaving rectangle in infinite water symmetry so that the unknown sources were
depth. The beam of the rectangle, B, is two and the distributed over one quarter of the domain. More
draft, H, is one. The nondimensional heaving computational efficiency is gained by increasing the
frequency is cohfi7g = -t/3 and the motion number of planes of symmetry. Figure 10 shows
amplitude is 10% of the draft (a/H=.l). Semi-cosine the waves produced at different periods for a circularspacing of is used on the body and approximately 30 cylinder (R / H =1.0 ) in heave. Two sets of results
material nodes per wavelength were used on the free are shown corresponding to using two planes of
surface. Rather than a beach in the far field, Lee symmetry and 60 planes of symmetry. The actual
s1992facse. Rahan algebeaich inctheasfarfneld, Lee panelization of the free surface is very different for
(1992) used an algebraically increasing panel size the two cases since in the two-plane case the number
starting at four wavelengths from the body. The of nodes is increased as the distance from the origin
increasing panels are carried out for 80 more increases and in the other it is constant. In both
wavelengths with the last panel being many cases the number of nodes on the cylinder and at the
wavelengths long. This far field panel arrangement waterline on the free surface are the same. The
introduces significant numerical damping and greatly results are so close that only one line is apparent in

delays the significantly attenuated reflected waves

from entering the near field of interest. As can be the figure for each period shown.
A more accurate measure of the differenceseen in the figure, there is essentially no reflected between the predicted wave elevation is given in

waves at the edge of the inner region for the time table I. Table I presents the RMS difference between
interval shown.

Figure 7 shows the convergence of the the wave elevations produced by the two calculations
numerical calculations to the experimental results of for the different periods. The RMS difference is a
Vughts (1968). Vughts conducted experiments with measure of the difference in predicted wave profiles atVughs (968) Vuhts ondctedexprimets ith a total of 120 fixed wave probes. The probes were
an oscillating model and compared the results to
linear theory calculations using both conformal uniformly distributed over the computational domain
mapping and Lewis forms. The fully nonlinear of interest. Cubic spline interpolation is used to
calculations convergewi torms The v ully b e nea determine the wave elevation at each probe from thecalculations converge to a value between Vugts' values of the wave elevation at the computational
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Figure 6: Time history of the free surface profile
for a heaving two-dimensional rectangle Figure 8: Added mass coefficient vs frequency for a
in infinite water depth, B = 2.0, heaving two-dimensional rectangle in
H= 1.0, a/I = .1, (o-F-•-g = n/3 infinite water depth, B = 2.0, H = 1.0,

a/H = 0.15, panel size = X/30

1.3-
- . Present calculation

•-- Experiment(Vugts,1968)

1 . 2 - Cakculation(Vugts,1968,barge)

-C--cultioo(Vugts.,968,1brWS) 0 Pr t calm*ltion

1.0- 1oer .0.0-

0.9- 0.2- I

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0
Node number 0. 0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Figure 7: Added mass coefficient vs number of c0 H-a g

nodes on the inner domain of the free
surface for a heaving two-dimensional Figure 9: Wave demping coefficient vs frequency for
rectangle in infinite water depth, a heaving two-dimensional rectangle in
B = 2.0, H = 1.0, a/H = .15, infinite water depth, B = 2.0, H = 1.0,

(o)iH-/g = it[3 a/H = 0.15, panel size= /30
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nodes. The nondimensional RMS difference agree very well considering the two completely
between wave profiles 1 and 2 is defined as: different numerical techniques used. As can be seen,

the nonlinear forces are significantly different from
R 1 N (Th(Xi)--'12(Xi)) 2 the linear predictions during the up-stroke but are

2 1 (31) fairly close on the down-stroke.
"" i ms Figure 12 shows the comparison of the

predicted wave elevations at different periods of

where motion. Again, the agreement is very good. The
desingularized method did not show the slight

=eth wave irregularity near the intersection line experienced by
i the location of the Dommermuth and Yue.

probe The ability of the desingularized method to
handle more complex shapes is illustrated by the

Nrms the number of wave probes results shown in figures 13 and 14. These figures
show the nondimensional force and heave

i 1l(Xi) = the wave elevation of the first displacement of a cylinder (Rppr= 1.0, Huppe,=1.0)
profile at the ith wave probe with an attached larger bottom cylinder

(Rbottoml .5, Hbottom=. 5). In figure 13 the
rj2(xi) = the wave elevation of the second motion amplitude is a/Hupper=. 25 and in figure 14 it

profile at the ith wave probe is .5. In both figures the water depth is infinite. In
figure 13 the nonlinear effects including the mean

a = the motion amplitude shift of the force are small because the amplitude of
motion is modest. In figure 14, the amplitude of

As can be seen from table 1, the RMS difference in motion has been doubled; the nonlinear effects are
wave elevation between using two planes of
symmetry and multiple planes of symmetry is less
than 5. x 10-6. * 0.3

We have also examined the effects of using
equal, cosine, or semi-cosine node spacing schemes
on the body. The cosine and semi-cosine schemes Time = 60.0
are the same as described for the two-dimensional
rectangle. As expected the equal spacing was the\.7 - '-

worst. For 90 planes of symmetry and equal 0.2- Time 28.0
numbers of nodes on the body and free surface, the T
cosine and semi-cosine spacings gave no significant-,
difference between the predicted wave elevations. As TI Time = 36.0
previously stated, the semi-cosine spacing leads to a \1/H
better distribution of panels on the free surface and
was therefore used in most of the calculations. 0.1. Time = 24.0

Dommermuth and Yue (1987) considered the
case of a cylinder with proportions R/H=2. heaving
in shallow water. The draft to water depth ratio, Time--12.0
H/h, is .5. The oscillation amplitude, a/H, is .5 and
the forcing frequency corresponds to a linear
wavelength of 2R. Their calculations were made 0.0 o _ _ _

using ring sources in a Green's theorem formulation 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
to solve the boundary value problem at each time
step and material nodes to do the time stepping. x/H
Figures 11 and 12 compare our desingularized
calculations with the curves presented by Figure 10: Comparison of the wave profiles using 2
Dommermuth and Yue for the time history of the and 60 planes of symmetry at the end of
nondimensional heave force (F3/pgiR2a) and the different periods for a heaving three-nondmensona (F3 pgir~a)dimensional cylinder in infinite water
wave elevation of the free surface at different periods. depth, R = 1.0, H = 1.0, a/iHi = 0.1,

The nonlinear forces computed by the d R /,
desingularized method and Dommermuth and Yue o•F/- = /3
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Table 1: The RMS difference of the free surface elevation at the end of each

period using 2 planes of symmetry and 60 planes of symmetry

Time 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T 7T 8T 9T 10T

RMS (x10 6) 3.93 4.15 4.32 4.73 4.58 4.61 4.70 4.67 4.69

Motion
S- - Nonlinear calculation(present method)

-. ... Nonlinear calculation(Dommermuth et 81, 1987) - Present method

Linear cadculation(Dommermuth et &1, 1987) - - Dommermuth et a] (1987)

4.0- 1.0o

2.0

0.5

S0.0 I "i/a Time 4 h period

0.0

0.00 Tie, pro

Time = 10th period

-4.0 -0.5- 1 1 1 1
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

Time/period x/R

Figure 11: Time history of the vertical force for Figure 12: Comparison of instantaneous wave
a heaving three-dimensional cylinder profiles for a heaving cylinder in
in finite water depth, h/H = 2.0, finite water depth, h/H = 2.0, R = 1.0,
R = 1.0, H = 0.5, a/H = .5, H = .5, a/H = .5, symmetry plane
symmetry plane number = 60 number = 60

now obvious and the mean shift is substantial. At cylinder moves upward, however, the bottom is
the peak of the force curve, the vertical force is well closer to the free surface and a phase difference
in phase with the motion because the bottom of the appears between the curve of the force and the
cylinder is deeply submerged under the free surface. motion as a result of the wave damping.
The force is almost a pure added mass effect. As the
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1.5-

1.0- Wigley Hull Starting from Rest

f\/ (\ (\ f\ (l Results for the free surface waves and wave

' 0.5- I! resistance of a Wigley hull starting from rest have
been computed using the desingularized approach.
The results we are presenting must be considered as

0.0 - preliminary because all the convergence and other
. V 1verification tests have not yet been completed. The

Wigley hull is a mathematical form having a length-

.to-beam ratio of 10, a beam-to-draft ratio of 1.6 and
V -the following equation for its hull surface:

-1.0 y=+B(1(2X)2)(1_(/H)2) (32)

I I where L = length
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 B/2 = half-beam

t .g/-H-ur H = draft

Figure 13: Time history of the heaving amplitude The velocity of the model at any time is given
and vertical force on a double cylinder by:
in infinite water depth,
Rupper = 1.0, Hupper = 1.0, ( -. 5t 2

Rbottom = 1.5, Hbottom = 0.5, U 0 (t)=Uo 1- e- (33)

a/Hupper = 0.2 5

The computations are made using moving
nodes that travel with a velocity in the x-direction of

OispIACtEUf LORCk Uo(t). The velocity in the y-direction is set so that
3.0- the nodes move along prescribed paths around the

hull. The prescribed paths and node placement may
be seen in figuresl5 and 16. Having the nodes move

2.0- along the prescribed paths eliminates the difficulty
" /that must be overcome of material nodes crossing

c~ 1. ~ £the hull surface between time steps. To avoid node
I0 pile up at the stagnation points, no nodes are

0 ] I' Idistributed on the plane of symmetry. To allow
0unequal spacing in the x-direction, regridding is used0after each time step. Regridding is also used on the

I I . body surface to reposition the nodes as the waterline
_ I I I moves vertically during the unsteady start-up phase.

In the calculations to date, the model has been fixed
iI in position. Since the program is in the time

-10I domain, allowing sinkage and trim is a simple
addition but it has not yet been made.

On the upstream boundary it is assumed that
both the potential and wave elevation are zero. The-3.0 T nodes are convected downstream so that no

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 downstream boundary condition appears necessary.
t g/Hper On the side boundaries no special conditions are

imposed. This has been observed to lead to wave
reflection at the side boundaries when the boundaries

Figure 14: Time history of the heaving amplitude are too close to the vessel, but normally the reflected
and vertical force on a double cylinder waves are outside the domain of interest.
in infinite water depth, Figures 15 and 16 present the wave elevation
Rupper = 1.0, Hupper = 1.0, contours for a Froude number .25 at time step
Rbottom = 1.5, Hbottom = 0.5, t4g-7i = 14 for two different numbers of nodes.
a/Hupper = 0.50
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The coarse spacing used in figure 15 has 1920 nodes consequently small, eventually going to zero. The
on the free surface and 369 nodes on the body. The net result is that this component is very small. For
fine spacing used for figure 16 has 2478 nodes on unsteady ship motion problems it could conceivably
the free surface and 510 nodes on the body surface. become much larger.
As can be seen, the finer grid spacing yields more
detail around the hull but basically the waves are
quite similar. Note that there does not appear to be
any visible wave reflection from the side boundaries.
A shaded rendering of the contour plot in figure 16
is shown in figure 17.

The development of the wave system along the 0 4 E+01
plane of symmetry and around the hull is seen in -,
figure 18 for the fine grid. An expanded scaleofthe 0 .40E+01
wave profile along the hull for the last time step is
given in figure 19. Also plotted in figure 19 is the 0 3--
wave profile along Wigley hull as experimentally , 0
measured by the University of Tokyo (see Noblesse -
and McCarthy 1983 or Noblesse et al. 1991). It V 0. 24E+01

should be noted that the experimental measurements 0 1 6-"0
show a great deal of variation depending on model 0 16E+01

size. While the waves shown in figure 18 have not
completely reached steady state ( in particular the 0 BOE+00

transverse wave system behind the model), the wave
profile long the hull appears close to steady. The 0.oE+096.-•-0o 1 0- 10'. o.o 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35•.0

comparisons with the experimental results in figure
19 indicate that the bow wave height is x(m)
underpredicted and that there is higher frequency Figure 18: Development of wave system
noise around midship. However, in general the along Wigley Hull surface,
comparison is good. We are presently investigating Froude number = .25, fine grid
the reasons for the bow wave discrepancy and
methods to eliminate the noise around midship. No
smoothing or low pass filtering has been done on
the data in figures 15-19.

The wave resistance acting on the hull is
shown in figures 20 and 21 for the course and fine
grid spacings respectively. The contributions of the 0. 80E+00
five individual components identified from equation
(23) are also plotted in the figures. The resistance 0. 60E+00 -
force components are nondimensionalized as experiment
F/LpU2So where Uo is the final velocity and So ' 0. 40E+00-

is the nominal wetted surface (S0 = 0.1487L2) The 1 0. theory
first component and largest during the initial start-
up, is due to the time derivative of the potential E -0. 30E-07
following each individual node. The second term is
the linear pressure due to the forward speed. This is -0. 20E+0 -

the usual linear pressure component in steady _
forward motion problems. It is large and positive 0. 400+00
and dominates at large times. The remaining
components are all nonlinear. The third is the 0. 60E+00

gravity term due to the change in the integration of -0. _0E+o __o_ _ _ _ _

pgz over the wetted surface. This term is -?0.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0

proportional to the wave elevation squared and is Bow x(m) Stem
small and negative. The forth component is the
velocity squared term which is also small and
negative. The final component is the correction for Figure 19: Wave amplitude along Wigley Hull,
the moving nodes. The node movement is due to Froude number = .25, t4`iH = 20
the changing wave elevation along the hull and is
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Figure 20: Wave resistance components for Wigley Hull, Froude number = .25, coarse grid
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Rankine Source Method in High Speed Range
K. Kataoka, J. Ando, K. Nakatake, and K. Oda

(Kyushu University, Japan)

C 'pressure coef.
D drag

ABSTRACT D, drag of fore/first foil
D2 "drag of aft/second foil

The conventional Rankine source method F, Froude number (= V/l/gc)

(Low Speed Approximation, LSA) uses the dou- L lift

ble body flow as the basic flow. We propose a new lift of fore/first foil

Rankine source method (High Speed Approxima- lift of aft/second foil
L,ý lift of mono foil in unbounded flowtion, HSA) which uses the inverse image above wavemong reistanc e

the still water surface in the high speed range. In P" : wavemaking resistance

order to show the availability of HSA, computa- SF still water surface
S, surface of circular cylindertions for 2-D point doublet are carried out and S, hydrofoil surface

then the numerical results are compared with the V :nhydrofoi l surface
analytical ones. And we introduce a new panel V uniform flow velcty I
method named SQCM (Source panel with Quasi- c hydrofoil chord length
Continuous Vortex Lattice Method), which rep- f submergen of leadino
resents the flow around a wing. acceleration of gravity

Next, applying LSA and HSA together with number of wave surf/Ve
SQCM to the flows around circular cylinder, 2-D, n s'y a., and y components of external unit
3-D mono and tandem hydrofoils in a wide range normal vector
of speeds, the wave profiles, lifts and wavemaking
resistances are obtained and compared with the p pressure in fluid
analytical solutionsor the experimental results. pressure at upstream ifinfity" s stagger (distance of leading edges)

According to these results, we show that s hydrofoil span
HSA is more easily applicable to the tandem hy- x, y, z rectangular coordinate
drofoil system in the high speed range. ce geometric angle of attack

_Y vortex strength

NOMENCLATURE 77 wave height
P1 strength of point doublet

O/q velocity potential/vector around hydrofoil P fluid density
c :source strength on still water surface

Oo/q0 velocity potential/vector due to basic flow 0F suc tegho tl ae ufc
S velocity potential/vector due to basic flow • : velocity potential due to circular cylinder

FI/q: velocity potential/vector due to wave flow velocity potential due to hydrofoil
qOs/qF velocity potential/vector due to orc (overline): basic flow effect component
Ss/qs- velocity potential/vector due to source -y A free surface effect component

q uv/nv : velocity otential/vectf or o rtex suffix j value for J-th hydrofoil
2velocity vector of uniform flow
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INTRODUCTION the calculated results of the lift and drag of 2-D
and 3-D tandem foil system by using of a numer-

Rankine source method presented by Daw- ical method which combines SQCM and the new
son [1] has been applied widely as a practical Rankine source method. In addition, we com-
method for calculating wave resistance and many pare these results with the experimental ones of
improvements have been made. Most of Rank- 3-D tandem foil system, which was performed at
ine source method uses double model flow as the Kyushu University.
basic flow in the limiting case of zero Froude
number (Low Speed Approximation, LSA). It, is FORMULATION OF TWO KINDS
considered that LSA is successful in case of ship
wave calculation because Froude number based OF RANKINE SOURCE METH-
on the ship length in general is relatively small. ODS
However, when we try to solve the wave resis-
tance problem in the high speed range by Rank-
ine source method, it is doubtful whether we can At, first, we derive the formulation of HSA
use LSA to represent the basic flow in the same and LSA for a circular cylinder located under the
way as the low speed range [21 or not.. still water surface, and then we give some ad-

By the way, it. is well known that the re- ditional explanations to the case of a. 2-D point,
search and development of high speed marine ve- doublet.
hicles have been performed all over the world. We take the x-axis in the direction of uni-
Among them, we can find many crafts which have form flow with speed V and the y-axis in the ver-
hydrofoils to lift up the hulls [3]. A review of hy- tically upward direction as shown in Fig. 1.
drofoils and hydrofoil craft was given by Acosta Let us consider a circular cylinder of diame-
[4]. In recent studies of the hydrofoil problems, ter D(= 2a) located at y = -f in a uniform flow
Lee et al. [5] treated the 2-D cavitating hydrofoil (see Fig. 1). Here we distribute the source m
advancing under the free surface. Bai et al.[6] pre- on the surface of the circular cylinder S, and the
sented a localized finite-element method for non- source 0op on the still water surface SF. Then the
linear 3-D free surface ploblems. velocity potential to express the flow field around

It is clear that the free surface effect on the the circular cylinder 0 is given as
lift, and drag of hydrofoil is not negligible. In
case of hydrofoil, Froude number based on the + m + -¢. (1)
chord length is much higher than Froude num-
ber of ship. So, if we use the conventional Rank- In Eq.(1), q00 and 01 are the velocity potentials
ine Source method for the free surface problem to express the basic flow and the effect of the free
in high speed range, a question will arise whether surface disturbance, respectively, and are given a.s
we can use LSA or not. To clear this question, - Va + ,, 1i A, + CF (2)
we present, a new Rankine source method which

uses inverse image above the still water surface to In Eq.(2), 0, and A0, are the disturbed velocity
represent the basic flow (High Speed Approxima- potentials to express the basic disturbance due to
tion, HSA). At first, we discuss the free surface the double model or the inverse image and the
problem of 2-D point doublet in high speed range. effect of the free surface on the cylinder, respec-
Next, we show the calculated results of 2-D hy- tively. Denoting the combined disturbed velocity
drofoil. And we describe a new panel method potential due to q' and AO, by 0, 0, is repre-
named SQCM, which represents the flow around sented by the following equation
a wing.

Hydrofoil craft has usually tandem foil sys- -= + A0,
tem, that is, one foil is located at the front and j rn(x, y') {log (x- X')2 + (y -
the other is at the rear. The lift and drag of the
tandem foil system advancing under the free sur- ± log V/(x - x') 2 + (y + y))2"} dS,. (3)
face may be affected by the advancing speed, the
depth of immersion, the vertical and horizontal In the above equation, the sign +i means the dou-
distance between two foils and so on. However, ble model and the sign - does the inverse image.
we can not find the papers which show the ef- The source strength m is divided into 7T used for
fects of these parameters on the performance of the basic flow and Anm used for the free surface
the tandem foil system. In this paper, we show effect as
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"Io =N W7 + Am. (4) In this formulation, only oqp is unknown and is
obtained by solving Eq.(6) making use of Kyushu

In Eq. (2), the disturbed velocity potential due University method. Then the wave profile is cal-
to the free surface wave OF is represented by culated by Eq.(8) and the wavemaking resistance

R,,, is obtained by Lagally's theorem, i.e.

OF = (W)log -(x )2 + y 2dSF (5)1J s R = 7 p i q x ~ o ,~ (12)

As described above, we obtained two kinds
of velocity potentials for the flow field around The anayial wave h t aave mak-
the circular cylinder. Considering the facts that ing resistance are given by Havelock [8] as,

P00 = 0 at y = 0 in case of the double model 2a 2 f
flow and 00, = 0 at y = 0 in case of the inverse 7? - + 2a kIP (x < 0)

a2 + P
image flow, the linearized free surface condition 2a2f
is expressed as -2 + f2 + 2a2 koP

+1.r ± kO(ly (( x. + k=0) (6) -47rkc, 2  -Žk 'f sin k0ax (x > 0) (13)

where k0 = g/V 2 and g is the gravitational a~c- where

celeration. Then the velocity potential 0 must, r e-I.x[ +zJ )m

satisfy the boundary condition on the surface of P = Real Part of] 0  + i dm

the circular cylinder as

0H 4Ri 9gpatl=ge 27,] (14)
-- = 0 ( 7 )

On

Solving Eqs.(6) and (7) simultaneously, we can Hydrofoils

obtain ni on the cylinder surface and 0F on the Here, we derive the formulation of HSA and
still water surface. As to the radiation condition, LSA for the three cases, i.e. 2-D mono hydrofoil,
we satisfy it by Kyushu University method [7] 2-D and 3-D tandem hydrofoil-system problems,
which shifts downwards the source loading mesh together. We call the fore foil the first one (j = 1)
from the control point mesh by one mesh length. and do the aft foil the second one (j = 2) in tan-

Using the obtained ni and 0"F, we calculate dem systems. But, when the mono foil problem is
the wave height i; and the wavemaking resistance considered, we use only the first/fore foil neglect-
fR,, by the following equations, ing the terms of the second/aft one.

1/ Let, us consider a hydrofoil-system whose
71 >-(0: + 9$.r)y(J (8) chord length is c and the leading edge of the first

foil is located at l -f in the inviscid incom-
pressible and irrotational uniform flow (see Fig.

ft j = (p - po)n.dS, (9) 2). In our usual calculation method [9] for the
c I 3-D wing section, we used the source distribut-

where p - = I!p(V2 - 2 ing panels on wing surface and the vortex sur-

2 - - ) face on which vortices distribute constantly in
the chordwise direction. In the 3-D problem, we

Next, we give some additional explanations to the t solv e th e nonl In t ae ous e t
caseof apoin douletto epresthecirclar must, solve the nonlinear si multaneous equations

case of a. point doublet to express the circular derived from the Kutta's condition. In order to
cylinder. Denoting the strength of a point dou- avoid this numerical difficulty, we use source dis-
blet with the axis in thei-s direction, the dis- tributions 7111, m7.2 on the surface panels of both
turbed velocity lpotential <t, is expressedl as 'foils S,, 1 , S1. 2 together with the vortices 71, 72

distributing discretely on the camber surfaces C
+(!/ /) ± !2 + f)2 (10) according to the Lan's QCM [10] which expresses

whr ' (y .f)2 :2 + _ -. f) 2 _ j thin wing approximately. Then the number of
where .=Va'-2the equations is increased but we can solve lin-

ear simultaneous equations at a time and reduce

In this case, ¢0 and 01 become the computational time. We call this new QCM
combined with the source panels SQCM (Source

00 = V ± 01 , = =F (11) panels with QCM) briefly [11].
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In the 3-D problem, free vortices flow along Making use of HSA (inverse image) or LSA
the camber surface and to the rear infinity paral- (normal image), the linearized free surface con-
lel to the nose-tail line through the trailing edges. dition (A-15) is solved and U-F is obtained. And
In addition to the sources m(ml,rn 2 ) on the hy- then 71,72 and M 1 ,,m2 influenced by 0-F are cal-
drofoil surfaces and vortices 7 (71, 72) on the cam- culated and UpF is obtained by solving the lin-
ber, the source OF is distributed on the still water earized free surface condition again. These pro-
surface SF, which expresses wave flow. These sin- cedures are repeated three or four times.
gularities induce the velocity vectors qS, qý: and Wave profiles which hydrofoil system makes
qF (cf. Appendix). are calculated using these singularities f71, 72, n1l,

The source and vortex strength mn, -y are rm, and OT by Eq.(A-16), which satisfies the lin-
divided into T1, 7 used for the basic flow and Am, earized free surface condition (A-15) and the ra-
A7 used for the free surface effect as diation condition. As to the radiation condition,

we satisfy it, by Kyushu University method [7] as
mj = n- (j 2 (15) well as the circular cylinder problems.

-Ij =z- + A73 (j = 1.2) Lift, and drag are obtained by summing up
of horizontal and vertical components of the pres-

Then the velocity vector q around hydrofoil- sure around hydrofoil surfaces. They are ex-
system can be also expressed by the sum of the pressed for j = 1, 2 as follows
basic flow velocity vector q0 and the wave flow 1
velocity vector q, as Lj (V=- - q-)ny dS,,j1 ,,,, J , (19)

q=q 0 +qj, (16) Dj = 1 12 - q2 )ndSj,

where q0 is expressed by HSA in case of high2 f,.
speed and by LSA in case of lowH where 72, n1 show the x, y components of the ex-
and qa are shown as follows [2]. ternal unit normal vectors on the foil surface, re-

spectively. Then lift L and wavemaking drag D

q0 = qu + Z (qsj + -qVj) of the tandem hydrofoil system are

j=1,2 (17) L = L1 + L. , D = D, + D2 . (20)
q, = qF + E (Aqsj + Aql/j)

j=1,2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where qu is velocity vector of the uniform flow
and -qsj, qvj are the disturbed velocity vectors Results of 2-D circular cylinders

to express the basic flow, i.e. the double model or We consider the wavemaking problem due
the inverse image and Aqsj, Aqj11 are the effects to a circular cylinder (D = 1.0n) located at. a.
of the free surface on the flow field around each depth (f = 1.0m).
foil surface, respectively.

To express qj1 by N vortex lattices, the Point Doublet
loading point xk and the control point xi are se-
lected as follows according to QCM. At first, we show some results of the case to use

a point doublet for the circular cylinder. Calcu-
(loading points) lation region on the still water surface and the

XA =(I-Cos 2k-1) k= 1,2,.,N panel size are almost -15.0 - x : 15.0 and
2 2nt (18) 0.20m, respectively, though they change a little

(control points). with Froude number F,,(= V/ gD).
1 iri'

xi - (1 - cos -) i = 1, 2, N Figs. 3(a), (b) show comparisons of source
distributions on still water surface due to the

where chord length equals 1. circular cylinder obtained by LSA and HSA at
We can obtain vortices T7,T2 and sources F, = 0.85, 10.0. At F, = 0.85, both numerical

fll, rT-2 simultaneously solving the boundary con- results by LSA and USA are very similar to each
ditions, that is, there does not exist normal comn- other except right above the cylinder, however, at
ponent, of the velocity vector both at the camber F, = 10.0 results of LSA are quite different from
surface elements and on the hydrofoil surfaces. At ones of HSA .
this time, the Kutta's condition is satisfied suffi- Figs. 4(a), (b) show comparisons of wave
ciently according to QCM of itself, profiles obtained by LSA, HSA and analytical
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method at F,. = 0.85, 10.0. At F, = 0.85, both c =lm and angle of attack a = 50. We divide
numerical results by LSA and HSA agree well the hydrofoil surface into 90 segments around the
with the analytical ones, however, at F,. = 10.0 wing section and the camber line into 45 segments
LSA gives quite different wave profile from re- and the division of the still water surface is similar
sults of HSA and analytical method. In Fig. to the case of circular cylinder.
5, the wavemaking resistance coefficient C,(=s
2R,,/pV 2 D) of a point doublet is shown in the Fig.1. shows wave profiles l• varying with
speed range F,. = 0.2 - 10.0. Though the wave Fe(c e7/ gc). At F. = 1.0 there is little differ-
profiles differ in case of LSA at. high speed, we ence between LSA and HSA, but above F. 3.0
can not recognize the difference of C,,, in the wide wave profiles by LSA show the depression above
range of Froude number. We think that HSA the foil and entire profiles are risen up unnatu-
gives more correct wave profiles at. high speed r . On the other hand, HSA shows calm van-
than LSA compared with the analytical method. ation and seems to converge to a. natural pro-

file. This profile is very similar to the result of

Surface Source Distribution the experimental investigation [12]. In the case
F,, = 10.0, it. is also shown the wave profiles in

Next, we show some results of the case to use the the high speed limit, which is derived from Eq.(A-
surface source distribution for the circular cylin- 18) when the upstream end 7) = 0. It looks like
der. We divide the cylinder surface into 90 seg- the result. of HSA.
ments and do the still water surface as stated be-
fore. Figs. 6(a), (b) show comparisons of wave In Figs.11(a)-(c) lift L and drag D are
profiles obtained by LSA and HSA compared with shown for various F,., as the ratios of them to the
the analytical method. At, F, = 0.85 and 10.0, lift in unbounded flow (L/L,,, D/L,,). Addition-
the wave profiles show nearly the same tendencies ally, the analytical solutions are shown for the lift
as Figs. 4(a), (b). Little difference may be due and wavemaking resistance of 2-D flat. plate oh-

to the consideration of the boundary condition on tained by Nishiyama [13]. Fig.11(a) shows the
the circular cylinder. In Fig. 7, C, of the circular results in case of the depth f/c = 0.956. It is
cylinder is shown. At F,, - 1.0, numerical results seen that the values obtained by LSA are going
differ from the analytical ones, however, the val- to converge to each constant value, but both lift
ues themselves do not differ so much. These ten- and drag by HSA are converging to the analytical
dencies are also same as the case of a point don- solutions in high speed range (F, > 5.0). How-
blet. In order to confirm these behavior, we calcu- ever, the results by both LSA and HSA are dif-
late the pressure coefficient Cp(= 2(p-po)/pV2 ) ferent from the analytical solution in relatively
and show them in Figs. 8(a), (b), (c) which indi- low speed range. This means that the effect of
cate C, around the circular cylinder at F,. = 0.20, the free surface is large at the depth of the chord
0.85, 10.0. We know that the pressure distribu- length level and the effect, of the wing thickness
tions becomes similar after satisfying the bound- 5% is clear , which is the difference between wing
ary conditions correctly even if the basic flows are section and the flat plate. Then in the deeper
different, cases, f/c = 1.956 and 3.956 as Figs.11(b) and

(c), the difference becomes small and they agree

Results of Hydrofoils to the analytical solutions.

In order to confirm the program codes, us- Figs.12(a)-(c) show in case of f/c = 0.956
ing a 2-D wing NACA0012 in the unbounded flow, the pressure coefficients around the hydrofoil sur-
we calculate the pressure coefficient over the wing face, comparing the results of LSA and HSA as
surface and compare the results by SQCM with well as the case of the circular cylinder (Figs.
one of the panel method in Fig.9. We divide the 8(a)-(c)). These broken and full lines mean the
wing surface into 50 segments and the camber sur- pressure distributions in the basic flow field and
face into 25 segments in the case of SQCM. The the wave flow field, respectively. It, is not similar
pressure distributions agree very well with each to the case of the circular cylinder. There exists
other and we confirm the availability of SQCM. remarkable difference in the wave flow between

LSA and HSA and this can explain the difference
2-D Mono Hydrofoil of the lifts and drags in Fig.1l(a). Especially in

LSA, it does not, change the pressure distribution
In the following calculations, NACA0005 sym- around the hydrofoil surface in the high speed
metric wing section is used and chord length range (F,. > 4.0).
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2-D Tandem Hydrofoil-System ing to the maximal or minimal position of drag,
and this tendency agrees well to the linear ana-

In the following calculations, the wing parame- lytical solution of hydrofoil problem in stationary
ters are the same for the fore and aft foils, that wave [14], in which the phase of wave is discussed
is, NACA0012 symmetric wing sections is used, corresponding to change of lift and drag. How-
chord length c = i and angle of attack a = 5'. ever, in case of lift., the position of lift maximal
We divide the hydrofoil surface into 90 segments is different, from the analytical solution. Though
around the wing section and do the camber line there is a possibility that. the aft foil may vary the
into 45 segments and the division of the still water wave profile near itself, we do not. know the true
surface is similar to the case of the mono hydro- reason.
foil. Figs.17(a,)(b) show the lift and drag inter-

First. we show the source distribution pF Onl ference factors for the fore and aft, foils comparing
the still water surface comparing HSA with LSA the results of HSA and LSA against. F,. In case
at the low speed (F, = 0.88), and at the high of the fore foil those are similar to the results of
speed (F, = 5.0) in Figs.13(a),(b), where the two mono hydrofoil in Fig.ll and minus value of drag
arrows mean the horizontal positions of the fore is shown in the high speed range. In case of the
and aft foils. In this case s/c = 10.0 and it is aft foil, it, is seen that the wave effect is large,
same in the following figures. which is created by the fore foil. Here minus

There is little difference of Op between HSA value of drag is also shown in low speed range,
(thick line) and LSA (thin line) at, the low speed but in the tandem-system total drag never be-
(F•. = 0.88), but, at the high speed (F, = 5.0) come minus value. We notice that the lift and the
there is a big difference. These OT create the drag by LSA have a tendency to converge to each
wave profiles as Figs.14(a),(b). HSA and LSA constant, value and on the contrary by HSA, lift
make similar wave profiles to each other at the low approaches the value in the unbounded flow and
speed (F, = 0.88), but very different at. the high drag does zero in high speed range (F,, > 5.0). In
speed (F, = 5.0). It is seen that the wave profile Fig.18 wave profiles are shown in the relatively
by HSA rises up and the one by LSA shows the high speed range (F, > 1.0) and it is seen that
unnatural depressions just above each hydrofoil strange depressions above each hydrofoil by LSA
in the high speed range. in the high speed range (F,, > 3.0). On the other

Figs.15(a),(b) show the lift, and drag in- hand, wave height by HSA is different but it is
terference factors for the fore, the aft and com- a common phenomenon that long, convex and
bined system according to the distance between smooth wave profiles are created in the high speed
two foils. Here we define the interference fac- range. Then it can be understood that from these
tor as the ratio of forces to the value of mono variations of wave profiles in the high speed range
foil in the unbounded flow. From Fig.15(a), in lifts and drags are not affected very much by the
case of high speed (F, = 5.0) and the stagger position of the aft foil as Fig.15(a).
(s/c > 5.0) it. is seen that both lift. L and drag
D of tandem-system are almost invariant to the 3-D Tandem Hydrofoil-System
stagger s. But., these factors decrease due to the
effect of the free surface in case of s/c less than In order to confirm SQCM in 3-D problem, we
5.0. In Fig.15(b) we show the lift and drag inter- compare the numerical result with experiment
ference factors for the fore, the aft and combined [15]. Fig.19 shows the pressure distributions on
system in case of the low speed (F,, = 0.88). Lift the mono hydrofoil surface along the midspan
and drag of the aft, foil are affected very much chord in the 3-D unbounded flow. We divide the
by the wave which is created by the fore foil, but hydrofoil surface into 50 x 7 segments around the
those changes of the fore foil are not affected in wing section and along the half-span and do the
case of s/c above 3.0. Then wave profile at the camber surface into 25 x 7 segments along the
high speed (F, = 5.0) varies as Fig.16 and there chord and the half-span. Since the foil is sym-
is a convex part of the free surface above the aft, metric to the midspan, we calculate the one side
foil. In Fig.16(b) we show the wave profiles in using the image. The smooth pressure distribu-
the low speed (F, = 0.88). Here these values of tion on the 3-D hydrofoil is obtained and the ten-
s/c are chosen so that, they are corresponding to dency agrees well with an experiment. Especially
the maximal or minimal position of lift, and drag around the. trailing edge it is seen that the Kutta's
in Fig.15(b). It is seen that the amplitudes of condition is satisfied well by SQCM.
wave profiles in the downstream are correspond- In the following calculations and exper-
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iments, both the fore and aft foils have the mesh in Fig.22 needs 4 minutes and triple mesh
same principal dimensions, that is, they have does about 4 hours. Furthermore we calculate
NACA0012 symmetric wing sections, chord the 2-D doublet, problem by LSA using very fine
length c(= 0.06m), span length s(= 0.3m) and mesh of 250 times, it is confirmed that, the de-
angle of attack ca(= 50). pression becomes very small but, never agree to

Fig.20 shows the pressure distributions the analytical solution.

around the tandem hydrofoil surfaces in un- Next, we compare the lift coef. CL and the

bounded flow. The distance between the trailing drag coef. CD with the experimental results and

edge of the fore foil and the leading edge of the show them in Fig.24 for various F, with broken

aft foil equals one chord length, that, is s/c = 2.0. line (coarse mesh, Fig.22) and full line (fine mesh,
Mesh sizes around the hydrofoil surfaces and on Fig.23). The difference of the results between the

the camber surface are same as Fig.19. It, is mesh size (full and broken lines) is very small, but,
seen that the pressure distributions of both foils the difference of CL between HSA and LSA (thick
are smooth and the Kutta's condition is satisfied and thin lines) is large. And the results of HSA
enough. are very similar to the experiments. Here we can

Fig.21 shows the lift. coef. CL and the drag not make a quantitative comparison directly, be-
coef. CD for various stagger sic and shows the0 cause these experimental values involve the effect,interference between the fore and afts foils. When of viscous drag of two struts, and it seems this
interferencebetweeniosthe interferenfoare an ols he, effect also affects qualitatively the drag coef. CD.
s/c is small, the ratios of interference are large,

and drags of each foil are changed according to. From the above discussions it may be clear

s/c but average drag for tandem system is al- that HSA is more useful to reduce the number

most constant. This phenomenon is known as of mesh and CPU time than the conventional

the Munk's theorem [16]. method LSA. Then in the following calculations,
we use coarse mesh and compare the calculatedUsing HSA and LSA, we obtain the wave results between lISA and LSA.

profiles and the pattern contours per 1.0mm for In Figs.25(a)-(c) we show the wave profiles

mono hydrofoil whose depth is just, chord length and the wave patterns oft thandem foil system

(f/c = 1.0). Typical examples are shown in and he w wave patteins of tan-

Figs.22(a)-(b), and the relation between wave comparing USA with LSA. The conditions of tan-

profiles and wave patterns is one of the elevation dem system are that the stagger s/c = 6.0, the

and the plane figure. We divide still water surface gap h/c = 0 and the depth f/c = 1.0, too. Calcu-
area-6.0 < x/c < 10.0 and 0 < 2 < 2.72) lation area and mesh on the still water surface are

area ( . n 0 almost same as the case of mono hydrofoil, but we
into 30 x 10 segments (coarse or single mesh). add another meshes afterwards corresponding to
The mesh division and hydrofoil plane are also the agger meshes afer b
projected in the figure where thick line means still t Ihe stagger of each fnils s/c.
water level, and full and broken lines do crest and In Figs.25(a)-(c), there is no extreme dif-
trough side, respectively. There is no extreme dif- ference between LSA and HSA in the case of

ference between LSA and HSA in the case of rela- F, = 1.2, but in the cases of F,, = 2.0 annd 4.0, we

tively low speed (F,, = 0.8). But when F,. = 4.0, notice that smooth wave profiles are obtained by

it is seen that smooth wave profiles are obtained HSA and sharp depressions appear right above

by HSA and sharp trench appears right above the each hydrofoil by LSA. On the other hand, we
hydrofoil by LSA as well as the 2-D problems. notice a little rise right above each hydrofoils by

Then in order to confirm the effect, of the division HSA. These are very similar results to those of

of still water surfaces we carry out the calculation the 2-D problems [17]and we think that, HSA is
on the same condition as Fig.22(b) using 60 x 20 also useful in the 3-D hydrofoil problems in the

double segments (fine or double mesh) and show high speed range.

the results in Fig.23. When F, = 4.0 in case of At last we show the variation of the lift coef.
high speed, there are little differences in the re- CIL and the drag coef. CD for the fore, the aft. foils
sults of HSA using the coarse mesh. On the con- and the combined hydrofoil syst~em in the case of
trary, it is shown the depression is reduced if we s/c = 2.5, 6.0, 10.0 comparing the results of HSA
use fine mesh in LSA. Moreover, more fine mesh and LSA with the experiments.
may erase the depression obtained by LSA. The Figs.26(a) and (b) show the lift, coef. CL
trouble is that it appears the tremendous concave of the fore and the aft foils, respectively. The
area afterwards the hydrofoil and the computa- results of the fore foil are very similar to ones
tional time increases rapidly. For example single of the mono hydrofoil and there is no difference
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due to s/c. But the difference due to s/c is clear According to these results, HSA seems more
for the aft foil in high speed range (F, > 2.0). applicable than LSA in the high speed range, and
However, in relatively low speed range, it varies is expected to be a useful tool to predict the wave
extremely according to the wave profiles created flow around the high speed ship with hydrofoils.
by the fore foil. And the numerical results agree
well with the experiments. Acknowledgment
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APPENDICES 
= 1,2

= E 1W '

Expression of Hydrofoil Using Potential j ('f'r'

When we consider a hydrofoil-systemn in the lX

inviscid incompressible and irrotational uniform ± log /('r - x')ý2 + (y + p') 2 } d',,, (A-7)
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and in the 3-D problem Expression of qF and OF

q5s(x, y, z)=- Y• (Ts + A~j) The velocity vector qF induced by source
j=1,2 0F distributing on the still water surface is showni =12s "j(x', y, ?)× by the disturbed velocity potential OF as follows

j=z,9 ,o3 qF = gra 1d OF (A-12)
1

,(X _)2 + (y y')12 + 1Y2 -)where OF is{ Xy ds, OF (X, y) = J i F (x')log ,Y(x- +,')-+"dS

,'I" + (y + y') 2 + ( t - )

(A-8) (A-13)
in the 2-D problem, and

where the sign + means LSA and the sign - does
HSA. OF(., ,:) - fS, OF(x'! Z')

1

Expression of qy, and Ojv r/(a - a I')2 + Y 2 + (Z - zI)2 dSF (A-14)

The velocity vector qj, induced by the vor- in the 3-D one.

tex 7j distributing on the camber surface is shown
as Expression of Linearized Free Snrface Con-

dition and Wave Profile
=grad 0 (A-9) As above mentioned, two types of disturbed

where Ov is in the 2-D problem velocity potential are available. In the case of
LSA (Normal Image) is used, 00y = 0, at y = 0

S= vj + A01vj) and in the case of HSA (Inverse Image), 00. = 0
j=1,2 at y = 0. Involving both cases, the linearized free

= ,yj {tan _- " surface condition and corresponding wave profile
j=1,2 X - xa ( 71 are given as follows.

T tan-' ( )}dC , (A-10) m.7., +- k]o¢y =-(¢ox, + ko¾oy) (A-15)

V
and in the 3-D problem qj, is shown directly as 71 = -- (do, + tir) (A-16)

9
2 N

N = where g is acceleration of gravity, k0 = g/V 2 isqj= k= l EE{.heA)V7,AT o il num•ber of wa~ve.
{ = . .... Using HSA, since there is no analytical so-
r(x,y,z)-r(x,',y',:) Usn cHSA.y ý

Jck Ir(_,y )_-r(x'••,,'), )dc(', y, z') lution for hydrofoils, we define the wave profiles
Sr(.,',,,)-r(.',-y'z') -,in the limit of high speed analytically from the

k I1r(x,y,)-r(', - ',/)1 d((a , -y', z) , linearized free surface condition,

(A-i)V) - (SY)y= = 0. (A-17)

It, is shown as
where r(x, y, z) means the position vector. 1 J'

In the above equation, the sign + means (O = /( 7sy)o=odx + const.. (A-18)
HSA and the sign - does LSA. The dc(x, y, z)
means a line element vector of the k-th vortex
line which is located discretely at (XA., Yk) on the
camber surface following QCM. The contour CA, is
made of the three vortex lines, one is spanwise on
the camber surface and the others start chordwise
from both ends to the rear infinity through the
trailing edges.
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DISCUSSION
by Dr. Spyros Kinnas, MIT Author's Reply

Thank you for your discussion.
The authors should be congratulated for their

extensive study of the Rankine Source Method. I We agree with the discusser in thinking that
have two questions concerning the so-called both results should agree with each other on an
SQCM: ideal numerical calculation. However, we have

tried to use finer mesh on still water surface
1. What is the theoretical basis of combining a using 2-D circular cylinder problem and have

QCM (an inherently linearized formulation) also checked them using double precision
to a source method with the sources (REAL$*8) and four times precision
distributed on the exact hydrofoil surface? (REAL$* 16) options, but it is confirmed that the
Is this a consistent formulation? depression becomes smaller but never agree with

the HSA solution. We may say that both results
2. Can their method predict the correct effect never agree at high speed.

of thickness on the hydrofoil loading? (See
for example JSR paper on "A General In order to understand this phenomenon we
Theory for the Coupling Between show calculated results in Figure A2. The condi-
Thickness and Loading," S. Kinnas, 1992). tion is corresponding to Figure 4(b) of the text,
In other words, is their method predicting that is, one of the 2-D circular cylinder problem
the correct value of the derivative of the lift with a point doublet. We inversely obtained the
L with respect to the tmax (dL/dtmax) source distribution on the still water surface from
while the camber and angle of attack the wave profile which is obtained by the HSA.
remains the same? This source distribution differs only near the

steep peaks from results of the LSA. This differ-
Author's Reply ence causes the peculiar depression above the

1. We can select an arbitrary form and doublet.
location of distributing vortices around the
foil. Then we use those of the QCM We also show other two results by the ordi-
formally and satisfy the Kutta's condition. nary LSA; one is the usual case in which calcu-
Though there is no assumption of a thin lated region on the still water surface(-15.0< x
wing, we think this is consistent. <15.0) is divided into about 150 pieces and the

other is the 25 times finer mesh case. Even if we
2. In Figure Al we show the SQCM results of use very fine mesh, we can not follow the steep

the lift variation due to thickness peaks obtained above.
comparing with our panel method and the
QCM for the 2-D NACA symmetric wing Then, we think the HSA is very effective in
sections. We can see the thickness order to avoid this numerical difficulty in the
increases lift as well as the panel method high speed range.
and the discusser's method.

DISCUSSION
by Dr. H. Raven, MARIN

DISCUSSION
by Kazu-hiro Mori, Hiroshima University Your paper suggests that you have tested

two different linearizatons : LSA, with the basic
Can we not expect to have the same results flow being a double body flow, and HSA, with

even if the expressions of the basic solution are the basic flow being an 'inverse image flow.'
not the same? This can be supported by the You then conclude that HSA is better because it
results of Cw shown in Fig. 7. The differences in more closely agrees with analytic solutions. But
wave elevation shown in Fig. 4 are suspected to these analytic solutions are linearized with
have appeared from numerical reasons; the eleva- respect to uniform flow, and will never tell you
tion is obtained by the finite difference of the which linearization is better. To get the best
velocity potential with respect to x.
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agreement with these analytic solutions you Author's Reply
should impose a Kelvin condition. Thank you for your discussion.
On the other hand, (6) is not a useful double- It seems to be very useful to use such an
body linearization but is equivalent to a Kelvin index. In fact we have tried to search for a crite-
condition, could you clarify this? ria, but we have found nothing indicating those

matters generally. As the LSA is effective at a
Author's Reply somewhat high speed and the HSA is also useful

Thank you for your discussion. in a low speed problem to a degree, it is relative
The Eq. (6) Olxx + kOPly = to use the LSA or the HSA. The point is that the

-(O0xx + k00oy) is exactly the Kelvin condi- speed range should be respected in which both
results agree, and when they begin to diverge

tion which is derived substituting 00 = + 01 numerically, we should choose the HSA or the

to the linearized free surface condition LSA.
oPxx + kodPy = 0, but is not double-body lin- We wish to consider the surface ship prob-

earization, i.e., lem in the near future.

o2 2
¢2x0lxx + 20OxOxx'lx + goly = -0Ox Oxx

in case of normal image.
However, the difference between the LSA

and the HSA is not one of linearization but one
of the equation expressed in the text. That is, in
the case of the LSA, Eq. (6) becomes from

P0Oy = 0 and it becomes also

0lxx + kO(ly = -k0Oy from 0Oxx = 0 in

the case of the HSA.

DISCUSSION
by Dr. Henry T. Wang, Naval Research
Laboratory

The authors are to be commended for
bringing out the High Speed Approximation
(HSA) as an alternative to the Low Speed
Approximation (LSA), which is usually used in
ship hydrodynamics. The authors' figures indi-
cate that the wave profile and force coefficient
results for LSA and HSA are similar at low Fn
and diverge at high Fn. Have the authors con-
sidered other criteria, which may indicate a
priori the approximate point of divergence of the
two theories? For example, could one such crite-
rion be related to the vertical velocity at the free
surface (which is identically zero for LSA)
reaching a certain fraction of the hydrofoil veloc-
ity? Also, can the authors comment on the con-
ditions in which HSA, rather than the presently
used LSA, would be more appropriate as the
basic flow for surface ship problems?
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Numerical Analysis of Nonlinear Ship Wavemaking Problem
by the Coupled Element Method
X.W. Yu,1 S.M. Li,2 and C.C. Hsiung1

('Technical University of Nova Scotia, Canada,
2Wuhan University of Water Transportation Engineering, PRC)

C. :wave resistance coefficient
Abstract C. midship section coefficient

C, :wetted surface area coefficient

In this paper, the free surface condition for D flow domain

the ship wavemaking problem is analyzed and D1  inner region of the flow domain

simplified with a new order analysis for the ship D2  outer region of the flow domain

wavemaking potential based on the slow-ship the- F, Froude number

ory. The total velocity potential is expressed as g gravitational acceleration

S= z + cp, + .p, where 'p is the wave disturbance G Green's function

potential, and p,. is the double-body disturbance L,B,T ship length, beam,
potential with the order O(F,,) and k > 1, so that and draft, respectively

the nonlinear free surface condition can be sim- LB intersection of ship hull and

plified and calculated on z = 0. In the numerical free surface

calculation, the coupled element method is ap- L1 , L2 , L3  path of the line integral

plied. The flow domain is divided into inner and ii(n•, ny, n,) unit outer normal vector

outer regions. The finite element method is used N total number of nodes

with the simplified nonlinear free surface condi- Ni shape function

tion for the inner region and the Green function p pressure

method is employed with the linear free surface R.,L wave resistance and lift

condition for the outer region. In the outer re- on a body, respectively

gion, the Kelvin source function is used as the SB wetted surface of ship

Green function, so that no numerical treatment S1 boundary of the inner region

of the radiation condition is needed. Numeri- S2  boundary of the outer region

cal calculations were carried out for a cylinder, SF, free surface of the inner region

a sphere, a Wigly model and a Series 60 Block SF2  free surface of the outer region

60 ship model. The computed results agree well Si interface of the inner and

with the experimental results. outer regions
S11 :boundary surface at infinity
U ship speed

Nomenclature x,y,z Cartesian coordinate system
a :solid angle at a control point

a radius of a cylinder or wave elevation
a sphere ' total velocity potential

A,B,C,D,E,F,H, disturbance potential
P,Q,R,S,U,V,W order groups or 'p wave disturbance potential

coefficient matrices 'p double-body disturbance
CB block coefficient potential
CL lift coefficient p fluid density
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1 Introduction moving in a channel. Recently Bai and others (]

successfully used the finite element method to

Normally, ship wavemnaking is a highly non- solve the nonlinear wavemaking problem in shal-

linear problem. The major difficulty in this prob- low water, but his method was not applied to the

lem lies in the nonlinear boundary condition at infinite domain. Eatok-Taylor and Wu1 '] used

the unknown location of the free surface. A ba- the coupled element method to calculate wave re-

sic approach to deal with this nonlinear problem sistance and lift on 2-D submerged cylinders, but

is to employ the perturbation analysis. Almost did not cover the 3-D ship wavemaking problem.

exclusively a linearized condition is applied at In this work, a new order analysis of the
the free surface, and in most cases the solution wavemaking potential is developed. As a result,
is described by a superposition of complicated a simplified free surface condition, which takes
singularities that satisfy this linearized free sur- account of the effect of nonlinearity but is differ-

face condition. Based on the assumption of small ent from Dawson's free surface condition, is ob-

Froude number the low-speed ship theory, which tained. The coupled element method is employed
takes account of the nonlinear effect on the free to solve the 3-D ship wavemaking problem. In

surface condition, has been developed. The per- the numerical computation, the flow domain is

turbation process was applied to the zero-Froude divided into two regions as shown in Fig.l: the

number flow field instead of the free stream. The inner region originates around the ship hull and
series expansion with respect to the wave eleva- is bounded by surfaces Sj + SB + SF1 ; the outer
tion was carried out. The small parameter of region is outside the interface Sj and is bounded
Froude number was introduced to simplify the by surfaces Sj + SF, + S,,. In the inner region the
nonlinear free surface condition. This pertur- effect of nonlinearity of the free surface is very im-
bation analysis with a quasi-analytic method, portant, so that the finite element method is used
which was developed by Babalt] for the low-speed together with the simplified nonlinear free surface

flow past a blunt ship bow, gave a good agree- condition. The effect of nonlinearity is negligible
ment of computed and experimental results of in the outer region far from the ship hull, where
wave-resistance coefficient over a range of low the Green function method is employed with the
Froude numbers. Based on the same perturbation linear free surface condition. The Kelvin source

method, in 1977, Dawson[2J developed a numer- function is adopted as the Green function, con-
ical method by distributing the Rankine sources sequently, the radiation condition is satisfied ex-
on the body surface and on the local free surface actly. By matching the solutions of the inner and
around the body. A wave field was superimposed outer regions at the interface of two regions, the
on the double-body flow. The source strength solution for the entire flow field can be found. Nu-
distribution on the body surface and on the local merical computations have been carried out for a

free surface was obtained by satisfying the body submerged cylinder, a submerged sphere, a Wigly
boundary condition and the free surface condi- model and also a Series 60 Block 60 ship model.
tion. The radiation condition, which states that The computed results agree well with the exper-

the ship waves occur only behind the ship, was imental results.

replaced by a one-side finite difference operator
for the second derivative of the potential in the
direction of the double-body streamlines appear- 2 The Free Surface Condi-
ing in Dawson's free surface boundary condition. tion
Good numerical results were obtained by Daw-
son's method despite the fact that the numerical
treatment of the radiation condition has no the- 2.1 Exact Mathematical Expres-
oretical support. sion for the Wavemaking Po-

The finite element method is known to tential
be flexible for the nonlinear problem and for
the boundary value problem with a complicated The coordinate system and flow domain are
boundary. Therefore many researchers have de- shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the fluid is
veloped numerical methods based on the finite el- ideal and incompressible, and the flow is irrota-
ement method to solve the free surface flow prob- tional and steady. The Froude number is defined
lems. Bai[3] developed the localized finite element by F = UL where U is the ship speed, g the
method for calculating wave resistance of a body gravitational constant and L the ship length. The
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total velocity potential is written as

- + F, +x Oz 2 ÷ -• - - F,4 LOx20z

in which 4 must satisfy the Laplace equation +2F2VO)X . = 0 on z = 0 (8)

V2
0 = 0 in domain D (2) The disturbance potential € can be further

subject to the following boundary conditions: decomposed into two parts,

€ = •4 ÷p+ (9)

2(- + •• VO . V7) = 0 where W, denotes the double body disturbance
n 2e fpotential and W the wave disturbance potential.on the free surface q(x, y) (3)

If we assume that:O] 0€0• 04)0• 0€=0o- + -- + -y oy -, =0O(k)
TX axo O y ay cOz (ýr

on the free surface rj(x, y) (4) (1) I1-EI - O(F) -=- O(1)

0€ ffor ýor, i = 1, 2, 3

on the body surface SB (5) (2) o = O(Fn), Xi- = (F )

{ 1) < for o, i= 1,2, 3

L 0(1) X > 0 Substituting (9) into (8), we obtain

for x
2 +y 2 y--+ 0 (6) 2 O

F0• 2• 0O•C F20__ 2o
The problem described by (2) - (6) is the ex- T Ox Oz2  Ox 0z 2

act mathematical representation of the boundary F2 19r 92 0 F 2 LOPr 92 or
value problem of the ship wavemaking potential. Fn Ox Oz2  F -Ox az2

02• , F2ý0 2• F4+± F"o

2.2 Simplification of the Free Sur- + x2 +-Ox 2  
"a OX O 2Oz

face Condition -F-s Oý 3c + Ox &Ox

The ship wavemaking problem described by + n2 2ýor +2F,2ap91
(2) - (6) is a highly nonlinear problem. As well- +2 X Ox2 + a OaX2

known, the difficulty lies in that the free surface +2F2O r2 r 2 0F 2 W2 o
condition is nonlinear and must be satisfied on + O2Fn x 5x2- + 2 y OxOy

the unknown surface. Before trying to solve the a Or + 2F2O(P) Oa2ý
nonlinear problem, we have to simplify the free 20 oy OxOy 2y O xOy

surface condition. It is assumed that the Froude
number, Fn, is sufficiently small. ±2F2 OC°r ' - 2rF,2 Lo 9 0

By substituting (3) into (4) and keeping the Oy OxOy Oz OxOz
terms of the products of derivatives of € on z = 0 (10)

If (10) is classified according to the following or-
04 2) + ders
o- + F2 - + 2FVO. • VO = 0

on z = i7(x, y) (7) A 0(F,- 2 ),

after applying Taylor's expansion to the wave el- z + X

evation and again keeping the products of deriva-
tives of 4, we obtain B: O(F,•+2 ), 2 Ox2
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which means that group C is smaller than

C:o, a2(k) group B by O(Fk).
SOX OZ2  

The order of magnitude of each group with

+2Fn2 (9or a2(Pr the difference between n and k is shown in Table
0Ox Ox2 1.

OX OX2
+ OY a Y axTable 1 The order of magnitude

D: O(Fnn+k-2), 20aor 92 o with the difference between n and k

4 O(r o3• 0 GROUP ORDER n=k+5 n=k+4 n=k+3 n--k+2

-F Cýx 3.2az A n-2 k+3 k+2 k+1 k

29•O'r 1O29 B k+2 k+2 k+2 k+2 k+2
+2Fy Oxoy C 2k+2 2k+2 2k+2 2k+2 2k+2

2o (9(r a2 0 D n+k-2 2k+3 2k+2 2k+1 2k

+2Fn Ox2 E n+k 2k+5 2k+4 2k+3 2k+2
+2 F 2n-4 2k+6 2k+4 2k+2 2k

OCO CO2 •,r
E: O(Fn+k), -F2 COX Oz2

+,2 n O2o r From Table 1, it can be seen that:
+2F2O 9XO2 'r 1. Group E is the first one to be neglected.

+ Oy Oxoy 2. With a decrease of the difference between
n and k, group F becomes more influential

F_F:OF' T O2• and group C becomes less influential.

4O 1 53•0 3. In addition to groups A and B, the first
Tn ,2aýz group to be considered is group D.

,2O alp aO2 o 4. The value of k has no effect on the choice
+2t X2 of the terms in the free surface condition.

+2FO2 a Op2 The difference between n and k represents
aOy Oxoy the magnitude of the wave potential. The large

+2Fn2 aO OP difference shows the small effect of wave poten-

19Oz cOxoz tial, and the small difference means that large
wave has been made by the ship at high speed.
Since we assume that the ship speed is low, the

From above, these different groups generally differ small difference will lead to invalidation of the as-
from one another with their orders of magnitude. sumption, therefore in the numerical calculation
It is clear that: we only keep groups A, B, C and D in the free

1. for the terms with the wave potential 9, no surface condition:

matter what value n is, the following is al-
ways true: aO• + 2O + 3F23O r CO2c

oZ + OX2  Ox ox 2

n-2<n+k-2<n+k 2 4r CO2ý, 0_•r O2ý,

which means that group D is smaller than xOy Oxoy + F ,xy 2

group A by O(Fk,), and group E is smaller .4Oaý?l +30 2FO &r
than group D by O(F,2). -F COx aOX2 (Oz + F x2

2. for the terms only including the double- +3F.2 x 5-ox-2 + 2Fo,,2 O2f r
body disturbance potential, no matter what a2 1r _ o
value k is, the following always exists +F 2 aor _o_ =

"FOx Oy2

k+2 < 2k+2 z=0 (11)
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If only the group A is kept in the free sur- 3.1 The Green Function Method
face condition, the well-known linear free surface for cp2 in the Outer Region
condition is obtained:

In the outer region D2 , the linear free sur-
+ F2  0 face condition (12) is used. Applying the Green

OZ " OX 2  function method to the potential ý02 in D 2 gives
z = 0 (12)

ý0 ()OGrr O'p2 G dS
3 The Coupled Element I2(P) is, I aInL - I JdS

Method for the Ship -COG [ 0- -42] dS

Wavemaking Problem f op+S, E ()
for p E D2 (19)

In the boundary value problem of ship wave-
making, the wave disturbance potential should Using the matching conditions (17) and

satisfy: (18), on the surface Sj, we obtain

v2ý0 = 0 z < 0 (13) co,(p) If OG
-7= f1 (x,y) z = 0 (14) 4 r .

0. = f 2 (X y, z) on S (15) -OG. -pdy
On SBk0 L+L 2 On

10( 1) x< 0J 401dS - Fn~j G a~oldy

0(1) X > 0

for x y2 + __+ (16) for p E S' (20)

where ce is the solid angle at the control point p
where for the linear ship wavemaking problem, on Sj and G is the Kelvin source function[s]
fi(x,y) = 4,, f 2 (x,y,z) = -nt; and for
the nonlinear problem, it is easy to obtain f, (x, y) 1 1 1
from (11), and f2(X, y, z) = 0. G =

As mentioned before, for numerical calcula- 47r r rl
tion, the flow domain is divided into two regions. F 2  2,r I- sec2 0

In the inner region around the ship hull, the fi- + ' -Re j k-sec2 9
nite element method is used to solve the nonlin-
ear problem; whereas, the effect of nonlinearity .exp [kF, 2 [(z + zo) + i(x - x) cos 9
is negligible in the outer region far from the ship +i(y- yo)sin 0] dkd9
hull, thus the Green function method is adopted - s
to solve the linear problem. By matching the so- -

lutions of inner and outer regions at their inter- -Re2iJ F-2 sec 29
face, the solution for the entire flow field can be "
obtained. .exp[F"2 sec 2 9 [(z + zO) + i(x- X0 ) cos 0

The flow domain is shown in Fig. 1. D1 ,
with the boundary Si = SB + SF1 + Sj, rep- +i(y - yo) sin 9]dO (21)
resents the inner region where the wave poten-
tial is defined by W1. D2 , with the boundary
S2 = Sj + SF, + Sco, represents the outer region r = \/(X - X0)2 + (y - yo)2 + (z - z0)2
where the wave potential is defined by 92. On
Sj, the interface of two regions, •i and 02 should ri = V/(x - xO) 2 + (y - yo) 2 + (z + zO) 2

satisfy the matching conditions: If so and 2 in D1 are now approximated

by

(1 = 02 on Sj (17)
Onp O42 on Sj (18) Vi= ZoiNi (22)
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an E (23) are the coefficient matrices including the contri-
an = • bution from both surface integrals and line inte-

grals on the interface elements, [E] and [H] are the
where Ni is the so-called shape function. If the coefficient matrices only related to line integrals
problem we deal with is a Neumann-Kelvin prob- on L1 + L2.
lem of a submerged body, we can choose the inner Since the system equation expressed by
region under the free surface, then the line inte- Eq.(28) is not in a closed form, we have to es-
gral on the line L1 + L2 will disappear. Eq. (20) tablish auxiliary equations from the relationship
can be simply rewritten in a discretized form between ýol and 0ýi on L1 + L2 . The potential

ýo1 has to satisfy the following conditions: V, is

[A] [ýo] = [B] Fa (24) continuous in D1, and the continuity is extended
[ anlJ to the boundary of DI; in addition, cpj has to

or, identically, satisfy the Laplace equation and the free surface
condition.

[[ 1l [ = [B]-1 [A][cpu] (25) By the finite element approach, we can write

[an J

where the element of [A] is ý0l = Zsjji" Ni(),,) (29)
i=1

ff a ____.ai (30)4 I7 ra(P) (26) n an
J i= 1

the element of [B] is then we have

bij= / G(Pj) . NjdS (27) a 9o1  l a9 a 0o1 a97+ 0a1  a(
I JSj a - + az -T (31)az ý az a az

In a general case, the line integral on L, +L2 For example, on L2 , we have
exists, then Eq.(20) can not be written as (24).
We have to pay special attention to the treatment
of the line integral. pl ap(32)

an ax

3.2 Auxiliary Equations for Com- -_2 (

puting the Line Integral on the aX- -- 5--- 9X

Free Surface ( a(;-) aý+ 2(a a0
When the boundary of the inner region D1  = ý a Tx a ax

includes the free surface SF,, the line integral on .(t') ac
L1+L 2 exists(please see Fig. 1). Since the Kelvin + ( a) (33)

source function is not defined on the free surface
when control points are the nodes on the L1 + In the outer region D2 , we have the linear

L2 , the Kelvin sources cannot be distributed on free surface condition:

these points. After discretization, the number of a0 + 2 L2 =equations is not equal to the number of nodes on - + F,
the interface Sj, then the linear equation system Oz Fax2

is not in a closed form. It can be expressed by After discretization, we can write the matrix form

the following matrix form

[P][cpi] + [Qllcpjo] = [R][a1]+] (34)
a(P1  4H[.i10 an an (4

[D][koj] + [E][Rojo] = [F][a-n ] + [H][an°] (28) combining (28) and (34), we get

where [pol] is the unknown potential vector at the
nodes on the surface Sj under the free surface, [D Ej [ F l ] [F H [ o_?j

and [io10] is the unknown potential vector at the P Ono = R S o
nodes on the path of the line integral. [D] and [F] (35)
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we can also write (35) as (39) becomes

[h] [C][pji] = [B]- [A][pa] (36) -
where f f _ fan

[A]=P Q] NMFH+Ff, O•°'- L" Ni dy

[B]= F X N×N
IR S1. +F,,I aP Nid

where N is the total number of nodes on the Sj, JL1 +L2 On
and M is the total number of nodes on the ele-
ments only along the line integral path plus the = - 3s nx • NidS (42)
total number of nodes on the Sj. B

From (36),

3.3 The Finite Element Method for
•i in D1  aOnJ = cjk .lk (43)

k=1
According to the Galerkin method, for every

Ni, •c1(x, y, z) has to satisfy 0N(0--n- = E cjk " •Ol " gj (44)

JJJ V 2
1 .NidV = 0 (37) Substituting (43) and (44) into (42), we

By the Green thoerom, it is clear that write (42) as a matrix form

[U + V][ki] = [W] (45)

I/ DV•I • VNjdV - fIs . N dS = 0 where the elements of [U] are

(38)

-fý f fo
whruS i B+ F*= hID• Vd

(38 bcomes-",.JJOM. O N,__
S 1Ox Og-xd

Jp Jf V~ VNjdV -Jff 'NdS + (46)

SVID • VNidV - f "f-'" NdS The matrix [V] expresses the matching con-
Sf J a ditions. Its elements are

SIB f 2 (x,,y,z) . N dS

fj(x y -Nixd =0(39) -Jf Ni.ZNk -cikdSF1 ffJ k=1

+'2 J i ZNk Cjkdy
+F , k L2 Nik=1

a. the Neumann-Kelvin problem (47)

[W] is the known vector,

For the Neumann-Kelvin problem w /.=J BnxNtdS (48)

0•ol •2 a202•1 (0
fi(x,,y) = -- =-F2 (40)

f2(x,y,z) = -n. (41)
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b. the nonlinear problem + jF [29Yr . 2P!N- "Ni

For the nonlinear problem, refer to Eq.(11) - 2L N ]

and Eq.(14) -2 [x. .N

(91 y (9y

fi(x,y) -= (-2ý01 + 3 +FoD °01+ r . 2Nj .Nj]dy (52)
C9 X2  DX Dr2  D9X Dxaz

4•r D2 pl1 +DPr D2ý01
Oy Dxay ax Dy2

_F204r D.'1  vjj = -]i Ni.ENk.ckjdS
Sa -XD2-z j k=1

a2 DX r DXJ+
2  Ni.>jNk -Ckj dY

k-lDFr 2(a'r + D9ýr D2 , r

+2 f 2r+ 9r-L -r- D(Pr=
Dy Dx-y DX Dy2  + 3F2 D *N. dk Ckjdy

(49) kL+L 2 OX k=1

+ F2f DýIr- N* Z ENk.- Ckjdx (53)
For Eq.(15) kF aDY k=1

fA(Xy , z) = o (50)

Similarly as (45), for the nonlinear problem wi = -F'2 [ f Or
we can also obtain I F1  DX

D4r D2 Or D a2 D2 Or

[U + V][P1] = [W] (51) D3 0X ay axaywhere D -pr D2 ~y

wher +-] rNidxdy (54)where "•Dx Dy•

uij = VN j VNjdV By solving (51) we can obtain ýoP for the in-
I JD 1  ner region.F sffr gN ODNj

+ J, D1 x ax
DNj a2 Vr D N r N- - 4 Numerical Results
Dx Dr x Dx

DN- .2 D2 r DNi + r ON. The numerical calculations have been carried
Oy Dxy Dy ax out for wave resistance of a 2-D submerged cylin-

ONj D2 Or ar2 DN. der, a 3-D submerged sphere, a Wigly model and

Dy " Ni + --- .- ) a Series 60 Block 60 model.
Da N D.a aO From the Bernoulli integral

+ Dxz (DX2 *N p F2[ Ž+ (VO) 2  (55)ODor DN- p = pF2" [T + 2
ax ax for the nonlinear problem, € = cop + ý'1.

+2 aO Nj.(1 + 3D-r) The wave resistance and lift are calculated by
L O-O- integrating pressure over the wetted body surface.

+2 4yr ONj

2r a2 N,]dy R. = s p'nxdS (56)

+F2•f DPr .Nj.Ndx L = p p.ndS (57)
B Dx Oy B
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4.1 The Submerged Cylinder 4.3 Wigly Ship Model

For a submerged cylinder the wave resistance The Wigly ship hull of mathematical form is
and lift have been calculated by the coupled el- expressed by
ement method. The inner region D1 was dis-
cretized with 8-node isoparameter quadrilateral (6) . [
elements. The nonlinear free surface condition is 2 L T

where

.- 0 + +__ F2- =B 0.10000 - = 0.0625
Oz - Ox2  Ox Ox2  L L

-F401 03'O 2 02,pr withF, aXX2Oz F,, aX2

+3=F,,2 aO 02ý0, 0 CB = 0.444 Cp = 0.667

z = 0 (58) C, = 0.667 C, = 0.661
S

and the 2-D Green function['] for the outer region 1-2 = 0.1487
is The numerical results for the wave resistance

coefficient are compared with the experimental
G 1 I results, shown in Fig. 5. Comparing with the

G -T72Ir I solution with the linear free surface condition, the
-200 1 numerical solution with the simplified nonlinear

+2pv • F,-2 k - 1 free surface condition is more agreeable with the

exp[kF- 2 (z + zo)] -cos [kF, 2(X - X0)] experimental results.

+27rexp[Fj 2(z+zo)] .sin[F;2(XXo)]} 4.4 Series 60 Block 60 Ship Model
(59) In the numerical calculation, the inner region

D1 is chosen as -1.25L < x < 1.25L, 0 < y <
where 0.5L and -0.06L < z < 0. We discretized D1 into

120 quadratic isoparameter hexahedron elements
r = [(X - XO) 2 + (z - zO) 2] 2 with 819 nodes. The computed wave resistance

ri = [(X - xo) 2 + (z + zo) 2] 2 coefficient curves are compared with other known
results, shown in Fig. 6.

The computed results are compared with
results from Havelock's analytical solution and 5 Discussion and Conclud-
Eatock-Taylor and Wu's numerical results as
shown in Fig.3. For the Neumann-Kelvin prob- ing Remarks
lem, our numerical results agree very well with
the referred results. The solution with the non- In the present study, based on the low-speed
linear free surface condition is not too different ship theory, an investigation has been made into
from the solution with the linear free surface con- the free surface conditions. Through a new ap-
dition. proach of the order analysis, a simplified nonlin-

ear free surface condition, which is different from

4.2 The Submerged Sphere Baba's and Dawson's, has been obtained.
The coupled element method has been in-

Using the coupled element method, the troduced for numerical calculation. Efforts have
Neumann-Kelvin problem has been solved for been made for the treatment of the line integral
a submerged sphere. The inner region D1 was along L,+L 2 (Fig. 1). Auxiliary equations on the
under the free surface. 20-node isoparameter path L1 + L2 of the line integral were established
hexagon elements were used to discretize the in- by using the free surface and continuity condi-
ner region. The comparison between the numer- tions to overcome the difficulty arisen in comput-
ical result and Havelock's analytical solution is ing the line integral. Also, by using the Kelvin
shown in Fig. 4. They agree very well. source function as the Green function in the outer
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region, no numerical treatment of the radiation improve the computing results significantly, only
condition is needed. varied about 3 to 4%. The computed results of

In the finite element method, the form of the Series 60 Block 60 model agree well with the
the shape function and the element dimension experimental results.
have an important effect on the numerical result.
The quadratic isoparameter hexahedron elements
were used to discretize the inner region in order
to match the ship hull geometry. The element di-
mension has a direct effect on the computer time,
storage of data and solution accuracy. Before us- Acknowledgements
ing the coupled element method to the ship wave-
making problem, a special investigation was car- This work was originally developed at the
ried out to find the effect of the element dimen- Wuhan University of Water Transportation En-
sion on the numerical results. Wave resistance gineering under the support of Chinese Natural
and lift coefficients of a submerged sphere have Science Foundation. Part of this work was re-
been computed for different values of maximumelemnt imenionL,,IU21). Tey re sown computed at the Technical University of Nova
ent dmen 2) TScotia under the support of the Natural Sciences
in Table 2. and Engineering Council of Canada.
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11 Lm(U 2/g) I C, I CL
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1.5 0.06195 -0.02920 1. Baba, E., and Hara, M., "Numerical
2.5 0.06220 -0.02930 Evaluation of Wave-Resistance The-
3.0 0.06230 -0.02950 ory for Slow Ships," Second Interna-
3.5 0.06450 -0.03130 tional Conference on Numerical Ship

Hydrodynamics, Sept. 1977, PP. 17-
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From Table 2, it is suggested to keep 2. Dawson, C.W., "A Practical Com-
Lm/(U2 1/g) within the limit of 1.0 - 3.0 for cal- puter Method for Solving Ship
culations. Wave Problem," Second International

Computations were carried out on Silicon Conference on Numerical Ship Hydro-
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Seakeeping and Wave Induced Loads on Ships with Flare
by a Rankine Panel Method

P.D. Sclavounos, D.E. Nakos, and Y. Huang
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

ABSTRACT time-harmonic and transient potential flow
around ships advancing with forward velocity.

A Rankine Panel Method developed for the pre- The Rankine Panel Method (RPM) has in par-
diction of the seakeeping of ships advancing with ticular enjoyed thorough study, following the
forward velocity in regular waves is in this paper pioneering numerical studies of Dawson(1977)
extended to treat realistic hull forms with flare at and Gadd(1976). The success of the RPM may
their bow and stern. The method is based on the be attributed to the property of most forward-
distribution of panels over the ship hull and the speed ship flows that the condition of no waves
free surface with a bi-quadratic spline variation upstream is sufficient to ensure the proper physi-
of the velocity potential over their surface. For cal behaviour of the wave patterns trailing a ship
ships with significant flare or a transom stern in steady and time-harmonic flow and to the sim-
a strip of panels forming a 'wake' trailing the plicity of the Rankine source used as the Green
ship is introduced and Kutta-type conditions of function in the integral equation governing the
smooth detachment of the steady and unsteady Velocity potential.
flow at the stern are enforced.

Several studies have reported success with the
In steady flow, computations are presented of Rankine Panel Method (RPM) for the linear and
the Kelvin wake of a transom stern ship and in nonlinear steady potential flow past ships, in-
time-harmonic flow of the hydrodynamic coef- cluding Xia(1986), Jensen and Soding (1989),
ficients, heave and pitch motions and wave in- Raven (1992), Kim and Lucas (1990), Reed, Tel-
duced structural loads for the SL7, S-175 hulls ste and Scragg (1990), and Rosen et. al. (1993).
and an IACC yacht in head, beam and quarter- Extensions of the RPM have appeared recently
ing waves. They are found to be in very good for the solution of forward speed ship flows in the
agreement with experimental measurements and time domain by Cao, Schultz and Beck(1990),
point to the importance of effects of flare and the Maskew (1992) and the companion paper by
coupling between the steady and unsteady flow Nakos, Kring and Sclavounos (1993), which ex-
components at the bow and stern, tends the RPM method of the present study in

the time domain.

1. INTRODUCTION The present paper reports on the continued
development of the RPM developed at MIT

The advent of powerful computational environ- over the past several years for the solution
ments over the past decade has encouraged of the steady and time-harmonic ship flows
the development of numerous three-dimensional [cf. Sclavounos and Nakos (1988), Nakos and
panel methods for the solution of the steady, Sclavounos ( 1990a,b )]. To date most RPM's

t ('irrentl.y vith intec Software L Consulting Services. USA.
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have considered the solution of free surface flows treme hull forms, a thin vertical strut and a flat
past ships with mathematical shape and wall vessel with a transom stern. For the thin vessel
sided geometries, like the Wigley and the Se- the flow locally resembles a thickness flow sym-
ries 60 (Cb=0.6) hulls. This study reports upon metric about the stem of the stern, for which a
the extension of the MIT RPM method, here- Kutta condition is unnecessary. For the flat yes-
after referred to as SWAN (ShipWaveANalysis), sel the stern flow may be locally approximated
to the treatment of forward-speed free surface by a one-sided lifting flow, with the transom
flows past realistic ship forms with significant stern playing the role of the trailing edge where a
flare at the bow or stern, including transoms. smooth detachment condition must be enforced.
Both steady and time-harmonic flows are con-
sidered, since the accurate solution of the latter The panel method implemented in SWAN has
is found to hinge upon the proper treatment of been extended to account for ship forms with
the former, flat sterns. A strip of panels trailing the stern

is added forming a free-surface wake equipped

The physics and numerical treatment by RPM with two smooth detachment conditions, namely
methods of the flow past wall sided and flared a specified wave elevation equal to the transom
hulls will next be briefly discussed for the steady draft and a continuous free surface slope at the
flow. Similar conclusions will apply to time- stern. Computations of the Kelvin wave pat-
harmonic flow. The most evident difference in tern of a transom stern destroyer hull demon-
the flow around wall-sided versus flared ships is strate the effectiveness of these conditions and
the extent and intensity of the spray formation the convergence of the numerical solution. More
in the bow region, which is more pronounced details on the steady flow may be found in Nakos
for ships with flare. Most RPM's developed to and Sclavounos (1993) where the computation of
date, including SWAN, are based on the lin- the wave resistance and the Kelvin wave patterns
earization of the free surface condition, and as trailing transom stern vessels are discussed.
such they cannot model the formation of spray.
Yet the numerical solution in the vicinity of the In the linearized time-harmonic problem, the en-
bow obtained by SWAN is robust and for flared forcement of the smooth detachment condition
bows tends to predict a significant wave elevation at the transom is similar and equally important
which is typically smaller than measured values, for the convergence of the numerical solution, in

analogy to the unsteady Kutta condition of fi-
The properties of the flow near the stern are nite velocity in lifting flows. Otherwise the time-
more subtle. Experiments often suggest that the harmonic forward-speed free surface problem is
steady flow in the vicinity of the stern of well de- linearized about the double-body flow, leading to
signed ships, wall sided, flared or transom, does a free surface condition with variable coefficients
not display the nonlinearity observed in the bow and a ship hull condition which includes the fa-
region. Viscosity is largely responsible for this miliar m-terms. The statement of both bound-
behaviour, yet unlike the bow region, this regu- ary value problems is summarized in Sec-
larity is seen to persist both for wall-sided and tions 2-6.
flared ship forms. As with the unseparated flow
at the trailing edge of lifting surfaces, viscosity Computations have been carried out of the heave
exerts a regularizing influence upon the poten- and pitch added-mass, damping coefficients and
tial flow which is a valid model outside the ship exciting forces on three hull forms with signfi-
boundary layer. Therefore, the proper statement cant flare at their bow and stern, namely the S-
of the boundary value problem governing the po- 175 and SL7 hulls and an IACC yacht. System-
tential flow must include a Kutta-type condition atic convergence studies were conducted aiming
in the vicinity of the stern which serves to ensure to establish the sensitivity of the numerical solu-
that the free surface detaches smoothly from the tion upon on the number of panels, their aspect
ship hull. ratio and the truncation distance of the free sur-

face mesh upstream, sideways and downstream
The difference in the local stern flow physics for of the ship.
flared and wall sided hull shapes is significant.
It can be best illustrated by considering two ex- Ship motion computations with SWAN for wall
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sided ships like the Wigley and the Series 60
(Cb--0.6), hull have been found to be in very
good agreement with experimental measure-
ments in Nakos and Sclavounos (1990). Simi-
lar computations for flared ship forms however
reveal an overprediction by SWAN of the mea-

sured heave and pitch RAO's. Systematic nu-

merical tests suggest a strong sensitivity of the
hydrostatic coefficients upon the interaction of
the steady wave profile with flared sterns. Es- 0
pecially in the case of the SL7 hull which has a
rather long countertop stern, the steady wave
profile wets a significant portion of the stern
thus altering significantly the restoring coeffi-

cients which enter the heave and pitch equations
of motion. Computations have been carried out
with SWAN of the steady wave profile and its
effect upon the heave and pitch hydrostatic co- 0

efficients. The resulting motion amplitudes were
reduced significantly and were found to be in
very good agreement with experiments, unlike
their linear counterparts. These computations,
including the SWAN heave and pitch motion pre-
dictions for a generic IACC yacht hull, are pre- Figure 1 Coordinate System.

sented in Section 7.

The vertical shear force and bending moment
distribution, on the SL-7 and S-175 hulls trans-
lating in head, beam and quartering waves are 2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
discussed in Sections 6 and 8. Definitions of
the wave induced loads in the general three- Figure 1 illustrates a Cartesian coordinate sys-
dimensional case are derived, consistent with the tem i = (I, y, z) fixed on the mean translating
assumptions underlying linear theory. The struc- position of the ship which advances in the posi-
tural load expressions include surface as well as tive x-direction with a constant velocity U. The
waterline contributions, the latter found to be positive z-axis points upwards and the origin
significant for ships with flare where the steady of the coordinate system is located on the calm
wave elevation has a significant value. Computa- water plane. The second coordinate system cen-
tions of the vertical bending moment and shear tered at X0 will be used for the derivation of
force for the SL-7 and S-175 hulls were carried the wave induced structural loads, carried out in
out using the linear heave and pitch motion pre- Section 6.
dictions as well as their 'nonlinear' values based
on the corrected values of the hydrostatic co- Potential flow is assumed, governed by
efficients derived from the steady wave profile the velocity potential IP(sF) which is subject to
build-up on the stern. Comparison with experi- the Laplace equation in the fluid domain. The
mental measurements presented in Dalzell(1992) nonlinear free surface condition is linearized on
is found to be very satisfactory in all wave head- the assumption that either the ship hull form
ings. Of particular interest is the contribution of is slender or that the ship speed is low. Both
the waterline integrals to the wave loads which these linearization assumptions may be accom-
may be shown to vanish for wall sided vessels. modated by the double-body linearization of the
Their contribution is found to be significant and free-surface condition, which assumes the de-
of comparable magnitude to the integrals over composition of %'F into the double-body po-
the hull surface, pointing to the importance of tential, -1, the steady wave potential, 4 , and
flare effects.
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the unsteady potential 0, or the summation is carried out over all six rigid-
body modes, namely the surge, sway, heave dis-

T = + + + . (2.1) placements ( 2, •) and the roll, pitch and yaw

The flow velocities due to the last two compo- rotations ($4, ,). The normal vector compo-

nents in (2.1) are assumed small relative to the nents nj are defined as follows, ii (ni, n2 , n3)

double-body flow velocity V4 which far from and F x ii = (n4 , n5 , n6 ), while the so-called m-
terms are defined as in Ogilvie and Tuck (1969)

the ship tends to a uniform flow with velocity in terms of the double gradients of the double
(-U, 0,0). body velocity potential 4).

The linearized free surface conditions govern-
ing the steady and unsteady wave disturbances
have been derived and discussed in Nakos and Frequency Domain Formulation
Sclavounos (1990). They take the form: It is customary in linear seakeeping theory and

1 computation to solve the boundary value prob-
.V(VU . V 2) + V(V•. V•). V¢ + lem for the unsteady flow in the frequency do-

1 main. Denote by 00 the velocity potential of
goz - 4D" (VI) vqo) 2-V(VtI, V,) - V. a regular surface wave of amplitude A, abso-

22 lute frequency wo, heading 13, relative to the
-1-(U2 

- V4. V•)< 2 , on z = 0 positive x-axis and wavenumber in deep water,
v = wo/g. Relative to the translating coordinate
system, it is defined as follows:

((X, Y) -9t-v " VIP - U2+ V • -eVo)
g 2 2 z=0 Oo(i, t) Re (A~,oe"') , (2.7)

(2.2)

for the steady flow, and where the complex velocity potential Vo is given
by

¢btt + 2V4 ,. Vt O + VP . V(VI. VO) +
1(• V¢). V¢+g•-•0• )=i- (z-ix coso-iy sing3)eiWt'

7(4 V1) 0+ b - ýPV 0 2-
'00

S+ VI. re) = o onz = 0 (2.8)

y, 0) 1 (Ob + V O. V)z=0  (2.3) with the encounter frequencyw defined as follows

gg
for the unsteady flow. W ~Wo - U!Lcos'a~ (2.9)

9
The linearized the ship hull condition takes the
familiar form Decomposing the unsteady wave disturbance

into incident, diffraction and radiation compo-
191_ 0 on (B) (2.4) nents and adopting the complex notation (2.7),
On the unsteady potential may be cast in the form

for the double-body flow,
6

-0 0 on (B) (2.5) t(•,) = j{ei"t[A(so+So)+iw Z_ j i] ,
On = j=l

for the steady flow, and (2.10)

6o = (- j where 'P7 is the complex diffraction potential and
nj + jm) , on (B) (2.6) Wj are the complex radiation potentials due to

j=1 the harmonic oscillation of the ship in each rigid
for the unsteady flow, all applying on the mean body mode with unit velocity at the frequency

position of the ship hull W. In equation (2.6) of encounter w.
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3. THE HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES bij {= f / (iwsoj + Vi'. V• p)nids}
AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION W JJ (-B)

(3.3)
The linearized unsteady hydrodynamic pressure
on the mean position of the ship hull follows from As indicated by (3.1) and (3.3) all hydrodynamic
Bernoulli's equation, forces are evaluated by direct integration of the

hydrodynamic pressure over the mean position

P = -p (Ot + V•. V¢)( of the ship hull. The numerical algorithm imple-
mented in SWAN determines the flow velocity

1 on the panels as part of the solution, therefore,
2 V)( V . V4 + gz)] (B) it is unnecessary to apply Stokes' theorem for

(3.1) the evaluation of (3.3) as suggested in Ogilvie
and Tuck (1969).

where d denotes the vector oscillatory displace-
ment of the ship surface due to a six-degree-of-
freedom oscillatory motion. The second compo- 4. THE RANKINE PANEL METHOD
nent of (3.1) consists of two terms. The last term
contributes the hydrostatic restoring force and In this section the principal attributes of the
moments, while the first term supplies a dynamic Rankine Panel Method developed for the so-
correction to the hydrostatic effect which arises lution of the steady and unsteady free surface
from the oscillatory displacement of the ship in problems will be described. Further details may
the non-uniform steady flow created by the ship be found in Sclavounos and Nakos (1988) and
forward translation. For the Froude numbers Nakos and Sclavounos (1990a,b).
considered in this paper this dynamic contribu-
tion to the restoring coefficients was found to be Plane quadrilateral panels are distributed over
small and was neglected. Yet, at higher Froude the ship hull and part of the free surface, as il-
numbers this effect may be significant. lustrated in Figure 3 for the S-175 hull. The

potential flow in the fluid domain is solved by
The linear equations of motion governing the an application of Green's second identity for the
time-harmonic responses of the ship follow from unknown potentials €, p using the Rankine unit
Newton's law. In complex notation, they accept source as the Green function. The result is
the familiar form an integro-differential equation for the unknown

steady and unsteady potentials and their gradi-
6 ents over the mesh illustrated in the Figure.Zý [W + aij) + iwbij + cj]j = Xi Four aspects of the Rankine Panel Method ir-

j=1 plemented in SWAN deserve special mention.

i1,..., 6 , They are discussed below:

(3.2) 1. Bi-Quadratic Spline Scheme

where mnij is the ship inertia matrix, ýj the com- - Stability Analysis

plex amplitude of the ship oscillatory displace- A bi-quadratic spline basis function has been in-
ment and cij the matrix which which accounts troduced for the approximation of the velocity
for hydrostatic and inertia restoring effects. Theforhydrodynatic andinertiaresstaording eect e potential over the ship hull and the free surface.
hydrodynamic added-mass and damping coeffi- The numerical properties of this representation
cients, a and m nj respectively and the exciting for forward speed free surface flows were studied
forces and moments Xj, are defined as follows in Nakos and Sclavounos (1990b). The method

Rff was found to be free of numerical damping or
-p [i( + 7) + amplification, a very desirable property in the

(B) computation of ship wave patterns. A stability

Vý, V(0 0 + p7)] nids} criterion was developed restricting the selection
of the panel aspect ratio relative to the Froude

W (iwpo + V]- Vwj)nidsl number and frequency rendered non-dimensional
W fJ (-B) by the panel size h. The numerical dispersion of
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the method was determined to be of O(h') which that the linearized free surface condition allows
was found to introduce negligible numerical er- for wave disturbances with very small length
ror. scales associated with divergent wave systems.

The presence of such short scales in ship flows
2. Radiation Condition modelled by linearized free surface conditions

cannot therefore be ruled out. Moreover, ex-
With Rankine Panel Methods, the proper en- perimental evidence may be misleading when it
forcement of the radiation condition at infinity comes to the existence of short scales in the
is essential for their successful use. In SWAN solution of linearized forward-speed ship flows
the condition of no waves upstream of the ship because of the prevalence in the physical flow
has been satisfied by requiring that both the of nonlinearity at the bow and viscosity at the
wave elevation and its slope vanish at the up- stern.
stream boundary of the free surface discretiza-
tion. The formal derivation of this radiation con- In early computations with SWAN attempts to
dition in steady flow is presented in Sclavounos generate convergent wave pattern predictions in
and Nakos (1988), were its preformance for a the steady and time-harmonic problems revealed
range of 2D and 3D steady and unsteady flows either lack of convergence and the manifestation
has been tested and found to be very satisfac- of short scale spatial oscillations in the numeri-
tory. The transverse and downstream ends of cal solution. Unable to determine the degree to
the free surface mesh are successfully treated as which they are to be attributed to a short scale
free boundaries. For values of the reduced fre- analytical behaviour in the wave pattern or to
quency 7 = wU/g less than 1/4, a component numerical error, the decision was taken to filter
of the unsteady wave disturbance generated by such short scales out of the numerical solu-
the ship is known to propagate upstream. In tion.

tion was found to generate convergent compu- There exist several ways to carry out such a fil-
tations of the unsteady flow past the ship for tering. In the SWAN formulation, as in most
Froude numbers typically larger than 0.15. Sea- double-body linearizations of the free surface
keeping experiments in the vicinity of r = 1/4 condition, short scales are likely to be generated
are unfortunately scarce, therefore the fidelity of by the sharp gradients of the double-body flow
the SWAN computations in such cases is to be near the ship ends. The low-pass filter shown
determined, in Figure 3 is applied to the second-gradients of

the double-body flow by discrete convolution in
T the x~- and y-directions. The remaining gradi-

1------ - ents of (I which enter in the free-surface condi-
IC- --OrLa-wn... -- tions (2.2) and (2.3) are not filtered. In Figure 3

- ....-- - - i - -- - two characteristic length scales are defined. The
scale ACR denotes the shortest wavelength which

G----------------------- can be resolved by the numerical scheme, and
[I equals 2h, w here h is the typical grid size in the

- - -- - -I - -* s t r e a m w i s e d i r e c t i o n . I n F i g u r e 3 t h i s s c a l e i s s e -
lected to be 30 times smaller that the ship length.

I The second length scale ACrT is a parameter of

S . .. .2 .. .. . . the filter function and denotes the upper bound

Figure 3 The Low-pass Filter Used for of the length scales which are to be trusted as
accurate in the numerical solution. Numerical

Smoothing the Basis Flow. experiments suggest that numerical error may

be significant for length scales between ACR and
A CUT. The former is essentially the Nyquist

3. Filtering Algorithm length scale 2h and is controlled by the selec-
tion of the number of panels. The latter is a

The steady and time-harmonic free surface flows parameter of the filter which may be selected
past elementary wave singularities have shown independently of the number of panels.
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In the SWAN computations reported in the Figure 2. Denoting by h(a , y) the vertical offset
present paper ACUT was selected equal to L/15, of the ship hull near the stern and by C(x, y) the
where L is the ship length. The SWAN corn- free surface elevation just downstream of it as
putations of the wave pattern have been found defined by equation (2.2), the following smooth
to be convergent for such a cutoff lengthscale, detachment conditions are enforced at the stern
therefore the numerical solution of the linear in the case of steady flow:
boundary-value problem should be trusted for
wavelengths larger than ACUT. Such a claim can- C(XT, y) h(XT, y) (5.1)
not be made for shorter scales, regardless of their
analytical or physical relevance. Further proper-
ties of this filtering algorithm in the computation 6 c(XT, y) 9 h(XT, Y)
of Kelvin wave patterns and wave resistance are OX (9X (5.2)
discussed in Nakos and Sclavounos (1993).

These conditions state that the free surface el-
4. Iterative Solution of Linear System evation at the upstream end of the free surface

wake leaves the stern smoothly, preserving theThe efficient solution of the real or complex lin- continuity of the steady flow streamlines.

ear system obtained from RPM formulations is

essential for the utility of such methods in prac- The same conditions are enforced in the time-
tice. The associated matrices are full, asymmet- harmonic problem with the unsteady free sur-
ric and generally poorly conditioned, therefore face elevation now defined by expression (2.3). In
robust and efficient solution algorithms must be both steady and unsteady problems the smooth
available for their solution. detachment conditions (5.1) and (5.2) merely en-

force a finite velocity over the portion of the stern
The linear systems in SWAN are presently solved which sheds a wake. The analogy with the lin-
by block Gauss-Siedel iteration, equipped with earized Kutta conditions in lifting surface theory
a minimum-residual acceleration scheme. The is evident.
block size is typically selected to be a quarter
of the matrix size, leading to convergence in Expressions (5.1)-(5.2) are expected to properly
about 20-30 iterations for the unsteady problem, model stern flows past transom sterns of small
This rate of convergence is found to be insensi- or zero draft. In either case the two conditions
tive to the number of panels used as long as the are transferred on the z = 0 plane and enforced
block/matrix ratio is kept equal to 1/4. on the upstream side of the wake. In the nu-

merical implementation of (5.1) and (5.2) it was
A preconditioner is currently under development found that the most essential condition to en-
for the SWAN sub-matrix which is associated force is the continuity of the velocity potential.
with the free surface grid. Preliminary results This finding is consistent with similar implemen-
indicate that the rate of convergence of basic it- tations of the linearized Kutta condition, also
erative methods on the preconditioned matrix known as Morino condition, in potential based
are increased and the need for block iteration steady and unsteady lifting flows.
is eliminated. The objective is the development
of a rapidly convergent preconditioned iterative
method based on the efficient access and compu- 6. STRUCTURAL LOADS
tation of large matrix-vector products.

Figure 1 illustrates two Cartesian coordinate sys-
tems, fixed relative to the ship hull and translat-

5. THE FREE SURFACE WAKE ing with its forward speed. The reference co-

ordinate system (X, y, z) has been defined above
As outlined in the Introduction, for ships with in connection with the formulation of the free
transom or flared sterns, the proper treatment surface boundary value problems. The second
of the local free surface flow physics calls for the coordinate system, is obtained by parallel shift
introduction of a free surface wake, consisting of of the axes of the reference frame by the vector
a strip of panels trailing the ship as illustrated in X0. It is centered at an arbitrary point 0 with
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respect to which all components of the structural waterline, the latter defined as the difference be-
loads exerted by inertia and fluid forces on the tween the total unsteady wave elevation and the
shaded portion of the ship hull will be deter- vertical ship displacement. The corresponding
mined. moment vector acting over the same portion of

the ship hull, about the axes of the coordinate
All forces will be linearized about the mean po- system centered at the point 0, is defined as fol-
sition of the ship hull, therefore use will be made lows
of the linear version of the skew symmetric rota-
tion matrix T,

-'1 6 6 $a=N xi
T = 1 -$4 (6.1) [f

-6 ý4 1 ffSP[(i- go) x ii]ds+

where ($4, 5,$6) are the linear roll, pitch and ij(pg7j - p)[(i- 4) x i!]ds-
yaw ship displacements. It follows that the linear Jc
displacement of a point on or inside the ship hull, fff
fixed relative to the reference frame (x, y, z), is N ( ) x [(T - I)gldm

defined by (6.4)

ý= •+ T;F (6.2)
In (6.3) and (6.4), the second terms arise from
the fluid pressure forces which include the hydro-

where 2 denotes the vector of lin- static contribution by virtue of the last term in
ear ship displacements and the vector ;F is to be the definition (3.1) of the pressure. The leading
regarded as a quantity independent of time. terms account for the inertia effect contributed

by the acceleration of the differential mass dm
The fluid pressure acting on the wetted part of and the last terms represent the restoring force
the shaded portion of the ship hull is determined admmnrsetvlcnrbtdb h

from the solution of the steady and time har- and moment, respectively, contributed by the
monic free surface flows described above. The mass of the shaded part of the ship as it un-moni fre srfae fows escibe abve.The dergoes rotational oscillations. A more detailed
resultant forces and moments follow by direct derivation ofcillan s. A morried

integration over the ship hull of the hydrody- derivation of (6.3) and (6.4) is carried out by

namic pressure as defined by (3.1). For the Helmers (1992)(private communication).

Froude numbers considered in the present study, The waterline integrals may be seen to depend
the contribution to the structural loads by the the wterlin e inegals ay b e se tependon the steady wave elevation along the waterline
steady pressure was found to be small and was which is assumed to be large for flared geome-
ignored. tries. For the vertical loads, the normal vec-

Denoting by S the mean wetted surface of the tor component n.3 may be seen to be equal to
shadednportiong b the ship wettedsul, bC the mthe sine of the the flare angle which vanishes forshaded portion of the ship hull, by C the mean wall sided ships. The magnitude of the waterline
position of its waterline and V the volume over integral contribution to the vertical wave loads
which mass elements are distributed, the un- will be studied in Section 8. Expressions (6.3)
steady force vector acting over (S, V) by fluid and (6.4) represent the unsteady contribution to

the structural loads which must be added to the

'/' d2F 7n static loads acting upon a ship in calm water.F=II -d-nd - piifds+I
T, _v d y s By virtue of the three dimensional nature of the

77, (Pg7- i- (Tff f T i)jfm hydrodynamic solution determined by SWAN,
d NI the force and moment vectors defined by (6.3)

(6.3) and (6.4) may be evaluated at any arbitrary
point 0 over the ship surface or its interior, as

where p is the unsteady pressure, r7 is the steady the structural analysis may require. The evalua-
and rn, the relative wave elevations along the ship tion of the volume integrals accounting for the
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dynamic and restoring inertial effects may be countertop, a significant portion of which gets
easily evaluated by a summation over as many wet as a result of the sinkage, trim and steady
mass points as are necessary to distribute over elevation downstream of the stern. A similar but
the ship interior in order to represent its iner- less pronounced effect may be observed for the
tia properties. This is the method adopted in S-175 hull and generally for hull shapes with sig-

SWAN. nificant flare at their stern. The corresponding
effect at the bow is less pronounced for nearly

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS vertical bow stems.

7.1 Kelvin Wave Patterns Past Computations of the hydrostatic, impedance
Transom Stern Ships forces and ship motions for the linear and 'non-

linear' wetted surface of the ship hull revealed a
Figure 4 illustrates the hull discretization of the strong sensitivity of the motions on the steady
transom stern DTMB model 5415 consisting of wave profile effect on the hydrostatic coefficients.
80 panels along the ship length and 10 panels The hydrodynamic coefficients were found not to
along its half section. A strip of panels trail- be appreciably different in the two cases and they
ing its transom is added with the smooth de- have thus been computed about the linear wet-
tachment conditions (5.1) and (5.2) enforced at ted surface, for the sake of simplicity.
its upstream end. Computations of the Kelvin
pattern at a Froude number 0.25 are presented, The proper discretization of the free surface in
where their convergence is studied as a function the vicinity of the stern of a flared hull is essential
of the number of panels along the ship length. A for the robustness and convergence of the numer-
comparison is also carried out of the computed ical solution. An attempt to distribute panels
Kelvin wake spectrum with the measurements around flared sterns without the introduction of
carried out in the 'wakeoff' comparative study a wake revealed a strong sensitivity of the numer-
of Lindenmuth, Ratcliffe, and Reed (1991) with ical solution on the number and arrangement of
good agreement. In all computations the panel panels. The introduction of a wake strip of pan-
aspect ratio a was taken equal to 1 on the free els trailing the stern was found to cure this prob-
surface and near the ship hull. This selection of lem and lead to convergent computations. The
the aspect ratio typically requires a large num- panel arrangement in the vicinity of the stern
ber of panels on the free surface but has been of the S-175 is illustrated in Figure 2 where the
found to lead to convergent computations. shallow portion of the stern has been removed

and an equivalent transom was introduced as in-
7.2 Hydrodynamic Forces and Motions of dicated in the Figure.

the SL7 and S-175 Hulls
Convergence tests were carried out using the

Computations have been carried out of the heave grid arrangement shown in Figure 2. The pa-
and pitch damping coefficients of the SL7 and rameters varied included the panel aspect ratio
S-175 hulls. Both hulls have flared geometries and the total number of panels. For both ship
at the stern which must be taken into account hulls and for all frequencies and Froude numbers
properly for the accurate computation of their tested, convergence to within graphical accuracy
seakeeping properties. was achieved, using up to about 5,000 panels on

half the ship hull, free surface and wake with the
The steady problem is solved first about the calm panel aspect ratio varying from 1.5 to 2.0, de-
water position of the hull and its sinkage, trim fined at the ratio of the streamwise to the trans-
and steady wave profile are evaluated along the verse dimensions of a typical panel in the vicinity
waterline and downstream of the stern. Based on of the ship waterline. The aspect ratio of 1.5 was
this information, the new position of the ship wa- selected in the final computations. The extent of
terline relative to the ship hull is determined and the free surface grid relative to the ship dimen-
the extent of the ship stern that gets wet is de- sion is illustrated in Figure 2.
termined by intersecting the steady wave profile
with the stern profile, including effects of sink- The heave and pitch added mass and damping
age and trim. The SL7 stern possesses a long coefficients of the SL7 hull advancing at a Froude
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number 0.3 are illustrated in Figure 5. The corn- surface discretization of an International Amer-
putations by SWAN are compared to the ex- ica's Cup Class generic yacht hull, code named
perimental measurements by O'Dea and Jones PACT (Partnership for America's Cup Tech-
(1983). The corresponding computations for the nology) baseline geometry, characterized by its
S-175 advancing at a Froude number 0.275 are small draft and significant flare along its entire
plotted in Figure 7. Computations by SWAN of length. The robust solution of the steady and
the heave and pitch exciting forces for the SL7 unsteady flows around such hulls necessitates the
advancing in head waves are compared to exper- introduction of a free surface wake which may be
iments in Figure 6. The agreement is very sat- seen trailing the yacht stern in Figure 11. The
isfactory, as is usually the case with the exciting wake panels are distributed around the flared
forces. portion of the stern, since in this case the defi-

nition of an equivalent transom is not as evident
Heave and pitch motion amplitude and phase as for the SL7 and S-175 hulls.
computations by SWAN for the SL7 are com-
pared to experiments in Figure 8 in head waves Computations of the heave and pitch motion am-
and a Froude number Fr = 0.3. The SWAN plitudes including the nonlinear steady state ef-
predictions marked as 'nonlinear' have accounted fect discussed above are compared in Figure 11
for the effect of the hull sinkage, trim and steady with experimental measurements by Cohen and
wave profile upon the restoring coefficients. The Beck (1992). Consistently with the SL7 and S-
corresponding head wave heave and pitch motion 175 computations, the heave and pitch motion
computations for the S-175 hull at a Froude num- amplitudes are found not to display a resonant
ber 0.275, are illustrated in Figure 10. The ex- peak, which is clearly visible in the linear SWAN
perimental measurements for the S-175 hull have computations not shown in the figure. Further
been reported by the ITTC and are discussed in seakeeping and added resistance computations
more detail by Dalzell (1992). for the PACT and other yacht hull geometries

are presented in Sclavounos and Nakos (1993).

A clear trend emerges from these computations.
The account of the nonlinear effect described
above reduces the amplitude of the heave and 8. WAVE INDUCED STRUCTRURAL
pitch motions at resonance by an appreciable LOADS ON THE SL-7 and S-175 HULLS
amount, leading to a good agreement with exper-
imental measurements. Both the linear SWAN
computations and strip theory tend to overpre- Computations were carried out of the vertical
dict the heave and pitch motions at resonance, shear force and bending moment induced at the
a trend which is not evident for wall sided ge- midship section and about a transverse axis co-
ometries like the Wigley and the Series 60 hull, inciding with the z = 0 plane. Expressions (6.3)
studied in Nakos and Sclavounos (1990). and (6.4) were used with all integrations carried

out over the fore half of the ship hull. The wave
Heave and pitch motions of the S-175 advanc- induced loads have been determined using both
ing at Fr = 0.275 in beam (P = 90 deg) and the linear and nonlinear heave and pitch motion
quartering (/3 = 60 deg) waves are plotted in amplitudes evaluated in the manner described in
Figure 10 and compared with good agreement Section 7. Furthermore the contribution to the
to the experimental measurements reported by loads from the waterline integrals in (6.3) and
the ITTC. All hydrodynamic force and motion (6.4) which account for the effect of flare has
computations reported in this study correspond been isolated and compared to the surface and
to Froude number and frequency combinations volume integrals in the same expressions.
such that the values of the reduced frequency
7" =wU/g are greater than 1/4. The vertical shear force and bending moment

induced by head waves on the SL7 hull are pre-
7.3 Heave and Pitch Motions of sented in Figure 9. SWAN computations using

an IACC Yacht Hull the linear and nonlinear heave and pitch mo-
tion amplitude predictions are shown and the

Figure 11 illustrates the body plan and free latter are found to be in very good agreement
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with the measured values. It is noteworthy that sinkage, trim and steady wave profile interaction
the account of the nonlinear effect in the motion with the stern upon the hydrostatic coefficients
amplitude tends to decrease the peak value of and c) the derivation of waterline corrections to
the shear force modulus and increase the corre- the linearized wave load definitions, which ac-
sponding modulus of the bending moment, con- count for effects of flare.

sistently with the experimental trend.
Heave and pitch motion computations, corrected

The corresponding head wave shear force and for the effects of flare as outlined above, are
bending moment computations for the S-175 hull found to be in very good agreement with exper-
are presented in Figure 12. Again the wave load iments, particularly near resonance where flare
predictions based on the 'nonlinear' heave and effects appear to introduce a detuning to the
pitch motions are in better agreement with the heave/pitch oscillation and a reduction of their
experimental measurements and as for the S-175 respective amplitudes. Computations of the ver-
hull are found to differ appreciably from their tical shear force and bending moments in head
linear counterparts. The SWAN wave load pre- and oblique waves for the SL7 and the S-175 hulls
dictions in beam and quartering waves are also il- show a strong dependence upon, a) the use of the
lustrated in Figure 11 using the 'nonlinear' heave 'nonlinear' heave and pitch motion amplitudes,
and pitch motions amplitudes. The agreement corrected for the effects of flare at the stern, and
with experiments, where available, is again seen b) the account of waterline terms in the defini-
to be satisfactory. tion of the loads, which arise only when flare is
The importance of the waterline contribution present near the ship bow.
to the wave loads is demonstrated in Figure 12
where the S-175 head wave midship bending mo-
ment defined by expression (6.4) is plotted with 10. Acknowledgements
and without the waterline terms. It is evident
that ignoring the waterline integral, may lead This study has been supported by the Of-
to a marked underprediction of the bending mo- fice of Naval Research (Contract N00014-91-J-
ment. This trend is also evident in the shear 1509), David Taylor Model Basin (ONR Con-
force predictions and for other wave headings. tract N00014-92-J- 1776) and A. S., Veritas Re-
Recalling that the waterline-integral contribu- search. The study of the seakeeping properties
tions are absent for wall-sided hull geometries, of the IACC yacht hull has been supported by
it is concluded that the effect of flare near the PACT (Partnership for America's Cup Technol-
fore end of a ship hull is responsible for a sig- ogy).
inificant component of the vertical wave induced
loads, as intuition alone might suggest.
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4290 Panels

Figure 2 Hull and Free Surface Discretization for S-175 Hull.
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DISCUSSION
by Professor Robert Beck, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor

Do you have an explanation to the hump that
appears in the bending moment curve at high
frequencies?

Author's Reply
I would attribute the mid-ship bending

moment hump at high frequencies to construc-
tive/destructive interference effects caused for
wavelengths shorter than the ship length of
nature similar to that encountered in the high-
frequency behavior of the heave and pitch excit-
ing forces. The amplitude of these effects is
magnified in the mid-ship bending moment and
shear force integrations which are carried out
over half the ship surface. Similar interference
effects in the exciting force evaluation are less
pronounced due to cancellation in the respective
integration which is carried out along the entire
ship length.

DISCUSSION
by Emilio Campana, INSEAN, Italian Ship
Model Basin

In your paper you say that for the solution of
the large linear system a wave preconditioner,
based on the free surface grid, has been used.
Can you give some more details?

Author's Reply
We have developed a reconditioner which is

custom designed for real and complex matrix
equations arising in Rankine panel methods. The
preconditioner is based on the approximate
inversion of the sub-matrix associated with the
free-surface mesh by a discrete FFT technique.
The resulting preconditioned matrix (real for the
steady and complex for the unsteady problem)
becomes diagonally dominant and its inversion
becomes possible by point, as opposed to block,
minimum residual accelerated Jacobi and Gauss-
Siedel iteration. The rate of convergence of this
new iterative scheme was found to be uniformly
faster than the original block iteration method
over a broad range of frequencies and speeds.
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Calculation of Transom Stern Flows
J.G. Telste and A.M. Reed

(David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

ABSTRACT 9(u) sine component of the free-wave
spectrum

This paper presents a method of calculating the g gravitational acceleration

flow near a transom stem ship moving forward at a 9(u) cosine component of the free-wave

moderate to high steady speed into otherwise undis- spectrum
turbed water. The speed is assumed to be sufficient k0  fundamental wave number (= g/U 2)
to guarantee smooth flow separation at the stern and L ship length
a dry transom. In addition, conditions necessary to W unit normal directed into the fluid
justify the assumption of potential flow are assumed. (nx, ny, n-) components of the normal vector W in
Modified free-stream linearization is used to obtain the x-, y-, and z-directions
a Neumann-Kelvin boundary value problem in which r distance from the singular point " to the
the usual linearization about the mean free-surface field point 1
level is replaced in the area behind the transom stem Rr wave resistance
by linearization about a surface originating at the S wetted surface area of the hull
hull-transom intersection. A Rankine singularity in- S, hull surface (zero sinkage and trim)
tegral equation is presented for obtaining the solution SE surface behind a transom stern on which
of the resulting mathematical boundary-value prob- linearized free-surface boundary
lem. The integral equation involves line integrals conditions are applied (= E(x,y))
around the hull and has been designed so that it great- SE projection of SE onto the mean
ly reduces the requirement of using forward finite dif- free-surface level
ferences to enforce the radiation boundary condition. S, mean free-surface level
The approach permits the presence of free-surface di- U ship speed
poles and provides a mechanism for carrying lift u transverse wave number (= sec 0 tan 0)
downstream from a transom stern in accordance with v longitudinal wave number (- sec 0)
the work of various researchers who, in recent years, Y vector notation of the field point (xyjz)
had suggested that lift effects are an important com- (xy,z) coordinates of the field point Y in a
ponent of wave resistance under certain conditions. right-handed ship-fixed coordinate
Computational results are presented for two transom- system, x positive downstream, y
stern ships. positive to starboard, and z positive

upward

point on the hull-transom intersection
NOMENCLATURE Z4x, y) wave elevation

vector notation for a singular point
CUP wave resistance coefficient computed ( , 0,)

from wave spectral energy (7, r/, •) coordinates of the singular point "
(= 2Rv/eSU2) Q density of water

E(x,y) surface behind a transom stern on which 0 velocity potential
linearized free-surface boundary 0 perturbation potential
conditions are applied _= SE) 0 angle from which the transverse wave

F Froude number (= U/ gL) number is computed
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INTRODUCTION moderate to high steady speed into otherwise undis-
turbed water. This is a Rankine singularity method in

Before the appearance of high-speed comput- which several enhancements have been made so that
ers, ship designers had to rely solely oil systematic- the effect of including lift can be seen more clearly in
series experiments for designing criteria. With the the computational results. The speed is assumed to be
great improvement in the capability of computing sufficiently high to guarantee smooth flow separation
quantities such as wave resistance, trim moment, and at the stern and a dry transom. In addition, conditions
the Kelvin wave pattern that has occurred especially necessary to justify the assumption of potential flow
since the 1970's, designers now frequently rely on a are assumed. A modified free-stream linearization is

complementary combination of experiments and used to obtain a Neumann-Kelvin boundary value
computer simulations. The increased computational problem. In this linearization scheme, for most of the
capability has come about because of the effort that free surface, the usual linearization is used. However,
has been expended through the years in the develop- behind the transom, the usual linearization about the
ment of computer codes to simulate flow near ships mean free-surface level is replaced by linearization
moving steadily into otherwise undisturbed water - about a surface originating at the hull-transom inter-
the wave resistance problem. Computational results section. A Rankine singularity integral equation is
for several of these codes can be seen in the "Wake- presented for obtaining the solution of the resulting
Off' report of Lindenmuth et a!. (1). One of the con- mathematical boundary value problem. The integral
clusions of that report was that the predictions of Kel- equation involves line integrals around the hull and
Vin wave pattern for ships with transom sterns were has been designed so that it greatly reduces the re-
poor. quirement of using forward finite differences to en-

Since the "Wake-Off," additional effort has force the radiation boundary condition. The approach
been expended in trying to properly model flow in the permits the presence of free-surface dipoles and pro-
neighborhood of the transom stern of a translating vides a mechanism for carrying lift downstream from
ship. Results of such work are presented in the papers a transom stem.
of Cheng (2), Reed et al. (3), and Nakos and Sclavou-
nos (4). In their paper, Nakos and Sclavounos present MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
computational results in which a lifting surface origi-
nating at the stern is present. Kutta-like conditions Acoordinate system is fixed to the ship with the
are enforced at the stern. For shallow transom sterns origin inside the hull on the mean free-surface level
the wake is collapsed onto the mean free-surface lev- so that x is positive downstream, z is positive above
el. Reed et al. present various arguments to show that the mean free-surface level, and y is positive on the
it is reasonable and even necessary to include a lift starboard side. In this coordinate system a uniform
model for flows in the vicinity of a moderate to high- stream of speed U is flowing past the hull in the posi-
speed transom stern ship, as is done to model the flow tive x-direction.
about three-dimensional wings. The arguments were Boundary Value Problem
based on analogies with high-speed planing craft and
ventilated hydrofoils at moderate speeds, as well as Conditions necessary for potential flow are as-
the theoretical work and analysis of experimental sumed. For now, a cruiser stern is assumed and free-
work of Tulin and Hsu (5). The point of the argu- stream linearization about the mean free-surface lev-
mentation was that under certain conditions effects el is used. The total potential P is written as the sum
due to lift form a significant component of the wave of the free-stream potential Ux and a disturbance po-
resistance. Reed et al. present the effects of including tential 0b:
a lift model in Rankine and Havelock singularity = X +
codes. The effects of lift could be more easily sepa-=
rated in the computational results from the Havelock
singularity code, where itwas shown that liftmodifies Then the following dimensional equations character-
the diverging waves of the Kelvin wave pattern origi- ize the boundary value problem:
nating at the stern. Additionally, it was shown that the
strength of the dipole distribution along the transom = = 0 (2)
has a shape similar to that of an elliptic loading on a UZý - Oz = 0 on SF (3)
three-dimensional lifting surface. The effect of lift in
the Rankine singularity code could not be distin- U4C + gZ = 0 on SF (4)
guished so easily.

This paper presents a method of calculating the 0o(
flow near a transom stern ship moving forward at a -n
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where Skis the mean free-surface level, Sis the hull condition, was used to obtain the last term in its pres-
surface below the mean free-surface level, Z is the ent form.
free-surface height, and i is the unit normal directed It is intended to solve the boundary value prob-
into the fluid. Eqs. (3) and (4) are the kinematic and lem with a low-order Rankine singularity panel code
dynamic free-surface boundary conditions, which in which the source and dipole distributions over each
are to be satisfied on the mean free-surface level. To panel are uniform. Such codes often use finite differ-
ensure a unique solution, a radiation condition that no ences to approximate the derivative of the potential in
waves propagate upstream of the hull must also be sa- the last term of the integral equation. However, as is
tisfied. stated in the recent paper by Lechter (6), there is real-

After normalizing lengths by the length L of the ly no satisfactory finite difference scheme for Ran-
ship and velocities by the speed U, the equations take kine singularity methods. The situation is worsened
the form by the appearance of the second derivative O rather

than a first derivative. In this case, however, the need

S= x + • (6) for finite differencing can be greatly reduced by ap-
plying Stokes' theorem to the last term of eq. (12).

V2-p. = V2= 0 (7) Then a collocation point shifting scheme together
with analytic differentiation can be used over most of

Z, - ?= 0 on SF (8) the free surface. This scheme is similar to the scheme
used by Jensen (2). As is pointed out in (6), there are

0, + Z/F 2 
= 0 on SF (9) difficulties associated with Jensen's method, espe-

cially at low speeds; even so, at the moderate to high

n, on speed flows with which this paper deals, the method
n(10) is an improvement over one in which Oýý is approxi-

mated by forward finite differences. The first ap-

where F is the Froude number given by F = U/L� plication of Stokes' theorem follows a simple use of

The nondimensional kinematic and dynamic bound- the chain rule for differentiation. The result is
ary conditions, eqs. (8) and (9), can be combined into
the single boundary condition dS(-.) = --

,dSQý) f~r f 0"( I;d
F 0 (11) SF SF SF

which is to be applied on the mean free-surface level. f O jA-dS() + f--d (13)

Integral Equation SF

Green's second identity can be used to obtain in which the line integral is counterclockwise around
an integral equation for the solution of eqs. (7)-(10). the outer edges of the computational region and
If the integral over a hemispherical surface beneath clockwise around the hull. The x-derivative in front
the mean free-surface level vanishes as that surface of the surface integral was obtained from the symme-
is expanded to infinity, then the integral equation try of r with respect to Y and ý and from the fact that

the integration variable is independent of x. The
(f range of integration for the surface integrals is taken

= (--an7ydS() - -()IdS(ý) to be the finite portion of the mean free-surface level
f rwhich is to be paneled later. If the computational do-

sB sB main has sides parallel to the x-z plane, then the line

f • _1_F_- _ integral has nonvanishing contributions only from
+ 0(ý)-LnIdS(ý) - F 2  around the hull, along the upstream boundary, and

S f ~ (12) along the downstream boundary. The technique can
F sF be used again to remove the remaining derivative

from inside the surface integral. The result is
holds for! E SB U Sp. All integrals other than the
first or third one are regular. IfY Ez SB, then the first f f1
integral is a principal-value integral; otherwise dS(-•) =-2

Y G SF and the third integral is a principal-value in- f rX f I'

tegral. Eq. (11), the combined free-surface boundary SF SF
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SBB

+ f 0 dS() y- T dS(-,(6
%,,~d ... r ••l 0 d( (16)

SF ISE SF uSE

'U ,,,, "

which is valid for & SB U SF U SE. For

g. SB, the first integral is a principal-value integral;
Fig 1 - Top view of surfaces defined r a tran for Y G SF U SE, the third integral is a principal-
som-ster ship. value integral; otherwise, the integrals are regular. To

continue as before, the normal derivative in the last
integral must be expressed in terms of the potential

+i + (14) and its tangential derivatives on the boundary. If the
x df r I' (surface SF U SE is given by the equation

z - E(x,y) 0- , (17)
Therefore, the final form of the integral equation is

then the unit normal directed into the fluid is given by
2 no~(A- f aný•) I'1ý -0 • •

f f-ý r W = (,E,) , - 1)/ ý1 +E, + E; (18)

SB SB

and the last term of the integral equation can be re-
+ f jT-dS(ý) written as

SF SF

ýF__ E &j d;F 2 f~di. (15)f
axfr r SF U SE

Transom Stern f I r

SF U Si
Flow past a ship with a transom stem is now

considered. The flow is assumed to separate smooth-
ly at the hull-transom intersection. As before SB de- Here S' refers to the projection of SE onto the mean

notes the hull surface beneath the mean free-surface free-surface level.
level. In this case, however, SF denotes the mean On the actual free surface z = Z(x, y), which is

free-surface level only for that portion which is not to be distinguished from the surface z = E(x, y), the
directly behind the stern. There is an additional sur- nonlinear kinematic and dynamic free-surface
face SE which extends from the separation line at the boundary conditions are given by

hull-transom intersection to downstream infinity.
Eventually, it would be desirable for SE to vary with 0z - Z/(1 + qC) - Z110. = 0 (20)
respect to distance downstream from the hull so that
the surface approaches the mean free-surface level
downstream of the stern. In this paper, however, SE
does not vary in x and so forms a cylindrical surface
downstream of the transom stern. It is assumed that + Z + 1(95 + 02 + 02 = O,
S, U S, is a smooth surface. The surfaces, viewed

from above, are depicted in Fig. 1.
Under the same conditions that were required respectively. It is assumed that X + + q , 1,

in the case of a cruiser stern, Green's second identity although it might be argued that 0y is not negligible
can be used to obtain the integral equation in the vicinity of deep transoms with steep side walls.
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After discarding these terms, the dynamic free-sur-
face boundary condition becomes k (Z( -L n_)dS(dS

SB SB

qb, + Z/F 2 = 0 on z = Z(x,y). (22) (

Expanding the factors involving the potential in eqs. SF U SE SF U S
(20) and (22) in Taylor series about z = E(x,y) and
dropping all terms of the series expansions except thelowest order terms, we obtain which is almost the same as eq. (12). The application

of Stokes' theorem proceeds as it does for the case of
a cruiser stern and we obtain the integral equation

0 - - Z -Z,0 = 0 (23)

and f~~(~ J and(ý r f dS( r
SB SB

q0,(x,y,E(x,y)) + Z + 0 (24) +
F 2  F 2 f0(24)

SF U SE

on z = E(x, y). Eq. (24) can be differentiated with re-a2 0

spect to x and combined with eq. (23) to obtain - F 2 
ý - r Id+S(-_+_ E2

SF U S E
S- Z 4. - Z, 0 + F 2 ( 0 _ + 0 Ex) = 0 (25)

on z = E(x,y) which, if we assume I0,-Ex] < 1, be-
comes

This equation is the final form of the integral equation
for the case of a transom stern hull.

& -ZO. - Zi. + F / = 0 (26) Free-Wave Spectrum and Wave-Pattern Resis-

tance

on z = E(x, y). This equationi is used to eliminate We wish to compute the magnitude of the free-
from the the right hand side of eq. (19): wave spectrum whose sine and cosine components

F(u) and g(u) are defined in eq. (35) of Eggers et al.
(a). The definitions assume that all lengths have been

Jd(-)ds(g) normalized by the inverse of the fundamental wave
f jd rf number k,. The same normalization applies to F, g,

SF U sE sF U Si and the magnitude of the spectrum. The transverse

wave number u has been normalized by k0.[(E - Z),•+ (E- Z),O, + 1F20g (2 The free-wave spectrum is calculated from a
•Ir(Et (27) pair of transverse wave cuts by a method derived by

Sharma (9). Sharma, in contrast to Eggers et al., re-

tained dimensions. Taking into account this differ-
If [(Eý - Z.)o[ < 1 and I(Ej - ZI)OIJ < 1, then eq. ence, S and g are reproduced here in terms of the non-
(27) becomes dimensional variables of this paper. If the two

transverse wave cuts are Z,(y) Z(Xl,y) and
Z20') = Z(x2, y), then

IO I -1 - P r0'ýd~dq" (28) S(u) - c1 sill + C O)+ sX 1f-tn ) r F = F14dCOS [o s (Ci +' c ' si-llX (C - C,)
SFUSE SF US (31)

and eq. (16) becomes and
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1 [ sinx _ cosY 1 terms of the integral equation are combined. On and
[ (C - C2 COsY- (Cl + C1) around this panel b is set to zero. Then, when the

(32) range of integration for the integrals is restricted to
this panel and its edges, the sum of the last three terms
in the integral equation on this panel becomes

where
4

y= secOcos 0i2F2x2, (33) r + a+

bX X sec20cos0• - X2 4
S2F

2  
dl +

Ox ax r•

and

4 _ 4 _ 23 _ 2 }
C f = 2 Zk cos(_-secOsilOdy (35) T T V

0

o + + dil
for k 1,2. = f "

Using eq. (2.49) of Sharma, the wave resistance 2 3

Rw can be written in terms of E and J. The corre-
sponding nondimensional wave-pattern resistanceC•T is given by Here the common multiplicative factor ofFz has been

deleted. The numbers 1 through 4 refer to the vertices
in clockwise order around the panel when the panel

t/2 is viewed from above. The side joining vertices 1 and
FC 4 {[9y( 1u(0))]2 + g(1,(0))]2)' . 4 is at the upstream edge of the computational region.

8jr(S/L2ý) f The first and third integrals are zero when the edges
joining vertices 1 and 2 and vertices 3 and 4 are paral-

(1 + sin 20)2 sec3 0dO (36) lel to the x-z plane.
Similar treatment of the line and surface inte-

grals at the downstream boundaries of the computa-
where S is the wetted area and L is the length of the tional domain is employed except that 04 in the se-
hull. cond line integral is discarded. Since disturbances

propagate downstream, this treatment of Oý at the
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION downstream boundary should not affect the flow near

the ship if the downstream boundary is far enough
The hull surface and the finite portion of downstream.

SF U,_3 SEwithin the finite computational domain are Hull-waterline integrals are split into a part
approximated by strips of flat rectangular panels, along the hull-transom intersection and a part along
Strips on SE originate at the hull-transom intersec- the sides of the hull. The numerical treatment of the
tion; strips on SF originate at the computational two parts differs. Along the sides of the hull in the
boundary upstream of the hull. For the time being, the first line integral of eq. (30), q5 is assumed to be uni-
upstream panel in each strip of S, is assumed to have form over the edge of a panel where its value is ex-
approximately twice the longitudinal dimension of trapolated from function values at the centroids of
those panels immediately downstream from it. two nearby free-surface panels. The derivative of the

On each panel, the perturbation potential 0 and potential in the second line integral is approximated
its derivative Ob/On4 in the surface integrals of inte- by finite differences as is shown in Fig. 2 and is as-
gral eq. (30) are assumed to be uniform and equal to sumed to be uniform over the edge of a panel. In par-
their values at the centroid of the panel. Surface inte- ticular, the derivative 04 at the waterline point a is
grals over panels are then evaluated analytically. approximated by a linear combination of the potential

On the most forward panel of each longitudinal at a and at three points upstream of a; this differencing
strip of S, the surface integral and the line integrals scheme is the same one as was used by Dawson (10).
along the upstream edge of the strip in the last three The potential at each of the points a through d is in
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Fig. 2 -Top view of free-surface panels adjacent

to the hull. The x-derivative of the potential at a is i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3
a linear combination of the potential at the points a,
b, c, and d. The potential at a is in turn a linear corn- Fig. 3 - Top view of some of the panels in the

bination of the potential at the centroids of panels 1 neighborhood of a transom stern. Panels to the left

and 5. Similarly, the potential at each of the points of the heavy line are on the hull surface; panels to

b, c, and d is a linear combination of the potential the right are on the surface about which the free-
at the centroids of two numbered panels. Thus the surface boundary conditions are linearized.

derivative of the potential at a is a linear combina- transom. Instead, equations that would be associated
tion of the potential at the centroids of the panels with these collocation points are replaced with equa-
numbered 1 through 8. tions specifying free-surface depth and slope in terms

of the hull geometry at the transom stern. This treat-

turn expressed as a linear combination of the potential ment is based on the work of Sclavounos and Nakos

at the centroids of two free-surface panels. Thus the (11) which showed that wave height and slope must

derivative at each waterline point is approximated by be specified at the forward edge of a truncated com-

a linear combination of the potential at the centroids putational free-surface domain. The specified free-
of eight free-surface panels. surface elevation and slope ensure that the free-sur-

At the hull-transom intersection along the as- face elevation and slope at the transom match the hull
Atptthenhull-transom Fintersectionedalonglethetas-

sumed separation line which corresponds to the up- depth and hull shape. For a linearized problem, these

stream edge of SE, an approximation to Oý based on are conditions on 0. and 0. at the transom. After nu-

hull geometry and a linearized form of Bernoulli's merical experimentation, it was decided to enforce

equation is available since it is known that the pres- conditions on q0 at two successive panels immediate-

sure there is atmospheric pressure. With this approxi- lv behind the stern rather than to use the direct ap-
mation, the last line integral of eq. (30) is evaluated proach of setting 0, at the centroid of one panel and

analytically along the intersection. The potential 0 0, at the centroid of a second panel. At the centroids

along the separation line in the other line integral is of the two successive panels, 0. is set by means of fi-

set to the potential at the centroid of the free-surface nite difference equations to values obtained from

panel directly behind the stern. truncated Taylor series expansions involving fr, and

On the hull surface SB, collocation points are 0, at the transom. An example of such a difference

placed at the centroids of panels. For each panel on equation for strip j in Fig. 3 is

SF U S, there is associated a collocation point lo-
cated at the centroid of the panel just upstream of it. ij - i = (xq - xi_-,1)
This collocation point shifting is a convenient way of [ + )
enforcing the radiation condition without the use of ". (T) + ? + - T .

upstream finite differences.
At the upstream end of S, where there are no

upstream panels, the collocation point is shifted for- where Y, is the midpoint of the forward edge of the
ward a distance approximately equal to the longitudi- j-th strip on SE and the other, subscripted x-values re-
nal dimension nearby free-surface panels. The up- fer to the centroids of panels immediately down-
stream panel has two collocation points on it because stream from the hull-transom intersection.
it has twice the longitudinal dimension of the free- For free-surface paneling behind a transom
surface panels immediately downstream from it. All stern, where smaller paneling is usually used, there is
collocation points associated with S, thus lie on SF. a lot of noise in the solution. An examination of col-

At the upstream end of strips of panels originat- umns of the final matrix showed that there was much
ing at the hull-transom intersection, collocation more upstream-downstream symmetry in the matrix
points are not associated with panels closest to the near diagonal elements corresponding to panels be-
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hind the stern than elsewhere on the free surface. To with increasing distance from the center plane. Be-
produce more upstream-downstream asymmetry hind the transom, eight strips of panels lying on a cy-
near these diagonal elements, a small additional shift lindrical surface originating at the stern and extend-
downstream was used for the collocation points in the ing downstream are used. There is no variation in the
strips of panels behind the transom stern. The addi- depth of these strips with respect to distance down-
tional downstream shift succeeded in damping the nu- stream from the transom. At the stem the forward
merical noise. For all the results presented in this pa- edges of these strips match the downstream edges of
per, the additional shift downstream was applied only the strips of panels on the hull. Due to the narrowness
in strips directly behind the transom stern and it of the strips behind the stern, the longitudinal dimen-
amounted to 0.0002L whereL is the length of the hull. sion of the panels is halved to avoid numerical prob-
This value was determined by numerical exper- lems that occur with panels of aspect ratio greater
imentation so as to minimize the additional down- than two. In this paneling arrangement, the total num-
stream shift of the collocation points and at the same ber of panels used on the starboard half of the configu-
time provide enough numerical damping to produce ration is 3880.
the desired effects. Fig. 6 presents a contour plot of the computed

A full, nonsymmetric system of linear equa- Kelvin wave pattern in a neighborhood of the high-
tions is obtained. To solve it, the system is first row speed Athena hull at Froude number 0.48. Figs. 7a
scaled; then an accelerated block Gauss-Seidel solv- and 7b present the same data in close-up contourplots
er is used to obtain a solution. Smaller Froude num- of the computed and measured wave elevation near
bers and smaller panel sizes tend to increase the num- the transom stem. The computed elevation behind of
ber of iterations required in the solver, but the stern is slightly deeper and rises more quickly to-
convergence is almost always obtained. If not, a ward the mean free-surface level than is indicated by
change in paneling seems to help convergence, the measured results of Fig. 7b. However, the fact that

the two contour plots agree as well as they do is en-
couraging. Fig. 8 shows the amplitude of the free-

PREDICTIONS wave spectrum for this flow configuration. The wave
resistance computed from this spectrum is 0.0015,

Athena Hull higher than the experimental result of 0.0013 reported

Plots of the computed Kelvin wave pattern and in (12) for the slightly higher Froude number 0.484.

the amplitude of the free-wave spectrum obtained A contour plot of the computed wave elevation

from the computed wave pattern are presented for and a plot of the computed amplitude of the free-
wave spectrum for Froude number 0.4 appear in Fig.speeds corresponding to the Froude numbers 0.48 and 9 and Fig. 10. The corresponding computed wave re-

0.4. The first speed is especially interesting because stanc is 0.0012.

the wave elevation immediately aft of the transom

stern can be compared with published measurements. Model 5415
The body plan of the Athena hull and the panel-

ing on and near the hull are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. The body plan for Model 5415 is shown in Fig.
5. Since the flow configuration is symmetric about 11. Comparison with Fig. 4 shows that with respect
the center plane, only the starboard half is paneled. to the midship section, the transom stem on the Athe-
In this case, the starboard half of the hull is paneled na hull is larger and more rectangular than on Model
with 8 longitudinal strips of 50 panels whose longitu- 5415. The two hulls differ mainly in that Model 5415
dinal dimensions are nearly uniform (Ax - 0.02). has a bow dome. This difference, however, is irrele-
The widths of these strips at each longitudinal station vant to the content of this paper. Paneling for the hull
along the hull are nearly uniform. Free-surface pan- and the surrounding free surface is depicted in Fig. 12.
eling covers a region extending from one ship length The paneling is similar to the paneling used for the
upstream to nearly one and a half ship lengths down- Athena hull. Experimental data measurements for
stream from the hull, extends laterally from the center this model at several speeds are available in a report
plane to one ship length away, and is swept back at a by Ratcliffe and Lindenmuth (10). The measure-
45' angle from the center plane. Except upstream of ments are presented in the form of plots of the wave
the hull where the longitudinal dimension of free-sur- spectrum and contour plots of the measured wave
face panels is gradually increased, free-surface pan- elevation. Two speeds corresponding to Froude num-
els have approximately the same longitudinal dimen- bers 0.414 and 0.25 are considered here. For the slow-
sion (Ax = 0.02) as that of the hull panels. Adjacent er speed, measured free-surface height is available in
to the hull, free-surface panels have aspect ratios the region immediately behind the transom stern.
nearly equal to unity and match the hull panels at the Contours of the computed wave elevation near
waterline; the widths of the strips gradually increase the stern of this hull for a speed corresponding to
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(a) Computed

Fig. 4 - Body plan of the Athena hull. (b) Measured

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -.... N N ~ -~

-_-- -. x\\ - - N

Fig. 7 - Contours of the Kelvin wave pattern near
the transom stern of the Athena hull at F = 0.48. (a)

Contours of the computed wave elevation. (b) Con-
"tours of the measured wave elevation. [Measured
data from (12).] The eontour levels are the s~ame as
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 - Top view of the paneling of the Athena
hull and the free surface near the hull.

0.3

S0.2 -- - ---

'V 0.1

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

N-- ~ Ž~~-Transverse Wave Number, it

Fig. 6 -Contours of the computed free-surface Fig. 8 -Amplitude of the free-wave spectrum
elevation for the Athena hull at F= 0.48. Solid lines from a pair of transverse wave cuts at 1.15 and 1.20

indicate positive nondimensional wave elevation ship lengths aft of the midship section of the Athena
Z/F2 = 0.005j forj= 1, 2, etc. Dashed lines indicate hull for F = 0.48.

negative wave elevation Z/F2 = -0.005j forj = 1, 2,
etc. The zero contour level is not drawn.
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0.5 - I

0.4 _

S0.3 b~
S0.2

- -• 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Transverse Wave Number, u
Fig. 9 - Contours of the computed free-surfacc
elevation for the Athena hull at F = 0.4. Solid lines Fig. 10 - Amplitude of the free-wave spectrum
indicate positive nondimensional wave elevation obtained from a pair of transverse wave cuts at 1.15
Z/F 2= 0.005j forj = 1, 2, etc. Dashed lines indicate and 1.20 ship lengths aft of the midship section of
negative wave elevation ZIF2 = -0.005j forj= 1, 2, the Athena hull for F = 0.4.
etc. The zero contour is not drawn.

Froude number 0.414 are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. at the stern and radiating downstream from the hull at
14a. The computed contours near the transom are approximately the Kelvin angle. The large gradient
compared with the corresponding contours obtained is also present in the computed results, but it is not as
from measurements in Fig. 14. (In Fig. 14b, the con- sharp. At the peak elevation near the sharp gradient,
tours immediately behind the transom are computed, the computed nondimensional free-surface height is
not measured, since no measurements were obtained 0.0SF 2 . Except for a very small area where the mea-
in this region.) From Fig. 14b it appears that the peak sured elevation is higher, this is the nondimensional
behind the stern is nearly in the correct position. The wave height of the highest measured contour level
measured contours of the wave elevation in Fig 14b plotted. The wave resistance computed from the
show a sharp gradient of the wave elevation that starts magnitude of the wave spectrum is 0.00042, which is
approximately 0.1 ship length aft of the stern and lies higher than the value of 0.00037 obtained from exper-
along a ray at about the Kelvin angle away from the imental data.
center plane. In the computed contours of Fig. 14a If paneling behind the stern is placed on the
there is a corresponding surface height gradient, but mean free-surface level rather than on the cylindrical
is not as sharp. The peak of the computed free-sur- surface surface extending downstream from the hull-
face elevation here corresponds to level 0.08F2  transom intersection and if no strips of wake panels
whereas the measured wave height corresponds to originating at the transom are used, then a different
level 0.085F 2 . A comparison of the amplitude of the solution is obtained. In this case finite differencing to
free-wave spectrum obtained from computed wave set the free-surface depth and slope immediately be-
elevations along transverse wave cuts and from mea- hind the stern is based on the potential solely at the
sured wave elevations is presented in Fig. 15. The centroids of free-surface panels and thus excludes the
wave resistance computed from the amplitude of the potential on the hull. Contours of the wave elevation
wave spectrum shown in this figure is 0.0018, which near the stern for Froude numbers 0.25 and 0.414 are
is lower than the value of 0.0024 obtained from exper- shown in Figs. 19 and 20. These are to be compared
imental data. with the previous results depicted in Figs 17a and 14a,

For Froude number 0.25 contours of the com- respectively. There is a visible difference in the con-
puted free-surface height are shown in Figs. 16 and tours. There is less of the sharp gradient that is seen
17a. The corresponding amplitude of the free-wave in the contours of the experimental measurements.
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 18. A close-up compari- This difference is more obvious for the lower speed.
son of the contours of computed and measured wave Corresponding plots of the amplitude of the free-
elevation near the stern of Model 5415 at Froude wave spectrum are given in Figs. 21 and 22. There is
number 0.25 is provided in Fig. 17. For this speed, not much difference at Froude number 0.414.
measurements are available in the region immediate-
ly behind the stern. The positions of the computed CONCLUSION
and measured peaks behind the stern agree fairly well.
Outside the area immediately behind the stern, as is It has been shown that it is possible to linearize
the case for the higher speed, there is a sharp gradient the wave resistance problem about a surface that orig-
in the measured wave elevation along a line starting inates at the intersection of the hull and a transom
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(',f /(a) Comiputed

•% • ~~~~ .i"/''1 ..: .... ...". .

Fig. 11 -Body plan of Model 5415.

(b) Measured, except behind the stern

''7_• _-.rz - c • --,-

-" Fig. 14 - Contours of the free-surface elevation
near the transom stem of Model 5415 atF = 0.414.

S.(a) Contours of computed wave elevation. (b) Con-
tours of measured wave elevation except aft of the

4 transom where contours of computed wave eleva-
tion are presented (and are identical to the corre-
sponding contours in (a)). Contour levels are the
same as in Fig. 13

Fig. 12 -Top view of the paneling on Model 5415
and on the surrounding free surface.

S...... "• l0.75

0.50 - i
" --- ;,4L-' ,/ 0.25

0 1
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Fig. 13 - Contours of the computed Kelvin wave Transverse Wave Number, u
pattern for Model 5415 at F = 0.414. Solid lines in-
dicate positive nondimensional wave elevation Fig. 15 - Comparison of the amplitude of the free-
Z/F 2 

= 0.005j forj = 1, 2, etc. Dashed lines indicate wave spectrum for Model 5415 at F = 0.414 ob-
negative wave elevation Z/F 2 = -0.005j forj = 1, 2, tained from a pair of computed transverse wave cuts
etc. The zero contour level is not drawn. (-) and from experiments (A).
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stem and which extends downstream from this inter-
section. The computed wave height is different from
the wave height obtained using a model in which pan-

7 " els behind a transom stem are placed on the mean
,'7Thfree-surface level and the transom is left open. For

the few results presented here, some features present
in experimental results show up more clearly when

Fig. 16 -Contours of the computed free-si rface panels behind the stem are placed on the surfaice origi-
elevation for Model 5415 at F = 0.25. Solid linies nating at the hull-transom intersection.
indicate positive wave elevation Z/F2 =0.005j for To compute the solution of the wave resistance
j =1, 2, etc., and dashed linies, negative wave eleva- problem, we have modified an existing Rankine sin-
tion Z/F2 = -0.005j forj z1, 2, etc. The zero contour gularity code that had been based on the use of dis-
is not drawn. tributions of sources and dipoles onl the mean free-

surface level. The finite-d ifferenci ng scheme in the

(a) Computed code was replaced by one in which analytic differenti-
,~ ation and collocation point shifting are used to en-

-~ / ,f" ~--force the radiation boundary condition. In so doing
7-' '' ,, ~~-,/74 free-surface integrals have been replaced by a com-

bination of free-surface and hull-waterline integrals.

> 2~. <m ~ customarily seen in Havelock singularity methods

only In tha similar mechanisms are used to arrive at
- them; they are otherwise completely different. The

wave height appears to be calculated more accurately
- ~ ~ by usingy this scheme than by using the scheme in the

(b) Measured original code.
Vf~ Difficulties can be expected in this method

'1/ -~ when the wave slope is enforced at a transom stern.
"' Several causes canl be singled out. First, obtaining the

hull slope is problematic since there is typically a rap-
id variation in the hull shape at the stern. Second, de-
veloping an accurate numerical scheme that enforces
the slope on a curved surface is complicated. Here
part of the latter problem has been eliminated by us-

. . .. . .ing a cylindrical surface beneath the mean free-sur-
face level without longitudinal variation in depth

Fig. 17 -Contours of the free-surface elevation downstream of the hull-transom intersection.
near the stern of Model 5415 at F = 0.25. (a) Con- Further developments might be made. The first
tours of computed wave elevation. (b) Contours of involves putting panels behind a hull-transom inter-
measured wave elevation. Contour levels are the section onl a curved surface that rises toward the mean
same as in Fig. 16. free-surface level. This was tried, but anomalies in

the contours of the computed wave elevation directly
behind the transom led to the simpler approach of

0.75 -- - -- putting panels on a cylindrical surface originating at
the intersection. Perhaps the linearization scheme

~ 0.0 ------ - --- should be reexamined, or perhaps the accuracy to

bB 0.25which higher derivatives of the potential due to
source and dipole distributions on curved surfaces can

A A AI A'be computed should be reevaluated. As a second re-
0 1 ýA Ifinement, the nonlinear zero-pressure Kutta condi-

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 tion, Bernoulli's equation with the pressure set to at-
Transverse Wave Number, u mospheric pressure, could be satisfied at the transom

Fig.18 Arnlitde f te fre-wve pecrumfor stem. This nonlinear Kutta condition should be used
Fig.l 515-amltude.2 ofbthfrevained srmapectrm ofo in conjunction with a varying depth in the surface

Momptde 5415atses F av cut 0.25 obtine from a eai-o originating at the hull-transom intersection about

cormpuedn tras vre w v cus ( adfo cx which the free-surface boundary conditions are linca-
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Fig. 19 - Contours of computed free-surface Fig. 21 -- Amplitude of the free-wave spectrum
elevation for Model 5415 hull atF = 0.25. Paneling obtained from a pair of computed transverse wave
behind the transom stern has been placed on the cuts at 1.15 and 1.20 ship lengths aft of the midship
mean free-surface level. Finite differencing at the of Model 5415 Froude number 0.25 (-) and the
upstream end of strips of panels originating at the corresponding spectrum obtained from experimen-
stern involves the disturbance potential only at the tal data (A). Paneling aft of the transom stern has
centroids of free-surface panels instead of at the been placed on the mean free-surface level. Finite

centroids of neighboring free surface and hull pan- differencing at the upstream end of strips of panels
els. Solid lines indicate positive wave elevation originating at the stern involves the disturbance po-
Z/F2 

= 0.005j forj = 1, 2, etc. and dashed lines, neg- tential only at the centroids of free-surface panels
ative elevation Z/F 2 

= -0.005j forj = 1, 2, etc. The instead of at the centroids of neighboring free-sur-
zero contour level has not been drawn. face and hull panels.

- 7

-- / - 0.75

-"' ,----- - - 0 .50

-- 7, ,.,-77 '• 0.25

L-, A -A -A

"•-. ( • :., 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

_________ ___ -Transverse Wave Number, ut

Fig. 20 - Contours of computed free-surface Fig. 22 - Amplitude of the free-wave spectrum
elevation for Model 5415 hull at F = 0.414. Panel- obtained from a pair of computed transverse wave
ing aft of the transom stern has been placed on the cuts at 1.15 and 1.20 ship lengths aft of the midship
mean free-surface level. Finite differencing at the section of Model 5415 atF = 0.414 (-) and the cor-
upstream end of strips of panels originating at the responding spectrum obtained from experimental
stern involves the disturbance potential only at the data (A). Paneling aft of the transom stern has been
centroids of free-surface panels instead of at the placed on the mean free-surface level. Finite differ-
centroids of neighboring free-surface and hull pan- encing at the upstream end of strips of panels origi-
els. The contour levels are the same as in Fig. 19. nating at the stern involves the disturbance potential

only at the centroids of free-surface panels instead
of at the centroids of neighboring free surface and
hull panels.
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rized. The combination may be especially important posium on Naval Hydrodynamics, National Acade-
for deep transoms. my Press: Washington, DC, 1990, pp. 207-220.

Although, according to Lechter (6), the method 4. Nakos, D. E. and Sclavounos, P. D. "Kelvin
of collocation point shifting and analytic differenti- Wakes and Wave Resistance of Cruiser and Transom
ation may break down at lowFroude numbers, several Stern Ships," Journal of Ship Research, to appear.
enhancements might be made to the Rankine singu- 5. Tulin, M. P. and Hsu, C. C., "Theory of
larity method that was used to obtain numerical High-Speed Displacement Ships with Transom
approximations to free-surface potential flows. They Sterns," Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 30, No. 3,
are related to the more general problem of calculating 1986, pp. 186-193.
the linearized free-surface potential flow near arbi- 6. Lechter, J. S., "Properties of Finite-Differ-
trarily shaped ships advancing into calm water. The ence Operators for the Steady-Wave Problem," Jour-
first would be to eliminate the finite differencing at nal of Ship Research, Vol. 37, No. 1, March 1993, pp.
the hull waterline. This would eliminate all finite dif- 1-7.
ferences except those at the hull-transom intersec- 7. Jensen, P. S., "On the numerical radiation
tion. Second, the relationship between free-surface condition in the steady-state ship wave problem,"
paneling and collocation point shifting should be cla- Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 31, No. 1, March,
rified. When a second small longitudinal shift down- 1987, pp. 14-22.
stream is used, damping is introduced into the wave 8. Eggers, K., Sharma, S. D., and Ward, L. W.,
pattern. Further, a more or less rectangular grid of "An Assessment of Some Experimental Methods for
panels on the free surface damps the waves in the Kel- Determining the Wavemaking Characteristics of a
vin wave pattern more than the arrangement used in Ship Form," SNAME Transactions, Vol. 75, 1967, pp.
this paper, in which the computational free-surface 112-57.
domain is swept back at a 45-degree angle. The ef- 9. Sharma, S. D., "A Comparison of the Calcu-
fect is most noticeable in the diverging waves seen in lated and Measured Free-Wave Spectrum of an Inuid
contour plots. Finally, it might be useful to consider in Steady Motion," Proc. Int'l Seminar on Theoreti-
whether something similar to the DtN exact boundary cal Wave-Resistance, Vol 1, University of Michigan,
condition of Keller and Givoli (14) could be used for Ann Arbor, 1963, pp. 203-272.
the outer boundaries of the computational domain to 10. Dawson, C. W., "A Practical Computer
handle the boundary conditions there more accurately Method for Solving Ship-Wave Problems," Proc. Se-
and to reduce the size of the computational domain. cond International Conference on Numerical Ship
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SESSION 3

WAVY/FREE-SURFACE FLOW: PANEL METHODS 3



Nonlinear Ship Wave Calculations Using the
RAPID Method

H.C. Raven (MARIN, The Netherlands)

ABSTRACT problem have been carried out already for a century.
Since Michell's paper of 1898, many studies of the

The RAPID (RAised-Panel Iterative Dawson) linearized free-surface potential flow problem have
approach for solving the fully nonlinear wave-resis- been made, and several alternative solution methods
tance problem is described. This method, developed and linearizations have been proposed; some of them
at MARIN, uses an iterative procedure based on a very useful for a certain range of applications.
Rankine panel method similar to that of Dawson. No Particularly in the early seventies much work has
convergence problems are usually met in the speed been done on this problem. In 1977, Dawson [1]
and fullness range of practical ships, and even for proposed his well-known method, which in a number
cases showing extensive wave breaking in reality, of comparative studies turned out to give realistic
The validity of the method regarding the occurrence predictions, and to be more practical than most other
of wave breaking and steep wave slopes is discussed. proposals.
The modeling of the flow off a transom stem and its Much work has been done since on validation
implementation in RAPID and in the corresponding and improvement of Dawson's method. There is a
linearized problem is studied. The nonlinear solution large body of literature on this method, and the
is found to be realistic and very accurate numerical- mathematical background of the "engineering ap-
ly. A number of validation studies shows that the proach" has been more and more clarified. A code
RAPID results are very good in most respects, and for Dawson's method is available at many institutes
often mean a surprisingly large improvement com- all over the world. Still, the actual use in commercial
pared to linearized solutions. The principal remaining ship design work is quite limited. While at MARIN
problems are resolution of short wave components, the code DAWSON [2] is being applied to 70 to 100
certain geometric complications, and the absence of hull forms per year in commercial work and impor-
a 3D model for wave breaking. tant successes have been obtained, most other ver-

sions of the method seem to be rarely applied.
1. INTRODUCTION As a matter of fact, the routine use at MARIN

has made us aware of several shortcomings that
Wave resistance is one of the most important make application more difficult. In particular, the

resistance components of a ship, generally contribut- resistance predicted by the code is not very reliable;
ing 20 to 80 % of the total resistance of a ship for slender ships the estimate is usually fair, but for
sailing in still water. Experience has shown that this full hull forms the wave resistance is underestimated
resistance component is quite sensitive to modifica- or even negative (a phenomenon explained in [3] ).
tions in the design, and large reductions of the wave It is, therefore, not safe to optimize a hull form on
resistance can often be obtained without any impor- the basis of the predicted wave resistance alone, as
tant sacrifice in deadweight or cargo capacity. The this sometimes even incorrectly indicates the order of
effect of a bulbous bow is a well-known example. A merit of design variations. But at the same time the
capability to predict and minimize wave resistance in wave pattern and profile, the hull pressure distribu-
the design stage of a ship is, therefore, very desir- tion and flow direction have turned out to be realistic
able. Theoretical studies of the wave resistance enough to be used for improving the design. Hull
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form optimization using DAWSON is thus an art that iterative procedure is needed. Among the first to
requires insight in the assumptions made in the study such a method was Ni [7 ]. His method was
theory, knowledge of fluid dynamics and wave Dawson-like, with panels on the free surface that
making, and much experience. Only few have were moved in every iteration. Although convergence
collected enough experience to fruitfully use Daw- was problematic, he succeeded to get converged
son's method. solutions for a range of cases, subject to several

Although, therefore, the shortcomings of Daw- restrictions on the use of particular difference
son's method do not prohibit its very effective use, a schemes and so on. His method was later extended
next step has to be made. Not only a greater ac- and improved in Larssons group [8]. Later Kim and
curacy of the predictions is desired, but also we Lucas [9 ] came up with a very similar approach, but
should like to include several aspects of the flow that found it necessary to apply artificial numerical
cannot be taken into account in DAWSON. Specifi- damping in order to obtain convergence. In [10] they
cally: proposed a modified double iteration scheme which
- the neglect of nonlinear terms and transfer terms was claimed to improve the convergence. Another

in the free surface boundary condition introduces method was proposed by Delhommeau [11], also
inaccuracies; using panels on the free surface. Convergence again

- the hull form above the undisturbed waterline turned out to be problematic.
cannot be taken into account in a linearized meth- At the same time, some other developments were
od; this eliminates the effects of bow flare, flat based on the use of singularity distributions not on
stems, surface-piercing bulbous bows and so on; but above the free surface. This choice was inspired

- doubts exist on the modeling of the flow off an by obvious practical advantages for the problem
immersed transom stemr. considered. One of the first efforts was due to Xia

All these inaccuracies and limitations can in [12], who describes some initial attempts to solve the
principle be removed by solving the fully nonlinear nonlinear problem. However, a too large sensitivity
problem, rather than applying the slow-ship lineariza- to the distance from the panels to the water surface
tion underlying Dawson's method. At several in- made him give up. Much more successful were
stitutes the development of a method for solving the Jensen et al [13,14] with their method using point
fully nonlinear free surface flow problem is now in sources above the wave surface, analytical second
progress. Both panel or boundary integral methods, derivatives and a special way of satisfying the
and field equation methods are used. The latter radiation condition. In several further publications the
usually deal with viscous flows and almost invariably method has been extended to shallow water, channel
unsteady problems (or, at least, transient solution flows, unsteady cases in the frequency domain etc.
methods), and will not be discussed here. At the same time, convergence of the method still

The majority of methods for free surface flows can provide severe problems as soon as e.g. different
around ships assumes a potential flow. Using Green's panel distributions are used.
identity the problem is conventionally recast in a In [15, 16], the present author proposed the so--
boundary integral form. There are many boundary called RAPID approach (RAised Panel Iterative
integral methods addressing unsteady problems, e.g. Dawson). The use of free surface source panels
[4,5]. Although in most cases the main purpose of raised above the free surface is largely similar to
the developments is to solve seakeeping or other Jensen's method; but most details are different. The
actually unsteady problems, they may be applied to iterative procedure, selected on the basis of previous
steady problems as well. One particular method to be numerical estimates of the different nonlinear con-
mentioned here is that of Cao, Beck and Schultz [6] tributions [3], has appeared to be unusually stable
with its unconventional but very successful use of and robust: Contrary to almost all previous methods
point sources at a distance above the free surface. for the same problem, no convergence problems are

The most direct way to address the wave resis- generally met. It thus seems to be one of the most
tance problem is the solution of the steady free practical methods, and, together with Jensen's
surface potential flow problem, which has been given method, it seems to be the only code for the nonlin-
much less attention. Most methods in this class are ear problem that is already actually applied in ship
based on an approach similar to the linearized design work.
method of Dawson. This means that a distribution of This paper describes recent progress in the
Rankine sources or other simple singularities is used further development and validation of the RAPID
both on the hull and on a part of the free surface code. In [16 ], the essence of the method was ex-
around it. For solving the nonlinear problem an plained and the results of several numerical experi-
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ments were discussed. This will briefly be sum- conditions on the actual wave surface. No simplifica-
marized in the next section, paying some more tions are thus made. Solving this fully nonlinear free
attention to the convergence properties and to the surface problem requires iteration. The iteration
importance of nonlinear effects. Section 3 is devoted procedure is set up as follows.
to a discussion of the flow off an immersed transom While in a linearized method such as DAWSON
stem. The various flow regimes are studied, and the the flow field and free surface are decomposed into
implementation of the transom flow model in both a known base flow and a small perturbation, and
the linearized (DAWSON) and the nonlinear linearization in terms of this perturbation is per-
(RAPID) code are described and compared. Section formed, we now make a similar assumption that the
4 then discusses a number of detailed validation solution of a certain iteration differs only by a small
studies. amount from the flow field and free surface shape

found in the previous iteration. Again we linearize in
2. R A P I D terms of this perturbation and impose the boundary

condition at the previous free surface. Thus we
2.1 The mathematical model obtain a linear fixed-domain problem to be solved in

the current iteration. Having found the solution we
We consider the flow around a ship hull in a update the base flow field and free surface, and start

uniform flow from ahead. The origin of our coor- the next iteration.
dinate system is located amidships at the level of the
undisturbed free surface. The x-coordinate is positive Specifically, defining
astern, and y is positive in upward direction. The = H + il (5)
coordinate system does not move with the dynamic
trim and sinkage of the ship. All quantities are V(P= W + V(, (6)
nondimensionalized with the ship speed and length.

The potential flow assumption is made, and a and substituting this into the dynamic and kinematic
velocity potential 0 is introduced such that: boundary conditions, we obtain linearized kinematic

and dynamic conditions:V = VYo (1)/ (7

The field equation to be satisfied is the Laplace til. + 0ý% + (P-i./ + cYiA/z - - 0 (7)
equation. The flow is undisturbed far ahead and at
large lateral distances, while a wave pattern with a 1 2 2 2 2
known rate of decay is present downstream. 11 = 2F,(1 . (8
On the wetted part of the hull the flow must be (8)
tangential to the hull, as represented by a Neumann 2'2~, 2') yH
boundary condition for the potential: YYoZ

( 0 (2) These two conditions are combined in exactly the
same way as in Dawson's method by eliminating the

On the free surface a kinematic boundary condition wave height perturbation, and we obtain the lin-
is to be satisfied, requiring that the flow is tangential earized free surface condition (FSC) to be imposed
to the wave surface: on the wave surface found in the previous iteration:

(P0.T + 9y1y - 0y = 0 on y=Tl (3) 12 2 2

+4z_2.y +20~py
and a dynamic boundary condition that the pressure 2 (9)
in the flow at the free surface must equal the at- +2€0,() +(P;H ,+TA-ýy-(Py = 0 on y=H
mospheric pressure (4):

1 2 2 2 It is noted in passing that actually a consistent
-2F'(1 -cpz--p-) - i = 0 on y = il (4) linearization would add certain terms representing the

transfer of the boundary condition from the free

2.2 Iterative solution surface to be calculated, towards the free surface
found in the previous iteration. These terms are

Contrary to what is done in linearized methods, intentionally disregarded here, as they have been
these boundary conditions will be applied on the found to be rather irregular for the source distribu-
correct surfaces; i.e. the hull condition on the part of tion employed here and might lead to divergence of
the hull that is actually wetted, and the free surface the iteration. To the converged solution these terms
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make no contribution of course, since 71' then van- * the numerical dispersion (i.e. the error in the wave
ishes and the FSC is imposed on the actual free length due to the discretization of the continuous
surface. velocity field and boundary condition) is far smaller

Once the linear problem of the current iteration than with the usual implementation;
has been solved, the velocities found are substituted e the outer boundaries of the free surface domain
in the original dynamic condition (4), and a new free are less reflective.
surface is found. This, together with the new velocity e the implementation is simplified on several points.
field, is the basis for the linearization of the next There are, however, some disadvantages as well:
iteration. * the conditioning of the system of equations is

This iterative process is started from any initial slightly worse; by a proper selection of the panel
guess. As no assumptions have been made on the elevation this can, however, be minimized.
relation between the base flow field and the base free e if the section shape has a large slope above the
surface, this initial guess can be selected on the basis waterline, the collocation points right under the
of convenience only. In most cases we start simply centers of the free surface panels adjacent to the hull
from a uniform flow and flat free surface; the first are at a rather large distance from the waterline, with
iteration thus becomes the Neumann-Kelvin problem. resulting inaccuracy. If the collocation points are
The iteration is repeated until the residual errors in kept at a constant distance from the actual waterline,
both the dynamic and the kinematic boundary condi- the free-surface boundary condition is better re-
tions are below a predefined tolerance in all free solved, but the conditioning is worse. This trade-off
surface points (i.e. a maximum norm is used). In can present some problems, in particular for flat
most cases, we impose tolerances of 0.1 % of the stems. fter all, the use of raised panels has turned out
ship speed for the kinematic condition, and 0.2 % of to be extremely effective for this class of problems.
the stagnation pressure for the dynamic condition. It The limits of the distance from the panels to the
is important to note that checking these residuals is free surface are, as shown in [16 ], roughly between
the only safe procedure; visual inspection of the 0.5 and 1.5 panel dimension. Here the panel length
changes in a hull wave profile, as is often done, does is more important than the transverse size. It will be
not guarantee that the solution has converged obvious that the distance cannot be kept inside these

limits if the panels are not adjusted to the free
2.3 Implementation surface shape. E.g. the stagnation height at a ship

speed U is U2/2g, and for a usual panel density of 20
To implement the mathematical model outlined panels per transverse wave length this is 1.6 times

above, singularity distributions are specified for all the panel length. Therefore, as described in [16], the
boundaries where non-trivial boundary conditions are free surface panel distribution must be adapted to the
to be imposed, i.e. the wetted part of the hull and the wave surface such as to stay at a more or less
surrounding part of the wave surface. On the hull the constant distance. But there is no need to do this
familiardistributionofquadrilateralconstant-strength very accurately, as the distance only has to be kept
source panels is used, with collocation points in the inside the limits mentioned before. Therefore, the
panel centroids. For the free surface however, a less calculation is made in separate jobs of 2 to 6 itera-
conventional choice has been made: quadrilateral tions, each time followed by an automatic adaptation
constant-strength source panels are located at a of the free surface paneling to the last calculated
certain distance above the wave surface, while the wave shape, and of the hull paneling to the modified
collocation points are on the wave surface itself. intersection with the free surface panels. If desired,
Within certain limits for the distance of the panel to the position of the hull is adapted to the new esti-
the free surface this is permitted theoretically, and it mate of the trim and sinkage. Then the process is
has several practical advantages: restarted from the results of the previous iteration. In
• as there is freedom in the distance from a panel to this way, the efficiency and stability of the process
the corresponding collocation point, the panels need is kept while a good conditioning and accuracy can
not be repositioned in each iteration; only the col- be guaranteed.
location points are moved towards the new free Another detail of the implementation to be
surface position. This saves some work and avoids mentioned is the use of an upstream difference
potentially destabilizing geometric manipulations; scheme for the derivatives of velocities in the free
e the velocity field in the fluid domain is smoother surface condition. This is exactly similar to the use
than with constant-strength source panels on the in Dawson's method, and helps the satisfaction of the
boundary itself; radiation condition at the expense of a small
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numerical damping. The detrimental effect of this Fig. 1 illustrates the convergence of the hull
damping can be minimized by choosing a sufficient wave profile for a Series 60 Cb = 0.60 hull at
panel density. On the other hand, in order to increase Fn=0.316, with a very dense paneling. 12 iterations
the numerical accuracy at a given panel number, the were required to reduce the residuals to the desired
use of a difference scheme might be dispensed with level, but already after 4 iterations the hull wave
in the future. profile is very close to the final solution.

The complete iterative procedure can be An example of the convergence history is shown
summarized as follows: in Fig. 2, in which the logarithms of the maximum
1. Define the initial hull and free surface panel residual errors in the kinematic and dynamic boun-
distribution; choose the distance of the panels above dary conditions are plotted against the iteration level.
the free surface. ,
2. Choose an initial free surface velocity distribution

and wave elevation.
3. Impose the combined FSC, linearized with respect
to the last free surface shape and velocity field, in
the free surface collocation points; and the hull
boundary condition in the hull points; nwOr
4. Solve the linear problem. Calculate the new free
surface and velocity field; i L- dynamic residual -

5. Move the free surface collocation points to the - kinematic residual

new wave elevation, applying underrelaxation if residuals without adaptationdesired; It , , I, , , I I ' L
d0. 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 50. 55. 60.

6. If needed, adapt the free surface paneling to the iteration number

new wave surface; adjust the hull paneling; adjust Figure 2. Convergence history with and without free
trim and sinkage of the hull. surface panel adaption
7. Calculate the residual errors in all points, and
decide to stop or to return to step 3. The convergence rate is constant after the initial

iterations, and the residuals are reduced until a
2.4 Convergence and calculation time minimum level determined by the machine accuracy

is reached. For the kinematic residual this level is
As described in [16] , the method displays higher than for the dynamic residual as can be

* a good convergence with respect to increasing understood from its more complicated expression.
panel density; The same case was run with the method without
* only very little effect of the distance of the panels any free surface panel adaptation. From Fig. 2 the
to the free surface; convergence appears to be slightly faster; the free
* a robust and easy convergence of the iterative surface panel adaptations in the original method at
procedure, without any tuning, smoothing or filtering, iterations 4, 8 and 13 slightly delay the error de-

crease as a result of e.g. the geometric changes. On
the other hand, adaptation from time to time is
unavoidable if one wants to use a fine paneling for
steep waves and still have convergence. It is noted
that methods using panels on the free surface itself
are forced to apply such panel adaptations in every

: iteration. That a raised-panel method makes it
unnecessary to do so may be one of the explanations

for its robustness.
The code currently runs on a CRAY-YMP

supercomputer. Calculation times vary widely
"I"l according to the number of panels. To give some

I I I trItl11 2 examples:
I-ttlt.ll I # hull panels # FS panels CP sec/iteration

- 340 540 2.7
Figure 1. Convergence of hull wave profile 680 1056 17

624 2312 100
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These calculation times can probably be reduced principle, I see three possibilities:
substantially, but this has not been given priority up - the iteration does not converge;
to now. - it converges, but a grid-independent solution

The number of iterations to reach the prescribed cannot be obtained;
level of residual errors usually varies between 5 and - it converges, but to a non-breaking solution that
15, dependent on the difficulty of the case. On the is not physically realizable.
basis of a visual inspection of the results, the
calculations would probably be terminated after 5
iterations in most cases.

2.5 Nonlinearities and wave breaking

At the 1992 Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics, discussers of [16 ] indicated some
restrictions of this class of nonlinear solution
methods. In the first place, methods that describe the
free surface as a single-valued function of the two Figure 3 Calculated wave pattern for a tanker at
horizontal coordinates cannot cope with extreme Fn=0.25
wave slopes, which was stated to be an important
drawback in practice. Thus such methods could Based on results obtained up to now the third
impossibly converge in cases in which wave option seems most likely, and we can at least reject
breaking occurs in reality, according to these the first possibility. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the
discussers. And even, because of the above, this class wave pattern found for a tanker with a block
of solution methods would be limited to so-called coefficient of 0.83, at the unrealistic Froude number
"weak singularities". Similar statements can be found of 0.25. A converged solution was fairly easily
in [17]. obtained, although there is no doubt that extensive

As not all of these statements seem equally true, wave breaking will be present, e.g. in the wave
it may be useful to pay some more attention to the trough behind the bow wave: The calculated local
validity of the present method. Let us consider the wave slope is almost 30 degrees, and the ratio of
physical phenomena that occur for steep waves. Most peak-to-trough wave height to wave length is 0.16.
steady breakers are similar to spilling breakers: a Both exceed known threshold values for inception of
region of turbulent flow with air entrainment, riding breaking. The panel length was 0.04 transverse wave
steadily on top of the wave pattern that otherwise length here, but grid independence has not been
remains relatively smooth. There are several ex- checked thoroughly for this case.
perimental indications that this steady breaking Similarly, in [10] a converged solution was
occurs already at a smaller wave steepness than the obtained for a Series 60 CB=0.80 model at Fn=0.30,
Stokes limiting wave; but even the latter is described although on a rather coarse free surface grid.
as a single-valued function of the horizontal coor- Therefore wave breaking does not necessarily
dinate. According to Duncan [18], wave breaking lead to divergence of the iteration process, and
induced by a submerged hydrofoil occurs for wave nonlinear methods like the one presented here can be
slopes exceeding 16 to 24 degrees. That perhaps the a useful tool also in cases with wave breaking. But
spilling breaker itself has a very large local surface for completing the flow picture a separate criterion
slope is a different issue, as the breaking will require is required to determine whether a potential flow
another modeling anyway. But we can conclude that solution in practice will give rise to wave breaking,
the potential flows giving rise to this kind of wave and some model of the breaking should eventually be
breaking and underlying the breaking zone can be incorporated. A proposal for such a model in 2D is
easily described using a single-valued free surface; [19].
and that excessive wave slopes that cannot be The above example also illustrates that RAPID
described will rarely occur in reality because wave is stable enough to solve the nonlinear potential flow
breaking eliminates them. problem for all realistic speeds. At the same time it

The next question is then: is it possible to refutes the statement that these methods can only
compute waves so steep that breaking occurs? As deal with "weak nonlinearities". I am not aware of
mentioned above, some discussers expected that the existence of a clear definition of the latter, but I
divergence would prohibit such calculations. In would not call the nonlinearities in this example
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weak. The calculated peak-to-trough wave height is All this does not mean that the method proposed
as large as the draft of the vessel and vertical velo- here is the final answer; but, subject to certain im-
cities exceed 45 % of the ship speed. provements in resolution and in numerical details, it

Of course, other types of wave breaking occur. may be the answer to most of the practical questions
A sharp ship bow may act as a sort of ploughshare that can be dealt with using potential flow assump-
and induce a flow similar to a plunging breaker. This tions.
behaviour is definitely outside the reach of RAPID
and all similar methods. Other methods, usually 3. THE FLOW OFF A TRANSOM
time-dependent, with a more general free surface STERN
description, have been applied to plunging breakers
and do give a picture of the flow up to the moment 3.1 Physical Phenomena
of impact of the jet on the free surface. But then they
stop ! Consequently also those methods have to be As most current ship forms have a transom stem,
supplemented by some kind of local model for the the capability of a method to handle transom flows
plunging-type wave breaking and its effect on the is of primary importance. In linearized methods the
flow field. In that respect they may have only a hull form above the undisturbed waterline has no
small advantage compared to the present approach. effect, and transom stems above the design waterline

An interesting related point of discussion is the are usually not treated as transom stems. But in a
question what happens if the discretization is further nonlinear method transom flow modeling is also
and further refined towards the bow. Again the required for all those cases in which a transom
same three pitfalls seem possible: divergence, becomes immersed only at speed.
unresolvable grid-dependence or an unphysical For ships having a transom stem, three flow
solution. The problem can be studied a little bit regimes may be distinguished:
further by invoking the similarity between the steady a the "regular" type of flow, which is similar to the
flow at a sharp ship bow and a time-dependent 2D flow past a cruiser stem. This type of flow will
flow in cross planes. For a bow with a finite occur if the transom is at a sufficient distance above
entrance angle the corresponding 2D case is that of the undisturbed free surface. Dependent on the hull
an impulsively started wavemaker. From small-time form the last part of the actual waterline in potential
expansions a logarithmic singularity in the wave flow may be either a streamline or an envelope of
elevation has been shown to exist in that case, streamlines that leave the hull tangentially and
representing a jet shooting up along the wavemaker. continue on the free surface. At the smooth
Numerical studies using time-dependent fully detachment of the free surface from the hull surface,
nonlinear boundary integral methods, e.g. [20,21] both the hull boundary condition and the two free
actually reproduced this behaviour. The finer the surface boundary conditions must be satisfied. Unless
paneling, the higher the jet, and no the detachment is in a stagnation point, this means
grid-independence could be reached. But this is that the flow leaves the hull tangentially.
extremely localized, and the result at very small @ the "transom flow", occurring for immersed
distances away from the wavemaker and everywhere transoms at a sufficiently high speed. At the transom
else is totally unaffected by the grid dependence at edge the hull streamlines leave the hull and continue
the intersection. Analogously, and keeping in mind on the free surface. The negative hydrodynamic
that in 3D steady flows singularities are likely to be pressure needed to make the pressure at the transom
weaker than in 2D time-dependent flows, I expect edge atmospheric is achieved by an upward curvature
that for sharp bows in fact eventually no of the flow immediately aft of the transom edge,
convergence will be obtained in RAPID if the resulting in a more or less marked "rooster tail".
discretization is refined towards the waterline; that * The flow around a deeply immersed transom at
locally no grid-independent solution or even no low speed. At the sharp convex comer of the tran-
physically correct solution may thus be reached; but som edge, viscous flow separation occurs and a
that the resulting error will be extremely localized dead-water region aft of the transom is formed.
and unimportant from the point of view of the global The transitions between the various flow regimes
flow field. For almost all practical applications this are practically relevant, as a dead-water region is to
theoretical drawback is then of no interest. Although be avoided, and a transom that is at a too high
there is some speculation in these statements, current position as well. Let us further consider what
experience with the method actually points in this phenomena determine these transitions. Suppose a
direction. Further study is desired. regular flow type occurs, with the transom above the
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water surface, and we increase the draft of the the free surface. At the transom edge however, the
vessel. The detachment position is likely to move aft confluence of boundary conditions poses some
and at some moment reaches the transom edge. The problems. The two kinematic conditions can be
streamline shape then further adjust so as to maintain reconciled if the flow leaves the hull tangentially.
a zero pressure at the edge. While in regular flow But as the edge location is fixed, the degree of
the curvature is bounded at detachment, this need not freedom due to the wave elevation seems to be lost.
be true in the transom flow. How to impose the dynamic boundary condition ?

For a further increasing transom depth or for This apparent overspecification of the problem
decreasing speed the hydrodynamic pressure reminds of the flow around a lifting body, in which
coefficient required to balance the hydrostatic circulation provides the additional degree of freedom.
pressure at the transom edge increases in absolute The analogy with a Kutta condition, which also
value, and the upward curvature of the streamlines imposes an extra condition on the flow at a sharp
must increase. A very steep forward face of the wave comer, has sometimes been invoked. Consequently,
aft of the transom results, eventually giving rise to a trailing vortex wakes or dipole sheets are introduced,
spilling breaker following the transom at a short e.g. in [22]. But the success of such an
distance. At still lower speed or greater draught this implementation could not be shown convincingly; in
closes upon the transom and forms a dead-water [22] the use of source panels on the transom instead
zone. of a trailing vortex wake led to almost identical

From these preliminary considerations, we can results.
list the requirements of the "ultimate" nonlinear Another proposal for modeling transom flows is
potential flow model: [23], which deals with slender hulls at very high
I. it should contain a model for at least the speeds. Also here the necessity of introducing trailing

regular and the transom flow; longitudinal vorticity on the free surface is
II. it should indicate the transition from a regular advocated. However, this vorticity appears not to

to a transom flow and reversely; result from the presence of a transom but from the
III. it should preferably indicate the transition from use of a reverse image of the flow above the still

transom flow to dead-water flow. water surface, as is appropriate in the infinite-
If not all transitions can be incorporated in the Froude-number limit. The same trailing vorticity

code, one may try both flow regimes and check for would in this model be required for hulls without
anomalies. We can immediately note that point III transom. The slender-body formulation adopted
will perhaps still be impossible to realize. If it is true causes this boundary vorticity to extend to
that wave breaking determines this transition, a downstream infinity with constant strength.
proper breaking criterion will be indispensable. To study the meaning of trailing vorticity for
Furthermore one should be aware of possibly large transom flows, let us first consider the flow around
viscous effects on this transition. Moreover, point II a two-dimensional body with a transom stem. The
requires the ability to compute the regular flow for flow domain is bounded by the hull and the free
extremely flat afterbodies; this is a very high demand surface which originates from the transom edge.
for any iterative nonlinear method, as a small change Therefore the domain is singly connected, and there
of the wave elevation then results in a very large cannot be any unknown circulation around the body.
(and destabilizing) shift of the waterline. In a three-dimensional case the situation is

Below, we shall consider the modeling of the similar. Is there any reason why the three-
transom flow in linearized and nonlinear models, and dimensionality would suddenly introduce spanwise
discuss the question of the transitions. vorticity? If it would, trailing longitudinal vorticity

would in fact also be present. However, this vorticity
3.2 Mathematical Modeling would start at the transom edge, i.e. on the free

surface, so it would remain on the free surface; on
There seems to be some confusion about the type the boundary of the fluid domain therefore. There is

of modeling appropriate for transom flows. The no cut in the domain, no additional degree of
boundary conditions to be imposed are fairly evident: freedom, and the boundary vorticity has no physical
on the hull the flow again must be tangential, and on effect on the flow field in the domain at all; it just
the entire free surface it must be tangential and have affects the form of the Fredholm equation to be
a zero pressure. That there are two boundary solved.
conditions on the free surface corresponds with the Therefore, in my opinion the use of a trailing
additional degree of freedom there, the elevation of vortex wake for transom flows, although perhaps
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numerically helpful in some models, cannot be have a particular hull - free surface intersection.
given any physical meaning. Rather than pointing out Nevertheless a quite reasonable representation of
the analogy with the Kutta condition we might transom flows appears to be possible in linearized
consider free streamline theory, as applied to e.g. the methods as well.
cavity or wake flow behind a flat plate at large In the hull paneling the transom is left open. The
incidence. Although the neglect of gravity may well free surface panel distribution is adapted to the
affect some of the conclusions, free-streamline theory transom by the addition of a few extra strips of
tells that the flow leaves the transom edge panels aft of the transom. One might think of
tangentially, but with infinite curvature. Even more imposing transom conditions in points right at the
illuminating is [24], in which for a flat-ship transom edge; but with the usual constant-strength
linearization in a 2D free-surface potential flow source panels on the hull the velocity field is singular
around a semi-infinite body the behaviour at the here in the discretized formulation. Therefore
transom edge is derived. Again, the conclusion is transom conditions are to be imposed in the first
that the slope of the streamline is continuous collocation points aft of the transom.
(tangential flow), but that the curvature tends to In the linearized problem we can only impose
infinity at the edge. Specifically, the free surface one single FSC, a combination of the kinematic and
shape aft of tie transom is described as follows: dynamic FSC. The usual FSC is derived by

2 3P expressing the term 71, in the kinematic condition in
= 1+ (x(x-xI7 ) +C 2 (x-x, (0 the wave elevations il in the point considered and a

S(10) few upstream points using a difference scheme; and

+ O(xx )2  expressing these il's in the velocities through the
dynamic condition. In this process any abritrary

where irl is the height of the transom edge and the pressure added to the dynamic condition drops out;
coefficient C2, which can be expressed in the hull in other words, the combined form actually means
geometry, is the degree of freedom required to that in the free surface collocation points the velocity
satisfy the dynamic condition. Although the details of must be parallel to the isobar surface passing
this result may be a consequence of the necessary through that point, but the pressure corresponding to
simplifications and linearization, this study suggests that isobar surface is eliminated. The wave elevation
that all transom conditions can be satisfied without is only retrieved afterwards from the dynamic FSC.
any physical vorticity; that the additional degree of Thus tie ordinary form of the FSC makes it
freedom is the streamline shape at the transom edge; impossible to impose any condition on the wave
and that a more or less singular behaviour at the elevation at or near the transom itself, and the free
edge may result. surface will most likely start somewhere at the

transom face.
3.3 Implementation The solution of this difficulty is well known: the

FSC must be modified so as to avoid elimination of
We shall now discuss the implementation of the pressure level. This is easily achieved by

transom conditions. Because of the mentioned lack of imposing in the first collocation points the condition
general agreement on the proper modeling it seems that the velocity must be directed parallel to a line
useful to study the implementation in a linearized from the transom edge to the wave elevation at the
method as well. This has been used already for point, e.g.
several years in the DAWSON code and provided 11
good guidelines for the nonlinear implementation s= -_()
which we shall consider subsequently. X-X,

It is interesting to note that implementing
transom conditions in a linearized method is basically The same transom condition can be derived by
inconsistent. Linearization assumes that the variation substituting into the usual FSC the velocity required
of the hull shape near the undisturbed waterline is for zero pressure at the transom edge.
small; i.e. a small curvature, and in slow-ship theory Instead of the two-point formula for fi, higher-
also a small slope of the sections and buttocks. Only order expressions may be used. These require that an
then the exact position of the hull - free surface assumption is made on the local behaviour at the
intersection has a negligible effect on the flow and edge. Two alternatives have been tried:
linearization is permitted. However, at a transom - the behaviour according to Schmidt [24], (10)
edge the hull curvature is infinite, and we want to - a simple Taylor expansion in the transom edge
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point dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions are
The former has been derived from a flat-ship found initially if one starts from a flat free surface.

linearization and is, therefore, not necessarily But the fact that this point is fixed also appears to
appropriate here; but it allows an infinite curvature stabilize the results locally, and convergence presents
at the edge. The second formulation is generally no problem at all.
applicable to regular behaviour aft of the transom Although basically the linearized and nonlinear
edge. treatment of the transom conditions is similar, it is a

With this simple modification the transom significant advantage of the latter that the nonlinear
conditions to be imposed in the first points of the terms and transfer terms are fully included. These
free surface strips aft of the transom are in principle can be very large, in particular for low transom depth
complete for a linearized method. For the second Froude numbers, when large vertical velocities and
points, in the FSC the same three-point difference large free surface curvature occur near the transom.
scheme is used as everywhere else. This involves Moreover, since the nonlinear method imposes the
again the transom edge height. For all downstream exact free surface boundary conditions, we can be
points no modification is needed. more confident that the physical mechanisms

One should notice that in principle this treatment governing the transom flow are fully included.
of the transom conditions does not guarantee that the
solution satisfies the zero-pressure condition at the 3.4 Results
transom edge; and if not, it does not satisfy the
kinematic condition in the first free surface point As the actual behaviour at the transom edge in a
either. However, a mechanism that physically 3D nonlinear case is not known, I have chosen the
governs the transom flow is incorporated. The following path for verifying the method. I see two
inherent continuity of solutions of the Laplace possible causes why it might give erroneous results.
equation will make the flow leave the transom more The first is discretization; therefore careful grid
or less tangentially. If the wave elevation in the first refinement studies have been carried out. The second
free surface points aft of the transom deviates from would be an incorrect modeling of some kind of
this tangent, a large streamline curvature at the singularity at the transom edge. The importance of
transom edge results, inversely proportional to the this will be studied by comparing the results found
square of the distance from the transom to the first with different assumptions on the flow behaviour at
points. This curvature adjusts the pressure at the the edge.
edge and the wave elevation. Thus upon panel For the panel refinement study, the test case
refinement the wave height at the first free surface (Fig. 4) is a mathematical hull form with rectangular
collocation points will be forced to approach the sections with a rounded bilge; parabolic waterlines in
transom edge. How appropriate this FSC is for finite the forebody; an afterbody that is prismatic up to x
panel sizes can only be deduced by numerical = 0.25 L, and has a bottom slope of 1: 0.16 aft of
experimentation. The quality of the linearized this point.
predictions will be studied in Section 3.4

The implementation of the transom edge
conditions in the nonlinear method is actually quite
similar to that outlined above. As again no
collocation point can be located at the transom edge
itself, the free surface conditions are imposed at a
small distance aft of the transom. Again, the free
surface slope to be substituted in the FSC is
expressed in the difference between the transom edge
height and the Bernoulli expression for the
collocation point, through one of the alternative Figure 4. Mathematical hull form with transom
expressions. The free-surface boundary conditions are
now linearized with respect to the previous iteration; The panel refinement study discussed here addressed
and the iterative procedure will converge to the fully a case with a Froude number of 0.40 and a transom
nonlinear solution. immersion of 0.01 L. The Froude number based on

It was found that the convergence of the iterative transom depth is 4.0, which may be just sufficient to
procedure is excellent. As the transom edge is a make the flow clear the transom.
fixed point in the result, extremely large errors in the Let us first look at the results of the linearized
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(DAWSON) code. Fig. 5 (top) shows the predicted localized effect, we may conclude that this detail of
free surface shape aft of the transom on the line of the modeling is not too important and is very
collocation points closest to the centerline, for hull unlikely to lead to an erroneous solution globally.
and free surface panel lengths of 0.05 L, 0.025 L and Thus the method proposed is adequate.
0.0125 L respectively. Some grid dependence Next, we study the effect of the transom depth
appears to be there, with a downstream shift of the on the predictions. The draft of the ship is varied to
wave crest but not too much change in amplitude. obtain the transom heights - 0.02 L, -0.01 L, 0.,
Fig. 6 (top) shows the vertical velocity on this same 0.008 L and 0.015 L (positive is above the still water
line. The marker indicates the value at the transom level). Fig. 8 shows the wave profile on the
edge, deduced from tie dynamic condition and the centerline behind the transom predicted by
transom slope. The value found on the free surface DAWSON and RAPID. In all cases the free surface
aft of the transom is too high for the coarser correctly starts at the edge. The wave profiles
panelings, and too low for the finest distribution. The predicted by DAWSON and by RAPID are
latter result may be due to the large oscillations in remarkably close for all immersed transoms. The
the vertical velocity that are typical for the nonlinear predictions have a somewhat higher and
Dawson-type of discretization at small panel sizes. steeper stem wave, with a difference of up to 20 %.
80 panels per wavelength is, by the way, not a The greater the transom immersion, the stronger the
density one would use in practice. Anyhow, the nonlinearity. But, fortuitously or not, the several
linearized transom modeling seems to give a nonlinear contributions, each very large for the large
qualitatively correct behaviour, but its accuracy is vertical velocities occurring (up to 40 % of the ship
not quite convincing, speed), appear to cancel to a substantial extent; the

For the corresponding nonlinear (RAPID) difference between DAWSON and RAPID is
calculations, the results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, therefore relatively moderate.
and Fig. 7. The calculated flow is absolutely smooth For the cases with the transom above the still
and satisfies both transom conditions accurately: no water level however, the difference between
deviation is visible on the scale of the paneling. The DAWSON and RAPID is much larger. The rooster
convergence of the wave profile for decreasing panel tail suddenly disappears in DAWSON as soon as the
size is very good, and there is hardly any difference transom edge comes above the still water line. As the
between the two finer panelings. In particular the still water level is of little meaning for the local
behaviour just aft of the transom is perfect. The flow, there is no physical explanation for this drastic
vertical velocity converges well and consistently change. As opposed to this, in RAPID the height of
matches the transom edge value indicated, the rooster tail continuously decreases, which must

We thus find that, as panel refinement has very be the proper behaviour.
little effect on the solution, we can be confident that Similarly, all RAPID calculations display the
the exact FSC's are accurately satisfied in all points correct free surface slope at the edge, corresponding
on the free surface (not only the collocation points) to a tangential flow off the hull; while in the
in the converged nonlinear solution. But an exception DAWSON predictions only the cases with the
must be made for the point right at the transom edge: transom edge on or below the still water level have
no collocation point is present here, and if some sort the correct slope. The same tendencies are found in
of singular behaviour occurs, panel refinement could the predicted wave resistance (Fig. 9). For
in principle give convergence towards an erroneous DAWSON, a contribution
solution. Therefore the effect of the choice of the 1 I
flow model at the edge has been considered. But the 2= Ipg r dz
difference between the results obtained with the
Schmidt- and the Taylor expression was only quite has been added, which in an ad hoc fashion accounts
local and too small to be distinguished on the scale for the absence of hydrostatic pressure on theof the plots. In both cases the calculated vertical transom. Although entirely inconsistent, this
vftheplotys. cnbontinuous (tanentalcflow)d vebtwithl correction appears to bring the resistance fairly closea discontinuous (v/tx and a discontinuous but finite to the nonlinear result (which does not require suchcurvature of the free surface streamlines. This does a correction because the total pressure is integrated
notrexatlreofthefreesurface wittreaScmline. Thioeo, u over the hull). At zero transom immersion the two
not exactly correspond with the Schmidt theory, but predictions are almost equal. The cases with transom
doesabove the still water surface again show a deviation

Since, therefore, the particular assumptions on ao the still wesur g on
the behaviour here have only a very small and in the DAWSON results.
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The explanation of the bad linearized predictions
for transoms above the still water level is of course
that the hull must be cut off at the undisturbed water
level in a linearized method. The hull paneling then
ends at some point ahead of the transom. While the
transom conditions in the first free surface
collocation points can be imposed just as well if the
transom height is positive, no boundary condition can
be imposed on the part of the hull bottom above the Figure 10. Calculated wave pattern for a flat-
still water level. But, because of the double-body bottomed hull at transom depth Froude number 2.0
linearization and the symmetry with respect to the
still water level, imposing no boundary condition is The transition to a detachment ahead of the
the same as imposing a zero vertical velocity on this transom is indicated by the calculations, although
part of the water surface! This may be an acceptable rather indirectly. For the highest position of the
approximation for cases with small buttock angle transom edge considered here, the pressure along the
near the transom, but not for the present case where bottom of the hull falls below zero before the
the vertical velocity should be around 0.16. transom is reached. But on that part of the boundary

Summarizing, for the cases studied the results only a hull condition is imposed, and passing the
with the linearized method appear to be quite zero pressure level has no effect. One has to watch
reasonable for all immersed transoms, with a the pressure distribution on the hull, and as soon as
moderate deviation due to nonlinear effects; but for this falls below zero the regular flow type is to be
transoms above the still water level the attempted. Geometric complications currently prevent
representation of the flow off the transom edge is the RAPID code to make this switch without any
relatively poor. user intervention; and at this moment the degree of

The RAPID solutions however are very accurate generality of the code is still insufficient to deal with
and satisfy all boundary conditions to the degree to regular flow around flat stems with extremely blunt
be expected. Even for transoms above the still water waterlines. These restrictions will hopefully be
level the hull shape near the transom is completely eliminated in the near future.
taken into account. Optimization of the transom
immersion and stem shape seems to be possible now 4. VALIDATION STUDIES
throughout the practical range.

Remains the question to what extent the While [16] focused on the theoretical
transitions to the other flow regimes (dead water and background of the RAPID-approach and discussed
early detachment) are indicated by the nonlinear several studies of the numerical accuracy, grid
calculations. As expected, the transition to a independence and so on, in the meantime a number
dead-water zone is not indicated as no criterion for of validation studies has been carried out in which
the inception of wave breaking is included. In [25], the predictions were compared with experimental
the nonlinear stem waves behind a flat bottomed data. Because of the availability of very detailed and
semi-infinite two-dimensional body have been accurate measurements, we first consider two
studied theoretically, and it was derived that a standard test cases.
solution with the free surface detaching from the
transom edge exists only for a transom depth Froude 4.1 Wigley hull at Fn = 0.316
number exceeding 2.23; and that breaking occurs for
all Froude numbers below 2.26. Hoping to find For this case, data from the ITTC Cooperative
anything particular I made calculations for a flat- Experimental Program are available. A comparison
bottomed finite-length 3D ship with a transom depth has been made of the wave profiles with zero trim
Froude number of 2.0. But again a converged and sinkage. Calculations were made with 624 panels
solution was obtained, and no particular indication of on the port half of the hull and two different free
non-existence was found. However, the result (Fig. surface panelings, with 1148 and 2312 panels,
10) was markedly three-dimensional, so the theory of respectively, in an attempt to elucidate the cause of
[251 does not apply and probably nothing more could the general underprediction of the bow wave height
be expected. in all published results for this particular case.

Fig. 11 shows that for both panelings the agreement
of the calculated and experimental hull wave profile
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is almost perfect, and far better than in most transverse cuts has been measured. A disadvantage of
calculations published before. Grid dependence is these data is that they apply to a very small model of
only visible in the immediate vicinity of the bow, 3 m length, in a narrow towing tank (Rn 4. 106).
were the wave height is again slightly Initial calculations were made using 24 * 25 hull
underpredicted. Further study, preferably for a panels. Three free surface panelings have been
simplified test case, must show whether this local tested: Grid I with 10 strips on each side of the hull
effect is a consequence of incomplete resolution or and a panel length of 5 % of the transverse wave
of the possible bow singularity discussed before. length; Grid II with 20 strips of 5% panels; Grid III

with 10 strips of panels with a 2.5% length.
Fig. 13 compares the Neumann-Kelvin,

RAPID' coarse grid Dawson and Rapid predictions for 2 longitudinal
- RAPID fine grid 1 cuts. They all reasonably well correspond with theSo., experiments

ex peie data, the Neumann-Kelvin results (in the present
- •implementation) giving the worst agreement, with

some phase shift in particular. While the nonlinear
effects are not too large here, RAPID consistently
gives the best agreement. An exception is the flow

-_ aft of the stem. The bad correlation in this region
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0. can safely be attributed to viscous effects;

X/L calculations for a displacement body in [25 ] in fact
indicate a very important effect on stem wave

Figure 11. Hull wave profile; Wigley hull, Fn = amplitude.
0.316 The comparison of the nonlinear results on the 3

free surface grids showed that the first grid was
somewhat less accurate, and slightly reduced the bow

Fig. 12 compares the wave profiles on the line of wave height due to an insufficient resolution. Grid II
collocation points adjacent to the hull and centerline and III gave largely equivalent results, but at greater
as predicted by DAWSON, RAPID, and the first distances from the hull Grid III was marginally better
RAPID-iteration which is a Neumann-Kelvin due to the slightly smaller numerical damping. As
linearization. Substantial differences are observed, the main difference between the data and the non-
Notwithstanding the slenderness of the vessel, the linear calculation, a small, very short wave compo-
nonlinear method brings about a distinct nent was observed, generated at the bow and riding
improvement. on top of the pattern of longer wave components.

The length of this diverging wave was about 0.2 L,
.015 and the corresponding angle of the wave is 71

.010 degrees. Although such a component is usually
meaningless from the resistance point of view, the

.005o question was posed whether this deficiency was due
to wave breaking, an unresolved strongly nonlinear

to00.... effect or simply a lack of resolution.
Neumann-Kelvin Therefore grid IV has been generated, having 17

-.0 - RAPID strips on the free surface and 56 panels per
-._010I transverse wavelength. Besides, the hull paneling was

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 refined to 56 * 15 panels. As Fig. 14 illustrates, the
X/L short wave component now actually enters (most

clearly at x = 0.6 - 0.9), and has an approximately
Figure 12. Wave profile, Wigley hull, Fn = 0.316 correct phase and position, but not an entirely correct

amplitude. While it apparently still is distorted by
the poor resolution, this result definitely suggests that

4.2 Series 60 Cb = 0.60 at Fn = 0.316 even this detail is fully contained in the mathematical
model, and just requires a very fine discretization to

For this case a very extensive set of turn up in the prediction. This short wave is,
measurements is available, which have been carried however, something of theoretical interest only.
out at IIHR [26]. A large number of longitudinal and
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Figure 13. Longitudinal cuts, linearized and nonlinear; series 60 Cb = 0.60, Fn = 0.316

(at z = 0.40L) and the tank wall (z=0.50L).
Everywhere else the agreement is, in my opinion,
extremely good and these are probably the best
results for this case ever published up to now.

,- ,Also the hull wave profile (Fig. 16) corresponds
.. quite well with the data. Grid IV represents someX ,improvement compared to grid III; this is likely to be

_- PI rioI maximum bow wave height is accurately predicted
- xAPIegrinV on both grids, but the high wave elevation right at

-0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 'A 1.8 the fore perpendicular is not reproduced. As this
X/L appears to have no effect in the nearby longitudinal

cut, this probably has been a very thin fluid or sprayFigure 14. Grid dependence of short wave sheet in the experiment.
component; series 60 Cb = 0.60, Fn = 0.316 Summarizing, in general an excellent agreement

has been obtained for this case. Panel refinement
Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the calculation makes the results converge towards the experimental

on the finest grid and the experiment, for 9 data, even for details such as the short diverging
longitudinal cuts. It is noted that at the outer waves. There is no trace of any unresolved "strong
longitudinal cuts the agreement is not quite as good. nonlinearities" in the near field having an effect at
However, these cuts are located around z = 0.30L, greater distances from the hull.
which may have been too close to the wave absorber
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4.3 Container ship

Of course further validations for more up-to-date
hull forms are desired and will be carried out. Also,
it is useful to compare linearized and nonlinear
pedictions for ships exciting more diverging waves,
as experience has shown that these tend to be rather
poorly represented in linearized methods. Whether0.1739L .. this is caused by numerical dispersion or damping or
by the linearization was not quite clear until recently.

Our test case is a container ship with a bulbous
bow, running at Fn = 0.24. Two longitudinal cuts
were measured during the towing tests at MARIN.

0.2067L DAWSON and RAPID calculations have been
carried out. However, as the ship has a transom stem
above the still waterline and stem sections with a
very large slope, at the moment of making these
calculations we were forced to modify the afterbody

0.2395L .in the RAPID calculations. As the primary interest
was in the forebody design, this was an acceptable
change; but consequently the RAPID stem wave
predictions cannot be compared with the data and
have not been plotted. In DAWSON the transom
flow model has been applied with a positive transom
edge height.

.... Fig. 17 shows the predicted and measured
longitudinal cuts for the full-draught case. At z

0.3051 L 0.10 L , RAPID obviously gives a far better
prediction of the amplitude of the diverging bow
wave system, which is severely underestimated by
DAWSON. Further downstream, RAPID consistently
improves upon the DAWSON results. But DAWSON

0.3379 L is doing well for the rather transverse waves
generated at the stem, notwithstanding the

_.. . . . . . . . . ._ deficiencies in the m odeling. In the second

-0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 longitudinal cut, at a distance of 0.30 L from the
centerplane, the agreement is slightly worse, and the

XI/L _bow wave system soon mixes up with the stem
Figure 15. Longitudinal cuts, calculated (Grid IV) waves that prohibit further comparisons. But again
and experimental; series 60 Cb = 60, Fn = 0.316 here, RAPID is substantially closer to the data.
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Figure 17. Longitudinal cuts for container ship, full draught

The first iteration of RAPID (a Neumann-Kelvin mathematical model. The only precaution needed is
approximation) was quite similar to the DAWSON to start with an increased draught to make the bow
results, which proved that the underprediction of fully submerged, and to gradually reduce this draught
diverging waves is caused by neglecting nonlinear in the course of the iteration until the equilibrium
effects and not by numerical dispersion or position is reached.
insufficient resolution in the DAWSON results. The RAPID here predicted that the bulbous bow
same has been found for other cases. It appears that would just emerge above the wave surface, by some
the short diverging waves have a stronger tendency 0.20 m. But as the free surface panel size was fairly
to steepen than the long transverse waves, and thus large compared to the dimensions of the bulbous bow
display stronger nonlinear effects. there was a risk of insufficient resolution of the large

For the same vessel in ballast condition the top gradients that can occur above such bows. In fact,
of the bulbous bow is at 1.2 m above the still the towing test showed that an extremely thin sheet
waterline (which is 15 % of the stagnation height). of water just wetted the upper side of the bulb.
An important practical question is then, whether it Immediately downstream a deep wave trough next to
still becomes completely immersed at the service the hull was formed, and breaking phenomena
speed; if not, a significant resistance penalty can be affected the wave pattern. The less accurate
incurred, prediction (Fig. 18) therefore comes as no surprise,

This cannot be studied using a linearized although the major aspects of the wave pattern are
method. Inherent to the linearization is the transfer of captured.
the boundary condition towards the undisturbed free The calculations for this container ship thus
surface. The greater part of the bulbous bow is above show that also for fairly slender vessels at moderate
that surface and plays no role in the calculation. speed, nonlinear effects can be surprisingly large in
Therefore the predicted bow wave form is unrealistic, some respects, and for diverging waves in particular.
The same is true if the top of the bulbous bow is The nonlinear code gives a much better agreement
extremely close to the undisturbed waterplane [16]. with the experimental data, and additionally it
In RAPID however, the free surface boundary permits to make calculations for surface-piercing
conditions are applied at the actual wave surface. If bows; but resolution of the rather violent flow
the bow becomes completely submerged due to the features here requires care.
bow wave elevation, its effect is fully included in the
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I I' validation studies. Main conclusions are:
* The method does not require any smoothing,

Z=O.1OL "filtering or damping and usually converges reliably
to machine accuracy. The convergence problems
typical of most steady nonlinear free surface flow
solvers do not occur unless in exceptional cases.
e A converged solution is also obtained for cases in

d3 which extensive wave breaking will occur in real
flows, such as full hull forms at high speed. A
separate criterion for the inception of wave breaking

EXPERIMENT and a model for its effect on the flow field would be
RAPID required to complete the flow picture in such cases.

a It is argued that vorticity physically plays no role
-0.8 -O.4 0 0.4 in the flow off a transom stem. The implementation

of transom conditions in linearized and nonlinear
X i L methods is discussed an studied numerically. The

Figure 18. Longitudinal cuts for container ship, linearized form appears to give reasonable results;
ballast draught the nonlinear method satisfies the transom conditions

most accurately and shows very little grid-
4.4 Frigate dependence. Optimization of the transom stem shape

now seems possible, even for transoms above the
In order to specifically test the transom flow still water line.

modeling, linearized and nonlinear calculations have * Comparisons with experimental data show that
been carried out for a frigate-type hull with a wide even for slender ships nonlinear effects are larger
transom, for which older experimental data were than was expected before. Diverging waves in
available. However, the Froude number based on the particular are much better predicted by RAPID.
transom immersion was only 2.65, and this may well Including nonlinear terms consistently improves the
have been a case with a dead-water zone. Moreover, results. With sufficiently dense panelings very good
wave breaking near the comers of the transom was agreement with experiments can be achieved, even
observed in corresponding wake survey data. A good for short wave components. For bulbous bows very
agreement could therefore not be expected. As a close to the wave surface, resolution of small-scale
matter of fact, both the DAWSON- and the RAPID- flow phenomena requires care.
predictions showed a largely sinusoidal wave aft of e Future work will be directed to further
the transom, while in the experiment a rather experimental validation, improving the numerical and
disturbed free surface with modest wave amplitude computational efficiency, and extensions to more
was observed. Accordingly, the magnitude of the complicated stern shapes.
diverging wave from the transom edge was
substantially overestimated by both codes, and by ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
RAPID in particular. On the other hand the diverging
waves from the bow were again much better Computing time was provided by the Dutch
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DISCUSSION over the hull, which at low Froude numbers is aby Professor P. D. Sclavounos, MIT badly conditioned calculation.

1. Schmidt (1980) proves in his paper that for More validations are, however, required.
overhanging sterns, the coefficient C2 in the The accuracy of the resistance predictions, and
local expansion near the stern vanishes, thus possible alternative expressions for it, will be
establishing that the curvature of the wave profile studied in the near future.
is preserved in this case.

Author's Reply: DISCUSSION
See common response for the above at the by Dr. D. Nakos, Intec Software & Consulting

end of this section.
In case that one of your iterations (towards

2. My question pertains to your experience the nonlinear solution) indicates that the flow
with regard to the prediction of the wave resis- separates at the stern before the ship transom, do
tance with your nonlinear method. Have you you correct the assumed separation line?
experienced improved predictions in the wave
resistance which result from improved wave pro- Author's Reply:
file calculations? See common response for the above at the

end of this section.
Author's Reply

It has been found that slow-ship linearized
methods: DISCUSSION

by Dr. S. Kinnas, MIT
- generally predict the resistance reasonably
well for relatively slender vessels at fairly I would like to congratulate Dr. Raven for
high speed, with substantial wave making, his impressive work. It appears to me that the
but often underestimate the resistance other- detachment of the transom stream-surface is
wise; similar to the smooth detachment condition

(Villat-Brillouin condition) for cavity flows, in
- generally predict a negative wave resis- which the cavity detaches at a point where the
tance for full hull forms at low Froude num- slope as well as the curvature are continuous.
bers. As shown in [3] this may be a result of What are the author's comments to this? Is this
a spurious momentum flux through the cal- an adequate condition or we must consider the
culated free surface owing to the slow-ship viscous flow in front of the detachment point
linearization of the free surface boundary similar to what is done for cavity flows by
condition. One thus expects an improvement Arakeri, Frank, & Michel?
for a nonlinear method.

Author's Reply:

Current experience with RAPID indicates See common response for the above at the
that:- for slender ships at high speed, the resis- end of this section.
tance prediction is good but not much different
from that of a linearized method; - in some cases
dominated by diverging waves, the resistance DISCUSSION
predicted by RAPID was much closer to experi- by Professor E. 0. Tuck, University of
mental values;- for slow ships at low speed, the Adelaide, Australia
resistance is not consistently negative anymore,
but it is hard to obtain an accurate prediction I compliment the author on an excellent
from pressure integration over the hull. This is paper. My comment relates only to the minor
due to the fact that, contrary to a linearized matter raised at the end of it concerning transom
method, a nonlinear method requires the hydro- sterns which are well above the undisturbed
static + hydrodynamic pressure to be integrated water level. This causes no extra difficulty with

RAPID, apparently, which is as it should be.
The only problem with this case is that the con-
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verged results from RAPID passes a physically- transom flow solution in RAPID (but with dif-
unacceptable region of pressure less than atmo- ferent local behavior at detachment). If the
spheric, just ahead of the transom. In practice, guessed detachment point is too far forward,
the flow would have detached prior to reaching there will be an infinite upward curvature of the
the transom, perhaps quite next to the station streamline at this point, and the free surface pen-
where in the non-physical case studied, the pres- etrates the hull. If it is too far aft, there will be an
sure first goes negative (relative to atmospheric). infinite downward curvature, and the pressure
In a similar planning context, I have had success along the hull ahead of the detachment point
in finding the actual detachment contour by becomes negative. The correct position can thus
iteration, the aim being to converge towards a be found, and has been found in earlier work by
final detachment contour or artificial transom on others.
which not only the pressure but also the pressure
gradient is zero. This is equivalent to requiring Dr. Kinnas notes the analogy with the
continuity of curvature, as well as slope, at detachment of wall streamlines at the leading
detachment. edge of a sheet cavity, where the inviscid-flow

problem has almost the same properties. The
Author's Reply: conditions of continuous slope and curvature,

See common response for the above at the called Villat-Brillouin condition in this field,
end of this section. have been imposed by e.g. Pellone and Rowe

[D1], who iteratively located the detachment
point from the condition of zero pressure gradi-
ent in a discretized form.

Author's Reply to Professors Sclavounos,
Nakos, Kinnas, and Tuck Including such an iteration in the method

All above discussers address the problem of presented here would require much care because
modeling the detachment of the free surface from of the fine discretizations required and the
a smooth surface, the bottom of a flat hull with repeated rediscretization of hull and free surface
the transom far above the undisturbed water to fit the shifting intersection. But a complete
level. If in a numerical solution the pressure on description of inviscid flow off a ship afterbody
the hull falls below atmospheric pressure, this may eventually require this addition.
early detachment of the free surface may be sup-
posed to occur physically. To model this, one Dr. Kinnas additionally raises the question
should modify both the location of the detach- of the importance of viscous effects. To what
ment line and the assumed free surface behavior extent these will affect the location of smooth
there. As mentioned in my paper this is not being detachment, and the flow off an immersed tran-
done yet, and I had not yet given much thought som stem as well, will depend on the hull form
to the details of this problem. The comments of and the thickness of the boundary layer or wake.
the discussers are, therefore, welcomed. One expects little effect for slender high-speed

vessels, but much more for slower, fuller hull
As stated in Section 3.1 of the paper, in such forms. Some validations to be carried out now at

a 'regular flow' the curvature of the streamline at MARIN may shed some light on this issue. If
detachment is bounded. It can then be shown, at viscous effects are found to be important, I am
least in a 2D case, that the curvature must be afraid that the methods of Arakeri or Franc &
equal to that of the wall, and that the pressure Michel will be of little help, since they seem to
gradient along the wall must be zero at detach- exclusively apply to laminar separation in thin
ment. As Prof. Sclavounos rightly points out, this boundary layers upstream of cavity detachment
same conclusion follows from Schmidt's 2D flat- on headforms and foils. But Dr. Kinnas's remark
ship analysis, where the coefficient C2 in eq. is of course entirely justified.
(10) vanishes for a smooth detachment. Prof.
Tuck points out that these conditions of zero References for the Replies:
pressure and zero pressure gradient at the wall
permit to determine the detachment point by iter- [D1] Pellone, C., and Rowe, A.,
ation. One could assume a detachment position "Supercavitating Hydrofoils in Nonlinear
and solve the problem in a way similar to the
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Theory", 3rd Int. Conf. Numerical Ship assessment [6]. Our approach which uses finite
Hydrodynamics, Paris, France, June 1991. difference methods to satisfy the radiation condi-

tions is described in [7]. A new five-point
[D2] Van den Berg, W., Raven, H.C., and upstream operator has been found to work well

Valkhof, H.H., "Free-Surface Potential for fine grids corresponding to high speeds. This
Flow Calculations for Merchant Vessels", operator improves the stability and convergence
Int. Symp. on CFD and CAD in Ship by eliminating the spurious mode introduced by
Design, Wageningen, Netherlands, Sept. the numerics. Our latest approach is to use a
1990. family of difference operators to control the sta-

bility and convergence. A 2-D submerged
[D3] Ligtelijn, J.Th, Raven, H.C., and Valkhof, source has been used as the first test case and the

H.H., "Ship Design Today: Practical results show significant improvement for a wide
Applications of Computational Fluid range of Froude numbers. This finite difference
Dynamics", HADMAR '91 Symposium, method is being extended to 3-D linear problems
Varna, Bulgaria, Oct. 1991. and our results will be compared with the corre-

sponding RAPID predictions.
[D4] Sclavounos, P.D., and Nakos, D.E.,

"Stability Analysis of Panel Methods for References
Free-Surface Flows with Forward Speed", 1. Cheng, B.H., 5th Int. Conf. on Numerical
17th Symp. Naval Hydrodynamics, The Ship Hydrodynamics, Hiroshima, Japan,
Hague, Netherlands, 1988. Sept. 1989.

2. Cheng, B. H., Dean, J.S., and Jayne, J.L.,
2nd Workshop on Ship Wave Resistance

DISCUSSION Computations, DTNSRDC, Bethesda,

by Bill H. Cheng, David Taylor Model Basin Maryland, Nov. 1983.
3. Cheng, B.H. et al., Int. Conf. on Computer

The author is commended for his contribu- Aided Design, Manufacture and Operation
tions to nonlinear ship wave computations. in Marine and Offshore Industries, Springer-
MARIN's track record in applying a Dawson Verlag, Sept. 1986.
code to some 100 hull forms per year is impres- 4. Hoyle, J.W. et. al., SNAME, Vol. 94, Nov.
sive. I would be interested in learning more 1986.
about this experience. In particular, typical 5. Cheng, B.H. et al., Naval Engineers Journal,
examples of slender ships and full hull forms, for Vol. 101, No. 3, May 1989.
which Dawson codes work well and not so well, 6. Letcher, J.S., Journal of Ship Research, Vol.
are of great interest to me. 37, No. 1, Mar. 1993.

7. Strobel, K.H. and Cheng, B.H., 1lth Int.
At DTMB, the XYZFS program based on Conf. on Offshore Mechanics and Arctic

Charles Dawson's original code continues to be Engineering, Calgary, Canada, June 1992.
enhanced for use in ship design. I develop a dry
transom algorithm [1] which has been success- Author's Reply
fully applied to transom-stem ships with and Thanks for your comment. For some of our
without bow domes [2, 3, 4, 5]. The wave resis- experience on practical applications of Dawson's
tance predictions are reasonable for moderate method, see Refs. [D2] and [D3]. Concerning the
speeds corresponding to Froude numbers use of linearized methods I would like to add
between 0.35 to 0.45. However, the predictions that, although as a matter of fact the predicted
are less accurate outside this Froude number wave resistance is not useful for full ships at low
range since the dry transom assumption is no Froude numbers, the wave pattern predicted by
longer valid at lower Froude numbers and the our DAWSON code is qualitatively correct, as
stability and convergence become a problem at comparison with RAPID predictions has shown.
higher Froude numbers. In my opinion, a proper use of these linearized

methods in ship design does not rely on the pre-
I am currently working on improving the dicted resistance but on careful analysis of the

stability and convergence of the Dawson method. entire flow field, pressure distribution and flow
Our outlook is more optimistic than Letcher's
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direction. Thus handled, linearized methods are minated in [4] with the development of a method
equally useful at lower Froude numbers, for the computation of the wetted hull area in the

vicinity of a transom or cruiser stern in such a
I am interested in your progress in optimiz- way as to eliminate the possibility of negative

ing the choice of difference operators for the free pressures on the hull.
surface condition. Of course, for studying the
stability and accuracy of discretizations one I would also like to point out that the earlier
should consider not only the effects of the differ- work included a careful comparison of computa-
ence operators, but simultaneously those due to tions of steep waves behind a two-dimensional
the discretization of the singularity distribution, flat-bottomed transom stern with the analytical
Note the difference in both numerical dispersion work of Vanden-Broeck (reference [25] of the
and stability of the DAWSON and RAPID current paper). In particular, Figure 9 of [3]
implementations (see Figs 5 and 6 for example), showed a remarkably close relationship between
which use identical difference schemes but dif- numerical solution behavior and Vanden-
ferent discretizations. This is one of the reasons Broeck's analytic predictions in the Froude num-
that, like you, I do not share Letcher's conclu- ber range in which transition from non-breaking
sions. The most complete analysis is that pro- to breaking waves occurs. It was concluded that
posed by Sclavounos and Nakos [D4], which the numerical methods were accurate in the sense
allows to clearly identify the most promising that they predicted the waves accurately up to the
implementations and discretizations. It will be limit of breaking and that for breaking waves,
interesting to compare the results of a linear where presumably a nonlinear free-surface
method, optimized in this respect, with those of potential flow does not exist, the numerical
the nonlinear RAPID method, which has very scheme diverged. However, Dr. Raven obtains a
good stability, virtually zero numerical disper- solution with his method even for cases in which
sion but a numerical damping similar to that of the waves would break in reality. It is my
Dawson's original method. But remember that understanding that he attributes this difference in
nonlinear effects have been found to be substan- results to his iterative scheme which is different
tial in several, sometimes unexpected, cases. from the time-accurate unsteady approach of the

earlier work. Presumably his scheme finds a
solution which is not found by the unsteady

DISCUSSION approach. If true, this would be a significant
by Dr. Henry J. Haussling, David Taylor finding with important implications for nonlinear
Model Basin wave computations. Because of this importance,

I would urge Dr. Raven to carry out careful grid
The author is to be commended on the refinement studies to determine the validity of

development of a powerful method for the pre- his non-breaking solutions. Also, he should
diction of the flow about general hull geometries monitor energy conservation in his computations
including nonlinear free-surface effects. I found to make sure that he is not losing energy some-
the treatment of transom sterns interesting, as where. Energy was carefully monitored in the
apparently did much of the audience, judging by earlier work. Could he repeat the two-dimen-
the discussion that followed the talk. I therefore sional computations of [3] with his method?
take this opportunity to recall the attention of the
interested community to pertinent work, carried References
out some years ago at David Taylor Model 1. Haussling, H.J., "Two-dimensional Linear
Basin, that resulted in a series of publications [1- and Nonlinear Stern Waves," Journal of
4] on stem flows. The approach taken in that Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 97, Part 4, Page 759
work seems to be much the same as that taken by (1980).
Dr. Raven in the present paper. 2. Van Eseltine, R.T. and Haussling, H.J.,

"Flow About Transom Sterns," Proc. of the
The earlier work covered both the "regular" Third Int. Conf. on Numerical Ship

and "transom" types of flow defined in the cur- Hydrodynamics, Paris, Page 121 (1981).
rent paper. It started with two-dimensional lin- 3. Coleman, R.M. and Haussling, H.J.
earized stern flows [1] and progressed to the "Nonlinear Waves Behind an Accelerated
three-dimensional nonlinear regime [4]. It cul- Transom Stern," Proc. of the Third Int. Conf.
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on Numerical ship Hydrodynamics, Paris, difference in solution methods. Most recently I
Page 111 (1981). triedto further increase the transom draft for the

4. Coleman, R.M., "Nonlinear Flow About a same 3D case, and did not succeed to obtain
Three-Dimensional Transom Stern," Proc. of convergence below Fntr = 1.77. The wave crest
the Fourth Int. Conf. on Numerical Ship height then amounted to 94% of the stagnation
Hydrodynamics, Washington, Page 234 height. This suggests that the same behaviour is
(1985). found, but in 3D cases the limiting Froude num-

ber is somewhat different. Grid refinement stud-
Author's Reply ies and energy checks would as a matter of fact

Since the statements in the paper on wave be requiredto establish the precise limits, but it
breaking and its relevance for potential flow seems that Vanden Broeck's theory and Dr.
solutions are meant to stimulate a discussion on Haussling's and my calculations confirm rather
these apparently unsettled issues, I am most than contradict each other. This could in fact bet-
pleased with Dr. Haussling's discussion. ter be studied by carrying out 2D calculations

with the RAPID method, which, however, would
According to Vanden-Broeck's theory the require a substantial adaptation of the code.

steepness of the waves behind a 2D transom Similarly it is unfortunate that the results in your
increases for decreasing transom Froude number. ref. [4] do not apply to lower transom Froude
At a Froude number of 2.26, the limiting steep- numbers in 3D flows.
ness of a Stokes wave is reached. The wave
crests then attain stagnation height. For even In the discussion in Section 2.5 on wave
lower transom Froude numbers, a steady poten- breaking in more general 3D cases, wave break-
tial flow solution does not exist. ing is again not defined as the nonexistence of a

potential flow solution, but as the physical phe-
The impressive work done by Dr. Haussling nomenon. The wave pattern in Fig. 3 most likely

and coworkers already several years ago repro- will give rise to extensive breaking at the for-
duced this. Nonlinear time-dependent calcula- ward shoulder, but a steady potential flow solu-
tions for 2D semi-infinite flat-bottomed transom tion may well exist (note that these are not far
stern hulls (his ref. [3] ) at a Froude number of field waves). This calculation served to demon-
2.3 and below broke down, at higher Fn they strate that the convergence of the method is good
converged to a steady state. It seems obvious in enough to cover the range of wave steepnesses
this case (in absence of viscosity) that if a steady where wave breaking is not dominant in real
potential flow solution does not exist, wave flows.
breaking must occur. However, the converse is
not true: Even while a steady potential flow
exists theoretically, wave breaking may occur in
reality. E.g. in Duncan's experiments and several
others, wave breaking inception occurred before
the limiting steepness was reached. Similarly, in
this case the stern waves most likely will break
already at transom Froude numbers higher than
2.26. Therefore, also in Dr. Hausslings calcula-
tions a solution was obtained in cases that wave
breaking occurs in reality. In this sense, his
results confirm my statement that a separate
wave breaking criterion is required.

Remains the question why the result of Fig.
10 could be obtained, for a transom Froude num-
ber of 2.0. But the maximum wave height found
was 80 % of the stagnation height, so the theoret-
ical limit, which in 2D is reached at Fn = 2.26,
had not yet been reached here. In my opinion this
is due to the three-dimensionality and not to the
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Panel-Convergence of Steady Free-Surface
Flow Calculations

D. Hendrix and F. Noblesse
(David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

utilized for design studies, there is indeed a need
ABSTRACT for guidelines with respect to the number of pan-

Steady free-surface potential flow about els that should be employed to achieve a desired
a mathematically-defined hull form is accuracy.
considered. The flow is defined using Systematic panel-convergence studies for re-
the slender-ship approximation. The alistic ship forms are rendered difficult by practi-
hull form is approximated by means cal limitations in computing time and computer
of flat triangular panels within which memory, as well as by more fundamental limita-
the source strength is assumed piecewise tions stemming from numerical uncertainties re-
constant. Convergence of the computed lated to causes other than hull-discretization. For
velocity potential, wave profile, and lift, instance, if a numerical method relies on a so-
moment and drag with respect to the lution procedure having uncertain robustness (as
number of panels is evaluated. may be the case for the Neumann-Kelvin integral-

INTRODUCTION equation) or if the required numerical calculations
(such as the evaluation and panel-integration of

Numerical methods for computing free- a Green function) are performed with insufficient
surface flows about ship forms are increasingly accuracy, it may not be meaningful to perform a
utilized for practical design studies. These meth- panel-convergence study in which the number of
ods are typically validated by comparisons be- panels is increased beyond a modest number.
tween numerical predictions and experimental A limited step toward the goal of devel-
measurements. Although experimental validation oping guidelines with respect to the number of
of any numerical method is obviously necessary, panels that must be employed to achieve a de-
it is not sufficient to demonstrate the reliability of sired accuracy is made here. The present panel-
the method. Indeed, experimental validation can-not e cnviningunles te reiablityandthe convergence study is restricted to steady free-
not be convincing unless the reliability and the surface flow calculations based on flat triangular
accuracy of the method are established indepen- panels and the Green function associated with the
dently of comparison with experimental data. For linearized free-surface boundary condition.
instance, favorable comparisons between numer-
ical predictions and experimental measurements FRAMEWORK OF STUDY
are not meaningful if the numerical predictions
depend appreciably upon some parameters such Specifically, the velocity potential due to a
as the number and the arrangement of the panels distribution of Kelvin sources on a ship's mean
used for representing the ship hull. wetted hull surface is considered. The source

Efforts aimed at establishing the reliability strength is taken equal to the component n-
and the accuracy of numerical methods are in- of the unit vector il normal to the hull along
creasingly reported in the literature on numerical the direction of motion of the ship, according
free-surface hydrodynamics. These efforts include to the slender-ship approximation. The source
studies of convergence with respect to the number strength thus is defined explicitly in terms of the
of panels. As numerical methods are increasingly hull geometry. Difficulties and uncertainties as-
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sociated with the numerical solution of an inte- 0 < A < Lb. The aftbody -1/2 < x < -1/2+L,
gral equation therefore are avoided in the present corresponds to 1-L , < A < 1. Finally, the parallel
panel-convergence study. The present study is midbody -1/2 + L, < x < 1/2 - Lb corresponds
in this respect simpler and less ambitious than to Lb <A A < 1- L,. The lengths of the forebody
the convergence studies reported by Doctors and and aftbody are taken equal to Lb = 0.45 and
Beck (1987) and others. However, the simplified L, =0.45.
approach based on the slender-ship approxima- The notation Ab =A /Lb is used in the para-
tion adopted here makes it possible to perform a metric equations defining the forebody 0 < A < Lb.
panel-convergence analysis in which a large num- These equations are
ber of panels is employed.

Recipes for computing the velocity potential X = 1/2 -

due to a piecewise-constant source distribution on 2y/b = Ab(2-Ab) /cos(7rlp/2)--3bAb(1-Ab) 2 pL(1--p) 2

a set of flat triangles within 0.1% accuracy are z/d sin(Trp/2)
given in Hendrix and Noblesse (1992). This cal-
culation method is used here. The slender-ship where the constant /

3b, which controls the fullness

potential, denoted V, is expressed as the sum of the bow sections, is taken equal to 1.

of a nonoscillatory near-field potential OSN and The parallel midbody Lb < A < 1- L, is de-

a wave potential "kw corresponding to the wave fined by the parametric equations

field generated by the ship. We thus have x 1/2 - A

P = "SN + 'Pw. 2y/b V/cos(7rp/2)

The potential OSN is evaluated using a "direct" z/d = - sin(7r/i/2).

approach in which the nonoscillatory component The aftbody 1- L,, < A < 1 is defined by the

of the Green function is computed and integrated parametric equations

over a panel (by means of Gauss integration rules x = 1/2 - A + t 2x,
or analytical formulas). The wave potential Ow
is evaluated using an "indirect" approach based 2y/b = 1-t 2  cos(7rp/2) - 3, t2 pcos(ri/2)]
on the Fourier-Kochin representation. z/d sin(rrp/2)

All calculations are performed using Silicon
Graphics (SGI) computers with 32 bit floating where t and x, are given by

point arithmetic and SGI's Fortran compiler. 1 + (A-1)/L,

HULL FORM x, = t, [1 - cos(irp/2)] + YP2(1-,)2

A mathematically-defined hull form is con- and the constants f , f/,, and y, are taken equal
sidered for the sake of simplicity and accuracy. to t, = 0.15,/f, = 1.4, and -, = 1.1. The con-
The hull form is depicted in Figure 1. Coordi- stant f. determines the point at which the keel
nates (x, y, z) rendered nondimensional with re- rises from the baseline toward the stern. The
spect to the ship length are defined. The undis- constants fl, and 7, control the fullness of the
turbed waterplane is taken as the plane z = 0, stern sections and the shape of the stern profile,
the ship centerplane is chosen as the plane y = 0, respectively.
and the ship bow and stern are located at x = 1/2 Finally, the x coordinate in the foregoing
and x = -1/2, respectively. The nondimensional parametric equations is stretched via the linear
beam and draft are denoted b and d, respectively, transformation
and are taken equal to b=0.1 and d=0.035. = (x - 0.005)/0.99,

The hull form is defined by means of para-
metric equations. The parameters, denoted A and which yields • 1/2 for x = 1/2 and • • -0.51
p, vary within the unit square 0 < A < 1 and for x=-1/2. This stretching of the longitudinal

0 < p < 1. The parameter A is equal to 0 along coordinate x thus does not alter the location of
the stem profile and 1 along the stern profile, and the bow but slightly displaces the stern from x =
the parameter p is equal to 0 at the static wa- -0.5 to ý - -0.51. A hull form having a small
terline and 1 at the keel. The hull form is di- transom is defined by truncating the portion of
vided into three regions, which are defined by the stretched hull extending beyond the station
means of different sets of parametric equations. ý = -0.5. The resulting truncated hull form is
The forebody 1/2 - Lb < x < 1/2 corresponds to depicted in Figure 1 and used for the calculations.
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72 Panels

1152 Panels

Figure 1: Hull form and panel refinement scheme used in study.

PANEL ARRANGEMENT N•, Ny N
Flat triangular panels are used to approxi- 12 3 72

mate the hull, as was already noted. The pan- 24 6 288
els are defined so that the vertices of the panels 36 9 648
corresponding to the coarsest panel distribution 48 12 1152
are also panel vertices of all finer distributions.
The hull is divided longitudinally by constant-x 60 15 1800
stations (as is required by the theoretical formu- 72 18 2592
lation) and transversely by dividing each station 84 21 3528
into the same number of equal-length segments. 96 24 4608

The stations are "cosine" spaced with the min- 108 27 5832

imum spacing at the bow and the stern chosen 120 30 7200

so that the aspect ratio of the panels approaches 132 33 8712

1 at the bow for the finest panel arrangements 144 36 10368
considered in the study. 168 42 14112

The coarsest panel arrangement used in the 192 48 18432
study, shown in the upper part of Figure 1, con- 216 54 23328
sists of 72 panels on one half of the hull. The lower 240 60 28800
part of Figure 1 depicts an example of a finer 300 75 45000
panel arrangement corresponding to 1152 panels. 360 87 62640
This panel arrangement is defined by subdivid- 420 90 75600
ing each of the panels obtained in the 72-panel 480 102 97920
coarsest panel arrangement into 16 panels. 540 120 129600

The panel distributions used in the study 684 144 196992
are listed in Table 1. In this table N. represents 1056 189 399168
the number of segments between constant-x sta- 1536 258 792576
tions and Ny, is the number of segments defining
a station. The total number of triangular panels
on one half of the hull is then equal to Table 1: Panel arrangements used in study.

ing opposite vertex. The panel configurations

The ratio NX/Ny, was selected so that the listed in Table 1 were not all used in all the con-
aspect ratio of most panels is roughly equal to vergence studies. These panel arrangements rep-
five, as is apparent from Figure 1. This ratio resent a reasonable, although not optimal, panel
was adjusted when necessary in order to limit the distribution.
maximum aspect ratio to ten, in accordance with
the restriction recommended in Hendrix and No- SURFACE AREA
blesse (1992). The aspect ratio of a panel is de- Figure 2 presents the percent relative error
fined here as the length of the longest side of a in the computed surface area of the hull. Five
panel divided by the distance to the correspond- curves are shown in this figure. The curves cor-
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100 number limits are considered first. The upper
part of Figure 3 depicts the RMS (root-mean-

% error in surface area square) of the errors

10. 1j(N)-V)xact

at the 52 calculation points. Here, Oi(N) repre-
sents the value of the potential ¢', which stands

-2 for 00 or 0,, at the "calculation point" num-
10 ber i (with 1 < i < 52) obtained using N panels,

and 0ý,act is the corresponding "exact" value of
the potential.

In Figure 3 the RMS of the errors at the 52
10-31

102 103 1 13 calculation points is normalized by the RMS of
Number of Panels the "exact" values 0ý,act of the potential at the

52 points. Figure 3 therefore depicts
Figure 2: Relative error in surface area.

~5 ~(N~Tc t  ý2~xact)25ý2 2 2

respond to the errors determined using different
assumed "exact" values of the surface area. as a function of the number N of panels. The five

Specifically, the lowest curve corresponds to curveshonin thefigure wr detin ith
the assumption that the surface area computed manner explained previously in connection with
using (approximately) 100, 000 panels is exact. Figure 2. Thus, ±at in the foregoing expres-

The next three curves were similarly determined sions is taken as ¢i(N) with N (approximately)

by taking the "exact" value of the surface area equal to 100,000, 200,000, 400,000, and 800,000

as that computed using (approximately) 200,000, for the four lowest curves, and the uppermost

400,000, and 800,000 panels. The uppermost curve is obtained by means of a least-squares ex-

curve was determined by means of an extrapo- trapolation based on the four lower curves.

lation based on the other four curves to obtain The upper part of Figure 3 shows that ap-

an estimate of the true error c corresponding proximately 500 and 1000 panels are required to

to an infinite number of panels Nexact = oo. The compute the potentials 00 and 0,, respectively,

extrapolation is based on a least-squares fit to the within a RMS accuracy of 1%, and that approx-

equation imately 6,000 and 50,000 panels are required to
obtain 0.1% accuracy. Thus, considerably more

E = o + CI/N Nex.t + C 2/Nexact. panels are required to compute, within the same
accuracy, the potential -0o than the potential O0 .

Figure 2 shows that approximations to the The lower part of Figure 3 depicts the error
surface area accurate within 1% and 0.1% are ob-
tained using about 250 and 2000 panels, respec- [4O(g)_¢xact] /(N)2(Vexact)2/52
tively. This figure also shows that the error c
decreases approximately in proportion to 1/N in which is normalized by the RMS value of the
the limit N-oo. potential, for each of the 52 calculation points.

Here the "exact" value iOý" of the potential ¢
VELOCITY POTENTIAL is taken as the value Oj(N) of the potential ob-

The vertices of the 72 panels corresponding tained using N z 800,000 panels.
to the coarsest panel arrangement shown in the Considerable variation exists among the 52
upper part of Figure 1 define 52 points. The ve- curves corresponding to the various calculation
locity potential is evaluated at these 52 calcula- points, although these curves generally follow a
tion points, which are panel vertices for all the similar trend. A notable exception is the up-
panel arrangements considered in the study as permost curve. This curve corresponds to the
was already noted. intersection between the stemline and the keel,

where the geometry is changing rapidly and a lo-
Potentials ¢0 and 1kc0 cally more refined panel arrangement would be

The velocity potentials 00 and 0,, corre- required. If this point is ignored, the lower part
sponding to the "zero" and "infinite" Froude- of Figure 3 shows that approximately 10,000 and
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Figure 3: Relative error in velocity potential at zero and infinite Froude numbers.

30,000 panels are required to compute the po- The left column of Figure 4 shows that ap-

tentials Oo and -oo, respectively, within a rela- proximately 500, 600 and 2,500 panels are re-
tive error of 0.1%. The upper and lower parts quired to compute the component 1'SN at values

of Figure 3 show that errors in the calculation of of the Froude number F equal to 0.1, 0.25, and

the potentials Oo and 00,, decrease approximately 0.5, respectively, within 1%, and that a greater

in proportion to 1/N as the panel-number N in- accuracy of 0.1% requires 6,000,30,000 and more

creases. than 100,000 panels. The number of panels re-
quired for computing the near-field potential OSN

Potentials ik, Ow and PSN within a specified accuracy therefore increases ap-
preciably with the Froude number.

The velocity potential V) is considered in

Figures 4 and 5 for three values of the Froude The center column of Figure 4 shows that

number F equal to 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5, which cor- approximately 1000, 500 and 300 panels are
respond to the top, center, and bottom rows of required to compute the wave component Ow
these two figures. The potential 0 is considered within 1% for values of F equal to 0.1, 0.25, and

in the right columns of Figures 4 and 5 and the 0.5, respectively, and that an accuracy of 0.1%
"nonoscillatory near-field component" 'SN and requires approximately 50,000, 30,000 and 3,000
"wave component" Vkw of the potential 0 are con- panels. The number of panels required for com-

sidered in the left and center columns, respec- puting the wave potential Ow within a specified

tively. Figure 4 presents the RMS error, defined accuracy thus increases appreciably as the Froude
as in the upper part of Figure 3, in the potentials number decreases, whereas the opposite was just
k, -Ow and VsN. found to hold for the near-field potential OISN.
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The right column of Figure 4 shows that tential flow is given by E/L = F 2t00/x, where
approximately 500, 500, and 400 panels are re- E is the free-surface elevation, L is the ship
quired to compute the total potential length, and F is the Froude number based on the

ship length.
0 =_ OSN + V)W The velocity component 01/0x along the x-

axis can be expressed in terms of the componentswithin 1% at F = 0.1 ,0.25 ,and 0.5 ,respectively, (¢n Cs C) of the fluid velocity

and that an accuracy of 0.1% requires approx-

imately 6,000, 30,000 and 20,000 panels. The Vo= iion +Wos + i>t
number of panels required for computing the to-
tal potential 0 within a specified accuracy is then along the unit vectors
much less affected by the Froude number than the
components Ow and OSN. n = (ni,n',n)) T= =z) (tz,ty,tz)

Figure 5 corresponds to the lower part of
Figure 3, and depicts the error at each of the 9s
52 calculation points. Considerable variation ex- 89b/8x = n + s• ¢ + t• t.
ists among the 52 curves, although these curves The vector il is normal to the hull. The vectors g
generally follow roughly a similar trend. The and Fare tangent to the hull, and approximately
largest error in the left column, corresponding to aligned with framelines and waterlines, respec-
the nonoscillatory potential OSN, occurs for the tively. At the plane z = 0 the vector F is tangent
point at the intersection between the stemline and to the static waterline (we then have t, = 0).
the keel, as was found earlier in Figure 3. For The components (0', ,) of the velocity vec-
most panel arrangements, the largest errors for tor V0 can be expressed in terms of the fluid ve-
the wave potential V)w considered in the center locities ( 'iV)/&n, Oip/as, c7bk/at) in the directions
column occur at the transom. The right column of the vectors (ii, 9, t) by means of the relations
of Figure 5 shows that 100,000 panels provide 3 o= a¢/an and
digits of accuracy for all the 52 points and the 3
Froude numbers considered. The errors for 10,000 001= ( /Os - K 0h/8t)/(1-K 2 )

panels are smaller than 0.1% for most points and 01 = (8a/t_ - 001/s)/(1-t2)

are no larger than 0.5%.
Figure 4 shows that errors in the calcula- where K is defined as = g. 'T. The normal deriva-

tion of the potentials ib, ow , and ,SN decrease tive 8b/On is taken equal to nx by virtue of the
roughly in proportion to 1/N. However, the RMS hull boundary condition. The free-surface eleva-
errors presented in Figure 4 decrease at a slower tion F280/Ox is then determined in terms of the
rate for large values of the panel-number N. This tangential derivatives ao/8s and 00/1t.
slow-down of the rate of convergence with increas- The free-surface elevation at the waterline is
ing values of N appears to be more pronounced evaluated at the center of every straight waterline
for larger values of the Froude number, and is segment via numerical differentiation of the veloc-
also more pronounced in the center column cor- ity potential. Specifically, the derivative ao/at is
responding to the wave potential Ow . The varia- determined at the center of a waterline segment
tion in the rate of decay of the RMS error may be using two-point central differencing of the poten-
due to the fact that the errors in Figure 5 decay tial at the end-points of the waterline segment.
at the rate 1/N at some points and at a slower The derivative fl/&s at the center of a water-
rate for other calculation points. In particular, line segment is taken as the average of the values
errors for most calculation points decay approx- of the derivative 0¢/as at the end-points of the
imately in proportion to 1/N in the upper left waterline segment. The derivative O¢k/&s at an
corner of Figure 5, corresponding to the poten- end-point of a waterline segment is determined
tial OSN at F = 0.1, while errors for most calcu- using two-point one-sided differencing of the po-
lation points decay approximately in proportion tential at the end-point of the segment and at the
to 1/V/h in the lower left grid, corresponding to panel-vertex immediately below.

PSN at F=0.5. For a given panel distribution, the wave pro-
file is determined using linear interpolation be-

WAVE PROFILE tween the values of the free-surface elevation com-
The wave profile is now considered. The puted at the centers of the waterline segments.

nondimensional wave elevation for linearized po- Linear extrapolation is used to determine the
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wave profile at the bow and the stern. The RMS
error in the wave profile is depicted in Figure 6 % rms error in wave profile
for three values of the Froude number F equal to
0.1, 0.25, and 0.5. The RMS error in this figure
is defined as

/ p11/2 ]rilld 10 F 0.10
eac ]2dx/ (eract 

2 d2VaJ-il 2  J1/2

where ox =_ 8g/ax, i,1(N) is the wave-elevation
obtained using N panels to approximate the hull,
and ?P3ac" represents the "exact" wave profile..1

A modification of the recipes given in Hen- 100.
drix and Noblesse (1992) was made for the calcu-
lations of the wave profile using a large number of % rms error in wave profile

panels. Specifically, the upper limit of integration
tmax, in the wave integral (66) in Hendrix and No-
blesse (1992) was increased in order to obtain a
smooth wave profile in the immediate vicinity of 10 F = 0.25

the bow and stern. The upper limit of integration
ta=, has been multiplied by a factor taken equal
to 3.5 for wave-profile calculations performed us-
ing 100,000 panels. A smaller multiplicative fac-
tor is required for a smaller number of panels. 1

Figure 6 corresponds to Figure 4 and the 100D
upper part of Figure 3, and likewise depicts 5
curves. The four lower curves were determined % rms error in wave profile
by taking the "exact" wave profile as that com-
puted using N equal to (approximately) 10,000,
23,000, 45,000, and 100,000 panels. The upper-
most curve was obtained via extrapolation of the 10C F-0.50
4 lower curves, in the manner explained previ-
ously in connection with Figure 2.

Figure 6 shows that approximately 7,000,
700, and 800 panels are required to compute the
wave profile with a RMS error of 10% for values 1
of F equal to 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. It 102 103 104 105
can also be estimated from Figure 6 that a greater Number of Panels
accuracy of 3% requires roughly 40,000, 10,000,
and 40,000 panels for F equal to 0.1, 0.25, and Figure 6: Root-mean-square error in the wave

0.5, respectively, profile at three Froude numbers.

LIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT

The hydrodynamic lift, drag, and trimming using two-point central differencing of the poten-
moment determined via integration of the pres- tial computed at the corresponding vertices of the
sure at the hull are finally considered. The pres- panel.
sure is taken as the linearized potential-flow ap-
proximation p U2 0, , where p is the water density The lift, drag, and moment have been com-
and U is the speed of the ship. The fluid velocity puted for 5 values of the Froude number F equal
V'2 is determined, using the relations given previ- to 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.5. "Exact" values
ously for the wave profile, at the centroid of ev- of the lift, drag, and moment are determined by
ery hull panel and regarded as piecewise constant means of extrapolation of the corresponding val-
within the corresponding panel. The derivatives ues computed using 2,592, 5,832, 10,368, and
aip/as and aol/8t for a given panel are evaluated 23,328 panels. The extrapolated "exact" values
at the centers of the two shortest sides of the panel are obtained using a least-squares fit to the equa-
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Figure 7: Percent relative error in lift, drag, and Figure 8: Percent relative error in lift, drag, and
moment, moment defined in terms of values at moderate

Froude numbers.

tion

I fezoct + C1//JN + C 2 /N Figure 7. This figure shows considerable varia-

where the variable f stands for the lift, drag, or tion in the errors corresponding to the drag, and
moment, to a lesser extent the moment. These variations in

The percent relative error, defined as the errors stem largely from the large variations
of the drag, and to a lesser extent the moment,

[f(NY f -=d ]/fet with respect to the Froude number. The variation
in the errors presented in Figure 7 makes it dif-

corresponding to the lift, drag, and moment are ficult to draw any conclusion with respect to the
depicted in the top, center, and bottom grids of number of panels which is required for obtaining
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Froude Number
0.1 1 0.25 1 0.5 oo

Hull area 1% 250 panels
Hull area 0.1% 2,000

Potential 1% RMS 500 500 500 400 1,000
Potential 0.1% RMS 6,000 6,000 30,000 20,000 50,000

Wave profile 10% RMS - 8,000 700 800 -

Wave profile 3% RMS - > 40, 000 10,000 40,000 -

Lift (rel. to avg.) 1% - 500 -

Moment (rel. to'avg.) 1% - 8,000 -

Drag (rel. to avg.) 2% - 20,000 -

Table 2: Number of panels required for computing various characteristics.

a specified accuracy. terms of the hull geometry. A greater number of
Figure 8 depicts the modified relative error panels may be required if an integral equation is

solved since the variation of the source/doublet
I [f(N)-feaat ] /feo, ', density depends on the Froude number as well as

the hull geometry, and may therefore vary more
where fexact is defined as the average of the values rapidly than the x component nx of the unit nor-
of fexact at the moderate Froude numbers F mal vector il to the hull used in the slender-ship
0.2, 0.25, 0.3. We thus have approximation.

- = fF=0.2 +. F0F=0.25 F=0.3 The number of panels indicated in Table 2fea= ( exac exact T J xact )/3. is in most cases fairly large. Higher-order bound-

The large variations in the errors for the wave ary element methods may therefore offer signifi-

drag presented in Figure 7 are greatly reduced cant advantages in comparison to constant-panel

in Figure 8. This result indicates that although methods. Table 2 also suggests that conclusions

the lift, drag, and moment vary considerably with with respect to the benefits of nonlinear, or oth-

Froude number the absolute errors in these quan- erwise more refined, mathematical models could

tities do not vary appreciably with Froude num- be questionable unless a sufficiently large number

ber. of panels is used.

Figure 8 shows that 500 panels are sufficient ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
to compute the lift within 1%. However, about

8,000 panels are required to compute the moment This study, which is a part of the first au-

with the same accuracy, and the wave drag can be thor's Ph.D. dissertation at the University of

computed within about 2% using 20,000 panels. Maryland, was partly supported by the Indepen-
dent Research program at DTMB.

CONCLUSION

The panel-convergence study presented in REFERENCES

the foregoing is summarized in Table 2, which Doctors, Lawrence, and Beck, Robert,
provides guidelines about the number of (flat tri- "Numerical Aspects of the Neumann-Kelvin

angular) panels that is required for predicting var- Problem," Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 31, No.

ious flow characteristics. Table 2 shows that pre- 1, March 1987, pp. 1-13.

diction of different flow characteristics, such as Hendrix, Dane, and Noblesse, Francis,
the wave drag and the hydrodynamic lift, may "Recipes for Computing the Steady Free-Surface
require widely-different numbers of panels. For Flow Due to a Source Distribution," Journal of
instance, 500 panels are sufficient to compute the Ship Research, Vol. 36, No. 4, Dec. 1992, pp. 346-
lift within 1%, but 20,000 panels are required to
predict the drag within 2%.

The results summarized in Table 2 were ob-
tained using the slender-ship approximation, in
which the source density is defined explicitly in
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DISCUSSION emphasized by Professor Sharma, it is found that
by Professor Dr. Ing. S. D. Sharma, University a very large number of panels must be used to
of Duisburg obtain minimally-acceptable accuracy in wave

drag by pressure integration (even though we use
The authors deserve praise for a thorough smaller panels near the bow and stern). Two

and systematic study of the computational effort conclusions can be drawn from this finding. One
required to attain prescribed error margins for conclusion is that validation of numerical meth-
integral quantities of primary interest, e.g., lift, ods based on favorable comparisons between
drag, and moment. This is the kind of paper one experimental data and wave-drag predictions
expects to see at a conference on numerical ship obtained using pressure integration are in many
hydrodynamics. I would like to comment on the instances questionable. Conclusions about the
tremendous discrepancy in the effort required for benefits of nonlinear, or otherwise refined, math-
calculating lift (500 panels for 1% error) and ematical models can also be questioned, as is
drag (20,000 panels for 2% error). This phe- noted in our paper.
nomenon is well known from all previous work, The other conclusion is that pressure
both computational and experimental, and is integration is not a satisfactory method for
related to the fact that pressure drag on a ship practical wave drag calculations, and we
arises from the small difference between large certainly do not advocate using this method. The
contributions of opposite sign from the bow and method based on Lagally's theorem mentioned
the stern. An efficient determination of pressure by Professor Sharma is an alternative approach
drag would require a uniform distribution of which can be expected to provide better
panels in the body plan rather than on the hull accuracy. This method could probably be
surface as seems to be the case in authors' Figure implemented fairly easily as Professor Sharma
1. (Previous workers have even obtained a nega- suggests, but has not been tried. Another
tive pressure drag as a consequence of an alternative approach is the Havelock formula
improper distribution of panels!) A possible based on energy-flux integration. This well-
solution to this problem may be to use Lagally's known formula, made popular by the classical
theorem rather than pressure integration for paper of Eggers, Sharma, and Ward (1967,
computing drag. Since all necessary source Trans. SNAME, pp. 112-144), appears to offer
strengths and perturbation velocities are already the most general practical way of calculating
generated by the authors' algorithm, this should wave drag. That this formula offers a means of
be easily feasible. Would the authors care to determining wave drag more accurately than
giveit atry? pressure integration is demonstrated by the

"zeroeth-order" slender-ship approximation for
Author's Reply the wave drag given in Noblesse (1983) J. Ship

We thank Professor Sharma for his encour- Research, pp. 13-33. In this formula the velocity
aging words on our efforts to quantify some of potential of the flow due to the ship is simply
the numerical errors associated with free-surface taken equal to zero, which yields zero drag by
flow calculations. We agree that it has long been pressure integration (a result that is better than
recognized that wave-drag calculations by pres- negative drag). Nevertheless, this crudest possi-
sure integration are much more demanding than ble approximation of the near-field flow provides
calculations of lift and moment. The magnitude a reasonable approximation to the wave drag
of the errors associated with the prediction of using the Havelock formula.
wave drag using pressure integration however is
not always fully appreciated. As we already
noted in reply to Professor Landweber's com- DISCUSSION
ments, the primary aim of our study is to investi- by Dr. Henry T. Wang, Naval Research
gate panel convergence for conditions represent- Laboratory
ing typical computational methods. Prediction of
wave drag by pressure integration is commonly I am particularly interested in the reasons for
used, notably in Rankine source methods. Thus, the differences in the convergence behavior of
pressure integration is also used in our study to slender ship, zero Froude number, and infinite
estimate the corresponding errors (and for consis- Froude number theories. Each has been used as
tency with lift and moment calculations). As is the starting, or basic, flow in calculating the
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potential flow around surface ships. Thus, each Author's Reply
of these flows is of special interest in its own The primary aim of our study is to investi-
right. Did you study the detailed variation of the gate panel convergence for conditions represent-
potential or source strength on the hull to deter- ing typical computational methods. Flat panels
mine the reasons for the differences in accuracy? are most commonly employed in current calcula-

tion methods and therefore are also used in our
Author's Reply study. A main finding of this study is that con-

As Dr. Wang observes, Figure 3 in the paper vergence for flat panels is quite slow, as was also
shows that there are significant differences shown by Professor Landweber, and that a very
between the errors corresponding to the "zero" large number of panels is required for accurate
and "infinite" Froude-number limits, and that the calculations. We agree with Professor
errors shown in Figures 4 and 5 for free-surface Landweber that a correction for curvature, or the
flows vary between these two limiting cases. use of a higher order boundary-element method,
The source density in these calculations is in all would significantly reduce the required number
cases taken equal to nx which corresponds to the of panels and represents a desirable improvement

slender-ship approximation. The behavior of the over existing constant-panel methods, as is noted
near-field and wave components of the velocity in our conclusion.
potential at the hull surface is significantly dif-
ferent. There are also significant differences in
the behavior of the near-field component of the
free-surface potential and its zero and infinite
Froude-number limits, notable at the waterline.
These differences stem from the differences in
the Green functions for these cases. In particu-
lar, the Green functions for the zero and infinite
Froude-number limits, given by a source and a
free-surface image source or sink, result in large
differences in the behavior of the corresponding
potentials near the waterline. A study of the
variation of these potentials at the hull surface
will be presented elsewhere.

DISCUSSION
by Professor Emeritus Louis Landweber, The
University of Iowa

I suggested that convergence might have
been obtained with fewer panels if the authors
had introduced a correction for the curvatures of
the hull. This was illustrated for the case of a
sphere immersed in a uniform stream. It was
found, using N flat rectangular panels, that the

error varied inversely as -"F. This was pre-
sented at a symposium in honor of Ted Wu and
published by World Scientific Publishing
Company in 1990 on pages 415-428 of a book
entitled Engineering Science, Fluid Dynamics.
The title of the paper is "Properties of the
Neumann Kernel and Interior Irrotational Flow
for a Nearly Closed Surface," a copy of which is
being sent to the authors.
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A Higher-Order Panel Method Based on B-Splines
C.Y. Hsin, J.E. Kerwin, and J.N. Newman

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

Abstract 1 Introduction

A two-dimensional higher order panel Panel methods have been used for aerody-
method using B-splines has been developed, and namics, solid mechanics and hydrodynamics ap-
the results of this method show that it is not plications for decades. The principal reason for
only accurate, but also robust and efficient. In developing higher-order panel methods is to in-
this method, both the panel geometry and singu- crease accuracy. However, the efficiency and ro-
larity distributions are defined by B-splines, and bustness of higher-order methods is still debat-
Green's theorem is then applied at selected col- able. In this paper, a two-dimensional higher or-
location points. The integrals of the influence der panel method using B-splines is presented.
functions are expressed in terms of polynomials The results of this method show that it is not
of a parametric coordinate, and calculated ana- only accurate, but also robust and efficient.
lytically. Both the collocation method and the The reasons for developing a higher-order
Galerkin method are presented to solve the sys- panel method based on B-splines are: First, ge-
tem of equations. ometries can be directly passed to and from stan-

dard CAD/CAM systems, since geometries in
these systems are commonly defined by B-splines.

Nomenclature Secondly, the orders of panel geometries and sin-
gularity distributions can be arbitrary - not lim-

L number of panels; ited to linear, quadratic, or cubic. Also, the

number of intervals between knots derivatives of the potential on the body can be
K order of polynomials directly calculated without using a numerical dif-
Nv number of B-spline vertices ferencing scheme. Finally, because B-splines are
N, number of collocation points on each naturally continuous, there is no need to impose

panel continuity conditions at the panel boundaries.
N degree of polynomials, N = K - 1 Okan and Umpleby [6] have developed a B-
M maximum number of degrees of the spline based panel method, with similar objec-

polynomials expansions tives to the present work. The solution is based
Uo, inflow velocity on the source formulation, with the velocity po-
x, y coordinates of the geometry tential represented by a distribution of sources of
z = X + iy unknown strength on the body surface. No de-
0 velocity potential tails are given regarding the numerical analysis,
Xv, Yv B-spline control polygon vertices and it is not clear how the influence functions

of the geometry are evaluated. The principal test computations,
01 B-spline control polygon vertices for the pressure distributions on two NACA foils,

of the potential show significant errors near the trailing edge.
gK B-spline basis function of order K In the present work, both the panel geome-
n, 1n h degree influence functions of the try and singularity distributions are defined by B-

source and dipole distributions. splines, and Green's theorem is then applied. The
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integrals of the influence functions are expressed

in terms of polynomials of a parametric coordi-
nate, and the polynomial coefficients are derived
from the B-spline basis function. Source and nor-
mal dipole influence functions are calculated ana- 0.50 "
lytically so that their evaluation is both accurate
and efficient. v Leading Edge

We first present a collocation method, in
which an overdetermined linear system is solved 00 .
by least squares for the unknown potentials. A _j

Galerkin method is then presented which uses y 0.25 0w 000 0Q 0.1 020

the B-spline basis functions as the test functions. Vertices
This method results in a square linear system for
the unknown potentials. The unknowns in both
methods are the polygon vertices of the B-splines
representing the perturbation potentials, not the -0.000
perturbation potentials themselves. The pertur- 5
bation potentials and their derivatives can then 6
be obtained from the resulting B-spline.

Two examples of uniform flow past a body ....

have been selected to demonstrate the accuracy .0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
and efficiency of this method. The first is that of X
a square body section, intended to test the appli-
cability to bodies with sharp corners, as are com- Figure 1: Notation for B-spline representation of

mon with some offshore platforms. The second a two-dimensional curve

example is the flow past a Karman-Treftz foil, at
an angle of attack, intended to test the method starting with a value of zero at one end and end-

for use in lifting problems. In both cases compar- ing with a value tma,. The curve will be required

isons are made with exact analytic results, to de- to be continuously differentiable except at a set of

termine the accuracy of the numerical solutions. L - 1 discrete values of t which are designated as

For a given accuracy, the computational time and knots. In the present application, the maximum

storage requirements of the present method are value of t will be L and the knots will be located

far less than for a low order panel method. at integral values of t,

t =1,2,3,...,L-1 (2)

2 B-Spline Basics The number of intervals between knots will

therefore be L. This notation is illustrated in
In order to show how B-splines can be ap- figure 1.

plied to the solution of two-dimensional potential Within each interval between knots, the
flow problems, we must first introduce the essen- curve x(i), y(t) will be represented as a weighted
tial elements of B-spline curves. Rather than pre- sum of N, polynomials of order K, (degree N =

senting the theory of B-splines in its most com- K - 1).
plete and general form, we will take a very sim-
plistic approach here, and introduce only those
bare essentials needed for our present purpose. X(t) = XvXK
More complete accounts can be found in recent M

texts such as [7].
Consider a two-dimensional curve expressed

in parametric form y(t) Myvip/'K(i) (3)
i=1

X = x(t) where x,i,,y,,i are the i'th weights, and Af(K is a

y = y(f) (1) polynomial basis function of degree K - 1 associ-
ated with that weight.

where t is a parameter which is a monotonically B-spline curves, by definition, are generated
increasing function of arc length along the curve, by a particular set of basis functions. In their
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most general form, the B-spline basis functions
are rational functions of the parameter t, and
the resulting curves are termed rational B-spline
curves. In the special case when the denomina-
tors of the basis functions are constants, the basis
functions become polynomials and the resulting
curves are termed integral B-spline curves. In the
present application, we will consider only polyno- 7
mial basis functions.

While the basis functions in each interval be-
tween knots will always be required to be polyno-
mials of the same degree, they will not generally
be the same polynomials. Hence, the resulting 1.0 2
curve will be a piecewise polynomial of specified
degree in the parameter t. The degree of conti-
nuity of the basis functions at each knot bound- 0.5
ary may be readily specified. Most frequently,
one wishes the smoothest possible curve, in which
case the basis functions of degree K - 1 can be -0'
specified to have K - 2 continuous derivatives
at each knot. A B-spline curve with uniformly Parmeter t
spaced knots, and with K - 2 continuous deriva-
tives at each knot is termed a uniform B-spline Figure 2: Basis functions for an open, uniform,
curve. integral B-spline curve with K = 4, L = 7, N, =

On the other hand, for shapes with sharp cor- 10.
ners, as will be presented later in this paper, basis
functions with discontinuous first derivatives at posed on the basis functions be met.
specified points can be generated. These can be posed on t easis fon be met.
generated by specifying that two or more knots A mor reas on for t e poularity f
have the same parameter value, t. Each addi- splines for CAD applications may be found in the
tional knot at the same value of t reduces the geometric interpretation of the weights, xv, y. If

number of continuous derivatives there by one. In one connects the weights with straight lines, one

that case, the knot spacing is no longer uniform, generates a polygon which can be seen, in a sense,

and the resulting curves are called non-uniform to approximate the resulting B-spline curve, as

B-splines. shown in figure 1. This is in contrast to most
Finally, B-splinie curves may either be closed polynomial representations of curves, where theand continuous, or open. The former are identi- order of magnitude of the coefficients may vary

and ontnuou, o opn. Te frme areideti- widely and where the effect of changing one or
fled as periodic B-splines while the latter are open more of the coefficients is far from intuitive.

B-splines. Open B-splines can still form closed

curves, as in the example shown in figure 1, but In view of this geometrical interpretation,
they are logically open in the sense that no con- the term weights will be replaced by contol

ditions of continuity are imposed at the point of polygon vertices, or simply vertices. These are

closure. sometimes referred to in the literature as control

A recursive formula for generating B-spline points, but this terminology will be avoided here

basis functions of any order and degree of con- since this term is commonly used to designate

tinuity was developed by Cox and de Boor, and points on a body where boundary conditions of

may be found in [7]. Figure 2 shows a set of open, the hydrodynamic problem are to be satisfied.

uniform, integral B-spline basis functions of order While we started the discussion of B-spline
K = 4. In this example, L = 7 and N, = 10. For curves by introducing the concept of knots, in
a given choice of K and L, N, is not arbitrary, most cases one generates a curve by selecting a
but must have the unique value set of vertices. In this case, equation (3) can be

used to evaluate the curve. The position of the

N, = K + L - 1 (4) knots therefore follows by setting the parameter t
to 0, 1, ... , L. One can, in principle, start by spec-

in order that all of the required conditions im- ifying a set of knot coordinates at which point
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equation (3) becomes a set of linear equations
which can be readily solved for the vertex posi-
tions. However, the relationship between knot po-
sitions and the shape of the curve between knots potential
is not intuitive, and great care must be taken in
following this approach. B-spline control polygon

In any event, once one has selected the order
of the B-spline, the degree of continuity at the
knots and the vertex positions, all quantities on
the right hand side of equation (3) are known. SOLUTION

One can therefore carry out the summation and
represent the curve in the I'th interval between
knots as a single polynomial of degree K - 1,

K-1

x(t) = E XIkk

k=O

K-1

Y(t) = E1 (5) geometry
k=0 B-spline control polygon

where xI,k, Yi,k are constants generated by car-
rying out the summation in equation (3). When Figure 3: B-spline representation of a two-
expressed in the form of equation (5), auxiliary dimensional foil, together with the potential dis-
geometric properties such as arc length and unit tribution over its surface.
normal vectors may be readily determined. The
fact that the curve was originally generated by B- = (t)

spline basis functions is immaterial at this stage.

and equation (3) becomes

3 B-splines and Surface Po- N

tential Distributions X(t) N

So far we have only discussed geometry. Our N
real objective, of course, is to solve for the poten- K

tial flow around arbitrary two-dimensional bod- y(t) = y,,iNg(t) (7)

ies. This can be reduced to the problem of finding N

the distribution of velocity potential, 0(s) along K -
the surface of the body. With the widespread use i= M

of potential based panel methods for both two
and three dimensional flow problems, it is well The unknowns in the hydrodynamic prob-
known that the potential at a point on the body lem are therefore the values of the potential ver-
surface can be expressed in the form of integrals rices, 0,,i, which are not potentials in the physical
of source and dipole distributions over the body sense. However, a given set of potential vertices,
surface. together with the appropriate B-spline basis func-

This approach will be followed in the present tions, generates a continuous distribution of the
paper. However, instead of solving directly for physical velocity potential along the surface of the
the potential at a discrete set of points on the body. Discontinuities in higher derivatives of the

body, the potential is represented in the same potential will occur at the knots, in the same way
form as the geometry itself. Hence, equation (1) as for the geometry. However, so long as at least
becomes first derivative continuity is maintained, the sur-

face derivative of the potential, and hence veloc-

ity, is defined at all points on the body. This rep-
x = x(t) resentation of the geometry and surface potential

y = y(t) (6) is shown in figure 3.
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4 Discretized Green's For- (dyIdi, dxdl
mula dtT T

The common basis of all panel methods is where I is the arc length of the curve. Since we
Green's theorem [4]. For a two dimensional prob- have expressed x and y as polynomials in the lo-
lem, the potential based formulation can be de- cal parameter t, the normal vector can be also

rived from the Green's theorem as follows: written as a polynomial of t by taking the deriva-

tives of x and y (equation (5)). For panel j, the

S[ rpq -Oq lnrp,q]dl normal vectors can be expressed as follows:
-nq Onq

+ A0---nln rdl (8) ii(i) (0 Zijkt (12)
11 " k=O

where 1B is the boundary of the body, and 1w is
the wake surface of a lifting body. € is the pertur- The source strength, u, is specified by the bound-

bation potential, and rp,q is the distance between
point p and point q. In applications with Neu- ary condition that a =iiU,,. Thus, the source

mann boundary condition, the normal derivative strength on panel j, uj, can be written as

of 0 is specified on 1B, for example in the form, M
o =j(t)=Zo.,ktk (13)

a90q "qUoo (9) k=O

anq
where 9j,k is the B-spline coefficient of the source

for streaming flow with velocity d. past a fixed strength. M is the maximum degree of the poly-

boThe discretized form of equation (8) can then nomial expansions, which will be discussed in the
The dsre tzed fm onext section. Similarly, the unknown perturba-

be expressed as tion potential strength, 0, on panel j can be writ-

ten as
j=Lf a I 2 l'd

= 0iM(t)- lnrij + A Inrdl
j=1 it.it" an(t) = ,tk (14)

S=L 00jn l10 k=O

EZ&jInridl (10) By inserting the equations (13) and (14) into
i=1 equation (10), we have the following discretized

where i and j are the discretized panel indices, formula:

and L is the total number of panels.

Our purpose is to define both the geometry, L n tk

1B, and the singularity strengths, ¢, 0-, by B- k Ij,k ln rij dl

splines. We already described the way to define j=1 = (j) 2nj

the geometry by B-splines in the last section, and
we are going to describe the way to define singu- An
larity strengths by using the B-splines. L n

In equations (8), (9) and (10), the term E O'j, k i k lnrijdl (15)
'9 ln r is the expression of the influence func- o (j)

tion of a two-dimensional dipole, and the term
lnr is the expression of the influence function of The source strength B-spline coefficients,

a two-dimensional source (or, Green's function). Uj,k, are known from the boundary condition, and

Therefore, 2 in the Neumann boundary con- the dipole moments are unknowns to be solved.
dition (equation (9)), can be thought of as the These B-spline coefficients are functions of the B-

source strength, and the unknown perturbation spline polygon vertices. Therefore, the unknowns

potentials, 4, can be thought of as the dipole mo- can be reduced to the B-spline polygon vertices

ment. In equation (9), the normal vector il can defining the dipole moment instead of the B-
be written as spline coefficients. The terms f tk ln rdl and
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f t' In rdl are the moments of the influence func- are required in the intermediate analysis to fol-
tions, and their evaluations are described in the low, to give controlled accuracy of the influence
next section. functions. Thus two independent parameters M

and N are retained in (16)-(17), with the under-
standing that M corresponds to the specified ge-

5 Calculations of the influ- ometrical representation, and N corresponds to

ence functions the series expansions which are required for the
analysis. The maximum degree n of the integrals

5.1 Introduction (18)-(19) is expected to be between M (or possi-
bly M - 1), and N, and is not restricted in the

Both the panel geometry and the basis func- analysis.
tions for the singularity distributions are defined Two distinct regimes are dealt with in the
by polynomials of the general form following analysis. Most straightforward is the

N regime where the field point w is sufficiently far
f(t) N fntn (16) from the panel so that multipole expansions can

ft (1 be utilized. These are equivalent to expansions

of (18)-(19) in descending negative powers of w,
where the parametric coordinate t is in the range with coefficients which depend on the panel geom-
t l < t < t2. As t varies in this range, the coordi- etry and can be pre-evaluated. (The source inte-
nates of the panel are generated in the complex gral (18) must also include one term proportional
plane z = x + iy, in accordance with the repre- to the logarithm of w.) Numerical experiments
sentation indicate that these multipole expansions are ef-

M fective outside a circle, centered on the mid-point
z(t) - Z~ (17) of the panel, with a radius on the order of 1.5

n=O times the length of the panel. Thus for a suc-

The end points of the panel are defined by the cession of panels of approximately equal length,
coordinates Z1 = z(ti) and Z2 = z(t 2), along a slowly varying arc, with collocation points

The required influence functions are defined in the interior of each panel, the only evaluations
in the forms where the multipole expansion is not effective are

for the panel itself and its two contiguous neigh-

bors.
t' ilog (z - w)de For the contiguous neighbors, and more gen-

t d erally for any field point which is not on the panel,
i / t' log (z(t) - w)-ddt (18) the same multipole expansions can be used pro-
it dt vided the panel is sub-divided into a set of sub-

panels, with the maximum length of each sub-
for the source distribution, and panel chosen to satisfy the minimum radius re-

. z = a quirement above, i.e. its length is less than or

log (z - w)di (19) equal to two-thirds of the distance from its cen-
Jz1  9n ter to the field point. In this manner the utility

for the normal dipole distribution. In both inte- of the multipole expansions is extended to apply
grals the field point w is arbitrary, with special in all cases except that where the field point is on
provisions in the limiting case where it is on the the panel itself.
panel. Only the real parts of (18)-(19) are re- A separate analysis is required when the field
quired in applications. The normal derivative in point is on the panel. In this case it is possible
(19) is defined with respect to the source coordi- to use the same polynomial representation (17)
nate z along the panel contour. for both the source and field points, and to write

By assumption the range (til,t2) is suffi- the difference (z - w) as a polynomial with a pre-
ciently small that the polynomials are accurate to scribed zero, say at the point t = t o, which can
some useful tolerance. To be as general as pos- be factored and treated analytically. The remain-
sible M will be unrestricted here, and recursion ing factor is non-zero on the panel, and thus its
formulae will be used to permit the results to be logarithm or inverse can be expanded in polyno-
derived for arbitrary values of M. It will turn out mials. This leads to the desired relations for the
that higher-order polynomials of degree N > M special case where the field point is on the panel,
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and complements the multipole expansions. f 1)
The analysis is based on a sequence of recur- - 1/fo (27)

sion formulae which are outlined in the following f(-1) = ( = f(1)f(-))/fo (28)
section. n V n-v

The square-root of a truncated series can be

5.2 Recursion Formulae expanded in a similar form, using (21) to find the

coefficients f, from given values of f( 2). Thus
Given a truncated series of the form (16), the if the given series is of the form (20), successive

square of this series can be expanded in the form coefficients of its square-root (16) can be found

N from the relations

P Z f(2)jn (20)
=0 f0 = ýf•2)(29)

w h ere n f n = (f ( 2) 7- 2

f(2) E Sf fn- (21) n- E =i fvf-.)/(2fo) (30)

v=O

More generally, for any integer power m, 5.3 The Source Integral

N The objective is to evaluate the real part of

fm 5 f(m)'n (22) the integral

n=0

where [ On Z2 t log(z-w)df

f(-) •'-:1:m ),_ (23) 1 dl
ad V= ( 

t1log(z(t)-w) tdt (31)
and fV(1) E fV. 11 d

In the derivations of the multipole expan- Here df is the differential element of arc length
sions (22)-(23) will be used to evaluate higher along the contour:
powers of the polynomial

N df = V(dx) 2 ý (dy)2  (32)
z -z = E zi• (24) Thus

n=1

in the form ,d N

Nn the form du/dr = •/(dx/dt) 2 + (dy/dt)2 - dt'ý (33)

(z - zO) m  _ ( -)tn (25) n=0

n=,m The separate derivatives dx/dt, dy/dt are
where, from (23), obtained directly from (17). The sum of their

squares is then given in the form

n-m+1

z(5) Z(')Z( ) (26) N

V=1 (dx/dt) 2 + (dy/dt)2 - 5 snt'• (34)

The coefficients z(m) are non-zero only within the n=0

triangular matrix (m < n). where
If m = 0, (22) remains valid with the con-

vention that f(0) = 6bn0 (Here the Kroenecker s, = 5(v + 1)(n- V+ 1)
delta function is defined such that 5nn = 1 and V

5mn = 0 if m 0 n.) (xv+lxn-,vi + Yv+lYn-v+l) (35)
Equation (23) can be used with m = 0 to

find the coefficients fn(-) for the inverse 1/f of (n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2M - 2)
the original polynomial (16). The required coef-
ficients are found recursively, from the first term The only non-zero terms in (35) are in the range
in the sum of (23): max(0, n - 2) • v < min(2, n).
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Forming the square-root of (34) as indicated lt2
in (29)-(30), the coefficients of (33) are given by = log (zo - w)] t'dt

00f 
jt

2 Az-z)d(2do = x2,+ y2 (36) - -pw -Zo)k t
k=1

( - E 1 dd•_-)/2do Using (25),

(n = 1, 2, ... , N) (37) .t2

Thus the source integral (18) is transformed in : log (z w)dt

the form 
tt log(zo - w) tPdt

N ft 2  E Z(k) t+dN

Z di tm+f log (z - w)dt (38) - (W - z 0) E j tulvd(43)
M=0 1  

k=1 v=k ,1

5.4 T e The integrals which remain in (43) are elemen-
4 The Dipole Integral tary:

Next consider the normal-dipole integrals
(19). The normal derivative can be written as t2

IJ. tIdt - 1t+1 - tp+1) (44)
11+1 l2 1

nz V -nz. Vw = -(n, + iny)T-, (39) With this definition (43) can be evaluated in the
W form

where the normal vector has been defined in equa-
tion (11), and t2

n., + iny - "- d (40) i log (z - w)dt

i dt di dt /dt log (zo - w)IM

From these relations it follows that the dipole in- 0 w 1 N (
tegral can be evaluated in the form zo k zk)I V

To simplify these evaluations, define the fol-

•z- t- log(z - w)dz lowing coefficients
Cn a - t2-- t' log (z- w) dz d

• 0f*tn d z N

-w 1og~zw)- = Z dmIm+, (n =0,1,2,..,) (46)

M-1 rn=0

- -i 1 (m + 1)Zm+i

rn=0 M-1

/2 tm+' log (z - w)dt (41) C. E Zm+(m+l)Im+n-1

aw Jm=0
(n 1, 2,.) (47)

5.5 Multipole expansions

For sufficiently large values of 1w - zol the (n) -1 (k (48)
logarithmic function in (38) and (41) can be ex- k k L=k V (48)

panded in Taylor series, about the point z = zo, N

and integrated term-by-term: b(-) = -i k z ~k)+,+i (49)

v=k

2 t1 Interchanging the order of summation in (43) andi log (z -w)di

t truncating the Taylor series, it follows that
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N = ),,t-j,+"+1-+'+1v (3

E, (n)w -z k (50) j (53)

k=1
The integrals (53) can be evaluated from the re-
cursion relations

O)n : -- i(w- Z0)--(.+I

N i~v) tt 2

= 1k=1 k, ZO(1)0 itIPd + 1 (2(4

The coefficients (48 - 49), which depend only and

on the geometric properties of each panel, can j(v) toj(v) + J(v+1)

be pre-evaluated and stored for subsequent use. -+1 (55)

Thus the evaluation of equations (50-51) for mul- If t o is situated at the mid-point between tj and t2
tiple field points can be affected with relatively on the sub-divided panel, the only non-zero terms
small computational cost. in (54) are those where v is even.

When the field point is too close to the From (38) it follows that
panel for the direct use of these expansions, sub-
division is necessary. The limits (tl,t2) of each
sub-divided panel are within the domain of the log(%0- w)3,

original panel, and the only change required is N 2 1
to evaluate the Taylor expansion about a shifted - E dm -(w-o k

reference 20, situated at an arbitrary point in the m=0 k=1

panel. There are various ways to make this gen- N

eralization using the binomial theorem. The fol- V (56)

lowing appears to be relatively robust. v=k

With the definition io = z(to) of the para- Similarly, from (41),
metric point to corresponding to the shifted ori-

gin, shifted coefficients Z(m) are defined for the N-I

expansion of (z - i0)m in powers of the shifted -0 - o)-1(,•+j - i E (m + 1)zm+1
parameter i = t - to. Equations (42 - 43) then m +)
can be replaced by 00 N

(W - io)-k-
1 5 • k) (57)

j
t

2 k=1 v=k

t t" log (z - w)dt To facilitate the evaluation of (56)-(57) it is

ft useful to define the sums

00 W o)-k t2~ Vokd Wt _ #(-o)-kzk
- lozw -odt

k=k1

= log (io - W)IP (v=1, 2,..., N) (58)
. w-~)kN and

= log(o-0w)I M = (w 1,, 1lk=1

00 N
1 W j - (5 -Z-k)I-(( 1, 2, N) (59)k Vo - M z•) n" (52)

k=1 u=k The local multipole expansions for the sub-

where, from the binomial theorem, divided panel are then evaluated in the forms

N N

(V) = i t'tdt v= log ((o - w)6, - 1 T E n,• M("5) (60)

v=i rn=0
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N

,= -i(w - io)-1(n+1  log (z- w) =log t +EqjtJ (69)

N N j=0

- E ZD Z (m + 1) zm+, n (6+1) where
v=1 m=0 qO = log zl (70)

The latter forms reduce the number of nested and
loops, with a resulting improvement in compu-
tational efficiency. i ( 1 )k-,

qj k S3(k) (j = 1,2,...,N) (71)

5.6 Field point on the panel k=1

Consider first the case where the field point is The source integral can be evaluated using (69),
at w = z0 in physical coordinates, corresponding with the result

to t = 0 in parametric coordinates. In this case
U N [ 1 (mn

dm (tm+n+ I log tn--- 1 On nd0YWt Zntn (62) m=0 m+n+
n=1

and the logarithm can be decomposed in the form __+n+1)

rn + n +
log(z-w) = log t 1 m-+n j+l t2

+ log(EM Z tn--) (63) + Z: qj M + n + i+ tj=O

If the last term is expanded in a Taylor series the N d [tm+n,+logt

formal result is E m+n+1
m=0

t r n - +n -1 t 2 Nz J +
log(x, 2=l zntn)- = logz, + qj6. 1 - (72)

cc k-1 .20

- -k- (64) The normal dipole integral requires a sepa-
k=1 rate analysis. Evaluating the indicated derivative

where in (44), and using (66),
M-1

P= (zn+7 /Zl)t' (65)n=1 On = i 1 : (M + 1)z ,+ ,
With the coefficients of (65) denoted by p,, suc- m +)

cessive powers of p can be expanded using the t - 1

algorithm (25 - 26). Thusj \ -.M•= z•+ 1 t_ dt (73)

N
pk = (k)tj (66) To evaluate the inverse of the series in (73), (27

J=k - 28) are used to find the coefficients fn(-), with

where f(O) = '5 0, and f(l) = zn+l. The resulting coeffi-

j-k+l cients are

pk) E -(v) (k(•1))

SV=1f 1 (74)

(k = 2, 3,...,N; j = k,...,N) (67) 
Zl

and
and

p(= z+l/Zl (n = 1,2, ... , N - 1) (68) )= _--1 z+ifn(-) - - _ )-)
Zl v=1 v=1

Substituting (66) for each term in the series (n = 1,2, ... , N) (75)
of (64), and collecting the homogeneous coeffi-
cients, gives the desired result The normal dipole integral is then given as
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M-1 N N

on = (m + 1)zm+l w z(t)= E z't = Zit P' (80)

m=0 n=O n=O

N tt 2  where

EZfl)I +m+n-ldt (76)j=0 M

Except for the singular case j + m + n = 0 the nn = ( 0)z -

integrals are elementary, with the result t/=. (V

(n =0, 1, 2, ... , M) (81)

M-1 N In place of (69) we write

¢ E (m + 1)zm+i fj-')Im+m+j-1 N

m=0 j=0 log (z - w) = log (t - to) + 5 42tj (82)
N j=0= ij~f(-l)5+ (77)

j=0 (77) where the coefficients 4n are evaluated from the
relations

where the integrals I,, are defined by (44). The
singular case occurs only for n = 0, where the in+l/il (n = 1, 2, ..., M - 1) (83)
contribution from the term where m = 0 and j n

0 is given by

j-k+l

/ t• j t2 _(k)= pv(1) _(k -1)v -

iz0f'-12 t-ldt = i t-ldt (78) ) =1
(k = 2, 3, ...,N; j = k, ...,N) (84)

Thus, when n = 0, (77) applies in the modified
form 4o log il (85)

f=-1dt-if•-l) ((-)-'k)g( (j = 1,2, ... ,N) (86)"•' s=k ""
N-1 k=1

T (m + 1)zm+IIm+n•-i The contribution to the source integral from
m=1 the logarithmic singularity in (82) isN

+ iEff-' (79)
=1 /t" t log (t - to)dt5=1

Depending on the definition of 00 (as a principal- 11dt

value integral or as the limit where w -- zo on a -(t+l )log (t-- to)

specified side of the panel), the integral in (79) is P + 1

either real, or differs from a real quantity by +±ri.1 t -A t,+, - :2 (87)
The only contribution to the real part of (79) is - S -+ t]

in the latter case.
For the more general case where the field The contribution from the remaining terms in

point is on the panel at w = z(to), with to an (82) is
arbitrary point in parametric space in the open
interval (tl, t 2), the results above can be extended t2 N Nqj

using the binomial theorem. Hereafter a tilde is / tu 5 4tJdt = 5 (--to)'-Il+k
used to denote the shifted variable t = t - to, or f j=o j=O k=o

the coefficients in a series involving this variable. N

Thus the panel is defined in physical space by = 4jk l,+k (88)
analogy with (17), in the form k=0
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where Thus

Z k ) t( -toJ= :
j=k

(k = 0, 1,2,...,N) (89) M-1 m+n

+ if•-1) E (m + 1)Zm+ 0 -
Thus the source integral is evaluated in the more m=o V=1
general form N-1 N

"+ -i (m+1)Zm+lEf(- 1 )

N m=0 j=1SE dm n 1 ((tm+n+l_ t+n+l) 1-O)1 -- 1n
m=0 + 1 -) -(+)+k-1 (95)

m+n tm+nTi k=1

log(t - =to)- V+1 This equation can be simplified by extending the

N m+n+j+lt2 definition (46) of the coefficients (,, with the final

+ E hm +n+j+i t1 result
j=0

m mdMn l (tm+n+1 - t++)= it [ -t + i -1)

m~=O

+n-v t2 3+n-2

log (tn--tol- tZ 'O 1 jZ1 O n tmmn-r +- i E n+kl k (96)

V= V+ ti, m=O k=1

N where
+ E~j6n+j (90)

j=O N ( _t1 )

Following a similar generalization for the ' E -- 1
normal dipole integral, (73)-(76) are replaced by j=k

(k = 1,2, ... , N) (97)

M-1 Here the coefficients (n are defined for n =
On = i > (m + 1)Zm+i 0,-1, -2,... as in (46), but with the lower limit

m=0 of the sum m = 1 - n.
t2 trn+n N1 As in the discussion following (79), the only

,ti (FZN i'+ 1 +1) dt contribution to the real part of the dipole poten-
M-1 tial from the singular integral which in (95 - 96)

= i E (m + 1)zm+i is from the residue.
m=0

N _ t

(-1)j m+nfj-ldi (91) 6 System of Equations
j=0 We have discussed the B-spline defined sin-

where gularity strengths and calculations of the influ-

f = _ (92) ence functions in the above sections. In this sec-
tion, we are going to discuss the implementa-

tions of the system of equations. The colloca--1 fn- p(-) - ( -1) tion method will be discussed first, and then the__Ei+ (-•- V•~~- f- r n-V
Z 1 Galerkin method.

(n = 1,2, ... ,M - 1) (93)
6.1 The Collocation Method

The singular case j 0 simplifies again, as a

result of the identity In this system of equations, the boundary con-

M-1 dition is satisfied at collocation points, and the
E (m + 1)Zm+lti = ii (94) unknowns to be solved are the B-spline polygon

M=0 0vertices of the dipole moments. The number of
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collocation points on each panel can be arbitrary Hence, the left-hand-side of the system of equa-
subject to the condition that the system is not tions has been established.
underdetermined. We can calculate the influence of the sources,

Consider the discretized Green's formula the right-hand-side of the system of equations, in
(15). The influence of the dipole singularities on a similar way. Since the strengths of the sources
the collocation point i is are known, the calculations are relatively simple.

L N Starting with equation (13), the source

EEz j,k tk^ lnri~jdl (98) strength of panel j, orj, can be expressed as

j=lk=O J nj I(t) = Ek=0 OJ, k t" We next define the source

influence function % such that b.-f . k in r
where ijk is the kth degree B-spline coefficient hwhere •.k. is the Vt moment of the source influ-

of the dipole moment on the jth panel. The mo- nt

ments of the influence functions can be evaluated panel j. Then the total source influence on the

as described in the last section, and we will de- collocaT hen t total b e,

fine iiýas the kth moment of the dipole influence collocation point i will be,

function on collocation point i by panel j. There-

fore, the dipole influence of panel j on collocation j-L N

point i can be written as, E E OZj,kbiZj (103)

j=l k=O
N

ij(t) nj Inrijdl E Zj, k z,J (99)
k=0 Equation (103) gives the right-hand-side of the

From section 3, Oj,k is a function of the B-spline system of equations.

polygon vertices, therefore, (99) can be further Therefore, the discretized Green's formula

expanded as follows: becomes,

Si(t)n lnrM, 9 j dla• L+N N

N j+N S S
= { I¢,~3 ,m}a4 j (100) 1n j=nm-N k=0

k=O m=j j=L N

j+N N E E 'bi,Jz (104)

E {!3lrnai,j }1v,,n j=1 k=0

m=j k=O

where 0,,,m is the mth B-spline vertex of the Equation (104) is the complete formulation for

dipole moment, and the coefficients fl" can be non-lifting problems. The effect of the wake and

obtained by expanding the basis functions the Kutta condition on the formulation of the lift-

N ing problem will be discussed later in this section.

g4K(t) =(101) Defining aim- EjZ=m-NZ POalJA•k - and

ko RHSi = F-3=L F-kN=o 1,kb ,j we obtain the sys-

Now the left-hand-side of the discretized Green's tem of equations in the matrix form [A][Iv]
formula (10) can be rewritten as follows: [RHS]. In this system, there are L+N unknowns,

and L* N, equations (N, is number of collocation
j=L points per panel). Therefore, we need more than

1/ jM1(t) -jlnrij one collocation point per panel to avoid an under-

j = (i) 1flc determined system. Increasing the number of col-

L j+N N location points per panel, N•, increases the com-

-- E I{ E• niJ} "m (102) putational time but also improves the stability

j=1 m=j k=O of the solution. Based on numerical experiments

L+N m N we have selected N, = 3. Using a cubic B-spline
=5E [ {E ak k,j}]¢•,m with three collocation points on each panel, the

m=1 j=m-N k=o left-hand-side matrix [A] is,
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at the "end points" of the B-spline, and are there-
a,, 1  al, 2  al,L+3 fore equal to the first and the last of the B-spline
a2,1 a2,2 a2,L+3 polygon vertices.

[A]F = v,L+N - v (109)

aL*3,1 aL,3,2 aL,2,L+3 Therefore, the wake influence functions can
(105) be coupled into the left-hand-side of the least

and the unknowns are squares system. However, this will cause the sys-
tem of equations to become more ill-conditioned,

0",1 and will therefore increase the numerical error in
the solution. In the present method, we first guess

[•I] =(106) the initial solution F0 , and then impose a pres-
sure Kutta condition to get the final solution it-
eratively. The pressure Kutta condition used here

0,v,L+3 - was first introduced by Kerwin, et al. [3] for three-
dimensional propeller problems, and it requires
the equality of the pressures on the upper and

This is an overdetermined system, which can be lower sides of the trailing edge. This non-linear
solved by a least squares approach. The solu- pressure Kutta condition has been described in
tion of this least squares system initially was car- [3], and it can be simplified for two-dimensional
ried out by both the Householder method and the problems. It is found that by using this approach,
normal equation approach [2], and both methods the solution procedure is more stable and more
gave the same solution. In the present method, accurate. In the present paper, we used the two-
the Householder method is used. dimensional flat plate solution (27ra, where a is

To solve a lifting problem, the influence of the angle of attack) to be our initial solution, how-
the wake must also be included. For a two- ever, the selection of the initial solution (includ-
dimensional, steady lifting problem, the strength ing zero) will not affect the final solution since the
of the wake sheet dipole is equivalent to a point satisfaction of the Kutta condition should provide
vortex at the trailing edge, and the strength of a unique solution.
this vortex should satisfy the Kutta condition. As For non-lifting problems, the accuracy is im-
shown by Morino [5], the strength of this vortex F proved by imposing a continuity condition at the
is equal to the the potential jump at the trailing two ends of the B-splines. That is,
edge,

F = 0+ - 0- (107) Cv,1 = ¢,,L+N (110)

where 0+ is the dipole moment at the trailing Although solving a least squares system
edge of upper side (suction side), and 0- is the sometimes is less accurate and robust than solv-
dipole moment at the trailing edge of lower side ing a square linear system, it provides more free-
(pressure side). The system of equations thus be- dom to set up the system of equations. The selec-
comes, tion of the number of collocation points on each

panel is one example, and the applications of the
Kutta condition and the continuity condition de-

L+N • g scribed above further demonstrate the flexibility
{ • {L/ 3 ma,j} v,m of the present method. However, the size of the

m=1 j=m-N k=0 matrix is increased by the number of collocation
j=L N (108) points. This issue will be discussed later.E E Co', kb,ýj + IFwi(1)

j=1 k=0

6.2 The Galerkin Method
where wi is the wake influence function, i.e. the
contribution from the last term of equation (8) to The Galerkin method used here is the
the ith panel on the foil. Bubnow-Galerkin method, in which the test func-

When applying B-splines to define the dipole tions are selected to be the same as the interpo-
moment, these two values are the dipole moments lation functions.
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Applying the Galerkin method to the inte- is an L+N by L+N linear system for a degree N
gral equation expressed in equations (8) and (9), higher order panel method. If we expressed the
we will have, matrix system as equation (105 - 106), the ma-

trix system of the Galerkin method will then be

J [ (t) lnr dt] V (i)di [Q][A][ED] = [Q][B], and the matrix [Q] is,

f. dtl ilJdF (i l •) 1 2 N1 A(i 2 1) ( 3i2fl,( 3 L)

+ I aJnlnr dt]Ari(i)di (111)

where the dipole moment, 0(t), can be expressed WlHrL+N(l11 ) W2A!L+N(i21 ) W3AfL+N(tL)
in terms of the B-spline basis functions as equa- (115)
tion (7).

The inner integrals in the equation (111) are if the number of collocation points is selected as
exactly the same as the collocation method de-
scribed in the last section, therefore, the dis- The Galerkin method utilized here uses the
cretized form of equation (111) can be derived exact form for the inner integrals, and a numerical
similarly. Let us define functions f(,), and g(O,) integration for the outer integrals. Chandler and
as the discretized forms of the inner integrals of Sloan [1] called this a "qualocation" method.
the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side of the The numerical examples shown later show
equation (111), where 1i stands for the 11h collo- that the Galerkin method has almost the same ac-
cation point of panel i. Therefore, they represent curacy and efficiency as the collocation method.
the total influence on the collocation point I of However, the left-hand-side matrix size of the
the panel i of the dipole and source (plus the wake Galerkin method will be smaller than that of the
effect for the lifting problems) separately. From collocation method. For a cubic higher order
equation (108), we have, panel method, with L panels and N, collocation

points, the collocation methods will give an L* N,
L+N m N N by L + 3 left-hand-side matrix, and the Galerkin

f(il,,tj) = I t. S { i,,jJ] method will give an L+3 by L+3 left-hand-side
m=0 j=m-N k=O matrix. If we used a Householder least squares
(00),n solution for the collocation method, then it needs

j=L N 2(L + 3) 2 (L * N, - (L + 3)/3) flops. On the other
g([ili,t) E= - 9-• + j,Fk w (112) hand, the Galerkin method needs 2(L+3) 3 /3 flops

j=1 k=O to solve the matrix system by using Gaussian
elimination. The collocation method needs about

Equation (111) becomes the following equa- 3(nation. Th e colloc ation me t

tion by replacing these two functions with the in- 3(N, - 1) times more computational time than
ner integrals: the Galerkin method. This factor is not impor-

tant for two-dimensional problems because only a

small portion of the computational time is spent

J f(ii,)A(,jdi= /g(ii,)di (113) on solving the matrix (less than 10%).
JJ In the next section, we will show results for

By applying a quadrature rule to this equa- both the non-lifting and lifting problems by ap-

tion, we then have, plying the present method.

LEL f(• )Af(i, )wiAF 7 Computational Results
z=1 IIn this section, several numerical examples
L will be shown for the present method. We will

= -- g(ij,)gN(i,)4wAi (114) first show results of the collocation method for

all the cases, and then compare the solutions of
where wL is the weighting function of the numeri- the Galerkin method to the solutions of the col-
cal integration. The resultant system of equations location method.
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The first case we tested is that of uniform
Sconstant potential flow past a square. Since the present method is aS-n~elinear potential

quadratic potential general higher order method, we will present the
*-*-*-* cubic potential results of linear potentials, quadratic potentials,

4-• and cubic potentials, and compare these results to
the analytical results and results of a low order
panel method.

10 IDue to the sharp corners of the square, a
664- non-uniform B-spline curve is used to define the

geometry. An end condition is applied for the
continuity as described in (110), such that the

1 2first B-spline control point coincides with the last
z B-spline control point. The error of this test case

is defined as the maximum difference between
the computational results and the analytical so-
lution. Figure 4 shows the results of linear po-

10 tential, quadratic potential, and cubic potential
from the present method, along with the results
from a two-dimensional constant potential panel

2 4 6 8 10 20 30 40 method. The accuracy of the higher order panel
Number of Panels / Quadrant method is much better than that of the low or-

der panel method. Figure 5 shows the errors vs.
Figure 4: The number of panels used oone quad- the computational time (run on a SiliconGraphics
differant vs.rher maxumerrors fof the solu s of a Iris 4D25 machine) by using the cubic potentials
different order panel methods for the case of a and constant potentials. For a 1% error, the com-
uniform inflow past a square. putational time of the constant potential method

is about 36 times longer than that of the cubic
potential method. This means that the present

- Constant Potentials method is not only accurate, but also efficient.
-eCubic Potentials

" 21The second case we tested is a symmetrical"L/4=•32 L/4= 128

Karman-Treftz foil with a thickness/chord ratio10Uo2 of 25% and a tail angle of 450 (as shown in fig-

ure 1). The angle of attack is selected as 5 de-
64- grees. The error in this case is defined as the

"2- difference between the computational circulation
1: and the analytical solution. Figure 6 shows the
10 B- errors by using the different order of panel meth-

ods. It shows the similar trend as the square case.
"" 2 One of the advantages of applying the B-splines

2 to define the solutions is that the derivatives of
6solutions can be directly calculated from the B-

spline basis functions and solved B-spline polygon

1• relative error .vertices. That is, the velocities can be computed
4 directly without using finite differencing schemes.

18 2 48 4 Figure 7 shows the calculated pressure distribu-

10-3 10 -2 10-' tion of this foil by using cubic potentials com-
Absolute Error pared to the analytical results. It shows that even

10 panels gives a very good result for the pressure
Figure 5: The absolute error (maximum error of distribution. Notice that although we only show
the solutions) of the case a uniform inflow past the pressure coefficients on the panel boundaries,
a square, vs. the computational time of different in fact the solutions are continuous because they
order panel methods. The computational time are defined by B-splines. Figure 8 again shows
is measured on a SiliconGraphics Iris 4D25 ma- the error vs. the computational time of this case,
chine, and for the 1% error, the computational time of
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Constant Potential
S4n'---- Cubic Potential

0 2 L=4802 0 -*-'*-•..._ 10o
L=80 24

60
ý4 4-' 2-

"1 Q 120E) 2ý E 10 6-
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°2 80
00

oo
0 4 0

l,10 -, constant potential 15 relative error

6: ooo linear potential
Scubic potential 0 -_

4660 2 466,r 2 46'6i 2 4'6,
04 010 4 0 - 102

10 20 40 60 80 Absolute Error
Number of Panels

Figure 8: The absolute error (error of the cal-

Figure 6: The number of panels used vs. the error culated circulation) vs. the computational time
of the solutions of different order panel methods of different order panel methods for the hydrofoil
for the Karman-Treftz foil case. case. The exact solution is 0.33. The computa-

tional time is measured on a SiliconGraphics Iris
4D25 machine.

the constant panel method is 41 times that of the
cubic potential method. Notice that the constant
potential method needs 480 panels to get a result
within 1% error, and the cubic potential method
only needs 10 panels.

0.80 To explore alternative solution techniques we

have compared the results based on the colloca-
tion and Galerkin methods. Three collocation

0.30 points are used on each panel, which were selected
initially to provide uniform spacing in the para-

Smetric coordinate t, at the points 1/6, 1/2, 5/6 of

-2 the distance between each pair of vertices. The
Galerkin scheme was implemented using the same

analytical integration nodes with equal weights. Subse-
0.0 00 0 L=210 quently, to refine the Galerkin integration, Gauss

-0.70 nodes were substituted in both methods. As
see** L=40 shown in Figure 9, the improved accuracy of the
- L=80 Galerkin method is practically insignificant, while

-1.20 .............. ,......... . the use of Gauss nodes reduces the error in both
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 methods by a factor of order two.

x/C Figure 10 demonstrates the error em vs. the

number of elements in the LHS matrix (hereafter
Figure 7: The pressure distribution of calculated refer to as the "matrix size") of the constant po-
results and analytical solutions of the Karman- tential method, and higher order (cubic) colloca-
Treftz foil case. tion method and higher order Galerkin method.
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The matrix size of the constant potential method
- collocation; const. is the square of the number of panels, L, the ma-

,-- - collocation; Gaussian nodes trix size of the higher order collocation method
Galerkin; const.

*-**-*- Galerkin; Gaussian nodes is 3 * L (for three collocation points each panel),
2- _ multiplied by L + 3, and the matrix size of the

II •higher order Galerkin method is the square ofI[

310 -3 L+3. From figure 10, one can see that 480 panels
8 aof the constant potential, 10 panels of the collo-

cation and Galerkin higher order methods have
4 - - similar errors (about 0.7% of the exact value).

o However, the number of elements in the matrix
2- of these methods are 230400, 390 and 169 sepa-

S-~,_ rately. That is, for the same error, the matrix size
"C10 that the constant potential method needs is about

600 times larger than that of the higher order col-
location method, and 1400 times larger than that

4 - . • ,of the higher order Galerkin method! Therefore,
o the presented method also has the advantage of

; - \tusing less com puter resources.
0

10 -0 40 60 0
Number of Panels 8 Conclusion

Figure 9: The error of computational results from We have presented a higher order panel

the collocation method and the Galerkin method. method by using B-splines to define both the ge-

The test case is the Karman-Treftz foil ometry and solutions. The test solutions show
that for a given number of panels, the present
method is more accurate than the low order
method, and for a given accuracy, the compu-

Constant Potential tational time is far less than that of a low or-
e Cubic Potential (collocation) der panel method. The solutions are naturally

• I-- Cubic Potential (Galerkin) continuous, and the derivatives of potentials can

L=480 be directly calculated from the B-spline polygon
vertices and B-spline basis functions. Also this

Co0 lo method needs far less computer storage space or
240 memory than the low order method, which will be

4 " significant advantage when solving three dimen-

"2- L=80 sional problems.
4This method has been implemented by both

r-l 10 the collocation method and the Galerkin method.
"a)0 ': - 40 8
S8580 The accuracies of both methods are equally good.

The left-hand-side matrix of the Galerkin method
2 40 is smaller than the collocation method. The re-

S240

0 lo 40 sulting savings of the computational time, mem-
" : B ory, and storage space are relative minor in solv-

2 10 20 ing 'two-dimensional problems; however, these
- savings are expected to be substantial in solving

Z three-dimensional problems.
1022 4 8 .42 42 8 The extension of this method to solve three

10 10 10 dimensional problems is under research. The
Error problems of three-dimensional geometries are

much more complicated, such as the connection
Figure 10: The error vs. the matrix size of differ- of two surfaces, or the intersection of two sur-
ent order panel methods for the Karman-Treftz faces. These complexities have to be well de-
foil case. fined, and carefully incorporated into the solution
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matrix system. The calculations of the influence
functions are also much more difficult than the
two-dimensional problems. It is hoped that this
method will not only be able to provide more ac-
curate solutions than the low order panel method,
but also be more effective of solving problems
such as wave body interactions, and lifting prob-
lems.
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A Fast Multigrid Method for Solving the Nonlinear Ship
Wave Problem with a Free Surface

J. Farmer, L. Martinelli, and A. Jameson
(Princeton University, USA)

Abstract wave and total drag through model testing. The
ship designer may thus resort to numerical sim-

This paper presents a finite volume method for ulation, and a great deal of effort has been de-
the solution of the three dimensional, nonlinear voted toward developing numerical tools capable
ship wave problem. The method can be used to of simulating the flow field about a translating
obtain both Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions ship. Some of these tools have met with success
of the flow field and the a priori unknown free in capturing the salient features of the flow field,
surface location by coupling the free surface kine- including the difficult-to-model stern region of
matic and dynamic equations with the equations ship hulls. However, many of the computational
of motion for the bulk flow. The evolution of methods developed to date, especially those that
the free surface boundary condition is linked to include viscous effects and a moving free sur-
the evolution of the bulk flow via a novel iter- face, tend to be very complicated and expensive.
ation strategy that allows temporary leakage of Thus, the focus of this work is the development
mass through the surface before the solution is of a fast and robust means to compute either vis-
converged. The method of artificial compress- cous or inviscid flow fields about surface piercing
ibility is used to enforce the incompressibility ship hulls, and to make comparisons with exper-
constraint for the bulk flow. A multigrid al- imental data.
gorithm is used to accelerate convergence to a
steady state. The two-layer eddy viscosity for- The method of Hino [3] is a widely used ap-
mulation of Baldwin and Lomax is used to model proach for solving incompressible flow problems.
turbulence. The scheme is validated by com- This method takes the divergence of the momen-
paring the numerical results with experimental tum equation and solves implicit equations at
results for the Wigley parabolic hull and the Se- each time step for the pressure and velocity fields
ries 60, Cb = 0.6 hull. Waterline profiles from such that continuity is satisfied. The method is
bow to stern are in excellent agreement with ex- expensive both because of the need to solve im-
periment. The computed wave drag compares plicit equations by an iterative method and be-
favorably with experiment. Overall, the present cause of the cost of calculating the divergence of
method proves to be accurate and efficient, the momentum equations in a curvilinear coordi-

nate system. Hino uses a finite difference scheme
expressed in body-fitted curvilinear coordinates

1 Introduction to discretize the solution domain on and below
the free surface. The computational grid is not

It is well established that a complex interac- allowed to move with the free surface so an ap-
tion exists between the viscous boundary layer proximation must be employed to model the free
and wake of a ship hull and the resulting wave surface boundary conditions. A Baldwin-Lomax
pattern [1, 2]. The existence of two similarity turbulence model is used in conjunction with
parameters, the Froude number (Fr) and the the wall function to model the viscous bound-
Reynolds number (Re), which do not scale iden- ary layer. The scheme is first-order accurate in
tically between model and full scale hulls, make time and requires 104 -plus global iterations to
it difficult to predict the viscous effect on the reach steady state for simple hull shapes.
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The method of Miyata et al. (1987) [4] uses velocity-pressure coupling procedure described
a similar velocity and pressure coupling proce- in references [3] - [7], renders the new set of
dure but now the grid is allowed to move with equations well conditioned for numerical corn-
the free surface, providing a more exact treat- putation along the same lines as those used to
ment of the free surface boundary conditions. A calculate compressible flow about complete air-
sub-grid-scale turbulence model is employed and craft [14, 15]. When combined with multigrid
computations performed for Reynolds numbers acceleration procedures [16, 17, 18] it proves to
up to 105. As with Hino's method, the time- be particularly effective. Converged solutions of
accurate formulation necessitates several thou- incompressible flows over three dimensional iso-
sand time steps to reach steady state solutions. lated wings are obtained in 25-50 cycles.
In a later paper, Miyata et al. (1992) [5] present The general objective of this work is to build
a finite volume approach that substantially im- on these ideas to develop a more efficient method
proves the computed results over those obtained to predict free surface wave phenomena, for both
using the finite difference approach. Simula- inviscid and viscous flows. The viscous solu-
tions using Reynolds numbers up to 106 were tion method introduced in this work is an exten-
made and more complicated hull shapes exam- sion of the inviscid method presented in refer-
ined. The method still requires many thousands ence [19, 20]. The nonlinear free surface bound-
of time steps to achieve steady state solutions. ary condition is satisfied by an iterative proce-

The interactive approach of Tahara et al. [6] dure in which the grid is moved with the free sur-
uses a field method based on the finite-analytic face. Comparisons of numerical predictions with
method used by Chen et al. [7] for the viscous experimental data, for the Wigley hull and Series
region, and a surface singularity method based 60, Cb = 0.6 ship hull, show encouraging results
on the "SPLASH" panel method of Rosen [8] for for both waterline profiles and wave drag. Fur-
the inviscid outer domain. The method iterates thermore, it appears that this approach yields
between the inviscid and viscous regions by ad- a substantial savings in the computational re-
justing the small-domain panel distribution to sources required for the simulations.
allow for the boundary layer displacement thick-
ness determined from the large-domain solution.
The free surface boundary conditions are lin- 2 Mathematical Model
earized and applied at the mean water elevation Figure 1 shows the reference frame and ship lo-
surface. Results of this approach appear to be cation used in this work. A right-handed co-
quite promising for the Wigley hull, and a sub- ordinate system Oxyz, with the origin fixed at
stantial savings in required computational cost midship on the mean free surface is established.
is realized over the large-domain approaches of The z direction is positive upwards, y is positive
Hino and Miyata. towards the starboard side and x is positive in

In this work, a field method is adopted for the aft direction. The free stream velocity vector
the entire flow domain like Hino and Miyata. is parallel to the x axis and points in the same
However, the incompressibility constraint is en- direction. The ship hull pierces the uniform flow
forced through the method of artificial compress- and is held fixed in place, ie. the ship is not al-
ibility, rather than the velocity-pressure coupling lowed to sink (translate in z direction) or trim
method. The method of artificial compressibil- (rotate in x - z plane).
ity was originally proposed by Chorin [9] in 1967
to solve viscous flows. Since then, Rizzi and
Eriksson [10] have applied it to rotational in- 2.1 Bulk Flow
viscid flow, Dreyer [11] has applied it to low For a viscous incompressible fluid moving under
speed two dimensional airfoils and Kodama [12] the influence of gravity, the continuity equation
has applied it to ship hull forms with a sym- and the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
metric free surface. In addition, Turkel [13] tions may be put in the form [3],
has investigated more sophisticated precondi-
tioners than those originally proposed by Chorin. u. + V1 + w" = 0 (1)
The basic idea behind artificial compressibility
is to introduce a pseudotemporal equation for
the pressure through the continuity equation. Ut + UUX + VUY + WU, =

Use of this pressure equation, rather than the -1b + (Re- + vt) (V2 u)
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conditions may be expressed as

p = constant
df3
d-#= = A, + UP. + Vv (3)

where z = P(x, y, t) is the free surface location.

Equation 3 only permits solutions where 
d3 

is sin-

gle valued. Consequently, it does not allow for
the breaking of bow waves which can often be ob-
served with cruiser type hulls. Breaking waves

are difficult to treat numerically and are not con-
sidered in this work.

Figure 1: Reference Frame and Ship Location 2.2.2 Hull and Farfield

The remaining boundaries consist of the ship
vt + uv, + vvY + wv, = hull, the boundaries which comprise the symme-

-Oy + (Re-' + vt) (V 2 v) (2) try portions of the meridian plane and the far
field of the computational domain. On the ship

hull, the condition is that of no-slip and is stated

Wt + uw, + vwY + ww, = simply by

-'=b+ (Re-' +vt) (V 2 W). = V= w = O.

On the symmetry plane (that portion of the (x,z)
Here, u = u(x,y,z,t), v = v(x,y,z,t) and plane excluding the ship hull) derivatives in the
w = w(x, y, z, t) are the mean total velocity y direction as well as the v component of velocity
components in the x, y and z directions. All are set to zero. The upstream plane has u = U
lengths and velocities are nondimensionalized by and lb = 0 (p = -zFr- 2 ) with the v and w ve-
the ship length L and the free stream velocity U, locity components set to zero. Similar conditions
respectively. The pressure ip is the static pres- hold on the bottom plane which is assumed to
sure p minus the hydrostatic component -zFr- 2  represent infinitely deep water where no distur-
and may be expressed as 0 = p + zFr- 2 , where bances are felt. One-sided differences are used
Fr = U is the Froude number. The pres- to update the flow variables on the starboard
sure variable~• is nondimensionalized by pU2 . plane. A radiation condition should be imposed
The Reynolds number Re is defined by Re = UL on the outflow domain to allow the wave distur-

v bance to pass out of the computational domain.
where v is the kinematic viscosity of water and is Although fairly sophisticated formulations may
constant. vt is the dimensionless turbulent eddy be devised to represent the radiation condition,
viscosity, computed locally using the Baldwin- simple extrapolations proved to be sufficient in
Lomax turbulence model. This set of equations this work.
shall be solved subject to the following boundary

conditions.
2.3 Turbulence Model

2.2 Boundary Conditions To model turbulence in the flow field the laminar
viscosity is replaced by

2.2.1 Free Surface
A= =LA + At

When the effects of surface tension and viscos-
ity are neglected, the boundary condition on the where the tlentaicosit of is c om
free surface consists of two equations. The first, using the algebraic model of Baldwin and Lo-
the dynamic condition, states that the pressure mai []he tad omak moe is a al-
acting on the free surface is constant. The sec- gebraic scheme that makes use of a two-layer,
ond, the kinematic condition, states that the free isotropic eddy viscosity formulation. In this
surface is a material surface: once a fluid particle model the turbulent viscosity is evaluated using
is on the free surface, it forever remains on the A f (Pj)inr Y •_ Ycroaove,
surface. The dynamic and kinematic boundary = (At)outer Y > Ycrosaover
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where y is the distance measured normal to the for the bulk flow variables (u, v, w and 0), cou-
body surface and Yevooaover is the minimum value pled to a finite difference method for the free sur-
of y where both the inner and outer viscosities face evolution variables (0 and 0). Alternative
match. The inner viscosity follows the Prandtl- cell-centered and cell-vertex formulations may be
Van Driest formula, used in finite volume schemes [16]. A cell-vertex

formulation was preferred in this work because
(Itt)itner = 121'M values of the flow variables are needed on the

where boundary to implement the free surface bound-
ary condition. The bulk flow is solved subject

1 = ky [1 - exp(-y+/A+)] to Dirichlet conditions for the free surface pres-

is the turbulent length scale for the inner region, sure, followed by a free surface update via the
k and A+ are model constants, Iwi is the vorticity bulk flow solution (ie. constant values for the ve-
magnitude and y+ = (1,•r/1,)y is the dimension- locities in equation 3). Each formulation is ex-
less distance to the wall in wall units. plicit and uses local time stepping. Both multi-

In the outer region of the boundary layer, the grid and residual averaging techniques are used
turbulent viscosity is given by in the bulk flow to accelerate convergence.

(t)outer = KCcpFwakeFKleb 3.1 Bulk Flow Solution

where K and Cep are model constants, the func- Following Chorin [9] and more recently Yang et
tion Fwak, is al. [23], the governing set of incompressible flow

equations may be written in vector form as
wt. +(f - fv).+(g - gv)y+(h - hv). = 0 (4)

and the function FKIeb is
where the vector of dependent variables w and

FKb [ 5(Cleby +6]-I inviscid flux vectors f, g and h are given by

Yma/ W = [0,UVW1T

The quantities Fmax and Ymax are determined f = [IF2 u, u2 + V, uv, uw]T

by the value and corresponding location, respec- g = [r2V, VU, V2 +,0, vw]T

tively, of the maximum of the function g = [r v, WU, V + 0] Th = [rww~vw+,IT

F = 1IwI [I - exp(-y+/A+)] . The viscous flux vectors fv, gv and hV are given

The quantity Udif is the difference between max- by

imum and minimum velocity magnitudes in the
profile and is expressed as fv = [0, rx, r 2 •, rzzIT

2  2  w2 )1/2 -_ (U 2 + 2 I+ W2)V 
= [0, 7,Y., ryy, Tyz]T

Udif-=(Ut +IV2+W ")max m rin hv = [0) *Tzx, Tzy, Tzz]T

CK1,b and C, are additional model constants. where the viscous stress components are defined
Numerical values for the model constants used
in the computations are listed here:

=0 == (Re-' + vt)(2u, - 2/3(u. + v, + w,))
A+ = (Re-1 + vt)(2v1 - 2/3(u, + vy + w,))

and •'• = (Re-' + vt)(2w, - 2/3(u, + vy + w.))

Ccp = 1.6, Cwk = 1.0, CKb = 0.3. = (Re- + vt)(uy + vx)
-,, = (Re-' +vt)(v2 +w,)

3 Numerical Solution = (Re' + vt)(w. + uz).

F is called the "artificial compressibility" param-
The formulation of the numerical solution proce- eter due to the analogy that may be drawn be-
dure is based on a finite volume method (FVM) tween the above equations and the equations of
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motion for a compressible fluid whose equation at the expense of accuracy. Thus a compromise
of state is given by [9] between the two extremes is required. Following

the work of Dreyer [11], the choice for r is taken
r = P. to be

r2 
= +-u ÷v, 2 + w 2),

Thus, p is an artificial density and F may be

referred to as an artificial sound speed. When where -y is a constant of order unity. In regions

the temporal derivatives tend to zero, the set of high velocity and low pressure where suction

of equations satisfy precisely the incompressible occurs, r is large to improve accuracy, and in re-

equations 2, with the consequence that the cor- gions of lower velocity, F is correspondingly re-

rect pressure may be established using the ar- duced.

tificial compressibility formulation. The artifi- The choice of r also influences the outflow

cial compressibility parameter may be viewed as boundary condition, or radiation condition. If

a device to create a well posed system of hy- it can be demonstrated that all system eigenval-

perbolic equations that are to be integrated to ues are both real and positive, then downstream

steady state along lines similar to the well estab- or outflow boundary points may be extrapolated

lished compressible flow FVM formulation [18]. from the interior upstream flow. Even though

In addition, the artificial compressibility param- an examination of the eigenvalues reveals that

eter may be viewed as a relaxation parameter this can never be the case, the condition can

for the pressure iteration. Note that temporal be approached by a judicious choice of r. If

derivatives are now denoted by tV to indicate r is large, extrapolation fails because the flow

pseudo time; the artificial compressibility, as for- has both downstream and upstream dependence.

mulated in the present work, destroys time ac- As r is reduced, the upstream dependence be-

curacy. comes more pronounced and the downstream is

To demonstrate the effect of r on the above set reduced. Eventually, the upstream dependence

of equations and to establish the hyperbolicity is sufficiently dominant to allow extrapolation.

of the set, the convective part of equation 4 may Hence, all outflow variables are updated using

be written in quasi-linear form to determine the zero gradient extrapolation.

eigenvalues [10]. The eigenvalues are found to be Following the general procedures for FVM, the
governing equations may be integrated over an

A1 = U, A2 = U, A3 = U + a, A4 = U - a, arbitrary volume A. Application of the diver-
gence theorem on the convective and viscous flux

where term integrals yields
U = uw= + vwY + ww, f w£ fwdA+

and A
a = U2 + F2(W2 + W2+ W2).a2 X V (fdSz + gdSv + hdS,) -

The wave number components w,, w. and w, are A
defined on -oc < w_,,wl < +00. Since the / (fvdSz + gvdSy + hvdSz) = 0 (5)
eigenvalues are clearly real for any value of w,, JOA
wY and w,, the system of equations 4 is hyper- where S., S1, and Sz are the projected areas
bolic. in the x, y and z directions, respectively. The

The choice of r is crucial in determining con- computational domain is divided into hexahedral
vergence and stability properties of the numeri- cells. Application of FVM to each of the compu-
cal scheme. Typically, the convergence rate of tational cells results in the following system of
the scheme is dictated by the slowest system ordinary differential equations,
waves and the stability of the scheme by the
fastest. In the limit of large F the difference in d
wave speeds can be large. Although this situa- dt (A. 3 w) + Ci1k - Vi3k = 0.

tion would presumably lead to a more accurate The volume Aijk is given by the summation of
solution through the "penalty effect" in the pres- the eight cells surrounding node i,j,k. The con-
sure equation, very small time steps would be re- vective flux Cijk (w) is defined as
quired to ensure stability. Conversely, for small
F, the difference in the maximum and minimum Cijk(w) = 1 (fS. + gSV + hSz)k (6)
wave speeds may be significantly reduced, but k=1
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and the viscous flux Vijk(w) is defined as In equation 10, the dissipation coefficient a is

a scaling factor proportional to the local wave

" (+speed, and renders equation 9 third order in
Vijk(w) = Z (fvS, + gvSv +- hvSz)k (7) truncation terms so as not to detract from the

k=1 second order accuracy of the flux discretization.

where the summation is over the n faces sur- The actual form for the coefficient is based on

rounding Aijk. the spectral radius of the system and is given in

The projected areas may be computed by tak- the E direction as

ing the cross product of the two vectors joining a = c(iii + r(s2 + S2 +
opposite corners of each cell face in the physical Y Z

coordinate system. They correspond to the grid where ii is the contravariant velocity component
metrics Jýz, J4 y, Jý_, etc. appearing in a trans-
formation to a curvilinear coordinate system C = ii = UG + VG + WGz.
ý(-, Y 1 z), 77 = 71(x, y, z) and C = ((x, y, z) where
J is the Jacobian of the transformation. The Similar dissipation coefficients are used for the is
flow variables required in the flux evaluation may and tcomponents in equation 9. The e term is
be averaged on each cell face through the four used to manually adjust the amount of dissipa-
nodal values associated with each face. Evalua- tion.
tion of the flux terms in equations 6 and 7 may be

performed directly, without direct differentiation 3.1.2 Viscous Discretization

and without the need to handle grid singularities The discretization for the viscous fluxes follows
in a special fashion. the guidelines originally proposed in [24, 25] for

the simulation of two dimensional viscous flows.
3.1.1 Artificial Dissipation The components of the stress tensor are com-

This scheme reduces to a second order accurate, puted at the cell centers with the aid of Gauss'

nondissipative central difference approximation formula. The viscous fluxes are then computed

to the bulk flow equations on sufficiently smooth by making use of an auxiliary cell bounded by

grids. A central difference scheme permits odd- the faces lying on the planes containing the cen-gterssofAthencellsdsurroundingcaegivenrvertexdan
even decoupling at adjacent nodes which may ters of the cells surrounding a given vertex and

lead to oscillatory solutions. To prevent this the mid-lines of the cell faces. For example, the

"unphysical" phenomena from occurring, a dissi- u. term in r.,, may be computed from

pation term is added to the system of equations f 6
such that the system now becomes uxA ] u.dA=] udaA, u E kS.

SA k=l

d
Wt-. (Ajkw)+ where k = 1,6 are the six faces surrounding a

[Cijk (W) - Vijk (W) - Dijk (w)] = 0. (8) particular cell, uk is an average of the velocities
from the nodes that define the k h face and S,,

For the present problem a third order back- are the projected areas in the x direction corre-

ground dissipation term is added. The dissipa- sponding to each face. Once the components of

tive term is constructed in such a manner that the complete stress tensor are computed at the

the conservation form of the system of equations centroids of the cells then the same method of

is preserved. The dissipation has the form evaluation may be used to compute the viscous
fluxes at the vertex through use of equation 7.

Dijk(w) = De + D,7 + DC (9) For this purpose the control volume is now con-
structed by assembling I fractions of each of

where the eight cells surrounding a particular vertex.

Dkk = dti+1.k -- de.sk The equivalent two dimensional control volume

and is sketched in the figure below. This discretiza-

de,,,., = aS•'(wi+,+1 k - Wij,k). (10) tion procedure is designed to minimize the error
induced by a kink in the grid. It has proved to be

Similar expressions may be written for the 1r and accurate and efficient in applications to the so-
Sdirections with , 62 and 6f representing sec- lution of three dimensional compressible viscous

ond difference central operators. flows [26, 27].
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where the superscript k denotes the k-th stage,
a.m = 1, and

C~0o) C (w-) , E)(0 ) (w-)

C(k) = C (n+lk)

SD(k) -- /kD (w(n+l'k)) + (1 -k)-D(k-1)

The coefficients ak are chosen to maximize the
stability interval along the imaginary axis, and
the coefficients 83k are chosen to increase the sta-
bility interval along the negative real axis.

A five-stage scheme with three evaluations of

3.1.3 Time Integration dissipation has been found to be particularly ef-
fective. Its coefficients are

Equation 8 is integrated in time by an explicit a1 = 1/4 01 = 1
multistage scheme. For each bulk flow time step, a 2 = 1/6 2 -= 0
the grid, and thus Aijk, is independent of time. a 3 = 3/8 33 = 0.56
Hence equation 8 can be written as a4 = 1/2 /34 = 0

dwijk ot5 = 1 85 = 0.44
dV--k ±Ri w 0 (11) The actual time step At is limited by the

Courant number (CFL), which states that the
where the residual is defined as fastest waves in the system may not be allowed

to propagate farther than the smallest grid spac-
Rijk(w) = Cijk(w) - VYijk(w) - Dijk(W), ing over the course of a time step. In this work,

local time stepping is used such that regions of
and the cell volume A nlz absorbed into the resid large grid spacing are permitted to have rela-
ual for clarity. If one analyzes a linear model tively larger time steps than regions of small grid
problem corresponding to (11) by substituting a spacing. Of course the system wave speeds vary
Fourier mode ui5 -- e'Pzi, the resulting Fourier locally and must be taken into account as well.

symbol has an imaginary part proportional tofinal local time step is thus computed as,

the wave speed, and a negative real part propor- T i l ms sh pe

tional to the diffusion. Thus the time stepping At*ijk = (CFL)Ajj

scheme should have a stability region which con- Aijk
tains a substantial interval of the negative real where Aijk is the sum of the spectral radii of both
axis, as well as an interval along the imaginary the convective and viscous flux Jacobian matri-
axis. To achieve this it pays to treat the convec- ces in the x, y and z directions. In regions of
tive and dissipative terms in a distinct fashion. small grid spacing and/or regions of high charac-
Thus the residual is split as teristic wave speeds, the time step will be smaller

than elsewhere.
Rijk(W) = Cijk(W) + Dijk(W)

where Cijk(w) is the convective part and 3.1.4 Residual Averaging

Vijk(w) = - (Vijk + Dijk) the dissipative part. The allowable Courant number may be increased
Denote the time level nAt by a superscript n, by smoothing the residuals at each stage us-
and drop the subscript for clarity. Then the mul- ing the following product form in three dimen-
tistage time stepping scheme is formulated as sions [18]

W(n+-,0) = Wn (1 _- ftb)(i -- E,6b2)( -- EC62)R = R

... where e, e and cC are smoothing coefficients
-= Wn _ CkAt (C(k-1) + 7(k-1)) and the , are central difference operators in

computational coordinates. Each residual RPjk
• "" is thus replaced by an average of itself and the

wn+ -= w(n+l'") neighboring residuals.
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3.1.5 Multigrid Scheme The process may be performed on any number of
successively coarser grids. The only restriction

Very rapid convergence to a steady state is in the present work being use of a structured
achieved with the aid of a multigrid procedure. grid whereby elements of the coarsest grid do
Theliderae behotiond o the mu stre gy is eations not overlap the ship hull. A 4-level "W-cycle" is
accelerate evolution of the system of equations used in the present work for each time step on

on the fine grid by introducing auxiliary cal- the f rid [181.

culations on a series of coarser grids. The

coarser grid calculations introduce larger scales
and larger time steps with the result that low- 3.1.6 Grid Refinement
frequency error components may be efficiently
and rapidly damped out. Auxiliary grids are The multigrid acceleration procedure is embed-
introduced by doubling the grid spacing, and ded in a grid refinement procedure to further

values of the flow variables are transferred to a reduce the computer time required to achieve

coarser grid by the rule steady state solutions on finely resolved grids. In
the grid refinement procedure the flow equations

w =O) - T2h,hWh, are solved on coarse grids in the early stages of

where the subscripts denote values of the grid the simulation. The coarse grids permit large

spacing parameter (ie. h is the finest grid, 2h, time steps, and the flow field and the wave pat-

4h, ... are successively coarser grids) and T2h,h tern evolve quite rapidly. When the wave pat-

is a transfer operator from a fine grid to a coarse tern approaches a steady state, the grid is re-

grid. The transfer operator picks flow variable fined by doubling the number of grid points in

data at alternate points to define coarser grid all directions and the flow variables and free sur-

data as well as the coarser grid itself. A forcing face location are interpolated onto the new grid.

term is then defined as Computations then continue using the finer grid
with smaller time steps. The multigrid proce-

P2= R, (wh) - R2h(w•h), dure is applied at all stages of the grid refinement

where R is the residual of the difference scheme. to accelerate the calculations on each grid in the

To update the solution on the coarse grid, the sequence, producing a composite "full multigrid"

multistage scheme is reformulated as scheme which is extremely efficient.

WM = W(h - aAt (R 2h)
) ( (2h ) 3.2 Free Surface Solution

W(+1) W) - aqAt*A(Pqh) + P2h) Both a kinematic and dynamic boundary condi-

"... tion must be imposed at the free surface. For

where R(q) is the residual of the qih stage. In the the fully nonlinear condition, the free surface

first stage, the addition of P2h cancels R 2h(W(0 )) must move with the flow (ie. up or down cor-

and replaces it by E Rh(wh), with the result responding to the wave height and location) and

that the evolution on the coarse grid is driven the boundary conditions applied on the distorted

by the residual on the fine grid. The result w() free surface. Equation 3 can be cast in a form
now provides the initial data for the next grid more amenable to numerical computations by in-w(0) andes the las t grid troducing a curvilinear coordinate system that

4h transforms the curved free surface 3(x, y) into
been reached, the accumulated correction must computational coordinates/i(•, ii). This results
be passed back through successively finer grids, in the following transformed kinematic condition
Assuming a three grid scheme, let w(+)

W4 h repre-
sent the final value of W4h. Then the correction /3t. + f/P + -53, = w, (12)
for the next finer grid will be

W(+) W() w(+) _ w()), where fi and 0 are contravariant velocity compo-
2 h 2h +2h,4 4h nents given by

where Ia,b is an interpolation operator from the
coarse grid to the next finer grid. The final result = -u& + v~y
on the fine grid is obtained in the same manner:

W(-+)=- W(-) (i. n +)0)).

+ Ih,2h(W~) -2h= u, + yin
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The free surface kinematic equation may now be time step, and then using the bulk flow veloci-
expressed as ties to calculate the movement of the free sur-

face. After the free surface is updated, its new
dr--- + Qij W) - 0 values are used as a boundary condition for the

pressure on the bulk flow for the next time step.

where Qij(/) consists of the collection of veloc- The entire iterative process, in which both the

ity and spacial gradient terms which result from bulk flow and the free surface are updated at

the discretization of equation 12. Note that this each time step, is repeated until some measure

is not the result of a volume integration and thus of convergence is attained; usually steady state

the volume (or actually area) term does not ap- wave profile and wave resistance coefficient.

pear in the residual as in the FVM formulation.
Throughout the interior of the (x, y) plane, all Since the free surface is a material surface, the

derivatives are computed using the second order flow must be tangent to it in the final steady

centered difference stencil in computational co- state. During the iterations, however, the flow

ordinates E and 77. On the boundaries a second is allowed to leak through the surface as the so-

order centered stencil is used along the bound- lution evolves towards the steady state. This

ary tangent and a first order one sided difference leakage, in effect, drives the evolution equation.

stencil is used in the boundary normal direction. Suppose that at some stage, the vertical velocity

As was necessary in the FVM formulation for component w is positive (cf. equation 3 or 12).

the bulk flow, background dissipation must be Provided that the other terms are small, this

added to prevent decoupling of the solution. The will force I31+l to be greater than /3'. When

method used to compute the dissipative terms the time step is complete, ý0 is adjusted such

borrows from a two dimensional FVM formula- that 0+' 1 > gbn. Since the free surface has

tion and appears as follows: moved farther away from the original undis-
turbed upstream elevation and the pressure cor-

Dij = Dt + D,1 respondingly increased, the velocity component
w (or better still q* n where n = V and

where F = z - 3(x,y)) will then be reduced. This
D =j - de,+j - d&,, results in a smaller Ap for the next time step.

and The same is true for negative vertical velocity,
d =a(il 13) in which case there is mass leakage into the sys-

tem rather than out. Only when steady state

The expression for a may be written as has been reached is the mass flux through the
surface zero and tangency enforced. In fact, the

a = f(1ii+1i, 1 + Ifii',j)J residual flux leakage could be used in addition
to drag components and pressure residuals as a

where J is the sum of the cell Jacobians and c is

used to manually adjust the amount of dissipa- measure of convergence to the steady state.

tion. Hence the system of equations for the free This method of updating the free surface

surface is expressed as works well for the Euler equations since tan-

dflij gency along the hull can be easily enforced. How-
+ Rij (0) = 0 ever, for the Navier-Stokes equations the no-slip

boundary condition is inconsistent with the free
where surface boundary condition at the hull/waterline

Rij = Qij - Dij. intersection. To circumvent this difficulty the

The same scheme used to integrate equation 11 computed elevation for the second row of grid

is also used here. Once the free surface update points away from the hull is extrapolated to the

is accomplished the pressure is adjusted on the hull. Since the minimum spacing normal to the

free surface such that hull is small, the error due to this should be cor-
respondingly small, comparable with other dis-

0(n+1) = 03(n+l)Fr-2" cretization errors. The treatment of this inter-

section for the Navier-Stokes calculations, should
The free surface and the bulk flow solutions are be the subject of future research to find the most
coupled by first computing the bulk flow at each accurate possible procedure.
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4 Results between computed overhead profiles show agree-
ment between the two methods, except in the

4.1 Computational Conditions stern region and aft where viscous effects cause

Figures 2 and 3 show portions of the fine grids separation of the flow and a reduction in the am-

used for the Navier-Stokes calculations. The plitudes of the downstream waves (cf. fig. 6).

number of grid points is 193, 65 and 49 in the x, y Essentially the same behavior is noted for the

and z-directions respectively, and the H-H type Fr = 0.289 case in the next set of figures. The

grid is used. Grid points are clustered near the waterline profile is predicted almost exactly for

bow and stern with a minimum spacing of 0.005 the Navier-Stokes simulation whereas the Euler

dimensionless units based on the hull length. case predicts a lower waterline level at the stern

The grid extends I ship length upstream from region. The computed values of the wave drag

the bow, 1½ ship lengths downstream from the are in good agreement with the experimentally
stern, 1½ ship lengths to starboard, and 1 ship determined value Cw,e, = 1.18.
length down below the undisturbed free surface. Figures 11 and 10 are included to show the
The minimum spacing in the y-direction, nor- computed velocity profile at the hull/waterline
mal to the hull surface, is 0.0001 for the Navier- intersection. The prediction of separation is

Stokes computations and 0.0025 for the Euler clearly evident in the stern region of the hull.

computations. The resolution on the hull sur-
face is 97 by 17 for the Wigley hull and 97 by
25 for the Series 60. Only the number of grid 4.3 Series 60, Cb = 0.6 Hull
points in the y-direction is changed for the Euler
calculations; rather than 65 the number is 49. In contrast to the Wigley hull, which is an ide-

The following subsections present the compu- alized shape, the Series 60 hull is a practical ge-

tational results for the Wigley hull and the Series ometry for an actual ship hull. The only major

60, Cb = 0.6 hull. difference in the method of computing the flow
about this hull and the Wigley model is the ef-

4.2 Wigley Hull fort required to maintain the proper hull shape
as the grid is distorted by the moving free sur-

Figures 4 through 9 display computed and ex- face. To accomplish this, a grid is produced for
perimental results for the Wigley hull at Froude the entire hull, both above and below the undis-
numbers 0.250 and 0.289. Both the Euler and turbed free surface. Spline coefficients are then
the Navier-Stokes results for the waterline profile determined for the entire grid and stored. A new
along the hull show good agreement with the ex- grid is then produced with the uppermost plane
perimental data [28]. Discrepancies are noted in of points residing in the plane of the undisturbed
the stern region where the Navier-Stokes model waterline at z = 0. With the stored spline data
produces a slight flattening of the wave profile the grid is now easily updated as the free sur-
but correctly captures the aft-most waterline el- face evolves by redistributing points at intervals
evation, whereas the Euler model shows no ten- of equally spaced arc length. It was found that
dency to flatten the wave profile but incorrectly this method prevents the grid lines from crossing
predicts the aft-most waterline elevation. The at the close tolerances required for the viscous
computed wave drag (cf. fig. 5), obtained by computations.
integrating the longitudinal component of pres- The waterline contours shown in figure 12 are
sure on the wetted hull surface, shows favorable in reasonably good agreement for both the Euler
agreement with the experimentally determined and Navier-Stokes simulations. Except for the
value, Cw(ep) = 0.821. The experimental wave bow region, it appears that the Euler method
drag is inferred by subtracting an estimate of does an equally good job, if not better, than the
the friction drag from the total drag or by wave Navier-Stokes method. There is some discrep-
analysis. Note that the computed wave drag is ancy amidship in the Navier-Stokes computation
evaluated after each multigrid cycle and hence which is possibly due to the method used to up-
the evolution of the drag is plotted vs. the steady date points on the hull/waterline intersection set
state drag (marked by the x's) determined exper- of points. However, as in the Wigley cases, the
imentally. The capital letters C, M and F refer drag calculation is in good agreement with ex-
to coarse, medium and fine grids respectively in periment (Cw,ep = 2.6) [29] and the overhead
the grid refinement procedure. The comparisons profiles show good agreement with each other.
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Figure 2: Fine Grid for Wigley Hull Navier-Stokes Computations (193 x 65 x 49)

Figure 3: Fine Grid for Series 60, Cb 0.6 Navier-Stokes Computations (193 x 65 x 49)
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Figure 4: Computed vs. Experimental Wave Elevation
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Figure 5: Computed vs. Experimental Wave Drag
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Figure 6: Comparison of Computed Overhead Wave Profiles, Wigley Hull, Fr = 0.250
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Figure 7: Computed vs. Experimental Wave Elevation
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Figure 9: Comparison of Computed Overhead Wave Profiles, Wigley Hull, Fr 0.289
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Figure 10: Velocity Vectors, Wigley Hull Stern Region, Fr = 0.289, Re -- 3.2E+06

Figure 11: Velocity Vectors, Wigley H'ull Stern Region, Fr = 0.289, Re = 3.2E+06
(close up view)
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Figure 12: Computed vs. Experimental Wave Elevation, (~=20Fr-2 )
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Figure 14: Comparison of Computed Overhead Wave Profiles, Series 60, Cb =0.6, Fr =0.316
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION
by Professor J. Feng, Penn State University by Dr. David Hally, DREA, Dartmouth

(1) The definition of F, the artificial sound Could you please describe how you
speed, given by the authors works well for generated your grids and what calculations must
Euler solvers, but needs further attention in be done to make them conform dynamically to
viscous region where the size of time is the free surface?
controlled by restrictions from viscous
terms in a N-S solver. Did the authors Author's Reply
rescale the F in the viscous region for their The grid for the Wigley hull was constructed
calculations, or probably, for the problem analytically using straight lines projecting away
concerned, it is not important (high from the hull. The grid for the Series 60 was
Reynolds number/thin boundary layer). constructed using the GRIDGEN grid generator.

(2) The coefficients cx,, 0,,, (K = 1,2, 5) look Both grids are initially constructed using the

very interesting. Could the authors explain entire hull surface, including that portion above

briefly on the principles and procedures in the waterline. The grid lines running in the

deriving these coefficients? vertical direction are then splined and the
coefficients stored. All the grid points above the

Author's Reply waterline are then shifted below the waterline
(1) In the viscous boundary layer the velocity with the uppermost plane of points residing on

will tend toward zero due to the no-slip the undisturbed waterline. At this point the flow

boundary condition s the normal distance to calculations commence and distortion of the

the ship hull tends to zero. When the mesh is accomplished by redistributing the grid

velocity becomes low in this region F points, above and below the waterline, according

becomes small as can be seen from the to the current free surface value of [0 and the

definition in the text. To prevent F from stored spline information. It is important to note
tending toward zero a cut-off value is that the grid is only "generated" once, before the
introduced such that r never becomes less calculations commence. The spline data from
than 0.25. Note that the same cut-off value the original grid is used to update the grid points
must be used in a stagnation region as well. by the flow solver as the simulation proceeds.
There is no other special treatment for the
artificial compressibility parameter.

(2) The coefficients cx K are chosen to maximize

the stability limit along the imaginary axis
and the PK are chosen to maximize the

stability limit along the negative real axis.
The coefficients are typically chosen
through analysis of a model one-
dimensional convection/diffusion equation.
For information regarding the selection of
the coefficients which maximize the
stability region refer to the following
reference; Jameson, A., "Transonic Flow
Calculations," MAE Report #1651,
Princeton University, 1984. This reference
is also included in Lecture Notes in
Mathematics, 1127, edited by F. Brezzi,
Springer Verlag, 1985, pp. 156-242.
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A Finite-Volume Method with Unstructured Grid for Free
Surface Flow Simulations

T. Hino (Ship Research Institute, Japan)
L. Martinelli and A. Jameson (Princeton University, USA)

ABSTRACT L chord length of hydrofoil
P pre-conditioning matrix

An unstructured grid method developed initially Pk forcing function in multigrid
for the transonic inviscid flow is applied to free scheme
surface problems around submerged hydrofoils. p pressure without hydrostatic

The flow domain around a submerged body is di- component
vided into triangular cells, which makes up the pressure

unstructured grid system fitted to a free surface Q"+l residual transfer operator in

boundary. The incompressible Euler equations multigrid scheme
and the continuity equation with artificial com- Q convective term
pressibility are discretized by the finite-volume R residual

method in the unstructured grid. Time integra- s submergence of hydrofoil
tion is made by the Runge-Kutta method. Non- Tk+ 1  solution transfer operator
linear free surface conditions are implemented in in multigrid scheme
the scheme. Several techniques for convergence t time

acceleration are used, including the local time u velocity in x-direction
steeping, the residual smoothing and the unstruc- v velocity in p-direction
tured multigrid. The outline of numerical pro- w solution vector
cedure is presented together with the results of x horizontal Cartesian coordinate

applications. Comparisons of the results with ex- Y vertical Cartesian coordinate
perimental data prove accuracy and efficiency of am parameters in Runge-Kutta scheme

the present method. 02 axtificial compressibilty parameter

Og,, parameter of Runge-Kutta scheme

NOMENCLATURE 7(x) damping term of wave height
equation

CFL Courant number y,,, parameter of Runge-Kutta scheme
D dissipation term f parameter of residual smoothing

F Froude number A wave speed
f flux in x-direction
9 gravitational constant INTRODUCTION
g flux in p-direction
h wave height Free surface flows have significant importance in
k+ interpolation operator ship hydrodynamics. Wave resistance is the ma-

in multigrid scheme jor part of the resistance that determines the
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propulsive performance of ships. Also, waves gen- problem is much simpler compared with flows
erated by a ship interact with the boundary layer around a surface-piercing body and partly be-
along a ship hull and affect stern flows which are cause the original method is for transonic aero-
important for a propeller design. Motions of ships foils and can be naturally extended to hydrofoil
or floating marine structures in ocean waves are problems.
of practical importance. Impact loads due to the The governing equations are incompress-
large ocean waves sometimes damage ships or ma- ible Euler equations. Though the final goal of the
rine structures. A number of methods have been study is the viscous flow computations, the Euler
developed to solve these free surface problems. equations are selected as the governing equation
However, the nonlinearity of the problems makes for its simplicity. Artificial compressibility is in-
it difficult to predict the properties of free surface troduced in the continuity equation. This makes
flows accurately and efficiently. the system of equations hyperbolic and the well-

Rapid development of computer hardwares developed efficient techniques to solve hyperbolic

and softwares in recent years enables the large- equations can be used.

scale computation. Thus, Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) becomes another way to ana- NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
lyze flow properties. CFD activities in ship hy-
drodynamics have been mainly for the prediction Governing Equations
of viscous flows around a ship stern[1,2] in which
free surface is treated as a symmetric boundary. Governing equations are two-dimensional incom-

Free surface flows have been treated by a kind of pressible Euler equations and are expressed in the

a panel method assuming inviscid flows[3]. How- form non-dimensionaJized by the chord length of

ever, because there are interactions between vis- a hydrofoil L, the uniform flow velocity U and the

cous flows and free surface waves, it is desirable fluid density p as follows:

to solve viscous flow problems under free surface ou Dv

effects. Attempts to this direction are Hino[4], + y = (1)
Miyata et al.[5], Tahara et al.[6] and so on.

When one solves nonlinear free surface Du 0(u 2 + ) (uv)

flows around a ship with a boundary-fitted grid, D + x + y
which is common in the recent CFD method, a

grid must be generated at each time step, be- Dv D(uv) D(v 2 + 3) 1
cause free surface is dynamic in time. The grid T- + lx + Dy + T = 0 (3)

generation is not an easy task even without a free
surface movement when the body geometry be- where (x, y) are Cartesian coordinates (y is up-

comes complex. Free surface deformations which ward positive) and (u, v) are the velocity compo-

are large particularly near the body gives addi- nents in (x,Iy) directions, respectively. j3 is the

tional complexity to the grid generation. static pressure and t is time. F is Froude number

CFD in aerodynamics is much older than defined using the gravitational constant g as

its counterpart in ship hydrodynamics. Various U

new technologies have been invented in the CFD F (4)

for aerodynamics. Among them, Jameson et al.[7]
developed unstructured grid method for transonic Since there is no term associated with the
flow computations which uses the triangular grid time derivative of pressure in the governing equa-
rather than rectilinear grid in the structured grid tions (1)-(3), difficulties come out when one solves
case. Later, this method is applied to incom- these equations in the time-marching manner.
pressible flow problems by introducing the arti- Usually pressure field is computed by the Poisson
ficial compressibility[8]. This unstructured grid equation which is derived from the divergence of
method has capability to cope with the geometri- the momentum equations (2)-(3) and the conti-
cal complexity and therefore suitable for free sur- nuity equation (1) in such a way that the velocity
face flow problems. field satisfies the continuity condition at each time

In this paper, an unstructured grid step [9].
method is applied to free surface problems. The When only the steady state solution is re-
problems concerned are flows around a submerged quired, the alternative approach called the artifi-
hydrofoils. This is chosen partly because the cial compressibility method can be used. In this
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method first proposed by Chorin [10], the con- the air-liquid interface. For the inviscid case this
tinuity equation is modified by introducing the is expressed as
pseudo-compressibility as follows:

S=0 on y•=h (12)
ap 2 au v 0 (5)

+ t + 0y or, equivalently,

where /32 is the artificial compressibility parame- hp = P0+ - on y =h (13)
ter. When the solution becomes steady, the equa- o(

tion (5) recovers the original form (3). Since the where po is atmospheric pressure (assumed to be
system of equations (5), (2) and (3) is hyperbolic, constant) and y = h(x; t) is the free surface lo-
efficient numerical solution methods for the hy- cation. The other free surface condition is called
perbolic equations can be applied, the kinematic condition that means the fluid par-

The parameter fl2 is determined by using ticles on the free surface keep remaining on it.
the local velocity magnitude as This is written as

/32 = * min(u 2 + v 2 , i.) (6) h h

(14)
where rb is a global constant and the parameter

fmin is used to prevent p32 from approaching zero The free surface shape can be updated by Eq.(14)
near the stagnation point. rb = 5 and 03min = 0.3 in the time-marching manner.
are typical values in the present study. The far field conditions are as follows. At

Eqs.(5), (2) and (3) can be rewritten in the far upstream, flow is uniform and free surface is
vector form as undisturbed. On the other hand, the waves gener-

aw aated by a hydrofoil propagate to far down stream.
_ + P(OL + Og) 0 (7) Water depth is assumed infinite.at ax Dy

where Spatial Discretization

V Finite-Volume Method
S=u2 + p , g 2 uv In a finite-volume formulation a solution domain

is divided into small cells. The present method
(8) employs unstructured grid in which every cell is

and p is the pressure without the hydrostatic com- triangular. One of the superiorities of unstruc-
pontent, i.e., n itured grids over structured ones is its flexibility

P = + (9) to deal with complex geometry. Therefore, un-
structured grids are particularly suitable to free
surface flow problems in which the deformation of

2 0 0] free surface boundary causes further geometrical

l0 (10) complexity in addition to that of body configura-
0 0 1 tion.

The flow variables (u, v) and p are defined
Boundary conditions needed for free sur- at the vertices of each triangle. The control vol-

face flow problems are a body surface condition, ume for a given node i is taken as the union of all
a free surface condition and a far field condition. the triangles which share that node as a vertex as
The first one is the free-slip condition in case of shown in Fig.1. The integration of the governing
the inviscid flow, that is, equation (7) over this control volume yields

un, + vny =0 (11) a +J wdxdy -Jj + x+ dxdy)at ax dad P + d y

where (nz,, ny) are the unit vector outward normal --
to the body surface. = -aP(fdy-gdx)(15)

The second one, the free surface condition
consists of two conditions. One is the dynamic where R means the control volume and aQ is its
condition that states the continuity of stresses on boundary. Since the grid is aligned to the free
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stable due to the decoupling of neighboring node
unless one adds the artificial dissipation terms to

k + 2 the equations. To keep the second order accuracy
of the scheme, the fourth-order dissipation models
are used in the scheme, while the second-order
dissipation terms used in the compressible flow
code [11i to prevent oscillation near shocks are
not used.' By adding the artificial dissipation terms,
Eq.(16) is rewritten as

dt-d(S xw) + Q9(w) - Di(w) = 0 (17)

where

Qi(w) = Ep(fkAyk -gkAxk) (18)
k=1

and D1(w) is the dissipation terms. The dissi-
pation terms are evaluated as follows. First, the

Figure 1: Control volume around the node i undivided Laplacian in the computational space

is approximated as,

surface boundary which moves in time, the grid is n

time-dependent and the effects of grid movement V 2w1 = E(wj - w1 ) (19)

must be taken into account for the time-accurate j=1
computation. However, since the present method The dissipation terms are constructed by using
employs the steady state formulation and the this V2w as
transient solution does not have physical mean-
ing, one can make approximation to drop all the _2
terms associated with the grid movement. Thus, D(w\ •=- > e1 (V 2wJ -- Vi) (20)
f and g in Eq.(15) have the same form as in
Eq.(8). In the discrete form, Eq.(15) becomes where e is a global constant which controls the

amount of dissipation and Aij is a scale factor.
"d( i wi) + P(fk Ayk - gkAXk) 0 (16) The summation is taken over all the nodes on the
7_ )0boundary of the control volume around the node

k=1 i and nis the number of the nodes.

where Si is the area of the control volume around From the analogy to upwind differencing,
the node i which is computed by the summation the scale factor Aij is determined as follows. First,
of the area of each triangle in the control volume, the maximum wave speed is determined by the
The summation in Eq.(16) is taken over all the spectral radii of the flux Jacobian matrices as
edges surrounding the control volume and n, is
the number of the edges. Also, (Ayk, -Axk) gives A = p(AAy- BAx) (21)
the unscaled outward normal vector of the k-th where
edge. fk and 9k are the flux vectors evaluated )32
by taking average of the values at both ends of f 0 02

the edge. This discretization corresponds to the A =P 1 2u 0
central difference scheme in the structured grid 0 V U

case. The time integration scheme for Eq.(16) is t[ 0 02

described in the subsequent section. B = P Ag = 0 V U (22)
1 0 2v

Artificial Dissipation This yields

Since the evaluation of Eq.(16) described above
is the scheme equivalent to the central difference A=J(u Ap - v Ax)I
scheme for the Euler equations, this scheme is not +/(Qu Ay - vAx) 2 + Q2 (Ax 2 + Ay 2 ) (23)
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Thus, a scale factor Aij which is A associated with
the edge consists of the nodes i and j is defined pB
asA

Aij max(jq 1 , qj 1 ) + ýmax(ci, cj) (24)

where
qi = uiAYij - viAxij (25)c, = q2 + 'VýX2'I + AV'2,
c~=qx+I3 Ar J. (26)

and (Axij, Ayij) is the vector from the node i Boundary
to the node j. qj and cj can be evaluated by
replacing ui, vi and 03? in the above equations by
uj, vj and 3,?, respectively.

Figure 2: Velocity extrapolation of the boundary

Boundary Conditions node

Body Boundary Condition

Free-slip condition on the body (11) is imple-
mented in the following way. To determine two
velocity components (u, v) on the boundary, two
conditions are required. One condition is appar-
ently the free slip condition (11). The other con-
dition is that the tangential velocity does not have
gradient in the normal direction, that is,

S0 
(27)

where n is the normal direction and qt is the tan-
gential velocity defined by using the unit outward
vector on the body (n,, ny) as Boundary

qt = u n. - vn. (28) Figure 3: Control volume for the boundary node

For the node which lies on the body boundary, the
tangential velocity is extrapolated from the inside where
in such a way that Eq. (27) is satisfied. First,
for each node on the body boundary, the edge (30)
from which velocity is extrapolated is searched. AB
Searching procedure is 1) search the triangle thatconsists of the boundary node under considera- where P is the intersection point between AB and

cons sts of h e b und ry od e und e co sid ra- the vector norm al to the boundary (see F ig. 2).
tion and two internal nodes, 2) the edge formed t vo r normal)t the bounay (seeF.
by the two internal nodes is registered as a candi- From Eqs.(29) and (11), the velocity component
date edge, 3) from the candidates select the edge on the body is computed as
in such a way that the angle between the vec-
tor from the boundary node to the mid-point of u (qt), ny,, v = -(qt)o n. (31)
the edge and the outward normal vector of the
boundary node is minimum. Thus, the velocity
can be extrapolated from the direction approxi- The pressure on the body is computed by
mately normal to the body surface. Suppose that the modified continuity equation (5). The control
the boundary node is denoted as 0 and that the volume is taken as shown in Fig. 3. Mass fluxes
end points of the corresponding edge are A and across the boundary edges are set zero because
B as shown in Fig. 2, the extrapolation formula of the free-slip condition. The discretization is
is carried out in the usual way except that the node

(q,= (1 - )(q,). + r,(qt) 5  (29) is on the perimeter of the control volume.
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the node i becomes
dhi 2hj+ j + 3hi - 6hj- 1  + hj-2

Boundary dt 2Xi+i + 3xi - 6xi- 1 + xi- 2
(33)

"/ R where the node numbering is sequential from up-
R stream to downstream and (ui, vi) is the velocity

at the node i whose coordinate is given by (xi, hi).

Far Field Conditions

At inflow, flow is uniform, that is,
A

B u=1,v=O,p=O, h=O (34)

are given.
At outflow, since waves generated by a hy-

drofoil propagate to infinite downstream, flow is
not uniform. To prevent the reflection of waves to

Figure 4: Velocity extrapolation on the free sur- the solution domain, the outflow conditions must
face be carefully implemented. The open boundary

conditions for free surface problems are treated by
the various methods [12]. Among them, the pro-

Free Surface Condition cedure used here is the artificial damping method,

Since the the grid is aligned to the free surface in which waves going through the outflow bound-
ary is dissipated by adding artificial dampingboundary, the free surface dynamic condition (13) terms in the flow equation.

is satisfied by simply setting pressure value on the t he free uacine
freesurfce o po+ h1 2.The free surface kinematic condition is

free surface to Po + h/F 2 . modified as
The velocity on the free surface is extrap- 8h 8h

olated from inside in such a way that the velocity -+u-- v+.Y(X)= (35)
gradient in the normal direction is zero. Though at X

this can be approximated in the same way as where -y is the artificial damping terms defined as
for the body boundary, the simpler extrapolation 2 if xd < X

scheme is preferable because re-calculation of ex- A(x) = X - ) ] - -

trapolation coefficient K at each time-step due to[ 0 otherwise
the grid movement is time-consuming. (Note that (36)
the grid points close to the body boundary do not where A is a constant that controls the amount of
move in time as described in the subsequent sec- damping and x0 is the x-coodinate of the outflow
tion.) Suppose that the free surface node 0 is boundary. Xd is defined as
the common node for the boundary edge PO and
OR and these edges are the part of the triangles Xd = - 2zF 2  (37)
APOA and AOBR, respectively as depicted in That is, the damping zone is set one wavelength
Fig.4 (Note that node 0, A and B do not neces- computed by the linear theory from the outflow
sarily form a triangle), then velocity at node 0 is boundary. The quadratic form of the damping
computed by term in Eq.(36) gives the gradual increase of dis-

sipation, which prevents the reflection of waves at1 1

Uo= (uA + uB), v0 = -(VA + VB) (32) the edge of the damping zone.
2 2 Velocity and pressure on the outflow

boundary is computed by the control volume of
In the above approximation, the mid-point of AB Fig.3, which is equivalentto rhe one-sided differ-
is assumed to be in the normal direction from the encing.
node 0. At the bottom boundary, pressure p is as-

The kinematic condition (14) is used to sumed to zero, which corresponds to the hydro-
update the free surface shape. The spatial dis- static value and velocity is computed from the
cretization is based on the third-order upwind momentum equations with the one-sided differ-
finite-differencing scheme and the equation for encing using the control volume of Fig.3.
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Time Stepping

As the time integration scheme, the explicit w(m) = () - m tR(ml)(W) (42)
multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme originally devel- T
oped for compressible flows [11] is used here. wp+I = w(- ) (43)

As stated earlier, the grid is time-
dependent in the present case, therefore, the con- where R( )(w) is the residual evaluated at q-th

trol volume is also time-dependent. However, stage and is defined by the weighted average of

when only steady state solutions are of interest, the residuals computed by the flow variables of

one can simplify the solution procedure by drop- previous stages, i.e.,
ping the terms associated with the grid move- q
ment. Suppose that one has the grid and the so- R(q)(w) = {/3qQ(w(7')) - yqr D(w(7))} (44)
lution at time step (n), the procedure to proceed 7=0
one time step is as follows. The flow equations
(17) are solved assuming that the grid does not &m, 0,, and yq, define the particular scheme.
move in time, that is, Sj Ax and Ay appeared in The values of these coefficients for the 4-stage
Eq.(17) are evaluated using the grid at time step scheme used in this study are as follows.

(n) and are kept constant in time. Thus, Eq.(17)
can be rewritten as al = 1/3, a2 = 4/15, a3 = 5/9, a4 = 1 (45)

dw, 1 (Qfw 1 ifq=r (6
d-i- + I (Qi(u,) - D 1 (w)) = 0 (38) 3qr 0 otherwise (46)

This equation gives an approximated solution at 7o0 = 1
time step (n + 1). Then, the free surface kine- y1o = 0.5, -11 = 0.5

matic condition (14) is solved in the same manner y20 = 0.5, 21 = 0.5, 722 = 0

as the flow equations and the wave height at time 730 = 0.5, Y31 = 0.5, 732 = 0, Y33 = 0
step (n+l) is obtained. Next, the grid points are (47)
redistributed in such a way that the grid is con- Thus, the dissipation terms are evaluated twice

formed to the newly computed free surface con- in one time-step.
figuration. During this redistribution process, the The free surface kinematic condition (14)
number of grid points and the edge connectivity is solved in the same manner except that there
are not changed so as to avoid the re-triangulation are no dissipation terms due to the use of upwind
at each time step. The flow variables at time step differencing.
(n+1) are set equal to the values computed under
the approximation that the grid is fixed. The geo- Grid Generation and Grid Move-
metric quantities Sj, Ax and Ay are recomputed ment
by using the new coordinates and the computa-
tion proceeds to the next time-step. The generation of unstructured triangular grid

Since the grid points do not move in time around a body can be achieved by various ways.
when a solution becomes steady, this approxi- Among them, the Delaunay triangulation method
mated procedure must give the same steady state [14] and the advancing front method [13] are com-
solutions as the time-accurate scheme does. monly used in the CFD field. The former is

Time integration scheme for the flow equa- the procedure to establish unique triangulation of
tion (38) and the wave height equation (14) is given grid points covering solution domain, while
the Runge-Kutta method which is a class of one- the latter is the method to generate points and
step multi-stage explicit schemes. The general connect them simultaneously.
m-stage solution procedure for Eq.(38) from the The unstructured grid around the sub-
time step (p) to (p+ 1) can be written as follows: merged hydrofoil used here is generated by the

Delaunay triangulation. The set of points are
w(O) = WP (39) generated by the combination of the conformal

mapping around the region close to a foil and

W(i) = W( 0 ) - a1 A!t R(0)(W) (40) the algebraic method in the other region. The
S conformal mapping is an established way to gen-

erate O-grid around a foil of an arbitrary shape.
w -=W 22 R( )(w) (41) The algebraic method is required since the outer
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boundary is rectangular and since the grid spac- Lewy (CFL) condition. In one dimensional case,
ing control is needed for the better resolution of this is written as
the free suface region. The points are clustered in AX
the region above and behind the body and near At < CFL- (50)
the free surface where the free surface deforma- c

tion is expected to be large. where CFL is the maximum Courant number
The grid movement is carried out in the permitted by the scheme, Ax is the grid size, and

following way. The initial grid is generated by c is the maximum wave speed. When one uses the
assuming the flat free surface. On this stage y- globally constant time step, At must be smaller
coordinate of the uppermost point generated by than the minimum value of CFLAx/c.
the conformal mapping is searched and stored as In practice, the grid spacing is not uniform
y, . y. is the uppermost extent of the 'inner grid' due to the clustering of points. Therefore the
that is generated in the region close to the body time step is determined based on the minimum
and only the grid point above y. are allowed to grid spacing. This yields the small time step and
move following free surface movement. Assume causes slow convergence.
that the wave height at time step n is given by If only steady state solutions are of inter-
hV(x), then the grid movement of the node i is est, one can use the locally varying time step at
defined as the expense of time-accuracy. The local time step

x'+ 1 = x (48) At is taken as its maximum permissible value,

S(h-+l(X,)- Y,) i.e.,
y+l (h.(xi) - y.) I At, = CFL Ax (51)

= if y• > y. ci

y? otherwise In case of unstructured grid employed
(49) here, the above equation is modified as

where h(xj) is the wave height at x = xi and
is computed by the linear interpolation because Atj = CFL - (52)
xi does not necessarily coincide with the x- A,
coordinate of the free surface nodes. Thus, all where S1 is the area of the control volume around
the points above y. move vertically due to the the node i.
free surface movement. The moving distance is
linearly distributed between h'+ 1 and y.. By this Residual Smoothing
procedure the grid points near the body do not
move and the complicated re-distribution proce- As stated earlier, explicit schemes have the CFL
dure for points near the body is avoided, limit of stability. Residual smoothing procedure

described below is the way to increase the stabil-

Convergence Acceleration ity bound of a time stepping scheme. Thus, larger
time step can be taken and the fast convergenceTechniques is achieved. In the method, the residual at the

Three techniques are used to accelerate the con- node i,lR,(w) is replaced by implicitly averaged
vergence of solutions to the steady state in the value !-(w), where
present scheme. A local time stepping is the
method in which the solution at each point pro-

ceeds in time with the time step defined locally where c is a constant and the operator V2 is the
from the local stability limit, while a residual undivided Laplacian in the computational space
smoothing is used to increase the bound of the defined in Eq.(19). The resulting linear equation
stability limit of the time stepping scheme itself.
A multigrid method is an efficient way to accel- (1 - eV 2 ) j,' = R. (54)
erate the convergence, where the time stepping is
carried out by using successively coarser grids as is solved iteratively by the Jacobi method. This
well as the original finest grid. gives the implicit property to the scheme and the

CFL limit can be larger than the unsmoothed

Local Time Step case. One dimensional analysis shows that one
can take arbitrary large time step as far as c is

For explicit schemes the maximum permissible taken correspondingly large [11]. In this study c
time step is limited by the Courant-Friedrichs- is taken 0.5.
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A 2

Unstructured Multigrid 1

Multigrid method is known as the efficient way to 3

get fast convergence. The concept of the multi- A3  A1

grid time stepping applied to the solution of hy-
perbolic equations by Jameson [11] is to compute

corrections to the solution on a fine grid by the
time-stepping on a coarser grid.

The general procedure of the multigrid

method is as follows. Equations to be solved is 2

written as
dw R(w) (55)
di

and the subscript k refers as the grid index.
First, the solution wk is obtained in the

fine grid (k) by solving
II IfI

dwk
d--=Rk (Wk) (56)

by the Runge-Kutta scheme described above.
Then, the solution is transferred from the fine Figure 5: Transfer of solution
grid (k) to the next coarser grid (k + 1) by

the equations are solved only when the solution
v(o) = T W+lik (57) moves from the fine grid to the coarse one and the

k+l koe

interpolation is used in the transfer of correction
where 't'k is a transfer operator. The solution in from the coarse grid to the fine one.
the coarse grid is updated by solving the equation In case of the structured grids, the gen-

dWk+l eration of successively coarser grids can be done

d - Rk+l(wk+l) - Pk+l (58) simply by deleting the alternate points along each
grid line. This also makes it easy to define the

with the Runge-Kutta scheme and {+.l is oh- operators described above. In the unstructured

tained. Pk+l in the above equation is the forcing grids, however, neither the grid generation nor

function in the coarse grid (k + 1) defined as the definition of the operators is straightforward.
In the present study, the multigrid strat-

Pk+1 = Qk+lRk(wk) - Rk+••w ) ( (59) egy of Mavriplis [141 is employed. That is, to
keep flexibility of unstructured grids as much as

where Qk+l is another transfer operator. The possible, the series of coarser grids are generatedk

first term of the right-hand-side of Eq.([?J) is independently. The grid generation procedure is
the residual transferred from the finer grid and repeated fo each grid with changing the grid den-
the second term is the residual evaluated by the sity parameters.
transferred solution. This second term cancels The operators for the transfers are defined
the residuals in the coarse grid only and the driv- as follows. T k+1 is the operator with which the
ing force comes from only the residual transfered solution u) transfers from the fine grid to the
from the finer grid. coarse one. This is defined as

W+ r - (0) gives the correction of thek+l - k+l (Awl + A2w2 + A3w3)

solution at the grid (k + 1). This procedure is re- WI = A1 + A2 + A 3  (61)
peated on successively coarser grid. Finally, after
the computation of the correction at the coarsest where I is the node in the coarse grid under con-

gird, the correction is transferred back from the cideraton and 1, 2 and 3 are the nodes forming the

coarse grid (k + 1) to the fine grid (k) by triangle in the fine grid which contain the node
I. A 1 is the area of the triangle consists of I, 2

+ = ir Tw+ (0)
wk k + lk+lkwk+l - Wk+l) (60) and 3 as shown in Fig.5. A2 and A3 are defined

similarly.
where is an interpolation operator. The Q+ is the transfer operator of the resid-whr k+1 ksa neplto prtr h

multigrid cycle employed here is V-cycle in which uals. The residual at the node I in the coarse grid
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Figure 7: Transfer of correction

Figure 6: Transfer of residuals
where the node 1 is the node of the fine grid and
it lies inside the triangle of the nodes I, I and III

is computed by in the coarse grid as shown in Fig.7. B1 is the
BI.PP area of the triangle of 1, II and III. BI1 and Bill

R, B1 + BI, + Bill (62) are defined similarly
'L P Since the grid is dynamic in time for the

The first summation is over the triangles of coarse present case, the above operators must be re-

grid that share the node I as a common vertex, computed at each time step using new coordi-

The second summation is taken over all the nodes nates of the grid. The most time-consuming part

in the fine grid that lie inside the triangles deter- of this re-computation is the search of the trian-

mined in the first summation. BI is the area of gle in which the certain point lies. The procedure
the triangle consists of the nodes p, II and III taken here is based on the tree-search algorithm

as shown in Fig.6. Bil and Bill are defined similar to the one used by Mavriplis[14]. First,

similarly. Thus, the residuals in the coarse grid every triangle has a list of three neighbour trian-

are linearly distributed to the nodes in the fine gles. This list does not change by the grid move-

grid. Note that this procedure is conservative, ment because the point connectivity is fixed. At

that means the grand sum of the residuals in the the beginning, the search of the triangle is carried

coarse grid is equal to the grand sum of the resid- out by the simple search consists of the loop over
uals in the fine grid. This feature is important, all the triangles.
because the the driving force in the coarse grid The search of triangles after the grid move-
comes only from the fine grid residuals due to the ment are achieved by the following procedure.
forcing function (59). The search starts with the triangle in which the

Finally, i+1 is for the interpolation of the point under consideration lies before the grid
corrections in the coarse grid to the fine grid. movement. If the point still lies in this trian-
From Eq.(60) the correction dw is defined by gle, the search ends. If not, the three triangles

which are the neighbours of the first triangle are
dw = w+ -w(O) (63) searched next. The search region is extended suc-

cessively to the neigbours of the neigbours until
The transfer of the correction from the coarse grid the desired triangle is found. Since the moving

distance of grid points are not large, this search

dw, = Bidwi + Biidwl 1 + BIlIdwjl1  (64) converges usually in a few extensions. The com-

BI + BII + Bill 182 putational time required is much less than that



of the loop over all the triangles. For the practical computations shown
hereafter the full multigrid scheme is employed,

RESULTS in which the initial solution is obtained with only
the coarsest grid, then the solution is transferred

The numerical procedure described above is ap- to the next finer grid and the solution is updated
plied to free surface flow simulations around a by the multigrid method using the coarsest grid
submerged hydrofoil. A hydrofoil section used and the next finer grid. The procedure is repeated
here is NACA0012 and the angle of attack is set with adding one level of multigrid at a time until
5 degrees. The depth of submergence s measured the finest grid is reached. The cycles for each
at the mid-chord and nondimensionalized by the stage are 1,000 cycles with the single coarsest
chord length varies from 1.034 to 0.911. Froude grid, 500 cycles with the double grid (the medium
number F = 0.5672 and water depth is assumed and the coarsest) and 400 cycles with triple grid
to be infinite. These conditions correspond with (the finest, the medium and the coarsest grids).
the experiments by Duncan [15] except that the With this scheme, the residual in the final stage
experiments were carried out in the tank of a fi- is o(10-4).
nite water depth (varies from 1.90 to 1.77, nondi- The effect of numerical damping expressed
mensionalized by a chord length). by Eq.(36) is verified next. Fig.12 compares two

For all the computation, the initial com- computed wave configurations. One has the so-

putational domain is taken as lution domain of -7 < x < 6.25, and the other

- 7 < x < 6.25, -7 < y 0 (65) has the longer domain of -7 < x < 8.25. The

unless otherwise noted. x = 0 is the 1/4 chord aft number of grid points in the longer domain case
increases in such a way that the grid density is ap-

from the leading edge of the hydrofoil and y 0 proximately the same in both cases. Since Froude
ishth e undi lstre water level, fornumber is 0.5672, the length of the damping zone
Three levels of multigrids used for the comn- deidinE(3)sabu2..Wvsgog

puttio wih te sbmegene s= 1034are defined in Eq.(37) is about 2.02. Waves going
putation with the submergence s = 1.034 are

shown in Fig.8. The finest grid consists of 6,587 through the outflow boundary are damped effec-

nodes and 12,854 triangles. Among them, 64 tively in the damping zone and the reflection of
waves on the outflow boundary cannot be oh-

nodes are distributed on the body. The medium seved o, the omprio n of telnomain

grid has 1,642 nodes and 3,130 triangles while sol the sort-domain

the coarsest one has 409 nodes and 745 trian-

gles. Since these grids are for the converged solu- artificial damping does not affect the flow field

tion, the free surface configurations correspond to upstream of the damping zone.

the developed wave field, though the initial grids In Fig.13 the computed wave height is

are generated under the undisturbed free surface. compared with the experimental data by Duncan

Maginified view of the finest grid is depicted in [15]. The present result is in good agreement with

Fig.9. the experimental data. Fig.14 and 15 show the

The computed pressure distributions with pressure distribution and the velocity vectors in

the multi- and single- grid cases are shown in the vicinity of the hydrofoil, respectively. Fig.16

Figs.10 and 11. Both are the results at 400 time shows the computed Cp distribution on the body.

cycles with the Courant number CFL being 5.0. Fig.17 is the result with s = 0.951. Again,

The single grid case shows the undevel- the computed wave profile shows good agreement

oped wave field in which the waves generated by with experimental data [15]. When the submer-

the hydofoil do not yet reach the outflow bound- gence of the hydrofoil decreases, the wave am-

ary, while in the multigrid case the converged so- plitude becomes larger and wave length becomes

lution with developed wave field (except for the shorter than the deep submergence case. These

region close to the outflow boundary where nu- nonlinear features of wave formations in the ex-

merical damping is added) is obtained. This is periment are clearly captured by the present

due to the fact that time advancement in one method. Note that in the experiment with s =

multigrid cycle in the three-level mutigrid is ap- 0.951, two types of wave profiles, one is break-
proximately At + 2At + 4At = 7At, where At is ing and the other is non-breaking, are obtained

the time step in the finest grid, because the lo- depending on the experimental condition. How-

cal time stepping is taken proportional to the cell ever, the present computation predicts only the

area. On the other hand, time advancement in non-breaking waves.

the single-grid case in one cycle is just At. When the submergence decreases further
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to s = 0.911, only the breaking waves exist in the [2] Chen, H.C.:"Solution of Reynolds-Averaged

experiment. However, the present method pre- Navier-Stokes Equa-
dicts the very steep but non-breaking wave as tions for Three-Dimensional Incompressible
shown in Fig.18. In the implementation of the Flows.", J. Comput. Phys., Vol.88, (1990).

kinematic free surface condition, the wave height
is assumed to be expressed by the single-valued [3] Dawson, C.W.:"A Practical Computer

function of x. Thus, breaking waves or overturn- Method for Solving Ship Wave Problems.",
ing waves cannot be simulated by the present Proc. 2nd Intern. Conf. Numerical Ship Hy-

scheme. However, more flexible treatment of the drodynamics, Berkeley, (1977).

free surface movement such as the Lagrangian
method can be adopted without difficulties. The [4] Hino, T.: "Computation of a Free Surface

nature of unstructured grid methods enables the Flow around an Advancing Ship by the

spatial discretization in such a highly deformed Navier-Stokes Equations.", Proc. 5th Intern.

region. This improvement together with develop- Conf. Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, Hi-

ment of the time-accurate scheme makes it possi- roshima, (1989).

ble to simulate transient breaking or overturning [5] Miyata, H. et al.:"Difference Solution of a
waves in the near future.

Viscous Flow with Free-Surface Wave about
an Advancing Ship.", J. Comput. Phys.,

CONCLUSIONS Vol.72, (1987).

In the present study, a finite-volume method with [6] Tahara, Y. et al.:"An Interactive Approach

an unstructured grid method which has been for Calculating Ship Boundary Layers and

originally developed for transonic flow compu- Wakes for Nonzero Froude Number.", J.

tations is successfully applied to incompressible Comput. Phys., Vol.98, (1992).

flows with a free surface. The computed results [7] Jameson, A. et al.:"Finite Volume Solution
for a submerged hydrofoil show good agreement of theso -Dimensinal Vole Eqution
with the experimental data. of the Two-Dimensional Euler Equations

Further extensions of this method are on a Regular Triangular Mesh.", AIAA J.,
the inclusion of viscous effects, transient flow Vol.24, No.4, (1986).
computation using time-accurate scheme, break- [8] Dreyer, J.D.:"Finite Volume Solutions to
ing or overturning waves simulation and so the Steady Incompressible Euler Equations
on. Also, the three-dimensional version of the th stea d I riblguler equatioson Unstructured Triangular Meshes.", MSE
present method, already exists for transonic flow Thesis, Dept. Mechanical and Aerospace En-
computations[16], must be a useful tool for ship gineering, Princeton University, (1990).
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Figure 8: Sequence of multigrids around NACAOO12.
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Figure 9: Magnified view of the finest grid around NACA0012.

Figure 10: Computed pressure distribution with the multigrid case.
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Figure 11: Computed pressure distribution with the single grid case.
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Figure 12: Comparison of wave profiles with the long and the short domains.
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MEASURED s/L=1 .034
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Figure 13: Comparison of wave profiles at s -1.034

Figure 14: Computed pressure distributioni.
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Figure 15: Computed velocity vectors.
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Figure 16: Computed Cp distribution.
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MEASURED s/L=0.951
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Figure 17: Comparison of wave profiles at s =0.951

Figure 18: Computed wave profile and velocity distributions at s 0.911
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DISCUSSION
by Dr. Antony J. Musker, DRA Haslar, England. Reference

Mavriplis, D.J., "Adaptive Mesh Generation for
A very sophisticated algorithm has been Viscous Flows Using Delaunay

presented for solving the 2D Euler equations for Triangulation," Journal of Computational
the free-surface wave-making problem. There is Physics, Vol. 90, No. 2, 1990.
little doubt that an Euler approach will perform
better in the near wave-breaking region
compared with Rankine source density methods
since these fail completely for extreme non-
linear cases. It is not clear, though, how the
methodology described in your paper can be
expanded to deal with actual wave-breaking.
Does your suggestion of adopting a Lagrancian
approach imply that one has to start again from
first principles or that some modification can be
made to the existing approach?

The grid is composed of triangles
constructed according to Delaunay criterion. I
believe it is a property of this technique that the
resulting triangles tend to be not far from
equilateral. Although this may work for Euler
solvers, it is doubtful that it will work for Navier-
Stokes solvers because of the need to resolve the
very high velocity gradients close to solid
boundaries. Perhaps the authors could comment
on this?

Author's Reply
In order to simulate breaking waves, the free

surface conditions, both kinematic and dynamic
conditions, should be satisfied as accurately as
possible. The unstructured grid method shown
here can cope with the dynamic condition in case
of the complex geometry which may occur in the
wave breaking process.

The implementation of the kinematic free
surface condition is crucial for breaking wave
simulations. The Lagrangean approach may be
the most promising way to deal with large defor-
mation such as overturning waves. In the present
flow solver, any algorithm for free surface
tracking can be used with the proper
triangulation procedure of flow domain. The
modifications are needed only in the free surface
tracking and re-girding routines.

The unstructured grids for the Navier-Stokes
solutions require high-aspect-ratio triangles near
the solid boundary. The simple Delaunay
triangulation does not work well in such cases.
However, by using the local mapping, the
stretching grid for the viscous computations can
be generated by the Delaunay algorithm, see the
following reference.
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A Semi-Implicit Semi-Lagrangian Finite Element Model
for Nonlinear Free Surface Flow

A. Allievi and S. Calisal
(University of British Columbia, Canada)

ABSTRACT

Potential flow initial-boundary value prob- C,,: Wave resistance coefficient

lems describing fluid structure interaction with Cwp: Waterplane coefficient

fully nonlinear free surface boundary conditions D: Ship draft

have been studied using a mixed Lagrangian Eu- f: Distortion function for mesh generation

lerian formulation. The two dimensional bound- F,: Length Froude number, F, U

ary value problem has been solved in the physi- g: Acceleration of gravity

cal domain by means of a Bubnov-Galerkin for- J: Jacobian of the transformation from (x, y) to

mulation of the Laplace equation. The initial- (ý, '7) coordinates

value problem related to the behavior of some J*: Jacobian of the transformation from (e, p)

of the moving boundaries has been discretized to (ý, 77) coordinates

using a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian two time L: Ship length

level iterative scheme that is almost free from ii: Unit normal vector

smoothing. t: Time
U: Ship forward speed

Fluid responses to periodic excitation of sur- z, y, z: Cartesian coordinates
face piercing and submerged bodies have been a: Parameter for modified Lax method
calculated. The impulsive response of tanks of ý, 77: Isoparametric coordinates

various shapes has also been simulated. Re- c, o: Boundary fitted curvilinear coordinates
sulting natural frequencies show good agreement r: Boundary of domain of integration Q
with available data. w: Body motion frequency

A slender body representation of the flow 0: Domain of integration

around a hull advancing with forward speed in 0: Velocity potential

otherwise calm water has also been simulated. 4)j: Linearly independent functions

Numerical calculations of a number of quanti- ý(z, t): Free surface elevation

ties of engineering interest are presented for dif- ;o(t): Unsteady Bernoulli constant
p: Water density

ferent length Froude numbers. Results compare

favorably with experimental data.

NOMENCLATURE 1. INTRODUCTION

In ship design, it is important to determine
A: Body motion amplitude the behavior of a vessel at sea as a function of
B(x, y): Body offset its form and dimensions. From this information,

CB: Block coefficient the designer is able
Op: Prismatic coefficientd
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e to select an optimal hull form that will sat- sional flows with the actual three-dimensional

isfy predefined criteria such as type of cargo, flow is achieved through the body boundary con-

speed, displacement and route of operation dition that contains the longitudinal x-variable.

e to predict the behavior of the chosen config- One of the first attempts to use slender body

uration and to ascertain the consequences of theory for surface ships was made by Cummins[2]

this behavior on various effects such as safety, in the solution of the wave resistance problem.

structural dimensioning, resistance and propul- Later, Kaplan[3] studied the vertical force and

sion. pitching moment on a slender body moving nor-

mal to the crests of regular waves.
At the preliminary design stage, many ship

parameters remain to be varied. Principal di- As a result of these investigations, a consid-

mensions, line plans, and various hull coefficients erable number of researchers made use of slen-

are some of the variables involved in the pri- der body theory in works related to the marine

mary selection of a ship hull. Testing of this environment. Lighthill[4] studied the thrust ef-

initially large number of concepts is more easily ficiency of a slender fish and concluded that this

executed by mathematical simulations than by parameter would depend strongly on the wave

physical model tests. Test facilities and costs like motion of the fish and its propagation speed

may also be restrictive factors in the use of the along the spinal cord. Vossers[5] and Maruo[6]

latter models. studied wave resistance of a ship with uniform
forward speed. Ursell[7] approximated the flow

In order to have reliability of the numer- around a stationary ship by an axial line dis-

ical simulation results, all possible phenomena tribution of known point singularities and the

that are related to the type of problem to be harmonic small motions by wave sources satisfy-

solved should be incorporated in the develop- ing the free surface condition. Tuck[8] extended

ment of the computer code. The variables re- this work to the steady translation of a slender

lated to these phenomena can be considered as ship. Newman and Tuck[9] described a com-
part of a three dimensional nonlinear problem. plete systematic linear theory of the motions of
This requires the solution of very large systems a slender ship in a seaway. Newman[10] gener-

of algebraic equations at each of a large num- alized the Haskind relations[11] for the six ex-
ber of time steps. In this case, excessive mem- citing forces and moments in waves to include

ory and CPU requirements may pose restrictions the effect of forward speed as a function of the

on the viability of the calculations. In order to wave length, heading angle and forward speed.

make this problem more tractable in a numerical Tuck[12] solved the problem of the disturbance

sense, certain simplifications in ship dimensions produced to a shallow water stream by an im-

may be introduced to reduce the computational mersed slender body.
demands required for the solution of the prob-

lem. Simplifying steps can be taken in limiting Much of the progress in slender body theory

the ratio of the transverse to longitudinal phys- as applied to submerged and floating marine ve-

ical dimensions of the ship. This is known as a hicles was carried out in the 1960's. Newman[13]

slender body approzimation[1]. summarized the advances made during this pe-
riod. Research until then had focused on analyt-

For a slender body, the underlying physi- ical techniques for steady state problems. Nu-

cal idea is that flow variations in the longitudi- merical results related to slender-ship motions

nal direction are much smaller than those oc- were then published. These results compared
curring in other directions in the local vicin- analytical and numerical calculations within the

ity of the body. The cross-flow at each cross- realm of linear boundary conditions compatible
section is considered to be independent of the with small departures of the body from an equi-
flow downstream of that section. The fluid flow librium position and with infinitesimal devia-

at each cross-section is only determined by in- tions of the free surface from undisturbed condi-

formation conveyed from upstream conditions. tions. Some of these works are by Chapman[14]

The connection of these series of two dimen- and Jensen and Pedersen[15]. Troesch[16,17] ob-
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tained sway, roll and yaw motion coefficients for ent. A compilation of some of the methodologies

a slender ship with uniform forward speed. A used to solve these types of problems during pre-
simplified boundary value problem was later in- liminary years has been outlined by Yeung[33].
troduced by Maruo[18] in a new slender body The pioneer work by Longuet-Higgins and Coke-

approach to calculate resistance of a ship with let [34] used an integral equation formulation to

uniform forward speed. Other slender-ship ap- simulate large amplitude steep waves and wave

proximations were presented by Noblesse[19] for breaking. Later investigations by Vinje and Bre-

the calculation of linear wave resistance prob- vig [35] and Lin, Newman and Yue[36] added the

lems using a new integro-differential equation presence of a moving body. A number of contri-

for the velocity potential of the flow caused by butions in the area of integral-equation methods

the ship. Faltinsen[20] studied the flow around were also made by Baker, Meiron and Orzag[37],

a ship bow at high Froude numbers and regu- Dold and Peregrine[38] and Suzuki[39]. Sen et.al.

lar incident head sea waves with complete linear [40] studied the propagation of steep two dimen-

boundary conditions. Chen and Noblesse[21,22] sional periodic waves and the large motions in-

presented numerical results for wave resistance duced by these waves on free floating bodies.

at a relatively wide range of Froude numbers for Cointe[41] studied the nonlinear forced motion

the theory developed by Noblesse in[19]. Diffrac- of surface piercing bodies and the nonlinear mo-
tion of free surface waves using linear theory tion of a rectangular barge in beam seas[42].

was presented by Sclavounos[23] using matched

asymptotic expansions to match a two dimen- Finite difference techniques have also been
sional inner field with the three dimensional so- employed in nonlinear wave-body problems by

lution of the far field. Sclavounos[24] extended numerically mapping the physical domain onto

this work to address linear diffraction and ra- a regular computational domain. Ghia, Shin

diation problems for heave and pitch motions and Ghia[43] and Haussling[44] used this ap-

of a ship with forward speed in waves. Breit proach to study the formation of breaking waves.

and Sclavounos[25] used a linear approximation Telste[45] and Yeung and Wu[46,47] solved non-

for surface wave radiation by two adjacent slen- linear free surface problems associated with forced

der bodies. Maruo's approach[18] was numeri- periodic motion in a tank.

cally studied by Song et. al.[26] in the calcu- Finite element techniques were introduced

lation of wave patterns and wave resistance of in the context of free surface flows by Luke[48].

a Wigley hull. Various computational proce- A modified form of Luke's formulation was used

dures making use of slender body approxima- by Whitman[49,50] to study wave dispersion.

tions with different degrees of nonlinearities in- Bai and Yeung[51] studied linear forced motion

cluded in their schemes were also tackled by problems using the conventional variational for-

Choi and Mei[27], Kashiwagi[28], Kashiwagi and mulation and a more efficient modified varia-

Ohkusu[29], Calisal and Chan[30] and Ando[31]. tional method in order to truncate the original

Further progress of the theory presented by Ma- infinite domain of solution. The first procedure
ruo [18] were later reported by this author[32]. presented by Bai and Yeung[51] was used by

Slender body theory assumes the validity Bai[52] to study diffraction of oblique waves by

of a two-dimensional cross-sectional flow that an infinite cylinder with linear boundary condi-

is carried along the remaining third dimension tions. Yim[53] addressed the problem of nonlin-

through appropriate boundary conditions. In ear steady ship waves using an approach with

this case it seems advisable to initially develop a linear theory in the outer region. Bai[54,551 cal-

robust model that can describe two-dimensional culated flow about two dimensional bodies un-

flow with a nonlinear free surface in a reliable der a linear free surface using weak and varia-

and accurate form. As a consequence of inten- tional formulations. Bai[56] also derived an ap-

sified research in relatively recent years, the im- proximate formula for blockage effects affecting

portance of two-dimensional nonlinear free sur- the flow past ship models moving in a towing

face hydrodynamic problems has become appar- tank with a free surface. Wellford and Ganaba[57]

implemented a pseudo-variational approach for
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unsteady water wave problems. Further contri- that would be stable with minimum numerical
butions using finite element techniques in ship dissipation. A two time level semi-implicit semi-
hydrodynamics using free surface potential flow Lagrangian iterative integration scheme was then
were presented at the 3rd International Confer- conceived[63]. The method is almosi free from

ence on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics. Oomen so called smoothing. Iterative schemes of a sim-

[58] used perturbation analysis of the velocity ilar nature were used by Robert[64,65], Stan-

potential and free surface elevation. This tech- iforth and Temperton[66,67] and Bermejo[68].

nique produced a series of linearized two dimen- These works were concerned with meshes whose
sional problems that were used to study the steady boundaries remained unchanged as the solution

translation of a Series 60 model in calm water. progressed in time. In this work, an iterative

Jami[59] solved the linearized flow past a sub- semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian scheme is used to
merged body with arbitrary transient motion of locate the fluid particles in contact with the mov-

small amplitude. Numerical results were pre- ing boundaries. In addition, values of the de-
sented for two-dimensional transient forces act- pendent variable are obtained on these material

ing on the body. Euvard et. al.[60] coupled finite points.

element and singularity distribution procedures.
In order to validate the methodologies pre-

In this work, consideration has been given viously mentioned, a number of two-dimensio-
to produce a simplified model that can reliably nal problems have been solved. Results are given
predict quantities required in ship design with for fluid response due to forced oscillations of
affordable computer hardware. A Bubnov-Galer- surface piercing and submerged bodies in a closed
kin formulation of the boundary value problem domain. Fluid response in tanks of different

describing two-dimensional potential flow was shapes due to impulsive loading is also studied.
developed for the spatial estimation of the ye- The two dimensional results are subsequently
locity potential. It was foreseen that this for- extended to study a mathematically defined slen-
mulation would require an efficient mesh gener- der body, the Wigley hull, advancing with for-
ation system capable of adapting to the changes ward speed in otherwise calm water. All con-
of the nonlinear moving boundaries. Again, a cepts and results reported in this paper can be
Bubnov-Galerkin formulation of the grid gener- found in greater detail in[63].

ation equations was performed. Significant com-

putational advantages over previous methods of 2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

solution have been realized [61,62]. Linear and We consider the two-dimensional motion of

quadratic isoparametric elements were used and an inviscid, incompressible and homogeneous fluid
their relative merits analyzed. undergoing irrotational motion in a tank. A

The time derivatives describing the nonlin- Cartesian coordinate system (y, z) fixed in space

ear boundary conditions were initially discretized is adopted. Acceleration of gravity g acts in the
using various orders of explicit-implicit predictor- negative y-direction and y = 0 is the plane of the

corrector methods. These methods exhibited ex- undisturbed free surface. The fluid velocity vec-

cellent stability characteristics and improved ac- tor V(y, z, t), where t denotes time, can then be

curacy for linear free surface applications. How- represented by the gradient of a scalar poten-

ever, for nonlinear free surface flow calculations tial 0(y, z, t) which satisfies the Laplace equa-

these procedures displayed unstable behaviour. tion. Denoting B(y, t) the moving body sur-

Numerical dissipation of the velocity potential face, ((z, t) the free surface elevation and Sw, Sb

and the free surface elevation then had to be in- the tank's bottom and side walls respectively, we

troduced. The resulting motion of the free sur- can write the initial-boundary value problem in

face fluid particles exhibited inaccuracies that a two-dimensional tank as

negatively affected the calculation of quantities

of engineering interest. In order to avoid erro-

neous estimations due to smoothing, efforts were 092 02o

directed towards devising a numerical scheme Oy2 +8z220=(0
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dy 0€_0 (2) 4. DISCRETIZATION OF THE FREE SUR-

dt Yy FACE IN TIME

dz oq(3
d 0 (3) Equations (2) and (3) are used to obtain the
do 1 trajectories followed by fluid particles located
d+ ( -t 0 (t)) - 0 (4) on the fluid-air interface. In order to integrate
aB(yt) these equations, an iterative scheme was devel-

n nq= 0 on z (5) oped by Allievi[63] to obtain vectorial position

'go = 0 on S,, , Sb (6) and value of the velocity potential at each fluid
an particle on this boundary. We write the expres-

sions for the first increment of each Lagrangian

Equation (1) describes a boundary value prob- derivative (2), (3) and (4) on the free surface in

lem which is solved subject to the moving bound- the following second-order extrapolative form

ary conditions (2) to (5) and (6). Details on the

calculation of Bernoulli's constant (0(t) were re- (3f 84 1  1 o9q! it-i
ported by Yeung and Wu[46].° At 2--- - 2[)-yI at(8)

12 a~y 2  atyi
3. GALERKIN FORMULATION IN SPACE

rt 3 4 a o t 1 90ki~ -
The boundary value problem has been solved fl Atj2t z-T- -]. } (9)

using a Galerkin formulation of the Laplace equa- 28z

tion. The basic idea of this method is to obtain (0),t+ -tr 3d4 l[doti-'

the solution of a partial differential equation by 2 =At •L - 2 dt } (10)

introducing an approximate solution 4 which is

in turn equal to the summation of n linearly in- where the subindex i refers to a fluid particle on

dependent functions 4,i times the nodal values the free surface. Now, with an initial value given

Oj of the dependent variable. Minimization of by the equations above we iterate the following

the resulting residual leads to scheme

k = 1- ... , mI f r- O~j - O~jl (k),t+• A t 1(-l)tt

I-1 ,1--1 J iilJ Zi
_4' -~ 0 ] (k)Jt+-1 (k-1),t+At (11)

[Ji- -- + 22 aY = +

+ fJ 2i-•- +J. 2 2 0 ], (7') 4 k k, =+ €k ti( + ,• +J21- 
+"oi + 04. + Ye[J Yd?

S (k),,t+ t
_Wý a 77 i

4) ,- dri ,Z

where Jk1m are the components of the Jacobian

of the transformation from Cartesian coordinates -'

to isoparametric coordinates. Equation (7) is (k),t+ At (k),t++ t (k),t+At (13)

solved subject to equations (2) to (5) at the ex- At-19z(Z , Yt

act instantaneous position of the moving bound-

aries. Dirichlet-type boundary conditions have "r•' =

been used for the free surface. Neumann bound- de. (k),t+- (k),t+-- (k),t+-i ) (14)

ary conditions are used on all fixed and moving At d-(zi ,Yi ,i

solid boundaries by calculating the right side of

(7). The iteration is continued until
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(k),t+A t (k -- I),t-At± cca~ -- 0 < Ca

-(k-),t+At a<k-l1+11t+1 +1 {f 99; P a(Pi
-1 j=1

(ik),t+At (k-1)t+At < L94i -'P)- Yi ' 7Jl•- I qr

where Ea, cp and c7 are tolerances to be spec- + ' [J1- -+ f21

ified. When convergence has been achieved at f

the m iteration, the free surface is updated as _-2_ -WC + J22 0rJ_

t+A t - / 4+A{ (fr, 'Y) iir, + ( ' y ii, dr,
"zi zzi +at ar f 1 8e

+At t (M),t+At (15) (18)Yi Yi + 0-i

.+ t (m),t+,t Details on the derivation and application of these

equations to various geometries were reported

In some instances numerical dissipation was by Allievi and Calisal[61,62].

applied to maintain stability of the numerical 6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

scheme. This was performed only on the velocity

potential 0t+At using a modified Lax method as 6.1 Heave of surface-piercing cylinder in a tank

In this section, we present results corre-
1a(+t = 1^/ot+At±+qt+At)+. sponding to vertical sinusoidal forced motion of
2 (16) the composite surface piercing cylinder shown in

Figure 1. This case was studied by Yeung and

Wu[46] using a computational domain finite dif-
with a specified as the minimum value that would ference discretization. Where appropriate, com-

ressulation as sntalrodun. ted ta t for a 0 no wparison is made with this publication. All re-

dissipaditiona i x introdud asults are non-dimensionalized using acceleration

the traditional Lax method. of gravity g, density p and radius of the circu-

5. MESH GENERATION lar section. The variable NI appearing in this

section corresponds to the number of divisions

The mesh generation system used here was de- used to discretize the free surface and half of the

veloped by Ryskin and Leal[69]. It has been body surface. Nonlinear results in this section

solved using a Bubnov-Galerkin formulation. For have been obtained using a = 0.01.

the z-coordinate, we then have
Figures 2 and 3 show time histories of the

1 _+1 n •-] free surface elevation produced by vertical forced

ij z f 3 [J 1 -• 1 excitation of the composite cylinder shown in
- =1 -Figure 1 with A = 0.5 and w = 1.25. Verti-

-I __. _ cal dimensions have been magnified 10 times.
[t a '+f a??+As noted by Yeung and Wu[46] the free surface

+ r-. "j + 0j#O7] remains regular for linear free surface bound-
f-j [J - a7 ary conditions. However, there is qualitative

[J , l&I-•-+ '22-" j0__det[J]-d d_ differences in the free surface profiles. This is
a J977 ~ particularly noticeable towards the end of the

1 I ( 9z) 7dP run. While quadratic elements tend to predict a
= i Ifr a,,, ) + ( n• dI90 smoother y - z contour of the free surface, linear

(17) elements show the appearance of a hump.

Similarly, for the y-coordinate we have Figures 4 and 5 show linear and nonlin-
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MESH FOR SURFACE PIERCING CYLINDER

LINEAR FREE SURFACE

FREOUENCYI1 25

AMPLFrUDEaS 5

TIME 100

30

-0
40 30 111 10 00 ýO 2O 0

Z AXIS

Figure 1: Typical mesh for surface-piercing Figure 4: Linear free surface evolution up to
cylinder. 20 cycles, NI=10, At=0.1.

,SURFACE PIERCANG NONLINEAR FREE SURFACE

YLIER FREQUENCY 1 25
A-0.b AMPLITUDE S0 5

TIME-ISO

LINEAR ELEMENTS

Figure 2: Linear free surface time record for Figure 5: Nonlinear free surface evolution up
surface-piercing cylinder (NI = 30, At = 0.1). to 20 cycles, NI=10, At=0.1.

ory. However, irregularities are not as pronounced

as those reported by Yeung and Wu[46]. This is

more easily seen in Figure 6 where grids at ap-
SURFACEPIRCNG proximately 8.25, 8.5, 8.75 and 9th cycles are

AL=0.5 shown. Figure 7 shows velocity vector plots for

the mesh points shown in Figure 6. It can be

seen that good quality meshes and smooth ve-

locity field distributions are obtained.
UARTIC ELEMENTS

Figure 8 shows hydrodynamic heave forces

for the conditions used in Figure 6. As pointed

out by Yeung and Wu[46], for large oscillations,

Figure 3: Linear free surface time record for nonlinear theory predicts a larger negative peak

surface-piercing cylinder (NI = 20, At = 0.1). and a smaller positive one with respect to the
sinusoidal prediction of linear theory. This ef-

fect is essentially a consequence of the relative

ear free surface profiles corresponding to w dimensions of the tank and the moving body.

1.25 and A = 0.5 through 20 cycles of oscil- Figure 9 shows the effect of increasing the tank

lation. The nonlinear free surface tends to be dimensions by 2 and 3 times while keeping the

more irregular than that predicted by linear the- body dimensions constant. The resulting effect
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-. 12-

Figure 6: Mesh deformation at 8.25, 8.5, 8.75 Figure 7: Velocity vector plots at 8.25, 8.5,
and 9th cycles. 8.75 and 9th cycles.

is two-folded. First, a significant reduction of HYDROODYAMC FORCES......

the amplitude of the hydrodynamic force is ob- ... .
- LINEAR

served. Also, a decrease in the difference be- . ... NOLINEAR

tween positive and negative peaks of this force

occurs.

6.2 Heave of submerged cylinder in a tank

Figure 10 shows a typical configuration for ..... ....
t X1 2 30 0 0

the mesh corresponding to the submerged cylin- TIME

der. For this case, the cylinder radius is unity. Figure 8: Hydrodynamic forces for surface-piercing

The variable NI appearing in this section corre- cylinder.

sponds to the number of divisions used to dis-

cretize the free surface and a quarter of the body

surface. Based on the experience gained in the served to develop in the regions next to the tank

case of the surface-piercing cylinder, in this sec- walls for nonlinear results. Linear results pre-

tion we have opted to use quadratic elements dicted an almost sinusoidal behavior of the free

only. No smoothing was required for this case. surface across the width of the tank. As ex-
pected, vertical elevations remained lower than

Figures 11 and 12 respectively show lin- that obtained for the case of the surface-piercing
ear and nonlinear free surface time histories for cylinder.

A = 0.5. Vertical dimensions have also been

magnified by 10 times. Steeper peaks were ob- Figure 13 shows mesh deformation corre-
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NONLINEAR HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES VS TANK DIMENSIONS

- TANK X I

TAW X32 S.... TANK X 3

- SUBMERGED CYLINDER

0.02
,L02

MEHNONLINEAR FREE SURFACE

TIME

Figure 9: Hydrodynamic forces for surface-piercing Figure 12: Nonlinear free surface time record
cylinder versus tank dimensionsu for submerged cylinder (NI n10, At d0.05).

MESH FOR SUBMERGED CYLINDER

40

vetclmtino h irua yide ipae

40

10o

20

-30

-0 30 20 tO0O0 10 20 30 10
Y AXIS

Figure 10: Typical mesh for submerged cylin-.........
der.

SU.BMERnGEDAO CYLINDER " "

Figure 13: Mesh deformation at 9.25, 9.5, 9.75

QUAD RATI' ELEMENTS

very small differences between specified and cal-

culated values.

Figure 11: Linear free surface for submerged For A = 0.5, linear and nonlinear predic-

cylinder (NI = 20, At = 0.1). tion of the hydrodynamic forces resulting from

vertical motion of the circular cylinder displayed

similar trends. Figure 15 shows linear and non-

sponding to the 9.25, 9.5, 9.75 and 10th cycles linear hydrodynamic forces corresponding to an

of oscillation. Figure 14 shows corresponding amplitude of motion A = 1.5. Even for this

velocity vector plots. Again, velocity fields be- extremely large amplitude of motion, both for-

haved in a physically acceptable manner with mulations gave similar results. Some differences
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AT Af 2$ u T Ts

LINEAR
-NONLINEAR

U2~ 1/IRA 6•

Figure 14: Velocity vector plots at 9.25, 9.5, o~ o ..
9.75 and 10th cycles. FREQUENC

Figure 16: Free surface frequency spectra due
to impulsive motion for circular basin.S.... LINEAR FNEE ,SURFACE

-- NONLINEAR FREE SURFACE

-0 tions given by Yeung and Wu[47]. Application of

- 0 Fast Fourier Transform to the time record of the
free surface elevation measured at a fixed point

00
0•. yields the frequency spectrum. Nondimensional
IS frequencies for linear and nonlinear free surface

-2 j boundary conditions are presented. Smoothing

30 in the worst of these cases was applied using
1 1. 0 1" 25 2$ 30 36 40 a = 1 every 10th time step.

TIME

Figure 15: Hydrodynamic force due to sinu- Figure 16 shows linear and nonlinear fre-
soidal excitation, A=1.5. quency spectra results for a circular tank. In

this case, frequencies predicted by linear the-

ory tend to be slightly higher than those given

can again be seen in the force peaks, but these by nonlinear theory. Table 1 shows comparison

are significantly less noticeable than for the sur- with results given by Chang and Wu[70] (CW)
face piercing case. using an integral equation formulation with lin-

ear boundary conditions. Their results also ex-
6.3 Impulsive motion in a tank hibit higher values than those predicted by non-

In this section, we present results corre- linear theory.

sponding to free surface response due to impul-
sive excitation of tanks of different shapes. Ex- Corresponding results for a parabolic basin
citation is prescribed as a step velocity at t = 0. are given in Figure 17. For this particular con-

We have opted to match the types of excita- figuration, results tend to show no difference be-
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tween linear and nonlinear predictions. Table 2
compares our results with those given by Ye- . .- ..._._._._._._._._...

ung and Wu[47]. In general, good agreement is

achieved.

CIRCULAR TANK

Freq. Lin. Nonl. CW

1st 1.7330 1.7180 1.7492

2nd 2.4697 2.4545 2.5632

3rd 3.0066 2.9759

Table 1 Nondimensional frequencies for cir-

cular tank ,6720

N....LINEA R

PARABOLIC TANK -- N•,,NA,

Freq. Lin. Nonl. YW. Lin. YW. Nonl

1st 1.6720 1.6720 1.6846 1.6846

2nd 2.4390 2.4390 2.4170 2.4170
2 4390 3.0066

3rd 3.0066 3.0066 3.0029 3.0029 . . . 2.99120 °°o o lO 0 o 3 o •

FI('UJENCY

Table 2 Nondimensional frequencies for parabolic

tank Figure 17: Free surface frequency spectra due

to impulsive motion for parabolic basin.

Figure 18 shows results for a triangular basin.

For this case, no definite trend is shown between 6.4 Slender body calculations

linear and nonlinear results. As noted in Table

3, this effect is also shown in the results of Ye-

ung and Wu[47]. Results by Lamb[71] are also In this section we present results correspond-

presented. ing to the forward motion of a mathematically

defined ship hull advancing at zero angle of at-
TRIANGULAR TANK tack in otherwise calm water. The Wigley parabolic

Freq. Lin. Nonl. YW. Lin. YW. Nonl Lamb hull, whose main parameters are given in Table

4, is defined as
1st 1.5339 1.5646 1.5381 1.5381 1.5244

2nd 2.3930 2.3930 2.3439 2.3438 2.3447

3rd 3.0066 2.9912 2.9297 3.0029 2.9393 z(,y) -(2) 1 y ()2 (19)

Table 3 Nondimensional frequencies for tri-
angular tank WIGLEY PARABOLIC HULL[m]

Length L Beam B Draft D CB CWP Cp

2 0.2 0.125 0.444 0.667 0.667

Table 4 Wigley hull dimensions

Coordinates z and y remained as defined in pre-
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COMPUTATIONAL DEMANDS

Machine Type Mflops CPU [min/Ax]
o•TRIANGULAR BASIN

SUN MP/670 4.0 5.0

IBM RS/6000 31.0 0.75

Table 6 Computational demand for Wigley

hull calculations

0° •Figures 19 and 20 show linear and nonlinear

three dimensional views of the free surface ele-

vation for the Wigley hull advancing with a for-

ward speed of 1.182-' . This corresponds with
1 6, 339se

S,5646 a length Froude number of 0.267. It is clear that
.......LNEAR

N--ONLINEAR nonlinear theory predicts a more realistic shape
S...of the free surface. This is evident in the aft-half

of the hull where linear theory is not able to pro-

duce the recovery from the second crest of the

wave next to the hull. This is more easily seen
2,:3930• 300 6in Figure 21 where comparison has been made

...... 0 9? .... with results presented by Maruo and Song[32].
FREQUENCY Nonlinear results show good agreement with ex-

perimental values for the wave past the midship
section. However, there is a shift of the first

Figure 18: Free surface frequency spectra due cti an d tougheof the re -haf of the waest
to ipulivemoton or tianula bain.crest and trough of the fore-half of the wave. It

to impulsive motion for triangular basin.
is conjectured that one possible reason for this
shift is due to the at rest (zero-valued) initial
conditions used in this work. Figure 21 shows

vious sections for surface-piercing cases. The numerical results given by Maruo and Song[32]

coordinate x is directed along the length of the which clearly display non-homogeneous initial

hull and considered positive towards the stern, conditions. Free surface elevation contours are
also shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23 for lin-

Results presented for trim, sinkage and wave- ear and nonlinear boundary conditions respec-

resistance coefficients have been obtained for the tively. Nonlinear results show a 'jagged' nature

conditions shown in Table 5. The tank width is due to small wiggles appearing on the free sur-
in metres. The variable Ax refers to the spatial face. These wiggles were typical of nonlinear free

increment used along the x-coordinate in me- surface profiles and occasionally were the origin
tres. For the length of the Wigley hull used in of unstable behavior. In order to maintain the
this study, this increment resulted in 2000 sta- size of these wiggles bounded, small time steps
tions. CPU time estimates are presented in Ta- (Ax) were used.

ble 6. Smoothing in the worst of these cases was
also applied using a = 1 every 10th time step. Figure 24 shows the wave resistance coeffi-

COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS cient as a function of the Froude number F,, for

linear and nonlinear formulations. Data given

Ax Tank Width No of elements No of Nodes by Aanesland[72] and mean values of experi-
0.001 3.0 1200 3741 mental data from the 1st and 2nd Workshops

on Wave Resistance Computations are presented

[73,74]. At low values of F,. nonlinear predic-
Table 5 Computational conditions for Wigley tion shows significant improvement over results

hull calculations
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Figure 19: Linear free surface elevation for Figure 20: Nonlinear free surface elevation for
Wigley hull with forward speed, F, = 0.267. Wigley hull with forward speed, F, = 0.267.

obtained using linear theory. In fact, linear the-

ory gives very poor agreement with experimen- FREESUOEELEVATIO ALONG OLOCO Y ... F O?.

tal results for this F,-range. For this set of 3 00 . ........ . .[ - NUMfi cAL, YNU I "

experimental data, nonlinear results show su- a EEP • ............
200 F

perior performance throughout the , interval. . FEM. NONLINEAR

Figure 25 shows the wave resistance coefficient
compared with Maruo and Song[32]. Again, at .

low values of the Froude number nonlinear re-

suits give a better prediction than linear ones.

However, as the Froude number increases, linear

results show improvement over their nonlinear 'M . .. " os 0 M .W

counterpart. This is a clear example of the scat- Figure 21: Wave profile at side of Wigley hull

ter encountered in experimental data for these with forward speed, F 0.267.

type of physical problems.

Figures 26 and 27 show sinkage and trim of

the Wigley hull as a function of F,,. Improved
C-N"UR PL.OTNOFý ..• SUFC .cw•zt .....ea

predictions at the lower end of the Froude num-,.

ber interval used in this work are again realized 7 ..
for nonlinear results. This improvement is more

clearly seen in the results for sinkage. These

results suggest that nonlinear theory predicts a
more accurate magnitude of the forces. This is

consistent with results obtained for wave resis-

tance as shown in Figure 24. Trim calculations \\
show little discrepancy between linear and non- ,o ° \
linear results. In turn, this suggests that the
distribution of forces is predicted with similar Figure 22: Linear free surface elevation con-

accuracy in both formulations. tours of Wigley hull with forward speed,
F, = 0.267.

CONCLUSIONS

The boundary value problem defined by the Laplace equation for the solution of potential
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CONTOUR PLOT OF FREE SURFACE ELEVATI0N IN METRES

NONLINEAR FREE SURFACE F-0 267
L, NONOIMENSIONUL SINKAGE OF WIOLEY HULL

A ANESLANS.RUMERICAL
Wot- "ANESLANDEXPERIMENTA lULl

Ue}0 {520 -. , AANESLAND, ERPERIMENTAL ILL
0 FEM. LINE ER

" FEM NONUNEAR

00° 0.2 -- : 0'e: : 1.0• 1. ,5 1... 2 ... ... . .

n Eo 02 o03 04

FROUDE NUMBER

Figure 23: Nonlinear free surface elevation con- Figure 26: Sinkage of Wigley hull versus F,.
tours of Wigley hull with forward speed,
F,• 0.267.

WAVE RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT OF UUWiGLE HULRL4.0 NONSIMENSIONAL TRIM OF WGLEY HULL

- M N OF EX. ERI. ENTS. MODEL FREE ' . . . . .

MEAN OF EXPERIMENTS, MOODEL FIXEE

- FEM, UINEAR
FEM, NONLINEAR

1B - AAN ESLANO, NUMERICAL
- AANE SLAND, EXPERIMENTAL ULl

- - - -- --- AANIESLAD :, EXPERIMENTAL LLI
M0 LU FEMUNEAR"b ......... ........ .... • .............. ............. ........ ....... ... , E F M NO NNL NNAEAR

**2.0 .... . .l .. .. •

j0 *

o .. . . .....i ...... .... . .. .. ...."..... ... ... U°I ..- .. ......... . ..

--- ---- --

-UE 0.15 000 0,2 0 0M 0 0,0 005 0.10 0.15 020 0.25 a,0 05
FROAUE NUMBER

Figure 24: Wave resistance coefficient of Wigley Figure 27: Trim of Wigley hull versus Fn.
hull versus F,,.

potential. The moving boundary problem cor-
WAVE RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT OF ONIGLEY HULL

I I Sresponding to the a-priori unknown dependent
B. BE- MELMALO and independent spatial variables in the nonlin-

M &lO S ORG, RUM ERI CAL
-MAR00 &, SONS, TOVANG TEST

MARO B SONG. WARE ANALYSIS ear boundary conditions has been treated using
FEM LINEAR

0.40EMIN ... ......... . ...... . L.. . ..... ........ .... a sem i-Lagrangian sem i-im plicit schem e. T his
' •method proved to be more accurate and stable

- -* -~j."than predictor-corrector methods. When neces-
0.0..... ... .sary, dissipation was applied only to the velocity

010 potential.

0.15 020 0.25 U 0.35
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SESSION 5

WAVY/FREE-SURFACE FLOW:
VISCOUS FLOW AND INTERNAL WAVES



Solid-Fluid Juncture Boundary Layer
and Wake with Waves

J.E. Choi and F. Stern
(University of Iowa, USA)

ABSTRACT p* = static pressure
q = free-surface vorticity flux (= qx,qy,qz)

Laminar and turbulent solutions are qw = wall vorticity flux (= qwx,qwyqwz)
presented for the Stokes-wave/flat-plate boundary Re = Reynolds number (= UoL/v)
-layer and wake for small-large wave steepness, u,v,w = fluctuating velocities
including exact and approximate treatments of the
free-surface boundary conditions. The macro- -uiuj = Reynolds shear stresses
scale flow exhibits the wave-induced pressure- - Reanol it sear stresses
gradient effects described in precursory work. V = mean-velocity vector (= U,V,W)
For laminar flow, the micro-scale flow indicates 5 = body (Ce ) or free-surface
that the free-surface boundary conditions have aor wake (w) thickness
profound influence over the boundary layer and b
near and intermediate wake: the wave elevation 5 = streamwise displacement thickness
and slopes correlate with the depthwise velocity; = difference between zero and nonzero
the streamwise and transverse velocities and wave-steepness values of ý
vorticity display large variations, including S = rate of turbulent energy dissipation
islands of maximum/minimum values, whereas = boundary-layer and wake thickness
the depthwise velocity and pressure indicate small = transport quantities (= U,VW,k,e)
variations; significant free-surface vorticity flux = relevant variable or equation
and complex vorticity transport are displayed; = wave elevation
wave-induced effects normalized by wave X = wave length
steepness are larger for small steepness with the = viscosity
exception of wave-induced separation; order-of- V = kinematic viscosity (= pp)
magnitude estimates are confirmed; and p = density
appreciable errors are introduced through Tw = wall-shear stress
approximations to the free-surface boundary Tij = fluid stress tensor
conditions. For turbulent flow, the results are
similar, but preliminary due to the present = external stress tensor
uncertainty in appropriate treatment of the = nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinates
turbulence free-surface boundary conditions and ) = mean vorticity vector (= 0xQr,(0'yz)
meniscus boundary layer.

INTRODUCTION
NOMENCLATURE

Ship boundary layers and wakes (blw's) are
A = wave amplitude unique in that they are influenced by the presence
Ak = wave steepness of the free-surface and gravity waves. The wave
Fr = Froude number (= Uo/d E) pattern, breaking, and -induced separations along
g = gravitational acceleration with turbulence/vortex/free-surface interaction,
k = turbulent kinetic energy bubble entrainment, etc. are key issues with

= wave number regard to performance prediction, signature
L = body characteristic length reduction, and propeller-hull interaction.
n = unit normal vector In spite of this, until fairly recently, very
o(),() = order of magnitude little detailed experimental or rigorous theoretical
p = piezometric pressure work has been done on this problem. In
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particular, over the past ten years, the Iowa
Institute of Hydraulic Research (IIMR) has carried PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND PRECURSORY
out an extensive experimental and theoretical WORK
program of research concerning free-surface
effects on ship blw's: problem formulation and Consider the development of the blw for a
model problem identification [Stokes-wave/flat- ship moving steadily at velocity Uo in an
plate (Sw/fp) flow field] and calculations [1]; incompressible viscous fluid (figure 1).
towing-tank experiments for idealized (foil-plate Following [1], the flow in the neighborhood of
model which simulates the Sw/fp flow field) and the body blw/free-surface juncture is divided into
practical hull form (Series 60 CB = .6) geometries five regions (figure 2): (I) potential flow; (II)
[2-5]; and the development of computational fluid free-surface boundary layer; (III) body blw; (IV)
dynamics (cfd) methods, including validation solid-fluid juncture blw with waves; and (V)
studies for the foil-plate model [3] and Wigley [6] meniscus boundary layer.
and Series 60 CB = .6 [7] hull forms. Through The flow in region I is well known, i.e.,
this work, significant progress has been made in ome and analytical and cfd methods are well
explicating certain features of the flow physics established. The situation is similar for region II,
(e.g., wave/blw interaction, including the role of at least for laminar flow, e.g., the analytical
wave-induced pressure gradients, wave-induced solution provided in Appendix A of [8]. Table 1
separation, and scale-effects on near-field wave of [8] provides inviscid and viscous Stokes-wave
patterns) and identifying issues for further study solutions for regions I and II. In region III, the
(e.g., the nature of the flow very close to the free effects of the free surface are primarily
surface, including the role of the free-surface transmitted through the external-flow pressure
boundary conditions and the structure of field and, here again, ome and cfd methods are
turbulence, effects of geometry and turbulence on available. The precursory work mentioned earlier
wave-induced separation, wake bias, and and described later has been very successful in
pacesetting issues for cfd advancements), documenting the nature of the flow in this region.

This paper concerns one of the In region IV, the effects of the free surface are
aforementioned issues for further study, i.e., the due both to the influences of the external-flow
nature of the flow very close to the free surface, pressure field and the kinematic and dynamic
including the role of the free-surface boundary requirements of the free-surface boundary
conditions. Laminar-flow solutions are presented conditions, which alters both the mean and
for the Sw/fp flow field, including the exact free- turbulent velocity components. Presently, the
surface boundary conditions. The work presents only available information for region IV is that
for the first time solutions to the exact governing provided by [1], i.e., ome and preliminary
Navier-Stokes (NS) equations and boundary calculations for the Sw/fp flow field, including
conditions for a solid-fluid juncture blw with approximate free-surface boundary conditions.
waves. Some additional turbulent-flow solutions Some relevant work, which is also useful in
are also presented; however, these are preliminary understanding the flow in region IV is described
due to the current uncertainty in prescribing later. Region IV is the topic of this paper. The
appropriate turbulence free-surface boundary flow in region V is presently poorly understood,
conditions and treatment of the meniscus involving surface-tension and contact-line effects.
boundary layer. Region V is neglected in this paper, but, as

The complete results are extensive and discussed later, recommended for future study.
provided by Choi [8]. In the following, the most
important aspects of the solutions are discussed Order-of-Magnitude Estimates
and example results are presented. First,
overviews are given of the physical problem, [1] provides a discussion of the ome for
including order-of-magnitude estimates (ome), regions I through III and a derivation for those for
and precursory and relevant work, and the region IV in connection with the determination of
computational method. Then the computational appropriate small-amplitude-wave and more
conditions, grids, and uncertainty are described approximate free-surface boundary conditions. In
and results presented and/or discussed for small, regions I through III, the important
medium, and large wave-steepness Ak (where A nondimensional parameters are Ak and Reynolds
and k are the wave amplitude and number, number (Re) or related blw thickness e = K/L or
respectively) for laminar and turbulent flow. 5/X (where 8 is the body or free-surface
Lastly, a summary and conclusions are made, boundary-layer or wake thickness, 8 b, 8fs, 8w,
including recommendations for future study and respectively, L is the body characteristic length,
implications with regard to practical applications. and X, = 21r/k is the wave length). For sufficiently
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large Re and slender bodies, the ome for regions I Finally, using (3)-(5) with (1) and (6) results in
through III in terms of these parameters are the ome for Uz, Vz, and Wz, respectively:
provided in table 1. In region IV, the ome were
derived in consideration of both those for region au 1 [ u_ 2 au (V
III, with the assumption of thin-boundary-layer =z 2 [ x x y) +x
theory, and the requirements of the free-surface 1 - Nx
boundary conditions. Additionally, Ak/c is + 2 )LV -12 DW
shown to be an important parameter. However, 2'lx (1 + "ly) yy - (1 - ax
the assumption of thin-boundary-layer theory for 2
region III led to an error for one of the estimates, -Re lx Tl (p +
i.e., Wzl; therefore, an updated derivation is - (Ak/e 2 ) (7)
provided as follows. )V 1 aV 2 aU aV

In consideration of the flow in regions I 2 [4 1y + lx (1+ 'Iy(-+ )
and III, the ome for V = (U,VW), il, a/ax, and 1 -2 a ax

a/ay are: 2 aU 2 aW
V = (1F,,Ak)+ 2ily (I + Tin ) Txx" (- U 1y ) Oy-

V =(1,e,Ak) 2
21 7"1

S= (Ak) (1) -Re ylyTx (p + --_9)]
a/ay = (1) = (Ak/) (8)
/Y= (Cl) )W 3au av

Next, the normal and tangential dynamic and (1 (9y

continuity-equation free-surface boundary (9)
conditions (see later), respectively The ome for region IV are provided in table 1

11x ,W au. fy aW aV and, as will be shown later, are confirmed by the
+ + (- + rv present results. Note that the only differences

Re az ax Re y az with those provided previously by [1] are for Wz,

r+ p R_ 2 z -0 (2) as mentioned earlier, and that a single estimate is
Fr2 - Re -az - not provided for a/az.

lx(_p_ ___2 DU .ly aU. V Thus far, no distinction has been made
Fr2  Re -x) + Re (_yy ax between the flow in the blw regions, which is not
1 aU W) (3) necessary, except for the far-wake (fw) region,Re (• + ax 0( i.e., hereafter, the blw refers to the boundary-layer

lix aV aU q 2 aV and near- and intermediate-wake in distinction
Re -x • lY(- pFr 2 + e y') from the fw. The fw requires a different omeRe + V + R derivation. In this case, in consideration of the

--- (-+-)=0 (4) flow in region I and the asymptotic two-"az 4dimensional zero-pressure gradient fw solution
au- + av +- =0  (5) [9], the ome for V, aU, il, %, ily, a/ax, and a/ay
ax ay az are:

are used, i.e., using (3)-(5), respectively, to
eliminate Uz, Vz, and Wz in (2), solving for p, V = (1,e/'x,Ak)
and with (1) results in the ome for p: aU = (Ak)

(i1,Tjx,ily) = (Ak,Ak,Ak) (10)
-. 2 2 aU a/ax = (l/x)=-1_ 2r [(1G + "T1-- Y/=y = [l(•)

2_ 2 Xa / =IV~e ~

"au au 2 aV Next, following the usual derivation for region III+ Tlxny G-+- IY+x Y O) +y ay] both for the blw and a similar derivation as

= (Ak/Fr2 ) (6) provided earlier for region IV both for the blw,
the ome for regions III and IV for the fw are
derived. These are also provided in table 1 and,
here again, as will be shown later, are confirmed
by the present results.

1 Subscripts are used to denote derivatives, as
indicated here, or in defining certain variables, as
indicated in the Nomenclature.
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Regions mI Calculations and Experiments the near and intermediate wake, the periodic
nature of the fw, and wave-induced separation.

[1] identified the model problem of a Very little is known about wave-induced
combination Sw/fp flow field (figure 3), which separation, i.e., three-dimensional boundary-layer
facilitated the isolation and identification of the separation near the free-surface induced by waves
most important features of the wave-induced and accompanied by a large disturbance to the
effects. Numerical results were presented for free surface itself. The additional laminar-flow
laminar and turbulent flow utilizing first-order computational results of [3] enabled, for the first
boundary-layer equations and both small- time, a detailed study, including the flow pattern
amplitude-wave and more approximate zero- in the separation region. A saddle point of
gradient free-surface boundary conditions. separation and a focal point of attachment were
Subsequently [2], results from a towing-tank indicated on the plate and mean free surface,
experiment were presented utilizing a unique, respectively. As the wave steepness increased,
simple foil-plate model geometry, which the saddle point moved downwards and towards
simulates the Sw/fp flow field. Mean-velocity the trailing edge, whereas the focal point moved
profiles in the boundary-layer region and wave downstream and away from the plate surface.
profiles on the plate were measured for three The U and W components displayed,
wave-steepness conditions. For medium and respectively, flow reversal and complex S-shaped
large steepness, the variations of the external-flow profiles. A longitudinal vortex was generated in
pressure gradients were shown to cause which the vortical motion was counterclockwise
acceleration and deceleration phases of the with respect to the flow direction and towards the
streamwise velocity component and alternating free surface and clockwise with respect to the
direction of the crossflow, which resulted in large flow direction and in the main stream direction
oscillations of the displacement thickness and above (i.e., in the reverse-flow region) and below
wall-shear stress as compared to the zero- the saddle point, respectively. The identification
steepness condition. The measurements were of these features of wave-induced separation was
compared and close agreement was demonstrated considered very significant and invaluable, but
with the results from the turbulent-flow with some caution and to some extent preliminary
calculations with the zero-gradient approximation due to the approximate nature of the free-surface
for the free-surface boundary conditions. Also, boundary conditions used in the calculations.
wave-induced separation was discussed, which This paper also addresses this issue.
was present in the experiments, and the starting
point was predicted by the laminar-flow RELEVANT WORK
calculations under certain conditions.

More recently [3], results were presented Relevant work concerns viscous-free-
from extensions of both the previous surface flow, i.e., solutions of the viscous-flow
experimental and theoretical work: the equations, including various treatments of the
measurement region was extended into the wake free-surface boundary conditions, for a variety of
where both mean-velocity and wave-elevation applications, i.e: free-wave problems, open-
measurements were made; and a state-of-the-art channel flow, free-surface jet flow, vortex/free-
cfd method was brought to bear on the present surface interaction, and ship blw's for nonzero
problem, in which the Reynolds-averaged NS Froude number (Fr). In [8], the critical issues
(RaNS) equations were solved for the blw region with regard to the implementation of the free-
with zero-gradient free-surface boundary surface boundary conditions and the various
conditions. Measurements and calculations were treatments utilized are discussed. Also, for the
performed for the same three wave-steepness latter applications, the most important results are
conditions. The trends were even more summarized both with regard to experimental
pronounced for the wake than shown previously information and physical understanding and
for the boundary-layer region. Remarkably, the computational studies. The discussions are useful
near and intermediate wake displayed a greater for the evaluation and interpretation of the present
response, i.e., a bias with regard to favorable as solutions with regard to their significance and the
compared to adverse pressure gradients [8]. The role of the free-surface boundary conditions. The
measurements were compared and close conclusions with regard to the relevant work are
agreement was demonstrated with results from summarized as follows (see [8] for references).
the RaNS calculations. Additional calculations A variety of cfd formulations of viscous-
were presented, including laminar-flow results, free-surface flow are possible with the ability to
which aided in explicating the characteristics of predict a wide class of flows; however, none have

fully implemented the free-surface boundary
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conditions or resolved the free-surface boundary domain forms a simple rectangular parallelepiped
layer and taken into account complicating factors with equal grid spacing. The transformation is a
such as the meniscus boundary layer, etc. partial one since it involves the coordinates only
Turbulence free-surface interaction has been and not the velocity components (U,VW). The
investigated for certain idealized geometries (i.e., transformed equations are reduced to algebraic
open-channel flow, free-surface jet flow, and a form through the use of the finite-analytic
submerged tip vortex) all of which indicate method. The velocity-pressure coupling is
similar free-surface effects: constant turbulent accomplished using a two-step iterative procedure
kinetic energy (i.e., zero gradient) with a involving the continuity equation based on the
redistribution of energy between the turbulence SIMPLER algorithm. Both fixed and free-surface
velocity components, i.e., the vertical turbulence conforming grids were used for the calculations.
velocity is damped and the horizontal and In both cases, a simple algebraic technique was
streamwise components are increased. Free- used whereby the longitudinal and transverse
surface jet flow also displays effects due to jet- sections of the computational domain are surfaces
induced waves and free-surface induced lateral of constant ý and il, respectively; and, moreover,
spreading. The idealized geometries are different the three-dimensional grids were obtained by
than ship blw's in that the source of turbulence simply "stacking" the two-dimensional grid for
does not pierce the free surface and the role of the transverse plane.
gravity waves is minimal. Considerable The Sw/fp solution domain and coordinate
experimental and computational information is system are shown in figure 3. In terms of the
available for vortex/free-surface interaction for notation of figure 3, the boundary conditions are
laminar flow and clean free surfaces, which as follows. On the inlet plane Si, 4 is specified
indicates complex features involving interrelated from the Stokes-wave solutions (i.e., table I of
free-surface deformation, secondary-vorticity [8]) and typical free-stream values for (k,e). On
generation, and vorticity reconnection; however, a
complete understanding of the physics is lacking, the body surface Sb' the no-slip condition is
i.e., most studies are descriptive and controversey imposed. On the symmetry planes Sn and Si.
exists as to the physical mechanisms. The role of a(UW,pk,e)/dy = V = 0 and a(U,V,p,k,e)/Iz = W
surfactants and turbulence are insufficiently = 0, respectively. On the exit plane Se, axial
understood. Although certain progress has been diffusion is negligible so that a2 4/ax2 ='Px = 0.
made in the understanding of the practical On the outer boundary SO, the edge conditions are
application of ship blw's for nonzero Fr, the specified from the Stokes-wave solutions (i.e.,
detailed flow structures, including turbulence and table 1 of [81) and zero-gradient conditions for
the micro-scale flow are poorly understood. (k,•).

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD On the free-surface Saf(or simply '1), there
are two boundary conditions

The computational method is based on
extensions of [3] for region IV calculations, 0 '/ + V-Vi = 0 (11)
including the use of a two-layer k-- turbulence
model [10]. [3] is a modified version of the large- tij nj ='rci nj (12)
domain viscous-flow method of [l1] for small-
domain calculations and free-surface boundary where rl(x,y,t) is the wave elevation (interpreted
conditions. Only a brief review of the basic as Reynolds averaged for turbulent flow), cij and
viscous-flow method is provided, but with a * are the fluid- and external-stress tensors,
detailed description of the present solution ij
domain and boundary conditions. Further details respectively, the latter, for convenience, including
are provided in [8] as well as [10,11] and surface tension, and
associated references. 2+ is the unit normal

In the viscous-flow method, the RaNS njlx'Ty'-l)/ x+lly+1 it
equations are written in the physical domain using vector to Ti. The kinematic boundary condition
Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). For laminar-flow expresses the requirement that ri is a stream
calculations, the equations reduce to the NS surface and the dynamic boundary condition that
equations by simply deleting the Reynolds-stress the stress is continuous across it. Note that il
terms and interpreting (U,V,W) and p as itself is unknown and must be determined as part
instantaneous values. The governing equations of the solution. Boundary conditions are also
are transformed into nonorthogonal curvilinear required for the turbulence parameters (k,r).
coordinates (•,1,•) such that the computational (11) can be put in the form:
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1,(Ui ) (15)aq"mft =W - U TIx - V Tly = 0 (13a) ti="Pij+Ree _X+ axi)

on z - TI. (13a) is solved for Ti using finite .. * z
differences and two different strategies for where p is the static pressure, i.e., p p +r2
regions of unseparated and separated flow. For Substituting (15) into (14) results in the normal-
unseparated flow, (13a) is solved in steady form and two tangential-stress free-surface boundary

conditions, i.e., (2)-(4), on z = il, which can be
0 = W - Ulix- Vily (13b) solved for p, Uz, and Vz to provide the free-

surface boundary conditions for p, U, and V,
using a backward difference for the x-derivative, respectively:
a central difference for the y-derivative, and a
tridiagonal-matrix algorithm. For separated flow, F r 2 R aw x aU +W)
(13a) is solved in unsteady form using backward P Fr2  Re - -Re 0- +N
differences for the t- and x-derivatives, a central 7 a (6
difference for the y-derivative, a tridiagonal- ( Re)+ -)

matrix algorithm, and an iterative procedure "Re" -z - -y16
whereby the steady-state solution is obtained. In U WTI
both cases, a special treatment was required for aiz - -x Fr2xRe(p+F2 )

(y,z) = (O,Tl), which is singular due to the + aU aJU aV
incompatibility of simultaneously satisfying both ax- + y ) (17)

the no-slip and free-surface boundary conditions. aV )W +
Furthermore, this point is embedded in the z --" y -7yRe(p +FrF)
meniscus boundary layer, region V; thus, a av au av
rigorous treatment is beyond the scope of the + a2 Ty-+ TIx( +x-) (18)
present paper. For laminar flow, the
approximation was made that the wave elevation For the physical domain, the terminology normal
was assumed constant across the first three grid and tangential refers to the mean free surface [i.e.,
points (y/8. < .03). For turbulent flow, an (2)-(4) are the components of the stress in each of
interpolation procedure was used to obtain the the Cartesian coordinate directions (z,x,y),
wave elevation across the first ten grid points, i.e., respectively, on z = TI]; however, upon
the value at y = 0 was assumed .9 of the value at transformation into the computational domain, it
y+ = 10 and intermediate values were obtained refers to the actual free surface z = TI. Finally, (5)
using a cubic spline. The number of grid points is solved for Wz to provide the free-surface
and the wave elevation value at y = 0 were boundary condition for W
determined based on trial and error to minimize
the residuals and error in satisfying the dynamic aW au aV (19)
free-surface boundary condition. The assumption az - 'a y
used for laminar flow is satisfactory, i.e., it has a
minimal influence over a small portion of the Equations (16)-(19) were implemented in finite-
overall region of interest. However, the difference form using backward differences for
assumption used for turbulent flow requires the z-derivatives and central differences for the x-
further justification since it has a large influence and y-derivatives, for (16) and (19) and a
over a significant portion of the region of interest backward and central differences, respectively,
such that, as already mentioned, region V is for the x- and y-derivatives for (17) and vice
recommended for future study. versa for (18).

(12) and (5) are used to derive free-surface For turbulent flow,
boundary conditions for V and p in conjunction
with the solution for TI. The external stress and 1 DUi au

'rii P*S (-+ + EE) -ij(0surface tension were neglected in (12), i.e. Reij = -xi uiuj +

Tijnj = 0 (14) However, the same conditions (16)-(19) apply for
turbulent flow with V interpreted as the mean

on z = Tl. velocity. The kinematic free-surface boundary
For laminar flow, condition in terms of velocity fluctuations is

- u Ix - v Ily + w = 0 (21)
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The inviscid conditions are obtained from the flat
Multiplying (21) by u, v, and w and Reynolds free-surface conditions under the additional
averaging results in, respectively assumption that the normal and tangential

gradients of the normal velocity are negligible,
whereupon (27)-(29) reduce to,. -uu I1x - uv Ily + uw = 0 (22)

-uv -lx- vv- 1y + vw = 0 (23) P=- Fr2 (30)

-uw lx -vW Tly + ww = 0 (24) (31)

Substituting (20) into (14) and using (22)-(24) to _V_= (32)
eliminate the Reynolds-stress terms results az 0
identically in (16)-(18), but with V interpreted as
the mean velocity. Note that this derivation (27-(29) and (30)-(32) in conjunction with (13)
neglects the effects of free-surface fluctuations. and (19) are solved in a similar manner as
Equation (19) is also valid for the mean-velocity described earlier for the exact conditions,
components. The finite-difference procedures for including, for turbulent flow, (25)-(26). The
turbulent flow were the same as those described zero-gradient conditions are obtained from the
earlier for laminar flow. inviscid conditions under the additional

Reasonable approximations for free- assumption that (30) and (19) are replaced by
surface boundary conditions for k and e are zero-gradient conditions
simply zero-gradient conditions
k =0 (33)

=0 (25)

S= 0 (26) 0 (34)
which in conjunction with (31)-(32) are solved in

on z = Ti, which are implemented in finite- a similar manner as described earlier for the exact
difference form using backward differences for conditions, including, for turbulent flow, (25)-
the z-derivatives. (26); however, in this case, (13) is not required

In summary, for laminar flow, the exact since Ti is no longer present in the equations.
free-surface boundary conditions are given by The exact and approximate free-surface
(13) and (16)-(19). The corresponding turbulent- boundary conditions are to be applied on the
flow approximation are these same conditions and exact free-surface z = ¶i, which is obtained as part
(25)-(26). Approximate treatments of the free- of the solution. However, with the additional
surface boundary conditions are now considered, assumption that the wave elevation is small, all of
which are useful in assessing various the above conditions can be represented by first-
approximations used in the precursory and order Taylor series expansions about the mean
relevant work, i.e., flat free-surface, inviscid, and wave-elevation surface (i.e., z = 0). In the
zero-gradient conditions. following, this will be referred to as the Taylor-

The flat free-surface conditions are series approximation.
obtained from the exact conditions under the
approximation that 'ix = ily = 0 in the dynamic COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS, GRIDS,
free-surface boundary conditions, whereupon AND UNCERTAINTY
(16)-(18) reduce to

The computational conditions were based

..= _ 2 W (27) on [1-3], i.e., Ak= (0,01,11.21), Re= 105 and
P=Fr2 ' Re (z 1.64 x 106 for laminar 2 and turbulent flow,

respectively, and L = X = 1. Typical values for 5b
iiU aW (28) (at the trailing edge), 5w (in the near wake), and
iJz ax 5fs (at the edge of the blw) are (.015, .02, .0018)

and (.02, .03, .0004) for laminar and turbulentav aw

(29) 2 The Re = 2 x 104 value used in [1,31 was

modified for the present work to the value Re =
105 in conformity with other researchers.
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flow, respectively. The corresponding Ak/s both the laminar and turbulent solutions are
values for both laminar and turbulent flow are provided in [8]. The average job run CRAY
O(1) and 0(10) for small and medium and large hours and central memory were 1.05 and 1.17
steepness, respectively, hours and 1.5 megawords for 100 global

sTeepness, citerations for the fine-grid laminar and turbulent
The laminar-flow calculations were sltos epciey

performed for all four Ak values utilizing the solutions, respectively.
exact, flat free-surface, inviscid, and zero- c ulato t w otplex ty o ut
gradient conditions applied both on z = il (exact) calculations, it was not possible to carry out

gradentconitins aplid bth n z 1~(exct) extensive grid dependency and convergence tests;
and 0 (Taylor-series approximation). For zero ever, t ewere d ne previousl thothe
steepness, the calculations were begun with a however, these were done previously both for the
zero-pressure initial condition for the pressure
field. For nonzero steepness, the complete zero- applications. The convergence criterion was
steepness solution was used as an initial based on the residual
condition. The solutions were built up in stages
starting with small Ak values and achieving R(it) = X X(k1(it-1)I- kt(it)I) i Ifit-lI (35)
partial convergence and then incrementally i j k i j k
increasing Ak until reaching the desired value and and error(x,y,z) in satisfying the dynamic free-
final convergence. For each Ak > 0, initially surface boundary conditions (17), (18), and (16),
coarse-grid calculations were performed utilizing respectively, i.e., that R(it) and the error (x,y,z) be
the zero-gradient condition applied on z = 0. of order 10-4. Typical convergence histories and
These were then used as the initial guess for the error-bar charts are provided in [8] and figure 5,
fine-grid calculations utilizing the exact and respectively.
approximate conditions applied both on z = 0 and
il. For the cases involving free-surface LAMINAR-FLOW SOLUTIONS
conforming grids (i.e., conditions applied on z =
11), usually three updates (i.e., grid regenerations) First, the small wave-steepness Ak = .01
were sufficient for convergence. Partial views of results are discussed in detail for both the macro
the coarse and typical fine grids used in the and micro scales: the macro scale corresponds to
calculations are shown in figure 4. For the coarse X = L = 1 and includes region III, whereas the
grid, 170 axial, with 50 over the plate and 120 micro scale corresponds to the body bIw and free-
over the wake, 24 transverse, and 9 depthwise surface boundary-layer thicknesses and is
grid points were used, i.e., imax was 170 x 24 x 9 restricted to region IV. Second, the medium and
= 36720. For the fine grid, 179 axial, with 5 large wave-steepness Ak = .11 and .21 results are
before the leading edge, 54 over the plate and 120 discussed with particular reference to the
over the wake, 24 transverse, and 25-27 influences of increasing Ak, including wave-
depthwise, with 16-18 over the free-surface induced separation. In general, only detailed
boundary layer, grid points were used, i.e., imax results are presented in which the exact free-
was 179 x 24 x 27 = 115992. surface boundary conditions were utilized;

The turbulent-flow calculations were however, in the discussion of the error-bar charts,
performed for all four Ak values utilizing the reference is made to the various approximate
zero-gradient conditions applied on z = 0 and, for treatments discussed earlier.
Ak = .01, utilizing the exact and zero-gradient The discussion focuses on the differences
conditions on z = 1 and 0. The procedure for between the Ak = 0 or equivalently deep solutions
obtaining the solutions was similar to that for and the nonzero wave-steepness Ak = .01, .11,
laminar flow. Transition was fixed at x = .05, and .21 solutions through the presentation of
which corresponds to the turbulence stimulators dependent variable differences from their deep
in the experiments. For the coarse grid, 187 axial, values
with 49 over the plate and 138 over the wake, 24
transverse, with 15 in the inner layer, and 9 A0= 0- 0(deep) (36)
depthwise grid points were used, i.e., imax was
187 x 24 x 9 = 40392. The fine grid was similar, where 0 is any of the relevant dependent variables
except 28 depthwise, with 12 over the free- of interest, e.g., V, p, (o, etc.; thereby,
surface boundary layer, grid points were used, accentuating the wave-induced effects. The
i.e., imax was 187 x 24 x 28 = 125664. equivalence between the Ak = 0 and deep

The detailed grid information, and values solutions is indicated by the form of the
of the time, velocity, pressure-correction, and governing equations and free-surface boundary
pressure under-relaxation factors and total conditions with 11 = 1ix = ily = W = 0 (except for
number of global iterations itl used in obtaining small leading- and trailing-edge effects for the
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former case, which were neglected since only vorticity-transport equation, the dashed line
zero-gradient conditions were used). represents the sum of all the terms, which, of
Furthermore, note that both the Ak = 0 and deep course, should be zero. In discussing such
solutions correspond to the Blasius solution and figures, ý is identified in symbol with an overbar
corresponding two-dimensional wake, both of fr i is iti in symb l whn err
which are recovered to within a few percent, to in symbol without an overbar or by number.
except for leading- and trailing-edge and near- to in sol ution ar or by number.
wake effects. In general, results are presented Note that the solutions are for the primitive
and/or discussed for both the blw and fw regions. variables V and p subject to the free-surface

In order to confirm the ome for regions III boundary conditions (13b) and (16)-(19), whereas
and IV and for evaluation of the relative equations (38)-(40) are derived, which in
contributions of various terms in the equations of conjunction with the integration procedure (37)
interest, average values over the blw thickness are introduces some error; however, ý are still useful
evaluated and designated with an overbar in evaluating the solutions. } are evaluated at z =

.1 and '1 for the macro- and micro-scale flows,
1 drespectively. Appendix B in [8] provides a

ý(x) = 8 f dy (37) summary of the ome for the various variables or
0 equations of interest, including a listing of the

where, in this case, 4 is any relevant dependent confirmations and exceptions based on the blw
variable or equation, i.e., (13b), (16)-(19), and the averaged values.
vorticity difference, vorticity-transport equation, Lastly with regard to the presentation of
and free-surface vorticity flux, respectively the results, the analysis was facilitated by color

graphics through the use of PLOT3D from which
Am) = (38) certain of the present figures were reproduced in

=(AOx,AOy,AOz) (38 black and white. Note that in such figures - W is
a(AW) a(AV) a(AU) a(AW) a(AV) a(AU) shown in conformity with the PLOT3D

= (' y " az az - x ax - ,y ) coordinate system (figure 3), i.e., negative values
correspond to downward flow and positive values

"xX l(39a) to upward flow.
a a+ au Small Steepness

First, the results for the macro-scale flow
"u x + V + W _Oy (39b) are discussed. Figure 6 displays the free-surface

a x V aV V velocity profiles AV/Ak vs. y for various axial
- z +Re locations. The streamwise AU and depthwise AW

•x~z ay _components display the pressure-gradient induced
"+ 0+ z 39c) acceleration and deceleration phases and

a w aw aw 1 alternating direction, respectively. The transverse
= C3x --•+ COy • + •Z0 z -+ R v2Cz component AV indicates outward flow over most

of the plate and inward flow near the trailing edge
i)wx atOx ax 2 2 and over most of the wake. Note that the ome

y ) (40a) conform to table 1, i.e., V = (1,e,Ak) and
ya- ,vy 2 22 (1,e/x,Ak) for the blw and fw, respectively. Also,
ay+ z x+lly+l (40b) noteworthy for laminar flow, is the broad region

a(Oz ý(Oz a(Oz 2 2 of.large velocity gradients over 8. The results at
qz(- ilx d - 1ly ay + -- )/ ,lx y+l (40c) larger depths are qualitatively similar, but with

reduced amplitudes due to the exponential
Figures for ý are included where appropriate in depthwise decay of the streamwise Pex and
which the numbered dashed and solid lines depthwise Pez external-flow pressure gradients.
designated on the figures correspond to the Figure 7 displays the wall-shear stress
various terms in the equations with the numbering ASw/tw(deep), wake-centerplane velocities AUcp
proceeding term by term from left to right. In and AVcp, and displacement thickness AS vs. x
most cases, the dashed line corresponds to the for various depthwise locations. The wave-
term representing the left-hand side of the induced oscillations are evident as is the wake
equation. In the cases of (16)-(18) and the bias. The oscillations persist to large depths, i.e.,
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wave effects are discernible up to about z = .5; respectively, with the exception of the - Wx term
however, the largest variations are near the free for the blw, which the ome indicates O(Ak).
surface and, subsequently, decay rapidly towards Lastly, with regard to the Ak = .01 macro-
the deep solution. The amplitudes of the scale solution, the results for the contours and blw
oscillations are large, especially in the near and averaged values of the convection (terms 1-3),
intermediate wake. The large values of A8* near stretching (terms 4-6, i.e., combined
the trailing edge are associated with wave- stretching/turning unless stated otherwise), and
induced separation, which occurs in this region diffusion (term 7) terms of the streamwise,
for sufficiently large Ak. The wake bias [8] transverse, and depthwise vorticity-transport
refers to the fact that the flow in the near and equations, respectively, are discussed. The
intermediate wake is considerably more contours for streamwise and stretching terms of
responsive to the effects of the favorable as the depthwise equation display the wavy nature of
compared to the adverse external-flow pressure the flow, whereas the contours for the transverse
gradients, i.e., the magnitude of the overshoots in equation and for the convective and diffusion
response to favorable Pex and Pez are much larger terms of the depthwise equation are nearly zero
than those in response to adverse Pex and Pez. and constant with depth, respectively. In the case
Subsequently, there is transition region where the of the streamwise equation, this is consistent with
differences between the maximum and minimum the nature of (ox (= Wy) itself, whereas in the
amplitudes decay such that ultimately in the fw (x case of the depthwise equation, this is consistent
S4) a periodic state is recovered in which AUcp, with the dominant stretching (and turning) terms,
AWcp, and A5* all appear to oscillate with equal i.e., oyWy + ozWz and the nature of Wy and
maximum and minimum amplitudes about the Wz. The blw averaged values indicate that for
deep (i.e., two-dimensional) solution with, in the blw, the streamwise, transverse, and
some cases, a constant offset due to the wave- depthwise equations primarily represent balances
induced streaming velocities [8]. In the former between, respectively: convection, stretching,
cases, the ome of the oscillations is (Ak), which and diffusion terms 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7;
conforms to table 1. These trends are evident at convection, stretching, and diffusion terms 1, 2, 5,
all depths, but with reduced amplitudes. The 6, and 7; and convection and diffusion terms 1, 2,
distances over which the bias and transition and 7. Similarly for the fw, the streamwise,
occurs and magnitude of the streaming velocities transverse, and depthwise equations primarily
depends on Ak and laminar- vs. turbulent-flow represent balances between, respectively:
conditions, i.e., the bias and streaming velocity convection and diffusion terms 1 and 7;
magnitude and extent are largest for small Ak and convection, stretching, and diffusion terms 1, 3, 6,
laminar flow. and 7; and convection and diffusion terms 1 and

Figures 8 and 9 display AV and Ao 7. For each equation, in most cases, the dominant
contours, respectively, and vividly display the terms conform to the table 1 ome, i.e.,
macro-scale wave-induced effects: acceleration respectively, for the blw (Ak/c, l,c" 1) and for the
and deceleration of the streamwise velocity fw [Ak/(ex 3 /2 ),Ak/x 2 ,Ak/(Ex 3/2)]. The
component; alternating direction of the depthwise exceptions to the ome are for the Ox term O)xUx =
component (e.g., in the boundary-layer region, (Ak/c) for the blw, which the results indicate
strong downward flow near x = .25, the indication higher order; and the cox and (y terms oyUy =
of S-shaped profiles near x = .5 and 1, and strong h eorer; and the =Ax and oyzy =
upward flow near x = .75); depthwise decay of (Ak 2/cx3 /2) and Woyz = (Ak/x) 2 and woVz
wave-induced effects; increased response, which (Ak/x 5/2), respectively, for the fw, which the
propagates to larger depths, for the near- and results indicate lower order. Note that for the blw
intermediate-wake regions, including wake bias; deep solution the only component of vorticity is
and significant streamwise- and depthwise- Oz = - Uy = (P-I), such that the streamwise and
vorticity components. Note the vertical scale and depthwise vorticity equations are identically zero
that the wave-induced effects persist to about z = and the depthwise equation is an exact balance
.5. The blw averaged values of the vorticity between convection and diffusion terms 1 and 7
components indicate that o) = (Wy,Uz - Wx,- Uy), with ome (E-1).
which conforms to the table 1 ome (Ak/P,1,1/0) Based on the results for the vorticity-
and (- -Ak for the blw and fw, transport equation and associated ome and

F\x' x 'd•x vorticity production 0o(y = 0) = ( Uy,O,Wy) and
flux qw ( Repz,ORepx) on the plate, the nature
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of the vorticity transport in region III is as Figure 10a displays the solution of the
follows. For the blw: otz is produced/fluxed on kinematic free-surface boundary condition (13b)
the plate due to ohz(y = 0) and qwz, respectively, for the wave-elevation All and slopes Aix and
and transported by a balance of convection and Ally calculated using finite differences. The
diffusion terms 1, 2, and 7 (= ozyy); (Oy is former are seen to correlate with W and the latter
created by turning term 6 (= ozVz) and with - W in the blw and W in the fw, which, at
transported by a balance of convection, least in magnitude, is expected both from physical
stretching, and diffusion terms 1, 2, 5, and 7 (= reasoning and the form of (13). In the fw (x > 4),
(Oyyy); and cox is produced/fluxed on the plate All monotonically decreases in amplitude such
due to o)x(y = 0) and qwx, respectively, and that Amox i Ally e 0. Figure 10b shows ia-x and

created by turning terms 5 and 6 (= O)yUy +

wzUz) and transported by a balance of convection Tly evaluated both using (13b) and finite
differences. The dominant terms for the blw are,and diffusion terms 1, 2, and 7 (= o~xyy). For the repcilyW/an-ixNwhesfote

fw: ox nd oz ae tansprte bya baanc of respectively, W/U and - ilxU/V, whereas for the
fconvectio and odiareftrasportedms b aban ce= of fw, in the latter case, the dominant term is W/V.
convection and diffusion terms 1 and 7 (= tOxyy Th, ix, and iy conform to the expected ome, i.e.,

and ",zyy respectively), whereas (Oy is created by for the blw and fw (Ak,Ak,Ak/e) and(Ak,Ak,Ak),

turning term 6 (= ozVz) and transported by a retiely.

balance of convection and diffusion terms 1 and 7 Figures 1 la-d display AV contours and the

(O)Yyy). blw averaged values of the dynamic and
Next, the results for the micro-scale flow continuity-equ~ation free-surface boundary

are discussed. The differences between the exact conditioo n fr e vauate ung
and various approximate treatments of the free- conditions Uz, Vz, Wz, and p evaluated using

surface boundary conditions are displayed in the (17)-(19), and (16), respectively. The AU and AV

error-bar chart for the dynamic free-surface contours display large variations, including
boundary condition (figure 5). First, consider the islands of large magnitudes, whereas those for
results utilizing the Taylor-series approximation. AW and Ap indicate relatively smooth variations.
The zero-gradient conditions lead to appreciable Note the vertical scale and that the effects of the
errors for all three stress components. The free-surface boundary conditions penetrate to a
inviscid conditions reduce the errors substantially depth of about z = .04 (= X/25 - 38b). The table 1
(i.e., by two orders of magnitude) and somewhat ome are confirmed, i.e.: for the blw, the dominant
for the normal and transverse components, terms are iyUy (- Wy + 2TlyVy+ %Uy), - (Ux+
respectively, and have minimal effect on the Vy), andU- (l/Fr with ome (Ak/2yy elxyAk/Fr()x
streamwise component. The flat free-surface rivad-/ wh om e (Ak te dominaFr
conditions have errors similar to those just respectively, whereas for the fw, the dominant
described. The exact conditions substantially terms are - Wx, - Wy, -- (Ux + Vy), and - il/Fr 2

reduce the error for the streamwise component with ome [Ak/xAk/(e'1x),Ak/x + l/x 3/2 ,Ak/Fr2],
(i.e., by one order of magnitude) and somewhat respectively. The exception to the ome is for the
for the normal and transverse components. The Vz term 2 llyVy = (Ak/c) for the blw, which the
results utilizing the exact free surface are similar results indicate higher order. The trends for Uz
to those just described for the approximate follow i"yUy such that regions of Uz > and < 0
treatments, i.e., have a minimal influence; imply AU near the free surface is smaller and
however, for the exact conditions the errors for all larger than at greater depths, respectively, which
three components are somewhat reduced. In is also the case for the other velocity components
summary, for small Ak = .01, the zero-gradient is als th asf the oerivel compnenconditions lead to substantial errors, the inviscid AV and AW and their derivatives Vz and Wz. In
andflatfree-surfaconditions redc t errors, the invithe blw, this is achieved in a remarkable manner,and flat free-surface conditions reduce the error

for the normal component, and the exact i.e., the maximum/minimum values are below the

conditions additionally reduce the error for the free surface: in regions of Uz < 0, there is an
streamwise and transverse components. island of large negative AU below the free
Application of the conditions on the exact free surface, whereas in regions of Uz > 0, there is an
surface has a minimal influence, except for the island of large positive AU below the free surface.
exact condition, which displays a slight reduction For x > 4, Uz becomes small, i.e., follows - Wx.
in error for all three components. Note that The Vz trends are complex since all three terms -
appreciable errors in satisfaction of the exactconditions correspond to the generation of Wy, ilxUy, and 2 llyVy contribute, although the

latter term is of relatively smaller magnitude. In
erroneous vorticity near the free surface. the blw, AV also displays islands of large

positive/negative values below the free surface.
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In the near and intermediate wake, Vz > 0 such blw are - ilytoxy, - Tlytoyy, and - ilytOzy, + cOzz,
that AV is smaller near the free surface than at which conform to the table 1 ome (Ak/c , Ak/i&,
greater depths, but with the minimum value at the l/e2 ), respectively; however, the ome also
free surface itself. For x> 4, Vz becomes small, indicate that the (qxqy) terms (oxztoyz) =
i.e., follows - Wy. The trends for Wz follow - (Ak/p 2,Ak/6 3), but the results indicate higher
(Ux + Vy). In the blw, Wz is small such that the order. The dominant terms for the fw are -
variations are also small, except near the trailing Tlytoxy, - lyo)yy, and - •yowzv, which conform to
edge and in the near and intermediate wake where the table 1 ome [Ak /( 2x), Ak 2/(Ex 3/2 ),
Wz < 0, including islands of minimum values Ak2/(c2x)], respectively; however, the streamwise
below the free surface. For x > 4, Wz becomes vorticity-flux terms - Iyoxy = (Ak 2/p2x) and o)xz
relatively smaller, i.e., follows - (Ux + Vy). The = (Ak/ex 3/2), but the results indicate higher and
p trends follow - ij. The depthwise variations of lower order, respectively; and the depthwise
velocity and pressure are further displayed in vorticity-flux terms - ilytozy = (Ak 2/p2x) and tozz
figure 12 in which AV and p vs. z at y/5 = .52 are = (Ak/cx 3/2), but the results indicate higher and
shown. Maximum/minimum values below the lower order, respectively. For x Z. 2-3, all three
free surface are evident for all three velocity vorticity-flux components are negligible. On the
components, whereas p is nearly uniform. plate, the dominant terms are - toxy = - Re Pz,

Figures 13a-d display Ato contours and the toyy = 0, and - ozy = Re Px with ome
blw averaged v a I u e s [Ak/(e2Fr2)] in the former and latter cases. Note

ix [= Wy-Vz(= -AWy+ 2TlyVy+llXUy)],Zi y that q can also be expressed by vector identity as
[= Ux(= rilyUy)-Wx], and A?5z (= AVx-AUy). [12]

All three components display large variations
near the free surface and islands of q = n x Vx o - (Vco) n (41)
maximum/minimum values, especially 0oy. Thedoximum/minntmems fo , th e c y bw ae The terms on the right-hand side of (41) can bedominant terms for the blw are 2Wy- TixUy, further expanded through the use of the NSilyUy, and Uy, which conform to the table 1 ome equation and vector identity, respectively, to read
(Ak/c,Ak/F2, 1/c), respectively; however, the ome
also indicate that the cox term - 2 ilyVy = (Ak/e), n x V x (o = n x [- Re (a + Vp)] (42)
but the results indicate higher order. The
dominant terms for the fw are Wy - Vz, - Wx, and (V)n = V(o n) - o" Vn (43)
- Uy,, which conform to the table 1 ome[Ak/(, whiAh/xAk/(m to)thertspeetively; where a is the acceleration. (42) is a vector[Ak/(c'AFx),Ak/xAk/(Fx)], respectively; tangent to the free surface with magnitude
however, the ome also indicate that the coy term proportional to the sum of the acceleration and
Uz = (Ak/x), but the results indicate higher order. piezometric pressure gradient. (43) is the sum of
Noteworthy are the large values of transverse the gradient of the normal component of vorticity
vorticity coy for the blw, which are a direct and dot product of co and Vn, which is related to
consequence of the free-surface boundary the surface curvature. Thus, the physical
conditions. For x > 4, all three vorticity mechanism for q is a combination of these terms.
components are negligible. The depthwise Expansion of (41) and comparison with (40a)-
variations of vorticity at y/8 = .52 indicate (40c) shows that terms 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
maximum/minimum values below the free surface [(43), (42), (42)], [(42), (43), (42)], and [(42),
for all three vorticity components. The fact that (42), (43)], respectively. Lastly, the ome of the
the velocity and vorticity components display momentum equations at the free surface indicate
maximum/minimum values below the free surface for the blw and fw, respectively
is similar and consistent with the oscillatory
nature of the viscous Stokes-wave solution for WUz = - Re-1(- t)yz) = (Ak/c) 2

region II (cf. figure 96 of [8]). WVz = - Re 1(toxz) = (Ak2/c) (44a)
The results for the streamwise, transverse, UWx + VW + WWz - Pz=

and depthwise vorticity flux both on the free Re-'(tyx - oxy) =(Ak)
surface (40) and plate are now discussed,
including, in the former case, the blw averaged and
values. Note that q and qw > 0 correspond to
vorticity flux out and into the fluid, respectively. UUx = - Re-1 (tozy) = (Ak/x)
On the free surface, the dominant terms for the
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UVx - Re-1((0xz - O)zx) = (p/x2) (44b) qx, respectively, and created by turning terms 5
UWx = - ReI(oxy) = (Ak/x) and 6 (= coyUy + (0zUz) and transported by a

balance of convection, stretching, and diffusion
which relate certain q terms [i.e., right-hand sides terms 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (= 03xyy) or convection
of (44)] to certain terms of the tangential and and diffusion terms 3 and 7 (= 0oxzz). For the fw:
normal components of the acceleration and 0o is fluxed on the free surface due to q and
piezometric pressure gradient on the free surface transported by a balance of convection and
[i.e., left-hand sides of (44)]. diffusion terms 1 and 7.

Lastly, with regard to the Ak = .01 micro-
scale flow, the results for the vorticity-transport Medium and Large Steepness
equation are discussed. The contours for all three
equations and terms display significant variations The trends for the medium- and large-withdeph, speialy fo th trnsvrse steepness macro-scale flow are similar to those
with depth, especially for the transverse described earlier for small steepness, with theequations. The blw averaged values indicate that exception of the influences of wave-induced
for the blw the streamwise, transverse, and separation. The wave-induced separation flow
depthwise equations primarily represent balances patterns for both Ak = .11 and .21 are nearly
between, respectively: stretching terms 5 and 6; identical with those obtained previously [3] in
convection and diffusion terms 3 and 7; and which the zero-gradient approximation was
convection, stretching, and diffusion terms 1, 2,6, utilized for the free-surface boundary conditions,
and 7. In the former case, the balance is actually although the effects of the free-surface boundary
between convection, stretching, and diffusion conditions cause a small increase in the size of the
terms 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (= 0oxyy) with ome separation region. Also evident is that the wave-
(Ak/s) or convection and diffusion terms 3 and 7 induced effects when normalized by Ak are larger

(= 0oxzz) with ome (Ak/s) 3 ; since, 0oyUy + (ozUz for Ak = .01.
The trends for the micro-scale flow are

= - Wx Ua y + VxtU z = (Ak/s) due torthe also similar to those described earlier for Ak =
cancellation of the UzUy = (Ak/s 3 ) terms. .01, except the following: there is an increased
Similarly for the fw, the streamwise, transverse, influence of satisfying the free-surface boundary
and depthwise equations primarily represent conditions on the exact free-surface z = '9; the
balances between: convection and diffusion terms wave elevation and slopes show complex
1 and 7. For each equation, in most cases, the behavior in the separation region, especially for
dominant terms conform to the table 1 ome, i.e., Ak = .21; the depthwise velocity and pressure
respectively, for the blw [Ak/s or profiles indicate that the AU variations are
(Ak/s) 3 ,Ak 3 /s 4 ,e"1] and for the fw reduced, whereas those for AV, AW, andAp are
[Ak/(ex 3/2),Ak/x 2,Ak/(px 3/2)]. The exceptions to increased; and the variations are confined to a
the omne are for the o~x terms Vwxy (Ak/s~x2) narrower region close to the free surface. Also, in

and Wom xz = orexUx = VoyUy = (zUz = general, the table 1 ome are confirmed.

(Ak 2/Ix 3/2) for the fw, which the results indicate TURBULENT-FLOW SOLUTIONS
lower order. Consistent with o), all three
equations indicate negligible values for x > 4. The small-wave steepness Ak = .01 results

Based on the results for the vorticity- are discussed for both the macro and micro scales
transport equation and associated ome, vorticity in which the turbulent-flow approximation to the
production Co(y=0) on the plate and flux both on exact free-surface boundary conditions is utilized,
the plate qw and free surface q the nature of the i.e., (13), (16)-(19), and (25)-(26). Note that, as
vorticity transport in region IV is as follows. For was the case for laminar flow, the Ak = 0 and
the blw: wz is produced/fluxed on the plate due deep solutions are equivalent due, here again, to
to (oz(Y = 0) and both on the plate and free the use of the zero-gradient condition and,
surface due to qwz and qz, respectively, and additionally, an isotropic eddy viscosity. Both the
transported by a balance of convection, Ak = 0 and deep solutions correspond to
stretching, and diffusion terms 1, 2, 6, and 7 (= benchmark two-dimensional flat-plate boundary
(ozyy); wy is fluxed on the free surface due to qy layer and wake turbulent-flow solutions within a
and transported by a balance of convection and few percent, except for leading- and trailing-edge
diffusion terms 3 and 7 (= coyzz); and 0ox is and near-wake effects. In [8] results are also
produced/fluxed on the plate due to 0,x(y = 0) and presented for Ak = 1 1 and .21 in which the zero-

both on the plate and free surface due to qwx and gradient approximation to the free-surface
boundary conditions was utilized and
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comparisons were made with the precursory data medium, and large wave-steepness for laminar
and calculations, which validated the performance and turbulent flow.
of the two-layer k-c model. The laminar and turbulent macro-scale

Figures 14 and 15 display AV/Ak and AVy flow (i.e., at scales corresponding to the wave
vs. y and y+ and Acw/cw(deep), AUcp, AWcp, length X = L = 1) exhibits all of the features of the
and A8* vs. x, respectively. Comparison to the wave-induced effects described for the blw region

corresponding laminar-flow solutions indicates in the precursory work. Additionally, the nature

similar tendencies, although the influences of of the vorticity production/flux/transport is
explicated. Furthermore, at this scale, the effectsturbulence are clearly evident, i.e.: typical of the free-surface boundary conditions are not

turbulent profiles with a narrow region of large discernible, which is also consistent with the
velocity gradients very close to the wall and wake precursory work in which it was found that most
centerplane; reduction in overshoots, three- of the results could be explicated in terms of the
dimensionality, and wake bias and streaming external-flow pressure gradients without
velocities; and wave-induced separation is not consideration of the role of the free-surface
present. The AVy profiles indicate that the region boundary conditions.
of large velocity gradient is confined to y+ < 10. The laminar micro-scale flow (i.e., at
As will be discussed next, this has direct scales corresponding to the body blw and free-
consequences with regard to the micro-scale flow. surface boundary-layer thicknesses) indicates that
In general, the table 1 ome are confirmed. the free-surface boundary conditions have a

The results for the error-bar chart for profound influence on the flow in the region close
turbulent flow (figure 5) indicate that the to the free surface, i.e., z < .04 ( = X/25 -- 3b).
differences between the errors for the zero- Appreciable errors are introduced through
gradient and turbulent-flow approximation to the approximations to the exact free-surface boundary
exact free-surface boundary conditions are similar conditions, which corresponds to the generation
to those for laminar flow; however, it is also of erroneous vorticity near the free surface. The
evident that the error has not been reduced to the
same level. Figures 16-18 display, respectively, transverse slopes correlate with the depthwise
Ail, A7ix, Ally, and AV and Ao contours. verse coponent. Th thedetwise
Comparison to the corresponding laminar-flow velocity component. The streamwise and
solutions indicate, as was the case for the macro- transverse velocity components and vorticity
scale flow, similar tendencies, although, here components display large variations, including
again, the influences of turbulence are clearly islands of large magnitudes (i.e.,
evident, i.e., in this case, the effects of the free- maximum/minimum values), whereas the
surface boundary conditions are confined to a depthwise velocity component and pressure
very narrow region close to the wall and free indicate relatively smooth variations. All three
surface, which correlates with the region of large components of vorticity flux on the free surface
velocity gradients (y+ < 10). This should not be indicate significant values. The vorticity-
surprising in view of the similarities between the transport equations display complex balances
exact laminar-flow free-surface boundary between convection, stretching/turning, and
conditions and those presently used for turbulent diffusion. For x > 3-4, the effects of the free-
flow. However, this underscores the need for s
confirmation of appropriate turbulence free- surface boundary conditions become negligible.

surface boundary conditions and refined treatment The wave-induced effects when normalized by

of region V for turbulent-flow conditions. In wave steepness are larger for small than for
general, the table 1 ome are confirmed. medium and large steepness with the exception of

the large influence of wave-induced separation;
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS however, the free-surface boundary conditions

have a relatively small influence on this
Definitive results have been presented, catastrophic event. In general, the ome are

which, for the first time, document the nature of confirmed for both the blw and fw, which
the flow for a solid-fluid juncture blw with waves, confirms the importance of the parameter Ak/e
including the role of the free-surface boundary for characterizing the micro-scale flow.
conditions. Overviews of the physical problem, The turbulent micro-scale flow results are
including ome, precursory and relevant work, and similar and consistent with those for laminar
the computational method were given. The flow, but must be considered preliminary due to
computational conditions, grids, and uncertainty the present uncertainty in appropriate treatment of
were described and results presented for small,
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the turbulence free-surface boundary conditions Simulation Program. The derivation of the mean-
and meniscus boundary layer for this condition. velocity free-surface boundary conditions for
Clearly, both these areas are imperative for future turbulent flow was provided by Dr. K.
study. For this purpose, current work involves Parthasarathy.
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Table 1. Order-of-magnitude estimates.

Region I II III IV fw:
blw fw blw fw x

U 1 1 1 1 1 1
aU Ak Ak 1 Ak 1 Ak
V F d/x F e/x
W Ak Ak Ak Ak Ak Ak
p Ak Ak Ak/Fr2  Ak/Fr2

1i Ak Ak Ak Ak
11x Ak Ak Ak
Ily Ak/e Ak
a/ax 1 1 1 1/x 1 1/x

l/ay 1/E 1/(E-x) I1/F 1/(F-Nx)

alaz 1 1 1 1/x 1/x
Uz Ak2  Ak2  1 Ak/x Ak/c2  Ak/x 4

Vz F, /x2 Ak/s Ak/(EdX) 3
Wz Ak2  Ak 2  Ak Ak/x 1 Ak/x 3

0)x Ak/e Ak/(Ecx) Ak/E Ak/(f'&X) 3
(0y Ak2  1 Ak/x Ak/E2  Ak/x 3

/)zI Ak/( x) 1/c Ak/(c'U) 3
qx Ak/c 2  Ak2/(F2x) 3
qy Ak/p3 Ak2/(cx 3/2) 3
qz 1/p2 Ak2/(E2 x) 3
vorticity-transport equation
streamwise Ak/e Ak/(cx 3 /2) (Ak/c) 3  Ak/(cx 3/2 ) 3
transverse 1 Ak/x 2  Ak3/c4  Ak/x 2  3
depthwise 1/E Ak/(cx 3/2) 1/c Ak/(cx 3 /2 ) 3
Re 1/c2  1/c2  1/g2  1/c2  i/E2
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DISCUSSION
by Professor M. Tulin, University of
California, Santa Barbara

How important are the intersection effects
for the wave pattern, or wave resistance, and for
the stem wake (propeller plane) pattern?

Author's Reply
We thank both the oral and written dis-

cussers of our paper for their pertinent remarks.

The free-surface boundary conditions have
been shown to have an important influence in
regions of large velocity gradients and wave
slopes. For practical applications, the boundary
layer is relatively thick, especially over the after-
body and wake, such that the region of influence
of the free-surface boundary conditions is
expected to be large over a significant portion of
the blw, which will effect the detailed flow near
the free surface, i.e., velocity, pressure, and vor-
ticity values and gradients, bubble entrainment,
and triggering of wave breaking and induced
separations, etc.; thereby, impacting the overall
ship performance, including signatures and pro-
peller-hull interaction.

DISCUSSION
by Professor K. Mori, Hiroshima University,
Japan.

Are the boundary conditions of (25) and (26)
obtained from experimental data? According to
our experiments [1], although the phenomena are
not the same, the conditions seem too strong.

1. Mori, K. and Shin, M., Proc. of 17th
Sym. on Naval Hydrodynamics (1989).

Author's Reply
The turbulence free-surface boundary con-

ditions (25)-(26) are not based on experimental
data, but rather seem reasonable approximations
in view of the available turbulence/free-surface
interaction experimental data for idealized
geometries. As pointed out in the text, procure-
ment of experimental data for more relevant
geometries and determination of appropriate tur-
bulence free-surface boundary conditions are
imperative for future study.
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Direct Numerical and Large-Eddy Simulations of
Turbulent Free-Surface Flows

D.G. Dommermuth (Science Applications International Corporation, USA)
E.A. Novikov (University of California, San Diego, USA)

ABSTRACT NOMENCLATURE

Direct numerical simulations and large-eddy Re: Reynolds number
simulations of free-surface turbulence are RA: Taylor Reynolds number
performed to investigate the turbulent struc- Fr: Froude number
ture near the free surface, the roughening of We: Weber number
the surface, and the dissipation and scatter- p: Density

ing of waves by turbulence. Recent labo- a: Surface tension

ratory measurements that show tendency of g: Gravity
two-dimensional turbulence at the free sur- v: Kinematic viscosity
face are not supported by the present numer- (x, y, z): Cartesian coordinates
ical simulations. In the absence of waves, the t: Time
surface disturbance (surface roughness) is di- ui: Total velocity field
rectly proportional to the component of the Ui: Rotational velocity field
pressure that is induced by the vortical por- 0: Potential field
tion of the subsurface flow. Simple formu- r: Free-surface elevation
las for predicting surface roughness, which ni: Unit normal on free surface
include the effects of hydrostatics and cap- (u, v, w): Total velocity components
illarity, are provided. The scattering and dis- (U, V, W): Rotational velocity components
sipation rates of wave energy due to turbu- 1l7: Total pressure
lence are the same order as laminar dissipa- P: Vortical component of pressure
tion for a 5cm gravity-capillary wave at an Pa: Atmospheric pressure
moderate Froude number. Turbulent scat- C: Correlation coefficient
tering and dissipation are dominated by the A: Grid spacing
effects of parasitic capillary waves and surfac- rij: SGS stress tensor
tants. In the far wake of a ship the effects of /i: Scattering or dissipation rate
turbulent scattering and dissipation are min- _T: Filter operator
imal.
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1 INTRODUCTION 3. The model is too dissipative in laminar
flow regions; and

Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of ship 4. The model does not allow transfer of en-
wakes are very difficult. Based on Kol-
mogorov's scaling laws the work and stor- ergy from small scales to large scales.
age requirements of a direct numerical simu-
lation are proportional to Re 3 and Re 9/4 re- Attempts to alleviate these problems have

spectively, where Re is the Reynolds number. not been very successful, but there has been
some progress. For example, Schumann [34]Doubling the Reynolds number leads to an moiythbeaorfteSGsrsesnr

order of magnitude increase in the amount of modifys the behavior of the SGS stresses near
orde ofmagntud inceas in he moun of walls. As a result, Schumann's simulations

work that is necessary to compute a turbulent otrlen channel flowmagree wit i-

flow. So for a ship wake, where the Reynolds m entsclihty leterthnghoe of eardrif

number is O(109) based on ship length and ments slightly better than those of Deardorff

velocity, direct numerical simulations are im- 4] whose SGS stress formulation does not ac-

possible now and in the forseeable future. count for anisotropy.

Large-eddy simulations (LES) attempt to Besides modifying the behavior of the SGS

overcome this problem by directly computing stresses near boundaries, another improve-

the large-scale features of the flow and an- ment to the Smagorinsky model is to use

alytically modeling the small-scale features. the resolved flow field to predict the subgrid

The basic assumption of LBS is that the scales. The basic idea is to extrapolate from

small-scale motion is statistically more uni- the resolved flow the behavior of the SGS
stresses. For example, Germano, et al [9], use

versal even though the large-scale motion etraplaio to predict termagoriusk
may troglydepnd n gemety, xtenal extrapolation to predict the Smagorinsky co-may strongly depend on geometry, external efficient. The effects of their model vanish

forces, boundary conditions, and initial con- inth cae of lamna fo.Ll [1]hs

ditions. Successful implementations of LES rntly pose amifio n to thex

methods include studies of homogeneous tur- recently proposed a modification to the ex-

bulence, turbulent channel flow, and weather trapolation scheme that uses a least-squares
predctin. Hrewe ue LS toperorm technique to remove a source of singularity.

prediction. Here, we use LBS to perform
preliminary studies of turbulent free-surface We use Germano's scheme with Lilly's

flows, modification to study free-surface turbulence.

LBS formulations decompose the veloc- A Helmholtz formulation is used to decom-
ity field into its resolvable and subgrid-scale pose the flow field into potential and vorti-ity fieldpintonits. resolvabe af vndesu sce cal fields [6], and an adjustment procedure
(SGS) components. The effectiveness of a is used to eliminate the generation of spuni-

LES formulation depends on how well the
ous high-frequency waves due to imbalances

SGS stresses are modeled. The SGS stresses in the initial conditions [7]. Fully-nonlinear
are typically formulated in terms of a tur- free-surface boundary conditions are satisfied
bulent eddy viscosity. Smagorinsky's [36]mulenthoddy vist ositwy. ue Sm GSmo dels s in on the exact position of the free surface, and
large-edhody sithemuonst aidused moml [dis- a preconditioned multigrid solution scheme isla rg e-ed d y sim u la tio n s , b u t a s M o in [2 2] d is- u e o s l e t e n n i e r e l p i o n a yused to solve the nonlinear elliptic boundary-
cusses there are several problems associated value problems [8].
with this model including:

We provide the mathematical and numer-

1. The optimal choice of the coefficient in ical formulations of our LES and DNS capa-

the expression for the eddy viscosity de- bilities in Sections 2-4. The performance of

pends on the type of flow; the LES and DNS capabilities is illustrated
by several validation studies in Sections 5 &

2. The limiting behavior of the SGS model 6. We then use the DNS capability to inves-
is not correct near walls or free surfaces; tigate the turbulent structure near the free
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surface, the roughening of the surface by tur- Here, the velocity and pressure terms are re-
bulence, and the scattering and dissipation of spectively normalized by u, and pu2, where

surface waves by turbulence in Section 7. u, is the characteristic velocity and p is the

density. F2 = u2/gf2 is the Froude num-

ber and f, is the characteristic length. The
2 MATHEMATICAL FOR- vertical coordinate z is positive upward, and

MULATION the origin is located at the mean free sur-

face. Substituting these decompositions (1 &

2.1 Field Equations 4) into the Navier-Stokes equations gives

Consider the unsteady incompressible flow of

a Newtonian fluid under a free surface, and aUi k OUi 02-

let •i(x,t)= (iT,T,) represent the filtered at d-xj + , Ox-xj=

three-dimensional velocity field as a function -P arij 1 02U,(

of time. Here, the overbar denotes the large- --- + , (5)

eddy filter. Applying Helmholtz's theorem 3

gives where R, = uef/v is the Reynolds number

and P is the kinematic viscosity. The SGS
S- (1) stress tensor is defined byýTi -O + Ui ,()

dxi

where -(x, y, z, t) is a filtered velocity- 7ii = uij- uiuj . (6)

potential which describes the irrotational

flow and Ui = (U, V, W) is a filtered The divergence of the momentum equa-

solenoidal-field which describes the vortical tions (5) used in combination with the mass-

flow such that conservation equations (2 & 3) can be used
to derive a Poisson equation for the vortical

pressure:
0__ - 0 (2)

dUax?? dxd
02-p aUj aUi

3- . (3) 2x? Jx
dxi 2d0F d2-b 2

Since $ satisfies Laplace's equation and the - xi dXidxj k aXiaXj (7)

divergence of the rotational field U is cho-

sen zero, the total velocity field if conserves As shown by Dommermuth (1993a), the vor-

mass. Note that U may contain a portion of tical pressure is also subject to a solvabil-

the irrotational field depending on how the ity condition because we impose Neumann

boundary conditions are defined, boundary conditions [6].

Based on this Helmholtz decomposition of
the velocity field, define the total-pressure H 2.2 Free-Surface Boundary Condi-

in terms of a vortical pressure 75 and an irro- tions
tational pressure as follows: The Helmholtz decomposition of the veloc-

ity field requires that an additional bound-

- -- d 1 . (- 1 ary condition be imposed on the free surface.

H= at _ - f2 (4) An expedient boundary condition that can be
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specified is that the normal component of the it is difficult to resolve the boundary-layer of
rotational velocity is zero on the free surface: a ship wake, a boundary-layer approximation

is required in a LES formulation.

-Ux- Vmy + wLonguet-Higgins [17], Lundgren [18] and
Ui" 0 , (8) Dommermuth [8] provide examples of free-V-ý2 +-2+1

All + _ ± 1 surface boundary-layer formulations. For a
clean free surface the boundary-layer approx-

where z = 7(x, y, t) is the filtered free-surface imation of the normal stress condition is
elevation and ni is the filtered unit-normal
on the free surface. (The subgrid-scale
terms in this equation and in the succeed- d$ 1 ± q2 -2 -2 +

ing free-surface boundary conditions will be dt 2 OX + OY - OZ) + (•x • + %Y) z

neglected.) The preceding constraint which 1 1- i
is imposed on the rotational velocity field +-•j7- -2 + P- P"
means that the evolution of the free-surface We Ox

elevation is entirely prescribed in terms of the 4 - + - (

free-surface elevation itself and the velocity + Re ( + OYY)

potential as follows: Boundary-Layer Term

0 - _ _ This equation correctly predicts the laminar

O• + -ýXox + -%y - Oz = 0, (9) dissipation for small amplitude waves. The
two tangential stress conditions are essen-

whereteerythighisf ealuatef onethzexact tially free-slip boundary conditions, and they
can be derived by eliminating the potential-

The normal stress on the free surface must flow and shear-stress terms in Equation (16)
balance with the atmospheric pressure and of Dommermuth [6].
the surface tension: The boundary-layer approximation models

the dominate effects of scattering and dissipa-

dO 1-2 -2 -2 tion of waves by turbulence through the com-

d-t + 2 (O + OY - Oz1) + (M7Oq + %OCY)O bination of the kinematic condition for the
rotational velocity (Equation 8) and the vor-

1 1 i+ _p tical pressure term (P) in the normal stress
+FT27 ± O condition (Equation 11). The generation of

S + O1) vorticity by spatial and temporal changes
ninj__ i + ___oi (10) in the free-surface elevation is not modeled,

but the boundary-layer approximation does
model the dissipation of waves due to the di-

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure, We rect action of viscosity. The boundary-layer
pu2jc/a is the Weber number, and o is the term that models this effect is highlighted in
surface tension. d/dt = O/9t + Vq- V is a Equation (11).
substantial derivative. In addition to the The Helmholtz formulation separates the
normal-stress condition there are also two potential portion of the flow from the vor-
tangential-stress conditions that are provided tical portion of the flow. This requires twice
in Dommermuth [6]. as many elliptic solves as a primitive-variable

The normal stress condition (10) and formulation, but this disadvantage is offset by
the corresponding tangential stress condi- the following advantages:
tions are appropriate only if the free-surface
boundary-layer is sufficiently resolved. Since 9 The terms that excite spurious high-
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frequency waves can be eliminated using
a simple adjustment procedure [7]. V 6

"* The confluence of boundary conditions m=(

that occur at the intersection of the free
surface and the ship hull can be rigor- where cm are nondimensional coefficients.

ousl trate witoutusig adhocex- The nondimensional coefficients can be de-
trapolation schemes. termined (a priori) from a DNS data-set, ordynamically (a posteriori) in a LES using,

"* SGS models for the vortical flow can be for example, a test-filter procedure such as
developed independently of the poten- Germano, et al's (1991).
tial flow. As a result, the potential flow For simplicity, let tim), D, R, and I be
will not adversely affect the turbulence the matrices associated with the correspond-
model. ing tensor quantities. Here, I is the identity

"* The potential portion of the flow can matrix associated with 3i. Then the T(m)

be used in a Lagrangian formulation to are

model steep waves. This ensures that
the grid lines will not cross, unlike a (1)
Lagrangian formulation of the primitive- ()
variable equations.

-(3)

2.3 SGS Models ;-(4) 2K 7(DR- RD)
A() 2 ID~i-(DDR-RDD)

Based on exact results for the conditionally-

averaged vorticity field [23, 24, 26], we expect ;(6) A2 IY121 (15)

that the conditionally-averaged SGS stress where A is the grid scale and ID =

tensor has a local part (r7()), which is gen- whereDg c.

erally nonanalytical, and a global analytical tr(DD). T(i) corresponds to Smagorin-

(T (9)) part: sky's closure [36].

Equation (14) has been tested a priori us-
ing a DNS data-set of homogeneous turbu-

)=T 7) (12) lence [13]. The conclusions based on this
test are: (1) The degenerate situations have

where () denotes conditional averaging with zero statistical measure; (2) The Smagorin-
fixed 7i. The local part is a function of the fil- sky term is dominant, but other terms can
tered deformation and rotation tensors, taken make significant contributions; (3) -(4) is im-

at the same space-time location where the portant for turbulent flows with shear; and
SGS is evaluated: (4) The coefficients Cm have high spatial vari-

ations, which indicates that the local repre-
sentation r (Y) is insufficient and a global rep-

-- 1 (= + Oj resentation T (9) is required.

2 Ox ai For (A) we assume that it is quadratic and

I- 1 (OaEi _ 9i as a first approximation that it involves onlyRi - 2 \Ox o- (13)
2 x. (13 one additional filtering. (We denote the first

filter by a overbar and the second filter by

Except for some degenerate situations, a overhat.) We also impose the necessary

Lund and Novikov (1992) show that T(ý) can condition of Galilean invariance (the addi-

be expressed as a function of six terms: tion of a constant velocity should not affect
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the SGS stress), which is obvious in Equation
(6). From these conditions and symmetry, it _

follows that r (9) has only two terms: Tij =U UiUj • (18)

The anisotropic and isotropic portions of

(g) C7 (7) + C8 (8) (16) the SGS stresses are modeled separately for
both the grid and test filters. Here, we
illustrate the test filter approach for the

-(7) -uu - j anisotropic stresses:

S=8) + ±1jEj - - ui7T (17)

(7 7j - ij C.. ( W 63..
The term 7(() has already appeared in the Ti3- -Tkk = - 3 - ))m

literature [1, 37], but the term F(8) appears _i • b(m) - 3 ij

to be new. Based on preliminary investi- Tij- -Tkk _bm(- L (ij - Tk)k

gations of homogeneous turbulence by Lund 3M

and Novikov, F(7) and F(8) correlate equally (19)

well with a priori tests of DNS'. Based on
these tests F (7) may be more desirable than where the m subscripts and superscripts de-

F(8) because it is less complex. note some combination of the local and global
portions of the SGS stress model. The c, andThe choice of the second filter is very flexi- b, are unknown coefficients.

ble, and may even change during a simulation

to achieve optimal performance. However, in The resolved turbulent stresses (L.ij) are re-

the current study, we have not investigated lated to Tij and Tij as

this possibility, and we use the same first and
second filters.

Zhang, Street, and Koseff [39] use the com- L= - - . (20)
bination of T() and 9(7 to study a lid-drivenbi~aionof M an F 7) o sudy li-drven The model of the resolved turbulent stresses
cavity flow. They propose using this combi- The elofte resolve tu e tesse
nation to model turbulent free-surface flows, filtering of Tij from Tij using the relations
Here, we consider several combinations of the fierin of uatfom ui t r i
SGS models in a test filter approach to model provided in equation (19):
turbulent free-surface flows.

,-?i = E (bmji(37) - T(Cm,:F )))0 , (21)

2.4 Test Filter Approach M

Based on Germano, et al's technique, we de- where 00 indicates the trace-free part and

fine two filtering operators: one is the grid is a linear function that applys the test filter

filter (Y), denoted by a overbar, while the (see Section 4).

other is the test filter (.F), denoted by a tilde For Formula (21) a generalization of Lilly's
[9]. The mesh of the test filter (A) is bigger least-squares-technique allows us to solve for
than the grid scale (A\). the unknown coefficients using the five inde-

When Y is applied to the Navier-Stokes pendent equations for the anisotropic por-

equations, the SGS stresses are given by tion of the resolved SGS stress [15]. As

Equation (6). When J' and Y are applied shown by Lund and Novikov [13], the result-

simultaneously, the SGS stresses are ing coefficients may have a high spatial varia-
tion. We use volume averaging to circumvent

'Private communication with Evgeny Novikov. this problem. As a result, the Cm coefficient
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can be brought outside of the filter opera- bulent free-surface flows because Fourier de-
tor. We also assume that the coefficients do compositions are not readily available along
not depend on the level of filtering so that all of the coordinate axes. The resolution
c,,, bin. of our fourth- and fifth-order finite-difference

schemes also makes it difficult to imple-
ment a test filter approach because only the

3 NUMERICAL FORMU- lower half of the energy spectrum is resolved

LATION OF DNS well. This problem is compounded by weak
Nyquist-wavelength instabilities that occur

The Navier-Stokes equations, and the bound- in one-sided finite-difference formulas near
ary and initial conditions are discretized us- the free surface. We treat these problems by
ing 4th-order finite differences. The momen- applying filters in physical space that have
tum equations (5), kinematic condition (9), resolution and accuracy properties that are
and the normal stress condition (10) are in- consistent with our finite-difference opera-
tegrated with respect to time using a third- tors.
order Runge-Kutta scheme. Each stage of Let Oi represent a discrete variable at grid-
the Runge-Kutta scheme is formulated to in- point i, then the grid-filter (Y) and test-filter
hibit the accumulation of errors in the diver- (J) operators are
gence of the rotational flow field [11]. The
rotational pressure is used to project the ro-
tational velocity onto a solenoidal field (3 & J7(0j) (7720i
7) with zero normal velocity on the free sur- + 2 10(0i+1 + oi-1) - 120(0i+2 + 'b- 2 )
face (8). Aliasing errors are controlled us-
ing 5th-order upwind-biasing of the convec-
tive terms [30]. Laplace's equation for the po- + (Oi+ 5 + bi-5)) /1024 + O(A 1°) (22)
tential (2) and Poisson's equation for the ro-
tational pressure (7) are solved at each stage r(oi) = 0i = (280i + 19 (0i+1 + oi-1)
of the Runge-Kutta scheme, and a solvability +2 (0i+2 + Oi-2)

condition is enforced for the rotational pres-
sure. A preconditioned multigrid solution -

3 (4i+3 + 'i- 3))/64 + 0(A 4 ) (23)
scheme is used to solve the three-dimensional
elliptic equations [8]. The z-coordinate is where A is the grid spacing. The discrete

mapped onto a flat plane, and the grid is Fourier transforms of the grid- and test-filters

stretched to resolve the free-surface bound- are

ary layer [6]. This mapping is applied to
Laplace's equation (2), the Poisson equation
for the pressure (7), the momentum equa- .T(r) = (386 + 210 cos(i)

tions (5), and all the boundary conditions. -120 cos(2i,) + 45cos(3r )
Periodic boundary conditions are used on the -10 cos(4K) + cos(rz))/512 (24)
sides of the domain and free-slip boundary
conditions are used on the bottom. (14 + 19 cos(K)

+2cos(2c) - 3cos(3K))/32, (25)

4 NUMERICAL FORMU- where the hat symbol ()denotes the Fourier

LATION OF LES transform and 0 < r, < 7r is the nondimen-
sional wavenumber.

The design of grid and test filters is diffi- Figure 1 shows the Fourier transforms of
cult for inhomogeneous problems such as tur- the filters. Near K = 0 both filters are equal
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to one. This region corresponds to long- turbulent dissipation. Comparisons to DNS
wavelength quantities that are resolved well simulations indicate that although Type I
with a minimal number of grid points. As closures provide desirable dissipation effects,
K/7 -+ 1, the Fourier amplitudes of both fil- the details of the flow are not predicted well.
ters approach zero. This region corresponds The Type II closure is designed to provide
to the Nyquist wavenumbers. As designed, better prediction of the SGS stresses. The
the test filter has less bandwidth than the Type III closure attempts to combine the de-
grid filter. sirable dissipation effects of the Type I clo-

Based on the Fourier transforms, we can sure with the better prediction of the detailed

define effective length-scales for the filters: flow characteristics using the Type II clo-
sure. The Types IV and V closures model
the isotropic SGS stresses. Most LES absorb

_ A _ 256A (26) the isotropic SGS stresses into the pressure-
f dK iT(iK) 193 gradient term in the Navier-Stokes equations,

rA 16A (2 but in free-surface flows these terms are re-
A - 16 (27) quired to predict turbulent roughening of the

fd 7 free surface. A Type IV or V closure is

These scales indicate that the middle portion used in combination with the Types 1, 11, and

of the velocity spectrum is used to determine III closures. A Type VI closure applies the

the model coefficients in the test-filter ap- grid filter (see Equation 22) without any SGS

proach. stress model.

The filters in Equations (22 & 23) are ap-
plied along all three coordinate axes, in the
middle of the domain, at the edges of the 5 DNS VALIDATION
periodic boundary, and at the free-slip bot- STUDIES
tom. Near the free surface, however, we have
developed one-sided filters that have similar
accuracy and resolution characteristics. Our The convergence of the DNS capability is il-

filters, unlike the more traditional box-car fil- lustrated using exact gravity-waves, viscous

ters, commute with the other finite-difference Airy-waves, triad interactions, wave-current

operators that are used in the LES. This interactions, and Gerstner's waves as bench-

property is required in the derivation of the marks. The numerical simulations of exact

SGS stress tensor. gravity-waves provide a test of the nonlin-
ear formulation of the inviscid free-surface

W e c o n s id e r s e v e r a l d iff e r e n t S G S s t r e s s b o u n d a r yu c o n d iti o n sh a n d s i m il a rl y e t h eu si a u -

models. These models are summarized in Ta- boundary conditions, and similarly the simu-

ble 1 below: lations of viscous Airy-waves test the formu-
lation of the viscous stress conditions. The

Type ] Model investigations of Triad interactions demon-

I c 2IAjIDp strate the capability to simulate the nonlin-
II c7 (Wiuj - fi j) ear interactions of three-dimensional gravity-
III ci 2 ID _ -_ iJ)

0  capillary waves. The investigation of wave-

IV c6AKD2 IP2 current interactions tests the coupling be-
V c}(kk - u�)/ 3 I tween the potential and vortical portions of

VI Grid Filter (T) the Helmholtz formulation when the shear

Table 1: SGS Stress Models. is strong and the wave nonlinearity is weak.
Gerstner's wave, which is fully-nonlinear and

The first type of closure, which we label Type rotational, provides a final validation of our
I, is a conventional technique for modeling DNS capability.
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One measure of a numerical scheme's per- Based on the preceding formula for the
formance is determined by how well it con- conservation of energy, we define the accu-
serves energy. The vector product of the total mulation of absolute error:
velocity with the momentum equations, inte-
grated over the fluid volume, gives a formula
for the conservation of energy. The transport [7 (t) d-r (E. + E00 + EM + E,
theorem in conjunction with the divergence W J di-

theorem may be used to simplify the result- -WPa - I)
ing equation. Upon substitution of the exact
free-surface boundary conditions, the follow- This error normalized by the initial kinetic,ing formula is derived: potential, and superficial energies provides

one basis for quantifying numerical conver-
gence:

d (I U,1 7t 7

1 \ V S) + E7(t) . (29)-±&fW ( (V1+"7'- ±2 " -2--1))= -- g]-/c 8 ene(t) V( EEJ-E~ -f.--Es) _0

+ ol ý X Yi .(. +Eý m+E)~

2 C0 0 2¢ 4 9 O20 OU, Comparisons to exact analytic solutions-- ini

Re is1  Oxj '9xiOX Reiv 9xiOxj Oxi provide additional tests of the numerical

I J(Ui 0 U" )OUi (28) scheme's convergence. For example,
ReV Ox1  Oxi Oxj

where Sf is the free surface and S, is the E7(t) - (30)
projection of the free surface onto the xy- aoA isf
plane. The first term (dE•,/dt) represents
the change in kinetic energy integrated over measuresctheldfferenc(betwee the exac
the material volume of the fluid (V) of the e free-surface elevation ( at appoi-vortica! portion of the flow. The second and mate free-surface elevation i/ at any instant
vthid pterms o thet fo Thet represeont and of time. Here, a, is the initial wave ampli-tude and A = LW is a surface area, where Lthe changes in the kinetic and potential ener-gies of the waves, The fourth term (dE8/dt) and W are respectively the length and width

giesof he wves Th fouth erm dEdt) of the computational domain. The maximum
is the superficial energy due to surface ex- of thceomptatinaleomai.aT e m ax
tension. The first term on the right-hand absolute difference in the free-surface eleva-
side (dWpa/dt) represents the power input tion is
by atmospheric forcing. The last few terms
(dW,/dt) represent the power expended by
viscous stresses. This term can be expressed 9 max(t) = -MAX 171- . (31)

a,

as a function of the total velocity:
Equations (30 & 31) test the convergence

of the irrotational portion of our Helmholtz
dW Ref Oi j. equation solver. A test of the rotational por-
dt - R, IV( X j ÷ zi) 1xj 'tion of the numerical scheme is provided by

which shows by virtue of the quadratic terms
and the symmetry properties that dW./dt 1 r
will result in a net decrease in energy. Note $&(t) = wA ,ILO - 1 (32)

that the work due to stresses on all other

boundaries besides the free surface is as- where wL is the surface vorticity and ws is a
sumed to be zero. characteristic surface-vorticity. For a surface
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wave, w' = 2ka,2, k is the wavenumber, a, mum error for the highest resolution case is
is the initial wave amplitude, Q'2 = (k/Fr + 0.1%.
k3 /We) tanh(kh) is the wave frequency, and
h is the depth. For two-dimensional simula- 5.2 Test Case II: Viscous Airy-
tions, W, = Wy&,=, where is the y- Wave
component of vorticity evaluated on the free
surface. Table 3 shows the numerical errors as a func-

tion of the spatial and temporal resolution
5.1 Test Case 1: Exact Gravity- when a viscous Airy-wave is used as ini-

Wave tial conditions. The solution to the Airy

wave is calculated based on minor exten-

Table 2 shows the numerical errors as a func- sions to Lamb's solution to account for fi-
tion of the spatial and temporal resolution nite depth [12]. Here, the finite-depth ef-
when an exact gravity-wave is used as initial fects are very weak because the depth is

conditions. The solution to the exact gravity- equal to the wavelength. The characteris-

wave is calculated based on the techniques of tic velocity is the minimum phase speed for

Schwartz [35], but instead of using perturba- a gravity-capillary wave u, = (4ga/p)1/4.
tion expansions, we use Newton iteration to The characteristic length is the wavelength
solve the nonlinear equations. The charac- of this wave f, 27r(a/pg)1/2. Based on
teristic length is the wavelength f, = A, and these scales F,2 r-1, We = 47r, and

the characteristic velocity is u, = /gA. The Re = 23 / 2 (/p) 3 /4 /g1/47 • 4000. For this
depth is equal to the wavelength. The solu- illustration of the numerical scheme's conver-
tion is inviscid and capillarity is not modeled. gence, a lower Reynolds number is simulated,

Re = 500.

A/Ax I T/At I 9,7..T(T) I T) £ee(T) ] I/Ax I/ Az I T/At I E,(T) I ES(T) Eene(T)
24 80 1.6(-2) 4.5(-3) 3.1(-3) 24 1 500 1.2(-2) 2.7(-1) 6.0(-3)

24 160 1.5(-2) 4.4(-3) 2.4(-3) 24 2 500 1,1(-2) 4.8(-2) 2.5(-3)

48 80 2.6(-3) 7.2(-4) 6.7(-4) 48 4 1000 1.0(-2) 2.7(-2) 9.1(-4)
96 8 2000 9.9(-3) 2.6(-2) 2.7(-3)

48 160 1.3(-3) 4.0(-4) 6.2(-5) Table 3: Airy wave convergence test.

Table 2: Gravity wave convergence test. (The
numbers in the parentheses denote exponents of The leading-order solutions (O(e2 R- 1))

ten.) for the free-surface elevation and the surface

vorticity are
The steepness is e = 0.35, where by defini-

tion e = lk(77__ - rim). This corresponds
to 80% of the limiting steepness for a grav- , 2k2 ,
ity wave. The horizontal grid spacing is Ax, e= a exp(-----t)cos(kx- Qt)
the time step is At, and the wave period is c 2k2 .
T. The horizontal and vertical grid-spacings Re-2ka exp(--t) cos(kx - Qt)
are equal in this two-dimensional simulation.
Four V-cycle multigrid iterations are used Similar approximations for 0 and Ui are
during each stage of the Runge-Kutta al- used to initialize the fully-nonlinear numer-
gorithm, and six Jacobi iterations are used ical scheme. The initial wave steepness is
during each V-cycle (see [8]). Table 2 illus- very low (c = 0.01) to account for differences
trates that the fourth-order spatial-accuracy between the analytic approximation and the
of the numerical scheme is recovered if the fully-nonlinear solution. The horizontal res-
time steps are sufficiently small. The maxi- olution varies from 24 to 96 grid points per
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wavelength. The same number of grid points but for the purposes of our demonstration a
are used in the vertical plane, but the grid slow-time expansion is sufficient.
spacing is slightly stretched to resolve the The triad of waves will resonate if the fol-
free-surface boundary layer. The laminar lowing conditions are satisfied:

boundary-layer thickness is = Re1 /2. The
number of grid points in the free-surface
boundary-layer is 6/Azo, where Az, is the kl + k2  = k3
vertical grid-spacing at the free surface. Q + Q2  =

Table 3 illustrates that the numerical
scheme predicts the correct attenuation of where for deep water, the dispersion relation-
the wave to within the accuracy of Lamb's ship is
approximation. The free-surface elevation
is correctly predicted to within one percent,
even when the resolution of the free-surface Q? - k. -k
boundary-layer is very poor. The calcula- Wei

tions of the surface vorticity improve as the
resolution of the free-surface boundary-layer At each order of the approximation, evolu-
increases. The energy is conserved to within tion equations for aT are derived by eliminat-
0.1% for a moderate resolution case, but the ing secular terms. These free waves generate
energy conservation is poorer for the highest bound harmonics. The bound waves are the

resolution case probably because of insuffi- particular solutions to the governing equa-

cient multigrid iterations. tions after the secular terms have been elim-
inated. This solution procedure has been au-
tomated using Macsyma, a symbolic algebra

5.3 Test Case III: Triad Resonance code.

We consider a special case that illustrates
Our study of triad resonances is motivated by the directional spreading of wave energy due
the need to model short waves for the pur- to triad interactions:
poses of remote sensing applications. The
derivation of the analytic solution is based
on a perturbation expansion in terms of pow- k = (klCOS(0),]1sin(0))

ers of the wave steepness and a Taylor series k2 (k1 cos(O),-k1 sin(9))
expansion about the plane z = 0. The first- (k1 cos(O),-klsin(O))
order solution in infinite depth is k 3 = (2k, cos(O), 0)

where 0 is the angle of incidence of the two
3 gravity waves (kl&k2 ) relative to the capil-

77(1)=Y, ai(r) exp (i(ki -x- Qtt)) lary wave (k3 ). The wavenumber that char-
i=1 acterizes this case is

Cb=_ai (r Q exp (ki z+ i(ki•- x - Qit)),

k1 k2  _(2 cos(0) - 1)We
1 (4cos(0)3 -2)Fr 2

where ai are the slowly-varying complex am-
plitudes of the resonant triad, and ki and Qi Based on the preceding equation, resonance
are their respective wavenumbers and wave can occur only for cos(0) < 2-1/3 ;

frequencies. r = et is a slow time expan- 37.5 deg. These waves are long-crested
sion. We could also allow slow variations in gravity-capillary waves. The equations that
space [19] and weak viscous effects [18, 8], govern the envelop are
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5.4 Test Case IV: Wave-Current
Interactions

As a test of the coupling between the poten-
da, = iF(9)kifia~a3  tial and vortical portions of our Helmholtz
dT formulation, consider the interaction of a

da2  - iF(0)k1Qlaa wave with a shear current. A linear analy-
dr a3  sis of this flow leads to Rayleigh's stability
da 3  iF(O) cos(0)kiQiala 2 , equation subject to the kinematic and dy-

dT- namic free-surface boundary conditions [38].
Our current profile has the following general
form:

where F(O) (cos(0) 2 + 2 cos(0) - 2).

The characteristic velocity is the mini- U(z) 2Uo ± Ul COS(y-•(Z h))

mum phase speed for a gravity-capillary wave
Uc = (4ga/p))1/4. The characteristic length where U0 and U1 are the amplitudes of the

is the inverse wavenumber of this wave f, = mean and sinusoidal portions of the current

(U/pg)1/ 2. Based on these scales F,2 = 2 and and h is the depth. The characteristic length

We = 2. The solution is inviscid. The angle is the wavelength of the surface disturbance

of incidence is 0 = arctan(½). The numerical f, = A, and the characteristic velocity is u, =
solution is initialized with A 0.05 and g-. The depth is equal to the wavelength.solutio isuto intisie witsh cnd c=pillzrity.isnot
3 = 0. Two hundred time steps are used per The solution is inviscid and capillarity is not

gravity-wave period (T = 27r/Q1), and the modeled.

duration of the simulation is 35 gravity-wave For U1 = -U0 the current is highest at
periods. The grid resolution along the x-, the mean free-surface (z = 0), and the shear
y-, & z-axes is 24 x 48 x 24. The depth that is highest at the mean free surface and the
is used in the numerical simulation is suffi- bottom. For our test case all of the eigen-
ciently deep to neglect finite-depth effects. values are real and the flow is stable. As ini-

Figure 2 compares the modal amplitudes tial conditions, we choose the eigenmode with

of the analytic and numerical solutions. The the highest eigenvalue. The phase speed of

agreement is very good initially, but then this wave is approximately c g V//k±+U(0).

the solutions begin to diverge after about Twenty-four grid points are used per wave-

ten gravity-wave periods. The theory pre- length and one hundred time steps are used

dicts that all of the gravity-wave energy goes per wave period. Two wave steepnesses and

into the capillary wave, whereas the numeri- two currents are chosen to show the conver-

cal solution shows a periodic behavior. This gence of the fully-nonlinear numerical solu-

discrepancy is due to a special phase depen- tion to the linear analytic solution as the

dence in the analytic theory that can be elim- steepness and shear are reduced.

inated by extending the theory to higher or-
der. (We plan to demonstrate this result 0  0 2(T) 1(T) 1.0(4)nuerca s-0.1 0.01 2.3(-2) 1.5(-3) 1.0(--4)
in a subsequent paper.) The numerical . 2.5(-2) 2.9(-3) 4.5(-4)

lutions also show a high-frequency behavior 0.2 0.01 4.9(-2) 2.1(-3) 7.8(-5)

due to high-order interactions that are not 0.2 0.02 5.0(-2) 4.4(-3) 2.6(-4)

modeled by the analytic theory. The numer- Table 4: Wave-current convergence test.

ical simulation conserved energy to within
four percent after 35 gravity-wave periods Table 4 illustrates the convergence of the
(SE,(35T) = 0.037). numerical scheme as a function of the wave
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steepness and the shear. The error in the cusp that occurs at the crest of the Gerst-

surface vorticity (C&) is normalized by w' ner wave is smoothed out. Another factor

IUl17r/2h. The errors in the free-surface ele- that contributes to the slower convergence is
vation are halved when the magnitude of the the finite-depth effects that are present in the

shear is halved. Similarly, the errors in the numerical solution, but not the analytic so-

surface vorticity are halved when the wave lution. Even with these limitations, the ac-

steepness is halved. The kinetic and poten- curacy of these numerical simulations is com-

tial energy is conserved to within .05% for all parable to the simpler gravity-wave case.

cases.

6 LES PERFORMANCE
5.5 Test Case V: Gerstner's Wave STUDIES

Table 5 shows the numerical errors as a
function of the spatial and temporal reso- The LES formulation is tested a priori us-

lution and the nonlinearity when Gerstner's ing a DNS dataset of three-dimensional ho-

wave is used as initial conditions[12]. A mogeneous turbulence and a posteriori using

Newton-Raphson technique is used to con- numerical simulations of free-surface turbu-

vert Gerstner's Lagrangian coordinates to lence. The DNS code that is used to gen-

our Eulerian coordinates. Then a boundary- erate the dataset of homogeneous turbulence

value problem is solved to convert from the uses the same finite-difference operators and

primitive-variable formulation of Gerstner to multigrid solver as the free-surface code. The

our Helmholtz decomposition. The charac- study of homogeneous turbulence allows us

teristic length is the wavelength f, = A, and to perform high-resolution simulations of a

the characteristic velocity is u = VgA. The flow that is less complex than free-surface

depth is equal to the wavelength. The solu- turbulence. The LES studies of free-surface

tion is inviscid and rotational. Capillarity is turbulence include comparisons to moderate-
not modeled. resolution DNS studies of turbulence with-

out waves, turbulence with waves, and waves
I z, I A/Ax IT/At I E,(T) I S&(T) Ee n(T) without turbulence. These numerical simu-

-0.1 24 50 1.9(-2) 3.0(-2) 3.1(-2) lations allow us to assess the performance of
-0.1 48 100 7.5(-3) 7.3(-3) 1.3(-2)
-0.2 24 50 3.1(-3) 1.1(-3) 9.6(-3) the test-filter approach and the SGS closures
-0.2 48 100 1.2(-3) 1.7(-4) 4.3(-3) under a variety of conditions.

Table 5: Gerstner's wave convergence test.

The wave steepness, e = 7rH/A, is a func- 6.1 A Priori Tests

tion of z,: e = exp(kz,), where k is the The a priori tests of the SGS models are
wavenumber and z, = 0 corresponds to a based on a DNS simulation of homogeneous

cycloid. The two entries in the table for turbulence. Based on a length scale of f, =

z, = -0.1 and -0.2 correspond to e = .53 5cm and a rms-velocity scale of u, = 4cm/s,

and .28. The error in the surface vorticity is the Reynolds number is Re = 2000. These

normalized by w• = 2Q, where is the wave scales are chosen to match our free-surface

frequency. turbulence studies, which we will discuss

The errors in the surface vorticity show later. As initial conditions, we used white

that the fourth-order accuracy is approached noise with zero mean that was projected onto

as the grid resolution is increased. How- a solenoidal velocity field. A 1283 numeri-

ever, the convergence of the free-surface so- cal simulation was run until the kinetic en-

lution is not as rapid. A closer inspec- ergy decayed to about 25% of its initial value.

tion of the numerical results shows that the Then the velocity field was rescaled so that
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the rms velocity was equal to one. This pro- ters. The SGS stress tensor is calculated
cess was repeated until the shape of spectrum using the definition in Equation (6). Then
did not change. The Taylor Reynolds number volume-averaged SGS coefficients are calcu-
at this point was RA = 46. lated using Lilly's least-squares procedure.

Figure 3 compares energy spectrums of nu- Table 6 provides the SGS coefficients and the

merical simulations to the measurements of correlation coefficients. The effective length-

Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [2]. The energy scale of each filter is Ae, and A is the grid

density and the wavenumbers are normal- spacing. As the ratio Ae/A gets larger, more

ized using Kolmogorov units. The numer- energy is filtered out. Two of the filters cor-

ical simulations include the results of 1283 respond to the grid and test filters that are

psuedo-spectral simulations (labeled I and defined in Equations (22 & 23). The third

II), and eight-point and six-point upwind- filter is a very coarse second-order accurate

biased finite-difference codes 2 . The first spec- filter. The correlation coefficient is defined

tral simulation was allowed to naturally de- below:

cay. The second spectral simulation forced
the lowest wavenumbers to make the spec-
trum stationary. The six-point FDM scheme C(m) -- < iTir > (33)
is used in our free-surface code. The results /< (ji) 2 >< (Ti7) 2 >

of the eight-point FDM scheme are included
to illustrate convergence, where rij is the SGS stress tensor and 7-7 is

The finite-difference codes compare as well the model SGS stress tensor. The brackets
to the experiments as the spectral codes. denote volume averaging.
Moreover, the finite-difference codes show no
evidence of an energy pileup at the high- -_C6

est wavenumbers, unlike the spectral codes. T 2 8 0C06I 256/193 18.10(-3) J - J - [0.06 1
Except for the energy pileup, a nonstation- 1 16/7 2.55(-2) 0.17

ary spectrum may explain the poorer agree- I 16/5 5.59(-2) _ 0.26

ment of the first spectral simulation with 11 256/193 1.20 0.95
the experimental data. The poorer agree- II 16/7 1.40 0.94

II 16/5 1.81 0.90

ment of the second spectral simulation at 111 256/193 1.92(-4) 1.20 0.95

the lower wavenumbers may be attributed III 16/7 -5.28(-4) 1 ]1.40 ] 0.94

to the forcing. As expected, the eight-point 111 16/5 4.72(-3) 1 1.80 0.90

finite-difference scheme shows slightly bet- IV 256/193 -9.81(-3) 0.25

IV 16/7 -3.94(-2) 0.69
ter agreement with the experimental data at IV 16/5 -1.36(-1) 0.87

the highest wavenumbers. However, consid- V 256/193 1.20 0.95V 16/7 1 -- 1.58 J0.95
ering that this slight discrepancy is occuring V 16/5 12.20 0.9

at the Nyquist wavenumbers, the excellent V 16/5 2 0.98

agreement of both finite-difference codes with Table 6: SGS and correlation coefficients.

the experimental data is remarkable. We are
currently investigating the performance of In Table 6 the correlation of the global

the finite-difference codes at higher Reynolds model (Types II and V) is much better than

numbers on a CM-5 computer. the local models (Types I and IV), and the
The DNS dataset from the eight-point combination of a local model with the global

finite-difference code is used to generate syn- model (Type III) does not improve the per-
thetic LES velocity fields using different sil- formance of the global model alone (Type

II). In general, the correlations of the global
2Dr. Thomas Lund at Nasa Ames provided us with models slightly decrease as the coarseness of

the spectral results. the filter increases, whereas the correlations
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of the local models improve. All of the SGS slip boundary conditions are initially used on
coefficients increase as coarseness increases, the plane z = 0. If a surface wave is also

The Type I model with Ae/A = 16/5 present, then the subsurface-velocity field is

roughly corresponds to one case that Lund periodically extended above the plane z = 0.

and Novikov investigated using a spectral A boundary-value problem is solved to set

code with a sharp-cutoff filter and volume the normal-component of the surface veloc-

averaging [13]. For this case their correla- ity to zero (see Equation 8). The initial

tion coefficient (C = 0.24) agrees with our rms velocity of the subsurface-velocity field

results. As a possible explanation of the ex- is set to one, whether or not a surface wave

cellent correlation coefficients for the global is present. The surface wave is assigned using

model, consider the correlation between the an exact Gravity wave, and the generation of

energy density (ukuk) and the filtered energy- spurious high-frequency waves due to imbal-

density (Uk•ik). For even the coarsest fil- ances in the initial conditions is eliminated

ter, this correlation exceeds 0.97. This im- using an adjustment procedure (see [6], [7],
plies that most of the kinetic energy is con- & [8]). The simulations are run for about

centrated in the lowest wavenumbers, which 2.5 wave periods, or more than two small-

helps to explain the excellent correlation of scale eddy-turnover times (t.) for the lowest

the global model. Moreover, as noted by Froude-number runs and almost six turnover

Meneveau, et al (1992), although the global times for the highest Froude number, where

model captures a significant portion of the t, = A,/uo, A, is the final Taylor microscale,
SGS energy, its wavenumber content is too and u, is the final rms velocity.

high to be resolved by a LES formulation [20]. The spectrum of the total-velocity field is
So it is possible for the global model to have a calculated by taking the Fourier transform in
high correlation in a static test, like we have the horizontal plane of (r + D)1 / 217 where D
just performed, and still perform less well in is the depth and q1 + D accounts for the ver-
a dynamic test as we will see in next section. tical extent of the fluid. The Fourier coef-

ficients are squared and integrated over the
depth. Finally, the energy density is summed

6.2 A Posteriori Tests over wavenumber shells to calculate the one-
dimensional spectrum E(K). Details of a sim-

Table 8 in Section 9 at the end of this pa- ilar procedure are provided in Dommermuth
per provides the details of six DNS studies (1993a).
of free-surface turbulence. These DNS stud- Figures 4 & 5 compare the spectra of the
ies, which include simulations of subsurface DNS to the LES for cases with and with-
turbulence without waves, turbulence with out surface waves. Both figures include the
waves, and waves without turbulence, are spectrum of the total velocity field (E(n))
compared to low-resolution LES. The LES and the spectrum of the wave energy (S(n)).
studies and the DNS studies that they are By comparing the initial velocity spectra to
compared to are provided in Table the final velocity spectra (see Figures 4a &

The initial assignment of the subsurface- 5a), we observe that the higher wavenumbers
velocity field is similar to the procedure Dom- (K > 127r) of the DNS runs have filled in ac-
mermuth (1993a) discusses in his Appendix cording to Kolmogorov's law (E(K) xC K-5/3).

C [6]. The initial shape of the subsurface- The spectra of wave energy in Figure 4b
velocity spectrum is K-5/3. The mean ve- show a buildup of energy for wavenumbers
locity components are zero. To ensure that r, > 27r relative to the initial conditions. This
the LES and DNS studies use identical initial buildup corresponds to the formation of par-
conditions, only low wavenumbers (K < 127w) asitic capillary waves on the front face of the
that will fit into the LES are excited. Free-
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gravity wave (see [3], [16], & [8]). With no is provided by the SGS models. However, the
initial wave, the spectra of wave energy corre- global SGS model (Type II) sometimes pro-
spond to surface roughness (see Section 7.2). vides a small net increase in energy (see LES
Since roughness is proportional to pressure, run 2). The inclusion of the Smagorinsky
the spectra of roughness should behave as model (Type III) does not reverse this trend

in a test filter approach because the global

model dominates (see LES run 3). This dom-

S K- 7/3 inant behavior is also observed in the a pri-
(1 + _L_')2 ori tests. The Smagorinsky model (Type I)

V,2 Wýalways provided some dissipation. This ex-
plains why the low wavenumbers associated

wiher the pressure [21]andepen den ocinated with this model agree slightly better with the
with the pressure [21] and the denominator DN (seLSrn4iFguea)

includes free-surface effects (see Section 7.2). The Lum coeFie ofth

This trend is illustrated in Figure 5b. The volume-averaged coefficient of the
global model is nearly constant (c7 • 1.0)

Comparing the LBS and DNS velocity during the simulations (LES runs 2 & 3) forspectra in Figures 4a &• 5a shows that low- both the anisotropic and isotropic portions

resolution LES (24 x 24 x 25) tend to decay of the SGS stresses. The Smagorinsky coeffi-

less rapidly than the DNS for the lowest few cie risest eak vle ofabout coe0.36
waveumbrs.Thi anmalyis edued hen cient rises to a peak value of about cl = 0.36

wavenumbers. This anomaly is reduced when drn h eeoigsaeo h lw(B

the resolution of the LES is increased (see run4 the n stadily dre to aLE
'LES6' un i Fiure a).We secuate hat run 4), and then steadily decreases to a value

'LBS 6' run in Figure 5a). We speculate that o 1  02 tteedo h iuain

once a sufficient portion of the turbulent en- We th = magoritsisusedinc

ergy cascade is captured by the LES, then bWhen the Smagorinsky model is used in com-
thisprolemwil beelimnatd. oweer, bination with the global model (LES run 3),

this problem will be eliminated. However, the magnitude of the Smagorinsky coefficient
we will require DNS with higher resolution or is an order of magnitude less and its sign
experimental measurements to validate LBS varies. The coefficient of the isotropic model
with higher resolution. (Type IV) is almost constant (c6 = -0.60,

The higher wavenumbers (K > 127) of the LES run 4). Overall, the coefficient's magni-
LES velocity spectra (see Figures 4a & 5a) tudes are higher than what we had expected
decay more rapidly than the DNS because based on the a priori tests. As the resolution
the current formulation of the LES applys of the LES increases, we conjecture that the
a grid filter. (see Equation 22). Without magnitude of the coefficients will go down.
the grid filter, the LES break down due to a Figures 6a-d compare LBS and DNS free-
buildup of energy at the Nyquist wavenum- surface cuts as a packet of parasitic capillary
bers. The differences between the SGS mod- waves forms on the front face of the gravity
els are relatively small. In fact, just the grid wave. The wave is propagating from right to
filter (LBS runs 1, 5, and 6) without a SGS left. The initial conditions are a pure gravity
model performs as well as the more complex wave (see parts a & b), and the parasitic cap-
LES formulations (LES runs 2-4). Whether illary waves form from rest due to a paramet-
this trend will continue at higher resolution rc resonance near the crest (see parts c & d).is not clear. i eoac ertecet(e at )

The wave length of the ripples is determined
The dissipation in a LES is provided by the by the condition that the phase velocity of

SGS model, the viscous terms in the Navier- the ripples is equal to the phase velocity of
Stokes equations, and the grid filter. The the gravity wave plus the local water-particle
grid filter for the low-resolution LES provides velocity of the gravity wave [16]. When the
about 75% of the dissipation, 20% is pro- subsurface flow is free of turbulence, the 5cm
vided by the viscous terms, and the final 5%
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wave that is modeled in Figures 6a-d will face, turbulent roughening of the free sur-
form nine ripples on the front face of the grav- face, and turbulent scattering and dissipation
ity wave, and the wavelength and the am- of waves at the low Taylor Froude numbers
plitude of these ripples will steadily decrease (0(10-1 - 10-2)) that would occur several
down the face of the gravity wave [8]. ship lengths astern of the ship. The longest

Although LES cannot resolve the ripples wave lengths that we model correspond to a

that are observed in the DNS data that is C-Band radar at an angle of incidence of 30

plotted in Figures 6c & d, Part (d) shows that degrees. The numerical details of the DNS

the 'mean' slope is predicted well by the LES. are provided in Table 8 in Section 9 at the

Since the attenuation of wave energy due to end of this paper.

viscosity is proportional to the wavenumber As the characteristic velocity and length
squared, the inability of the LES to resolve scales, we choose the rms velocity of the tur-
the ripples could give the wrong wave dis- bulence and the wavelength of the ambient
sipation. This effect may explain why the wave. In physical units, we simulate rms tur-
LES predicts a slightly higher wave ampli- bulence velocities from 2-4cm/s interacting
tude than the DNS (see Figure 6c). This with a 5cm gravity-capillary wave. This leads
mechanism for wave dissipation is a very sen- to Taylor Reynolds of RA = 0(50 - 100).
sitive function of the gravity wave's steep- Based on our earlier simulations of homo-
ness, and it warrants additional investigation geneous turbulence (see §6.1, the resolution
using LES with higher resolution. of the bulk flow is adequate. The free-

For these low-resolution LES the wavy por- surface boundary layer, however, is not re-

tion of the flow is not separated from the solved. Since our primary goal is to model

vortical flow in the SGS stress models. As the work that the turbulence performs on the

our modeling capabilities improve, this sep- waves, we choose to use the DNS free-surface

aration may be required to model the dif- boundary conditions (see Equation 10) as if

ferent physical processes that are associated the boundary-layer is fully resolved. (For ex-

with the different components of the flow. ample, the prediction of turbulent roughen-

Our Helmholtz formulation provides a natu- ing of the free surface does not require re-

ral technique for performing this separation. solving the free-surface boundary layer, see
Section 7.2.) Upon further validation of our
free-surface boundary-layer formulation (see

7 NUMERICAL RESULTS Equation 11), we will incorporate that ca-
pability into our DNS code. A preliminary

Based on a combination of model-scale mea- validation study is provided in Dommermuth
surements and numerical predictions of the (1993c).
Taylor length scale and the rms turbulent
velocity in a ship wake, we expect Taylor
Reynolds numbers R\ = 0(105 - 106) and 7.1 The Turbulent Structure Near
Taylor Froude numbers F\ = 0(10-1 - 10-') the Free Surface
that depend on the distance aft. We do not
expect strong interactions between the sub- Laboratory measurements of a turbulent
surface turbulence and the surface waves in vortex-tube interacting with a free surface
the far wake of the ship, where the Froude show the formation of whirls [32, 33]. The ob-
number is low, but we still need to quantify served persistence and amalgamation of these
the types of interactions and their behavior whirls is characteristic of two-dimensional
as a function of the Froude number. Here, turbulence. Whether this behavior is com-
we use the results of the DNS to investigate mon to turbulent free-surface flows in gen-
the structure of turbulence near the free sur- eral is questionable because this particular
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vortex-tube experiment had a moving stagna- ization of a turbulent flow at a low Reynolds
tion point on the free surface where the whirls number, but they do not support the notion
would naturally tend to collect [31, 5, 6]. This that the flow near the free surface behaves
issue is addressed using a DNS of a more gen- like two-dimensional turbulence.
eral turbulent free-surface flow.

For any function F(x, y, z, t) such as vortic- 7.2 Free-Surface Roughness
ity, we can define an one-dimensional energy
operator (Eld): We define roughness as the free-surface dis-

turbance that is caused by subsurface turbu-
lence in the absence of ambient waves. At low

Eld(F; 2, t) -- dxdy + F 2  Froude numbers, the free-surface elevation isE2J D hydrostatically balanced with the component

of the pressure that is induced by the vorticalwhere 2 (z ± D)/(17 + D) is a mapping, portion of the flow:

and D is the depth. (The free surface corre-

sponds to 2 = 1 and z = q, and the bottom F 2FP. (34)
corresponds to ; = 0 and z = -D.) The op-

erator Eld provides a vertical distribution of If capillarity is important, then
energy for a function F. An integral of Eld

with respect to 2 multiplied by the depth D -

provides the total energy in the fluid volume. +1 ± 2 , (35)

Figures 7a & b provide the enstrophy dis-

tribution for the vertical component of vor- where the hat symbol (n) denotes the Fourier
ticity (Eld(Wz)) and the energy distribution transform and K is the horizontal wavenum-
for the horizontal components of velocity ber. As the Froude number increases, disper-
(Eld(U) + Eld(V)). The vertical component sive effects may become important, then
of vorticity corresponds to the whirls that are
observed in laboratory experiments. As time K t

increases, Figure 7ashows that Eld(WP), after i/(t) = jduPsin(w (t - u))

a small initial increase, actually decreases by 2K 2

about 25% near the free surface (2 = 1) and exp(--,(t - U)) (36)
the free-slip bottom (2 = 0). In the interior
of the fluid for 2 = 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25 the where w2  K/F,2 + K3/We is the wave fre-
enstrophy increases and actually more than quency.
doubles in one case. There is no evidence that In Table 7 we compare the preceding for-
the vertical component of vorticity tends to mulas to two DNS of a fully-nonlinear free-
persist longer at the free surface for this low surface flow (see Runs 1 & 4 in Table 8). Two
Reynolds number simulation. additional DNS with free-slip boundary con-

Figure 7b shows that the horizontal veloc- ditions on the "free surface" are used to cal-
ity components have at least 50% more en- culate the vortical component of the pressure.
ergy near the free surface and the free-slip This pressure is inserted into the three formu-
bottom than in the interior of the flow. The las for roughness. Table 7 provides the cor-
high velocities near the boundaries of the relation coefficients between the free-surface
fluid are due to horizontal vortices interact- and free-slip wall calculations. The symbols
ing with their images. These high horizon- C3 4 , C35 , and C36 respectively correspond to
tal velocities may actually inhibit the connec- the correlation coefficients for Equations (34,
tion of normal vorticity with the free surface. 35, & 36). The results are for the final time
Granted, these results are for a single real- step.
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DNS Run C34  C35 I C36  fitted curve, we estimate that the rate of tur-

1 0.939 0.998 0.999 bulent scattering (1-s) is
4 0.767 0.907 0.928 1

Table 7: Roughness correlation coefficients. -E, = • , (37)

The correlation coefficients for DNS Run 1 where Ep is the initial potential energy.

are better than DNS Run 4 because Run 1 (Note that the time t is normalized by the ra-

has a lower Froude number and less nonlin- tio of the rms turbulent velocity to the wave-

earity. Comparing the coeffients C35 to C34  length.) Equation (37) represents a spread-

in Table 7 shows that capillary effects are ing of wave energy that can act like an appar-

important for the 5cm and smaller distur- ent dissipation. Let E, equal the total wave

bances that Runs 1 and 4 model. Disper- energy, which includes the kinetic, potential,
sive effects do not appear to be as important and superficial energy, then the laminar rate

because the C36 coefficients are only slightly of energy decay (pt) is

better than the C35 coefficients. Overall, the 4K2
good agreement of the free-slip-wall simu- jul- Eo, (38)
lations with the fully-nonlinear free-surface R,

simulations provides strong support for using where K = 27r is the wavenumber of the sur-
simple free-slip-wall formulations to perform face wave. If we assume that the scatter-
roughness calculations. ing formula in Equation (37) is equally valid

for the kinetic and superficial energy com-

7.3 Turbulent Scattering of Waves ponents, then for a Reynolds number R,
0(10'), the apparent dissipation due to scat-

We define turbulent scattering as the direc- tering is the same order as the attenuation

tional spreading of surface waves due to in- due to laminar decay.

teractions with subsurface turbulence. In our Another scattering mechanism that is im-
simulations the surface wave is initially prop- portant for gravity-capillary waves is the
agating along the x-axis, and then the in- triad resonance that is discussed in Section
teractions of the wave with the turbulence 5.3. The rate of scattering of wave energy due
move wave energy off of the x-axis. One to a triad resonance (l-t,) is proportional to
measure of how much scattering has oc- the wave steepness (pa xc Ka, where K is the
curred in our numerical simulations is the wavenumber and a is the wave amplitude).
amount of potential energy that has nonzero For short steep waves, especially wind-driven
y-wavenumbers, which we denote as E,. waves, this mechanism is as effective as tur-
The operator E, also includes the effects of bulence for scattering wave energy. This is
roughness, but its effect on E, is minimal be- illustrated in Figure 2, where we observe that
cause the total potential energy due to rough- over 75% of the gravity-wave energy has scat-
ness is less than 0.2% of the wave potential tered after only fifteen wave periods. How-
energy. ever, triad resonances, unlike turbulent scat-

Figure 8 plots the turbulent scattering of tering, have a nonlinear recurrence that may
wave energy for the two different Froude limit their overall effectiveness.
numbers in Table 8. The two curves are ini- Figure 9 plots the x-component of the free-
tially flat due to the effects of the adjustment surface slope for two different Froude num-
procedure, but then the slopes of the curves bers at roughly the same nondimensional
develop a mean component. The slope of the time t/Fr = 8.35. The scattered potential
fitted curve in the figure is equal to the mean energies relative to the initial potential wave
slope of the numerical data. Based on this energies are the same order at this time. This
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indicates that the long, energy-containing The period of the oscillations is roughly
waves, are about equally scattered. We ob- equal to the wave period, which would sug-
serve, however, that the short parasitic cap- gest that the amplitude of the oscillations is
illary waves are steeper and appear to be proportional to the wave amplitude. This
more scattered for the higher Froude num- possible dependency will be investigated in

ber case. This is confirmed by analysis of a future paper.
two-dimensional wave spectra. The waves The mean offset in the slope represents a
are propagating from right to left along the net decrease in the wave energy. The slope of
x-axis. the fitted curve in the figure is equal to the

mean slope of the numerical data. Based on

7.4 Turbulent Dissipation of Waves this fitted curve, we estimate that the turbu-
lent dissipation rate (pt) is

We define turbulent dissipation as the atten-
uation of surface waves due to interactions
with subsurface turbulence. The total wave
energy E, is Comparing the turbulent dissipation rate rel-

ative to the turbulent scattering rate shows
if 1o [ q2 that turbulent dissipation decreases more

Ew =2 or2 t+ 2 F 2 J c rapidly as the Froude number decreases (see
Equation 37). For Froude numbers 0(10-1 -vJ( /1 +1•+ -1), 10-2), the turbulent dissipation rate is the
same order as the turbulent scattering rate

where the first three terms on the right-hand and the laminar dissipation rate (see Equa-

side of the equation are respectively the wave tion 38). However, all of these effects are less

kinetic energy, the wave potential energy, and than the dissipation rates associated with the

the wave superficial energy. Let E, 1 , E, 2, formation of parasitic capillary waves (p,)

and E, 3 respectively represent the energy and the effects of surfactant films (jtf).

with an ambient wave but no turbulence, the In the case of parasitic capillary waves,
energy with an ambient wave and turbulence, Dommermuth's numerical simulations and
and the energy with turbulence but no am- Longuet Higgins' theoretical predictions
bient wave. We define the change of wave show that , = O(=5pl - 10p-I) for steep 5cm
energy (Ed) due to the actions of turbulence gravity capillary waves [8, 16]. Pillips shows
as that in the inextensible limit of a surfactant

film that pf = O(10pl) for a 5cm gravity-

capillary wave [29].
Ed = E.I - (E. 2 - E. 3 ) • Our turbulent-dissipation rate is four times

lower than the dissipation rate that Olmez
In our DNS runs, we neglect Ew3 because it & Milgram (1992) measure [28]. We note,
never exceeds .2% of Eo, where Eo is the ini- however, that the laminar decay rate that
tial value of E, 1 . they measure is two times higher than the-

Figure 10 plots the turbulent dissipation of ory. Two possible explanations that could
the wave energy for the two different Froude explain the differences between our predic-
numbers in Table 8. The two curves are ini- tions, their measurements, and theory in-
tially flat due to the effects of the adjustment clude the effects of the poor resolution of the
procedure, but then the slopes of the curves free-surface boundary layer in the numerical
develop an oscillatory and a mean compo- simulations and the effects of a surfactant
nent. film that may have been present in the Michi-
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gan towing-tank facility even with the use of we provide in Equation (11). This bound-
scrubbers 3 . ary condition is already incorporated into our

LES capability. The boundary-layer formu-
lation enables us to simulate the dominate

8 CONCLUSIONS dissipative effects of parasitic capillary waves
while still maintaining an ability to predict

Comparisons between the LES and DNS in- free-surface roughness, and turbulent scatter-
dicate that the LES should be performed at ing and dissipation.
higher resolution to resolve a sufficient por-
tion of the turbulent energy cascade. For
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9 TABLES

__ DNSi I DNS 2 ] DNS 3 ] DNS 4 D DNS5 ] DNS 6

Includes Wave? no yes yes no yes yes
Includes Turbulence? yes no yes yes no yes

t4 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm 5cm
u, 2cm/s 2cm/s 2cm/s 4cm/s 4cm/s 4cm/s

H/A - .07 .07 - .07 .07

Re 1000 1000 1000 2000 2000 2000
Fr-2  1230. 1230. 1230. 306. 306. 306.
we-1 3.70 3.70 3.70 0.925 0.925 0.925
R) 62 - 62 63 - 63
At 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006
Nt 601 801 801 601 801 801
J t 1 14.0 14.0 14.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

Table 8: Data for DNS runs.

The 'Includes Wave?' item indicates whether a fully-nonlinear gravity wave is present in the initial
conditions. Similarly, the 'Includes Turbulence?' item indicates whether the initial conditions include
a subsurface-velocity field. The length of the wave is 4, and the initial rms velocity of the subsurface
velocity field is u,. H/A = H/lo is the initial wave steepness. Re, Fr, and We are respectively the
Reynolds, Froude, and Weber numbers based on the characteristic scales f, and u,. RA is the Taylor
Reynolds number at the final time step. The time step is At, and Nt is the number of time steps. The
adjustment factor is 5t (see [6]). The component of the pressure that is induced by the vortical flow,
the viscous normal stresses, and the effects of capillarity are all adjusted4 . The length (x), width (y),
and depth (z) of the computation domain are respectively L = 1, W = 1, and D = 1. The number of
grid points along the x-, y-, and z-axes are respectively Ima, = 96 , Jma, = 96 , and Kmax = 97 . The
maximum allowable wavenumber in the free-surface elevation is r,,a, = 647r. Wavenumbers that exceed
this value are bandpassed filtered. Three multigrid iterations and six V-cycle Jacobi iterations are used
to solve the elliptic equations (see [8]).

II LES I LES 2 LES 3 LES 4 ] LES 5 ] LES 6

DNS Run 6 6 6 6 4 6
Model Types VI II & V III & V I& IV VI VI

Resolution 24 x 24 x 25 24 x 24 x 25 24 x 24 x 25 24 x 24 x 25 24 x 24 x 25 48 x 48 x 49

r1max 247r 247r 247r 247r 247r 327r

At 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0009

Table 9: Data for LES runs.

The 'DNS Run' item is the DNS run in Table 8 that corresponds to the LES run. The 'Model Types'
item is the SGS Model from Table 1 that is used in the LES. The resolution is the number of grid points
along the x-, y-, and z-axes. The maximum allowable wavenumber in the free-surface elevation is KmX.

Wavenumbers that exceed this value are bandpassed filtered. At is the time step. All of the LES runs
use 601 time steps.

4 The adjustment procedure uses an exponential function (exp(-6t2t')) to slowly couple the free-surface waves

with the subsurface turbulent flow.
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Figure 3: Energy Spectrum of Homoge-
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locity (v) microscales.
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Figure 4: Comparison of DNS and LES
Spectra. Initial conditions include sub-
surface turbulence with a surface wave.
(a) LES and DNS runs are total-velocity
spectra at time t = 0.36. (b) LES and
DNS runs are wave energy spectra at time
t = 0.36. The initial conditions are also
shown.
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Figure 5: Comparison of DNS and LES
Spectra. Initial conditions include subsur-
face turbulence without a surface wave.
(a) Total-velocity spectra at time t =

0.36. (b) Wave energy spectra at time
t = 0.36. The initial conditions for the
total-velocity spectrum are shown. The

initial wave energy is zero, corresponding
to no wave.
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Figure 7: Vertical Distributions of Enstro-
phy and Energy. (a) Vertical component
of vorticity. (b) Horizontal components of
velocity. The plots are based on DNS Run
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Figure 8: Turbulent Scattering of 5cm
Waves. E, is the scattered potential wave
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Figure 10: Turbulent Dissipation of 5cm
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DISCUSSION A Helmholtz formulation also allows the use
by Dr. Thomas T. Huang, David Taylor Model of boundary -layer approximations in the free-
basin surface boundary conditions. This prevents the

excessive dissipation of waves that is observed in
Did you define or quantify the characteris- RANS simulations of free-surface flows.

tics of numerical dissipation in comparison with
the physical dissipation you presented in the
paper?

Author's Reply
The numerical validation studies that we

performed indicate that numerical dissipation is
minimal.

DISCUSSION

by Dr. H. Haussling, Naval Surface Warfare
Center

The authors have presented impressive
results which help us understand the interactions
of turbulence with a free surface. When the
decomposition of the pressure field was
described in the talk, it was mentioned that this
decomposition might be useful in Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes computations about
ships. Could this suggestion be discussed in
more detail?

Author's Reply
A Helmholtz decomposition provides a

rigorous treatment of the intersection of the ship
hull with the free surface. As a result, unlike
conventional RANS techniques, extrapolation is
not required to project velocities from the free
surface onto the ship hull where the no-slip con-
dition is satisfied. This extrapolation is required
in RANS simulations because otherwise the free-
surface could not rise up the hull.

The Helmholtz formulation decomposes the
flow field into its wavy and vortical parts. The
wavy portion (f) of the flow allows the free sur-
face to rise up the wall, and the vortical portion
(U) of the flow enforces the no-slip condition on
the wall. Since the flow is decomposed into two
parts, an additional kinematic boundary condi-
tion is required on the free surface. For small
free-surface slopes, this additional boundary
condition is approximately that the vertical com-
ponent of the vortical flow is (w = 0). The no-
slip condition on the wall requires that w = 02"
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Computation of Free-Surface Flows Around 3-D Hydrofoil
and Wigley Ship by N-S Solver

S.H. Kwag and K.S. Min
(Hyundai Maritime Research Institute, Korea)

ABSTRACT q velocity vector in matrix form

free-surface amplitude

Computations are carried out to simulate K pressure gradient term

the free-surface flows around the Wigley model. n :ni time step

The Navier-Stokes equation is solved by a L ship length or chord length

SIAF (semi-implicit approximate factorization)

method where the body-fitted coordinate system INTRODUCTION

and the wall function are invoked. The

numerical merit is that each line of block Free-surface flow around ship is one of

pentadiagonal system is decoupled from others the most complicated flows because there are

and highly vectorized coding is possible. various nonlinear phenomena and viscous

Calculations are made at the Reynolds number -inviscid interaction. Recently, with the aid of

of 106 and the Froude numbers are 0.25, 0.289 the rapid development of computer technology,

and 0.316. The free-surface waves are methods called NS solvers, in which the

compared with those by the explicit method and governing equations of the flow are discretized

experiments. In the latter part, the flow and computed, have become very popular'-.

characteristics of 3-D submerged foil is Among them, the finite-difference solution

investigated. Flows of five different cases are methods for the Navier-Stokes equation with

simulated and compared each other to discuss free-surface seem to be the most promising

the free-surface effect on the hydrofoils where because of their generality. However, there are

the submergence depth and angle of attack are much more difficulties to be overcome in the

imposed. Through the numerical simulation, it development of free-surface flow solvers such

is found that the lift and drag are seriously as the treatment of free-surface boundary

influenced by the free-surface waves. The condition, especially the viscous and turbulence

righting moment, which comes from the conditions on the free-surface. Another

non-symmetrical lift distribution along the span, shortcoming is a long computation time.

is also calculated for the heeled case.
In the present paper, the explicit finite-

difference method for the Navier-Stokes

NOMENCLATURE solver, is extended to the semi-implicit

approximation method. The advantage of the

non-dimensional pressure present method7 is that the partial differential

Re Reynolds number, Uo.L/v equations are changed to the ordinary ones.

Fn Froude number, U/ Fg-L The equations form a system with block

At time increment pentadiagonal matrices in three dimensional case

U,V,W contravariant velocities and can be efficiently solved. Through the
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approximate factorization, each line of block imposed on the body surface. The no-slip
system in any of the three sweeps is completely condition used for the viscous flow simulation
decoupled from others and therefore highly realizes the shock-free condition for the
vectorized coding is possible. Through the pressure. The 3-D effect is simultaneously
numerical study, it is confirmed that the investigated besides the study of interaction

present method is very efficient in reducing the with free-surface. The tip vortex, which is a
computation time and also keeping the accuracy part of the results, shows that the rotational
in the results. The computation time can be magnitude of velocity is much affected by the
reduced to a large extent because the marching submergence depth and 3-dimensionality of the
time interval is increased to several times in the wing. As concerns the resistance, the induced
magnitude. It is because the method is, by drag is intrinsically explained because it may be
nature, unconditionally stable. This numerical an inherent component of forming the pressure
merit encourages us to challenge the full-scale drag. The nonlinear property of waves and the
computation with free-surface. interaction of a viscous flow with waves render

the fluid motion much more difficult to
In the latter part, the free-surface interaction is simulate numerically.
investigated for 3-D submerged hydrofoil
because there is a recent trend to develop high
speed ships such as the hydrofoil craft. Duncan8  NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SHIP WAVES
and Colemanr made some experiments on the
2-D wings and discussed the flow Basic Equation
characteristics as well as the wave breaking.
The pressure data are available from Numerical simulation of 3-D free-surface
Nishiyamal0 . The calculation results can be seen flow is carried out by solving the N-S equation
in Suzuki et all' through the FDM and BEM basically following to the MAC method. The
analyses even though they are 2-dimensional. mean velocity components u, v and w exclusive
-lno' and Mori13 solved 2-dimensional N-S and of the fluctuation components at (n+1) time step
Euler equations with the nonlinear free-surface are determined by using a forward-time
conditions and reviewed on the submerged difference as follows.
advancing hydrofoil by calculating the lift and
drag forces. In the ship hydrodynamics, the u = (F" - (1)

wing is strongly affected by the free-surface (' -
w"+ = (" ••

and vice versa because the wing usually works
near the free-surface. In spite of many research where
works, there are still a lot of unclear problems.
In this sense, it is no doubt necessary to F" = 1 71 U2 U u +0 9U+ au

investigate the interaction between the lifting A a+(-au 89 T+ -au TY 9v

body and free-surface. One of the motivations + T{ v(2 -z)j + Ty{V,(Ty + -)}

for the present 3-D lifting body research is that, + (+
if we directly solve the N-S equation, there is
no need to introduce the so-called Kutta G' = + 1 2 ,v ,,O v atr

condition which is obscure in 3-D cases. Many L-- + j? vzt) +v +w •)8 8ti 8v 8 '9v
researchers have tried to solve the problems by +a-{v,(- + -)} +a 2

the potential flow approach in which an a u9Yay (2)8 8u 8w
appropriate modelling of the wake leaving from + T-f1,,(T-• + T- )I
the trailing edge of the wing is necessary or H w" = w 9w 8w,
the wake is solved iteratively. A difficulty is to H+ w - (U"= + V"ý7 +V"T)

find a universal and exact model for the Kuttazi + au) o a v ow
condition. The N-S solver does not include T-'( T.+ )+y F{ +T--y-

such a problem if the no-slip condition is +- {(2 {()}
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and SIAF Scheme
Z (3)

To solve the N-S equations more

All the variables are on the cartesian coordinate efficiently, the SIAF method is used. The 3-D

system(x, y, z) where x is in the uniform flow equations are used in the computation, but 2-D

direction, y in the lateral, and z in the vertical basic equations are only described for brief

direction respectively ; u, v and w are the understanding. The turbulence model is not

velocity components in the x-, y- and z- particularly remarked here because of the same

direction, respectively. They are normalized by applicability as in the explicit method. The N-S

the representative length and reference velocity, equation can be written in the non-conservative
Subscripts denote the differentiations with vector form as follows.

respect to the referred variables and superscripts 1
the values at the referred time step. The term q, + uqý+w = •F-eq-K (8)
At stands for the time increment, p the
pressure and vt the eddy viscosity. Re and Fn where

are Reynolds and Froude numbers respectively

based on L and Uo, and q=[ , K = ]
V2 = ý+ a a

The numerically-generated, body-fitted coor-

Differentiating (1) with respect to x, y and z, dinate system gives the transformation.

we can have

V14 = Fý + G, + Hý - (u,"÷ + v,'+' + w+9!)/A (5) ý = f) (10)
t=t

The last term in (5) is expected to satisfy the
continuity condition. (5) can be solved by the It offers the advantages of generality and
relaxation method. The new free-surface at the flexibility and, most importantly, transforms the

(n+l)th time-step is calculated by moving the computational domain into a simple rectangular
rmarker particles by region with equal grid spacing. Through

xZ + u Ai) transformations, (8) can be written for the
(6) velocity component q as

Z"+ Z" + rA, (7,+ V7(l = e 72 -K

The oncoming flow is accelerated from zero to

the given constant velocity. Third-order where U and W are the unscaled contravariant
upstream differencing is used for the convection velocity components and K' is transformed from
terms with the fourth-order truncation error K in terms of ($, )
which is written as, for example

U = + U$+ we

UOaf ijW = 9' + Uý + W~zu(•),,j,(12)
ax f,.k --

8
fi-1,A + Sft+]j1k-f,+,k ,k (7) K'= J (12)

+IVi",kl fa-2j,k - 4f,-l,j,k + 6fi,,,k - 4f,+],,k + f,÷2,j,k
4 The Laplacian operator gives

7"= (a)--i%+ a12 a3 --

+ + . i -'
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(13)_j(

a, = =a3 +7=q+ ReAq >- K'

a 2 = ýý2+ 52 a, =xx+ +
a5 = In above equation, K'(ncl) is approximated as

K'(') because it is not easy to get the solution

The implicit form of (11) is as follows, at the (n+l) time step. The fourth and seventh

terms of above equation are approximately

+(UqX) +(W¢•7X +factored.
(14)

l~~qW-K" ~ w Q4Ul2~au ,
aq 8 aq"

The (n) and (n+l) mean the time-step, where = UAq, (19)

the value at (n+1) is treated as unknown. The VV"awl a ,q" a 1'" alW"

linearization and truncation give - a"

Un+,= U,+ aUý _Ait+ O(At2)Waq / Rearranging (18) with respect to Aq", we get

=n~ W,4+ _aw j + -A O(At2)aq'4 at (15) r (/,'\ a a 2at w[+tW, W a, o) a
qF2+l = ±+-F-nAt+ O(At2 ) ARe a 2

at

a2  )1 = A , (20)
Re

The convective terms can be written as

Q,4 -U'4a'4+ 1'4,n,,) + I aQ I ~
(UqW)'4' = Unq,+ U at ,"n+a2 q,+aac'4+a4q'4,+asqe

+ n aun ae'A+O(jt2) + a5 Aq" )-K"

aq ' at (16)

(1Wýq)*1 = WHq,4 + WteliAt Here it is not possible to calculate Aqf in the

above equation. It is approximated as,q' aw" h•A +O(At2)
~aq'4 at

Aq, =zJq'--'+ O(At2 ) (21)

The finite-difference scheme gives
Therefore, through the approximate factorization,

__U___-U"

AU = - aUt- U - At the partial differential equations are changed to

-ý+] U' ' the ordinary ones.

AW = -aw A+t ]+it U1-+ U-ait At (17)

=Wn~l- Wn a, qn=1 Q
= nRe a .j, = ATtQ

=q" = -q " t = Req" tJq_"qi (22)

!2__ n = AZq*nRe • g

The governing equation is written as

The above set of equations form a system with
Aq" + U'q' + U'Aq " + ', a , " block pentadiagonal matrices in three

dimensional case and can be efficiently solved.

+ W'q',; + 4 ;VnZ,,+q aq" Aq" (18) Through an approximate factorization, each line
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of block pentadiagonal system in any of the well applied to the boundary layer and wake of

three sweeps is decoupled completely from a surface-piercing body like a ship. Therefore,

others, and therefore highly vectorized coding is in the present calculation, the simple zero

possible. equation model is used.

Boundary Conditions

COMPUTED RESULTS

1) On the free-surface, the boundary condition

requires zero tangential stress and a normal Wigley Case

stress which balances any externally applied

forces. The application of these conditions The SIAF method is applied to Wigley

requires a knowledge of not only the location of model with free-surface. The aim is to compare

the free-surface at each grid but also its slope the present results with those of explicit

and curvature. In the present calculation, the method. The Reynolds number is 10f and

shape of the free-surface is not known a priori; Froude numbers are 0.25, 0.289 and 0.316. For

it is defined by the position of the marker the numerical stability and efficiency, the grid

particles. The z-coordinate of the free-surface is scheme near the hull surface is required to be

rearranged by a linear interpolation in proportion orthogonal to it and the grid size should change

to the newly calculated projected area at each smoothly. The number of grids is 74x29x19

time step. On the free-surface, the exact and the computed domain is -0.7<x/L•1.5, 0.0

pressure condition is imposed because the •y/L<0.5 and -0.1745<z/L•0.0. The time

uppermost grid is always identical to the increment is 0.002. In order to check the

free-surface. By this scheme, it is expected convergence of the computation, the wave

that the free-surface condition, Le., the constant pattern and drag coefficients are compared along

pressure condition, can be directly applied, the marching time step as shown in Fig.1 and

2) On the body surface, the wall function Fig.2 where Cp, Cf and Ct are the pressure,

approach is used to reduce the computation frictional and total resistance coefficients

time. With the wall condition, the minimum respectively. Although the wave seems to be

grid spacing in the direction normal to the body still developed further, we can assume that it

surface should be small enough to resolve the is converged at t=3.0 where t is the

viscous sublayer in the boundary layer. non-dimensional time. It can be supported by

3) At upstream boundary, the uniform flow the results as shown in Fig.2. The calculated

condition is used; Lq=0. At downstream frictional resistance, which is directly derived

boundary, zero extrapolation in e-direction is from the difference of the velocities at the two

used. On the symmetric plane, q,=O and Lq,, points, is still larger than the Schoenherr's.

=0 is applied. At outer boundary, the The frictional drag calculated by the present

zero-gradient extrapolation is used. method is much closer to the Schoenherr's than

that by the explicit method.

Turbulence Model
Fig.3 shows the comparison of wave contour

The turbulence model used is the calculated at Froude number of 0.289. The

Baldwin-Lomax zero-equation algebraic model, difference between (a) and (b) is hardly seen,

whose original form is the Cebeci-Smith model. but there remains still a need for the

It is widely used in the aerodynamic free-surface improvement when compared with

computation and also in the incompressible flow the experiments. It seems to be partly due to

computation around a ship. In the present the narrow computing domain in the lateral

study, flow is enforced to be turbulent from the direction. Fig.4 shows the time history of wave

fore end of a ship. The free-surface effect on pattern at Froude number of 0.25. The bow

turbulence is not included in the model. There and stem waves are developed reasonably.

has not been any turbulence model that can be Fig.5 shows the wave profile along the hull
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surface. The Reynolds number of the the submergence depth and angle of attack
measurement is 3.59x106 . Both the SIAF and whose conditions are tabulated in Table 1.
explicit method simulate the waves well around Here d is the submergence depth and a angle

the bow, but slight discrepancies are still of attack. The without-free-surface case, the
observed in the aft half of the hull. Fig.6 case 1, is also tried for the purpose of

shows the velocity vectors at Froude number of comparison where the wave elevation is imposed

0.316 on several transverse sections in which to be zero which may correspond to the

the vortical motion is observed around the keel. unbounded case or the infinite submergence
It seems not so easy to calculate the cross depth. In the case 5, the wing is heeled but

flows accurately at the stern part considering only one side is calculated. The number of grid
some aspects in the numerical point of views, is 61x32x44 for case 1, 71x32x44 for case 2,
The assumption of symmetry or the steady 71x32x36 for cases 3 and 4 and 61x32x36 for

flows should be pointed out The unsteadiness case 5 respectively. Fig.8 shows the grid
and non-symmetry observed in experiment scheme for case 2. The time increment is 0.001

should be taken into account in the numerical for all the time steps and the minimum spacing
simulation. Of course, the grid used in the is 0.002 near the wing surface. A numerical

computing domain is still coarse and it can be a difficulty in the computation is that the residual

cause not able to capture completely the details is not so small in magnitude at the leading edge
of the fluid motions. due to a rapid change of geometry in the H-H

grid topology. The rapid change of geometry
Through the numerical study, it is confirmed renders the computation unstable at the leading
that the SIAF method is very efficient in edge, so that a large number of iteration is
reducing the CPU time and also keeping the needed in solving the Poisson equation. This
accuracy in the computational results. The may be a defect of the non-staggered grid

computing time can be reduced to less than half system which does not use a very fine grid
because the time increment is increased to near the leading edge. To reduce the residual
several times as large. It is because the SIAF value, the cross-differentiation is put to zero at

method is, in its numerical property, un- the leading edge.
conditionally stable. This numerical experiment

encourages us to challenge the ship-scale An appropriate computing domain is demanded
calculation including the free-surface in the near for the wave development behind the trailing
future. edge and the grid should be very small

However, as seen in Fig.8, both are not

enough in the present simulation. Thus we

Foil Case should limit ourselves only to the discussion of
the hydrodynamic trend for flow properties

Computations are carried out to investigate around the 3-D wing. Fig.9 shows the velocity
the flow characteristics of 3-D submerged vector for case 1, without free-surface. The
hydrofoil with free-surface. The foil of NACA separation occurs on the suction side around the
0012 section is located beneath the undisturbed midchord. The velocity defect can be seen
free-surface with 10 and 20 degrees of angle of behind the trailing edge. The z-component
attack. The span shape is an ellipse of aspect velocity is seen both on the upper and lower

ratio 3 as shown in Fig.7 where L is the chord boundaries. The shock-free flow is well
length and s the span of the wing. The Froude simulated. Fig.10 shows the results for case 2
and Reynolds number are 0.567 and 103  in which the free-surface wave becomes weaker
respectively, towards the tip because the wing shape is of

elliptic finite-span type. It is observed that the
To discuss the interaction of the pressure flow is modest and does not differ so much
between the wing and the free-surface, from case 1. This means the free-surface

calculations are tried for five cases by changing effect is small enough at d/L=0.8. Fig.11
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shows the results of cases 3 and 4. The produces much steeper suction at the tip and it

free-surface wave is considerably developed in makes the velocity-components stronger. Fig.18

case 3. In case 4, the free-surface is more shows the chordwise vorticity distribution at the

considerably developed. Although any numerical trailing edge for cases 2, 3 and 4. The

breakdown is not observed, the wave does not strength of vorticity supports the characteristics

develop in downstream. This is probably due of the y- and z-velocity components shown in

to the coarse grid used in the present Fig.17. As explained above, the intensity and

computation which can not follow the steep region of the vorticity are modest for the

waves. By the effect of free-surface, the shallower case.

remarkable velocity defect is seen under the

wave crest. Fig.19, Fig.20 and Fig.21 show the pressure

distribution on the foil; the comparison for

Fig.12 shows the pressure contours of case 2 in with- and without-free-surface is made in

spanwise direction. The intensity of pressure Fig.19; the effect of submergence depth is

becomes weaker near the tip because of the presented in Fig.20 and angle of attack in

3-dimensionality. Here all the pressures are Fig.21. The pressure is continuous on the

defined as the dynamic pressures normalized by trailing edge as expected for the whole span.

P U.2. Fig.13 shows the comparison of the The no-slip condition satisfies the shock-free

pressure contours of cases 3 and 4. Fig.14 condition automatically. This can be an

shows the pressure contour on the important advantage of N-S solver over

corresponding grid plane of wing surface for calculations based on the potential flow

case 4. Near the tip, the pressure gradient is assumption. When the submergence depth is

somewhat modest, which may be partially due shallow, the resultant pressure for the lift

to a large grid skew around there. However, contribution is less due to the free-surface

the result seems to be reasonable considering effect. In other words, the free-surface wave is

the vortex generation behind the tip. Fig.15 strongly affected by the submergence depth and

and Fig.16 show the chordwise pressure the angle of attack and it eventually affects the

distribution for case 3 and 4, respectively. The pressure distribution on the foil The generated

effect of angle of attack is shown comparatively waves render the mutual interaction with the

between cases 3 and 4; the suction pressure submerged wing body by keeping the balance in

around the tip significantly differs between the the momentum flux. The large-amplitude

two cases. The steeper angle of attack makes waves, under the suspected breaking, have much

the interaction of free-surface stronger and influence on the lift and drag force because the

gives influence on the flow properties. pressure and velocity fields are seriously

affected by the waves.

Fig.17 shows the chordwise velocity vectors for

cases 2, 3 and 4. Here i=39 corresponds to the The comparison of lift and drag coefficient is

trailing edge and i=33 and 41 to x/L=0.75 and made. Here the coefficients are non-

1.08 respectively. As the effect of the tip dimensionalized by p Uo2S where S is the

suction, strong whirls are observed. That of projected area of foil. Fig.22 shows the lift

case 2 is much more intensive than that of case coefficients. It is reasonable that the lift for

3; it means that the velocity fields around the case 1 is larger than that for case 2. This is

tip may be influenced by the free-surface well supported by referring to the pressure

waves. In a shallow depth of case 3, the difference between the upper- and lower-side of

y-component velocity is reduced in magnitude the wing in Fig.19 where the enclosed area for

entirely around the wing surface. The flow the case 1 is larger in appearance. Case 3 is

direction of case 2 behind the trailing edge is much lower in the lift than case 2. This can

partly opposite to that of case 3. The velocity be also explained by the pressure distribution on

of case 4 is more accelerated than that of case the wing surface in Fig.20. The free-surface

3. This is because a larger angle of attack makes the lift less. This is consistent to our
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common experience that the lift is decreased about a wing with a negative dihedral angle.
when the hydrofoil craft becomes airbom We extend, however, the computed results to
condition. Case 4 shows extremely large lift the study of the heeled wing assuming that the
than case 3 due to the effect of angle of attack; influence of the other side is small enough.
the lift is twice larger. Fig.24 shows the pressure distribution along the

span compared with the non-heeled case 4.

Fig.23 shows the comparison of drag ; pressure General findings are that there can not be seen
drag CDP and frictional drag CDF ; no significant any significant differences around the symmetric
difference in the friction component is observed plane but the flows are affected by the
among all cases. This is physically reasonable free-surface near the tip. This can be
because the frictional drag depends not so much explained as a heeled effect because the
on the free-surface wave and angle of attack submergence depth is gradually deepened along
but rather on the Reynolds number. The the span. The change of submergence renders
pressure drag includes the wave-making influence on the free-surface, which makes the
resistance and the induced drag also. Although pressure changing around the tip. The
the wave-making resistance of case 3 may be starboard side (y>O) of Fig.24 shows the
larger than that of case 2, the pressure drag of spanwise distribution of the cases 4 and 5. The
case 3 is less than that of case 2. This may heeled case, case 5, is larger in the magnitude
be mainly due to the difference in the induced of lift. The lift and drag are compared with the
drag. The pressure drag of case 4 is much case 4 in Fig.22 and Fig.23. The lift of case 5
larger than that at the attack angle of 10°. The is a little greater than that of case 4, but the
dragAift ratio is about 0.4, which is surprisingly frictional and pressure drags are nearly the
large. same. The extrapolation of the lift from

starboard to port side (y<O) gives the chain line
Here all the computations are restricted only distribution in Fig.25. The lift difference
within t=3.0. Therefore we should not jump between the two sides gives the righting
into a decisive conclusion, but the numerical moment of 0.89x10-2. It can be pointed out that

results can be very useful in understanding the the righting moment can be expected, when the
wing problem with free-surface. The free- foil is heeled, which comes from the
surface wave effect should be considered non-symmetrical lift distribution along the span.
together with its wave-breaking phenomena.
Needless to say, the pressure drag is in close
connection with the lift force. The existence of CONCLUSION
the free-surface makes the understanding of the
dragAift ratio more complicated due to the Numerical computations are carried out to
wave-making resistance. As a special simulate the free-surface flows around 3-D
application, the heeled condition is additionally bodies. Through the numerical studies, the
imposed on the case 4 to investigate 3-D lifting effectiveness and usefulness of the present
flow characteristics in more details. The heeled method are demonstrated. Findings through the
condition produces asymmetric lift distribution study are summarized as follows.
along the span to yield a righting moment for
the hydrofoil. For the present calculation, the (1) The SIAF method is very efficient in
computation is tried at the heel angle of 5T and reducing the computation time and also keeping
the angle of attack 200 , which is categorized as the accuracy in the computational results. The
case 5. Due to the limitation of computer computed free-surface waves are compared with
capacity, only one side is taken as a those by the explicit method and experiments.
computational domain. For the boundary The CPU time is reduced to less than half
condition, a simple "symmetric condition" is used because each line of block pentadiagonal system
on the symmetric plane for the velocity and in any of the three sweeps is decoupled
pressure. So this case corresponds to the flow completely from others and the highly vectorized
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DISCUSSION improved free-surface, higher approximation
by Dr. T. Hino, Ship Research Institute, Japan and/or new boundary conditions at the down-

stream or lateral side may be necessary for the
The authors use two time-integration meth- free-surface development.

ods in solving the Navier-Stokes equations: one
is the SIAP method and the other is the explicit
method. In Figure 2, time history of drag coeffi- DISCUSSION
cients shows that the two methods give different by Dr. Y.T. Lee, David Taylor Model Basin
converged solutions. If the spatial discretizations
of the two methods are identical, the solutions The grid systems used in this paper, particu-
should converge to the same value. What causes larly the one used for the Wigley case
the difference? 74X29X19, are too coarse both in Y and Z direc-

tions. This implies that the solutions obtained
Author's Reply are basically Euler solutions. The inconsistent

In the calculation, the frictional drag is results shown in Fig. 2 for drag coefficients at
directly obtained by the difference of the veloci- large time from two different approaches may be
ties at the two points near the hull surface, and related to error in the viscous term.
the pressure drag by the integration of the pres-
sure on the hull surface. One of the numerical Author's Reply
inconsistencies may be the different treatment of The grid system used in the computation is
boundary conditions near the hull surface. too coarse as you commented. In this connec-

The explicit method has a very simple tion, authors have an experience to calculate the
boundary condition by nature inside the hull sur- full Navier-Stokes equations at two Reynolds
face. However, the implicit factorization method numbers. One is 104 and the other 106.
gives much more complicate boundary condition According to the calculated results, the effect of
inside the hull surface in which the contravariant Reynolds number is obviously seen. It means
velocities are invoked to handle the boundary that the coarse grid doesn't always give the
conditions. The reason of the difference can't be results based on the Euler solutions. Authors
clearly explained, but it is certain that there is a agree that the coarse grid may be related to some
numerical contradiction between the two errors in course of the long iterative procedure.
applications.

DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION by Professor J. Feng, Penn State University
by Professor K. Mori, Hiroshima University,
Japan. Four very simple questions:

(1) Would the authors explain why a non-
Owing to the introduction of the IAF conservative formulation was chosen for

scheme, you increased the time interval by four convective terms instead of a conservative
times. This may be okay for the momentum form?
equations, but may not for the computation of (2) A five-point differencing was used for
free-surface elevation. Higher approximation viscous flux differencing. This leads to a
should be introduced for the wave calculations penta-diagonal matrices, which are more
also if you increase the time step. expensive to solve than a tri-diagonal

system form a three-point plus two half-
point formulation.

Author's Reply (3) Three dimensional ADI are not uncondi-
According to our results, the free-surface tional stable

elevation is almost the same between the two (4) A seemingly non-changing Ct/Cf/Cp is
methods even though authors increase the time not a good criteria of convergence. In
interval by four times. One of the advantages in fact, Fig. 2 seems to suggest that the solu-
the present scheme is the reduction of the com- tions are far from converging. At conver-
putational time with the similar results to the gence, the explicit and the semi-explicit
explicit ones. However, in order to get the scheme should approach a common
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numerical solution since they share the
same right-hand terms. But more impor-
tantly, the fact that the two group of
curves are flat and the different appears to
imply numerical results will not converge
easily or may even never converge at all.

Author's Reply
(1) Non-conservative form has better stability

property. The conservative form is domi-
nantly used with compressible equations.

(2) A five-point central differencings are used
to increase the solution accuracy with a
given number of grid points, thus resulting
in block pentadiagonal systems. At points
adjacent to the point of singularity or solid
wall boundary, the three-point differenc-
ing formula are used for the first and
second derivatives.

(3) A three-level sweep scheme allows the
spatial terms to be included efficiently in a
spatially factored algorithm without
upsetting the unconditional stability.

(4) Please refer to the reply on the Hino
question.
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Numerical Prediction of Ship Generated Internal Waves in a
Stratified Ocean at Supercritical Froude Numbers

M.P. Tulin, P. Wang, and Y. Yao
(University of California, Santa Barbara, USA)

ABSTRACT 8 : thickness of pycnoclines

Here we develop a non-linear theory for the U,: ship speed

solution of the near and intermediate internal wave
field caused by a ship passing through a stratified
ocean. The theory is mainly composed of a D: ship depth
perturbation cross flow theory and is asymptotic to
the case of very high supercritical ship speeds in the F: scale parameter, c = D / L
regime of greatest interest for modern ships, and to
the case of small density differences. FEM is F, : Froude number scaled with the ship length,
employed for numerical implementation. F, = U. /jjii

Calculations have been carried out to Fh densimetric Froude number scaled with h
distances from 10 to 80 ship lengths behind the stern Fr n e d
for several speeds, F, and pycnocline distributions, F, = Us/gp/p2

p(z). The formation of a propagating trough followed

by a crest, and successive waves has been found. A uo: homogeneous velocity vector in x-y-z space,
comparison of the predictions with experiments -.
carried out in our laboratory, shows good agreement u0  (u 0 , v0, w")
between measured and calculated wave patterns and
amplitudes. u : perturbation velocity vector in y-z plane,

u: sum of homogeneous and perturbation

velocity vectors in x-y-z space, u = (u, v, w

NOMENCLATURE q: water particle speed

potential of 3-D homogeneous flow

x, y, z : moving Cartesian coordinates : stream function of 2-D perturbation flow

s : path of the water particle co : vorticity vector, co = ( o. , (0 , (0)

p(z) : vertical density distribution Vp : pressure gradient

p, : density of the upper homogeneous layer A : denoting nondimensionalized variables

p2 : density of the lower homogeneous layer Ni : high order Hermite shape functions,

Ap : density difference, Ap = P2 - PI i = 1 ... , 12

H: depth of water Hi: standard bilinear shape functions,

h : mid depth of the pycnoclines i = 1 ... , 4
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INTRODUCTION example, Miloh, Tulin & Zilman(1992), where

same examples of wave fields for different regimes

The discovery that ships create internal waves in Fh are shown.

when traveling in stratified water is due to Ekman The specific calculation of the near field

(1904). In fjords and similar highly stratified water displacement patterns was first carried out by Tulin

bodies (Ap = O(103~102)), the surface disturbances & Miloh (1990) using a shallow pycnocline (long

due to the subsurface disturbances may be readily wave) approximation. The resulting calculations

observed. Radar remote sensing makes ship internal revealed an upwelling in the near wake behind the

waves even more readily detected, and has caused ship, accompanied by negative deflections on either

renewed interest in the subject. Internal waves are side, the triple lobe pattern. They have suggested

dispersive and the dispersion relation depends on the that the far field has its origin in and results from

vertical density distribution and may be calculated the relaxation of the triple-lobe pattern, and may

from it. The far field kinematical wave pattern due to therefore be predicted from it.

a localized moving disturbance may also be predicted Conceivably, suitably large forcing of the

from the dispersion relations using ray methods, pycnoclines could result in the generation and

Keller and Munk (1970), or equivalent asymptotics, propagation of soliton disturbances just outside the

Yih(1990), Tulin & Miloh (1990). The latter, half angle, 1. It would therefore be desireable to have

further, found an expression for the amplitudes in available a theoretical method for the prediction of

the far field, in terms of an amplitude function, ship internal waves including non-linear terms.

following the technique introduced for ship waves by In the present work we take advantage of the

Havelock (1934). strongly divergent nature of the wave pattern for

The celerity of the first fundamental, and Fh>>l to develop a numerical calculation method

fastest, wave, c*, is approximately 30-50 cm/sec in for the theoretical prediction of both near and far

both the ocean and fjords. The wave patterns depend field internal wave patterns for arbitrary vertical

upon Fh = U, / c*. The so-called dead-water density distributions and for slender ships of

phenomena resulting in greatly enhanced ship arbitrary cross section, including the dominant non-

resistance occurs for Fh = 0(1); for these speeds, the linear terms.

wave pattern is essentially transverse, see Miloh & Very recently, Wong & Calisal (1993) have

Tulin (1988). However, the speed of modem ships is presented a numerical cross flow theory, with

normally sufficiently high so that Fh>>», and in results. This interesting theory differs from that

this case the waves are solely divergent, within a presented here in several respects : the forcing is

half angle, 03, where sino3 = 1 / Fh. calculated as part of the cross flow, whereas here the

In the case of a two layer fluid, and for waves forcing is taken from the homogeneous flow; the

of small amplitude, wave fields may be calculated density distribution corresponds to a two layer fluid.

utilizing appropriate source-like singularities to Their theory seems therefore most appropriate in the

represent bodies. This has been done: see, for case of relatively shallow, sharp pycnoclines.
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The validation of theory has been U. / c* >>1), the internal wave patterns generated are

handicapped by a lack of systematic data. Therefore, essentially divergent, the waves propagate in the the

Ma & Tulin (1992) carried out experiments on ship direction transverse to the ship's direction, and the

internal waves utilizing a small stratified tank and a wave pattern is contained within a half angle to the

small towed model of length, 45 cm. Longitudinal ship's direction of sin-1(1/Fh). In a medium with

wave cuts at various transverse distances have been small density differences, and for Fh >> 1, the

made for a spheroidal model, half submerged, over a velocities in the near field of the ship can be

range of Fh, both close to and much larger than composed of the sum of the homogeneous field,

unity, Ma (1993). with no density gradients, and a perturbation field,

Here we describe the new theory and present representing the internal wave field, where the latter

specific calculations in four cases for which (and only the latter) is assumed two-dimensional in

experimental data have been obtained in our the cross flow plane, and becomes the entire

laboratory. Satisfactory comparisons are made, so disturbance in the far field.

that the present method can be effectively used for We consider the generation and propagation

the numerical study of ship internal waves, of these ship internal waves in a frame of reference

including non-linear effects. stationary relative to the ship. In a coordinate

The examples given here are for a simple system fixed in the moving ship, with the x-axis (i)

spheroidal hull shape and simple pycnocline downstream, y-axis () transverse and z-axis (k)

distributions, but the program created may be used upward, see figure 1, the velocity field is

for more general hull shapes and density decomposed, as discussed above, into:

distributions.
u 11+u (1)

where,
CROSS FLOW THEORY . ..

u =u i+ v j+ w k

We consider here an incompressible and uo= uo i + vo J + wak (2)

inviscid fluid with a variation of density p in the u = v j + w k

vertical direction. The density profile is typified by a

shallow layer of water with constant density p, and (u,, vo, wo) is the homogeneous flow field with

above, and an infinite depth of water with higher potential €, driven by the passing ship, where it is

constant density p, beneath, pycnoclines where the usually but not necessarily appropriate to consider

density changes continuously from p, to p2. A ship the free surface to be a rigid lid. This double model

with small ratio of draft D to length L passes above flow can be calculated by standard methods. In the

or through the pycnoclines, its speed U, is much specific calculations given here, we consider the

larger than the limiting speed of internal waves, flow past spheroids, so that the homogeneous ship

c* E fghAp/p2 , as shown in figure 1. In these flow is represented by a linear source distribution

supercritical cases ( densimetric Froude Number Fh = m(x) on the free surface, -1.2 < x < L/2:
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Zx

YU,

Figure 1: A Stationary Flow Due to Ship Passing Over Pycnoclines,
Actual Calculations. The Vertical Scale Has Been Stretched.
(Ap/p 2=10 3 , Fh=5, D/L=0.1, h/D=1, 8/h=0.4)

L

00 (xJy'z) U'x"- f2 m(4) d4 Since both the ship and the internal wave

41g _L(X) + y, + Z, (3) pattern are slender, - / , in
2 ax ay ax O •z

m(x) - 8rcU, (D/L) 2x (4) the near field, where e = (Fh)"1 << 1 in the far field;

for the same reason, the perturbations in u above are

The flow field, u , causes the isopycnics to O(e) and smaller than v,w. Therefore, from (6),

become inclined to the horizontal. Then, the oy, (o0 / o0 = O(e):

pressure and density gradients interact to create

vorticity in the region of stratification. This

vorticity first creates a narrow region of
• •'" :(7)

displacements within the wake behind the ship, and (y a)

these displacements relax to form internal waves

propagating transversely.

The vorticity arises in accord with Fridman's Applying (5) in x direction, the first term of

relation (Kochin et al, 1948), where the forcing is the LHS may be written in the steady case : q ,

through the pressure term on the right, as
where q is the flow speed on the streamsurface.

Within the same approximation, we obtain,
D) O (-V u=D -L (Vp x Vp) (5 )

Dt p2
aqOcoL au = I(_Pp (8)

where ax p2 ay aZ RZ ay

(0)= o0 i+c w~,,j+ k
The pressure can be expressed in terms of the

y-=)J+ - -ak velocity field through Euler's equation

(6)
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then Eq (10) becomes,
DAi gk -Vp (9)
Dt P

then (8) becomes, P u a•' D _ _

(01= (_~~uV vL av) u Aý +V +
I o PU ax ay az ay • y tFL 2  qJ S 1] ~'q(12)

.•_k(uý-W+vaW+wWý g)] ) Ls1••••

ay ax ay _ z q The gradientd-._ is 0(1), but is in

[21 [3]
ratio to the former by the factor tan(a), where a is

(10) the tilt of the pycnoclines from the horizontal. Since

where [1] represents the horizontal inertial FL is normally in the range 0.1 - 0.3, the term eFL"2

accelerations, [2] the vertical inertial accelerations, dominates within the second bracket.

and [3] the gravitational acceleration. In the y-z cross flow plane, we introduce a

The magnitude of these terms in the near stream function Nf to represent the perturbation flow

field may be understood by introducing or the internal wave field (v , W), which satisfies,

nondimensional variables appropriate to the near

field: =-0 (13)
az , ay
& ay

=x/ ," y-y/D- , z=z/D , then from Eq. (7), we deduce the Poisson Equation

in nondimensional form, which governs the

= u / U8 ; v= v /U ) ; w =w/(U•) ; generation and oscillation of the internal waves in

the cross flow plane, with the vorticity as its forcing

s=s/L q=q/U.; term,

•=pp, •__=p.._•8) 3p•__.(•_).__+ C-O=_; (14)
P P P21a 2  IVa y ay Ap ' z O'z 'P a• y

where,
Cox = Cox

(Ap/p 2)U1D2e (15)

FL,=US/ gL

Because the whole flow field is symmetric
(11) about the mid-line of the ship, or the x-axis, we take
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the cross flow as a closed flow in half of the y-z NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

plane with a continuous streamline of value zero on The physical problem discussed above can be
the whole boundary. Considering the fact that described mathematically as an initial value problem
surface wave modes and internal wave modes are in time, or in the x direction, which is solved by
uncoupled and the amplitude ratio of these two wave

marching forward, plus successive boundary value
systems is of order of Ap/p 2 (Phillips, 1967), we

approximate the free surface as a rigid-lid. The problems in the y-z plane. Two corresponding

infinite boundary in the y direction can be moved to computational domains are shown in figure 2.

a position where the leading internal wave has yet to z

arrive. The bottom boundary can also be taken where

the disturbances have sufficiently decayed in depth. x0 xi I x

The generation of vorticity and the deflection H : ,:1 " , , ,1,, ...
of the pycnoclines, or the oscillation of internal I ,fl, ,

waves, are mutual and simultaneous, so Eqs (12)

and (14) are coupled in a complex way. In the (a) Side View

numerical simulation however, they can be y

decoupled by an iteration technique or simply by

separating their calculation by an infinitesimal time Bi - -

interval. We choose the latter since the internal

waves are long waves of steepness around one tenth Bo" [

and the velocity field changes very slowly. The XR

calculation may be made by marching downstream

since there is no upstream influence between the (b) Top View

vorticity and the internal wave field. Z

In the x direction, the Lagrangian Method can I Orr Bi 0 y

be used to follow the fluid particles from one cross Q 3
V5 I

plane to another, resulting in pycnoclines in each 4 2

new cross plane, and thus a three dimensional

internal wave picture can be drawn. The starting B4 B2

cross plane is at x = x0, some distance before the L23

bow of the ship, where the homogeneous flow field

is still uniform and pycnoclines are still horizontal,

as no vorticity has yet been generated. B3

In succeeding sections, the caps on (c) Back View
nondimensional variables will be deleted for

simplicity. Figure 2: Schematic Computational Domains
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It can be seen in figure 2(b) that the breadth implementation is in solving a two dimensional

of the cross flow domain will continually increase boundary value problem with an elliptic P.D.E. as

after some distance along the x direction at x = XIR its field equation, and Dirichlet conditions around the

in view of the divergent property of internal waves, whole boundary.

B. is selected to allow a full depression under the Finite Difference and Finite Element

ship; BF is the front of the transverse waves Methods are two numerical techniques available for

obtained from far field theory (Tulin & Miloh, this problem, but the latter is more suited to

1990), and BI is a constant distance added on BF. modelling curved boundaries, like the ship hull

As discussed in the section above, velocity boundary, and when non-uniform gridding is used.

and vorticity fields can be solved separately at To allow for a large field simulation which

infinitesimal time intervals, or infinitesimal consumes considerable CPU resources, a graded

distances in the x direction. At the begining cross spatial discretization is preferred, and refined meshes

plane, x = xO, the vorticity is zero, the velocity field in the z-direction are used within the pycnoclines,

is taken from the homogeneous flow, u1 ; the where the density of the fluid changes rapidly; the

pycnoclines are horizontal with an imposed density size of the meshs which are away from the

profile, and then the first vorticity increment can be pycnoclines increase gradually upward or downward.

calculated, using Eq.(12), where u = uo . In the In the y-direction, the size of the mesh increases

successive ith y-z plane, x = xi-l+ Ax, the position gradually proceeding outwards since internal waves

of the pycnoclines is obtained by following fluid propagate outwards with the longest wave in the

particles from the (i-1)th plane to the ith plane, front. To catch the interfacial movement of the

where the distance the particles have travelled is pycnocdines, the easiest way is by always following

As = q (Ax / U.) ; density gradients can also be their particles, so the grids have to be on the wavy

calculated from the deflection of the pycnoclines, and changing pycnoclines. For all these reasons, the

the velocity field, u , is obtained by solving the Finite Element Method is employed for the current

Poisson equation, Eq.(14), with vorticity integrated task.

from the previous section as the forcing, Eq (12), In the classical Galerkin finite element

wherein u = u0 + u. Marching through a sufficient method, the weight functions are chosen to be equal

distance after the ship, first a triple-lobed wake to the element shape functions. A discrete analog of

displacement pattern, and subsequently a three the continuous physical system, which is governed

dimensional dispersive internal wave pattern appears. by the Poisson equation, is given by,

For Ax reasonably small, a high accuracy of

simulation can be achieved. aNi( + --- + cox) d O = 0 (16)

The essence of the current theory is the

perturbation cross flow in the y-z plane governed by where Ni are the weight functions; 01

the Poisson Equation, with vorticity penetrating the represents the whole calculation domain in the y-z

plane as its forcing. So the crux of the numerical plane. Integrating by parts to reduce the second order
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derivatives to the first order, and expressing Eq.(16) which do not occur in the governing equation, to be

as a finite sum of integrations on piecewise differentiated based on the velocity field which is

continuous elements, we obtain, interpolated by a linear combination of its discrete

nodal values.

Y'{ (=fi a--• + aNi a )dydz Considering both accuracy and computer time

f f 2e aY ay -z OZ expenses, and comparing two polynomial bases for

triangles and quadrilaterals, Eq (18) and (19), four

+ NK a0V•)dz node cubic Hermite elements are employed to
+ f2e () (B4 + B5 - B2) DY partition the computational domain into finite

elements. This allows the continuity condition to be

+ f N•_ dy satisfied on nodes of elements. Continuity of the

i2e r (B 1+B 5 -B 3 ) stream function and tangential velocities across

element boundaries are also preserved.

=I(f fo Ni(co,)(e)dy dz (17) (P}= ) 3 12 e 2l T 3 e "q 4T2lT13} (18)

(p).,=(, 4T 2 4n nI3 ell 412 T3 43T 413

where De is the integration domain in each element (19)

in the y-z plane, B, i = 1, 2,..., 5, is the boundary The stream function in each element is thus

of the computational domain as indicated in figure interpolated by a linear combination of its nodal

2(c), and ai2e is the integration boundary of values using 4-node cubic Hermite shape functions

elements on those boundaries; P (e) and (Wo,)(e) are Ni (i=l, ..., 12),

the interpolated stream function and vorticity 1(e) = 2 N,(• , 'r) i (20)

distribution variables in each element represented by

linear interpolation of their discrete values on Element coordinates and all the other variable

element nodes. functions, like velocity, density and vorticity, are

The selection of the type of element is very interpolated using the standard bilinear shape

important for the success of the current numerical functions Hi (i = 1, ..., 4) that is,

approach. We follow particles in the x direction by 4 4

their velocity to complete a stationary three y= HiH(k,rl)y, z= Hi(t, 7)z7

dimensional wave pattern. And vorticity involves 4 4

velocity derivatives. So the accurate approximation v(c) Y_ Hi (t,Tl)vi w¢) 7_ Hi (t,T)wj

of first and second order derivatives of the stream

function is crucial in the numerical simulation of p He) i 7)pi
i =1

ship generated internal waves. We choose a high

order Hermite element, because it has both the 'e)= 4

j)X Hi =1 ) (o)

variable and its first order partial derivative all as

unknowns, and allows the second order derivatives, (21)
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Variable derivatives are carried out based on parts. The third part L3 represents the remaining

interpolated variable functions and transformed from part of the whole domain, including the layer
local (t, 71) to a general (y, z) coordinate system by beneath the pycnoclines and the right part of the

the Jacobian operator. upper layer. In K22 and 03 , the vorticity is equal to

It should also be mentioned that all variable zero, and no fluid particles need to be followed from

derivatives, except velocity, calculated on grids one section to another.

except at corners of the domain are averaged on the In 21, one big stream tube is divided into

surrounding elements with equal weight. multiple smaller ones, along which elements are

The cubic Hermite shape functions Ni and distributed with neighboring segments being near-

the bilinear shape functions Hi , and their first order orthogonal to the streamlines, or the pycnoclines, as

partial derivatives N, / a, N1 /-aIl and DH, / , shown in figure 3. The element breadth increases

DH i/ail are available in the literature. With careful gradually in the outflow direction.

geometrical treatment of the physical domain and Near the ship boundary, high curvatures are

application of standard procedures in FEM, the involved including two singular points. Generalized

stream function and velocity field can be solved coordinates are normally more suitable for this kind

together with sufficient accuracy. of boundary. But here a band of the computational

We divide the y-z cross flow domain Q into domain is predetermined by the physical flow,

three parts, 01, 02, and 023, as shown in figure 2(c). characterized by the oscillation of pycnoclines, the

The first part, ill, like a stream tube, includes all grid generation cannot be done automatically in the

pycnoclines and is bounded by upper and lower whole computational domain by algebraic mapping

interfaces with two constant density layers. The or by solving partial differential equations. To avoid

second part, 02, is the region in the upper layer and complex manipulations or manual intervention

is near the boundary of the ship, where the mesh during grid generation, a simpler technique is used in

construction is a little harder than in the other two 07, at the cost of local element distortion near the

V7

Pi
h

P2

Figure 3 On the Left, an Example of Grid Distribution in y-z Cross Plane, the Blank Part
on Left-Upper Comer Represents a Quarter of a Section of a Double Hull Ship.
On the Right, an Example of a Vertical Density Distribution.
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v = -=k. sin(k,,y) cos~kz)
ship boundary. This has little effect on the internal vyz

wave calculation. (24)
W = ky cos(kyy) sin(k~z)

In 03, meshes are formed comparatively free w y

of any restrictions, and stretching out in the y

direction and in the upward or downward direction An x component of vorticity exists within

within the upper and lower layers. the whole flow field, and its value can be calculated

An example of grid generation is shown in directly from the known stream function, Eq (22),

figure 3. It can be seen that more grids are +

concentrated in the left part in the pycnoclines, %ox =- (
whereas in the right and lower part of the domain, -- [ (ky)2 + (kz)2] sinlkyy sink7,z (25)
the mesh distribution is quite loose. It is reasonable

to expect that the efficiency of the computation can We do the inverse problem numerically using

be even more enhanced, by using a split-time our code, and compare the velocity field, solved from

technique, or a split-marching technique for the the Poisson equation, with the exact solution given

stationary flow; however this technique has not been in Eq (24). High resolution is achieved with 8 to 12

implemented in the current stage. grids distributed uniformly in a half wave length, see

figure 4.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION In the x direction, as far as proper marching

steps are concerned, the convergence test is carried
The numerical code developed based on the out in the region from upstream ( x = -, = - 0.8 ) to

above theory and computational techniques has been midship Cx = 0), where a big depression always

tested with regard both to the finite element solution occurs, with a larger displacement than elsewhere. A

of the Poisson equation, and the convergence of
range of Ax from 0.005 to 0.05 was tested, and the

wave amplitudes for different marching steps in the wave amplitude and vorticity converge very well
x direction, when Ax is less than 0.025, see figure 5; the errors

As a test flow, we consider a simple closed relative to Ax = 0.005 are shown in table 1.

flow with a stream function,

V= sin(kyy) sin(kz) (22) Table 1 : Convergence Test -- Relative Errors

where, Ax ATrIro0.oo5  AoJ(6ox)o.oo5

0.01 0.14% 0.75%k =-Yircn kz -z itm n,m= 1,2,
B , H , 0.025 0.38% 4%(23)

0.05 0.77% 10%0

B and H are the breadth and height of the physical

domain, so V = 0 on the entire boundary. With the confidence obtained so far, we did a

The velocity field for this stream function is, series of calculations with the physical conditions
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10

exact solution exact s olution
.nurnm. solution (8x6) ... num, solution (16xl6)

nmrn. solution (12x12) num, solution (20x20)

c 0

-2

exact solution exact solution
. num,. solution (SxB) num. solution (16X16ý

num,. solution (12xl2) ---- - num. solution (20x20

0 0

-2

-0.0 0.5 1.0 -0.0 0.5 1.0

y y

Figure 4 Numerical Test of the Finite Element Solution of the Poisson Eq.
B=H=1.2, Velocities at Five Equally Spaced Positions of z (for v) &
y (for w) Are Compared. Left, n=m= 1; Right, n=m=2

-1.04

____Ax=0.005

0.3. - ---- Ax=0.025
Ax=0.0

~ 1.5 a0.2

Ax=02.01 0.1

--- Ax=0.'025
......- Ax=0.05

-2.0
-0.0

-0 1 2 yD3 4 5 -0 1 2 yD3 4 5

Depression of Pycnoclines midship Vorticity within Pycnoclines :midship

Figure 5 :Convergence Test for Marching Steps in the x Direction, Ax. Three Bunches
of Lines in Each Plot Correspond to Upper, Mid and Lower Interfaces.

(F=4.76, D/L=O0.097, h/D--1.28, 51h=0.42, Ap/p=O.0036)
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listed in table 2, selected from tank experiments Table 2: Physical Conditions of the Numerical
carried out in our laboratory; the case numbers are Simulations (D/L = 0.097)

the same as used in the experiments. Case No. h/D 5/1) Ap/p, F4
41 (c) 1.28 0.54 0.0034 10.

An internal wave field as long as 80 ship 41 (b) 1.28 0.54 0.0034 4.8
28 (b) 0.96 0.29 0.0036 5.9lengths is simulated for case 41(c), figure 6(a) & b, 25 (c) 0.78 0.39 0.0041 6.5

'K

.. • (a)

-0

Figur 6: Ship Internal Waves, Case 41(c), the Darkened Line Is the Cut for Triple Lobe.
(a) Near and Intermediate Field; (b) Near Field, Blown up from (a) .
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which covers the near and intermediate internal wave velocities in the triple-lobe pattern, has an infinite

field. It can be clearly seen that: a big displacement value at kh equal to zero and decreases fast when kh

appears just under the ship; and starting immediately increases. The modulus of these two parts composes

after the ship, a central peak accumulates gradually the amplitude function which can be used together

which separates and pulls up the down lobe until a with the far field kinematic pattern to represent the

typical triple-lobe pattern in the transverse direction far field internal wave field.

forms; then, this deformation relaxes and produces In figure 10, downstream wave cuts at

dispersive waves which propagate outwards, with the increasing transverse distance, y/D, are shown from

longest waves in the front. two different calculations together with experimental

The kinematic wave pattern, represented by data: the current direct numerical calculation, and the

the phase lines corresponding to crests and troughs, far field calculation using the calculated amplitude

has been compared with far field theory (Tulin & function. We get very good agreement between the

Miloh, 1990), and very good agreement is obtained, two kinds of calculations, and generally good

as shown in figure 7. agreement with the experimental data.

Occuring one and a half ship lengths after More simulations are carried out for a

the stem of the ship, case 41c, where the centerline densimetric Froude number around five and for

amplitude reaches its peak, a triple-lobe pattern with different depths of pycnoclines. Results are shown

a sharp peak and two shallow troughs appears as from figure 7 to figure 10. It is seen that, very good

shown in figure 8(a); its vertical velocities are agreement is also obtained for case 41(b) between

shown in figure 8(b), which, with a little shift, is current direct calculation and the calculation using

similar to the triple-lobe distribution, and has an the far field theory for both the kinematic wave

almost zero velocity at the central point as intended, pattern and wave amplitudes. With the success of the

It was suggested by Tulin & Miloh (1990) that the calculation of the amplitude function and the

far field internal wave pattern may be calculated confirmation of the far field theory, in the case 28(b)

upon the assumption that the far field wave pattern and 25(c) we halted the direct calculation at the

originates from the initial conditions represented in triple-lobe pattern, and then calculated the amplitude

the triple lobed pattern. In that case, they showed function, used it to predict the far field internal wave

that the entire far field may be represented by a pattern using the far field theory.

complex amplitude function, which is readily A detailed comparison of the results is

calculated from a Fourier transform of the triple shown in Figure 10(a) to (d). In 10(a) and (b) very

lobed pattern, amplitudes and velocities, good agreement is seen between the present

This calculation has been carried out here, numerical far field calculations (- . -) and predictions

see figure 9. The real part of the transform of the made from the analytical theory of Tulin and Miloh

triple-lobe amplitudes, centers at kh around one and based on amplitude functions computed from triple-

decreases slowly in each direction, case 41c; the lobed patterns calculated numerically using the

imaginary part, originating from the vertical present theory ( ...... ). This agreement suggests that
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Case 41c 9Case 41b7
30

20~1

-0 I-0 . I
-0 20 40 60 80 -0 5 10 15 20

x/L x/L

Figure 7 Far Field Phase Lines. Crests, - -- , Troughs, Both from Direct Numerical
Calculations;..,. Crests and Troughs, from Far Field Theory.

____Case 41c, x/L~=2.09
0.4 -- Case 41b. x/L=1.0

----------------------------- Case 28b, x/L=0.80
.......Case 25c, x/L=0.65

0.2 - h/D=0.78

0.09

- h/D=0.96

-0.2 1 1
-10 -5 0 5 10

y/D

(a) Amplitudes

0.02 i'

Case 41c, x/L~=2.09
----- Case 41b, x/L~=1.0

----------------------------- Case 28b. x/L~=0.30
..........................Case 25b, x/L~=0.65

0.Oil

-0.00-----------

-t0 -5 05 10

y/D

(b) Vertical Velocities

Figure 8: Triple-Lobe Patterns in the Near Field Wake.
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0.015- -o .04 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 _..I. .
Case 41c Case 41b

0.03
0.010 .. ..

00_0.02

0.005
0.01 '

-0.00

-o 1 2 3 4 -0 1 2 3 4 5
kh kh

0.08 -T-r-r-0.08

Case 28b Case 25c
0.06 -0.08

• 0.04 - 0.04 \)x....

0.02 0.02 -

-0.00 -0.00 "

-0 1 2 3 4 5 -0 1 2 3 4 5
kh kh

Figure 9 : Far Field Amplitude Functions.

these detailed numerical calculations need only be general, the agreement improves for cuts at the

carried out in the near field aft to the triple-lobe, center of the larger transverse distances. A

providing that the waves are sufficiently small. comparison of both theory and experimental

The experimental results (-) shown for measurements at much larger scales would be highly

comparison have been obtained in a small stratified desireable.

tank using a towed model 45cm long (Ma & Tulin, A kh-map is shown in figure 11, in the case

1992). The effects of the turbulent wake of the of 41b, which gives a clear view of the distribution

model are evident in the roughness of the wave of wave lengths in the patterns, and is helpful when

patterns close to the model track and sufficiently aft. far field wave amplitudes are analyzed using the

The amplitudes found in the experiments and amplitude function.

predicted theoretically are, in general, comparable The CPU time needed for calculation in

- there certainly exists no major discrepancies in the near field to the triple-lobe pattern is only around

magnitudes, although a tendancy for theory to 265 seconds, and for far field calculation to 80 ship

underpredict seems present; it must be kept in mind lengths in case 41c, 371 minutes. All these

that the turbulent wake is not modeled here. In calculations have been carried out on an IBM 9000.
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0.05

N.0.00 . -

-0.05

-0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100

x/L

Figure 10(a): Longitudinal Wave Cuts at Transverse Distances f-rom the Ship, Case 41c,
from y/D = 4.35 to y/D = 40.35 in intervals of AyID = 4.5 , Where
- , Experimental Data, - - , Direct Calculation Using Current Theory,
.... Results From Far Field Theory Using Triple-Lobe Pattern From
Direct Calculation
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N 0.00 / /
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Figure 10(b): Longitudinal Wave Cuts at Transverse Distances from the Ship, Case 41b,
from y/D =4.35 to y/D= 40.35 in intervals of Ay/D =4.5 ,Where
- , Experimental Data, - -- , Direct Calculation Using Current Theory,

.- Results From Far Field Theory Using Triple-Lobe Pattern From
Direct Calculation
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Figure 10(c): Longitudinal Wave Cuts at Transverse Distances from the Ship, Case 28b,
from yD=5 to y/D=32 in intervals of AyID=4.5, Where
- , Experimental Data,.. Results From Far Field Theory Using
Triple-Lobe Pattern From Direct Calculation
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Figure 10(d): Longitudinal Wave Cuts at Transverse Distances from the Ship, Case 25c
from YID =5 to Y/D =32 in intervals of AyID =4.5 , Where
- , Experimental Data., Results From Far Field Theory Using
Triple-Lobe Pattern From Direct Calculation
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Figure 11: a Typical kh-map of the Far Field of Ship Internal Waves Showing
the Distribution of Wave Lengths in Wave Pattern and in Space

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
pycnoclines. The resulting solution satisfies the

A numerical method has been developed boundary conditions everywhere on the ship hull.

which is appropriate for slender bodies of arbitrary The vorticity is calculated by a marching procedure,

cross section traveling in a stratified ocean at using an algorithm based on Fridman's Equation.

sufficiently large densimetric Froude numbers, Fh The method is applicable to arbitrary density

>> 1. profiles in depth and to arbitrary ship cross sections,

This method assumes an inviscid flow field and is non-linear in the cross flow plane and allows

composed of a double model flow about the ship in the propagation of solitons, none of which are

homogeneous water plus a perturbation flow slowly generated in the examples given here.

varying in the x direction and therefore 2D in the The numerical method utilizes higher order

cross flow plane. The 2D cross flow is described by Hermite finite elements and has been convergence

the Poisson equation for the cross flow stream tested.

function, where the forcing is provided by the down Total calculations have been made for four

stream vorticity, induced by deflections of the cases for which small model experimental data on
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the far field wave pattern exist. These were taken in Additional comparisons with large scale

our own laboratory. experiments would be highly desireable.

The present computational method predicts a
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Displacement Thickness of a Thick 3-D Boundary Layer
L. Landweber, A. Shahshahan, and R.A. Black
(University of Iowa and Loras College, USA)

ABSTRACT rior to the BLW, of which the body itself, So is the
defining member. Then S3 also defines a different

Thin-boundary-layer solutions for displace- family of irrotational flow stream surfaces of V
ment thickness were published in the fifty's. More extending into BLW. The displacement-thickness
recently, semi-empirical methods of computing surface S1 is defined as that member of the latter
displacement thickness were developed in connec- family which satisfies the flux condition that the
tion with interactive methods of computing viscous flux of v between So and S3 is equal to the flux of
flows about bodies. In the present work, the deter- V between S1 and S3. See Fig. 1.
mination of the displacement thickness is recog- If S2 is another surface, not necessarily a
nized as a member of the class of "ill-posed stream surface, but closer to the edge of BLW, S2
problems" (IPP), in which small or random errors may replace S3 in the above definition of S, since
in the data defining a problem result in much larger we assume v = V between S2 and S3 . The above
errors in its solution. Otherwise, the displacement definition implicitly assumes that V is singularity-
thickness of a given viscous flow can be well- free in the space between S1 and S2, except for a
defined mathematically by generalizing the thin- surface distribution on the centerplane of the wake.
boundary-layer solution. Rational solutions can If that condition is not satisfied, then an exact solu-
then be obtained by applying the suggestions for tion for S1 does not exist, although useful, approx-
controlling growth of errors given in the IPP litera- imate solutions may be found.
ture. If the body has a well-defined stagnation point,

The theory assumes that, exterior to a boundary the dividing streamline would be, by symmetry, a
layer, the flow is irrotational, that this irrotational straight line, generating the given body in the vis-
flow can be continued into the boundary-layer cous flow and S1 in the irrotational flow. This is
region, and that this flow is singularity-free in that seen to satisfy the flux condition, since, far up-
region. That is accomplished by means of a stream, the velocity fields of v between S and S3
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind which, andeofVtbetweencityandeSds coincide.eSeeSFig.d1S
appropriately is a classical example of an IPP. The and of V between S1 and S3, coincide. See Fig. 1.
procedure is illustrated by applying it to a Wigley Moore [1] and Lighthill [2] have treated the
form. present subject for thin boundary layers. Both

defined the displacement-thickness surface S1 as a
INTRODUCTION stream surface, but neither introduced a flux condi-

tion. Moore terminated his analysis with a first-
We suppose that a given double body of a ship order partial differential equation (PDE) for the

form is at rest in a uniform stream U,_ of an incom- displacement thickness, derived from the stream-
pressible fluid parallel to its centerplane, and that surface condition, the equations of continuity, and
the vector velocity field v of the mean flow within the thin boundary-layer approximations. Lighthill
the boundary layer and wake (BLW) of the ship rederived Moore's equations, but also obtained
form is known. Outside the BLW, we assume that explicit solutions for the displacement thickness
the mean flow v is irrotational and coincides there, and the equivalent source distribution on the body
with a small error, with an irrotational vector V surface. Lighthill assumed that the stream surface
which may be continued as an irrotational velocity of V which passes through the stagnation point(s) is
field V into the BLW. Let S3 be a member of the the displacement-thickness surface. This assump-
family of viscous-flow stream surfaces, lying exte- tion which is also made in the present work, can be
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justified for symmetric flows about double models Wigley form, it seemed most convenient to work in
without a free surface, because then a free-surface rectangular Cartesian coordinates, although the
boundary layer and wavebreaking are not present generalized PDE had also been derived in
ahead of the bow and the stagnation points are nonorthogonal coordinates. The PDE was then
well-defined. solved by a method of finite differences, using a

In Stem, Yoo and Patel [3] an interactive method suggested by Lax [7].
method of computing the viscous flow about a 3-D
body, involving displacement thickness, was devel- The plan of the present work is as follows:
oped. Beginning with an assumed first approxima-
tion, a succession of displacement bodies and the 1. Obtain a source distribution on the body sur-
corresponding irrotational- and viscous-flow fields face y0 and the centerplane of the wake as the
were computed iteratively. In that work, each numerical solution of an integral equation of
transverse section of the S -surface was assumed to the first kind, using given data for the viscous-
be an ellipse of dimensions satisfying approxi- flow velocity field exterior but close to the
mately a mean, local flux condition. Nevertheless, edge of the boundary layer.
their viscous-flow results were in good agreement
with experimental data and those computed by a 2. Apply that source distribution to compute the
large-domain method. irrotational velocity field within the boundary

At the request of Fred Stem (FS), the present layer and wake.
work was undertaken by Landweber (LL). It will
be seen that an important phase of the project is the 3. Apply the irrotational and viscous-flow veloc-
calculation of the continued irrotational flow into ity fields to compute the auxiliary displacement
the boundary layer and wake (BLW). For that pur- thi es to computefine in disp l so
pose, a method using a Fredholm integral equation thicknesses a and f3 defined in Eq. (4). Also
of the first kind for determining the source distribu- compute the derivatives of the velocity compo-
tion on the surface of the body equivalent to the nents at y0 occurring in Eq. (11).
displacement effect of the boundary layer, was pro-
posed by LL and FS assigned an M.S. candidate, 4. Use method of finite differences to solve the
RA Black, to work with LL on the validation of the partial differential equation (10) and (11) for
procedure. After verifying that the equivalent 81, defined in (4).
source distributions could be obtained with suffi-
cient accuracy, the next step was to calculate the NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
irrotational velocity field of the sources. For that
purpose, a complicated Hess-Smith computer pro- Let us suppose that the edge of the BLW is
gram [4] for the velocity field of a source distribu- defined by a contour surface at H = 0.990 He,
tion of constant strength on a flat quadrilateral where H denotes the total head at the contour and
panel was available; but, by transforming the inte- H,. the asymptotic value of the total head at great
grals to ones over the centerplane of the body the distances upstream or lateral to the body. Had H
projected panels became rectangular, and the inte- been defined by H = 0.995 H,,, the edge of the
grals could be expressed more simply in closed BLW would be much farther from the centerplane
form in terms of elementary functions. Since these and the error in assuming irrotational flow there
results may be new and useful, they will be pre- would be reduced, but the accuracy of analytical
sented here. continuation of that flow into the BLW region

Equivalent source distributions are of interest would be greatly diminished. Indeed, the procedure
not only for calculating the effects of waves on the adopted here to continue the potential flow strongly
boundary layer of a ship, but also for the effects of suggests that the present work is on an "ill-posed
the boundary layer on the wavemaking of a ship problem," in which small or random errors in the
form. This was shown for the Weinblum very thin data defining a problem results in much larger
form by Kang [5] and by Shahshahan and errors in its solution, as defined by Tikhonov and
Landweber [6] for the Wigley form, both using Arsenin in [8].
equivalent centerplane distributions. It will be of The simplest case of an ill-posed problem is a
interest to calculate the wave-making resistance of set of linear, algebraic equations, Ax_ = h, where A
the Wigley form using the present results for the is a matrix and x and b are vectors. This has an
equivalent source distribution on the body surface, exact solution when the A is nonsingular (i.e. its
although this is not done in the present work. determinant is not zero); but if A is nearly singular

Here we shall derive a generalized version of and the right member is subject to errors, the result-
Moore's partial differential equation, without ing errors in the solution would be amplified.
applying the thin-boundary-layer approximations. Another classic case is the Fredholm integral equa-
Since the only application planned was to the tion of the first kind, which, in general does not
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have an exact solution. If discretized by means of a V X V = 0, V2 V = 0 (2)
quadrature formula, this case reduces to the previ-
ous one, yielding approximate solutions with possi- and on S2 , we assume
bly large errors.

The literature on ill-posed problems presented
in [8] indicates that it is possible to get useful u2 = U2,v 2 = V2,w2 = W2 (3)
results by use of supplementary information, such
as requiring smoothness of the solution, or by a We also define the three auxiliary displacement
process called "regularization" developed by thicknesses
Tikhonov in a series of six papers from 1963-65.
The method of constructing approximate solutions 1 Y2
is called the "regularization method." This method = Yi - Yo, (X = - u)dy,
requires finding or constructing a regularization Yo

operator which transforms the equation of the ill-
posed problem so that approximate, stable solutions
(i.e. solutions without error amplification) could be 1 Y
found. Construction of this operator appears to be a _= f (W - w)dy (4)
difficult task. Twelve years prior to Tikhonov's Yo

work on this concept, Landweber [9] had shown
that the integral operator of an integral equation of These definitions of (x and P assume that V and W
the first kind transforms the equation into one with are singularity-free for Y0 < Y < Y2 - We also
a symmetric kernel with which stronger conver- assume that (x and P3 are of the order O(81) for a
gence properties of an iteration formula could be body of unit length.
proved. In that sense, the original operator of the bod ofuni length.
ill-posed problem could serve as a regularization
operator. Reference [9] is not included among the a av aw au av aw
221 papers listed in the Bibliography of [8]. +-+-• =O -+-+-=O (5)

ax "- ax ay az
FORMULATION OF STREAM-SURFACE
EQUATIONS Then, integrating equations (5) with respect to y

from Y0 to Y2 , taking their difference and applying
The equation of continuity and the stream-sur- (1) and (3), we obtain

face equation will now be applied to generalize the
thin boundary-layer treatments of Moore [1] and Y2
Lighthill [2] for a double ship form. Let (x,y,z) V0 = a[±(Uu)+ _(W w)ky (6)
denote a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system Jlax Jz ]
with origin at the forward stagnation point, the x- Yo

axis parallel to the uniform stream and positive in
the downstream direction, with the x- and z-axes or, applying (4) and the Leibnitz rule for the deriva-
lying in the vertical centerplane, and the z-axis tive of an integral, we get
positive upwards. Let (u,v,w) and (U,VW) denote
the components of v and V. Also let y = y0(x,z), y V0 = U_ (aX + PZ) + U0Y0x + W0y0z (7)
= Yl (x,z), y = Y2 (x,z) denote the equations of a
given hull surface S0, its displacement thickness where subscripts x and z denote partial differentia-
surface S1 and a surface S2, near but exterior to tion with respect to the indicated variable.
BLW, respectively. At S0 , the velocity components The condition that the yl surface be a stream
will be designated by surface is

V° =V(xY,'z)=iU°+jV0 +kW° Vi =U1 0 x + -W, -z-
1 ax az

where i, J, i denote unit vectors in the x,y,z-direc-a a (8)

tions; and there, by the nonslip condition, U1 o(yo + 51) + W, az + 1)

v0 = v(x,y 0,z) = iu0 + jv 0 + kw0 = 0 (1) where

Since V is irrotational, we have V, = Y(x,y 1 ,z)
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Since the Yl surface is unknown, we transfer (8) to CONTINUATION OF OUTER
the known surface Yo by means of the Taylor IRROTATIONAL FLOW INTO BOUNDARY
expansions LAYER

U1 -U+81U •+ 2U Source Distribution on Body

Let () denote the velocity potential of the irro-
[v + 8 2vy + ]2V tational flow about the displacement body in a uni-I YYJ 0  form stream and 4 that of the disturbance potential.

W, w+51W + .2Wy Then
1(12I• = i Y 0 + U~x (12)

which, substituted into (8), gives

and V, the y-component of V, is given by v = in

V+8ixy + T1 Vy-10  the exterior of BLW according to (3). Since v is
given, grad 0 is known on Y2 , but we shall require

FU+8 1 2a2+ I V a(y 0 + 1) (9) only V.
a 1 "y-' 0 J0 We assume that potential flow 0 is generated

by a source distribution o(XQ,ZQ) on the hull sur-

+ W+y1 "+ - 0zzy° +8 1) face yo and the centerplane of the wake may be

By substituting for V0 from (7), replacing Vy by- O(p) dSQ (13)

Ux-Wz, Vyy by -VxxVzz and neglecting the 3 SQ r•

terms, we obtain
where P denotes a point exterior to BLW and rpQ

Px+ Qz)0 R(x, z,8 1) (10) the distance between points P and Q,

where rpQ =[(Xp -_XQ)2 +(yp -yQ)2 +(Zp ZQ)2]112

R = -[81(yoxUy +yozWy + 2 1 (YoxUyy Then, differentiating with respect to yp, we obtain

(11)+Yzyy) I -(52U,)+I 1'- (82WY)oVp=- (Q-- -- 1dS

and sQ pQ )
(14)

P(x,z)=U61 -Uo,, Q(x,z)=W61 -UjP f a(Q) YP YQ dSQ
SQ P

Here the left member is clearly of order 0(51). The

first term of the right member also seems to be of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind.
order 0(81); but, as will be seen, computationally, By applying a quadrature formula of order N,
its effect is that of a second-order term, and the (14) can be reduced to a set of N linear equations
remaining terms are of even higher order, at least for aQ, i=1,2...N which can be solved by a com-
for the Wigley form. We also observe that the puter using available software. It is well known,
homogeneous form of (11) when R = 0, is essen- however, that small changes in Vp in (14) may
tially Moore's partial differential equation cause large changes in aQ when the set of linear
expressed in rectangular, Cartesian coordinates, equations is nearly singular; i.e. when the determi-

nant of the coefficients is nearly zero. This was
verified in several test cases in which the velocity
was computed at points exterior to a body due to an
assumed source distribution on the surface of the
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body. Then the relation between the source distri- for integration over the first quadrant of Q's for any
bution and the velocity was treated as an integral point P in the first quadrant,
equation of the first kind to try to recover the 2Lh

source distribution. This preliminary work yielded VP = (17)
the conclusions that double precision should be V f f JJI(Q)K(PQ)dxQdZQ
used and that an iteration formula for integral equa- 0 0
tions of the first kind due to Landweber [9] yielded where
useful results even when a linear-equation solver
had failed.

In order to derive the convergence properties K(P,Q) = xY- YOQ + YP___yoQ + Yp + Y0Q
of the iteration formula of [9], the original kernel of r3[ r 3Q r3

the integral equation was transformed into a sym-

metric one. Since that requires a large number of yOQ
additional integrations for a 3-D problem, it is cus- + yP -
tomary to assume that the iteration formula with the
original kernel would have similar convergence
properties. In general, integral equations of the first with X=1 when yQ • 0 and X = 1/2 when yQ = 0,
kind do not have exact solutions, but a sequence of and
approximate solutions can be found which con-
verges in the mean, i.e. the integral of squares of 2 2 2
the errors becomes very small. In practice, the suc- r1pQ = (xp - XQ) + (yp _ YoQ) + (zp ZQ)
cessive approximations are monitored so that the
sequence can be stopped when the errors are as 2 =(Xp-XQ•2+(yp + YoQ2 +2ZP-ZQ)2

small as desired, or, in case of initial convergence r2PQ =
and then divergence, when the errors begin to grow. 2 - 2 / + YQ 2 + +
An important difference between the preliminary r 3pQ =Xp xQ) + (y+ YQ2 P Q)2
tests of the integral equation method on a Wigley
form and a calculation of the unknown function is 2 = (X XQ )2 + (yp _ y0Q) 2 + (Zp + ZQ)2
that, in the former case, the exact solution was r4 PQ =

known, and, in the latter case, the existence of a
solution was uncertain. The integral in (17) may be interpreted as

The equation of the Wigley form for which extending over the centerplane; although y0(x,z) is
results were computed is not replaced by zero, i.e. the unknown source dis-

tribution is still on the body. Adopting the iteration
bx z 2) formula of [9], but with the original kernel, we

Y0 = +-(2f-x) 1-- (15) obtain

Here the body length is L=22, b is half the beam i - +C (18)
and h is the draft. We take L = 1, b = 0.102 and h 2L h

= 0.1252. The limits of integration of the integral [ J I(•K(P,Q)dxQdZQn
in (14) are taken to extend over the double body f f
and over the centerplane of the wake for an addi-
tional ship length L and for z varying from -h to +h. Here P and Q have the coordinates (xp, yp, zp) and
The integral in (14) may then be written as (xQ, yo(xQ, z()), zQ), and Vp and the integral are

functions of the coordinates of P. Hence, in the
2L h present coordinate system we must take (xp, zp)

Sf P(Q) YP dxQdz and (xO, ZQ) as the same array of numbers and0 -h rQ interpret the iteration as giving a corrected source

(16) distribution at the same points Q. "C" is a constant,

p (Q•[1, 0 + y 0 + y]1/2  selected so as to accelerate the convergence. ToIt(Q ) =(( ) 1
initiate the iteration, the selected value of g Q

Since t(Q) is the same in the four quadrants of suggested by slender-body theory is

a transverse section, the four terms with
yQ # 0(0 < x < L) and the two terms with yQ = 0

(L.<x<2L) can be collected into a single expression
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(1) I- 1_ 1 LI I=- f dJ =Mn(rPQ+;) (23)
Q1 t i, h , 0<x.<L 4n - rpQ

(19)

0,L <!x < 2L the constant of integration vanishing when the inte-gration limits of (21) are introduced. Similarly

Equation (18), discretized by the panel method a r
of the next section, becomes a-z = fn(ri+ (24)

(n+1) (n(PX•I = I;+ C[VP_- xi zjixtjn)KiAjAxizi] (20)
t zi 1i i We also have

results, obtained with 70 values of x and 13 values aI I - . 4- d~d;
of z, with C=1, are shown in Figures 2, 3a and 3b. fyp = f- = p

Velocity Field of a Source Distribution d4 arctan (25)

The basic PDE given in (10) and (11) requires rPQ(42 + fl2) IlrpQ
that U, V, W, and their first two derivatives with
respect to y at y0 , be calculated. Also, cx(x, y0 , z), Then, introducing the integration limits in (23), we
and P(x, y0, z) defined in (4), and ax and P, at yo get
must be computed. To obtain the latter quantities,
the irrotational flow field within the region =r xclalZc+b
bounded by y0 and Y2 is needed. Up,--)xc -+nPQ+ Izc -b

Hess, J.L. and Smith, A.M.O. [9] have fur- (26)
nished a formulation for calculating the velocity (rpc1 + zc- b-zp)(rpc2 + zc + b-Zp)
field for a flat quadrilateral panel on which a source 1 + ,i&n (rpc3 + - b- zp )(rp•4 + + b- zp)
distribution of constant strength is distributed. For (rPc3 + Zc - b - zp)(rPc4 + zc + b zp)
forms such as Wigley's for which the potential can
be expressed in terms of rectangular panels on the where
centerplane, it was possible to derive a much sim-
pler set of formulas for U, V and W, by making one r 2  = (x- - a- Xp) 2 + (y' _ yp)2 + (Zc b- Zp)2

additional approximation. As in [4], we assume PO

that the panels are flat; so that the direction cosines 2 Xp)2 + (ye _ yp)2 + (z_ Zp)2

of the normals are constant on each panel, and that rP 2 =

cQ's on each panel are also constant. The addi-
tional approximation is that y0 is replaced by yo - r 2  = (xc - a- Xp)2 +(yr _ yp)2 +(zc -b- Zp)2

value corresponding to the center of the rectangle, PO3

y0c; i.e. a constant for each panel. r2  = (xc - a - Xp) 2 + (yc - yp)2 +(z, - b - Zp)2
The velocity potential for a rectangular panel Pc4

of dimensions 2a and 2b may now be written as
Similarly, from (25),

x¢ +a zc4 1b

(D = x--IxXc- az +a z ' 'dxQdzQ (21) Vpc

x.-az,-b rQF (x, - a -xp)(zc - b- zp)

r PQ = [(XQ - xp) 2 + (Yoc _ yp) 2 + (ZQ _ zP)2]112  arctan rpcl(Y - Yp)

+ arctan (xc + a - xp)(zc + b - xp,)
The results for U, V, W can be readily obtained by r++ 2 (Y + - Y p)
operating on the double indefinite integral, with 4 =
XQ- xp, 9= YOQ- YP, (= ZQ -Zp, (xc +a- xp)(z 0-b-zp) (27)

-arctan

I(qj, fJf dd; ,rr Q = [4 2 + 112 + q2]112 (22) rQ3(Y - YP

rpQ (x, -a- xp)(zc +b-zp)

Then -arctan rPQ4 (yc- yP)
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the aforementioned boundary conditions, the case
and from (24), R=0 was solved. Typical results are shown in

Figure 5. Since R was found to be very small, its
WPC = effect on the calculated values of 01 was too small

(28) to show graphically. Thus, the thin-boundary-layer
(rp x -x rp 2 c x a•xp) approximation is very good for the Wigley form.

(rpc 3 + xc + a -xp )(rpc 4 + xc - a - xp) ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Here i and j denote indices for increasing values of
x and z respectively. This gives a marching proce-
dure in the x-direction. Using this formulation and
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Figure 1. Sketch of Wigley hull showing stream surfaces S0, S1 and S3,
and a surface S2 exterior to the BLW.
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Fig. 2 Source distributions on Wigley form at various iterations at z/h =1/26
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Fig. 3a Source distribution on Wigley form and wake centerplane
at second and third approximations for two values of z/h
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Fig. 3b Expansion of part of figure 3a.
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U/Uoo at X/L=O.5
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Figure 4a. Irrotational velocity field in BLW.
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V/Uoo at X/L=0.5
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Figure 4b. Irrotational velocity field in BLW.
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W/Uco at X/L=0.5
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Figure 4c. Irrotational velocity field in BLW.
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DISCUSSION
by Professor F. Stem, University of Iowa, USA.

How well would your method of computing
displacement bodies work with hull geometries
that create more complex stem flows (i.e. Series
60 and HSVA tanker) than the Wigley hull?

Author's Reply
For application of our method to more ship-

like forms, some of the special geometric
properties of the Wigley form, of which we took
advantage, would not be available. For example,
the-turn-of-the-bilge is usually sharp for a
merchant ship. When that is the case, the
procedure of projecting the integral equation for
the source distribution on the hull onto the
vertical centerplane would have to be modified.
That would complicate the discretization of the
integral equation by means of flat panels. We
would then prefer to use quadrature formulas
instead of panels to compute the source
distribution and its irrotational-flow field.

The more complex stem flows about ship-
like forms would affect the determination of the
viscous flow. Since we assumed that that flow
was given, our method of determining the
displacement thickness is unaffected. The same
remark applies to bow flows (free-surface
boundary layer, wave breaking, bilge vortices,
necklace vortices).
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Domain Decomposition in Free Surface Viscous Flows
E. Campana, A. Di Mascio, P.G. Esposito, and F. Lalli

(INSEAN, Italian Ship Model Basin, Italy)

ABSTRACT 1 parameter defined along
the double model stream-

In the present paper the computation of the lines on z = 0

steady free surface flow past a ship hull is per- n unit vector normal to F,

formed by a domain decomposition approach, oriented toward DO)
Viscous effects are taken into account in the NNs number of iterations in the
neighbourhood of solid walls and in the wake Navier-Stokes solver
by solving the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes N = NS + NC number of boundary ele-
equations, whereas the assumption of irrotation- ments Lk used
ality in the external flow allows a description by NS boundary elements
a potential model. Free surface boundary condi-
tions have been implemented in a linearized form arranged on S
at the undisturbed waterplane. Suitable match- NC boundary elements

ing conditions are enforced at the interface be- arranged on F

tween the viscous and the potential region. The P(x, y, z) field point
numerical results obtained for the HSVA tanker
and the S60 hull (Cb=0.6) are compared with ex- P pressure

perimental data available in the literature. P0 double model pressure

Q (xQ, yQ, zQ) source point

q (p, u, v, w)
NOMENCLATURE UL

-e=uA Reynolds number

B, B' the wetted ship hull and S free surface

its image SP free surface E VP

E fluid domain Sv free surface E P,

E)P potential flow domain u = (u, v, w) fluid velocity expressed in

D, viscous flow domain Cartesian components

Fr= - Froude number u 0  double model fluid veloc-
V/1 ity

g acceleration of gravity U free stream velocity

W-(x, y) free surface elevation Vk, V/ influence matrices

J jacobian V" boundary condition for V

L ship hull length on F

1 unit vector tangent to the boundary condition for

double model streamlines on "

on z = 0 329



x, y, z Cartesian coordinates in ploited to save CPU time. In the proposed nu-
the body-fixed frame of merical algorithm the full viscous model is solved
reference only in the neighbourhood of rigid boundaries and
pseudo-compressibility in the wake, while the external flow, where viscous
coefficient effects are supposed to be negligible, is simulated

F interface between ED. and by means of a potential model.

Dv The present approach is quite different from
P* secondary interface (over- the classical boundary layer-potential flow inter-

lapping) active methods based on the concept of displace-

fourth order artificial dis- ment thickness. Applications of these schemes
can be found in [1], where an integral boundarylayer approach is used, or in [2], where the dis-

second order artificial dis- placement thickness is computed by the solution
sipation coefficient of the Navier-Stokes equation close to the ship

v kinematic viscosity of wa- hull. In both cases, the boundary of the potential
ter flow domain is determined by the displacement

VT eddy viscosity coefficient body. This kind of approach may cause some
difficulties when dealing with full-form hulls and

41 =P + • velocity potential (defined transom sterns, where the definition of the dis-
in Vp) placement thickness is not an easy task, especially

potential of double model when boundary layer separation occurs. In view
of such applications, the present method is notSperturbation potential based on the concept of displacement thickness,

a simple layer density for V but we define a fixed decomposition of the fluid
domain, with a matching surface located a priori.

Ssimple layer density for •3 In each domain, a suitable physical model able to

_ stress tensor grasp the relevant features of the flow is chosen
and a proper numerical method is used: a Bound-

INTRODUCTION ary Element Method is implemented for the solu-
tion of the external potential flow, whereas the

The prediction of the total drag of a hull in for- Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations in
ward motion is a major task in ship design. To the inner domain are discretized by a Finite Vol-
this aim, numerical fluid dynamics is a useful en- ume technique.
gineering tool for computing both pressure and The Dawson model [3], in which the double
viscous stresses on a body piercing the surface of model flow is the basis flow for the linearization,
the sea. Furthermore, it is possible to get de- has been chosen for the free-surface external flow.
tailed information on the wake past the hull; the The choice of a linear potential model is dictated
knowledge of the velocity field in the aft region by the need of CPU time saving; at the same time,
can help designers to improve the performance of the Dawson model was preferred with respect to
the propeller and avoid cavitation, other linear solvers because it allows a satisfac-

However, the numerical simulation of this flow tory representation of the free surface pattern also
field is a difficult problem to deal with, because when dealing with full form hulls [4].
of the extremely large Reynolds numbers encoun-
tered in practical problems (,- 10' + 10'), and With a zonal approach, however, problems re-
the moving boundary at the air-water interface. lated to the matching conditions for the external
The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations gen- and the internal solutions arise. Although the
erally requires such a large amount of CPU time coupling procedure in unbounded flows is quite
that. this kind of codes becomes unfeasible for a well established [5], the use of the zonal approach
customary usage in ship design. On the other for solving free surface flows still needs to be in-
hand, the codes based on potential flow models, vestigated.
although much faster than the former, are unable In the following sections, the viscous and invis-
to mimic the formation and growth of the bound- cid solvers are described and the coupling proce-
ary layer and the wake. dure is analyzed. Finally some numerical exam-

In view of the problems mentioned above, the pies are discussed and compared with experimen-
zonal approach concepts can be fruitfully ex- tal data.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL At the free surface S : z = W(x, y) the pressure
is constant, so that by Bernoulli's theorem we find

In the following, we consider the steady flow the dynamic condition:
around a rigid body B subinerged or floating in Fr 2
an incompressible fluid of infinite depth, bounded "H(x, y) = 4 -)
upwards by a free surface S and unbounded in the 2

other directions. where surface tension has been neglected.
The fluid is assumed inviscid and the flow irro- To get the linear form introduced by Dawson

tational in the outer region V)p of the fluid domain [3], we neglect the squares of ý; if I is the curvi-
V, whereas viscosity effects are taken into account linear abscissa defined along the double model
in the inner region DV (Fig. 1). streamlines lying on z 0, the dynamic condi-

tion gives:
Free s ace[1- (F + + (5)

71(x, Y) =-2-

/• The linearized form of the kinematic condition,
( Body Viscous Flow combined with (5), yields:

.... ..... 2, 1... (6)
9 u+ 2 ,pj9oi~j+ 9z -9i/ Fr

Overlapping zone Therefore the wave potential can be computed
by (6) on z = 0 and by the following Neumann

Potential Flow boundary condition:

Figure 1: Computational sub-domains and overlapping " ý = ýn on F (7)
zone an

where Vn is the boundary condition for the per-
We assume a body-fixed reference frame with turbation potential. Finally, the asymptotic be-

the x-axis oriented along the uniform stream U havior of the wave potential ý(x, y, z) at infinity
and the z-axis positive upwards. must be specified, i.e. waves should never prop-

The variables have been nondimensionalized agate upstream. This gives the radiation condi
with respect to the body length L and the uni- tion:
form stream velocity U. lim IVý(x, y, z)I = 0 (8)

The Outer Region for every fixed (y, z) in 7Dp.
The solution of the mathematical model de-

The fluid velocity u = (u, v, w) can be written as scribed above can be represented by means of a
the gradient of a scalar function P: simple layer potential distributed over F and the

part Sp of the free surface included inside Vp [6]:
u (X , Y, z) = V I(X , y, .z) (1)) = OW

The potential P, harmonic in 'VD, is split into the r(P) i P - QI
double model term ýp and the wave term (: + jp 1 Q 1 1dSQ (9)

4(x, y, z) = 9(x, y, z) + ý(x, y, z) (2) 1

The double model potential p describes the flow ý(P) = Jrus a(Q) I - Q1dSQ (10)

past the body B and its image B', symmetric with where P = (x, y, z) E Vp, Q = (xQ, yQ, zQ)
respect to the (x, y)-plane; namely, 92 (x,y,0) = ruSP, Q, = (XQ,YQ,-ZQ).
0. The double model potential satisfies the Neu- Such definitions can be introduced in formu-
mann BC's las (3) and (6-7), obtaining the integral equa-

0__ =tions whose discretization and numerical solution
Tn= Vn on I' (3) will be discussed in the next section. The double

model potential can be computed independently
where V1, is the boundary condition to be speci- by solving a standard Fredholm integral equation
fled later on, while F is the matching surface. of the second kind for or(Q).
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The Inner Region If (1, ri, 4) = (ý2, ,3) is a curvilinear coordi-
nate system, equation (12) can be recast in the

In the inner region E), a turbulent viscous model form

has to be used to simulate the boundary layer fOq 1 0
growth and wake formation. -- + 7 J "-ý

A pseudo-transient formulation due to Chorin

[7] is used to solve the steady state incompressible where J is the Jacobian and (.)

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. In Apart the surface r* at which the potential
this scheme the continuity equation is replaced by and the viscous solutions are matched, the bound-
a transient counterpart ary conditions imposed are the standard ones for

Op Navier-Stokes computations. At solid walls no
-slip conditions are enforced, whereas at the mid-

plane symmetry conditions are imposed:
where u = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector ex-
pressed in Cartesian components, p is the pres- Ou 0
sure and 0 is the pseudo-compressibility factor. O9 y=0
The resulting system of conservation laws is Ow 0

Oq OF' OF2  OF3  o (16)
Tt + +-- VlY=0 = 0

Oq OF'
T- + 5 0 (12) Op

( Lo( y=0

where
w pAt the outflow the velocity and the pressure fields
u) are assumed to be fully developed, thus zero

q = vstreamwise gradients are assumed. On the free
w surface, the boundary conditions to be satisfied

are the following:

F1 = u2 + U - •6 -F +OT V7--I
uv - rP X -- +u-+ v---=v = X

uw - r7,= H(13) P = --)3v F(2 onz=0 (17)

F2  ( VU -j1IyY 0= v" + p - r-YY
vw - Tzy 7z =

F3 = wuý )Xz NUMERICAL MODEL
wv - 7z Potential Solver

In the previous equation 7 is the stress tensor, For the numerical solution of the problem de-
including the turbulent part generated by the scribed in the previous section, we discretize
Reynolds averaging procedure. If an eddy vis- r U Sp into N = NS + NC plane quadrilat-
cosity turbulence model is introduced to evaluate eral elements Lk, k = 1,-, N. NC denotes the
the Reynolds stresses, r can be written as number of panels located on F and NS the num-

ber of those located on the average free surface
1Sp. Let P - (x,y,z), Q - (xQ,yQ,zQ) and

Re + [r) (Vu) + (Vu)T] (14) Q I (x,, yQ, -ZQ). The discrete form of the in-
tegral equation for o-(P) is the following:

being Re the Reynolds number and vT the kine-

matic eddy viscosity. In the present paper the N OL
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [8] has been E ]k p Q I -
used. 

k=NS+ 1
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P-Q' r-1j dSQ' - 27rr•i Navier-Stokes Solver

Pý , A well established implicit scheme developed by
Vn (Pi) (18) [9] has been used in order to ensure reliable results

for i = NS + 1,...,N. Equation (18) can be and robustness needed for the interactive method.

rewritten in the following form: A finite volume technique is used to discretize

N equation (12). The inner region D, is divided in

Z Ok[nf(Pi) (Vk(Pi) + V'k(Pi))] hexahedra Vijk. The application of the Gauss'
E theorem in the control volume Vijk yields

k=N,'+I

-2•woi = V•(Pi) (19) --qijk + R(q)ijk = 0 (24)

at
where with

SIP--Q dSQ (20) R(q)ijk J ridS=0 (25)
F P - Q" ia d

V4(P) = P Q 3 dSQ (21) where Sijk is the boundary of =Jk, n

k I Q(n•, n, nz) is the outer normal to Sijk and F =

The discrete forms of equations (6-7) are ob- (F 1 , F 2, F3 ). In the numerical approximation of
tained: equation (24) the values of F on the faces of cell

N Vijk are needed for the discretization of Equa-

E &k[n(Pi) Vk(Pi)] - 27u~ri = vj(Pi) tion (24): a simple averaging of neighbouring
k=i points is used to obtain velocity and pressure,
k*. while the stress tensor is evaluated by centered

(i NS + 1,. . N) (22) differencing.

N The time marching procedure is that suggested

[,Pt(P,)] 2 3 Mkl(Pi) - V[I(Pi)- Vk(Pi)] by Beam and Warming [10]

k=1 qn+l q qn
k~d,

N At

+ 2o1(Pi)• 22 (Pi)] I•, kl(Pi) Vk(Pi) (1 _ 0) -q + 0 atq n+ -

N --(1 - 0) R(q') - 0 R(q' 1 ) (26)
F7- ~k! P 2"]=where 0 < 0 < 1. Using a Taylor expansion,

k#, equation (26) becomes
-[,i(P i)]2 ,P1 (Pi) (i = 1,..., NS) (23) [ OAt a

where I(Pi) is the unit vector tangent to the di-[+ J O(J Y ,C A m 6 q+
rection 1, and JýzmBm r aq']n- = -|

___ -AiR •q• (27)
•P1 (Pi) = •/2(P,) + P(Pp) ,)

where 6qn = qfl+l _ qfl, Atm and Btm' are the
In order to avoid numerical dispersion, we com- jacobians of Fm':

pute the derivatives of Vk(P) analitically; in fact

the numerical dispersion can significantly affect Am  = Fm
the wave pattern, as shown in [6]. The radiation 09q
condition (8) is enforced in the following discrete OF m  (28)
form: Bmr --

N N9q N

1 &k -V/k(Pj)=O, 0 Y k V k(Pj) = 27raj A direct solution of the system of algebraic equa-a= k= tions (27) would be too expensive, thus an ap-
k*j proximate factorization technique is used to re-

where j = 1 ... , Nj is the index set correspond- duce it to the solution of three simpler problems,
ing to all panels on the first upstream row. These with block tridiagonal coefficient matrix:
equations replace the 2Nj equations (23) corre-
sponding to the first upstream and the last down- [I + OAt (A' + A' + A')I 6q" (29)
stream row. (I + OAtA 1 ) (I + OAtA 2 ) (I + 0At.A3 ) 6 q-
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within an accuracy of the order O(At). The oper- A speedup in the computation can be achieved
ator A introduced in the factorization is defined if a local time step is used
as

A' J,.Arn + (30) A k = C---(36)

J9ý1 ( '9' )with C a stability parameter.

with no summation on 1. It can be noticed that Applications of this scheme to ship flow calcu-
all the second order mixed derivative in 6q were lation can be found, for instance, in [11] or in
discarded in the implicit part of the system to [12].
maintain the tridiagonal structure. This approxi-
mation, however, does not affect the steady state
solution. MATCHING ALGORITHM

To improve the numerical stability of the
scheme, a fourth order artificial dissipation term
is added to the right hand side of (29). Thus the ner and the outer solution is the most important

flux at the interface ý1 li+I,j,k is modified accord- step of the whole procedure. The choice of the ex-

ing to changed variables and the location of the match-
ing surface may deeply affect the convergence rate

•T Y. = nli+,j,k (31) or even cause the failure of the algorithm. In
&eV(qi+2,j,k - 3 k -- 3 ql~J,k - qi-i,j,k) fact, in the previous version of the method [13],

a non-overlapping domain decomposition scheme

being V is the average volume of the two neigh- was used. The values of the tangential component
bouring cells. A second order term is added to of the velocity and the pressure of the potential
each tridiagonal operator in the left-hand side field at the matching surface were used as bound-

I a /ary conditions for the Navier-Stokes solver, while
.4 •- iJ~im A m  (32) the normal component of the viscous solution was

J 49ý1 ~used as Neumann condition in the potential flow.
' (33) With this kind of approach, the convergence was

,8X,) reached within round-off errors but the conver-

The final form of the system of equations is, gence rate was not very satisfactory and some re-

then laxation factors had to be used when matching
the solutions. Furthermore, non-smooth transi-

(I +I + 9Ai.,A) 5qfl tion from the inner to the outer domain was ob-
served.

-AtR(q') (34) In the present work, the algorithm has been

where R(q') is the residual that includes the ar- changed: the flow domain is divided in two sub-
tificial dissipation terms, domains that overlap over a small region, as illus-

It can be shown that the steady state solution is trated in Fig. I for a two-dimensional case. These
second order accurate and that the above scheme subdomains are bounded by F and F, which are
is unconditionally stable if 0 > 0.5 in the linear the boundaries in the flow field for the potential
case. The reader is referred to [9] and [10] for a and viscous zones, respectively. The thickness of
detailed discussion.

In the implementation of the numerical code, .S...........' .. ... ............... ..
all the metric terms in the above relations were B . ........................ ...... ............-.. "....
computed in a finite volume fashion, i.e. the Jaco- - ..... Re on
bian Jijk was set. equal to the volume cell Vj.. andn
the terms like JFi at the cell interfaces • const., A
for instance, are computed as F

JGyli+½,j,, -= nyASi+½,j,k (5

= n AS+ (35)
JýZ 1i+ J,k jZ= A'+i+,J,'A

where (ny, ny, n ) is the outer normal to the in-
terface and] A"b'i+ . .is the area of the interface Figure 2: Location of the exchanged variables at the
between (i, j, k) and (i + I, j, k). matching interfaces
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the overlapping region is equal to half the heigth where uo and p0 are the velocity vector and
of the outermost cells in the inner grid (Fig. 2). the pressure in the inner double model solu-
In the iterative coupling procedure, the solution tion.
computed in the first domain is used to feed the
solution in the other domain with the boundary 2. Free Surface Solution: Once the doubleconditionse oluionthat te is:l
conditions, that is: model flow is solved with the desired accu-

" from the potential solver we get the velocity racy, the free surface flow is computed. A lin-
vector and the pressure at the grid point B earised free surface condition is used in both
on '* (see Fig. 2); these values are forced as domains on the water plane. However, the
boundary conditions on the viscous flow matching condition to be forced are slightly

more complex than in the previous step. In
ulr. V= Ir. fact, the potential ý is a perturbation with

(37) respect to the double model flow and there-
Plr- = -1 (1 - Vb. Vc)I,. fore it must be related to the difference be-

tween the velocity field in the free surface
"• the normal component of the velocity at the viscous domain and the double model veloc-

control point A on F (see Fig. 2) is computed ity field in the same domain. At the same
from the viscous flow solution. This value is time, the viscous solution, which is not split,
then used as a Neumann condition for the must be related the total potential:
potential problem

C9ýD u lr. = (ý + ¢)lr -
0--- =u. nlF (38)
n =Pip. =2 (1 - V(o + ý). V(O + s0))r.

This new scheme improves the convergence
rate, makes the relaxation factors unnecessary . . nlp - u

and ensures a smooth transition across the match- an - o -l(
ing surface. (41)

However, the coupling procedure deserves a
more detailed discussion. In fact, as mentioned It is easy to verify that if (40) and (41) are
before, the potential flow field is expressed as the summed, the global matching condition (37)-(38)
sum of a double model potential ýp and a wave are satisfied for the total potential < and the vis-
potential ý . This linearized form [3], has been cous solution (up).
chosen because it gives a satisfactory description The application of the multidomain decomposi-
of the wave pattern also in case of non-slender tion technique in the form described above would
hull, when compared with the Neumann-Kelvin be too much expensive. In fact, it implies the iter-
linear problem. In order to keep the same repre- ative solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for
sentation of the potential flow, the multidomain (u1p) assigned on F* at each global step. This
solution has to be consistent with this decompo- "inner" convergence seems not to be required
sition, and therefore the solution is computed in when computing a steady state solution. In all
two steps: the test cases we have performed, the Navier-

1. Double Model Solution: The solution is com- Stokes solver was iterated for a fixed number N

puted with the condition of steps (typically 1 < Ns < 100) and the al-
gorithm never failed to converge. However, the

wo0;vo uoo number of sub-iterations affects the global con-Sz 0z 0 =0 =vergence rate. We are not able to give a definite
(39) answer to this regard because only few test com-

on the waterplane z = 0, while the matching putations have been performed.
conditions on F and r* are Finally, it is worth noticing that the CPU time

U0cr. =Vý0p. spent in the computation of the potential solution
is small compared to the total CPU time. In fact,

P0 (1 - v. )r. (40) the LU factorization of the matrix of the linear
2 system for ý, and ý is performed once, since the

viscous solver only affects the RHS. Next inviscid
On I r= . r steps are simply obtained by backsubstitution.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

All the test cases presented in this section
were computed with a workstation RISC/6000
Mod. 540 equipped with 128 Megabyte of RAM
with peak performances equal to 60 MFLOPS.

Before the discussion of the numerical results,
a few comments on the convergence behaviour of
the algorithm may be worth doing. The proce-
dure described above, as shown in Fig. 3, is con-
sistent, in the sense that the discrete problem can
be solved with any desired accuracy, up to round-
off errors. The jump, clearly recognizable in the
plot, is experienced when the free surface flow r
computation begin, starting from the converged
double body flow. In this case (Wigley hull), 975
panels have been arranged on I, 1050 panels on Figure 4: Computational grid showing part of the
the undisturbed free surface, while the grid for matching surface F
the viscous problem is 65 x 15 x 15. However,
in the applications such a fine resolution is not
required: a tolerance equal to 10-' generally suf-
fices for practical purposes. the ship lenght. The potential solution is updated

every NNs = 10 viscous steps. The pressure con-
tourlines on the hull have been depicted in Fig. 5:

10

160

107

-59

2000 4000 6000 8000

Figure 5: Pressure contour map: comparison between
Figure 3: Convergence history of L2 norm of the mass present method (solid line) and full viscous solution
residual (dashed line) for the HSVA-tanker. Levels: -0.5,-0.45,

... 0.5

A Double Model Flow: the HSVA-tanker
the present method reproduces with a rather good

The proposed algorithm has been applied in two agreement the results of the full viscous compu-
different problems. At first, the coupling algo- tation on a grid 80 x 30 x 24. The comparison of
rithm has been tested for a double model flow at the performances of the two algorithm is very en-
Re = 5 x 106 past a typical bluff hull, such as couraging: the required CPU times are 4h with
the HSVA-tanker (Fig. 4); the grid in the viscous the zonal approach and 24h in the full viscous
region is 65 x 14 x 14, while 910 panels are on the computation. In Fig. 6 the computed pressure is
matching surface. In this test case F is located at compared with experimental data ([14]). It can
a distance from the hull equal to L/10, where L is be seen that the agreement is quite good.
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Nontrical Resual

Experin-nW Data

Figure 6: Pressure contour map: comparison between Figure 8: Top view of the boundary layer and the wake
numerical results (top half) and and experimental data for the double model case
[14] (bottom half) for the HSVA-tanker. Levels: -0.5,-
0.475 ... 0.5

A Free Surface Flow: the S60 Hull
(Cb=O.6)

Figure 9: Top view of the boundary layer and the wake
for the free surface flow

the efficiency of the numerical scheme in practical
applications. In any case, all the relevant viscous
effect must be confined inside the inner region.
In the numerical tests, starting from a distance
of L/2, F has been moved closer to the body up
to L/20. No significant changes in the solution
have been observed. However, L/20 cannot be
considered the closest distance at which P can
be located, since we have not performed further
test cases. The analysis of this problem will be
carried on more deeply in the future. In the com-

Figure 7: Computational grid showing part of the putations reported in Figs. 8 and 9 (contour lines
matching surface F of the u components of the velocity for the double

body flow and for Fr = 0.316, respectively) it is

For the S60 Cb=0.6 model non-zero Froude num- shown that the boundary layer and the wake are

her computations have been performed. Details clearly confined inside E),

of the grid can be observed in Fig. 7: the 77 x 25
free surface panels are arranged in a H-shaped
grid that face the C-grid 70 x 15 x 15 in the
viscous inner region. Numerical constraints re-
lated to both Reynolds and Froude number have
to be satisfied in the grid spacing. In the com-
putation reported in this sub-section, we have
Re = 4.5 x 106 and Fr = 0.300, 0.316. The grid
lines were clustered at the hull surface to have
a sufficient resolution in the boundary layer: the
size of the first grid cell near the body is 10-5 in
the normal direction. The nodes in streamwise
direction were arranged to have at least 23 grid Figure 10: Free surface elevation: comparison between
points per wave lenght (according to the linear numerical results (top half) and experimental data [16]
2D wave lenght formula). Regarding to the loca- (bottom half) for the S60 - Fr = 0.300. Levels of
tion of the matching surface, the viscous domain li/Fr 2 : -0.1,-0.09_..0.1
should be chosen as narrow as possible to improve
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Figure 11: Free surface elevation: comparison between Figure 13: Free surface elevation along the hull at Fr
numerical results (top half) and experimental data [161 0.316. - present method; - - - inviscid computation; e:
(bottom half) for the S60 - Fr = 0.316. Levels of experiment [16]
H/Fr': -0.1,-0.09,... 0.1

.015

-.015

-.5 -.25• .25 .75 Figure 14: Pressure at the stern of the S60 hull at Fr
0.16: comparison between numerical results (solid line)
and experimentaldata [161 (dashed line). Levels: -0.06,-

Figure 12: Free surface elevation along the hull at Fr = .05....0.1
0.300. -- present method;- - -- inviscid computation; 0:

experiment [161
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The wave patterns are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 The numerical solution of a domain decomposi-
for two values of Froude number: 0.300 and 0.3 16 tion model for free surface steady viscous flows
(Re =4.5 × 106). The computed solutions are has been obtained; the preliminary results seem
compared with experimental measurements [15]. to be rather encouraging. The coupling algorithm

The inner and the outer solution seem to be very between the viscous and the potential solvers is
well matched, whereas the comparison with the implemented by a robust iterative scheme. The
experimental measured wave profiles is rather en- CPU saving with respect to a full Navier-Stokes
couraging. Concerning the wave profiles along the code is apparent and promising. Further numer-
hull, the potential solution (dotted line) seems to ical experiments are needed to analyze the de-
fit better the experimental data [15, 16] in the pendence of the solution on the grid refinement
bow zone, with respect to the present solution and on the thickness of the viscous region. More-
(solid line). The rather unsatisfactory prediction over, in the viscous region, the wave amplitude
at the bow may be due to the poor grid resolu- is rather underestimated: this problem might be
tion, since only 15 points were used in girthwise solved by a grid refinement, or by a more accu-
direction. Upwind discretization of the free sur- rate implementation of the free surface boundary
face boundary condition in the inner region may conditions for Navier-Stokes equations.

be another cause of the bow wave underestima-
tion. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Finally, the pressure on the hull surface at the
stern is compared with measured values at Fr = The work was supported by the Italian Ministry
0.16 in Fig. 14. Also in this case, the numerical of Merchant Marine in the frame of INSEAN re-
prediction is satisfactory, search plan 1988-90.
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION
by Dr. Yoshiaki Kodama, Ship Research by Dr. P. M. Gresho, Lawrence Livermore
Institute, Tokyo, Japan. National Laboratory, USA

I would like to congratulate the authors on In spite of your good-looking and converged
this successful computation of free-surface flows solutions, I am disturbed by your matching
using the domain decomposition method and ask boundary conditions for the viscous
the following questions: incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. You

(1) On the free surface boundary of the seem to specify all components of velocity and
inner region, five boundary the pressure. The NS equations, however, are
conditions are needed, in agreement well-posed with just the velocity specified on the
with the number of unknowns, i.e., u, boundary of the solution domain (the pressure on
v, w, p, and H (wave height). the boundary is part of the solution!) and are
However, in Eq. (17) only four over specified, and thus ill-posed, if you also
boundary conditions are given. What specify the pressure. How do you account for
is the fifth boundary condition used? this, or explain/justify you boundary conditions?

(2) Linearized free surface boundary
conditions are used in the Author's Reply
computations. How much does this Dr. Gresho is quite right, of course,
approximation effect the computed regarding the number of boundary conditions to
results? be imposed for the Navier-Stokes equations. At

the matching boundary, continuity of pressure
Author's Reply and normal velocity should be imposed, while a

We thank Dr. Kodama for his comments and discontinuity on tangential velocity at the
discussions. matching boundary should be allowed.

However, in the overlapping region, we also
In response to the first question, on the free expect the viscous term to be small and,

surface boundary of the inner region one of the moreover, the grid to be so coarse that viscous
unknown velocity components can be simply effects cannot be resolved. Therefore, for
obtained by the continuity equation. The practical computation, we suppose that the model
combination of this with the boundary conditions is the same on both domains in the overlapping
(17) give the complete set of conditions for the zone, i.e., the algorithm works as if a
five unknowns. homogeneous domain decomposition technique

with overlapping were implemented.
Concerning the second question, it may be

said that the limits of the linearized formulation The above discussion is not rigorous, being
re widely known, that is, its influence on the justified only on computational ground. From
wave amplitude, wave shape and wave length. the theoretical point of view, doubts remain
Aware of this, we decided to use the linearized when the grid size goes to zero, in which case a
formulation because of its simplicity. In fact, at discontinuity must be accepted on tangential
the present stage of our research, we are mostly velocity at the viscous-inviscid interface.
interested in the consequences of the use of the
domain decomposition approach. We devoted
our efforts in solving a few problems arising out
of its use: the investigation on the effective CPU
time reduction, on the smoothness of the solution
at the matching boundary and on the robustness
of the matching algorithm.
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Interactive Zonal Approach for Ship Flows Including
Viscous and Nonlinear Wave Effects
H.-C. Chen (Texas A&M University, USA)

W.-M. Lin and K.M. Weems
(Science Applications International Corporation, USA)

ABSTRACT cous damping forces. This simplification in many

cases is justifiable and also practically essential
A hybrid numerical method for the prediction of to keep the complexity of the problem in reason-
ship flows including both viscous and nonlinear able bounds. However, viscous effects are impor-
wave effects is presented. In this method, a zonal tant to many ship free-surface flow related prob-
approach which combines a free-surface poten- lems, such as roll motion, bow flow, stern flow
tial flow calculation and the Reynolds-Averaged and wake, detailed inflow to the propeller, and
Navier-Stokes (RANS) method is used. The lin- propeller/hull/wave interactions. In order to im-
ear potential flow calculation provides the ship- prove our understanding of the interaction be-
generated waves away from the ship. The RANS tween the viscous flow and wave field and to en-
method in the near field resolves the turbulent hance our capability in the design and evaluation
boundary layer, the wake flows, and the nonlin- of new advanced ships, it is necessary to develop a
ear waves around the ship hull. The kinematic prediction method which considers both the vis-
and dynamic free-surface boundary conditions are cous and nonlinear wave effects.
satisfied on the exact free surface in the RANS
solution domain. The viscous-inviscid interaction In principle, both the viscous and wave effects
is captured through a direct matching of the ve- can be calculated directly using the complete
locity and pressure fields in an overlapped HANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa-
and potential flow computation region. tions for the entire flow field with an appropri-

ate free surface boundary condition. This ap-
Extensive results are presented for the Series 60 proach has been employed by Miyata et al. [1],[2]
CB = 0.6 parent hull form at Froude numbers (Fr) and Hino [3], among others, for ships in straight
= 0.0 (double body), 0.160 and 0.316. The cou- courses. These calculations, however, often re-
pled RANS and potential flow method success- quire the use of a very large solution domain
fully resolves the hull boundary layer, the near and an excessively large number of grid nodes
wake, and the nonlinear free surface waves. The to achieve adequate resolution of the entire flow
results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of the field. Since the viscous effects are usually con-
coupling approach and therefore enables us the fined to a small region surrounding the ship hull
use of a rather small RANS solution domain for and in the ship wake, it is desirable to use the sim-
efficient and accurate resolution of near-field ship pler potential flow theories, instead of the com-
flows. plete RANS equations, for the wave field outside

the viscous flow region. A zonal, interactive nu-
merical approach which combines the RANS and

INTRODUCTION potential flow calculations can therefore be an ef-
fective method for accurate resolution of ship free-

In the study of the body-wave interaction prob- surface flow problems.
lems, potential flow methods are normally used.
Viscous effects are included only empirically or The interaction among free-surface waves, the
in an integral sense to approximate overall vis- boundary layer, and wake flows has been the sub-
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ject of many previous studies. Most of these stud- = 0.6 parent hull form to examine the general
ies, however, have focused on either viscous effects performance of the interactive RANS and poten-
on wavemaking or wave effects on the boundary tial flow coupling method. Numerical solutions
layer and wakes. A review of these works was were obtained for the double-body flow (Fr =
given by, among others, Shahshahan & Landwe- 0.0) and the steady ship free surface flow at Fr =
ber [4] and Stern [5]. More recently, Tahara et al. 0.16 and 0.316. Detailed comparisons have been
[6] and Toda et al. [7], [8] employed the displace- made with available experimental data to evalu-
ment body concept of Lighthill [9] and developed ate the general performance of the present inter-
an interactive approach to calculate ship bound- active RANS/potential flow coupling approach.
ary layers, wakes and wave field for a Wigley hull
form. In their studies, the RANS method was
coupled with the SPLASH free surface code of POTENTIAL FLOW METHODS
Rosen [10]. A simplified displacement body was
used to account for the viscous effect in an ap- For the solution of ship waves in the outer field,
proximate manner. The evaluation of displace- two potential-flow codes have been used. The
ment thickness, however, was found to be rather SLAW (Ship Lift and Wave) code is a Daw-
sensitive to small velocity changes in the outer son type steady ship wave panel code [13]. The
part of viscous boundary layers. Furthermore, the LAMP (Large-Amplitude Motion Program) code
validity of the displacement body concept also be- utilizes a time-domain Green function approach
comes questionable for problems involving thick [14]. Both methods and their respective advan-
boundary layers, wakes and/or regions of massive tages and disadvantages will be discussed here.
flow separation.

In view of the difficulties encountered in the dis- SLAW Calculations
placement body approach, Chen and Lin [11] have
explored several alternative coupling schemes in- The SLAW code was developed for computing
cluding velocity/pressure matching, stream sur- the inviscid, irrotational, steady free surface flow
face iteration, and field vorticity methods. Un- around a ship operating on or near the free sur-
like the displacement body and the body vor- face [13]. SLAW's basic formulation follows Daw-
ticity methods proposed by Lighthill [9], these son's method [15] for computing the hydrody-nson somethod [15]mfordcomputingythe hydrody-
new coupling schemes do not rely on the thin namic flow around a ship operating on the free
boundary layer assumptions and are directly ap- surface. In this method, low order singularity
plicable to thick boundary layer as well as sep- panels are distributed over the body surface, SB,

arated flow regions. Numerical results in Chen and a local region of the mean free surface, SF,
and Lin [11] for several axisymmetric bodies and a loca region Sofrt e m anee sre sedas shown in Figure 1. Source panels are used

three-dimensional double body ship forms clearly for the free surface panels while body panels can
demonstrate that the velocity/pressure coupling either be source panels [16] for non-lifting prob-
scheme is the most accurate and efficient ap- lems or source and dipole panels [18] for lifting
proach in capturing the viscous-inviscid interac- problems like sailing yachts running upwind. The
tions. lifting (source/dipole) singularity model includes

In this paper, the velocity/pressure coupling dipole wake sheets for modeling vortex wakes and

scheme is employed for the calculation of steady enforcing the Kutta condition on wake shedding

ship free-surface flow problems. The multiblock edges.

RANS method of Chen and Korpus [12] is ex- SLAW satisfies an exact Neumann condition on
tended for nonlinear free-surface flow calcula- SB and a linearized free surface boundary con-
tions. Free surface potential flow methods are dition on SF, which is derived from the general
used to provide the wave field away from the ship form of the kinematic and dynamic free surface
hull. For the viscous-inviscid coupling, several boundary conditions shown below:
major modifications are necessary for both the
potential flow and the RANS methods. For com- .fi = 0 z = C(x, y) (1)
pleteness, the potential flow methods, the multi-
block RANS methods, and the viscous-inviscid IfIt = U.2 + V2 - 2g ( z = ((x, y) (2)

coupling scheme are briefly described. Calcu- where 4I is the velocity potential, fi the unit nor-
lations were performed using the Series 60 CB mal vector to the free surface, C(x,y) the free
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surface elevation, g the gravitational acceleration, in Equation (4) at the control point of each free
and Uo, and Vo, are the r and y components of surface panel and the following perturbation ve-
the inflow velocity at infinity. To linearize these locity condition on each body panel:
conditions, 4P is divided into the double body po-
tential, $IDB, and a free surface perturbation po- V = - ViDB" = VN - VkB (6)

tential, 0: where VN is the total specified normal velocity
4 = $'s + € (3) and VkB is the double body specified normal ve-

locity. The resulting system of linear equations

After substituting this definition into Equa- can then be solved for the perturbation singular-

tions (1) - (2), higher order terms of the perturba- ity strength on each body and free surface panel.

tion potential can be dropped to get the following Once the double body and perturbation singular-
linearized free surface boundary condition on the ities have been computed, flow quantities like po-
mean free surface: tential, velocity, and pressure can be computed at

2(,DB$tDB + $tDB $DB\. field points anywhere in the fluid domain by cal-
V ,x ZY X culating the influence of each panel on the speci-

+2(4O'B$O; + Y $~';) Y fled field point. Note, however, that the edge sin-

+$ 2 ' -+ ~ +gularity of the constant source and dipole panels
tDB 

2 
jDB -D make this type of influence calculation inaccurate

- -DB DB$DB$DB -DB PDB
-- 2 ' z - Y for field points which are close (less then one half

on z = 0 (4) of a panel length) to a panel edge. For these cases,
the field point quantities are interpolated from

In addition, a radiation condition must be im- quantities computed at the panel control points
posed to avoid upstream waves. SLAW uses and at field points "far" from panel edges.
Jensen's upstream collocation point shift [17]
technique to enforce the radiation condition,
rather than upstream differencing used by Daw- SLAW Self-Consistency Test
son and others. Since this technique eliminates
the dispersion error and wave damping associated For a conventional ship wave calculation, SB is
with the upstream differencing, SLAW's free sur- simply the hull surface and the specified normal
face solution is more suitable for the present zonal velocities, VN` and VN, are zero for all panels.
calculation than many other free surface potential For the RANS/Potential Flow interaction prob-
flow methods. lem where SLAW is being used to compute the

efree surface boundary condition is ln- outer flow region, SB is an arbitrary matching
Since thesurface and the specified normal velocities, VJ•B

earized about the double body (Fr=0.0) flow, the and the c ified frm veloiti on

double body potential is first calculated by im- and VN, are computed from the RANS solution

posing a normal velocity condition at the control for the inner flow region. Once either type of cal-
posint of nral vlocy c one: culation has been done, the potential flow veloci-
point of each body panel: ties and pressures on the RANS matching surface

V$DB. fi = (5) can be computed using SLAW's field point veloc-
S( ity routine. Special subroutines were added to

where VNIB is the specified double body normal the SLAW code to make the RANS/SLAW inter-
velocity and ft is the surface unit normal vec- action virtually automatic.
tor. The resulting system of linear equations can Because the double body and total specified nor-
then be solved to get double body singularity mal surface velocities, VND' and VN, are speci-
strength for each body panel. Note that, because fled separately, two procedures for matching the
the double-body solution is solved separately and SLAW and RANS velocities are possible:
completely, SLAW is set up so that it can be used
to compute Fr=0.0 problems (i.e. no free sur- 1. Compute an iterative RANS/SLAW double-
face) simply by stopping the calculation after the body solution (Fr=0.0) first, using the dou-double-body solution. oyslto F=.) isuigtedu

ble body RANS velocities on the matching
After the double body problem is solved, the per- surface as VN5 , then turn on the free surface
turbation potential is calculated by satisfying the effects, using the complete RANS velocity as
linearized free surface boundary condition shown VN.
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2. Iterate between the complete (with free sur- Two SLAW calculations were then made for the
face) RANS and SLAW solutions from the outer computation domain, with the "matching"
beginning, using the complete RANS veloc- surface used as SB. In the first outer domain cal-
ity on the matching surface as VNIB and VN. culation, the specified double body velocity on SB

was set to be the normal component of the double

The first procedure has been used by Campana body field point velocity computed in the com-
et al. [19]. The advantage of the this procedure plete domain calculation, and the specified total
is that it is completely consistent with the SLAW velocity SB was set to be the normal component
formulation. The disadvantage is that it requires of the total field point velocity:
iterating the RANS and SLAW calculations to VB DB i(
convergence twice, first with the free surface ef- = V (7)

fects neglected, and then with the free surface VN = Fs. ft (8)
effects accounted for. The advantage of the sec-
ond procedure is that its single iteration loop is This test calculation is the equivalent of the

simpler to implement and requires less computa- RANS/SLAW velocity matching procedure 1

tion. A possible disadvantage is that the speci- above. Computed free surface elevation contours

fled normal velocities for SLAW's "double-body" for this calculation are shown in the middle plot

solution, which are interpolated from the inner of Figure 2. These contours match the outer part

RANS solution, are no longer double-body (Ft of the complete domain contours almost exactly,
= 0.0) velocities. Numerically, this is no prob- confirming both the validity of the SLAW zonal

lem, since the free surface potential can be cal- calculation and the implementation of the field

culated as a perturbation about any basis poten- point velocity calculation and zonal interaction

tial solution. Likewise, the linearized free surface routines.

boundary condition used by SLAW will be valid In the second outer domain calculation, both the
for any basis potential as long as it has kt = 0.0 specified double body and the specified total nor-

on z = 0.0, which is implicitly satisfied by the mal velocity on SB were set to the the normal
singularity model used to compute the "double- component of the total field point velocity com-
body" flow. However, the RANS solution con- puted in the complete domain calculation:
tains free surface effects and will not typically
have f.t = 0.0 at the mean free surface. In VNB = VN = /FS. f (9)
addition, the free surface effects in the RANS so-
lution will appear in the nonlinear terms of the This test calculation is the equivalent of the

free surface boundary condition rather than the RANS/SLAW velocity matching procedure 2

linear terms. Since it was not possible to predict above. The computed free surface elevations for

a priori the effects of these "inconsistencies" on this calculation are shown in the bottom plot of

the SLAW calculation, a series of test calculations Figure 2. Again, these contours match the outer

were done. part of the complete domain contours almost ex-
actly, verifying that SLAW zonal calculation can

In order to verify the validity of using the SLAW be made by matching the total velocity only and
code to compute a zonal flow field and to inves- that first iterating to find the RANS/SLAW dou-
tigate what velocity matching procedure was re- ble body solution is not necessary. A similar zonal
quired, a series of test calculation were performed test calculation for the Series 60 hull confirmed
for a Wigley parabolic hull at Fr=0.340 in which that only the total velocity had to be matched.
the the SLAW code was used to calculate both the
complete and the outer flow field. First, SLAW
was used to compute the complete flow field, with LAMP Calculations
the ship hull itself used as SB and the matching
velocities, VAB and VN, set to zero. The com- In our earlier study (Chen and Lin [20]), a three-
puted free surface elevation contours for this cal- dimensional time-domain program LAMP [14]
culation are shown in the top plot of Figure 2. As was used. The LAMP code is generally used to
part of this calculation, both double body (V 0") compute the flow around a ship moving with for-

and total (V7Fs) field point velocities were com- ward speed in a seaway. In the LAMP approach,
puted on a cylindrical "matching" surface which the exact body boundary condition is satisfied on
extended the entire length of the computational the instantaneous wetted surface of the moving
domain, body while the free-surface boundary conditions
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are linearized. The problem is solved using a ized RANS method in the following:
panel method with distribution of the transient
free-surface Green function for a step-function
source below the free surface [21]. Governing Equations

For the steady ship wave solution, the unsteady Consider the nondimensional Reynolds-Averaged
LAMP code is run for a ship started from rest and Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow
accelerated until it reaches a constant forward in a orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system
speed corresponding to the specified Froude num- (X 1, X2, X3 ,t):
ber. The calculation is continued until a steady
state is reached. It was found in [14] that the U, = 0 (10)
starting condition will affect only the initial tran- L'ui
sient behavior of the solution and has no effect on + UsU1. + (uiui)i
the steady-state solutions. For the RANS/LAMP t1 "k J I
interaction problem where LAMP is being used +g Pj - -Reega U jt 0 (11)
to compute the outer flow region, an arbitrary
matching surface is used with the specified nor- where
mal velocities computed from the RANS solution
for the inner flow region. 90 = 6i/h•?

gij = bij h?
The RANS/LAMP velocity-pressure coupling for Z

the viscous free-surface flow problems was estab- and U', uiuj, and p represent contravariant ve-
lished by Chen & Lin in [20]. However, several locities, Reynolds stresses, and pressure, respec-
issues remain to be addressed to ensure a gen- tively. The quantities gij and giJ represent metric
eral and robust RANS/LAMP coupling. First, and conjugate metric tensors in orthogonal curvi-
the LAMP method, unlike the SLAW method linear coordinates, and the hi's represent associ-
described above, requires a closed matching sur- ated metric scale factors. The Reynolds number
face which will have to cut through the viscous Re = UoLlv is based on a characteristic length
wake region. A discrete vortex model is needed L, a reference velocity U, and the kinematic vis-
in the LAMP computation domain to account for cosity V.
the viscous effect in the wake. Without the dis-
crete vortex model, the LAMP solution can only The Reynolds stresses are related to the cor-
be used for the initial "bare-body" calculation responding mean rate of strain e'i through an
of velocities and pressures at the outer match- isotropic eddy viscosity vt,
ing surface. Iteration between RANS and LAMP 2__"
cannot be done. Secondly, the time-domain ap- -uu= 2vte'J - 2 k, (12)
proach is computationally more expensive than e(ij) 1

SLAW for steady-state problems. However, the eii = e 1(gikUj +gjkUi,) (13)
time-domain approach may be necessary for un- hihj 2 ,k

steady problems. where k = giju'uj/2 is the turbulent kinetic en-
The numerical results obtained by RANS/LAMP ergy. The quantities e'i and e(ij) represent con-
coupling approach has been reported in details in travariant and physical components of the rate-of-
Chen and Lin [20]. In the present study, we shall strain tensor respectively. Substitution into (11)
present only the potential flow results obtained yields momentum equations:
by using the SLAW code. oui . . 2

i- + UJu'j + g')(p + _3 - 2,,

-1 giltUs
MULTIBLOCK RANS METHOD - jk = 0 (14)

The quantity 1/Rn = 1/Re+vt/au represents the
In the present study, the multiblock RANS effective turbulent viscosity.

method of Chen and Korpus [12] has been em-

ployed for the solution of viscous boundary lay- Equations (14) are closed using the two-layer tur-
ers, wakes and nonlinear free surface waves in the bulence model of Chen and Patel [22]. In the
near field. We shall briefly describe the general- two-layer approach, the transport equations for
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turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate where U(i) = hiU' are physical components of
can be written as: the contravariant velocity vector. The curva-

Ok 1 ture parameters K,,, geometric coefficients aq,
-t + Ujkj -- ( gk gijkd),i - G + E = 0 (15) convection coefficients Ci, source functions so

ae. 1 and Laplacian operator V2 , are given in Chen et
S+ U'Ej - (R g, , ej),i al. [23].

-k ClG + C,2• 0 (16)

where

G = 't(U' UT + g,, gy mnu'U (17) Multiblock Capability

The effective viscosities in (15) and (16) are In the present multiblock approach, the solu-
taken as 1/Rk = 1/Re + vtl/a, and 1/R, = tion domain is first decomposed into a number
1/Re + vt/oa, respectively, and the coefficients of smaller sub-regions which are solved on a block
(Co, Cc 1, Cu O, , Io,,) are fixed constants equal by block basis. Within each computational block,
to (0.09, 1.44, 1.92, 1.0, 1.0, 1.3). the finite-analytic numerical method of Chen et

In the near-wall region, the rate of turbulent dissi- al. [23] was employed to solve the unsteady

pation is specified in terms of k rather than being RANS equations in a general curvilinear, body-

computed from (16). From Chen and Patel [22]: fitted coordinate system. Complete continuity
across block intersections is maintained by adding

k3/ 2  a one-cell overlap at each face. Thus, each point
(18) that is interior to the domain is also interior to at

least one block. Block interface boundary condi-where 4t is a dissipation length scale equal to tinaruptebycyngfothitrorf
Cly~ - xp(Ry/,)] Wit k nd knwnthe tions are updated by copying from the interior ofCey[1 - ezp(-R1 1 /Ae)]. With k and e known, the adjacent blocks.

eddy viscosity is found from:

vt = (19) The current implementation requires continuity
of grid lines across block faces, but not the one-

where to-one matching of the faces themselves. Any face
can be divided into sub-sections that match dif-

ip = Cly[1 - erp(-R,/AM)] ferent blocks, or that can be assigned different

The constants C1, A. and A, are chosen to boundary conditions. Each block is allowed ar-

yield a smooth distribution of eddy viscosity be- bitrary dimension and orientation as long as the

tween the two regions, and take the values (C1 = assembly of all blocks covers the entire solution

ICC-3/4, pC = 0.418, AP = 70, Ae = 2Ct). domain. This multiblock structure has been fur-
ther generalized in the present study to provide

For calculations around practical geometries, a flexible interface with the SLAW and LAMP
Equations (14) through (16) have been trans- codes in the potential flow computational block.
formed into body-fitted coordinates t = r, xi =

For three-dimensional flow calculations involving
large number of grid nodes, a data management

13 3 system was incorporated to circumvent the com-
J [bOU(j)] = 0 (20) puter memory restrictions. The multiblock solu-

i=1 j=l tion procedure requires only one block at a time,

OU(i) 3 OUi) 1 and reads the variables for that block as they are

-OTr + E C() o RV 2 U(i) needed. Boundary data is stored in separate files
j=i since it may be needed a number of times dur-

+Su(i) = 0 (21) ing solution of any given block. The boundary

k 3 4k 1 files are relatively small, and can be read many
O' + CJ RV 2k + sk = 0 (22) times per iteration without slowing the compu-

4 =1 0" Rk tation. For the present interactive RANS/SLAW

ae 3 - 1 method, the SLAW solutions on any matching

Or -19 + V E + s, = 0 (23) boundary can be readily treated as boundary
+ j -- - data files in RANS calculations.
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VISCOUS-INVISCID COUPLING teractions between the RANS and SLAW solu-
tions, both the pressure and tangential velocity
on the RANS outer boundary are matched di-

In the interactive RANS/SLAW calculations, the rectly to the SLAW solution. However, since the
solutions in the RANS and SLAW solution do- RANS and SLAW methods have different level
mains are obtained separately. In order to cap- of discretization errors, a direct matching of all
ture the interaction between the viscous bound- three velocity components often leads to spuri-

ary layers and inviscid wave field, the veloc- ous pressure gradients along the RANS match-
ity/pressure matching scheme developed by Chen ing boundary. In order to ensure smooth pres-
and Lin [11] was employed to provide the viscous- sure and velocity distributions between the vis-

inviscid coupling between the RANS and SLAW cous and inviscid flow domains, the normal ve-
solutions. locity must be adjusted to eliminate any mass

sources which may arise from incompatible pres-If the RANS solution domain is large enough to sure/velocity matching boundary conditions. In

capture the entire viscous-inviscid interactions, it the present study, the SIMPLER/PISO coupling

will not be necessary to update the SLAW so- scheme has been modified to ensure the conserva-

lutions in the outer region. In practical applica- tion of mass and momentum across block bound-

tions, however, it is desirable to reduce the RANS aien pariuar, thentravrian vloc ity
domin o tke ulladvntae o th eficincyand aries. In particular, the contravariant velocity

domain to take full advantage of the efficiency and components leaving (or entering) the matching

accuracy of the potential-flow solver, particularly face have been adjusted so that the continu-

for computing the inviscid wave field in free sur- iay equ een adjusted at the ti nu-

face problems. When the RANS outer boundary ity equation will be satisfied at all times. The
is placed in the region where the interaction be- modified SIMPLER/PISO scheme was then em-
tween the HANS and SLAW solutions remains ployed to compute the pressure field and update

twee th BAS ad SAW slutonsremins the velocity field in the RANS domain. The

significant, it is necessary to perform iteration the proc edure h e also d Th e
between the RANS and the SLAW solutions soHubbardbetwen he ANS nd he LAW oluion so and Chen [24] in a Chimera RANS method to

that the viscous effects on the free surface can antai insmo Chipera v ety tr
be popely acouted or n suseqent LAW maintain smooth pressure and velocity distribu-

be properly accounted for in subsequent SLAW tions across arbitrary overlapping and embedding

chimera grid blocks. A more detailed description
As noted earlier, the present velocity/pressure of the modified SIMPLER/PISO pressure solver

coupling scheme matches both the velocity and were given in Hubbard and Chen [24].
pressure fields directly at the matching bound- For double-body ship flows without the presence
aries. SLAW is run first to calculate the inviscid of free surface waves, the potential flow solutions
wave field for the bare hull. This provides the ve- can be obtained effectively even with large num-

locity and pressure boundary conditions for the ber of panels on the hull surface. This has been
RANS solver on the outer matching boundary demonstrated in Chen and Lin [11] for SSPA 720
embedded in the SLAW solution domain. The Cargo Liner using 1250 (50 x 25) hull panels
RANS method is then employed for the solution and 1850 (74 x 25) off-body points on a cylin-
near the ship hull. The iteration between the drical matching boundary locates at a distance
RANS and the SLAW solutions is done by con- of 0.1 ship length (L) from the centerline. In
structing an imaginary SLAW solution bound- this case, the potential flow panelization corre-ary (inner m atching boundary) which lies out- s o d d e aty t h A S s ra egi .W tsponded exactly to the RANS surface grid. With
side the viscous boundary layers and wakes, but the presence of the free surface effects, however,
still embedded in the RANS solution domain, panels must also be distributed on the local pot-
The SLAW solution is recomputed by using the tion of the free surface, so it is necessary to re-
matching surface as SB and the normal com- duce the number of hull and free surface panels
ponent of the RANS velocities as the specified in potential flow calculations in order to keep the

SLAW normal velocities. Since the RANS normal computational efforts within reasonable bounds.
velocities are used to specify the VN distribution In most calculations performed here, the SLAW
for the SLAW calculations, the new far-field po- panel distributions on the inner matching bound-
tential flow solutions will contain the influences ane d ons on the od-
of near-field viscous and nonlinear wave effects ary were constructed by taking only the oddmodeld inthe RNS clculaion.(2Q1 - 1,• - 1) nodes of the RANS numerical
modeled in the RANS calculation. grid in the longitudinal and girthwise directions.

In order to account for the viscous-inviscid in- The free surface panels were then automatically
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generated by the SLAW code in order to resolve is obviously needed in order to address the mixed-
the ship wave. By generating the body panels boundary shear flow in this region. Since such a
in this manner, the specified normal velocities for study is well beyond the scope of the present re-
the SLAW panels could be taken directly from the search, we have adopt a rather crude approxima-
even (2(', 2g') grid nodes of the RANS solution tion to treat this complex body/wave intersection
without resorting to interpolation, problem. In the present study, this problem was

circumvented by allowing the free surface within a
Because of the needs for extensive refinement of circumvented by about free sufne the a
hull and free surface panels at low speeds, thebody
hompulltatnd free fosurfaceqpanels atlow Sp , t- to move like an inviscid flow with Neumann (zero
computational effort required for SLAW calcu- gradient) boundary conditions.

lations increase rapidly at low Froude numbers.

In addition, SLAW calculations have not been In addition to the free surface and hull interaction
well validated at extremely low speeds. Detailed problem, it was noted that the linearization of
measurements by Toda et al. [7], [8], however, free surface boundary conditions also contributed
indicated that the free surface wave effects are to the underprediction of wave profiles at high
negligible at low speeds except near the bow and Froude numbers. Measurements at Fr=0.316 by
stern. Since the viscous-inviscid interactions are Toda et al. [7], [8] indicated that the maximum
quite weak at low Froude numbers, it is proba- elevation change between the primary wave crest
bly more effective to use a larger RANS solution and wave trough amounts to nearly 50% of the
domain and move the overlap region completely ship draft. It is, therefore, desirable to apply
outside the interactive zone. This enables us to the dynamic boundary condition on the exact free
match the RANS solutions directly with bare- surface rather than the mean free surface for ac-
body SLAW solutions and avoid time-consuming curate resolution of viscous boundary layer and
RANS/SLAW interactive calculations. This non- wake flows beneath the actual free surface. In
interactive approach provides a powerful alterna- the present study, the kinematic and dynamic free
tive to the SLAW or other potential flow codes for surface boundary conditions are applied on the
low speed simulations when the viscous effects are exact free surface location. This is achieved by a
equally or more important than the wave effects, simple stretching of the z coordinates in the verti-

cal direction after a new free surface wave profile
has been obtained from the integration of the ex-

Free Surface Boundary Conditions act kinematic free surface condition. It is recog-
nized that this simple stretching procedure may

As noted earlier, both SLAW and LAMP satisfy lead to significant distortion of the hull forms.
linearized free surface boundary conditions. In In order to minimize this distortion, the coordi-
the initial phase of this study, the free surface nate stretching was applied only to upper portion
boundary conditions in RANS domain were also of the numerical grid near free surface while the
linearized to simplify the coupling between the remaining grids still conformed exactly with the
RANS and potential flow methods. Within the original hull form. If more accurate representa-
context of the linear wave theory, the dynamic tion of hull form is desired, it will be necessary
and kinematic free surface boundary conditions to map the entire ship hull, including the exact
were specified at the mean free surface of the hull geometry above the calm water level, into a
RANS solution domain. Both the surface ten- parametric space. A parametric resplining of hull
sion and viscous shear stresses on the free sur- surface panels can then be performed to conform
face were neglected. The wave profile was cal- with the exact hull geometries. No such paramet-
culated from the kinematic boundary conditions ric resplining has been performed in the present
using a time-marching scheme. The pressure dis- study.
tribution on the mean free surface was then up-
dated using the dynamic free surface conditions.
Preliminary results exhibit some unrealistically RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
large waves within the hull boundary layer. This
is believed to be caused by the incompatibility In the present study, the RANS/SLAW method
of viscous boundary layer flow and inviscid wave described above was employed for calculations of
field near the hull and free surface intersection, the viscous and wave fields around the Series 60
A detailed study of both the hull and free surface CB = 0.6 parent hull. Calculations were per-
boundary layer including free surface turbulence formed for two different Froude numbers, Fr =
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0.16 and 0.316, to facilitate a detailed comparison upper portion of the coordinate surfaces beneath
of numerical results with the velocity, pressure the free surface once the new wave profile is ob-
and wave elevation measurements documented in tained from the integration of kinematic free sur-
Toda et al. [7], [8]. For completeness, a double- face boundary conditions. For high Froude num-
body (Fr = 0.0) calculation for the same hull has ber case considered here, the elevation change
also been performed to quantify the effects of free between the primary wave crest and trough can
surface waves at different Froude numbers. In this amount to about 50 % of the ship draft. Con-
section, important numerical results are summa- sequently, considerable grid adjustments are re-
rized and compared with available data for de- quired in order to conform with the exact free
tailed assessment of the general performance of surface profiles and resolve the nonlinear wave ef-
the present RANS/SLAW interactive approach. fects.

In the bare body SLAW calculations for double-

Numerical Grid body and Fr = 0.316 cases, a 24 x 14 hull surface
panel distribution was employed by selecting only
the odd nodes from the RANS hull surface grid.

In the present calculations for the Series 60 Cb The free surface panels were generated by adding
= 0.6 parent hull form, a 85 x 36 x 29 body- 9 panels upstream and 17 downstream of the hull,
fitted numerical grid shown in Figure 3 was em- and 21 panels in the transverse direction. This re-
ployed to cover the entire viscous flow region. The suits in a total of 336 body panels and 882 free

grids was generated using an interactive gridding surface panels. For subsequent interactive calcu-

code GRIDGEN developed by Steinbrenner et al. satiocspthelmatchrngusurfacetpanelsawere again

[25]. The first station in axial direction was lo- constructed by selecting the odd nodes from a

cated at X/L = -0.5 upstream of the bow, and the construted coordina the RAN grid.

last station was placed at X/L = 2.0 in the wake The new free surface grid needed for SLAW cal-

where viscous diffusion is negligible. There are 49 culations was generated by adding 2 stations up-

streamwise and 29 girthwise stations on the hull stream and 3 stations downstream of the match-

itself. In addition, 12 stations were used upstream ing surface panels. In the transverse direction, 19

of the bow while 24 stations were employed for the panels wr th ter darycted at

resolution of ship wake flows. In the radial direc- panels were used with outer boundary located at

tion, 36 grid nodes were used between the hull Y/L = 1.192. Overall, 588 (42 x 14) body pan-
els and 855 free surface panels are used for thesurface and the RANS outer boundary located at interactive SLAW calculations. Since the CPU

R/L = 0.3. The SLAW matching boundary was time increases quadratically with the number of
chosen to be constant-ý' coordinate surface with tiencassqdrialywhtenubro
choseneral toid-bel overlapbetween corthe sface wpanels, the use of coarse panels enables us to re-
several grid-cells overlap between the RANS and duce the run time to about 1/16 of the fine-grid

SLAW solution domains. In double body calcu- calc u nations.

lations, the grid is uniformly distributed in the calculations.

girthwise direction to provide appropriate reso- For the low Froude number (Fr = 0.160) calcu-
lution of the three-dimensional boundary layer lations, it was necessary to increase the number
on the ship hull. For non-zero Froude number of body and free surface panels for proper resolu-
cases, however, the numerical grids has been re- tion of the short wavelength, small amplitude free
splined to improve the resolution near free sur- surface waves at low speeds. In the present bare-
face. In the present RANS calculations, the nu- body SLAW calculations, the downstream bound-
merical grid was divided into four blocks to fa- ary was placed at X/L = 1.52 instead of 2.0 to
cilitate the implementation of the two-layer tur- reduce the computational efforts. On the hull sur-
bulence model and various boundary conditions. face, 840 (60 x 14) body panels were used to re-
Furthermore, an extra station (ý3 = 30) repre- solve the free surface waves. In addition, 2880 (96
senting the mirror-image of ý' = 28 station was x 30) free surface panels have been constructed
added on the other side of the keel plane (ý3 = by adding 8 panels upstream and 32 panels down-
29) so that the flow on the keel plane can be cal- stream of the hull. Since more panels and consid-
culated directly. erably longer run time will be needed for subse-
For nonzero Froude number calculations, it was quent interactive calculations, it was decided tonecessary to adjust the solution domain to con- omit the interactive coupling between the RANS

form with the exact free surface profiles. As noted and SLAW solutions. As noted earlier, it is prob-

earlier, this was achieved by stretching only the ably more effective to use a larger RANS solution
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domain rather than performing RANS/SLAW in- to specify VN in subsequent SLAW calculations.
teractive coupling for low speed calculations. This has led to dramatic improvement of the pre-

dicted vertical velocity contours near the SLAW
inner matching boundary. Similarly, the modi-

Interactive RANS/SLAW Coupling fled SIMPLER/PISO scheme was also found to
be very effective in maintaining smooth pressure

Before describing detailed numerical results for distributions in the overlap region. The slight dis-
the selected test cases, we shall carefully examine crepancies in the overlap region are most likely
the general performance of the proposed veloc- due to the use of coarser matching surface panels
ity/pressure coupling approach with or without in SLAW calculations.
the presence of free surface waves. Interactive It should be remarked here that, in double-body
RANS/SLAW calculations were performed first calculations, both the RANS and SLAW match-
for a double-body model of the Series 60 CB = 0.6 c acu s both the RAN s and SA tcparet hll t a eynldsnumer R = ~ 0~. ing surfaces remain fixed. This enables us toparent hull at a Reynolds number Re = 5 x 10'. match pressure and velocities directly on the

Figure 4 shows the convergence history of the ma pr es and veloiterectlon thepressure along the waterline and wake centerline, same grid nodes without any interpolation. For
nonzero Froude number calculations, however,

It is seen that the solutions converged in just two the free surface grids in RANS solution domain
interactive RANS/SLAW coupling cycles. Simi- have to be adjusted to provide accurate reso-
lar level of convergence has also been observed inour arler ANSLAM cacultios (henand lution of nonlinear free surface waves. On the
our earlier RANS/LAMP calculations (Chen and other hand, the SLAW code still uses calm-water
Lin [11]) for other hull forms with much smaller hull and free surface panels in the context of lin-RANS dom ain and stronger viscous-inviscid in- e r w v h o y h s h s c u e o ei c nteractions, ear wave theory. This has caused some incon-

sistencies on both the SLAW and RANS match-
The surface pressure distributions obtained by ing boundaries since only the underwater portion
interactive RANS/SLAW method are in close of the hull geometry will be retained in SLAW
agreement with the SLAW bare-hull solutions up calculations. In present implementation of veloc-
to about 80% of the body length. The sharp re- ity/pressure coupling approach, the two solutions
duction of hull pressure in the stern region is obvi- have been matched in the transformed plane •i
ously due to the rapid thickening of hull bound- without considering the actual grid deformations
ary layers in that area. For completeness, the caused by nonlinear wave effects. This incompat-
pressure and vertical velocity contours for both ibility can be readily removed if a fully nonliner
the non-interactive (zeroth iteration) and interac- potential flow method is used for the calculations
tive (second iteration) solutions are shown in Fig- of free surface waves in the far field.
ure 5 to further illustrate the effectiveness of thepresnt nterctie cuplig shem. Th dahed Despite the inconsistencies mentioned above, the
present interactive coupling scheme. The dashed velocity/pressure coupling approach appears to(ý2 = 30) and dotted (•3 = 36) lines in these plots be quite effective even for the high Froude num-

represent, respectively, the inner SLAW and outer ber cases. This is clearly evident from the con-
RANS matching boundaries. Only the outer partof te SAW slutonswereplotedin te oer- vergence history shown in Figure 6 for Fr = 0.316
of the SLAW solutions were plotted in the over- case. It is noted that the wave elevations along
lap region since accurate evaluation of the off- the waterline and wake centerline converged in
body velocities in the vicinity of the body can just two to three RANS/SLAW iterations. The
only be achieved with local refinement of surface interactions between the viscous boundary layer
panels. In the non-interactive solutions, there and free surface flows completely altered the po-
are very significant differences between the RANS tential flow wave profiles in the stern and wakeandia SLAW soluion infie the ovela regirn andwae
and SLAW solutions in the overlap region. The regions. In particular, the free surface waves de-
discrepancies are particularly noticeable in the cay very quickly along the wake centerline due to
stern region where the viscous effects has led to the convergence of low momentum fluid towards
rapid thickening of the hull boundary layers. It is the ship stern and the centerplane of the wake.
noted in Figure 5(c) that the RANS vertical ve- It is also seen from Figure 7 that the wave eleva-
locities differ considerably from the corresponding tions along waterline and wake centerline (y = 0)
potential flow solutions, indicating the presence are rather insensitive to different choices of SLAW
of strong viscous effects. In order to properly ac-
count for the viscous effects, the RANS velocities
normal to the matching boundary have been used
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Figure 8 shows a detailed comparison of the ax- the discussion of Froude number effects. In poten-
ial velocity contours between the non-interactive tial flow calculations of low Froude number free
and interactive solutions. The dashed and dot- surface flows, very fine panels and prolong simu-
ted lines again represent the SLAW and RANS lation time are often required in order to resolve
matching boundaries. It should be remarked here the short wavelength, small amplitude free sur-
again that the SLAW solutions were evaluated on face waves observed at low speeds. Since the in-
the calm water surface z = 0, while the RANS teraction between the far field free surface waves
results were obtained on the exact free surface and the viscous boundary layers and wakes be-
z = C. Since the amplitude of the primary wave comes quite weak at low Froude numbers, it is
amounts to about 25 % of the ship draft, the non- possible to neglect the free surface wave effects on
linear wave effects and the associated grid defor- the RANS outer boundary without significant ef-
mations may lead to significant distortion of the fects on the viscous free surface flows in the near
plotted axial velocity contours. These must be field. In our earlier RANS/LAMP calculations
borne in mind when comparing the linear SLAW (Chen and Lin [20]), the near-field RANS solu-
and nonlinear RANS solutions in the overlap re- tions were matched directly with the double-body
gion. potential flow solutions to avoid lengthy time-

The most notable feature of the non-interactive domain LAMP computations. Although it ap-
pears that double-body matching conditions gave

solutions shown in Figure 8 is the absence of the reasonable results for low Froude number simula-
viscous wake in the bare-hull potential flow solu- tions in the near field, it is still desirable to match
tions. In addition, there is a rather abrupt change the RANS solution directly with the potential
in the slope of non-interactive velocity contours flow free surface waves in order to ascertain the ef-
near the RANS outer boundary. This is obvi- fects of matching conditions on the near-field vis-
ously caused by the stern boundary layer and cous flow. A non-interactive RANS/SLAW calcu-
viscous wake which occupied about 1/3 of the lation has been performed here to examine gen-
RANS solution domain. In particular, the vis- eral features of the low Froude number free sur-

cous wake pushed the SLAW velocity contours face rs flows.

away from the wake centerline and forced the

formation of new axial velocity contours outside Figure 10 shows the numerical grid and calcu-
the viscous wake. Consequently, the interactive lated wave patterns for Fr = 0.160 case. The
RANS/SLAW solutions shown in Figure 8(b) ex- SLAW free surface panels in the inner region was
hibit a weaker wave pattern with longer wave- removed to facilitate the comparison of RANS
lengths in comparison with potential flow solu- and SLAW grid distributions. The potential flow
tions. The interactive RANS and SLAW solu- wave patterns shown in Figure 10(b) reveals a
tions are in fairly good agreement in the overlap quite complex system of short wavelength, small
region. amplitude waves. It is evident that the RANS nu-

merical grid must be refined in both longitudinal
For completeness, detailed pressure and axial ye- and transverse directions to provide adequate res-
locity contours are shown in Figure 9. For clar- olution of all detailed flow features at this Froude
ity, only the RANS solutions were plotted in the nubrThreimntoRASgdisu-

overlap region. Interactive RANS/SLAW calcula- number. The refinement of RANS grid is cur-

tions have been performed for two different inner rently in progress.

matching surfaces at ý2 = 30 (RANS/SLAW 1) Despite the coarseness of the numerical grids, pre-
and ý2 = 32 (RANS/SLAW 2). It appears that liminary RANS calculations have been performed
the RANS/SLAW 1 matching surface may be too to examine the general features of near-field low
close to the viscous wake. The matching between Froude number flows. Figures 10(c) and 10(d)
RANS and SLAW solutions, however, improves show the calculated axial velocity and pressure
significantly in RANS/SLAW 2 with the overlap contours. The influence of pressure and velocity
region located outside the viscous wake. A sys- matching conditions on the RANS outer bound-
tematic domain dependence study may be needed ary appear to be confined to a narrow region and
to guide the selection of both the inner and outer have very little effects on the near-field free sur-
matching boundaries, face flows. In view of this, we shall focus our at-

tention on the near-field RANS solutions for the
Finallyumwer shall ex n s) presultstofciminary lpresent study. It is also seen that the low Froude
Froude number (Fr = 0.16) results to facilitate number results closely resemble the double-body
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solutions except in the bow and stern regions. evolution of the stern bilge vortex in the near
More detailed comparisons will be made in later wake (x = 1.1). The convergence of the crossflow
sections for further assessment of the near field in the stern region is responsible for the thicken-
solutions. ing of stern boundary layer and near wake flows

shown in Figure 13(a).

Double-Body Results
Nonzero Froude Number Results

In order to facilitate a direct comparison of free
surface wave effects between low and high Froude Measurements performed recently by Toda et al.
numbers cases, we shall present both the Fr = [7], [8] for the Series 60, CB = 0.6 parent hull indi-
0.160 and 0.316 results in the same plots. Fur- cated very significant differences between the high
thermore, comparisons will also be made with and low Froude number data due to the wave-
double body solutions for more detailed exami- induced effects. In general, both the amplitude
nations of complex interactions between the tur- and length of the ship generated waves increase
bulent boundary layers, ship wakes and nonlinear as Froude number becomes higher. At Fr = 0.16,
free surface waves. For simplicity, we shall ex- the free surface effects are negligible except near
amine first the double-body turbulent boundary the bow and stern regions. The measured pres-
layer and wake flows without the complications sure and velocity profiles also resemble those for
due to surface waves. This enables us to estab- the double body ship models. At higher Froude
lish a baseline solution for the assessment of free number of 0.316, the interactions between the vis-
surface wave effects. In this section, we shall dis- cous boundary layer, wake and free surface waves
cuss only the basic flow features associated with become much more profound near the bow, the
double-body models. All the double-body solu- afterbody, and in the wake. In these areas, both
tions are shown as part (a) in Figures 11 through the viscous and free surface flows are significantly
14 to facilitate the comparisons and discussion of altered due to boundary layer, wake and wave in-
free surface effects at different Froude numbers. teractions.

Figure 11(a) shows the calculated double body As described earlier, calculations have been per-
pressure and axial velocity contours on the hull formed for both Fr = 0.160 and 0.316 cases to
surface as well as the waterline and keel planes of examine the free surface effects. For the Fr =
symmetry. The pressure and axial velocity con- 0.160 case, we shall focus only on the comparison
tours at selected transverse sections are shown in of near field flows. Figure 11 shows a comparison
Figures 12(a) and 13(a). Together, they provide of pressure and axial velocity contours at differ-
a detailed description of the three-dimensional ent Froude numbers. At the low Froude numbers,
pressure and axial velocity fields. For the double- it is seen that the pressure on the free surface dif-
body models considered here, strong pressure fers considerably from that for the double-body
variations were observed in both the bow and case. But the wave effects was clearly confined to

stern regions due to the rapid changes of hull a small layer just beneath the free surface. This
geometry in these areas. In the absence of free is also evident from Figure 12(b) which shows
surface waves, it is seen that the boundary layer the pressure contours on several transverse sec-
remains thin up to about 80% of the ship hull. tions. Note that the pressure contours on each
Beyond that, a thick boundary layer develops transverse section are nearly identical to the cor-
quickly due to rapid changes in stern geometry responding double-body results shown in Figure
and the accompanied three-dimensional pressure 12(a) except in a small region just below the free
gradients around the hull surface. surface. The wave-induced pressure gradients,

however, are very large within this small surface
Figure 14(a) shows the transverse velocity vec- layer.

tor plots at several axial stations. The complex

secondary flow patterns were generated by the Figure 13(b) and 14(b) show the axial velocity
geometrically-induced pressure gradients in the and crossflow vectors at several transverse sta-
girthwise direction. The present solutions suc- tions. As expected, the influence of the free sur-
cessfully captured the development of the bow face waves was also seen to be confined to a thin
bilge vortex (x = 0.4), the convergence of cross- surface layer. It is interesting to note that the
flow in the stern region (x = 0.8 & 0.9), and the vertical velocity component changes rather dras-
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tically near the free surface even though the cross- pressure gradients are responsible for the develop-
flow patterns returned quickly to the double-body ment and evolution of crossflow patterns shown in
pattern underneath the free surface. The magni- Figure 14. It is quite clear that the wave-induced
tude of the surface vertical velocity is, in fact, effects have altered both the magnitude and di-
comparable to that obtained for Fr = 0.316 case rection of the crossflow vectors up to about 50%
and is directly associated with the large wave- of the ship draft.

induced pressure gradients near the free surface.Both the crossflow patterns and the wave-induced Figure 15 shows the nonlinear waves in the RANS
Bothsuhe radens patternsanb d by the wave-induwave solution domain. A perspective view of the corn-
pressure gradients can be explicated by the plete wave patterns in both the RANS and SLAW
elevations shown in Fig'ure 15. domains are also shown in Figure 16. The wave

With the increase of Froude number or ship elevations were normalized by 1/Fr2 to reveal the
speed, both the free surface wave elevations and complex wave patterns for both cases. The ac-
wavelengths increase. As can be seen clearly in tual wave elevation for Fr = 0.160 case is about
Figures 12 through 14, the wave elevation has 1/4 of that for the high Froude number Fr =
large difference at x = 0.1 and at x = 0.4. Note 0.316 case. At Fr = 0.160, the hull surface pres-
that the amplitude of the bow wave is about 25 sure is nearly identical to those calculated for the
% of the ship draft. It is also seen from per- double-body model. The wave effects on the vis-
spective views shown in Figures 15 and 16 that cous boundary layer and wake flows are rather
the nonlinear free surface waves induced very small, except in the bow and stern areas. The
strong pressure gradients, both in the longitudi- wave pattern itself, however, is quite complex in
nal and transverse directions. The presence of the near field. For double body calculations, the
these wave-induced pressure gradients have led wave field will be completely suppressed by re-
to significant modifications of the viscous bound- quiring the vertical velocity to be zero on the free
ary layer and wake flows shown in Figures 13 and surface. This can only be achieved with a nonzero
14. Compared to the Fr = 0.160 results, the pressure field (i.e., the double-body pressure) on
wave-induced effects were also observed to pen- the mean free surface. For nonzero Froude num-
etrate much deeper into the fluid domain. Both ber calculations, on the other hand, the dynamic
the pressure and velocity contours plots reveal a free surface boundary condition requires the total
strong interaction between the viscous boundary pressure to be zero (i.e., equal to ambient pres-
layer and wake, and the nonlinear free surface sure) on the free surface. In practice, no matter
wave field. Most of the interaction can again be how small the Froude numbers are, gravity waves
explicated as a result of the wave elevations and must be generated in order to balance the ficti-
the wave-induced pressure gradients. For corn- tious double-body pressure gradients on the free
pleteness, the free surface profiles are shown in surface. Note that the dynamic pressure on the
Figures 15 and 16 to facilitate the discussion of free surface is always proportional to the wave ele-
wave-induced effects. vation, normalized by Fr 2, when both the surface

tension and viscous stresses are neglected. At lowFor high Froude number case, the wave-elevation Froude numbers, the dynamic pressure returns

contours reveal complex wave patterns consist- rapidly from the free surface values to the double

ing of both transverse and diverging wave sys- body distributions within a small surface layer.

tems. Close to the hull surface, it is seen that bd itiuin ihnasalsraelyr

bterns.h lo t the b d sternwave, sytes swere ini- Therefore, a large wave-induced pressure gradient
both the bow- and stern-wave systems is produced across the surface layer. This leads
tiated with crests and the shoulder wave systems to the development of large vertical velocities ob-
with troughs. Away from the ship hull, there is a served in Figure 14 near the free surface.

complex interaction between the bow-, shoulder-

and stern-wave systems, which creates the overall Finally, the calculated and measured wave pro-
wave patterns shown in Figures 15 and 16. Corn- files along the ship hull are shown in Figure 17 for
pare to the Fr = 0.160 results, there is a much both Froude numbers. For Fr = 0.160 case, the
more distinct diverging wave system, especially wave elevations predicted by the non-interactive
in the bow and stern areas. Furthermore, it is RANS method are in excellent agreement with
also evident from the pressure contours shown in the measured data in the bow and forebody re-
Figures 11 and 12 that the wave-induced pressure gions. The wave elevations for the afterbody,
gradients remained very significant for a large however, was somewhat underpredicted. The un-
portion of the underwater hull surface. These derprediction in the stern region is most likely
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caused by the inadequate grid resolutions noted CONCLUSIONS
earlier. For completeness, the bare-hull poten-
tial flow wave elevations are also shown in Fig-
ure 17(a) to quantify the viscous effects. It is An interactive numerical method which combines
seen that the viscosity plays a dominant role in the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
eliminating the short wavelength, small ampli- method and the free-surface potential flow cal-
tude waves at low speeds. culations has been developed for the prediction

of ship flows including both the viscous and non-
For high Froude number (Fr = 0.316) case, it is linear free-surface wave effects. In this zonal ap-
seen from Figure 17(b) that the wave elevations proach, the RANS method is employed to resolve
obtained by interactive RANS/SLAW method are the viscous boundary layer, wake and the nonlin-
in very good agreement with the measured values ear free-surface waves around the ship hull while
over the entire ship. The bare-body potential flow the potential flow method is used to provide the
solutions overpredicted the wave elevation in the wave information outside the viscous region. For
stern region, but underpredicted the amplitude of high Froude number cases where the wave effects
the primary wave in the bow region. The over- are significant, the near-field RANS solution is
prediction of stern waves is obviously due to the matched with the SLAW solution. Iterations be-
negligence of viscous effects due to thick bound- tween the two solutions are performed to cap-
ary layer and wake flows. The underprediction ture the interaction between the viscous and the
of the bow wave, however, must be attributed wave effects. Only one to two iterations is needed
to the use of linearized free surface conditions in to achieve a converged solution. At low Froude
SLAW bare-body calculations. It is noted that numbers, the wave effects outside the RANS do-
the wave elevation changes by as much as 0.03 main are insignificant and the RANS solutions are
of ship length or 50% of the ship draft. Although matched with the SLAW solution without itera-
this wave amplitude may still be considered small tion.
compared to wavelength, it is quite clear that the
viscous boundary layer and wake flows will be In the present RANS calculations, the dynamic
greatly influenced by the nonlinearity in the free free surface boundary conditions are satisfied on
surface wave field. Consequently, it is necessary the exact free surface and, therefore, it is possi-
to adjust the RANS solution domain in order to ble to capture the strong interaction between the
properly account for the nonlinear wave effects nonlinear waves, the boundary layer, and wake
due to local changes in underwater geometry at flows underneath the exact free surface. With
each transverse section. further modifications in the adaptive grid genera-

tion procedure, the present method can be readily
It should be emphasized that both the viscous generalized for the prediction of nonlinear wave
and wave effects have been included directly in effects arose from arbitrary ship motions.
the present RANS calculations, even though the
surface tension and viscous stresses on the free Calculations have been performed for the Series
surface had been neglected due to a lack of un- 60, CB = 0.6 parent hull for both low and high
derstanding on the physical processes and math- Froude number cases. The numerical solutions
ematical modeling of the free surface turbulence. clearly demonstrated the feasibility of coupling
The inclusion of both the viscous and wave effects the RANS and SLAW methods in an interactive
enables us to capture the complete interaction approach for detailed resolution of both the vis-
between the wavemaking and viscous boundary cous and the free-surface wave effects. This en-
layer and wake in the near field. In particular, ables us to use a rather small RANS solution
the wave-induced effects were formally included domain for efficient and accurate resolution of
by requiring the dynamic free surface boundary the interaction between wavemaking and viscous
conditions to be satisfied on the exact free sur- boundary layer and wake.
face. On the other hand, the influence of viscous All of the RANS calculations presented here were
boundary layer and wake flows on the free surface performed on CRAY YMP supercomputers. The
waves was captured automatically when the kine- CPU time required is about 440 CPU seconds for
matic boundary conditions were used to updatethe free surface wave profiles. every 100 time steps. Normally, 200 to 300 timessteps are needed to achieve complete convergence

for a non-interactive solution. In the subsequent
interactive calculations, 50 to 100 more time steps
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Fig. 1: SLAW Potential Flow Panel Model.
Fig. 3: Partial View of RANS Grid.
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Fig. 15: Nonlinear Waves ((/Fr 2 ) in RANS Solution Domain.
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VISCOUS FLOW: NUMERICAL METHODS



Navier-Stokes Computations of Ship Stern Flows:
A Detailed Comparative Study of Turbulence Models and

Discretization Schemes
G.B. Deng, P. Queutey, and M. Visonneau

(Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France)

U,V,W cartesian components of the

ABSTRACT velocity
RJ jacobian

A fully elliptic numerical method for the bl j component of the contravariant
solution of the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes c

Equations is applied to the flow around the HSVA vector bi
Tanker. The weaknesses of the simulation are gij contravariant metric tensor
analysed by comparing several discretisation
schemes and grids as well as several turbulence SU1 source term for the momentum
models. Grid refinement in the near wake or equations
application of new accurate discretisation schemes Sk source term for the k transport
have a little effect on the quality of the solution in equation
the wake. Systematic comparisons of various SE source term for the E transport
turbulence models and numerical experiments equation
suggest that the solution is essentially affected by a CNB influence coefficients at point C
too high level of turbulence viscosity in the core of A, B normalized convective velocities
the longitudinal vortex.

UC pseudo-velocity at point C
NOMENCLATURE

Operators
Variables

Div divergence
(x,y,z) cartesian coordinates V gradient
U average velocity vector V2  laplacian
p pressure T

time V transposed gradient
Re Reynolds number
uu Reynolds stress tensor 1. INTRODUCTION
k turbulent kinetic energy
crate of turbulence dissipation Advances in numerical solution
I Identity tensor methodology along with increased computer storage
VT eddy viscosity and speed have made it possible to seek numerical

solutions of the three-dimensional Reynolds
k-c coefficients Averaged Navier Stokes Equations (RANSE) for

Cc2,•k,C moderately complex ship hulls. With the

Reff,Rk, development of computers, wind tunnel or towing
effective Reynolds numbers tank experiments are no more the only way to get

RE information on ship performances and CFD tools
G production appear to be able to generate an overwhelming
4, T, curvilinear coordinates amount of information on the flow with a level of
u,v,w contravariant components of the details and flexibility which seems out of reach of a

velocity reasonable experimental approach. These
computations are nevertheless mostly confined to
double models, in which wave effects are absent, to
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bare hulls without appendages or propulsors and several locations, namely, x/L=0.908, 0.976 and
conducted at laboratory Reynolds numbers. 1.005. The longitudinal velocity contours indicate a
However, even for these simple configurations, it is very characteristic "hook" shape in the central part
crucial to locate as accurately as possible the of the wake correlated with the core of the
limitations of numerical simulations in order to longitudinal vortex. This small region is
know (i) which level of details can be reasonably characterised by a nearly uniform U component, a
captured by a CFD tool, (ii) what are the leading linear variation of the vertical component W
weaknesses of the simulation and (iii) how to preceding a maximum and again an "hook" shape of
improve the accuracy of the numerical prediction. the pressure contours. These features confirm the

From that point of view, the so-called existence of an intense longitudinal bilge vortex
HSVA tanker is known as the best documented test emanating from the hull and leads us to classify the
case among all the available experimental ship flow HSVA tanker as an U-shaped hull rather than a V-
data bases. It is why it was chosen as one of the two shaped hull for which the longitudinal vortex is far
testcases of the 1990 SSPA- more intense and does not create this very
CTH-IIHR Workshop on Ship Viscous Flow which characteristic hook shape of the longitudinal
was held at Goteborg [1]. Some nineteen velocity contours.
organizations coming from twelve countries The Goteborg workshop's results indicated
participated in the Workshop and all of them that great progress has been made through the
calculated the first test case i.e. the flow around the development of methods based on the Reynolds-
HSVA tanker at the laboratory Reynolds number Averaged Navier Stokes Equations. These methods

Re=5.0 106 on which this paper will be entirely generally simulate the gross features of the wake and

focussed. predict the shape and location of the velocity
Despite its seemingly geometric contours with reasonable accuracy even on the rather

simplicity, the flow around this hull is rather coarse meshes recommended for the simulations.
complex. As the flow progresses along the hull, the Nevertheless, neither the central part of the wake
geometry of the body gradually forces the boundary with this hook shaped velocity contour nor the
layer to pack in an area whose girthwise dimension entire wall flow behaviour can be captured by the

decreases, implying a progressive convergence of the methods presented at this time.
streamlines in some regions of the hull, Continuity The description of this phenomena could be
requires a large normal velocity, a strong thickening of crucial importance for the design since the
of the boundary layer occurs often associated to the designer's task is to devise the best hull geometry
birth of a longitudinal vortex motion which is leading to improvments to propulsive efficiency
slowly relaxed in the wake at large distances through better hull form/propeller matching. This is
downstream from the ship. often a compromise between V-shaped stern sections

A more detailed understanding of the flow which are associated to lower viscous resistance and
is provided by the visualisation of the limiting less intense longitudinal bilge vortex and U-shaped
streamlines (Figure 1 from [1]), actually the print of stern sections for which the more intense

the flow on the hull; it clearly indicates the longitudinal bilge vortex create an higher propulsive

existence of a well defined line of convergence efficiency which partly compensates for the higher
located just beyond the keel plane of symmetry. It is resistance. It is therefore fundamental to determine if

also quite clear that the behaviour of the limiting the solution of the RANSE enables us to
streamlines is complex since two convergence lines distinguish between the flows associated to U-
are visible. The first one (S 1 line) is S-shaped and shaped or V-shaped geometries without ambiguity.
demarcates a vertical wall flow region and a small During the workshop, several hypotheses
zone of flow reversal. The second convergence line were put forward to explain the incapability of the
(S2 line) is located just beyond the keel plane of RANSE-based methods to describe accurately the

symmetry and joins the SI line at the end of the central part of the bilge vortex. Two types of
hull. Consequently, since this region seems to be explanations may be evocated, the first one
characterized by a rapid normal variation of the favouring the discretization inaccuracies and the
velocity orientation from the wall to the so-called second one emphasizing the weaknesses of the
logarithmic region, it is plausible to think that such turbulence modelisation.
a complex three-dimensional behaviour can be It is sensible to stress the numerical
hardly simulated by a wall function approach which inaccuracy since the threedimensional grids are often
cannot account for the high twist angle (>900) too coarse to capture the details of the flow

between the wall flow and the external streamlines especially if we consider that most of the
directions. discretisation schemes are only first order accurate

Even more interesting are the when the flow is dominated by the convection and
measurements of the pressure and velocity not aligned with the coordinate lines. The numerical
components made at several cross-sections. Figs 2- solution produced by such discretisation schemes is
a-b-c from [1] show the axial velocity contours at always too diffusive and local inhomogeneities such
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as this hook shape are filtered by a too high 2. EQUATIONS
artificial viscosity.

On the other hand, it is reasonable to stress 2.1 The Basic Equations
the weaknesses of the classical turbulence
modelisation for this class of stern flows. As it was We consider the equations of motion in cartesian
pointed out by V.C. Patel in [2], the turbulence in (x,y,z) coordinates for incompressible flows. The
stern flows seems to behave in a very specific way. exact RANSE of continuity and momentum of the
Let us compare with him the behaviour of the mean flow in dimensionless form are given by
measured kinetic energy k plotted in outer variables, equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3)
with U0 and 6 as scales of velocity and length for

two different flows, a thick boundary layer stern divU = 0 (2.1)
flow around the SSPA hull and a traditional flat aU + vuu + Vp + V'uu V2U (2.2)
plate flow (Fig. 3 from [2],[15]). The measurements Tt Re
for the strong thick boundary layer indicate a two aU
layer structure, leading V.C. Patel to wonder if a + U.VU + Vp + V.uu = V2 U (2.3)Re
single set of scaling parameters is adequate to

modelize this flow. The outer zone is actually U, p and uu are respectively the velocity
characterized by a lower level of the turbulence vector, the pressure and the Reynolds stress tensor.
intensity, meaning that the conventional turbulence The resulting turbulent closure problem is solved by
model might generate again a too diffusive flow.Then th conectre culdbe sate in means of the classical k-c turbulence model in

thes entrs the onjecturespct be iotaced of which the Reynolds stress is linearly related to thethese term s. W hat is the respective im portance of m a aeo ta nt n o h o g ni or p ce dmean rate of strain tensor through an isotropic eddy
the artificial viscosity compared with the likely viscosity as follows
inadequacy of the turbulence modelling? Actually,
these aspects are strongly tied up if we think that 2
the turbulence numerically produced by the uu= -ki-VT(VU+V Tu) (2.4)
discretised k-c transport equations is somewhat 3
modified by various numerical inaccuracies among
which might be quoted the discretisation errors, an If the k-E turbulence model is used, the eddy
unsufficient level of coupling between the source viscosity VT is classically given by:
terms of the turbulence transport equations or an k2

unsatisfactory level of convergence for the non- vT = Cg - (2.5)
linearities. This is why some authors consider it F

safer to use a simpler 0 equation turbulence model
like a Baldwin-Lomax model, where the adimensional turbulent kinetic energy k

and its dimensionless rate of dissipation c are
The aim of this paper can be summarised as governed by the following transport equations:

follows: (i) to determine what is the respective
weight of the numerics compared to the turbulence +k 1
modelisation for this class of stern flows, (ii) to t Rk
show what has to be improved in the future to use aE1
the RANSE based methods as a reliable design tool -a + U. Vc = div(- VR )
in the naval architecture context. 2t R.c 2 (2.7)

This paper is outlined as follows. In + CeI -G - Cc 2
section 2, the alternative curvilinear formulations k k
are described as well as the turbulence models used
in the present study. Section 3 is devoted to a brief where G is the turbulence generation term:
survey of the two numerical methods being the
subject of comparisons. In section 4, the conditions G = VTVU:(VU + vTU) (2.8)
of the computations are described and the relative
influence of turbulence models and numerical The effective Reynolds numbers Rk, RF, Reff have
approaches upon the simulation is investigated.
Some concluding remarks are mentionned in Section been defined by:
5.

R- =vT Rl;Rl= VT R-1.R eff vT +k e ;' R

R = V + R 1  (2.9)
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13 jg 32

Unless specified, the constants in the previous +( 0ý)C + (-g- ) -so
equations are taken to their standard values (2.10): Ro Ro

Cýt = .09 ; CEI = 1.44 ; Cc2 = 1.92; while RO = Reff if (--U,V,W;
Gk =1.00;c = 1.30. R0 =Rk if 0 =k;

In order to avoid the wall function approach, several R(P RE if ( = ,

near wall k-c models are compared in this study. For Also,
the sake of brevity, the details concerning their
implementation, which can be found in [4], [13] and[14], are omitted here. For a significant increase of i 2 k) m b lJ'.bb.
numerical troubles and computing time (because the SU1 = b (p + r VT - m U j

integration is carried out to y+=1), the delicate k i i
problem of the three-dimensional specification of
the log-law , dealt with only in [5], is avoided. 2

The algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model [6] is Sk = G - F and S,, CFI E-G C
also evaluated because it is less expensive in terms -CE 2 k
of CPU effort and rate of convergence.

The alternative convective form needs to be
2.2 The Equations In The Transformed introduced (2.14):
Coordinate System

For hydrodynamic applications, a numerical (t +( IblcO - -)
coordinate transformation is highly desirable in that J J R
it greatly facilitates the application of the boundary 2
conditions and transform the physical domain in + (P _-R(P
which the flow is studied into a parallelepipedic bJ J O (1

computational domain {i} = {•(,1,}" 13 (2.14)

The partially transformed RANSE are given + (Jb J - )O
by the following relations in a fully conservative
developpedform. The contravariant components of 1o(g1(P +g 2 2 0,1 +{ }occ)+SO

the velocity are defined by {ui}= {u,v,w} and the R(Pt

physical cartesian components by where:
{Ui} = {U,V,W}1

=(Jui)ýi=0 with Ju' =býUj (2.11) O cT(PuJ I(b•VT +b•VT±b+VT•)
So = 2(gl2 + g1 3  + g2 3 0,) - SO

Ot + lI[(Ju4o) + (Jv0)rq + (Jwo)S]
12 22 The additional source terms contain classically the

1 R [(_2 _,)ý + (Jg_2 OT )II pressure gradients and the turbulence contributions:
jg33 (2.12) SUI =j[bi(p+ 3k)Ji

with( =U,V,W,k,F where: -vT bmbl Um~j (2.15)

lJJg12k=,GjglS I = ( ]jg. Orl)ý + (j--1-- OC)ý Sk = G - •

jg 2 1  jg 2 3  Sc = Cc- G - CE2 (2.16)
+(- R + R(P (2.13) k 0
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Endly, the metric coefficients involved in the
transformation are given. They are the contravariant -DI=2A0• - 1ý, (3.3)
base, hbib, normalized by the Jacobian, J, of the -D2=2BOPl - 0ppl, (3.4)
transformation and the metric tensor g:

k (bk)i; k ar ar Using an exponential scheme for every equation and
b---- summing gives the so-called multi-exponentialS1i a•J scheme:

glij j-2 bibJ; (2.17) (Cu+CD+CN+Cs)Oc=CuOu+CDOD

J=- [(xb1 + ybl2 + zb 3 )l +CN N+Css-(R~t+SO) (3.5)

2 2 2) O+SO 35
* (xb2 + yb 2 + zb2)TI (2.18) where:

3 3 3 Ae+(-)Ah Be+(-)Bk
+(xb3+yb2 +zb)P] CU(D)= hsinh Ah kN(S)- ksinhBk (3.6)

The convective form needs the functions fJ The multi-exponential scheme is very
which can be seen as purely geometrical convective similar to the hybrid scheme. Its coefficients are
coefficients or defined as stretching functions: always positive. It is second order accurate when the

cell Reynolds numbers A, B are small, and it
fj = Ia(jglj) (2.19) behaves as an upwind scheme when A, B dominate.

f =Although the accuracy is similar to that of theJ 0i hybrid scheme, this scheme is preferred since the

coefficients resulting from this discretization vary

3. THE NUMERICS smoothly, this factor is favorable for convergence.
The Uni-exponential scheme is a skew

upwind exponential scheme designed to decrease the
In order to clarify the role played by the numerical diffusion occuring in the previous scheme

accuracy of the discretisation schemes, two when the flow is not aligned with the grid lines.
approximation methods are evaluated. Before The idea is briefly outlined below for a 2D equation.
detailing the differences, let us first recall their After normalisation, the 2D transport equation can
common characteristics. For each of them, a cell- be written as:
centered layout is used in which pressure, turbulence
and velocity unknowns share the same location. - 2 B2 Os)3
This strategy simplifies coding and leads to s(3.7)
significant savings in computational time and +(u + Oril - ss) = so
storage. Even if a steady solution is looked for, a
local time step ensuring a fixed amount of diagonal where s is the local advection direction. The first
dominance with respect to the momentum term can be expressed by an exponential
equations, is devised to accelerate the convergence discretization, while other second derivatives are
towards the steady state. Endly, the momentum and discretised by centered differences. A parabolic
continuity equations are coupled through the well interpolation fonction is used to express the
known (one step) PISO procedure already detailed in intermediate values OU and OPD in terms of
[7].

dependent variables, for instance:
3.1 Method 1

OU = ONWlU(TIU + 1) / 2
The Convection Diffusion Schemes - W(rlU + 1)(01U - 1) (3.8)

The momentum equations are written down + 0SWflU(flU - 1)/ 2

under their convective form (2.14). When the Multi-
exponential scheme is used, the normalized transport which results in a 9 points formula.
equation is splitted as follows • 0C= XCNB(C)ONB - C(C)Sdp(C) (3.9)

2AOý-Otý=1D2 -(Rot+SO) (3.1) NB

2 B 0 - TIlI = DI - (R Ot + SO) (3.2) Extension to the 3D case is straightforward and a 27

points formula is obtained. The 3D Uni-exponential
where Dl and D2 are defined as: scheme is not a positive scheme, but this fact does
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not induce any troubles, neither in the convergence, li - I _

nor in the monotony of the solution. Nevertheless, =bIU1 - b b
this scheme is only first order accurate when the (3.14)
flow is dominated by a balance between convection 1 "-p
and pressure gradient. =J bUl- CJgij

The Continuity Equation Using relation (3.13), the mass fluxes are gathered
in (3.10) to provide a pressure-pseudo-velocity

The fully conservative formulation is retained. The in whide a heueroard

discretised form is a balance between unknown mass oclatin slions.

fluxes: oscillating solutions.

21uJl [ 2] 3.2 Method 2
{juld I [jaul+ juin _[Ju] 5  (3.10) The Convection Diffusion Scheme

+IJU3 le w[u3lw 0 The major drawback of the previous discretisation

t i =schemes comes from the fact that the localwith Ju1 bU 1  variations of the convection or diffusion coefficients

On the both sides of the control volume interface, as well as the source term are not accounted for in
the discretised momentum equations are available the influence coefficients.The CPI (Consistent
and can be written as: Physical Interpolation) scheme, based on a fully

conservative formulation of the momentum
U1 (C) = UI (C) - C(QbJ I (C) a- (C) (3.11) equations, was proposed recently by the authors to

remedy this weakness [9]. Its name stems from the
fact that the fluxes are reconstructed from auxiliary
(momentum) equations which are rediscretised at the

where the contributions of neighbouring points and interfaces of the control volume. This discretisation
source term (except the pressure gradient) are provides a "dynamical interpolation formula"
accumulated into the pseudo-velocity U1 (C). linking the interfacial unknowns to the
We must now reconstruct the contravariant velocity neighbouring cell-centered unknowns. For instance,

components ui needed at the control volume the 2D reconstruction formula for the unknown u at

interfaces to enforce continuity and to avoid the the interface e is given by:

chequerboard pressure oscillations. •,=fNBPNB
eU + eNBPNB

Jui = blUl NB
(3.12) Ve= e+ YBUNBPNB (3.15a,b)

NB
Instead of interpolating U1 from available with:

neighbouring values of the same species, U1 is U

linked to other dependent variables through a local Ue = CeNBUNB
'pseudo-physical' approximation of momentum NB
equation at the control volume interface [8]. Ve = UCUNBVNB (3.16a,b)

Ul(d) = Ul(d) - C(d)bJ(d) (d) (3.13)

A linear interpolation (in the computational domain) The pseudo-velocities Ue are no more interpolated
i t d from the available neighbouring UNB like in theis u se d to b u ild U d a n d C (d ) b u t th e p re s s u rep r v o s a r a c . T e a e li k d t th

gradient is rediscretised at the respective interface, previous approach. They are linked to the
This is why this reconstruction is called "pseudo- surrounding velocities UNB through a
physical". Using the relation (3.12), the discretisation of an auxiliary momentum equation.
contravariant components are now given by: This is why the CPI approach is a generalisation of

the previous recontruction: (i) this is a physical
reconstruction, (ii) this technique is applied not only
to the continuity equation but also to the
momentum equations. For the sake of compacity,
the details concerning the stencil and the
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discretisation scheme which can be found in [91, are in order to match the solution to the measured data
omitted here. at X/L=0.646. However, it is felt that the influence
After elimination of the interfacial unknowns and of inlet conditions is forgotten at the stations on the
combination of the various fluxes, the CPI method afterbody and in the wake.
yields a stable second-order accurate twenty-seven Neumann conditions are used for the planes of
point stencil in the three-dimensional case. symmetry (ý=4max, C=l and C=Cmax). No slip

conditions is enforced on the hull (l=l) and free
stream conditions (U= 1, V=W=0) are applied at the
outer surface (il=Tjmax). Velocity profiles are
slightly modified to enforce the global mass

The Continuity Equation continuity constraint; hence, linear extrapolation is
used for the extraneous pressure boundary conditions

The available reconstructed mass fluxes are on all the surfaces limitating the flow domain
gathered into the continuity equation which provides instead of the usual Dirichlet condition p=O.
a new pressure-pseudo velocities equation.

The First Results

4. THE RESULTS Computations with Method 1 associated to
a two-layer k-e model [4] are performed on a

The Grid Topology 80x40x51 fully body fitted grid based on an 0-0
topology described before (Grid I). Figure 4 shows a

The flow domain covers 0.5<x/L<3, L being perspective view of this grid. The clustering of the
the length of the ship; rs<r/L<l. Starting from an a grid close to the hull is such that the boundary layer

priori specified surface grid distribution, a volumic is always described by more than 25 points, the first

mesh is generated using a transfinite interpolation point being located in the viscous sublayer (y+=l).
procedure. A new 0-0 topology is preferred to the The longitudinal pressure distributions are presented
previous H-0 grid topology [7]. This new topology in figs. 5a-b. A very good agreement with the
enables us to optimize the number of points experimental results is observed on the waterline
describing the hull and makes it possible a better while the pressure distribution on the keel line
description of the near wake flows. The fact that no presents the same trends as in [7], i-e an
a priori grid line is aligned with the dominant flow overestimation of about 40% near x/L=0.875.
direction could appear as a disadvantage. Actually, However, the spike that was present at X/L=0.90 in
since the fully elliptic RANSE are retained here, and our previous computations [7] has disappeared here.
since no particular anisotropic splitting is involved Girthwise pressure distributions at several
in the discretisation schemes, we think that the x-stations (figs 6a-b-c) exhibit the same trends as in
results are not too penalised by this choice. At the [7].
very most may we fear a slight increase of false The computational and experimental skin
diffusion in some parts of the flow domain. This friction lines on the hull surface are presented in figs
likely drawback is largely compensated for by the 7a-b. They both indicate that the flow close to the
fact that this fully body fitted grid allows a correct stern separates along an S convergence line (SI
handling of the propeller boss, which was not line). The excellent agreement of the results with
possible with x=x(ý) grids used in [7]. visualisation data is due to the eviction of the wall

function approach associated to the use of a fully
The Boundary Conditions body fitted grid on which the propeller boss can be

correctly accounted for. Nevertheless, the
Inlet velocity profiles (ý=I) are generated in convergence line present in the visualisation data

accordance with the method of Coles and Thompson near the keel line (S2 line) is completely missed by
[10] which needs the specification of 8,Uc and Q the computations. The calculated skin friction lines

e go up from the keel line and cross this region
These values are estimated from the specified data without any distortion.
[11], [12] where: The axial velocity contours at the propeller

plane (x/L=0.976) are presented in figs 8a-b-c. Two
"UeU U Ue - convection-diffusion schemes have been employed011= Ue- Udr; 651 =; Ud ý y,

Q0 Qe Qe to generate the computational results; the first one

O i 'tw is the multi-exponential scheme based on a 7 points
H12 = and Cf - 2 stencil and the second one is the uni-exponential one

H 1 tpU which leads to a 27 points stencil. They are both
2 00 first order accurate when the flow is dominated by a

balance between convection and pressure forces but
the last one is preferred because the extraneous
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corner points enable a more accurate representation locations, namely, x/L=0.64, 0.87 and 0.94. For the
of the convective direction and leads to a reduction first two stations, no spectacular improvment can be
of the directional numerical viscosity. Nevertheless, noticed. However, the strong gradient near the keel
even if the results are improved when the Uni- plane of symmetry is better captured on the finer
exponential scheme is used - the axial velocity grid. Figure 13 presents a visualisation of skin-
contours have a bulge on a level near the propeller friction lines on the hull which is not noticeably
centerline - the characteristic hook shape present in different from the one obtained on Grid I. Figure 14
the measured velocity contours is not found by the shows the longitudinal velocity contours in the
computations. propeller disk. Again, no evident improvment can

Endly, the velocity components U, V, W be noticed so that it seems that the results are more
as well as pressure data are compared more or less grid independant.
extensively in figs 9-10-11. For each series of plots,
the evolution is considered with respect to y for Test 2
several depths z=cste. Here again, the calculations
exhibit a correct agreement with the data except in In order to assess the influence of the
the region close to the core of the longitudinal discretisation errors, a new convection diffusion
vortex. The experimental U profiles are characterised scheme (CPI) leading to a totally new methodology,
by a non-monotonicity which is forgotten by the has been applied to this problem (Method 2). A
computations. The maximum of W profiles is Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is again used here
underestimated in the computations, indicating that and the computations are performed on Grid I.
the calculated longitudinal vortex is less intense Figures 15-16 show the girthwise Cp distributions
than its experimental counterpart. and the wall flow which are not significantly

The results of these simulations are in good different from the results obtained with Method 1 on
agreement with the experimental measurements. The Grid I. Figure 17 shows the axial velocity contours
gross features of the wake such as the thin shear at x/L=0.976. The bulge is now slightly more
layer near the keel, the accumulation of low speed developped but the innermost contours do not reveal
flow in the middle part of the hull and the related any hook-configuration.
occurence of a longitudinal vortex are correctly Several numerical tests have been
captured by the computations. However, the performed to evaluate the weight of numerical
simulated flow seems more regular than the inaccuracies. Neither the computation on a refined
experimental one and some very specific details, grid, nor the use of a new discretisation method,
such as the low speed region in the vicinity of the have improved the computed simulation in the near
propeller disk associated to the hook-shaped velocity wake. As a matter of fact, even if the global
contours, appear filtered by the simulation. characteristics are slightly improved, the
Actually, the computed flow looks like the flow characteristic hook-shaped contours are not predicted
around a slender hull, which makes questionable the in the propeller disk region. These numerical tests
use of the results of simulations to improve the indicate that (i) the solution is more or less grid
geometry via an interactive design process. independent on Grid I, (ii) the simulated flow is too

diffusive, (iii) the turbulence modelisation plays a
Influence of Discretisation Errors major role in the mechanisms giving birth to these

uneven vortex features.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify the

parameters which have a dominant influence on the Influence Of The Turbulence Modelisation
quality of the simulation for such hulls. As pointed Errors
before, the influence of the discretisation scheme
does not seem negligible. In order to clarify the To evaluate the influence of the classical
degree of importance of discretisation errors, two newtonian turbulence models, the Baldwin-Lomax
categories of tests are conducted. model has been compared to several k-F models

(Chen & Patel [4], Nagano &Tagawa [13], Deng &
Test 1 Piquet [14]) for which the wall function approach is

always discarded. For the sake of brevity, the results
For the first test, the usual methodology are just mentionned and not analysed in detail. The

based on the Uni-exponentiel scheme and a Baldwin- k-c models should be more accurate since the eddy
Lomax model is retained (Method 1). The viscosity depends on the two quantities k and E
computations are performed on a refined mesh which are obtained by solving transport equations.
(121x61x60) (Grid II) based on the same 0-0 However, the supremacy of the k-F models over the
topology. The clustering of discretisation points is algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model is not demonstrated
such that about twice more points per direction are for this class of flows. As it was pointed out in [1],
present into the propeller disk region. Figure 12 the aforementionned tested models produce
shows the girthwise Cp distribution for three
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Figure 7a- Computed wall flow. Figure 7b- Experimental wall flow.

Figure 8a- Axial velocity contours- 7 points Multi- Figure 8b- Axial velocity contours- 27 points Uni-
exponential scheme- x/L=0.976. exponential scheme- x/L=0.976.

Figure 8c- Axial velocity contours- Experiments-
x/L=0.976.
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION
by Dr. Yoshiaki Kodama, Ship Research by Professor Lars Larsson, FlowTech
Institute, Tokyo, Japan. International and Chalmers University

The authors conducted a rather definitive This is a very interesting and careful study
work which answers most of the questions raised of the flow around one of the test cases of the
in the 1990 SSPA Workshop, with respect to the 1990 SSPA-CTH-IIHR Workshop on Ship
disagreement between the measured and com- Viscous Flow. A new and effective grid is used
puted wake distributions of the HSVA tanker. I and grid independence is reasonably well-
agree with the authors that the turbulence model demonstrated. Different discretization schemes
is mainly responsible for the disagreement. I and two standard turbulence models are used.
would, thus, like to ask the authors how can we The results seem to verify what was suspected at
improve the available turbulence models in order the Workshop, namely that the results are rather
to accurately predict the wake distributions? insensitive to variations of this kind. Good

results are obtained in all cases for the outer part
Author's Reply of the wake, but the central part is wrong.

We believe that it is time to implement new
turbulence models which are not based on the The drastic improvement in the results
eddy viscosity concept if the simulation of com- caused by the ad hoc change to the eddy viscos-
plex three-dimensional flows is aimed. ity in the vortex is extremely interesting, and the
Encouraging results are already obtained with excellent results obtained in this way seem to
several full Reynolds stress closures employed to indicate that it is the turbulence model that has
computed three dimensional flows (see [1] & [2] caused the problems everyone has had so far.
for instance). However, it is now difficult to The reduction in turbulence levels in the thick
evaluate the likely numerical difficulties associ- part of the boundary layer is well-known from
ated with the eviction of turbulent viscosity. We experiments and our group tried a more drastic
guess that the correct treatment of the turbulent variation already at the Workshop, namely to set
coupling will require severe improvements of the VT = 0 aft of X/L = 0.8. This gave a slight
present methodology, improvement, but not at all as large as in the pre-

sent paper. However, turbulence data are avail-
References able for the HSVA tanker (see the paper by Dr.
Sotiropoulos, F. and Patel, V.C., "Numerical Kux et al. at the Osaka Colloquium in 1985) and

Calculation of Turbulent Flow through a it would be very interesting to see whether the
Circular-to Rectangular Transition Duct present ad hoc modification of the turbulence
Using Advanced Turbulence Closure," model is substantiated by that data.
AIAA Paper 93-3030, AIAA 24th Fluid
Dynamics Conference (1991). Author's Reply

Chen, H.C., "Calculations of Submarine Flows At this time, we did not make any compar-
by a Multiblock Reynolds-Averaged Navier- isons with turbulence data since they were not
Stokes Method," Proc. of the 2nd Int. Symp. available to us. However, it is planned to make
on Engineering Turbulence Modelling and such comparisons for the CFD Workshop
Measurements (1993). devoted to the "Improvement of Hull Forms

Design" which will be held in Tokyo in 1994. It
will be interesting to check if these ad-hoc modi-
fications of the turbulence model improve also
the description of turbulence data.

DISCUSSION
by Steve Watson, Hampshire, DRA

To which method did you apply your
viscosity ?
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Author's Reply
In this paper, the reduction of turbulent vis- DISCUSSION

cosity was done for calculations conducted with by Professor M. Tulin, University of California
method I. Since then, the same modification was at Santa Barbara
applied to calculations associated with method II
with a similar effect on the near wake. You reported significant improvements in

comparisons, when you reduced the Reynolds
stress in the longitudinal vortex by a factor of

DISCUSSION 2.5. In flows with significant streamline curva-
by Prof. A. Y. Odabasi, Technical University of ture the pressure gradients normal to the stream-
Istanbul, Turkey lines can strongly effect the turbulent fluctuations

in the normal direction. This is an effect
I would like to congratulate the authors for analogous to that due to vertical density gradients

an excellent paper and even better presentation. in the ocean and the atmosphere; in these cases
I would like to provide some additional informa- vertical turbulence can be, and often is strongly
tion which may assist in their future work: suppressed and becomes strongly isotropic. I
(1) The measure offered by Prof. M. Tulin, mention this because there is a large literature on

already exists in turbulent shear flow calcu- the subject (see Monin's book, for example). I
lations, known as the effects of extra strain am quite sure that this analogy has already been
rates, largely advocated by Prof. P. carried over to homogeneous flows with curved
Bradshaw of Stanford University (ex- streamlines and applied to flows with vortices,
Imperial College, London) and his propos- etc. This effect is not part of the Baldwin-Lomax
als were published by AGARD. model, but it should be added; this would result

(2) During the PHIVE project, jointly conducted in anisotropic Reynolds stresses.
by BSRA and NMS, three models were
tested in the large wind tunnel and these Author's Reply
measurement included turbulent quantities Thank you for your comments and helpful
up to (including) triple velocity correlation remarks but we feel that it is not easy to sensitize
terms. Energy balance near vortex cores in the turbulent viscosity to the complex streamline
the stern region showed that these the dissi- curvature that occurs in such a situation.
pation was balanced by diffusion (not by
production as is the case near the wall).
This feature was brought out in Ref. [16]. DISCUSSION
Unless transport equations reach to a matu- by Dr. A. J. Musker, Defense Research Agency,
rity to model turbulence as measured these Haslar, England
anomalies will continue

References: A previous Haslar study [1], published in the
[16] Odabasi, A.Y., and Davies, M.E., " wake of the 1990 Gothenburg Workshop, indi-

Structure of complex turbulent shear cated that future CFD validation studies should
flow," Proc. 3rd Symp. on Numerical and avoid attempts at improving the accuracy of dis-
Physical Aspects of Aerodynamic Flows, cretization schemes and recommended instead
Long Beach, CA, 1985 "(that) a comprehensive assessment of different

wall treatments and turbulence models (should
Author's Reply be undertaken)." The present study confirms that

We are aware of many works concerned the solution is insensitive to the numerical
with curvature effects related to specific configu- scheme but is extremely sensitive to local
rations. However, we do not know any general changes in turbulence diffusivity.
approach which could be used in a general pur-
pose computational code to modify the turbulent In the most recent Haslar study
viscosity in complex three-dimensional flows. (presented at this Conference), we cite the pres-
Moreover, it is difficult to determine if the ence of the upstream support wire as the possible
reduction of turbulent stresses is mainly due to cause of the "hook" observed in the contours for
curvature effects. axial velocity in the propeller plane. Our only

evidence for this is the observation that when the
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support wire used in the experiment was included resulting from a local reduction of turbulent vis-
(albeit crudely) in the RANS calculation it had cosity obeys these criteria.
the effect of introducing a hook downstream.
The only other occasion where a hook was Concerning this particular flow, we noticed
observed, in any of our predictions without the that an intense unsteady longitudinal vortex
support wire, occurred when the (current) appeared if the computations are started in lami-
solution was far removed from convergence. If nar regime. Once the turbulence model is acti-
such a solution was then driven more and more vated, this vortex and the associated hook-shaped
towards convergence the hood would eventually structure slowly disappear to give the well-
vanish. I would be interested to learn whether known unsatisfactory results. Then, if we start
the present authors have observed similar behav- from this turbulent solution and reduce the turbu-
ior and whether they are confident that the solu- lent viscosity by an ad-hoc factor in the ad-hoc
tion displayed in Figure 18 had truly converged, region, the intensity of the longitudinal vortex

grows again, then stabilizes during several hun-
Notwithstanding the above cautionary dreds of non-linear iterations, giving birth to the

note, the findings in the present paper offer an distorted wake pattern and the secondary line of
entirely different, less troublesome, and more convergence illustrated in this paper.
exciting explanation for the presence of the hook
- namely, that it is associated with a reduced
eddy diffusivity within the core of the longitudi- DISCUSSION
nal bilge vortex. I say less "troublesome" by Dr. Ming Zhu, University of Tokyo
because our own investigation casts unwanted
doubt on the validity of the experiment data Have you ever seen the flow separation
which were carefully measured and compiled by in your computed results? With our numerical
the Hamburg team; I say "exciting" because this study (see our paper in the present conference),
new finding supplies us with a tantalizing lead we found that the distortional wake pattern in the
which will allow the CFD community to focus propeller plane is produced by the flow separa-
attention on the turbulence models with a view to tion in which phenomenon the Reynolds stress
introducing some consistent mechanism for intensity is observed, in many experiment, lower
attenuating the eddy diffusivity within such a than those in thin turbulent boundary layer. That
vortical flow. means that if the flow separation can not be

revealed in the numerical simulation, it may be
The community will want to know quite difficult to simulate the distortional wake

which team is right - is the hook caused by the pattern well.
presence of the support wire? Or is it caused by
the inherent properties of the turbulent fluid? Author's Reply
Time will tell, but I'm bound to say that the case As indicated in your very interesting paper
for the former, resting as it does on an imperfect presented at this conference, the reduction of tur-
grid, is much weaker in the light of the authors' bulent shear stresses is due to the conjunction of
findings. This paper is an excellent example of two phenomena: (i) the thickening of the bound-
what can be achieved by systematic validation ary layer, (ii) the occurrence of a longitudinal
studies and I offer the authors my sincere con- flow reversal region near the hub of the hull.
gratulations. However, we guess that the distorted wake pat-

tern observed in the propeller plane is not only
Author's Reply due to the presence of this small separated

We agree with Dr. Musker and confirm that region. Indeed, a small separated region was
it is very important to get a converged solution, simulated in our first calculations presented at
although it is almost impossible to reduce the the Goteborg's Workshop in 1990 but neverthe-
non-linear residuals to machine-zero for this kind less, we were not able to capture neither the
of flows. Actually, the evolution of near-wall hook-shaped structure of isowakes nor the longi-
quantities appears to provide a trustable sensor of tudinal skin friction convergence line.
practical convergence for this class of applica-
tions, once the non-linear L2-residuals are
reduced by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude. The flow
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Effects of Turbulence Models on Axisymmetric Stern Flows
Computed by an Incompressible Viscous Flow Solver

C.H. Sung, J.F. Tsai, T.T. Huang, and W.E. Smith
(David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

ABSTRACT Two modifications to the Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model are shown to improve the

An incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier- predictions of axisymmetric stem flows.
Stokes (RANS) computational procedure which
employs multigrid, multiblock,and local A brief description is also given of a new
refinement techniques is presented. The effects of numerical approach based on multiblock, multigrid
grid spacing and grid stretching on the convergence and local refinement techniques that has been
rate of pressure residuals are investigated. In the implemented in IFLOW. Prediction of three-
computation of turbulent flow over an dimensional complex flows at high Reynolds
axisymmetric body the grid distributions in the numbers can be accomplished along with a fine
streamwise, azimuthal, and normal-to-the-wall spatial resolution and reduced requirements for
directions and the grid stretching factor normal to computer memory and cpu time.
the wall are varied. Quantification of computation
errors by a solution-to-solution comparison is used NOMENCLATURE
to achieve a grid-independent numerical solution.
Numerous computations using a three-dimensional ax = axial-to-normal aspect ratio of
computer code with a multigrid capability are then the 1st grid cell from the wall
made on four axisymmetric bodies at a Reynolds a0  = circumferential-to-normal aspect ratio of

number (RL) about 107 to investigate the the 1st grid cell from the wall

variation of grid distribution requirements at higher A+ = 26, Eq.(5)
RL. The grid distributions are refined to adapt to C = chord length of hydrofoil

the local flow conditions on the body. More grid Ct,Cf = local, mean skin friction coefficient
points are needed in regions of rapid pressure CF(ITTC)= the 1957 ITTC friction correlation line
variation and finer grid density is required for flow C = 1.2, Eq.(6)
at a higher Reynold number. The total grid cell Ccp

number is proportional to the square of (RL/yl+) Ch = 1.55, 8=ChYmax

and inversely proportional to the aspect ratio of the Ckleb = 0.65, Eq.(6)

first grid cell normal to the wall. A grid Cp = 0.01, Eq.(8)
independent numerical solution has been obtained E = preconditioned matrix, Eq.(2)
from the present RANS computer code when the F,G,H = flux vectors in x,y,z directions, Eq.(2)

average value of yl+ is less than 7, and the rate of F(y) = ykoIl[1 - e-y+/A+]

solution convergence is controlled by avoiding the Fwake = YmaxFmax
use of grid cells with an excessively large aspect
ratio and extreme grid stretching. Comparisons 61
with experiment are presented for axial velocity Fkleb(y)= I 1 + 5.5[Ckleb(y/ymax)]}
and turbulent shear stress profiles in the stern in boundary layer
regions of four axisymmetric bodies are used to
evaluate and validate various turbulence models. Fkteb = {l + 5.5[Ckleb 'yYmax ]6- in wake
The root-mean-square (RMS) differences of the -
measured and computed flow variables are given.
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1(ChCYmax + )r t - Te = eddy viscosity in wake, Eq.(9)
1 l(ChymaX )2 twake=

Au = computed velocity difference at two RL'S
a0 = vorticity, Eq.(6)

k = 0.4, von Karman constant, Eq.(5) 10)1max = maximum value of 1o0l

K = 0.0168, Clauser constant T = wall shear stress

L = length of axisymmetric body Tij = Reynolds stress tensor, Eq.(3)

I = mixing length
N = total number of data points or grid cells INTRODUCTION
MW = computer memory in million words
nxlno,ny= grid cell numbers in axial, Recent advances in Computational Fluid

circumferential, and normal to the wall Dynamics (CFD) based on numerical solutions of

directions the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations have demonstrated a capability to predict= + 2e-y), the physics of complex flows as measured in

3 3 model experiments. Computer codes have been
fiYmax 1 dp p p developed for hydrodynamic applications where the

=w7 dx flows are treated as incompressible and the
BL = Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model Reynolds numbers are high (order of 106 to 109).
q = primitive flow variable vector, Eq(2) However, such codes must be thoroughly validated
Rn=RL= U00L/'v0 , Rn=RC= UcxC/VW in order to assess their utility and limitations as
Rmax = maximum radius of the hull design tools. There are many types of errors

which the validation process seeks to identify and,
hopefully, eliminate. These include numerical

u,v,w = velocity components in x,y,z directions errors, physical model errors, and even coding
x,y,z = coordinate system errors. In this paper, a RANS code, IFLOW
U. = reference velocity (Sung and Griffin[l], Sung et. al.[2], and Tsai et.

= frictional velocity, pu 2= al.[3]) is used as a vehicle to quantify such errorsources. The numerical errors associated with grid
vc = computed flow variable resolution, grid stretching and convergence rate of

vm = measured flow variable the pressure residuals are investigated.

Yl = distance from the wall to 1st grid cell Quantification of these errors by solution-to-
solution comparison is essential in order to

center achieve a grid-independent numerical solution.
Ymax = value of y at the maximum of F(y) The most critical physical errors are induced by the

+ turbulence model. The errors associated with the
Y = uty1/v turbulence model can only be evaluated after a grid-

+y + uy/v, y = distance from the wall independent solution is obtained. Performance of
the turbulence model can then be assessed by

Uf =(U2 + V2 + W2 +V2+)max W2 )lmax comparisons of measured and computed results. In
-u'v'= turbulent shear strss this paper the measured pressures, skin friction,
t = a parameter in Table 1, 95% confidence turbulence shear stress and axial velocity profiles

limit = t x RMS of turbulent axisymmetric stem flows are used to

ap = preconditioned parameters, (x=-1, 0=1 evaluate computed results using various grid
S-- boundary layer thickness resolutions. The RMS differences between the
P = mass density of fluid measured and computed flow variables are used to
v = kinematic viscosity of fluid quantitatively assess the validity of the numerical
v = eddy viscosity techriique.

t eIn the computation of turbulent flow over an

Vtinner = inner eddy viscosity, Eq.(4, 5) axisymmetric body, the grid distributions in the

V = outer eddy viscosity, Eq.(4,6) streamwise, circumferential, and normal-to-the-
touter =wall directions and the grid stretching in the

[Vtouter]BL= Vtout of the original BL model normal-to-the-wall direction are varied to obtain a

2 grid-independent numerical solution. The
[Vtouter]G= [Vtouter]BL G distributions and spacings of the flow-adapted grids

[vtBr--are successively refined. More grid points are
IVtouterGP [VtouteriBL needed in the region of rapid pressure variation and
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finer grid density is required for flow at higher . P
Reynolds numbers. The center of the first grid cell P =

normal to the wall (YI) must be set inside the u
viscous sublayer to obtain a grid-independent q v
solution. This requirement is satisfied by keeping+w
the average value of yl = ut yl/i less than 7,

where uT is the frictional velocity and i is the [ u ]

kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The rate of + 2 *-
solution convergence is monitored during the F= uv - 'xy
computation to identify the presence of grid cells I - T.y
with excessively large aspect ratios. [uw - Txz.

Computation of body drag at high values of
Reynolds number is a major challenge for any v
CFD code. The effects of grid resolution and uv - 'yx.
turbulence models on the computed total fcitional G 2+P*."yy
drag coefficients of the axisymmetric bodies are vw- Ty. /
presented. This demonstrates the status of CFD
drag prediction by an incompressible RANS code.
An example is also given of RANS computations
at two Reynolds numbers to address one aspect of (2)
scale effects. w

UW - T7.z

H vw='z
DESCRIPTION OF
NUMERICAL METHOD w2 + p* -z1

The three-dimensional, incompressible,
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations is where p is the pressure, p is the constant density,
Reynolvdusin rgthed artificialcompress yaproah iu, v and w are the three Cartesian components of
solved using the artificial compressibility approach the mean velocity and the Reynolds stresses are
first proposed by Chorin [4] and subsequently defined as
generalized and improved by Turkel [5,6]. This
approach has been successfully used by Chang and
Kwak [7], Kwak et al. [8], and many others. The du, + du
formulation of IFLOW [1,2,3] developed at the T+j Rn V
David Taylor Model Basin is outlined in the -- dxJ dxi
following

Eqtt+Fx +Gy +Hz =0, i,j 1,2,3 (3)
or

qt + EI1Fx +E-1Gy + E IHz = 0 (1) where u = (u1, u2 , u3) = (u, v, w), (x1, x2 , x3) =
(x, y, z), v is the sum of the kinematic and eddy

where the subscripts indicate partial derivatives viscosities, and Rn is the Reynolds number. The

with respect to time t, and the three coordinates x, variables are nondimensionalized by the free stream
y, and z. The preconditioned matrix E and the condition at infinity in the following manner: u, v
column vectors of the dependent variables q and of pU 2
the three components of fluxes F, G and H are andwbyU.;p and T by -/2; x, y and z

defined as by L; RL = Rn= UOOL/voo, L is the body length;
1 and a and 0-2 are the preconditioned parameters.

f- 2  0 0 0 Numerical experiments indicate that the choice of

(l+a)/- 2u 1 o 0 0x = -l and 0 =l is adequate.
E (The spatial discretization is based on the cell-

(l+a)- 2v 010centered central difference finite-volume

L(l+a)f-2w 0 0 1- formulation. An explicit one-step, five-stage
Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme is used. In
this scheme only three evaluations of the artificial
dissipation term are made at the first, the third and
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the fifth stages with an appropriate weighting at relatively small domain and has been carefully
each stage to increase the stability limit, implemented.
Specifically, the parabolic stability limit along the
real axis has been raised to 9 which is TURBULENCE MODEL
advantageous in terms of stability when solving
the Navier-Stokes equations. The three techniques A simple modification of Baldwin-Lomax
used to accelerate the rate of convergence are local turbulence model [121 is used in this paper. The
time-stepping, implicit residual smoothing and Baldwin-Lomax formulation of eddy viscosity is
multigridding. The local time step size when similar to the algebraic eddy-viscosity model of
defined to include both the convective and the Cebeci and Smith [13] but is easier to implement
viscous terms has been found to be more stable in the RANS code. The inner and outer eddy
than that which is estimated by including only the viscosity of the turbulent wall model are defined as
convective term. Three smoothing parameters are
used in the residual smoothing technique. These V (0<y Yd
parameters are fixed as constants but are self- ctinner (4)
adjusting to flow characteristics, and are properly vt = { (4)
scaled to reduce the undesirable effect arising from V (yc • y
high aspect ratios of the grid cells. It is essential oute
to add an appropriate amount of artificial
dissipation to suppress spurious oscillations which where y is the normal distance from the wall, and
occur in all central difference schemes. The Yc is the value of y at which the values of eddy

conventional unidirectional dissipation where the viscosity from the inner and outer formulas are
dissipation is proportional only to the maximum equal.
eigenvalue of the flux Jacobian in that coordinate
direction has been modified to appropriately blend
the maximum eigenvalues in all three coordinate = -2kol (5)
directions. Numerical experiments with the revised Vtinner
artificial dissipation terms with carefully devised
boundary conditions for the dissipation terms have Where £ = ky[I - e -Y/A],nd
demonstrated that the revised dissipation models
are robust and accurate in the calculation of the ) 2-2

flow problems which include high aspect ratio grid )1= dv L- ) + (du d6) d - dv'2

cells. Wx dy J d x

The multigrid method developed by Jameson
[9] to accelerate solution convergence has been
adopted. By the cyclic use of a sequence of fine to and Vtouter = KCcpFwakeFkleb(Y). (6)
coarse grids, the multigrid technique is very
effective in damping the solution modes with long
wave lengths which are primarily responsible for For a wall boundary layer, F = ymaxFmax,
slow convergence. Both V- and W-cycle multigrid
techniques are used. Boundary conditions are and6 -1
updated at each Runge-Kutta stage of every grid Fkleb(y) = + 5.5[Ckleb(y/Ymax)]
level in the fine-to-coarse path, but they are not
updated in the coarse-to-fine path. This practice is where Fmax is the maximum value of
mainly used to avoid introducing boundary +/A+
condition interpolation errors. For ease of coding F(y) = ykl1[1 - e-y /A+] that occurs in a profile
the grid cell numbers in all the coordinate and yma is the corresponding value of y at which
directions used in a coarse grid is selected to be it occurs. The Kcorrsyonis the Kfebanoff
half of that in the fine grid. kleb(Y) is the Klebanoff

The boundary conditions used on the solid intermittency factor. The constants used are:
wall are that the three velocities and the normal k=0.4, A+= 26, y += yu /v (puC2= 'rw = wall
pressure gradients are all zero. The far field shear stress),
boundary conditions which include both the inflow Ckleb 0.65, Ccpl. 2 , and K

and the outflow through the boundaries are based 0.0168 = the Clauser constant.
on a zero-gradient for the three velocities and a In the stern regions of axisymmetric bodies
non-reflecting condition for the pressure ; the standard Baldwin-Lomax model overpredicts the
Hedstrom [10], and Rudy and Strikewerda [11]. values of turbulent shear stresses and streamwise
The non-reflecting boundary condition is velocities. Two simple modifications to the
particularly important for computation in a standard Baldwin-Lomax model are made for these
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flows. The modifications are made based on the where
experimental data of Huang et al. [14,15,16] and
are applied only to the values of vtouter as U 2 W22 2 2

t otrU2 +V2 + W 2 ).a.-(_4 + V2 + W2(0'ma

[Vtouter]G = [VuIBLG2  (7) Feb= {1 + 5.5[Ckteb ( UYYi I
tou touter6Udi i

and [Vtoute]GP = [Vtouter]BL GP

The value of Ymax is set at 1I6)max and the

v Klebanoff function is applied outside of Ymax"
Vtr= [V ]GP tanhl t -} (8) Inside of Ymax the eddy viscosity is constant and

touter [V ]GP is set equal to the computed value of Vtwake at
Ymax" The wake becomes asymmetric when the

axisymmetric body or foil is at angle of attack.

where The center line of the asymmetric wake is set at
1 2 CP the location of the minimum velocity in the wake.
3+ 3 e-+- ' The values of Ymax are set at two locations of

Y-- _ Yaxl'9p +I'P1 )p 1 01max from upper and lower wake. The value of

dx dx ' Vtwake takes the maximum value from either side

of the wake center line. Inside the two locations

( a + _ r o 2for CAmX >Ž0. 2, of Ymax the eddy viscosity is constant and the

1 t(max ))2  f ro Klebanoff function is applied outside of ymax.
The problem of multiple peaks in the

and 1.0 for Baldwin-Lomax Fmax function has previously
and G rChYa/ro<0.2 . been reported by Degani and Schiff [18]. The

modification of the Baldwin-Lomax model made
The constants Co = 0.01 and Ch = 1.55 (Chymax by Degani and Schiff is implemented in the
= 8 = the boundary-layer thickness), were obtained IFLOW code for an axisymmetric body at angle of
by conducting numerical experiments using the attack. The differentiation between the vorticity
measured velocity profiles of Huang et al., and ro within the attached boundary layers from the
is the local radius of the hull. The modified vorticity on the surfaces of separated vortices is
turbulence model used in equations (7) and (8) will made to select a length scale based on the
be referred to as BL-G, and BL-GP, respectively, thickness of the attached boundary layers rather
and both are simple modifications of the Baldwin- than one based on the radial distance between the

Lomax (BL) model. The letters G indicate the body surface and the surfaces of separated vortices.
modification is based on the flow geometry of an This modification eliminates the possibility of

axisymmetric boundary layer, Eq(7), and GP locating the value of Ymax at the surface of the
indicates that the modification is based on the flow separated vortex and causing an excessively large
geometry and pressure gradient, Eq(8). The eddy viscosity.
modifications apply in the stern region where the
axial pressure gradient is positive (adverse). RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the symmetric wake of a single axisymmetric
body or a two-dimensinal foil the modified eddy The comparison of the typical rates of
viscosity of Renze, Buning, and Rajagopalan [17] convergence of single grid, 3-level V-cycle
is used, multigrid and 3-level W-cycle multigrid based on

the calculations on a 96x32x48 grid of a complex
appendage-flat plate juncture flow at Rc=6.2x10 5

twake cp (9is shown in Fig. 1, where Rc in the ReynoldsVtwae-KCpFwake lb() (9)
number based on the chord length of the
appendage. The residual is defined as the RMS
difference between the nondimensional pressures at

the (n+l)th and nth cycle, pn+1 and pn,
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pressure gradient. The distribution of

Residual=[ 7N( n+ lpin2 /N/2 circumferential grids is chosen to keep the aspect
= 13 .. N (ratios of grids within the limit that provides good

i=1,2,3...,N (10) solution convergence (residuals of less than 3x10"3

where N is the total number of points. As in about 100 iteration cycles). The distribution of

expected, the W-cycle multigrid converges fastest radial grids, made to resolve the boundary layer
and the single the slowest. The results presented in characteristics on the hull, requires that yl + of the

this paper are for converged residuals of 3x10-3 to first grid center from the wall be limited to less

10-4 which indicate satisfactorily convergence of than the thickness of the laminar sublayer. The

the numerical solutions. Around 100 V-cycle effects of grid distribution on the computed
multigrid iterations were generally sufficient to pressure and skin friction coefficients on the body,
achieve the converged numerical solutions with the the axial velocity and turbulent shear stress

rt 3 profiles at two axial locations of x/L=0.904 and
residuals less than 3x10- 0.978 on the Suboff Axisymmetric Body have

Computation of the flow field and drag of an been shown in Reference 3. The computed RMS
axisymmetric body at a high Reynolds number is a differences of the flow variables as a function of
major challenge to CFD capability. The effects of the average values of y1 for the Suboff model are
grid resolution and turbulence models on the
computed flow field and drag coefficients of the shown in Fig. 2. The Reynolds number based on
axisymmetric Suboff model [16] and the DTNSRC the body length is l.2x107. As shown in Fig. 2
Axisymmetric Body 1, 2 and 5 [14,15] are and the results of Reference 3 when the average
presented to illustrate the status of the +
incompressible IFLOW RANS code. The grid- value of y1  of the first grid center from the wall
independent solution is defined ideally as the is smaller than 7 every computed viscous flow
solution of the finite difference equations that variable approaches a grid-independent solution. It
approaches the exact solution of the corresponding was found that the computed pressure coefficients
partial differential (RANS) equations as the grid approach the grid-independent solution faster than
spacing approaches zero. Since no exact solution the computed skin friction coefficients.
of the RANS equations is available for an The effect of turbulence model parameters on
axisymmetric body at high Reynolds numbers to the computed results can be evaluated after a grid-
validate the numerical results, it is necessary to independent solution has been achieved. An
generate numerous numerical solutions for various example of the effect of choice of turbulence
grid spacings and distributions to compare with model parameters on the computed viscous flow
experimental measurements. Validation of a variables with a 112x32x64 grid (5.5< yl+ < 7.9)
RANS computer code can only be made by this is shown in Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4. It is
tedious n umerical-experimental comparison. evident that the original Baldwin-Lomax
Quantification of measurement uncertainties are turbulence model must be modified for thick stem
generally available for high-quality experiments. turyule rs. The standard for thick steThe root-mean-square (RMS) value of the boundary layers. The standard Bladwin-Lomax
Theference beteenqtarecomputdvaluemofsthed turbulence model was found to overpredict the
difference between the computed and measured measured eddy viscosity by as much as a factor of
values of the flow variables, respectively defined as 4, mixing length by a factor of 2, and Reynolds

vc and vm, is stress by a factor of 2. These discrepancies will
generally cause an overprediction of axial

RMS Difference=[ 1iN(viC-vim)2IN] 1/2 velocities in the propeller plane by up tolO% of
i=1,2,3...,N (11) the free stream velocity. The prediction of full-

scale ship speed and propulsor rotation speed

where N is the total number of data values used in imposes stringent accuracy requirements for

the comparison. In the presentation of the experimental and computational data. Therefore,

following results the measurement uncertainties, continued improvement of experimental and

the RMS differences, and the average values of computational accuracy is essential to meet CFD

+ validation requirements. The turbulence model we
Yl =u't Y/ for the first grid center normal to the proposed here is an interim rather than a final
wall are reported for all the computations. The solution. Critical examination of the measured
grids are distributed in the axial, circumferential, and computed Reynolds stresses and velocity
and radial directions of the axisymmetric body. The profiles, as illustrated in this paper is helpful for
distribution of axial grids is selected according to assessing the validity of turbulence models.
the magnitude of the axial pressure gradient on the Without such a careful examination and detailed
body; finer grids are used in the regions of higher comparison, the utility of CFD can be seriously
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compromised. Table 1 indicates that the two L 1 uT RL 1 - RL
modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence models (BL- nx = 2Y-- .= _ "' ( (" 2ax ' (-'fL)
G, and BL-GP) with the value of the average y 1 D

smaller than 7, the RMS differences between the 7rD L ý7r- RL
computed and measured pressures, skin frictions, and no = = (- 4) (12)
axial velocities, and turbulent shear stresses are 2aey1 - 22Tax yi
within the measurement uncertainties.
Furthermore, Table 1 shows that the computed where Yl is the first grid center from the wall, ax and
total frictional drag coefficients, Cf, are almost a0 are the average values of the axial and
equal to or smaller than the value of the standard circumferential aspect ratios of the first grid cell from
ship-model correlation line of the 1957 the wall with respect to 2 y1, Cf is the mean skin
International Towing Tank Conference , friction coefficient, RL=LU./v is the Reynolds

CF(ITTC), depending on whether the value of Yl+ number based on body length L and free-stream
for the grid used is smaller than or greater than 7. velocity U., yl+=YlUT/v, D is the maximum
During the course of computation it was noted that diameter of the body, and v is the kinematic
grid cells of excessive aspect ratios reduced the rate viscosity. The grid spacings normal to the wall
of convergence. As a result, the circumferential direction are stretched according to a hyperbolic
grid number was increased to reduce the aspect tangent function of two control parameters. The
ratios and in turn provided an improved rate of value of n has been varied from 36 to 88 and the
convergence. The total pressure drag of the body y
was also computed and a slight oscillation with stretching parameters have also been varied to obtain
increasing grid density was noted. Further a grid with the smallest allowable value of yl+ that
improvement of the pressure drag computation has possesses a good rate of solution convergence. The
been made by using a local refinement technique to ratios of two adjacent grid spacings, An+i/An, in
a generate fine grid around the body.

The modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence each direction are normally limited to 1.2>
model (BL-GP) was used to predict the flow over An+l/An> 0.8. The total number of grid cells
the Suboff Axisymmetric Body. The results are becomes
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 using a grid of
128X32X88. It is seen that satisfactorily 4.71D
computed results for axial velocity and turbulent 4.7-L(RL)2Cny (13)
shear stress profiles were obtained for an average N = 1.5nyn1ny - 8 Rx(1

value of y1+=4.4. The computed axial velocity
6 anadt6 7 Here a factor is used to allow for 50% more axial

profiles at Rand 2.5x107, and the grid cells in the wake. The required computer
computed profiles of the difference in axial memory M in units of words may be estimated by
velocity at the two RL's for the DTNSRDC assuming that about 50 to 60 (used in the present
Axisymmetric Body 1 are shown Fig. 7. These estimates) 64 bit (8 byte) words of memory are
computed results are useful for propulsor design. needed for each grid cell. Table 4 of Reference 3,

The present comparisons of the computed and which is generated using the estimates of Equations
measured results provide a guide to estimate the (12) and (13), provides a guide to select the
minimum number of grid cells in the streamwise minimum grid numbers and computer memory
(axial), circumferential, and normal-to-the-wall required to obtain grid-independent RANS solutions
directions, nx, no, and ny. In many applications the for a range of Reynolds numbers at three typical
RANS solutions, which consistently predict flow aspect ratios and at two desired values of yl+. The
variables within the measurement uncertainties of the present computer limitation of about 200 megawords
experimental data, will be accepted as grid- ( 2 gigawords is possible in the near future) of
independent solutions for engineering applications. supercomputer memory for CFD production
The minimum axial and circumferential grid computations with simple grid distributions
numbers, nx and n0 , needed to achieve grid- precludes the use of yl+=1.0 for RL>10 7 . It is
independent RANS solutions of flows over evident that a RANS computer code must possess
axisymmetric bodies at high Reynolds numbers may rapid convergence characteristics for large numbers of

grid cells with the largest possible aspect ratios in

order to perform computations for RL at about 107

to 108 and must be able to provide consistent
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engineering grid-independent solutions for a value of the critial region without changing the overall grid.
+ of about 4.0-6.0. It is very difficult to perform The local refinement technique doubles grid numbers

Yl oin all three directions for every level of refinement.
an accurate RANS computation at RL=10 with the Multiple levels of local grid refinement with
memory and speed of the present supercomputers moderate grid stretching can be used to provide fine
with a simple grid distribution technique and it will grid spacings near the wall. Thus, the method
be a grand challenge for future CFD efforts for many provides the required fine spatial resolution in the
years to come. dominantly viscous region which is relatively

small. This also avoids the use of excessively large
RECENT ADVANCES aspect ratios of the grid cells near the wall or large

+ must be grid numbers. Furthermore, the results of numerical
The value of Yl e smaller than 7 to experimentation indicate that the present multigrid

achieve a grid-independent solution. It is noted from local refinement technique can provide effective
Eqs.12 and 13 that the grid cell number is numerical communications across the interfaces of
proportional to the square of Reynolds number for all levels of grid refinement without numerical

the same values of yl+, nx and n0 . The required instability. This multiblock, multigrid and local
refinement method can be used to predict three-

large grid cell numbers at full-scale Reynolds dimensional complex flows at high Reynolds
numbers are the major diffculty and hence the grand numbers with fine spatial resolution in a numbers of

challenge for CFD. One seemingly easy approach is critical re sofuthe nu a method
to icrese he spet rtio ofthegri cels earthe critical regions. The details of the numerical methodto increase the aspect ratios of the grid cells near the and code validation will be presented in future

wall and to stretch the grid as much as possible away andlc aions.

from the wall. However, excessively large aspect publications.

ratio of grid cell near the wall and extreme grid CONCLUSION
stretching anywhere has been found to degrade
numerical stability and to slow solution An incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-
convergence. Stokes computational procedure is presented.

A new numerical approach based on a Numerous computations are made on four
multiblock, multigrid, local refinement method axisymmetric bodies at high values of Reynolds
proposed by Sung[19] has been implemented in 7 7
IFLOW. The multiblock structure makes grid number (between 6.6x10 6 and 1.2x10 ) to
generation for a complex geometry easier. Multigrid investigate the effects of grid distribution and
techniques significantly accelerate the rate of turbulence model on computed stem flows. The
convergence. The local refinement method provides numerical-experimental comparisons are presented
high spatial resolution of three-dimensional boundary for pressure and skin friction coefficients on the
layer and separated vortical flows at reduced computer body, and axial and turbulent shear stress profiles
memory and cpu time. Two sample three- at several axial locations in the stem region. The
dimensional flow computations for an appendage/flat root-mean-square (RMS) differences between the

plate juncture have been made for RC=6.2xl0 5 [1, measured and computed flow variables are
summarized.

201 and are presented in Figs.8, and 9. Traditional It was found that when the average values of
grids of 96x48x48 and 192x96x96 were first used. +
Then three and four levels of local refinement were Y 1 for the first grid center from the wall was

applied; the performance of IFLOW on a Cray C90 smaller than 7, the RMS differences between all
for these two calculations are shown in Table 2. the measured and computed flow variables were
Memory savings of 70% and 92% and reductions of within the measurement uncertainties, and the
cpu time by factors of 4.3 and 19 respectively have computed total skin friction coefficients were
been achieved with the same spatial resolution in the approaching the values of the standard ship-model

isc layer. The original values of + correlation line of the 1957 International Towing
inner viscous y of Tank Conference. It was also noted that the grid
8.4 and 3.7, respectively were maintained for this cells with excessively large aspect ratios near the
evaluation. It is very interesting to note from Table wall and extreme grid stretching reduced the rate of
2 that both computer memory savings and cpu solution convergence. Therefore, it is important
reductions improve with an increasing numbers of to monitor the rate of solution convergence during
grid cells in the computational domain. The required computations and avoid the use of grid cells
solution resolution in the dominantly viscous flow having extreme grid stretching and excessively
region ( boundary layer, vortex core, or three- large aspect ratios.
dimensional separated zone) dictates the acceptable Two simple interim modifications of the
spacings of grid cells in that region. It is very original Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model were
desirable to be able to reduce grid spacing locally in made for the stem regions of axisymmetric bodies.
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The two modified turbulence models provide better J. Comp. Phys., vol. 2, pp. 12-26, 1967.
predictions of the stern flows for two 5. Turkel, E.," Preconditioned Methods for
axisymmetric bodies. Solving Incompressible and Low Speed

Preliminary sample computations indicate that Compressible Equations," NASA ICASE Report
a multiblock (for complex geometry), 86-14, 1989.
multigrid(for fast solution), local refinement (for 6. Tuekel, E.," Review of Preconditioning
efficient use of grid cells) method can be used to Methods for Fluid Dynamics," NASA ICASE
compute complex flows at high Reynolds numbers Report 92-47, 1992.
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a). Suboff Axisymmetric Body b). DTNSRDC Axisymmetric Body 1
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Grid 112x32x64, Measurement Uncertainty of u : -+0.025
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6 0.85 EXPERIMENT CALCULATED 6 0.85

EXPERIMENT I CALCULATED 5 0.8 WITH LOCAL 5 0.8

0.2 WITHOUT LOCAL 4 0.75 0.2 REFINEMENT 4 0.75

REFINEMENT 3 0.7 3 0.7
Z/C 2 0.65 Z/C 2 0.65

1 0.6 1 0.6
0.1 0.1

6 7
0.50 .25 0.00 0.25 0.50 °•.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

Y/C Y/C

u/U AT X/C - 3.0 u/U AT X/C - 3.0

0.3 8 175 0.3 8 175

7 125 7 125
CALCULATED WITHOUT 6 75 CALCULATED WITH 6 75

0.2 LOCAL REFINEMENT 5 25 0.2 LOCAL REFINEMENT 5 25

4 -25 4 -25
Z/C 3 -75 Z/C 3 -75

2 -125 2 -125
0- 1 1 -175 0.1 1 -175

50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50

Y/C Y/C

STREAMWISE VORTICITY AT X/C - 3.0, o,.(w,-v,) STREAMWISE VORTICITY AT X/C - 3.0, ,=-(wy-v,)

0 0 WITH LOCAL REFINEMENT
WITHUT LCAL EFINMENTGRID: 3 REFINEMENT ZONES

.1 WL-1 -ZONE 1: 96 X 24 X 16
GRID: 96 X48--ZONE 2:48 X 16 X 12

0. CPU TIME: 380 SECONDS CRAV C-90ZOE24X16X2-2 C/0 • ZONE 3:24 X 12 X 12

(r CPU TIME: 98 SECONDS CRAV C-90

-4 -4

20 40 60 s0 100 20 40 60 go 100

NUMBER OF CYCLES NUMBER OF CYCLES

FIGURE 9. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND MULTIGRID RANS
SOLUTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT LOCAL REFINEMENT FOR APPENDAGE/
FLAT PLATE JUNCTURE FLOWS, RC=6.2X1 05, U-=32m/s, L=O.3045m.
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a) SuboffAxisymmetric Body, RL=1.2xl0 7

u/U -100 u'•vI/Ua
2  

Cp Cqxl0 4 
Crx 10"3 y+ave

Maoemura~t

Unerftaty ± 0.025 ± 0.01 :± 0.015 ± 2.0

X/L 0.904 0.927 0.956 0.978 0.904 0.927 0.956 0.978
No. of Points 19 14 12 16 19 14 12 16 21 17

2.093 2.145 2.179 2.120 2.093 2.145 2.179 2.120 2.080 2.110
BL 0.050 0.013 0.007 0.049 0.089 0.111 0.131 0.116 0.023 3.0 2.778 7.658

BL-G 0.032 0.015 0.006 0.024 0.054 0.057 0.035 0.076 0.020 2.6 2.772 7.570
BL-PG 0.032 0.010 0.005 0.030 0.011 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.019 2.5 2.766 7.265

CF (ITC) : 2.907 x 10 -3

b) DTNSRDC Axisymmetric Body 1, RL=6.6xl06

Uu_ "100__v_/U_2 Cp Cxl04 Cfxl03 y+ave

Mewure.,emt

uacertaiaty 1 0.025 ± 0.01 ± 0.015 ± 2.0

X/L 0.755 0.934 0.964 0.978 0.755 0.934 0.964

No. of Points 15 14 16 35 12 9 11 11 9
t 2.131 2.145 2.120 2.000 2.179 2.262 2.201 2.201 2.262

BL 0.021 0.017 0.043 0.039 0.018 0.062 0.077 0.009 0.9 2.936 7.93

BL-G 0.021 0.011 0.028 0.014 0.019 0.021 0.019 0.010 1.2 2.919 7.78

BL-PG 0.021 0.006 0.020 0.010 0.023 0.009 0.010 0.012 1.0 2.879 7.78

CF (ITIC) : 3.229 x 10 -3

c) DTNSRDC Axisymmetric Body 2, RL=6.8xl0 6

u/U -100 u-'/U
2  

Cp C'x10
4 Cfx_10" yave

Me~suren~et

± 0.025 ± 0.01 ± 0.015 ± 2.0

XIL 0.840 0.934 0.970 0.977 0.840 0.934 0.970 0.977

No. of Points 11 17 14 13 6 14 10 9 12 11
t !2.201 2.110 2.145 2.160 2.306 2.145 2.228 2.262 2.179 2.110

BL 0.025 0.028 0.064 0.033 0.022 0.064 0.113 0.115 0.017 2.1 3.217 5.50

BL-G 0.014 0.042 0.026 0.018 0.016 0.008 0.019 0.017 0.020 2.0 3.211 5.51

BL-CP 0.025 0.027 0.037 0.019 0.026 0.014 0.016 0.019 0.015 1.5 3.157 5.35

CF (ITTC) : 3.212 x 10 -3

d) DTNSRDC Axisymmetric Body 5, RL=9.3xI0 6

.u 100 u'v'/U.
2  

Cp CIx10
4 

Crx 103 y+ave

Measurement

U-ulmly± 0.025 ± 0.01 ± 0.015 ± 2.0

X/L 0.704 0.831 0.951 0.987 0.704 0.831 0.951 0.987

No. or Points 21 18 26 27 21 9 13 17 15 14
t 2.080 2.101 2.056 2.052 2.080 2.262 2.160 2.110 2.131 2.145

BL 0.019 0.016 0.061 0.058 0.008 0.009 0.160 0.094 0.025 3.76 2.993 5.98

BL-G 0.018 0.016 0.025 0.013 0.008 0.010 0.024 0.026 0.023 2.75 2.978 5.89

BL-CP 0.019 0.015 0.023 0.015 0.008 0.007 0.027 0.018 0.019 2.23 2.926 5.87

CF (IT1C) : 3.038 x 10-3

TABLE 1. EFFECT OF TURBULENCE MODELS ON THE RMS DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN MEASURED AND COMPUTED FLOW VARIABLES

Grid 112x32x64
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Sample Computation 1. 3-Level Local
Refinement to Obtain Resolution of

96x48x48 Grid, y1+=8.4

MULTIGRID GRID MEMORY CPU(SEC)/ SAVING RED. INCELLS (MW) 100 CYCLES MW CPU TIME

Without
Local 221,184 11.5 430 - -

Refinement

With
Local 49,536 3.4 99 70% 4.3

Refinement

Sample Computation 2. 4-Level Local
Refinement to Obtain Resolution of

192x96x96 Grid, Y1+=3.7

MULTIGRID GRID MEMORY CPU SEC)I SAVNG RED. IN
CELLS (MW) 100 CYCLES MW CPU TIME

Without
Local 1,769,472 80.0 3600 - -

Refinement

With
Local 71,808 6.16 191 92% 19

Refinement

TABLE 2. MULTIBLOCK MULTIGRID LOCAl
REFINEMENT COMPUTATION OF

TURBULENT APPENDAGE/FLAT PLATE
JUNCTURE FLOW ON CRAY C90

COMPUTER, RC=6.2xl0 5
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DISCUSSION Baldwin-Lomax model. The total skin-friction
by Professor V. C. Patel, University of Iowa was integrated from the local skin-friction. The

accuracy of the computed local and total skin-
I have some questions that could be friction coefficients is shown in Table 1.

addressed also to authors of some previous
papers in which the Baldwin-Lomax model is
used with the first grid point at y÷ around 7 to 10.
The questions are:

"Are these the maximum or minimum, or
just average values? How do you deter-
mine Cf, the friction coefficient? Do you
simply use the slope at the wall? Do you
make a correction for the pressure gradi-
ents, both longitudinal and transverse? If
not, how accurate are Cf and related
quantities?"

Author's Reply

In our paper the value of yl+ at the first grid

point around 7 to 10 is meant to say that the max-

imum value of yl+ is 10 and the arithmetic mean

value is 7. When one value of yl+ is given that

is the arithmetic mean value of yl+ for all the

grid cells on the body.
The local skin-friction coefficient Cf is cal-

culated by

Cf 2 -- ='21) y)u =O
pU2IU_2 ay~Y

where the value of (-au)y = 0 is computed at the

cell center of the first grid from the wall when

the value of yl+ is less than 7. It is noted that the

exact value (--0)y = 0 at the wall must be used

when the value of yl+ is larger than 7, and can

be obtained by extrapolating from the velocities
parallel to the wall u(yl) and u(y 2 ) of the first
second grid centers at distances yl and Y2 normal

to the wall,

(U)yO = y2 [u(yl)- u(Y0)] Yl [u(y 2 )- u(Y0 )]
Y l(Y2 - YO Y2 (Y2 - yl)

where u(y 0 ) is set equal to 0 at the smooth wall

y0 without drag reduction.
No correction for the pressure gradients was

made in computing Cf, but the effect due to the

streamwise pressure gradient is added to the
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A Viscous Flow Simulation of Flow About the 1/40-Scale
Model of the U.S. Airship Akron at Incidence Angle

C.-I. Yang (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)

Extensive experiments were carried out by

ABSTRACT various research parties, some of the representive

A three-dimensional in- results were reported in references (1-3). More
compressible Navier-Stokes code based recently, computational efforts based on newly
on an artifical compressibility, implicit- developed numerical schemes derived from the
upwind-relaxation, flux-splitting algo- Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) for-
rithm is employed to simulate the flow mulation offer encouraging predictions (4-8).
about a 1/40-scale model of the U.S. air- This report present a study of the accuracy
ship "Akron" at several incidence an- and feasibility of predicting forces and moment
gles. The distributions of transverse on a body of revolution hull form at incidence
forces along the hull and the integrated with a RANS technique. The data obtained from
moments about the center of buoyancy wind tunnel tests of a 1/40-scale model of the
are computed and comparisons with the U.S. airship "Akron" are used for the purpose of
measurements are made. comparison.

INTRODUCTION DESCRIPTON OF EXPERIMENT

Purely for mathematical interest, the invis-
cid flow about a body of revolution has long since A series of tests was made on a 1/40-scale
been formulated and studied in detail. Practi- model of the U.S. Airship "Akron" at the pro-
cally, because of the predominant viscous effect peller research wind tunnel, Langley Memorial
near the boundary, the related flow pattern is Aeronautical Laboratory (currently, NASA Lan-
much more complicated, especially if the body gley Research Center) in 1932 (9-11). The pur-
is at an incidence with respect to the flow di- pose of the test was to determine the drag, lift,
rection. The wake of the body becomes turbu- and pitching moments of the bare hull and the

lent, and various types of cross flow separation hull equipped with fins.

take place. The basic hull form of a modern sub- This particular experiment is attractive to
mersible is typically a body of revolution. While us in some aspects: (1) the hull form is very simi-
maneuvering at high speed, the hull may be sub- lar to the modern high performance submersible,
ject to severe hydrodynamic forces. Under cer- (2) the Reynolds number is relatively high due
tain conditions, the moment of the forces about to-the large size of the model, and (3) the data
the center of buoyancy of the body may cause in- are relevent to our study; included are the dis-
stability. In order to achieve a higher envelope of tributions of the transverse forces along the hull
maneuverability and controllability, the designers and the moments of the forces about the center
of the modern submersible have practical interest of buoyancy.
in predicting the hydrodynamic response for any The model is of hollow wooden construction
given planned movement. Such interest can best having 36 sides over the fore part of the hull, fair-
be served by parallel efforts in enlarging the data ing into 24 sides near the stern. The length of
base from controlled laboratory environments and the hull is 5.98 m.(19.62 ft.), the maximun diam-
developing accurate computational schemes. eter 1.01 m. (3.32 ft), the fineness ratio 5.9, the
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volume 3.27m3 (115.6 1f 3 ). Four hundred pres- at an interface can be expressed in terms of the
sure orifices, distributed among 26 stations, were direction of the travelling waves. Harten's high-
placed along one side of the hull. The orifices were resolution total variation dimishing (TVD) tech-
connected inside the hull to two photographic- nique (14,15) is then applied to enhance the ac-
recording multiple manometers. Each manome- curacy of the solution to a higher order in the re-
ter consisted of 200 glass tubes placed about the gion where its variation is relatively smooth. The
periphery of a drum, a long incandescent light undesirable spurious numerical ocillations asso-
bulb for making the exposures was placed at the ciated with high order approximations are sup-
center of the drum. pressed by appling a TVD limiter. The viscous

Tests were conducted at several different flux is centrally differenced with second-order ac-
wind speeds. The maxirnun speed was 44.70 curacy. The overall discretization is obtained by
m/s (100 miles per hour). The corresponding summing up all the independent discretizations
Reynolds number is about 17 million based on of the flux derivatives in each dimension.
the length of the hull. This value is about 1/34 Time Differencing
of the full scale ship at a speed of 37.54 m/s (84
miles per hour). The transition from laminar to Since only the steady-state solutions are of
turbulent flow occured at a local Reynolds num- interest, a first-order accurate Euler-implicit time
ber of 814000 based on the axial distance between differencing scheme is used. The application of
the nose and the transition point (10). At a wind the scheme avoids a overly restrictive time-step
speed of 44.70 m/s (100 miles per hour), the tran- size when highly refined grids are used to resolve
sition point is about 0.25 m.(10 inches) from nose. viscous effects. In addition, a spatially variable

The maximum departure of the observed time step is used to accelerate convergence.
wind tunnel velocity from a mean value was about
±0.6 percent. The deflection of the support wire, The governing differential equations are
that is the downstream movement of the model, then reduced to a system of difference equations
observed at the maximum velocity of the tun- in "delta form". In each time step, the corrections
nel with the hull at 00 pitch was approximately to the variables, instead of the variables them-
1.5 x 10-' m. (0.06 inch). The sources of error selves, are solved. The right hand side of the
and the precision of measurements are discussed system is defined as residual. It is the explicit
in detail in references 9-11. part of the system and has four components, one

for each variable. As the solutions advance to
NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION their steady-state values through time stepping,

The three-dimensional incompressible the corrections and residuals approach zero.
RANS equations based on primitive variables are The system is solved iteratively with a hy-
formulated in a boundary-fitted curvilinear coor- brid technique which uses approximate factoriza-
dinate system and solved with an artifical com- tion in cross planes in combination with a pla-
pressibility concept (12). The basic operations nar Gauss-seidel relaxation in the third direction.
of converting the set of differential equations to The process is highly vectorizable. Presently, the
a system of difference equations may be divided L2 norm of the residual is used as a measurement
into: spatial differencing and time differencing. of convergence of the iteration process.
The procedure can be described as follows. As a result of upwind-differencing, the co-

efficient matrix of the system becomes diagonal
Spatial Differencing dominant. In addition, the necessity of adding

The three-dimensional differential opera- and tuning of a numerical dissipation term for

tor is first split into three independent one- stability reasons, as in some schemes with central

dimensional operators. The spatial differencing of differencing, is alleviated.

the inviscid flux in each of these one-dimensional
operators is then constructed by an upwind flux- BOUNDARY CONDITION
differencing scheme based on Roe's approximate The computational domain defined by a C-
Riemann solver approach (13). In each compu- 0 grid extends from two body lengths upstream
tational cell the differential operator is linearized of the nose to two body lengths downstream of the
around an average state such that the flux dif- tail in the longitudinal direction, and two body
ference between two adjacent cells satisfies cer- lengths from the body axis in the radial direc-
tain conservative properties. As a result, the flux tion. On the body surface, the no-slip condition
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is imposed and the normal gradient of the pres- This simple similarity hypothesis for the mixing
sure is assumed to vanish. Free stream conditions length improved the prediction of the mean ve-
are specified along the outer boundaries except locity distribution in the entire stern boundary
for the outflow boundary, where the values are layer.
computed by using extrapolation. Since the flow Based on the above observation and results
field is symmetric with respect to the longitudinal indicated in Reference 7, it is decided that al-
plane of symmetry, only the flow field over half of gebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulance model with
the body is computed. Reflective conditions are Degani-Schiff's correction and Huang's modifica-
then applied on the plane of symmetry. The val- tion is appropriate for present simuation.
ues of the characteristic variables along the wake
line are obtained by first extrapolating from in- RESULTS
terior points along each radial grid line and then
taking the circumferential average. The normal e xperimend epte d in refer-distncebetwen he ody urfce nd te nar- ences 9,11 are massive and extensive. Our present
distance between the body surface and the near- interests are limited to the distributions of trans-
estverse forces along the bare hull and the pitching
corresponding y+ is about 4. Computations are momes about the bnr huoyand the hullfirst, performed on a grid with a 79 x 81 x 83 dis- moments about the center of buoyancy of the hull

firs pefored n a ridwit a 9 x 1 x83 is- at several given incidence angles. The data were
tribution in radialcircumferential and streamwise atesever in incidence anls Th e da er
directions respectively. To determine the effect of presented in terms of the dynamic pressure (de-
gridding on the prediction of lift and cross flow noted bytq)eo the art am and w reso resepaatin, grd wih 7 x ll 83 istibuion for the difference between the local static pressureseparation, a grid with 79 x I111 x 83 distribution

in the stream and the reference pressure. The cor-
is used for a repeat computation. In both cases

the circumferential spacing of radial lines is uni- rection consisted simply of substracting from the

formly distributed, The angles between adjacent pressure at any section of the model the static

radial lines are 2.220 and 1.620 respectively, pressure of the air stream, measured in the ab-
sence of the model, at the corresponding point

TURBULENCE MODEL along the axis of the model. The correction re-
duced the pressure at the stagnation point at the

The algebraic Balwin-Lomax turbulence nose of the hull, with the model at 00 pitch, to
model was used by Degani and Schiff (16) in a value equal to the dynamic pressure q. Here,
computing the turbulent flows around axisym- the dynamic pressure q is defined as: 2 ,
metric bodies with crossflow separation. In or- where p is the density of the air and V. is the air
der to predict multiple secondary crossflow sepa- stream velocity. Tests were conducted with the
rations at high incidence angle, modification was air stream at several different dynamic pressures.
made such that the turbulence length scale of the The highest value was 1,225.73 Pa (25.61b/ft 2 ),
outer region is determined by the viscous vortic- the equivalent Reynolds number is about 17 mil-
ity imbedded in the boundary layer and not the lions based on body length. Based on this condi-
inviscid vorticity shed from the separation line. tion, the numerical simulations were carried out.
The modified model has been successfully used in Predictions with the potential-based Munk
several occasions to compute the turbulent flows and Upson equations of the transverse force at 150
over bodies of revolution at an incidence angle of pitch were shown in Reference 11. Both pre-
(7,16,17). The details of the modification, im- dictions deviated substantially from the measure-
plementation and the physical justication can be ments near the stern region. The disagreements
found in Reference 16. are not a surprise, since the distribution of force

The behavior of the turbulent boundary along the hull is strongly influenced by the surface
layer near the stern region of an axisymmetric flow separations. An engineering rational flow
body has been studied extensively by Huang et model based on a discrete vortex cloud method
al. (19). It was found that as the boundary layer greatly enhanced the prediction (20). The im-
thickens rapidly over the stern region, the turbu- provement was attributed to a separation line
lence intensity is reduced and becomes more uni- model that defines the body vortex feeding sheets
formly distributed. The measured mixing length along the body surface. Flow visualizaton indi-
of the thick axisymmetric stern boundary layer cated that the separation patterns along a smooth
was found to be proportional to the square root surface can be quite complicated. Any further
of the area of the turbulent annulus between the improvement in prediction at current stage may
body surface and the edge of the boundary layer. require a turbulent viscous flow approach. The
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present numerical simulation assesses the feasi- ing the moment of the area of the transverse force
bility and accuracy of RANS's predictions. curves in figure 4 about the center of buoyancy by

The profile and wire-framed perspective means of a mechanical integrator. To obtain M 2,
view of the hull are shown in Figure 1. Pres- curves with transverse force at each axial location

sure distributions along the hull at 0' of pitch plotted against the corresponding cross-sectional
are shown in Figure 2, where the pressure is nor- area, were constructed. M 2 values were then ob-
malized with the dynamic pressure q and the dis- tained by integrating the areas under the curves.
tance from the nose is normalized with the hull The contribution of the longitudinal forces to the

length L. The experimental values were obtained total moment is about 4%, and it is opposite
from averaging the circumferential measurements in direction to that due to the transverse force.
at each of the axial locations where the pressure Lift, and moment coefficients are shown in Fig-

orifices were placed. The viscous flow solution ure 6.The Lift is normalized with q(vol) 213 ,and
was obtained from a computation on a 79 x 81 x 83 the moment is normalized with q(vol). The val-
grid. At the mid-section of the hull, there are ues are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
28 grid points located inside the boundary layer. The computed values of M1 and M2 are listed in
The CFL number used in the computation is 10. parenthesis.
The L2 norm of the residual and the lift coeffi- In general, the measurements and the pre-
cient during the course of the iteration are shown dictions are in good agreement, Noticeable differ-
in Figure 3. The lift force is nomalized with ences occur only at higher incidence.
q(vol) 213 , where vol is the volume of the hull. The Computations have been carried out both on
potential flow solution was obtained from a sur- CRAY-YMP and CONVEX-3080 machines. Es-
face panel method VSAERO (21). At zero inci- timated CPtJ times are about 40yt sec per grid
dence, experimental data indicate that there exist per iteration on CRAY-YMP and 2 00yt sec per
a small amount of sectional transverse force along grid per iteration on CONVEX-3080 in the vec-
the hull at the bow and after portions of the hull. tor mode.
It was assumed that the air flow was not strictly
axial or that the model was not exactly symmet- CONCLUSIONS
rical. Numerical simulations of flow about a 1/40-

The transverse forces along the hull at sev- scale model of U.S. Airship "Akron" were car-
eral incidence angles are shown in Figure 4. No- ried out with RANS formulation. The effort is
tice that the integration of the areas underneath an attempt to predict the hydrodynamic force
the curves gives the total normal forces acting acting upon a body of revolution type hull form
on the hull. The experiment data are obtained at incidence. Good and encouraging results are
from Table V in Reference 11. The computa- obtained. Further enhencement in accuracy and
tional results are obtained from solutions based computational efficiency requires a improved tur-
on two grids with different densities in circumfer- bulence model and a multigrid type approach.
ential direction. At a given incidence, the differ- Data bases obtained with modern techniques un-
ence between the two computational results is in- der controlled environments are needed for vali-
significant. Noticeable differences between exper- dation of numerical schemes.
imental and computational results can be found
in the stern region. The predicted and measured ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

total transverse forces on the hull, normalized This work was sponsored by Program Ele-
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The Prediction of Nominal Wake Using CFD
A.J. Musker, S.J. Watson, P.W. Bull, and C. Richardsen

(Defence Research Agency, England)

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

A study of the effect of systematically applying In recent years a great deal of effort has been
different CFD methods and associated parameters is spent on developing numerical techniques to solve
described for the case of the HSVA tanker. the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid motion. For
Attention is focussed on the propeller plane and the practical reasons, these fundamental equations need
nominal wake in particular. The viscous solutions to be 'Reynolds-averaged' and, in so doing, some
are compared with an inviscid solution and with error is incurred in the modelling. Additional
experiment data in an attempt to discover how well errors are incurred in the choice of the closing
current codes perform in terms of practical turbulence model and also in the various numerical
predictions of propeller inflow. It has been found processes invoked to solve the equations. These
that the flow in the outer region of the propeller processes include the discretisation scheme, the grid
disc can be defined with reasonable accuracy. resolution, cell disposition and quality, choice of
However, the methods fail to describe the flow at solution algorithm and choice of convergence
the half-radius position. criteria.

This paper describes some recent experiences
NOMENCLATURE in predicting the nominal wake of a surface ship

using advanced computational fluid dynamics
C, constant of proportionality for the eddy procedures. The paper is the third in a series on

viscosity CFD validation originating from the CFD Section at
k turbulence kinetic energy the Defence Research Agency, Haslar [1, 2]; these
Lpp length between forward perpendiculars studies concentrate on the issue of numerical
r radial length from propeller axis verification. A validated CFD capability should
RD radius of grid domain enable the designer to make use of the computed
R propeller radius velocity field in the propeller plane to aid in the
U, tangential fluid velocity design of a suitable propeller. Not only would this
U, axial fluid velocity at propeller plane enable more candidate hulls to be assessed and

U_ free-stream fluid velocity placed in rank order of performance, but it might
w Taylor wake fraction also permit significant reductions in design costs to
Wl average circumferential wake fraction be gained.
w2  volumetric mean wake fraction
x longitudinal distance from forward Whilst the ship hydrodynamics community

perpendicular must continue to support and encourage the
e turbulence diffusion rate development of new methods to aid in ship design,
0 angle between propeller radius and horizontal it should, every once in a while, stop to examine

radius the capability that currently exists and then match
that capability to the requirements of the naval
designer. In this way, any serious shortfall in
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capability will be identified and this should although subtle differences exist between the codes
determine the level of effort required to improve the concerning the wall treatment.
methods. In the authors' opinion, such a 'definition
of capability' for stern flows is still lacking in the Control over the investigation is imposed by

ship hydrodynamics literature; the most recent ensuring that the datum conditions for the computer

qualitative attempt was made by Larsson, Patel and runs, for example the number of computational cells

Dyne [3]. for the two types of grid, structured and
unstructured, remain approximately the same.

In their study, an international workshop was
organised to establish how accurately the velocity Clearly, there is considerable scope for
field could be predicted in the stern region of a improving this approach to numerical verification
model tanker which had been tested in a wind- through additional effort and expense (perhaps using

tunnel at the University of Hamburg. The finer grids, or more sophisticated turbulence
workshop attracted 19 teams from many nations and models). However, statements concerning accuracy

provided an excellent forum for establishing the can still be made, albeit pragmatic ones, based on
world-wide capability. It also highlighted the a typical set of default conditions derived on the
extreme difficulty facing the CFD teams with basis of wide experience in using these methods. It
respect to the sensitivity of their predictions to the is hoped that the investigation will help the
choice of the various numerical methods and community to judge the present capability of

parameters associated with the conduct of their available CFD codes, as applied to the practical
calculations. prediction of nominal wake.

An additional but related difficulty facing the SOLUTION METHODS
organisers concerned the lack of any control relating
to these parameters - particularly the grid size. Overview
Nearly all the participants 'broke the rules' imposed
by the organisers and this made the task of The solution methods which are appropriate
comparing the predictions associated with the for solving the RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
various methods very difficult. Half of the teams Stokes) equations fall into three broad categories:
managed to produce results which resembled the finite difference, finite volume and finite element
experiment measurements, and one or two methods. Each method has certain apparent
performed rather better than this but were still advantages depending on the complexity and nature
regarded by the workshop participants as of the application, although it has to be said that
insufficiently accurate. practically no research has been undertaken aimed

at ranking the performance of the methods for

This paper concentrates on the first of the two typical naval problems. Indeed, this is one of the
test-cases under investigation in the above aims of the Haslar team. In this study, five
workshop, namely, the problem of predicting the methods were tried, although two of them were
nominal wake (by which is meant the propeller is similar in terms of the detailed solution technique
absent) for the HSVA hull at a Reynolds number of employed. For the purpose of the present paper,
5x10 6. The investigation was initiated in response we shall refer to the different methods by a simple
to a growing awareness within the International numbering system.
Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) community that in
recent years too little attention has been paid to Finite difference methods rely on replacing
issues relating to the validation of CFD. individual partial derivatives by algebraic

equivalents which are local to a particular location,

The authors use computational fluid dynamics or cell, within the fluid domain. The finite analytic
(CFD) methods to calculate the fluid velocity in the method also falls into this category except that the
propeller disc to deduce the Taylor wake fraction difference equations are related to locally analytic
and the associated radial and circumferential forms of the master equations (Method 1).
distributions of wake. This is compared with
experiment data in a systematic manner and under Finite volume methods use integral
reasonably well controlled numerical conditions. formulations of the RANS equations applied to a
The k-e turbulence model is used throughout, large number of control volumes constructed using
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the computational grid. Such methods offer the the move away from a contiguous ordering of cells
advantage of examining fluxes through a well- imposes a need to store the cell connectivity in the
defined volume and as such allow local continuity to form of additional look-up tables.
be satisfied more easily (Method 2).

The different methods used in the present
Finite element methods rely on expressing the study will now be outlined.

local variation of each primitive variable within a

cell (or element) by a shape function. The Method 1

equations are re-cast in terms of the various shape

functions chosen and a set of residuals is formed. This method was developed by Patel, Chen

These are weighted on the basis of the coefficients and Ju at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research

used in the shape function and the equations are and has been partially validated by them in a

solved for zero weighted residuals; this is the basis separate report [4]. The method, now embodied in

of the so-called Galerkin method. In principle this the RANSSTERN computer code, employs the

method ought to be the most accurate, but it can be three-dimensional RANS equations for steady,
memory intensive and therefore expensive to run incompressible flow. The Reynolds stresses are

(Method 3). related to the corresponding mean rate of strain
using the eddy viscosity concept. The eddy

All the methods require the generation of a viscosity is calculated from the standard two-
computational grid of cells. This can be performed equation k-e model with convective transport
either algebraically, using trans-finite interpolation, equations for the turbulence kinetic energy and
or numerically, using a set of Poisson equations dissipation rate. All of the equations are written in
relating the physical space to a convenient logical dimensionless form, using a partial transformation,
computational space (in which grid lines are straight where only the independent coordinate variables are

and parallel and orthogonal in the coordinate transformed from the physical domain to a logical

directions). In the latter procedure, the governing computational domain. The coordinate
master equations are transformed into a curvilinear, transformation is defined using a set of Poisson
body-fitted coordinate system which maps across to equations with the computational coordinates as the

the computational grid. dependent variables and the Cartesian coordinates as
the independent variables. A cylindrical polar

A severe restriction imposed by many CFD coordinate system is used as the basic physical

methods is that they are designed to work on only coordinate system, with velocity components in the
'structured' grids in which cells are arranged in axial, radial and circumferential directions.

contiguous order in a logical space. For appended
bodies, the structured approach can only be used by The momentum and turbulence equations are

assembling blocks of structured grids together such recast using transformations into the computational
that the total grid containing all the blocks fills the domain and rearranged into general convective
physical domain. The flow code then has to be transport equations with suitable source terms.
organised so that information at block boundary These equations are discretised using the finite-

faces can be easily communicated to adjacent block analytic (FA) method which reduces them to a set
faces with the minimum of distortion. This is the of fully implicit equations, in space and time, which

basis of the multi-block approach (Method 4). can be solved by a tridiagonal matrix algorithm.
The continuity equation, however, is solved using a

For the finite volume and finite element codes, modified version of the SIMPLER algorithm [5],
however, the grid can be totally unstructured and which produces equations for pressure correction

the equations need not be transformed to a terms and pressure using a staggered grid. These
curvilinear coordinate system. In principle, this equations are also discretised using the finite

should lead to greater flexibility in the disposition analytic method and solved using a tridiagonal
and clustering of cells for regions within the domain matrix algorithm.

where high gradients of velocity occur, and may
allow greater flexibility with regard to building The complete solution is obtained firstly by
grids around complex geometries. Of course, this solving the momentum, pressure correction and
extra flexibility is gained at the considerable turbulence equations in planes marching downstream
expense of more computer time and memory, since and then by solving the pressure equations in planes
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marching upstream. This ensures that the elliptic of each cell face to the centroid of the cell. In this
nature of the equations is maintained and improves manner each hexahedral cell is divided into eight
the convergence rate of the solution. An iterative smaller hexahedra - each one of which includes a
procedure is used to link the pressure field to the cell node. The smaller hexahedra associated with
velocity and turbulence fields. Although the neighbouring cells surrounding a given node are
calculation is steady-state, the method uses a time- then joined to define a control volume.
marching technique in which a time step
corresponds to one outer iteration, the steady-state A purely geometrical approach is used to
solution being obtained after sufficient time steps. quantify the various terms appearing in the integral
The convergence rate is controlled using suitable equations. For example, the divergence theorem of
values of the time step and successive under- Gauss is invoked to convert the pressure gradient
relaxation parameters. term to a surface integral of pressure. The latter is

easily evaluated by summing the contributions from
The wall function on the ship surface uses a individual faces of a given control surface, subject

two point formulation and the effects of pressure to the assumption that the pressure for a face is
gradients on the flow in the wall region are taken given by the pressure for the element containing the
into account using a generalised law of the wall due face. Indeed it is a feature of the method that any
to Chen and Patel [6]. flux associated with a control surface face is

calculated using only nodal information belonging to
Method 2 the element containing the face.

This method was developed by Lonsdale and The diffusion term is treated in a similar
Webster [7] of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy manner to the pressure gradient term. In this case,
Authority and is now embodied in the ASTEC the fluid velocity gradients are defined for each
computer code. The method represents a major control surface by linear interpolation of the current
extension of ideas and techniques for two- velocity components applied to sets of tetrahedra
dimensional flows reported by Baliga and Patankar constructed within each element. The advection
[8]. Features held in common with method 1 term is calculated using a skew-upwind hybrid
include the application of the three dimensional differencing scheme. This scheme allows various
RANS equations subject to the assumptions of blends of central and upwind differencing to provide
steady, incompressible flow, and the eddy viscosity the usual compromise between accuracy and
concept calculated from the convective transport stability. In addition, however, the scheme also
equations for k and c. The constants used for the k- allows upwind discretisation in the local stream-wise
e model in both methods were identical. Method 2 direction in an attempt to reduce the amount of false
uses a standard logarithmic wall function (without numerical diffusion associated with highly skewed
the pressure gradient correction incorporated in flows. This facility is provided by a set of
method 1). weighting factors applied to the nodes of the upwind

element face. These factors are set according to the
The underlying approach, however, is very point of intersection of an element streamline

different from, and conceptually simpler than, (emanating from a given downstream node) and the
method 1. The most obvious difference relates to upwind face of the corresponding element.
the solution of the equations in the physical space
rather than a transformed computational space. As The resulting discretised equations are solved
a consequence, method 2 uses very different using a segregated approach. The momentum
discretisation procedures. equations are solved using a Gauss-Seidel solver;

for the continuity equation, the SIMPLE algorithm
Integral forms of the RANS equations are is applied and the equation is solved using a pre-

solved numerically by applying them to control conditioned conjugate gradient method. A
volumes which surround each node within the modification of the Rhie and Chow [9] procedure
domain. The velocity components are defined at is used to improve the stability of the pressure
each node and the pressure is defined at each cell correction scheme applied at each element.
centre. A cell is here restricted to an eight-noded Although a pseudo-unsteady approach is also used
hexahedron. The control volumes are constructed in this method, the time step can be chosen to be
around the cell nodes by firstly joining the centroids very large.
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Method 3 The overall solution strategy involves the
calculation of velocity, mass source and turbulence

The suite of computer programs, FIDAP fields for each block using the momentum, pressure
(written by Fluid Dynamics International [10]) can correction and turbulence equations. These results
be used to simulate a variety of flow conditions. are communicated to adjoining blocks using
FIDAP is a Petrov-Galerkin based finite element interpolation schemes for each block. The pressure
method for computational meshes which can be field is then calculated for each block. The complete
either structured or unstructured. process is repeated a number of times until the

continuity equation is satisfied to within a given

Tri-linear basis functions were used for tolerance.
velocity, except in those cells abutting hull surfaces;
piece-wise constants were used for pressure. The Method 5
discretized equations of motion are solved in a
segregated manner with the equations for each This method provides a non-lifting potential
variable being solved in turn using the flow solution to the problem. The method,
preconditioned conjugate gradient technique. Note embodied in the DRA code known as BRAC, is a
that streamline up-winding was used to enhance the panel method and was devised by the first author
stability of the discretized transport equations. for predicting non-linear wave resistance [11].

However, in this instance, the code was run at
Pressure correction is employed to ensure mass negligible Froude number in order to provide a

conservation. In the modelling of the effect of the basis for assessing the improvement to be gained by
hull shear layer, FIDAP uses a wall function adopting a fully viscous method using a RANS
approach with the turbulent kinetic energy providing code.
the velocity scale for the wall functions. For mesh
cells abutting the hull, FIDAP uses a single velocity CONDUCT OF INVESTIGATION
profile, the so-called Reichardt law, to modify the
velocity basis function in the direction normal to the Run Attributes
wall. Similarly, the eddy viscosity is modified using
a van Driest damping factor normal to the wall. The aim of the investigation was to record

changes in the numerical solution arising from
Method 4 changes in the details associated with implementing

a particular method or problem specification. Such

The DRA code, RANSBLOCK, is a suite of details will be referred to as 'attributes'. The
computer programs which is based on the multi- particular attributes chosen for the investigation
block technique for solving the RANS equations for were:
complex geometries. The multi-block technique
decomposes the flow domain into a number of a. Turbulence Model
blocks and uses a communication strategy to
transfer global conservation of mass and The k-E model was used with three different
momentum. RANSBLOCK uses a transformation values of C, (the constant of proportionality relating
from body-fitted coordinates to logical the eddy viscosity to the computed ratio k2/I). The
computational coordinates for each block in the values used were C,, I½Cl and 2C,. Alternatively,
domain. The coefficients for the discretisation the modified k-E model due to Chen and Kim [12]
scheme are evaluated using the finite analytic could be chosen instead.
approach, in an identical manner to RANSSTERN.
RANSBLOCK uses a structured block scheme and b. Grid
is fully three-dimensional, which gives considerable
flexibility for generating body fitted meshes, unlike Six different grids were generated. Three of
RANSSTERN which is limited to parallel x-planes. these were plane-by-plane structured grids, as

required by Method 1; the resolutions were 21, 168

As in RANSSTERN, the Chen and Patel [6] cells (datum standard), 64,584 cells (medium
wall function is used; this includes a correction resolution) and 390,818 cells (high resolution).
term for the prevailing pressure gradient. T vo unstructured grids were included, although
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they were unstructured only in transverse planes; The datum set of attributes was:
both represented attempts to concentrate cells
around regions of high curvature and near the a. turbulence: standard k-E
propulsor disc. The 'unstructured 1' grid b. plane-by-plane structured grid (23,750) (as
comprised 21,756 hexahedral cells, whilst the used in ref [2])
'unstructured 2' grid comprised 21,854 cells which c. model axis parallel to onset flow
were mostly hexahedral but included some wedge d. wire ignored
cells near the stem. Finally, a 3D surface-by-
surface (as opposed to plane-by-plane) structured This datum set of attributes corresponds to all the
grid, was also included, switches being set at 'zero', as shown in Table 1.

The grids filled a cylindrical domain whose In order to exercise proper control over the
nominal dimensions were x/LPP = 0.3 to x/LPP = investigation, no more than two switch settings were
2.5, and RD/LPP = 0.75, where Lpp is the length of allowed to have non-zero values for a given run.
the ship, x is the distance measured from the bow, For example, if the model was inclined (see the
and RD is the radial distance from the longitudinal 'alignment attribute in Table 1), with the alignment
axis. switch set to 1, 2 or 3, then all other switches

would have been set to zero (the datum setting).
c. Alignment of model in computational domain

It was not possible to test all the methods with
The longitudinal axis of the model could be all the switch positions; however, all the methods

chosen to be either parallel to the onset flow or to were applied to the datum case (all switch settings
make a small angle (in pitch and/or yaw) to the set to zero). The actual runs performed are
onset flow (in such cases, the removal of symmetry indicated in Tables 2 to 5. Each 'yes' entry is a
planes doubled, or quadrupled, the number of single run, with all other attribute switches set to
computational cells). This attribute was included in zero.
the investigation to determine how sensitive the
flow-field in the experiment might have been to DATA REDUCTION
small errors in model alignment.

Attention was focussed exclusively on the
d. Inclusion of supporting wire velocity field within a prescribed area in the

propeller plane (defined to be a plane through the
In the wind-tunnel experiment [13], the stern propeller position and perpendicular to the

region of the model was supported by a thin wire on longitudinal axis). This area extended to two
each side. The wire was connected to the keel of propeller diameters below the hull and to 1.5
the hull at x/LPP = 0.81 (the authors are indebted to propeller diameters outwards from the centre-plane.
Dr J Kux for providing this information) and Within this region, each data set was linearly
formed an angle of 450 to the horizontal. In the interpolated onto a uniform reticle for ease of
calculations, this wire could be either ignored or comparison.
modelled (albeit crudely by invoking a no-slip
boundary condition at nodes nearest to the wire). The following parameters were calculated for

each computer run:
Strategy

a. the Taylor wake fraction, w, at the radius of
The verification process can be conveniently the propeller disc, and at half the radius:

described in terms of an imaginary machine.
Associated with this machine is a set of five
switches, each of which can change the setting of an w(r,0) = U,(r,O)/ U_
attribute in accordance with the options available, as
described above.
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b. average circumferential Taylor wake fraction, following figures, the run number is indicated so
w,: that the reader can recover the particular switch

27r settings from Tables 1-6.

w,(r) = (1/27rU_) U,(r,O) dO We shall start with the effect of changing the
flow solution method for the datum cases, where all

0 the switches were set to zero. The results are
shown in Figures 1 to 6.

c. the circumferential variation in the tangential
velocity component, U,, at the radius of the With the possible exception of Method 1 (run
propeller disc, and at half the radius. 1), which strays significantly from the experiment

data, the Taylor wake fraction at the edge of the
d. contours of constant axial velocity, propeller disc (Figure 1) is predicted reasonably

accurately. The viscous effects are clearly
e. volumetric mean wake fraction, w2 : captured, as can be seen by comparing all the

predictions with Method 5 (run 20) - the inviscid
R 27r model. At half the radius, however, all the
! Rmethods fail to describe the shape of the experiment

w2 = (1/jrUR2) rU,(r,O) drdO curve. The circumferential variation of the wake
I I fraction is shown in Figure 3. Again, the shape of
0 0 the experiment curve is not depicted in any of the

predictions, although in quantitative terms all the
All integrations were performed using viscous codes have succeeded in reducing w1 to its

Simpson's rule after demonstrating that the correct value at the edge of the disc. At half the
arithmetic was sensibly independent of the chosen radius, errors are typically 30%.
step-length.

Figure 4 shows the tangential velocity at the
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS radius of the disc. Interestingly, the inviscid code

(run 20) performs better than all the viscous codes -
A project of this nature generates a huge a fortunate consequence of the location of the

amount of data; specifically, 120 graphs were circumference of the disc with respect to the
produced for analysis, together with the 20 values measured cross-flow; the inviscid code does not
of mean volumetric wake fraction. Accordingly, generate vortical features and this result should be
this section will concentrate on the salient features regarded as coincidental.
and trends observed in the results. For
convenience, all the runs are listed in Table 6 so The situation is very different at half the disc
that the reader can associate a particular run with radius (Figure 5), where the longitudinal vorticity is
the method and switch setting(s) identified in the high. Clearly the flow is dominated by viscous
Tables 1-5; note that only runs 10 and 12 had more effects, and these are reflected in the predictions
than one non-zero switch setting. only in the sense of a general trend towards

correctly increasing U, compared with inviscid
In all the subsequent plots, the experiment data theory. The axial velocity contours are compared

are indicated by open circular symbols, and the with experiment, using all the methods, in Figure 6.
CFD data by spline curves derived from the raw Note that the so-called 'hook' [31 in the experiment
calculations. Plots involving circumferential curve is missing from all the predictions.
variations are displayed according to the convention
that 0 increases from -7r/2 at the bottom of the Method 3 was used to investigate the
(imaginary) propeller disc to +7r/2 at the top sensitivity of the predictions to changes in the
(nearest the double body symmetry plane). Plots attitude of the model with respect to the inflow.
involving radial variations (w,) increase from zero These 'perturbations' were introduced in an attempt.
(centre of disc) to the outer radius of the disc. The to discover whether a small alignment error in the
predicted values for the volumetric mean wake wind-tunnel might help to explain the differences
fraction, w2, are shown in the right-hand column of observed within the core of the vortical flow. The
Table 6. For all the predictions shown in the only positive conclusion that can be drawn from this
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exercise is that the discrepancy diminishes slightly deficit is greatly increased (run 9) compared with
when the double-body hull is pitched by an angle of the datum case without the wire (run 5). However,
plus two degrees (Figure 7). However, the at the half-radius position (Figure 13), there is a
oscillating character of the experiment data is still considerable improvement in the top-most region of
not reproduced. the disc compared with the datum runs shown in

Figure 2. Similarly, although the absolute values of
The effect of changing the turbulence the circumferentially-averaged wake fraction, w,

representation in Method 2 is shown in Figure 8 for (Figure 14), are too low compared with the datum
the case of Ut at the disc radius. Significant run (run 5), the prediction with the wire (run 9)
improvements are found when C, is halved (run 6) does exhibit the point of inflection in the region of
and when the Chen and Kim model is used (run 8). r/L = 0.005. The comparisons for U, at the edge
This suggests that either k is over-predicted, or that of the disc, and at the half-radius position, are
e is under-predicted, in the standard k-E model. shown in Figures 15 and 16. Note that there was
However, the predictions of U, at the edge of the little improvement, in terms of general trends,
disc are no better than those of Method 5 (the associated with the use of the Chen and Kim
inviscid method), so it is possible that all the turbulence model or the unstructured grid (runs 10
viscous solutions suffer from too much numerical and 12 - not shown).
diffusivity compared with the eddy diffusivity
computed from the standard 2-equation model. Attention must now be drawn to a somewhat

surprising outcome of this investigation. Figure 17
Method 1 was used to assess the effect of the shows a comparison between run 5 (the datum run

cell density on the solution; some results for the for Method 2) and run 9 (with the wire included)
wake fraction at the edge of the disc are shown in for the case of the constant axial velocity contours.
Figure 9. Although the calculated values of w at It can be seen that there is a very pronounce 'hook'
the bottom of the disc (-7r/2) are too high, there is which appears in the experiment and is reproduced
clearly an improvement to be gained by adopting a in run 9; this Figure should be compared with
denser grid (runs 3 and 4). Figure 6, which displays the datum runs for all the

methods. It must be emphasised that the only
The multi-block code (Method 4) was used to change to the datum run was the application of a set

study the effect of switching from a standard of no-slip conditions to those nodes closest to the
(vertical) plane-by-plane (PBP) grid (run 18) to a wire; the grid and all other features remained the
more versatile (non-vertical) surface-by-surface same.
(SBS) grid (run 19); the results are shown in
Figure 10. Here, the peak at approximately -1 Finally, the volumetric mean wake fraction,
radian is more clearly described by the SBS grid w2, is listed in Table 6 for all the runs performed.
compared with the PBP grid. However, the SBS The mean of all the runs (excluding the inviscid
grid tends to under-predict slightly at the top of the method) is 0.39, compared with the experiment
disc. value of 0.37 as calculated using the same

procedures as those employed in the analysis of the
Figure 11 shows the effect of changing from a CFD data.

structured grid (run 5) to an unstructured grid (run
11). A clear improvement is noticed, similar to the CONCLUSIONS
observation made above regarding the effect of
halving C., suggesting that the unstructured grid is A numerical verification study into the effects
less diffusive than the structured grid. of 'the choice of solution algorithm, turbulence

model, grid, model alignment and model support
We now come to the effect of incorporating arrangements has been conducted for the case of the

the support wire. This was investigated by simply HSVA tanker at a Reynolds number of 5x10 6. The
applying a no-slip boundary condition at nodes propeller was absent throughout the investigation.
nearest to the wire but without any attempt to The following conclusions are drawn:
cluster cells around it. Consequently, some features
of the flow in the propeller plane are adversely a. RANS methods provide a good overall
affected by this crude modelling. This is description of the flow near the edge of the
exemplified in Figure 12, where the momentum propeller disc. In this region, the predictions are
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reasonably independent of the choice of solution REFERENCES
method adopted.
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Table 1 - Switch/Attribute Matrix

switch # turbulence grid alignment wire

0 (datum) k-e standard perfect ignored

structured

1 1/½ C unstructured 1 + 20 yaw included

2 2C, unstructured 2 + 2' pitch

3 Chen and Kim medium - 20 pitch
structured

4 high -

structured

5 3D

Table 2 - Verification Runs for Method 1

switch # turbulence grid alignment wire

1 no no no no

2 no no no

3 yes yes no

4 yes -

5 no -
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Table 3 - Verification Runs for Method 2

switch # turbulence grid alignment wire

1 yes yes no yes

2 yes no no

3 yes no no

4 - no

5 - no

Table 4 - Verification Runs for Method 3

switch # turbulence grid alignment wire

1 no no yes no

2 no yes yes

3 no no yes

4 no

5 1 no -

Table 5 - Verification Runs for Method 4

switch # turbulence grid alignment wire

1 no no no no

2 no no no

3 no no no

4 no -

5 yes -
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Table 6 - Description of Run Numbers

Run # Method Switch w2

Setting(s)

1 1 datum #0 0.46

2 1 turbulence #3 0.48

3 1 grid #3 0.46

4 1 grid #4 0.50

5 2 datum #0 0.38

6 2 turbulence #1 0.40

7 2 turbulence #2 0.43

8 2 turbulence #3 0.41

9 2 wire #1 0.21

10 2 wire #1, 0.23
turbulence #3

11 2 grid #1 0.41

12 2 wire #1, 0.33
grid #1

13 3 datum #0 0.44

14 3 alignment #1 0.33/0.51

15 3 alignment #2 0.31

16 3 alignment #3 0.21

17 3 grid #2 0.40

18 4 datum #0 0.45

19 4 grid #5 0.46

20 5 see text 0.78
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DISCUSSION experiment conditions having been neglected"
by Professor D. L. Whitfield, Mississippi State and here the main point alluded to, is the
University. suspension wire with its wake interfering with

the double model wake in the region scanned.
To simulate the influence of the support wire Since this is - if really the wake is basically

on the experimental measurements you stated altered due to the wire - a severe objection
you adjusted the computed velocity. Another against this data set to be used as test case, the
way the authors might consider simulating the matter should be thoroughly ventilated. At the
support wire numerically would be to use the moment a new run with the HSVA1 double
drag force of the wire (which can be estimated model in the wind tunnel with changed support
rather accurately) as a body force in the wire location is not feasible. Therefore it is
equations used for the numerical simulation. appropriate to review evidence against the cited
This approach is simple to use and doesn't suspicion. This has to include a critical dis-
require extensive grid modifications other than, cussion of the arguments presented, as well as a
perhaps, some aligning of the grid in the region search for cases with similar wake details
of the support wire. (hoods) from model investigations where no

supporting wires were present, a summary of our
Author's Reply scrutiny of the details of the wire wake and of

To clarify any confusion, note that we computational evidence, that the hood may well
simulated the presence of the support wire by be obtained with no need to simulate wires, but
specifying values of velocity as boundary merely by slightly increasing the sophistication
conditions at grid points lying near to the actual of the turbulence model use.
physical position of the wire throughout its
length and not by modifying computed The basic problem when comparing two
velocities, flows, here one measured with one computed, is

the choice and weighting of the criteria on which
As to representing the wire as a body force to base figures of merit. There are several

in the equations of motion, we agree that this quantities such as scalar (i.e., pressure), vector
approach would be worthy of further (i.e., mean velocity, wall shear-stress) and even
investigation. However, although Professor tensorial (i.e., Reynolds-stress) fields which
Whitfield's comments about the modifications to should enter the comparison. Here a singular
the mesh are valid, we believe that the mesh feature, the famous "hook," a detail of the isoline
would have been optimal had it been designed to pattern of the longitudinal component of the
accommodate the presence of the wire at the mean velocity field, has been overemphasized
outset, so as to avoid numerical complications and shown to be reproducible by a computational
and ambiguities. intervention, without the vortical pattern of the

transverse components of the mean velocity,
which has to go with it, being depicted for this

DISCUSSION computational attempt. The feature "hook" has
by Dr. J. Kux, Institut fur Schiffbau, Universitat been achieved by a questionable technique of an
Hamburg artificial non-slip boundary condition on some

nodes close to the wire, at locations which are
The authors are to be complimented for this not disclosed in the paper. Further details of the

thorough study of wake prediction by applying fields are not shown: Does the wall shear-stress
different CFD methods to the case of the HSVA distribution, or the distribution of k, the kinetic
tanker. energy of turbulence, obtained with this wire

simulation, compare qualitatively better or worse
As originator of the experimental data about to the experimental findings than without wire

the flow field of the so called HSVA1 test case, I simulation? It should not be overlooked, that, as
feel that some remarks concerning the wake of stated by the authors, quantitatively this crude
this hull form should be appended here. The intervention led to a deterioration of predictions.
authors claim, though at present as "a mere
suspicion," that their failure in reproducing the Now if we look for evidence of "hooks" in
experimental findings "may be due to the actual wake velocity patterns from towed models, (no
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suspension wires, no struts) we readily hit upon flow pattern from that which would develop in
such: merely a few will be cited. Tanaka (1988, the absence of the wire.
Figure 23, Page 345) shows such a wake pattern
for three geosims of a tanker, Ogiwara in its Different authors managed to reproduce the
contribution relating to one of the new test cases "hook," in the near past, in their computational
to be proposed by the Resistance and Flow studies. At the Gothenburg workshop [Larsson
Committee of the ITTC, the "Ryuko Maru," et al., 1991], Zhu & Miyata (Figure 8), at the
presents such an isoline pattern (Figure 10, Osaka Colloquium 1991, Sung et al [Sung et al,
Section C), and for the other test case, the so 1991] (Figure 20), and at this conference Zhu et
called Hamburg Test Case, towed in the HSVA al., [Zhu et al 1993] (Figure 12c), using hybrid
[Betram et al., 19921, the vestige of a "hook" turbulence model and Deng et al., [Deng et al.,
appears in the nominal wake (Abb. 5-30) (as in 1993] (Figure 18), with an unconventional
the experimental findings from the double model localized change of the eddy viscosity otherwise
of this hull in the wind tunnel at the IfS), which obtained by the standard k-e-model. In the last
develops into a enormous "hook" under the mentioned contribution, a quite reasonable
action of the propeller at certain propeller- resulting wall shear-stress directional pattern is
loadings (Abb. 5-38). Finally, also in this presented too. Remarkably in this paper, these
conference we have seen a similar pattern results were obtained by reducing the value of
[Suzuki et al. 1993] (Figure 6), for the nominal the (scalar) eddy viscosity in the core of the
wake developing behind the so called propeller longitudinal vortex thus enhancing the
open boat in an experiment designed to inhomogeneity of the simulated turbulence
investigate the interaction of the propeller considerably in contrast to the model prediction.
slipstream with the rudder. The simple change of the eddy viscosity by a

factor, as in the paper here discussed, could not
The velocity field for the HSVA1 test case be expected to render any dramatic influence,

was thoroughly investigated by us several years since the scalar viscosity is differentiated
ago, when we were first faced with the details (multiplied to the symmetrisized stress tensor) in
disclosed by the experiment. One step was the the momentum equations. This shows that the
computation of the vorticity field, the curl of the nowadays popular use of a scalar eddy viscosity,
vector field of the mean velocity. In the wake of common to all the components of the Reynolds
the wire, vorticity values were derived, but this tensor, is an oversimplification. Any anisotropy
vorticity was aligned - as to be expected - with deviation from that of the stress tensor is
the wire direction and no longitudinal component suppressed. Even when we accept a scalar eddy
of the vorticity appeared. In the area of interest, viscosity, in the k-E-model, k is a scalar by
there is, of course, a superposition of this definition, while F_ is the trace of what originally
vorticity to the one from the flow field. entered the scene as a tensor, the dissipation in
Nevertheless, specifically in the core domain of the transport equations of the Reynolds stress
the longitudinal vortex, and therefore at the tensor components, a tensor with an anisotropy
"hook," this original vorticity is strongly aligned that is sacrificed both, to keep the model simple
with the velocity vector, i.e., we have high and since no sound empirical indications are
helicity there (while over most of the region, available to model it.
vorticity and velocity tend to be almost at right
angles), an alignment process initiated by the References
three-dimensional thick boundary layer, where 1. Bertram, V., Chao, K.Y., Lammers, G., and
the vorticity vector, due to the cross flow, leaves Laudan, J., "Entwicklung und Verifikation
its circumferential direction (originally in a Numerischer Verfahren zur
transverse plane as in a nearly two dimensional Antriebsleistungsprognose, Phase 2," Report
boundary layer) initiating the formation of the No. 1579, The Hamburg Ship Model Basin,
characteristic longitudinal vortex. The wire- HSVA, 1992
induced vorticity, being aligned neither with the 2. Deng, G.B., Queutey, P., and Visonneau,
vortex core vorticity nor with the original M., "Navier-Stokes Computation of Ship
boundary layer vorticity, it does not seem likely Stern Flows: A Detailed Comparative Study
that the wire wake induces a basically different of Turbulence Models and Discretization

Schemes," Proceedings of the Sixth
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International Conference on Numerical Ship small or that other precedents may have been set
Hydrodynamics, Iowa City, Iowa, 1993 for models towed in a tank (without support

3. Larsson, L., Patel, V.C., and Dyne, G., wires).
Editors: "Ship Viscous Flow," Proceedings
of the 1990 SSPA-CTH-IIHR Workshop, On the other hand, the work presented by
Gothenburg, Research Report No. 2, Deng et al at this Conference has opened up the
Flowtech International AB, 1991 possibility that the hook is indeed a feature of the

4. Sung, C.H., Griffin, M.J., Smith, W.E., and flow-field and not, as we have suggested, an
Huang, T.T., "Computation of Viscous Ship aberration caused by the wire. It is always
Stern and Wake Flow," The Second Osaka possible, of course, that the wire itself was
International Colloquium on Viscous Fluid responsible, in a fortuitous way, for numerically
Dynamics in Ship and Ocean Technology, attenuating the eddy diffusivity within the bilge
Osaka, 1991, Proceedings vortex further downstream! This needs to be

5. Suzuki, H., Toda, Y., and Suzuki, T., confirmed and is now being investigated at
"Computation of Viscous Flow Around a Haslar.
Rudder Behind a Propeller - Laminar Flow
Around a Flat Plate Rudder in Propeller I am unaware of any hook having been
Slipstream," Sixth International Conference predicted unequivocally by other teams. It was
on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, Iowa my understanding that the 1990 Gothenburg
City, Iowa, 1993, Proceedings Workshop prediction by Zhu and Miyata was

6. Tanaka, I., "Three-Dimensional Ship later withdrawn after an error had been detected
Boundary Layer and Wake," Advances in in the computer code (reported at the 1991 Osaka
Applied Mechanics, Vol. 26, 1988, Pages Colloquium). The numerical results for the
311-359 SR196 hull series presented by Zhu. Yoshida

7. Zhu, M., Yoshida, 0., Miyata, H., and Aoki, and Miyata at this Conference do not, in my
K., "Verification of the Viscous Flow-Field opinion, show clear signs of any hook - although
Simulation for Practical Hull Forms by a it is prominent in the experiment. The results of
Finite-Volume Method," Proceedings of the Sung et al at the 1991 Osaka Colloquium show a
Sixth International Conference on Numerical very weak hook (compared with the experiment)
Ship Hydrody-namics, Iowa City, Iowa, but only for their medium grid data; the two
1993 other grids, one with eight times as many cells

and the other with eight times fewer cells, show
Author's Reply no trace whatsoever of a hook.

Dr. Kux is right to point out that the "hook"
for the HSVA1 experiment data is by no means On a more general note, one very useful
unique, but it should not be forgotten that the outcome of the recent ITTC effort to place CFD
other examples cited were not, in my opinion, validation very firmly on the ship hydrodynamics
subjected to the same degree of rigorous scrutiny agenda, has been the realization that systematic
as was exercised by the Hamburg term. studies can indeed point to possible explanations
Experiments involving supporting struts for of observed phenomena. In the case of the
models show that junction vortices formed where notorious "hook", we now have two pointers as
a strut joins a model can be extremely persistent to its possible cause and I hope very much that
and can interfere with measurements well other teams will now join the effort to resolve
downstream. Of course, as Dr. Kux rightly this elusive riddle. While our computers may
points out, in the HSVA1 case the axis of converge towards a sound numerical solution, we
vorticity is parallel to the wire downstream and must step back and converge towards a sound
away from the model. But at the junction with physical solution. Whether this will involve a
the hull, the vorticity associated with the closer look at the precise details of the
developing shear layer will be deflected as the experiment, or - now more likely - a closer look
fluid streams past the wire. Consequently, I at how our turbulence models can be made to
believe it is possible that the wire represents a deal more adequately with vortical regions,
source of interference to the measured nominal remains to be seen.
wake and that one should not ignore its presence
on the grounds, for example, that its diameter is
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Numerical Prediction of Viscous Flows Around Two Bodies
by a Vortex Method

Y.M. Scolan and 0. Faltinsen
(University of Trondheim, Norway)

ABSTRACT Re Reynolds number (Re = UL)
KC Keulegan-Carpenter number

Viscous incompressible flows around (KGC -L= )
two identical circular cylinders are simulated / Stokes parameter ( -3-LC_]
by using a Mixed Euler-Lagrange Method.
The Vortex-In-Cell Method is combined with St Strouhal number (St = )
the Operator Splitting Technique and a Ran- CD drag coefficient
dom Method. The vorticity field is repre- CL lift coefficient
sented by a set of discrete vortices which CM mass coefficient
are transported in the fluid by solving the
Navier Stokes equations in the subcritical THEORETICAL MODEL
flow regime. The interaction of two bod-
ies is studied through the combination of The numerical scheme is a combinationthe Conformal Mapping Technique and the of the Vortex-In-Cel Method (VIC)as it hasGreen's Theorem. The obtained results show originally been introduced by (1) and thethat the physical phenomena can in gen- Operator Splitting Technique used by (2) toeral be satisfactory predicted for two cylin- simulate the transport of vorticity. For theders in either side-by-side or tandem arrange- two past decades the VIC Method has beenments. Comparisons are made with experi- continuously improved. Therefore the theorymental data for oscillating and steady ambi- will not be detailed in the present paper butent flows. The presented method may han- the main features of the basic method are re-die two arbitrary cross-sectional shapes. The called. For more details one can refer to (W)model may also be extented to super-critical and also to the significant contributions by
flow regimes. (4,_6,7).

NOMENCLATURE The Vortex-In-Cell Method and the
Random Method

Ci contour of cylinder Noi Since planar flows are considered here,d distance between the centers the equations are formulated in terms of the
of the two circular cylinders vorticity w and the stream function ,. In thea radius of one circular cylinder Poisson equation

p mass density of the fluid
U amplitude of the ambient harmonic (1)

oscillatory flow velocity or the
ambient steady flow velocity the right hand side (w) is represented by a setL characteristic length of one body of Lagrangian particles (or vortices) with po-
(L = 2a) sitions (z1, yl) carrying each a certain amountflow velocity of circulation (FI) constant in time:

V kinematic viscosity coefficient
fo frequency of vortex shedding ) = rl8(, -l)8(y - yl) (2)
At time step y-1
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Here 6 is the Dirac delta function. The vor- the rate of circulation per time step, and
ticity field is distributed on the cell-nodes leads to a considerable decrease of the num-
of an Eulerian mesh which covers a limited ber of vortices present in the fluid. This opti-
computational domain. This is done by the mization is particularly important for ambi-
Area Weighting Scheme as it has been origi- ent oscillatory flows when many vortices re-
nally proposed by (1). In the present method main close to the body contour due to the
the Poisson equation will always be solved in reversal of the flow. However this advan-
an annular domain. The Elliptic Solver is tage still holds, but to a lesser extent, for
decomposed in a Finite Difference Method steady incident current. In this case the coa-
for the resolution in the radial direction and lescence of vortices far away from the bodies
a Fast Fourier Transform for the azimuthal is the best way of reducing the number of
direction. vortices. In practice the coalescence occurs

The generation of vortices takes place in a special region which overlaps a part of
on the body contours in order to respect the the wake far away from the bodies. As soon
no-slip condition. The local tangential com- as this zone contains vortices enough, the co-
ponent of the velocity provides the circula- alescence happens. More details will be given
tion of the new set of discrete vortices. The later in the text in connection with the nu-
vorticity is transported in the fluid by solv- merical modelling of the physical problem.
ing the Navier Stokes equation in the laminar
flow regime. The Operator Splitting Tech- Extension to Multi-body Configurations
nique (OST) is used. The convection step
consists of moving the vortices with their lo- The modelling of viscous flows around
cal velocity without change of their circula- multiple cylinders has been investigated for
tion. The convection motion is performed the past decade. The validation has been
by a second order Runge-Kutta integration essentially done by comparisons with exper-
scheme. The diffusion step consists of su- imental data for two identical circular cylin-
perimposing a random walk to the the posi- ders of radius a spaced with a distance d be-
tion of the vortices. The random numbers tween the centers.
are distributed according to a normal law The already existing techniques consist
with a zero mean value and a standard devi- of using several levels of overlapping meshes
ation v/2--•t, where At is the time step and in the physical plane (see (6)). The succes-
v is the kinematic viscosity coefficient. sive solutions from the coarsest mesh to the

The whole process described above is re- finest ones provide the boundary conditions
peated in time. That leads to a continuous of all intermediate Boundary Value Prob-
production of vorticity. The Kelvin Theo- lems (BVP). Results for the pressure have
rem (zero total circulation around a curve been compared with experiments in the tur-
surrounding the generated vorticity from the bulent flow regime. Those experiments have
bodies) must be respected since no vorticity been performed in a wind tunnel (see (9) and
exists at the initial instant. (10)). Numerical results for two staggered

Due to the way that the effect of dif- cylinders are available in (11) where corn-
fusion is simulated, it should be noted that parisons are made with experimental data
all the local variables (vorticity, stream func- as well. However, if one cylinder is di-
tion, velocity...) and therefore the forces rectly situated in the wake of the second, the
themselves may be affected by a small ran- Vortex-In-Cell Method applied to supercrit-
dom component: this grows with V/A-t/Re. ical flow regimes has difficulties. The reason

As the number of vortices increases in is lack of accuracy in modelling the flow in
time, it is necessary to reduce the number of the gap. The shortest gap of two tandem
vortices if one wants to perform long simu- cylinders computed by (11), is two diame-
lations in time. This can be achieved in two ters between the cylinder centers. More re-
ways. One concerns the treatment of vor- cently, one can find in (12), results by us-
tices which enter the body due to the ran- ing the Vortex-In-Cell Method in combina-
dom walk. The technique which is used here tion with a Random Method. They used
is similar to the one presented in (6). The three levels of overlapping meshes to solve
vortices which enter the body contour, are the Poisson equation. The generation of vor-
coalesced at the nearest nodes of the contour tices is otherwise achieved through an inte-
mesh. Then new vortices are re-injected into gral equation which provides directly the cir-
the fluid at a certain radial distance. This culation of the newly created discrete vor-
distance is chosen in the same sequence of tices. Besides they reported that in exper-
random numbers as for the diffusion process. iments, "some aspects of large-scale wake
This technique allows one to keep constant behaviour associated with vortex shedding
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are similar at low Reynolds numbers (100- two sub-problems are successively solved in
200) and at high Reynolds numbers (greater the physical plane.
than 104). Thus, for the tandem arrange-
ment, they computed the drag force at a low Mapping of two cylinders into an annulus
Reynolds number Re = 200 for a spacing
varying from d/a = 2.4 up to d/a = 14.

In this paper, only moderate subcriti- The exterior domain of two arbitrary
cal flows are considered. The smallest com- cylinders C1 and C2 may be mapped into an
puted gap is d/a = 2.5. Numerical difficul- acirular domain bounded by two concentric
ties may occur at a smaller gap. This has not circular cylinders. The notations (see (16))
been systematically investigated. However, are described in figure (1)(a,b). The physi-
it should be noted that the limitation on the cal and transformed geometries are defined
value of the gaps, in the present numerical in the z-plane and the (-plane, respectively.
model, is connected to the discretization of The radius of cylinder N 0 i is ri in the physi-
the fluid domain in the close vicinity of each cal plane. Later in the text, the radii will be
solid contour. In order to avoid several levels chosen equal and denoted by a. The position
of overlapping meshes, the combination of a of the center of cylinder N'i is zi. The dis-
Conformal Mapping and the Green's Theo- tance between the two cylinders is denoted
rem is used. The convection of all the vor- d = I z2 - zl1. The angle 0 is the orientation
tices present in the fluid at one time step of the line joining the two centers relative to
requires three solutions of the Poisson equa- the z-axis. In the transformed plane, the ra-
tion. The first one will be obtained in a dius of cylinder N'i is Ri and the position of
transformed plane. The Conformal Mapping the center of the concentric cylinders is de-
transforms the physical fluid domain (limited noted C,. The equation of the transformation
by the boundaries of the two circles) into may be written:
a simpler computational domain. Different
types of transformation may be used. The C - C0  tei° d(z - z1 ) - s(z 2 - zI)
main criteria for choosing adequate transfor- R1  (r d(z - z1) - t(z2 - z 3)
mations are:

" the conservation (through the trans- withformation) of both the geometrical s t = r•
boundary and the conditions which are (d- s)1(d - t) = r2 (4)

prescribed on them,

and
" the suitability of the simplest mesh R 2  r 2  t

in the computational domain of the - 1(5)
transformed plane to the physical phe- R, r, d- (
nomenon of interest. In the general case two constants are arbi-

This actually leads to a transformation which trary and for simplicity one can fix: C, = 0
preserves the boundary contour as stream- and mini(Ri) = 1, so that the governing
lines whatever the plane, and also refines equation is:
the physical mesh in the gap between the
two cylinders. The chosen transformation C ,z d + (6has been widely used for solving compress- z d + B

ible flows around multi-foils. The analytical
developments may be found in (1.3) and ap- with
plications are available in (14) or (15).

The VIC Method provides a solution in ( A = -dzl - s(z 2 - zI)
the transformed plane. However this solu- B -dzl - t(z2 - Z1) (7)
tion may not be accurate enough all over the teiB
boundary layers close to each solid bound- C - r
ary. Therefore additional problems should
be solved for each body. The VIC Method is The image of physical infinity in the trans-
solved for each cylinder, in a domain (as reg- formed plane is located at C,, = CR 1 .
ular as possible) surrounding the body. The Since a constant mesh is used in the az-
outer boundary of that domain is also a cir- imuthal direction of the transformed plane,
cle. On this boundary a condition is estab- the size of the cells varies considerably from
lished by using the Green'sTheorem. Thus, one solid contour to the other one.
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The complex inverse Jacobian' of the * the unperturbed flow component (OP.)
transformation is: corresponding to the ambient flow

without any solid contours and no vor-
dC C R, (B - A) d (8) tices in the fluid,

dz (z d + B)2  * the perfect fluid component (,Op) repre-

d(CRI - () 2  (9) senting the perturbation of the ambient

C R, (B - A) flow due to the bodies, but without any
A) free vorticity in the fluid,

The mapping derivative d has no singular the vortex component (¢b) taking into
point since z =- -B/d is always located in- account the presence of the vortices
side one of the two bodies. When Jzj -- 0 oo around the solid boundaries.
or alternatively C --+ (C,, the mapping deriva-
tive behaves as T-1. The Jacobian itself (i.e. The perfect fluid solution (ip) is obtained

d, is uby the Boundary Integral Equation Method
is singular at infinity. (BIEM). The vortex solution (0,) is calcu-
The relation between the two complex lated from the solutions of the VIC Method

velocities in the z- and (-planes are: in both the transformed and the physical
planes.

W d = (10)z The Perfect Fluid Solution

From this last relation, one can show that This solution depends only on the ge-
an uniform current in the physical plane is ometry, the direction of the unperturbed flow
represented in the transformed plane by a il, and varies linearly with [u4o[. This solu-
doublet located precisely at C =C 0 . The tion is obtained by solving the following BVP
complex velocity at (o, behaves as: for the stream function 0P:

WC (1) 0 AP = 0
W c( (CR1- C)2  (ip.1t - " on (Ci)i=1, 2  (12)

Figures (2)(a,b) illustrate the Conformal ItlPP - 0 when lzI --- oo

Transformation. The arrow-plot shows the
velocity pattern around two staggered cylin- A right-handed coordinate system (ii, F, ) is
ders in unseparated flow. The uniform cur- defined on the body contour. The unit nor-
rent is directed horizontally from the left to mal vector ii points into the fluid domain
the right. The starting point of each arrow and the direction of iis anti-clockwise. The
is the image of the regular polar mesh nodes solution of equation (12) is represented by
shown in the transformed plane. The im- a distribution of sources and dipoles over
age of the infinity and origin of the physi- the body contours. The resulting integral
cal plane are also marked in the transformed equation is solved by a Collocation Method.
plane. The mesh in the transformed plane The singularity strengths vary linearly over
has been expanded exponentially in the ra- each segment of discretization. Since the
dial direction. This causes an approximately two cylinders are fixed in the plane, the ma-
constant distance between mesh points along trix of the linear equation system does not
the line joining the centers of the two bodies depend on time but only on the geometry.
in the physical plane. This means that the perfect fluid solution

can be calculated once and for all. The lin-
SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY ear equation system is solved by a classical
VALUE PROBLEM direct elimination scheme of the Gauss type.

The velocity is also represented with an inte-
Due to the linearity of the Poisson equa- gral form by differentiating the basic integral

tion, the stream function can be decomposed equation for ipp. The total perfect fluid ye-
into the following three components: locity is finally given by:

'The Jacobian of the transformation between the il = curl(ý/pO + iroo (13)
physical and transformed planes (respectively z and

() is defined as J = dz/dC. The proper definition of
the Jacobian is the ratio of the infinitely small areas In practice the contours of the two unit cir-
of the two planes: Idz/d(C'. cles are each discretized into 90 segments.
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The convergence tests showed this discretiza- certain time instant from the solution calcu-
tion is fine enough to have accurate results lated at the previous time step on the polar
whatever the relative position of the two meshes surrounding each body.
cylinders is. The perfect fluid velocity is cal-
culated in the physical plane for points that A particular solution of the BVP de-
are images of the polar mesh nodes defined fined in equation (14) may be obtained by
in the transformed plane (see figures (2)(a,b))" taking w = 0. The solution can be written:
Thus the perfect fluid velocity at any point
of the physical plane is interpolated from the V)(p, A) = A(t) logp + B(t) (16)
values given on that mesh.

where A(t), B(t) are two functions of time.
The Vortex Solution The velocity in the transformed plane is:

The vortex solution gives the velocity 5(1v
induced by the free vortices in the fluid. The U,) log(R 2/R) (17)
computation is divided in two main steps. A pfirst solution is obtained in the transformed which can be expressed with its complex
plane. This gives the convection velocity of form in the physical plane by using equation
vortices which are located beyond a certain ineg
distance from the solid boundaries. Then
the Poisson equation is solved successively 67P dC ie-iA
on two polar meshes surrounding each circu- W(z) = (8 d)
lar body. The latter solution gives the con- ( log(R 2 /R 1 ) d (
vection velocity of vortices close to the body
contours. Figure (1)(,,b) give the notations of This solution represents a flow whose inten-
the different domains where a standard BVP sity increases in the gap but vanishes rapidly
is solved. elsewhere.

The BVP in the transformed plane The general vortex solution is cal-
culated with the VIC Method. The prob-

This BVP is posed in the annular do- lem given by equation (14) is solved with ho-
main defined by the polar coordinates C = mogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the two
peiA and it is bounded by R 2 < I(] < R1 . solid boundaries. The computational domain
One must find the solution of: is annular and the mesh is polar. The az-

imuthal step is constant and the number of
A = -w (I E [R2, R1 segments is NA - 27 - 128. This is a power

c(v'f(t) on C, U C2 (14) of 2 in order to solve the Poisson equation by
using a Fast Fourier Transformation. There
are NC nodes in the radial direction. The

where 49(t) are only functions of time (t). mesh is refined exponentially close to the in-If one denotes 5i, the jump of the stream ner contour in order to have approximately a
function between the two bodies, then it can constant radial step in the gap of the physical
be calculated as the flux of velocity between plane.
the two bodies by using: The sum of the particular and general

vortex solution provides the velocity il,, in-
C(2) _ - 2 duced by the vortices (and only them) in the

) V di (15) presence of the two solid contours. Finally,
P2 fby adding the perfect fluid solution given by

= f . dn- with dii = d,^ equation (13), the resulting velocity is used
'R, to convect the vortices which are located out-

side the outer boundary of two polar meshes
The integration is performed between the surrounding each body.
points P1 and P2 which are located on the
two solid contours, respectively C1 and C 2 . The BVPs in the physical plane
The vector dtis directed from C1 to C2 . The
set of vectors (dii, di k) is right-handed. The In order to represent accurately the
quantity 14 is the physical velocity induced boundary layer which is formed around each
by the vortices only in the presence of the solid contour, the Poisson equation is solved
solid contours. This velocity is obtained at a in an annular domain around each body. The
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inner and outer boundaries are respectively
the solid contours (Cj)j=I, 2 and the circles 7, C I ± O() (21)
(tj)j=1,2 of radius rTy centered at the po- r

sition zi. The radii (rE )j=l,2 are chosen The test function is otherwise calcu-
so that the two outer boundaries (Ej)j=1,2 lated by using the Method of Separation of
do not intersect, but they may touch in one Variables. The only possible set of solutions
point. is:

The two BVPs are solved successively wm(r,0) = e- (22)
and separately in the physical plane. The
calculation of the boundary conditions for where m is a positive integer number. The
each BVP is described in a coordinate sys- function pm is singular at the origin zi, which
tern centered at the position zi. The carte- is outside the domain fle.
sian and polar coordinates are denoted re- The stream function is decomposed inspectively (0, y) and (r, 0) whatever the BVP a truncated Fourier Series of the polar angle
since those are solved separately and in an (9), . Fe.
exactly similar way.

The interaction between the two bod- 10
ies appears in the outer boundary conditions. 0(r, 9) = (23)
On the boundary (E,.) one has to match 2
the two components of the velocity. This is - 1
achieved by using the Green's second iden- + E (ýnc cos nO + ins sin nO)
tity, which relates the following two func- n=1tions:

o the total stream function 0, The number of modes of the Fourier devel-
opment is -N- and No denotes also the num-o a test function Wp which is harmonic. ber of nodes in the azimuthal direction of the

The resulting integral equation is: polar mesh. The expressions of 0 and V are
included in the Green's identity (19):

J eowds= (19) { rrE ,me + mk M }r

-- rj •,r + rý-

where n denotes the outward normal on the - Iwl4(m) d (24)
contour (1291,) The domain 0,e is limited by
the outer boundary (Ej), the boundary of +2 ir r,1
the other cylinder (C1 ),,j and a circular con- ii" t f
trol surface ( extending to infinity. The Here 6 is the Kroenecker symbol and m is
integral over the solid contour (C,),Aj van- H er n of the interval (0, m i
ishes. Tiffs follows from the Gauss Diver- an integer number of the interval [0, 2 - 1].gence Theorem, the fact that this surface is The equation for the mode 0 reduces to:
a streamline and that the normal gradient of
the stream function (4,)is exactly the tan- Or _r_ z ds (25)
gential velocity. The latter must vanish on 7 \/ (J)=JE
the contour due to the no-slip condition. It
remains finally the contribution of the sur- The right hand side of the last equation
faces (Ej) and (tEý) in the integral equation represents exactly the amount of circulation
(19). On the surface (Zo) the vorticity van- which lies outside the surface (E.) and there-
ishes. Hence, the total stream function 7P is fore balances the circulation which is inside
matched on (E.) with the stream function the polar mesh due to the Kelvin Theorem.
of the unperturbed flow plus the stream func- In the computations one may increase the
tion of a dipole in order to take into account stability of the simulations by taking the av-
the presence of the bodies. The behavior of erage of the total circulations lying inside and'0 and its radial gradient on the surface (Eo.) outside the surface (Ej):
is:

S+ o(!)w (20) ( - r, (26)
Srr] rl<rEI
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The development for the non-zero modes The force coefficients for oscillating am-
may be pursued by using equation (2). The bient flows are partially defined by the Mori-
integral term in the right hand side of equa- son's equation which states that the force
tion (24) may be developed as: F(t) in the direction of the ambient planar

flow u(t) can be written:

f Jw ()ds= ri( e-" (27)
r>rE r F(t) = - p CD L u(t)Iu(t)I

W 2 u(t) (9
The outer boundary condition is a mixed (or + 4 p L CM dt (29)
Fourier) condition. This condition is written
for a given mode m and depends only on the Here denotes the absolute value. The
radius rE,. For body N~j, the BVP posed in velocity oscillates at the circular frequency
the polar mesh may now be written as: of oscillation w and behaves as u(t) =

i'c, on CU sin(_wt). The drag coefficient CD charac-
S= - r < (28) terizes the force in phase with the ambient

A -r < rE (28) fluid velocity. The mass coefficient CM isf(-0r) = Fm (t) r = rE connected with the force in phase with the

ambient fluid acceleration. These two main
where the last condition is defined by equa- coefficients are calculated from the history of
tion (24). In order to be consistent, the the force by Fourier averaging over one cycle.
two first equations are Fourier tranformed. This is performed according to the following
Then, the resulting BVP is classicaly solved two formulas:
for each mode by a Finite Difference Method.
The solution ik gives, after differentiation, CD 1 3w F(t) s tdt (30'
the total velocity which is used to convect the IU 2L8 sin(j ) 0
vortices lying inside the two polar meshes. 0
The non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition in 1 KCw_ f t
the BVP defined by equation (28) does not C,- lpU2L 7r3 F(
affect the results for the velocity.

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Two parameters govern the physics of t Computations have been performed for

the problem. These are the Keulegan - Car- arrangements of cylinders:

penter number KC = -T and the Reynolds * two tandem cylinders in either oscillat-
number Re = Ug where U and T are respec- ing or steady ambient flows,
tively the amplitude and the period of the os- e two side-by-side cylinders in a steady
cillating current velocity, L is a characteristic ambient flow.
length oLthe body shape. In the following
applications, L denotes the diameter of one Comparisons have been made with available
cylinder, that is to say L = 2a. A third coeffi- experimental data. The numerical parame-
cient is usually introduced for the oscillating ters are given for each arrangement and type
flows: the Stokes Parameter 3 = R'. In ad- of flow.
dition, for steady flows the Strouhal number
St = L-L where fo is the frequency of the Two Cylinders in a Tandem Arrangement
vortex shedding, will be used. and in an Oscillating Ambient Flow

The force acting on each body is cal-
culated at each time instant of a simulation. The two gaps d/a = 4 and d/a = 8
The instantaneous force F(t) follows from in- are investigated at a Stokes parameter / =
tegration of the Cauchy Stress Tensor whose 534. Comparisons are made with two sets of
radial and tangential components correspond experimental data: by (17) at /3 = 534 and
respectively to the effect of the pressure and by (18) at Re = 2.5- 104 and d/a = 3 and 5.
the skin friction. The time simulations are always per-

For steady incident flows, the drag coef- formed over a number of cycles of oscil-
ficient (CD) is calculated in the direction on lations (Nc) as large as possible. N, de-
the ambient flow, and the lift coefficient (CL) creases mainly with an increasing Keulegan-
is calculated in the transverse direction. Carpenter number and to a lesser extent with
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an increasing Reynolds number. The final data have been obtained at a high subcriti-
force coefficient is the mean value over the cal Reynolds number Re = 2.5. 104 while
total number of simulated cycles. Besides, the highest Reynolds number in the present
the standard deviations, for each coefficient, computations is Re = 4272.
are calculated over the total number of cy- Concerning the mass coefficient, an
cles of oscillations, in order to quantify how asymptotic limit can be calculated at KC =
the force coefficients vary from one cycle to 0. For the two gaps d/a = 4 and d/a =
another cycle. 8 the mass coefficient tends respectively to

The time step has been chosen in order CM - 1.97 and CM _ 2.06. These values
to have 100 time step per period up to KC = can also be compared to theoretical results
2.5 that is to say UAt = Kc However, for for a single circular cylinder. For example-L- - _--0 (20) obtained an asymptotic expansion for
higher KC, the time step is limited to g =t (
0.025. L small KC-numbers of the mass coefficient as

The simulations for two tandem cylin- a function of the Stokes parameter (0). Ac-The imuatins or to tnde cyin- cording to (20), GM = 2.09 for 3 --- 534.
ders have been performed by imposing nu-

merical symmetry about the axis going For KC E [5, 10] the computed mass co-
hthe centers of the two cylinders. efficients do not follow the decreasing trendthrough teenesothtw cyidr, shown by the experimental data in (11). But

This is necessary in order to avoid numer- the present numerical data and the experi-
ical difficulties with a possible orbital cur-
rent generated during the reversal of the flow. mental data by (L8) match well at KC - 8.
As a matter of fact, a slight asymmetry of Tables (1) to (4) summarize also the
the boundary condition on the outer radius performed computations. The results show
(r = rE, )j=1,2, may induce an orbital cur- that the number of simulated cycles de-
rent along the body contour. This ampli- creases as the KC-number increases. The
fies very rapidly since the tangential velocity, reason is that the maximum number of dis-
calculated on the solid contour, provides the crete vortices has been reached (this is fixed
strengths of the newly created discrete vor- to 200.000 in the computer program). In con-
tices. Therefore the production of vortices nection with the decreasing number of sim-
carrying each a very large circulation, affects ulated cycles, one should note the increas-
seriously the stability of the time simulation. ing standard deviation with increasing KG-
The imposed symmetry can be justified up number.
to KC z 4. However beyond that limit the
use of the numerical symmetry is more ques-
tionnable. As a matter of fact, it has been
observed by (19) that the wake behind one Two Tandem Cylinders in a Steady Incident
circle starts to-be asymmetric in the interval Flow
KC E [4,8].

The figures (3)(a,b) and (4)(a,b) show the For the tandem arrangement in steady
results at respectively d/a = 4 and d/a = 8. incident flow, (21) reported that there exists
The drag coefficients are identical for the two
cylinders at small KC numbers. The mini- a critical spacing in the subcritical and la-
mum value of CD appears at KC = 2.4 and inar flow regimes. This critical spacing may
KG = 2 for dia = 4 and d/a = 8, respec- vary in the interval d/a ;:t [6.8, 7.6]. Below
tively. Then the drag coefficient increases these values, vortex shedding does not oc-

with increasing K g-numbers to almost con- cur from the upstream cylinder but only from

stant values Of CD - e 1.2 for da == 4 and the downstream cylinder. Beyond this criti-
stCDt values of1.o for d/a = 8.Theresu w an cal value, vortex shedding occurs separatelyGD o 1.3 for dba = 8. The results show a from each cylinder. Results are obtained here
small oscilatory behavior of GD as a func- for a spacing d/a = 6 (that is to say belowtion of KG for KG > 6. This is most pro- the critical spacing) at low Reynolds num-

nounced at d/a = 4. The comparison with bers Re a [10 5e ynu l prm-
experimental data can be made in the inter- bers Re E [100,500]. The numerical parame-
val KC E [5, 8]. In that range the present ters of the time simulation are the following:
numerical results and the experimental data
by (17) do not show the same trend. Beyond e the time step is UA_ = 0.05 and the
KG = 6, whatever the spacing, the com- simulations are performed over 1000
puted drag coefficient does not increase but time steps,
remains close to a constant value. However
the numerical values match well with the ex- * the radial discretization in the trans-
perimental data by (18). These experimental formed plane is NC2 = 200,
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* in the physical plane the radius of the Two Side-by-side Cylinders in a Steady
outer boundary is rr,,/a = 2 and the Incident Flow
number of radial nodes Nr varies with
the Reynolds number from N, = 21 to The influence of the gap width on the
60. coefficients of the flow is studied at Re = 200.

Higher Reynolds number could be handled
The coalescence of vortices takes place in a with the present numerical model, however
annulus domain defined by lit E [10., 11.51 long simulations are necessary in order to
and centered at the middle of the line joining obtain the coefficients of the flow accurately
the centers of the two cylinders. A grid of 5 enough. The studied spacings vary in the in-
radial nodes and N0 = 128 azimuthal nodes terval d/a E [2.5,8]. The parameters of the
covers this annulus. Only that part of the an- time simulations are the following:
nulus which overlaps the wake is used. The step is u6' = 0.1 and the sim-
coalescence consists of replacing the vortices a the time s
enclosed in that region by new vortices at the ulations are performed over 1000 time
nodes of the grid. A necessary requirement is steps,
that the total circulation is constant before * the radial discretization in the trans-and after the coalescence. In the computa- formed plane varies with the spacing
tions performed in this paper the coalescence and the number of radial nodes is fixed
occurred at time intervals 0-'. by the condition 200 C

In the range of computed Reynolds by the condition N 100-200,

numbers and below D = 20, the instan- in the physical plane the radius of the
taneous force signal, whatever the cylinder, outer boundary rE1 is chosen as large
reaches very rapidly a local maximum. Then as possible and the number of radial
the drag force of the upstream cylinder sta- nodes is never less than 10,
bilizes around a positive constant value while
the drag force of the other cylinder decreases * the parameters for the coalescence are
rapidly to a negative value. Figure (5) gives identical to those used for the tandem

an example of the force signal at Re = 100. cylinders in a steady incident flow.
From the time history of the in-line force, the The force coefficients are calculated in the
drag coefficient is calculated from the aver- interval uLt E [20, 100] where all transient ef-
age of the instantaneous force over the inter- a
val Ev' [20, 50). fects have disappeared. The Strouhial num-

-a E ber is obtained by using a spectral analysis
The present numerical results for CD of the lift force signal over the same time in-

are compared in figure (6) with: terval.
"edata by (22) for Re The results are shown in figures (7) to

experimental (10). Comparisons are made with the ex-
perimental data reported by (21) and (25),

"* experimental data by (23) for Re E and the numerical results by (12). The in-
[6.104, 2.10], terval of studied spacings covers two typical

regimes of vortex shedding for two circular
"• numerical results by (12). cylinders in a side-by-side arrangement. A

classification has been done by (21). In theThe experimental data (see (2._4) plT) for a first regime2 (d/a E [2.4, 4]) the vortex shed-

single cylinder are also plotted in order to dis r ized b "narrow an dw
show the effect of interference. The differ- ding is characterized by "narrow and wide
ence in the drag force between the two cylin- wakes which are formed behind two identical
ders is noticeable. In particular the negative pipes, respectively, and the gap flow forms
drag force acting on the dowstream cylinder a jet biased towards the narrow wake. The
should be noted. This follows from the pres- flow is bistable, i.e. the biased jet can switch
ence of two large rolled-up vortices between in the opposite direction at irregular time in-
the two cylinders. For higher Reynolds num- tervals, and the narrow and wide wakes inter-
ber than Re = 1000, instabilities of the large change behind the tubes". In the next regime
scale vortical structures may occur in the (dia E [4,8]), "both nearwakes are equal in
gap. In that case longer time simulations are size but the two vortex streets are couplednecessary for good estimations of the average and mirror along the gap axis. The vor-
drag coefficients t tex shedding is synchronized, both in phase

2 the exact limits of the interval of spacing (d/a)
for each regime may vary with the Reynolds number
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2.5 TW 0.20 0.01 T 0.1 .0 T.99 TO1
3.0 TW 0.16 0.00 .08 0.1 T.9 ~0.02
3.5 10 0.14 0.01 1.11 0.20 1.94 0.04
4.0 ID~O UT 0E TOT-7=. U-.IT TOT 6 FU
_4.0 r 1 0.12 0.01 1.4 0.17 1.94 _T I 65.0 _9 0.10 0T.00 1.17 0.17 1.91 0.08 '

5.5 -0TW 0.09 0 1.TT9 0U.4 1TH 005-
6. 7 W 08 0. 1.20 0.1 26T 7T f O1T. 0
6.5 7 00 0.0 122 0U.21 -1.92- 0.12_
7.0 6 10.07 0.00 11.20 0.4 19 .9•d

-7.5 6 10.06 0.00 11.16 0-.08 1.1S _0703 E21

8.0 5 0.06 0.00 1.17 0.04 1.84 0.09 - -0 - (z)

Table (3): Tandem cylinders in oscillat-
ing ambient flow with the gap width d/a = 8;
variation of the numerically calculated force
coefficients of the cylinder N 0 1 with the
Keulegan Carpenter number KC at 0 = 534;
CDf: drag coefficient due to skin friction;
CDp: drag coefficient due to pressure; CAl:
mass coefficient; o: standard deviation of
each coefficient through a total of N, cycles
of oscillation.A

[KC ] Nc I G]- IUCDI I CDp I ("C 4I ] UCAI,
0.5 10 0.97 0.04 2.63 0.11 2.07 0.02TOT tmr,,e •,e
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4.0 10 *0.T T01 1.4 0.2TT 1 1TT 4 0.06 Figure 1: Conformal Mapping for two cylin-
45 0M 0.T 0.T0 1.TT 01 .4 0.04 i ders - Notations in the physical and the
T_ -9- mI -UUo n _TT7 W _F orU hyic0ndth

5.0 9 0.09 0.00 T.1 0.10 1.94 0.09 transformed planes
_5_.5 -1 9- 0.0 1. 18 0.11 1.8T 0.08

6.0 0.8 0.0 118 011 .870.08
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7.0 ~-FT 6 .0 .0 11 02 1.87 0.14

7.5 6 0.06 0.00 1.10 0.I9 1.95 0.23
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Table (4): Tandem cylinders in oscillat-
ing ambient flow with the gap width d/a = 8;
variation of the numerically calculated force
coefficients of the cylinder N°2 with the
Keulegan Carpenter number KC at f = 534;
CDf: drag coefficient due to skin friction;
CDp: drag coefficient due to pressure; CM:
mass coefficient; o-: standard deviation of
each coefficient through a total of N, cycles
of oscillation.
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gered cylinders. The direction of the ambient circles at 03 -- 534 with the gap width
flow is indicated by the big arrow. The ar- d/a = 4; drag and mass coefficients respec-

row plot shows the velocity field calculated tively in figure (a) and (b); (--): cylin-

by equation (13). The start point of each der N°I; ( - -): cylinder N02; (A): ex-

arrow in the physical plane is the image of perimental data from (1__7); (0): drag due
one mark (e) in the transformed plane. The to friction (present method); (o): drag due

image of the physical origin and infinity are to pure3Fre (present method); (o): total
marked with (o) and ( a), respectively a drag (present method); (n): mass coefficient

(present method); experimental data

from (18) at Re = 2.5- 104 and d/a = 3 and
5.
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Figure 4: Force coefficients of two tandem
circles at fl = 534 with the gap width - ' I I

d/a = 8; drag and mass coefficients respec- 2. 3. 4. S. log0 Re 6.

tively in figure (a) and (b); (-): cylin-
der N'1; (- - -): cylinder N0 2; (A): ex- Figure 6: Drag coefficients CD for two tan-
perimental data from (17); (E0): drag due dem cylinders with the spacing d/a = 6;
to friction (present method); (o): drag due the empty marks are connected to the down-
to pressure (present method); (o): total stream cylinder; ( -. ): experimental data
drag (present method); (V): mass coefficient from (24) for a single cylinder; (V): exper-
(present method); (-.....-): experimental data imental data from (22); (o): experimental
from (18) at Re = 2.5. 10' and d/a = 8. data from (18); (A): numerical results from

(12); (0l): present numerical results
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Figure 9: Mean value of the lift coefficients a

of two side-by-side cylinders in a steady in- Figure 10: Amplitude of the oscillatory com-
cident flow at Re = 200; (A): upper cylin- ponent of the lift coefficients of two side-by-
der (present numerical results); (V): lower -side cylinders in a steady incident flow at
cylinder (present numerical results); (o): nu- Re = 200; (A): upper cylinder (present nu-
merical results from (12); (+, x, *): exper- merical results); (V): lower cylinder (present
imental data reported by (21) and (25) at numerical results); (o): numerical results
Re = 8- 10', 2.5 -104 and 6. 104, respectively, from (12).
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Numerical Simulation of the Effect of Fillet Forms on
Appendage-Body Junction Flow

D. Li and L.-D. Zhou
(China Ship Scientific Research Center, PRC)

wake velocity profile becomes significantly non-
ABSTRACT uniform. This can be a great nuisance in marine

applications where a propeller operating in a non-
The possibility of using a fillet form to control uniform wake results in significant unsteady forces.

the horseshoe vortex flow caused by the turbulent As well known, when a boundary layer
shear flow around wing-body junctiqn has been encounters a protruded bluff body, the streamwise
investigated numerically. A numerical method for vortex in the form of the horseshoe vortex cannot be
the solution of three dimensional incompressible, prevented from being generated. However, it is
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with possible to minimize the strength of the horseshoe
the two-equation (k,s) turbulence model has been vortex by some flow control devices such that the
developed to evaluate the effect of fillet forms on resulting wake will be less non-uniform and the
appendage-body junction vortex flow. The wing unsteady forces will be reduced. Experimental and
investigated is NACA0020. The Reynolds number numerical investigations on the use of fillet forms to
based on a chordlength is 1.Oxl05. Three reduce the interference effects have been reported
configurations including a baseline, a triangle fillet before 11-51. In these papers, the type of fillet forms
form, and a constant radius convex arc fillet form are all concave. According to observation and
along the entire wing/flat-plate junction are analysis of our experimental research on the effect
presented. It is shown that a suitable convex filet of fillet form[6], the strength and the unsteadiness
form can significantly improve the stability of of the horseshoe vortex and non-uniform of wake
junction horseshoe vortex and reduce the strength of may be effectively reduced by designing a suitable
vortex and the non-uniformity in the wake velocity convex fillet form. Here, a numerical investigation
profile. It is also demonstrated the capability of the was carried to evaluate the effectiveness of the
numerical approach in the design of vortex flow convex forms and to demonstrate the capability of
control devices, the numerical approach in the design of vortex flow

control devices.
1. INTRODUCTION A general purpose computer code for the

solution of the complete three-dimensional
When an laminar or turbulent boundary layer Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation has been

on a surface encounters a wing or other developed [71. In this numerical procedure, the 3D
protuberances projecting from that surface, a Navier-Stokes equation is solved by finite-volume
complex and highly three-dimensional flow results. scheme in a nearly-ortlogonal body-fitted
The most significant feature of this flow is the coordinate system. The pressure-velocity coupling is
generation of a horseshoe vortex or a set of treated with SIMPLEC algorithm [81 using a non-
horseshoe vortices. This horseshoe vortex forms staggered grid. The Ride-Chow algoritlun [91 is
around the nose of the wing and its legs trail chosen to avoid the well known problems due to
downstream into the wake and forms streamwise chequerboard oscillations in the pressure and
vortices in the wake. This phenomena occurs at velocity fields which are traditionally associated
many places including wing/fuselage intersections with the naive use of non-staggered grids. The
in aerodynamics, appendage/hull junctions in system of algebraic equations formed by the
hydrodynamics, and blade/hub junctions in assembly of the convection-diffusion and pressure
propellers and turbomachinery, etc.. As a equations are solved by the strongly implicit
consequence of the generation of the horseshoe procedure (SIP) algorithm and the preconditioned
vortices, the drag is in general increased and the conjugate gradients (PCG) algorithm [7]. The two-
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equation k-s model with wall functions is used for 0-k -pU-k =a(,- .-.
the turbulent flow involving separation and vortices. "t'+ Ox' +x' ak&x')~p(G - c) (5)

This numerical procedure is used in the
present investigation. Three configurations F -puis -
including a baseline configuration consisting of a Ox Ox' ax 'k ) k (CIG- C2 0) (6)
wing mounted on a flat-plate junction, a triangle

fillet form, and a constant radius convex arc fillet where G the rate of production of k is defined by
form along the entire wing/flat-plate junction are
presented here. The numerical solutions were used a u -li Oui 2
to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the three G =Vt 3 3 (7)
configurations. Particular emphasis is placed on the iJ1

discussion of effectiveness of convex fillet forms on
the stability of the horseshoe vortex, and (Cv., C1 , C2 , crk, cry)are constants whose

values are (0.09, 1.44, 1.90, 1.0, 1.3).
2. NUMERICAL METHOD It is convenient to rewrite the equation of

continuity and the transport equations(l),(2),(5),(6)
2.1 Governing Equations for momentum(U,V,W) and turbulence quantities(k,

s) in the following general form:
We consider the. governing equations in

Cartesian coordinates (xl',t) = (x'yz't) for unsteady, -e aio =---- k 0 (8)
three-dimensional, incompressible flow. The + ~pUi) Ox OxS) (8)
complete three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged
equations of continuity and momentum of the mean where 4 again represents any one of the convective
flow are transport quantities (U,V,W,k,s). The scalar

diffusivity 14 and source functions S0 for Ui, k and
OPxU' = 0 (1) c are, respectively,

au, 6 -a a auaui 1 L+;t"•-5lU4pu (2) = - 2 0)-• f 4=Ui (9a)
= j - j+Y - pk) + ox, (ý.+

where Ui = (U,VW) and ui = (u,v,w) are,
respectively, the Cartesian components of the mean Fk =t/Ok, Sk = p(G-s) (9b)
and fluctuating velocities, t is time, p is pressure, p 1-s = Pt/a, S - p5(C1G-C 2 0) (9c)
is mass density, and 1± is dynamic viscosity.

If the Reynolds stresses ulu) are related to the 2.2 Body-Fitted Coordinate Systems

corresponding mean rate of strain through an
isotropic eddy viscosity vt, In order to extend the capabilities of the

difference methods to deal with complex
-OUTI 61.1 2 geometries, a curvilinear coordinate transformation

U'u- = vt(-W" + -&--) - k (3) is used to map the complex flow domain in physical
space to a simple ( i.e. rectangular) flow domain in

where k=-( uu + w + ww )/2 is the turbulent computational space. In other words, the Cartesiancoordinate system (xi) = (x,y,z) in the physical
kinetic energy. Here, vt is related to the turbulent domain is replaced by a curvilinear coordinate
kinetic energy k, and its rate of dissipation e, by the system (4/) = (,r,) such that boundaries of the
two-equation k-s model flow domain correspond to surfaces •i = constant.

k2 For the present application to wing-body
vt= CptF •= Pvt (4) junction flow with fillet forms, the body-fittednumerical grids were generated by a system of

elliptic partial differential (Possion) equations of the
and k and s are obtained from the transport form of
equations

V2 i = fi (i=1,2,3) (10)
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Here, V2 is the Laplcian operator in Cartesian Using the expression (13) for the covariant
coordinates xi. The nonhomogeneous source divergence, we obtain immediately:
functions fi may be assigned appropriate values to
yield desirable grid distributions. In practical 1 a-,i = si r-

applications, the inverse transformation of g - = g (16)

equation(10), is used to obtain the coordinate
transformation relations xi = xi(ýi), i.e., i.e. exactly the same form as equation(14), with the

effective total flux given in contravariant and
V2 xi = 0 (i=1,2,3) (11) normal components by:

where V2  is the Laplacian operator in the = --- ~ (17)
transformed plane.(e). Using the transformation i(17)
relations, the equation(I 1) can be rewritten as,

a&x *5,i Summarizing, the governing equations in
+fJ ý"=0 (12) computational space are:

where gik is the inverse metric tensor[7]. The grid- -i F S (18)

control functions fi were determined by the
specified boundary-node distribution in this paper.

The body-fitted numerical grids generated by = p0 i4) (19)

above method is a general non-orthogonal
coordinate system. In order to simple the calculation where 10i the normal flux components are the scalar
and ensure the accuracy of solution, it is important products of velocity vector U with the area vectors
to ensure that the grid is nearly orthogonal at
boundaries. In present study, a corrective methodl71 Oi =,gji = U.A(i) (20)
is used to generate nearly orthogonal grids.

2.3 Transformation of the Equations and

The price that has to be paid for the simplicity Fij = .--ggijF (21)
of implementing boundary conditions using body-
fitted coordinate systems is the increase in Note that the effective diffusion tensor Fij is a
complexity of the governing equations when the symmetric tensor, by virtue of the fact that giJ is
Cardesian coordinates is transformed to the non- symmetric. Also, it is diagonal if and only if g'J is
orthogonal coordinate system(ti). The vector diagonal, so the effective diffusion tensor is
operation in the transformed plane is orthotropic if and only if the coordinate

transformation is orthogonal, and it is fully
1 a r- • I i (13) anisotropic if and only if the coordinate

V*V - r i'i"i( l) = _79= (13) transformation is strictly non-orthogonal. Due to its
g gimportance in the subsequent discretization process,

where 0 are the normal flux components of V, as we give the tensor multiplier in (21) a special

defined in [71. It is convenient to write equation(8), symbol:

in the steady state, in the equivalent form: i - g
di N~ gii(22)

aPi
= S (14) and we call Gii the geometric diffusion coefficients.

where Ii is called the total(i.e. convective + 2.4 Discretization of Equations

diffusive) flux, and is given by: The discretisation of the advection-diffusion

equation is now straightforward. Integrating (18)
Ii = pUi' - F-i- (15) over a control volume in computational space, weax' obtain, since computational space control volumes

are unit cubes:
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[p sd +I lW+[p, ,w=<,FS (23) (nnann + Sm')ýp - ,annN - S' = <IJIS>p (28)
ain

where nn(nearest neighboring face) = u, d, n, s, e, where 4 are the values of $ at nearest
or w as shown in Figure 1. Using (19), we have: neighboring points, an are the standard matrix

coefficients obtained using hybrid differencing

ti = poi'4 - Fij l (24) normal to control volume faces, and Sm is a mass
nnt

1 1
or au = max(j2CuI, Du) - -Cu

,n1 1 (29)

(1, nn=ud aD = max(2-jCdl, Dd) + -Cd etc.n n.14111 - D nn 8V.)•• 2, nn=n~s (25)
nn 3, nn=e,w sin= Cu-Cd+ Cn- Cs+ Ce- Cw

S' is the extra term arising from the cross-
where Cnn, Dn are the convection and anisotropic derivatives due to the non-orthogonality of the grid:

diffusion coefficients defined by:

C = (p1i)nn = (pUiA(i))nn (26) ' [D12-• + + [D21U s+D23 s

D1 n-F1  (27) _[ 1 + 132ý], (30)

The standard convection and diffusion coefficients In full, we have:
are given by: 21 21 31 31

Cud =C 1 n C 2 12 _12 32 _32u,d C n,s= Cus Ce,w Cew +(ft- 4 s)(D -Dd +De DW)
11 D I 1 D22 D 33 13 13 23 23uoud D e,w-ew d n s

) 12 12 12 12

The Rhife-Chow algorithm[9] is used for the +4  UN(Du +Dn)- •us(Du + SD )
interpolation of velocity components to control +JbU(D13 13- W(D u + 13
volume faces required for the computation of II e II w
convection coefficients. We employ hybrid _DN(D12 12+ Dn)+ DS(12d + 12D,
differences, i.e. central differences when mesh 13 + D 1313 + 13
Peclet number is less than 2 and upwind "-DEUD d e)+ )DW(Dd w
differences when mesh Peclet number is greater 23 23 23 23
than 2, for the values of 4 on control volume faces +ANE(D + D e) Nw(D + D23
appearing in the convection term of equation (25). 23 23 23 23
We employ central differences for the normal and -SE(D s + D e ) + 4)SW(D 2 + D2 (31)
'cross-derivatives' of 4) appearing in the diffusion
term of (25) (See Figure 2). For example, we have: and inserting (31) into (28) gives the requires linear

equations for 4) over a 19-point difference molecule.
(•') 1 However, we employ a deferred correction

u = 4 (4 N - ýs + N - ýUs) approach, whereby the extra terms S' are absorbed
into the source term on the right hand side of

N_ 1equation (28). Thus, linearising the source term in

C u = "z-4 dw + rE - d , etc. the usual fashion:

Explicitly, we obtain, substituting (25) into the <IJIS>= Vc<S> = sý + s4  P
discretisation equation (23):

we obtain the linear equations:
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1P0 3 *-eSmp I0* + I0*"+ IP0*e

ap4p - Zann4)NN s- + S' (32) P * [Pd + [pO2*n + w
n Cu* - Cd* + Cn* - Cs* + Ce* (

where The term in (35) involve the values of the normal
velocity components on mass control volume faces,
and these must be approximated somehow from the

ap =_.ann - Sp, Sp =so Sm velocity components UI* at mass control volume
nn centers. The prescription for doing this is the whole

crux of the Rhie-Chow algorithm.
Therefore, the 19-point molecule is reduced to a 7- The main idea of the SIMPLEC algorithm is
point molecule, and the use of hybrid differencing to find update velocity and pressure fields Ui**, p**
to compute the matrix coefficients of this 7-point obeying the discrete momentum equations and the
molecule guarantees diagonal dominance of the discrete continuity equation:
resulting matrix if the linearisation of the source
term is chosen so that sp < 0. i**

Ui NN.a - + S'Ui - Bi k-al? (36)2.5 Velocity-Pressure Coupling Algorithm p ap N +(

nn
If the pressure is known, equation (32) can be

employed to solve equation (18) for U,VW,kc. In d n + 03 e 0
practice, however, the pressure is not known a [Pd1.*] + [P 0 2 ] [ I 3 ]w (37)
priori and must be determined by requiring the
velocity field to satisfy the equation of continuity a i
(1). Here, we derive the pressure-correction We use the term : 11U to minus the bath hand of

equation obtained by applying the SIMPLEC (36)and(37): n

algoriflun [81 to the momentum equations (32) for
Cartesian velocity components on the non-staggered
grid. (I-Z =-- Van(UlN-U'p) + 2, (38)

Let Ui*, P* denote the most recently updated I: ap)i=z ap +ui

velocity and pressure fields after the linearised nn nn
momentum equations have been solved. From the
equations (32), we may write the momentum i*Ui**
equations in the form: (lX )Uip=Z a - +S'ui_.-B (39)

nn nn
.. annUIt NNkOP *

U'= a + S'ui- (33) Assuming:

nn p, = p** _. , ui, = ui** ui*

where S'ui are the remaining source terms after the and
pressure gradient source terms have been removed (
i.e. the non-pressure gradient and the non-
orthogonality source terms ) divided by the matrix " = ann(LU =0

diagonal ap, and Bk is the matrix multiplier of the I ap

computational space pressure gradients: we obtain the following formulae for the velocity-

k and pressure-corrections by (39) - (38):
k iAB. a(34) .* _ kp Ui* - B'.i (40)

Now a solution Ui* of(33) does not in general
satisfy the continuity equation; it has a residual where
mass source:
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Bk reforming coefficients using the most recently
k B( calculated values of the variables.

= 1 - a (41) In present paper, the U, V, W equations are

mi'P solved by the SEP algorithm with 5 internal
iterations; the P pressure equation is solved by the

Thus we obtain update velocity and pressure fields PCG algorithm with 30 internal iterations; the k, s

satisfying exact mass continuity and approximately equations are solved by the ADI (Alternating-

satisfying the discrete momentum equations. Direction-Implicit) algorithm with 4 internal

It follows that the corrected values of the normal iterations. different iteration methods. The mass

source residual, the error in continuity, is chosen as
velocity flux components 0i = A.uJ are given by: stopping criteria for the outer iteration.

J
3. CFD VISUALIZATION

0i**= 0i - C(42)
One of the great problems with three-

where dimensional flow calculations is that of interpreting
the sheer amount of outputs of the numerical
method. Thus an integrated CFD visualization

••AkA;I' t system VISPLOT [101 is developed to process and

ci= AkJ (43) analysis the numerical results of this paper. Thek ap ap VISPLOT has a friend user-interface which
converts the results into a database and allows the

The pressiture-c(42 torhectone tionuisy otaione user to dialogue with computer and database. Three
by substituting (42) into the continuity equation forms of data processing are carried out: on one-
(37). We obtain: dimensional grid lines, two-dimensional grid

planes, or full three-dimensional graphics. The
bpP'p = ZbnnP'NN + S' - mrp, bp = Xbnn (44) facilities of VISPLOT include:

nn nn a) Color contours of scalar quantities in grid
where slices and planes.

b) Profiles of the variables on arbitrary lines
bUD = (pCI)ud through the computational domain.

c) Velocity vector plots.
S= (pC 22),s d) Particle tracks.

e) Full exploitation of color to bring out the
bEw = (pC 33)ew (45) features of the flow, for example, to overlay

velocity vector plots with contours of the
and S' are the additional terms due to non- pressure.
orthogonality. It can be obtained by (30) for P = P f) 3D plot of grid distribution, geometry of
and problems, or velocity fields etc..

1 (cJ) 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
D 1 = tptG( ain (46)

We have selected the same configuration used

2.6 Solution Procedure in our experiments[61. The wing is 25.9 cm chord
length, consisting of a 3:2 semielliptic leading edge
and a NACA 0020 aft section. The baselineThe system of algebraic equations is formed by configuration consists of the wing mounted on the

the assembly of the convection-diffusion and
velocity-pressure correction equations (28) and (44). flat-plate(See Fig. 3(a)). The triangle fillet form is a

This approach ignores the non-linearity of the triangle form of side length b.1C along entire

underlying differential equations. Therefore wing/flat-plate junction(See Fig. 3(b)). The Convex
arc fillet form is a circular arc form of radius 0.1IC

iteration is used at two levels; an inner iteration to aletire in/at-plat auctione fig. 3(C

solve for the spatial coupling for each variable and along entire wing/flat-plate junction(See Fig. 3(c)).

an outer iteration to solve for the coupling betweenAll
variables. Thus each variables is taken in sequence, computations of turbulent junction flows with and

regarding all other variables as fixed. By always without fillet forms were made on the 50x30x30
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domain consisted of-,a semicircular cylinder of An improved numerical method for the
radius R/C = 1.5 attached to a rectangular region 0 solution of the complete three-dimensional
< X/C < 2.5, 0 < Y/C < 1.5, 0 < Z/C < 1.5. The first incompressible, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
spacing normal to the flat-plate and wing is on the equation based on finite-volume scheme in a non-
order of 0.001C. The mass source residual less than staggered grid has been applied to evaluate the
10-4 was chosen to judge whether convergence has effect of fillet forms on wing-body junction flow.
been achieved. In generally the solution became Three configurations including a baseline, a
convergence at about 180 cycle outer iterations triangle fillet form, and a convex arc fillet form
using about 8 CPU hours on a PC-486/50. were considered. The computed pressures on the

As mentioned earlier, the main objective of entire flat-plate are first used to discuss the
using a fillet form is to weaken the horseshoe vortex effectiveness of the fillet forms in terms of the
generated. A simple method can be used to judge ability of each to reduce the strength of the
these fillet forms with minimum ambiguity on horseshoe vortex. The velocity vector fileds in the
whether the vortex generated in one form is symmetry plane ahead leading edge of thewing are
stronger or weaker than the vortex generated by used to analysis the ability of each to improve the
another form. It is by comparing the sharpness of stability of the horseshoe vortex. It has been
the kinks in the C~p profiles near the leading edge. demonstrated that the numerical approach is a
Sharper kinks in the Cp profiles imply that a valuable tool for evaluation of the effectiveness of
stronger vortex has been generated. Applying this the fillet forms and the design of vortex flow control
criterion to the Cp profiles of the baseline, the devices. It is the main purpose of this paper.
triangle fillet form and the convex arc fillet form
shown in Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c), it can be seen REFERENCES
that the strong kinks exist in the Cp profile of the
baseline. But the kinks also exist in the Cp profiles 1. Sung, C.H., Michael, J.G., and Roderick,
of the fillet forms. This implies that the strength of M.C., "Numerical Evaluation of Vortex Flow
vortex generated will not be effectively reduced by Control Devices," AIAA paper 91-1825, AIAA
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Verification of the Viscous Flow-Field Simulation for
Practical Hull Forms by a Finite-Volume Method

M. Zhu, 0. Yoshida, and H. Miyata (University of Tokyo, Japan)
K. Aoki (Isuzu Motors Ltd., Japan)

ABSTRACT ordinary turbulent boundary layer, the eddy viscosity

is too large to properly model the Reynolds stress

A hybrid turbulence model based on the distributions about the ship stern, which is
sub-grid scale (SGS) turbulence model combined inconsistent to the observed flow structure there.
with the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is The measured turbulent shear stresses are found to
introduced into the Navier-Stokes simulation of the become smaller in magnitude gradually towards the
viscous flow about the ship model with practical stern and to fluctuate inside the boundary layer in
hull configuration. The aim is to develop a contrast with the classical boundary layer theory [2]
numerical method able to cope with the low- [3] [4] [5]. Some of the flows exhibit quite
Reynolds-stress flow structure near the ship stem. complicated features, indicating the failure of
The agreement between the computed results and the explanation by the ordinary turbulence structure
measurement indicate the feasibility of this approach theory [6]. This is a problem in the flow structure
to clarify some of the important features of ship model which may not able to be overcome by the
stern flow. The stern flow structures of three- refinement of the numerical solver [7] [8].
dimensional flow separation, the generation of the
longitudinal vortex, and the resulting distorted wake It is encouraging to note that turbulence
pattern are studied and discussed. modeling can be improved by CFD (Computational

Fluid Dynamics) research combined with the
INTRODUCTION experimental research for the investigation of

turbulence structure about the ship stern. However,
The accurate prediction of viscous ship stern this approach has not been fully utilized. There is a

flow is important in the evaluation of the ship limited number of research based on CFD databases
powering performance. One of the most difficult in the area of ship hydrodynamics. This is the
requirements is to predict the distorted wake pattern uncertainty of the measurement due to the
in the propeller disk for full ship form. This wake complexity of the ship stern flow, and. then it is
pattern is the result of evolution of the longitudinal quite difficult to make a reasonable model for the
vortex which is generated by the flow separation, in numerical simulation. Therefore it is quite difficult
the thick turbulent boundary layer about the ship to validate the numerical results.
stern. Due to its complex nature, it is not surprising
that this wake pattern can not be predicted well in the The purpose of this paper is to clarify the
numerical calculations based on the Reynolds- flow structure which makes the ship stem flow so
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). The complicated to experimentally measure and so
three-dimensional flow separation and the evolution difficult to predict in numerical calculations. It is
of the longitudinal vortex are presently not modeled supposed that it is due to the three-dimensional flow
very well as shown in the proceedings of the Second separation and the evolution of the induced
SSPA-CTH-IIHR Workshop [1]. In the most longitudinal vortex. It is contrary to the viscous
successful RANS simulation, the turbulence model flow about a fine ship almost exhibiting minimum
is the k-s two equation model with the wall function or no flow separation which can be predicted quite
or Baldwin-Lomax zero equation model. However, accurately, such as the hull form of Series 60 model
since both models are substantially tuned for the (CB= 0.6) [7]. However, very few RANS
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simulations have successfully predicted flow 2.The evolution of the induced longitudinal
separation for full ship form. vortex and its interaction with the turbulent

boundary layer;
The flow separation phenomenon has been 3.The vortex structure near the propeller plane

investigated in the experiment for simple flow and the resultant distorted wake pattern inside
geometry. Simpson [9] described the flow structure the propeller disk; and
in a turbulent separating boundary layer. He showed 4.The difference of flow structure due to the
the large scale vortical motions induced by the flow change of stem hull configuration.
separation do not significantly contribute to the
turbulent shear stresses but distort the mean flow and The above four points may serve as the
produce the low-frequency pressure fluctuation. He checking point to verify the degree of resolution and
concluded that this flow behavior makes this type of the appropriateness of the numerical method. The
flow difficult to calculate accurately. Since the flow separation phenomenon is firstly and mostly
influence of thick turbulent boundary layer over the necessary to be accurately simulated. However,
ship hull near the stern is strong, the frequency of unfortunately, very few measurements of the
the field fluctuations (mainly the pressure turbulence on a ship model stern are available for
fluctuations on the body surface) may not be as low this validation. In this study, we will consider the
as described by Simpson. It is really possible that macroscopic feature of the flow phenomenon about
the flow structure is changed by the flow separation the ship stern and show some detailed turbulent
over the hull as the bifurcation of flow geometry by structure by use of the eddy viscosity distribution of
shifting the frequency of the flow motions of most the tuned turbulence model in connection with the
significant energy to the smaller frequency region in change of flow structures.
the Fourier space.

In the present study, the adopted numerical
This frequency shift is very important to method is an advanced version of a finite-volume

clarify the phenomenon because it opens the solution method developed for the ship viscous flow
possibility how we can capture the stern flow called WISDAM-V by Zhu, Miyata and Kajitani [12]
separation phenomenon in the numerical simulation and Miyata, Zhu and Watanabe [13]. The calculated
with the present computer capacity. If the boundary results [12] [13] demonstrated the suitability of using
layer flow was not so dominant, the field the sub-grid scale turbulence model to cope with
fluctuations from flow separation would not be in some important features of ship stern flow in their
the high-frequency region as shown numerically by LES-like numerical simulations. In this paper, a
Zhu et al. [10] for a car-like body. This point should combined turbulence model based on the Baldwin-
be clarified for the ship stern flow. Lomax turbulence model and the sub-grid scale

turbulence model is tuned in order to carry out
For the full ship stern, the low-intensity simulations for the purpose of ship design.

Reynolds shear stress and the distorted wake pattern
are both present. Moreover, the low-intensity This paper presents four topics. The
Reynolds shear stress can be found not only in the advanced version of WISDAM-V method for viscous
flow separation phenomenon but also in the thick flow about the ship hull is first introduced.
boundary layer almost without flow separation in the Secondly, the influence of the boundary condition for
case of a modified spheroid of revolution as shown the sub-grid scale turbulence model is verified for the
by Patel et al. [11]. Therefore, the low-intensity case of the viscous flow past a modified spheroid
turbulent shear stress may be related to the flow [11]. Thirdly, we tune a hybrid turbulence model
structure which is mostly responsible for the flow based on the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and
separation phenomenon. This correlation gives us the sub-grid scale turbulence model in the application
the guidance to tune turbulence model in the present to the viscous flow about actual ship models.
study. Fourthly, with the aid of computer graphics (CG)

technique, we study and discuss the structure of the
Therefore, the validation of CFD requests three-dimensional flow separation from the hull

the calculation to be capable of capturing the surface due to the ship stern configuration and the
following important features of the ship stern flow. generation of the longitudinal vortex, and the

resultant distortional wake pattern in the case of an
1.The three-dimensional flow separation from actual ship hull with different stern hull

the hull surface; configurations (SR 196 series tanker model).

WISDAM-V FINITE-VOLUME METHOD
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Numerical formulation
Separating the pressure term from the

The WISDAM-V finite-volume solution others, Eq.(3) becomes,
method is similar to the previous study [12] [131 in
some aspects. However some modifications are =u -gradp +f
made. As shown in Fig. 1, the pressure is defined at dt (6)
the center of the cell and the velocity components are
defined at the center of respective cell surface. and
Therefore the staggered arrangement is shifted half
diagonally in comparison with the previous studies f = div _, (7)
[12]. The Cartesian coordinates are chosen as the
basic coordinate system in the physical region, and Then the stresses in Eq.(7) are
the governing equations are formulated in an
approach so-called "partial transformation". The
respective area vector is defined as follows as shown T - uu + I def u
in Fig. 1, for example, R (8)

S rBy use of the area vector of Eq.(1) and the
S = Sabcd= rac X rb(1) Jacobian of Eq.(2), Eqs. (6) and (7) have their vector

forms as follows.
and the volume of the cell is calculated from the
surface area and the diagonal length of the cell. r3ui-_1 9 ( Sj Pik) +

odt (9)
j = 1 S.ad + Sa'bb' + Sbbc', ) • rbd (2

3 (2 )a nand~

The Jacobian J and the area vector Sm defined in this d
way satisfy the geometry conservation law, i.e., the f -7 (S/ )
sum of the cell volumes equals the total volume of J d' , (10)
the flow region [14].

where the stress tensor of Eq.(8) becomes,For the incompressible viscous flow, the
Navier-Stokes equation can be written into the i= _ uill- + I ( 2 e'j)
following conservative form, R , (11)

+u F div T = F and the strain tensor isodt (3)

here, F is the external force, u is the velocity, and 2 = dx' , dX (12)
the stress tensor T is defined as

Therefore, Eqs.(9) to (11) can be rewritten asT = pl+ uu - l def u R= V L follows,
R ; v , (4)

where all of the variable is nondimensionalized by -=_ =-/ ( Sýp pik) + L_ s r ik)
the streamwise velocity V and the ship length L. I - J d'
is the unit tensor, v is the kinematic molecular (13)
viscosity of the fluid, p is the pressure divided by the In order to perform a time dependent
fluid density, R is the Reynolds number and the fluid calculation, explicit time-marching is employed for
deformation is defined as, the convection term and partial implicit time-

marching for the diffusion term. The partial
dUT. implicit finite-difference scheme for the diffusionef u = grad u + (grad u(5) term is used same as the previous studies [12] [13]

and is abbreviated here. The finite-difference schemeTherefore the stress tensor T in Eq.(4) is composed is quite different from the previous studies [12] [13]
of the normal stress of pressure, nonlinear stress, and is described here in detail. A third-order accurate
viscous stress. upwind finite-difference scheme is introduced within
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the non-uniform flux-difference splitting framework
[15] [7]. The inviscid flux can be considered in div(u) = 0, (21)
following form.

F =(S") U J and its vector form is written as
FY= k q-q, (14)

1 d (Si Uk)-_ld j-

where q is the arbitrary velocity component, t' is the k

volume flux (mass flux) in j sweep, and FP is the J . (22)

inviscid flux for q inj sweep. Since q is defined on
the each cell surface, as shown in Fig. 2, the first Solution Procedure
order flux for the upwind scheme is written in the
following form. It is well known that the MAC-type

algorithm is one of the best solution procedure for

1: = I. (UL - U) qi+ L + 1 (U' + U•) q- the time-dependent, incompressible viscous flow at a
2 2 2 2 high Reynolds number. Suppose the flow field is

(15) determined in the (n)-th time step, the velocity of

Following the non-uniform flux-difference splitting (n+l)-th time step can be written in the fractional
method for the third order scheme by Sawada et step manner.
al.[15], Eq.(15) becomes

a - u ~'l= At f , (23a)

= _ (ui - qi ' + L (1j + Iu) qi - u(n+') - a At V(n+l)p(n+l), (23b)
2 2

+ and (16) where V is the Laplacian operator. If the pressure
where qi q q are defined as follows, increase is defined as 5p,

qi qL+01 4i-+ 2_6ip (n<l) = p (n) + 8p. (24)
= q + Sq + " , (17a)

qi +=qi+ L + (1- (1)+) i&/i - Oj + (/i + 12 The artificial compressibility method is introduced

(17b) for the coupling of the pressure increase and the
continuity condition as follows.

where

5qi = qij+-qi-L + V( U(50

2 2, (18) Sw (25)

and By introducing Eq.(23), Eq.(22b) becomes,

= hi__ U +_ _(n±1) =-_ At v(n+I~p(n) + .p) + a

(hi -i + hi + hi +I) (hi -_+ hi), (19a) = - At V(n+l'5p - At•V(n+)p(n) + a

hi (hi-1 + hi) = - At V7(n±1)p + u (26)

-(hi - + hi + hi +i) (hi+ hi i), (19b)

4 h+ hi hi +)i where u is the velocity predictor using the pressure
h+ h) +i+ of (n)-th time step as follows,

- (hi + hi+1 + hi+2)(hi+l+ hi+2), (19C)¢+= hi+1 (hi<i + hi+2) u=-At V(n+l) P() + a. (27)
(hi + hi+l + hi+2)(hi+ hi+l). (19d)

Introducing Eq.(25) into Eq.(26), the following
Here hi is the conjugate length of the coordinate matrix equation for 8 can be obtained.

system and is defined as follows. (1 - SwAt V(n±l)'V~n±1))Sp = - SoJ. V(n±l)-i"

hi= (28)
i. (20) where Swz=At in the present study. Eq.(28) is solved

by means of the approximation factorization method.
The continuity equation for the Therefore, the pressure and the velocity are solved by

incompressible flow is as follows, the simultaneous iterative method by employing
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Eqs.(27), (28) and (24). The pressure is assumed to other hand, for the pure large-eddy simulation, as
be converged at every time step when the pressure discussed by Moin [19], there are several problems
residual satisfies the following criterion at the (m)-th associated with the sub-grid scale model as,
iteration step.

1.The optimal choice of the coefficient in the
(n+l") - p('l < 10-4 (29) expression for the eddy viscosity depends on

the type of flow;
2.The limiting behavior of the SGS model is

Boundary and initial condition not correct near walls or free surface;
3.The model is too dissipative in laminar

No-slip condition is imposed on the hull regions; and
body surface and no wall function is used [12] [13]. 4.The model does not allqw transfer of energy
Since in the present paper, only the viscous problem from small scales to large scale.
is dealt with, the symmetric condition is imposed
on the still water plane boundary. The velocity is It is not so difficult to find that, for the
given uniformly on the inflow boundary, and the viscous ship flow, there are common problems as
zero-normal-gradient condition on the downstream discussed by Moin. Some of inappropriateness of
boundary. The side boundary is set sufficiently far sub-grid scale model for the application to the ship
from the hull so that the velocity is set by the zero- case, such as the coefficients of the model, have beennormal-gradient and the pressure is set at zero. As adjusted in the WISDAM-V method[17]. Withfor the initial condition of the computation, the respect to the grid resolution, their correlations with
water is still and then gradually accelerated to the the artificial dissipation term in the numerical
steady streamwise speed in 0.5 dimensionless time. scheme have also been discussed.

TURBULENCE MODEL Following Smagorinsky et a]. [18] and the

other extensive expression, the eddy viscosity of theShip Flow and SGS Turbulence Model sub-grid scale model is defined as follows.

The sub-grid scale turbulence model was 2(-'
applied to the ship viscous problem by Miyata, Sato v, =Le 2eij = - L' 1) [30]
and Baba [16] for the case of Wigley model at the

4Reynolds number 10 . Zhu, Miyata and Kajitani [12] where e' is the fluid strain defined in Eq.(12) and wo
and Miyata, Zhu and Watanabe [13] introduced a is the vorticity vector. L, is the length scale which
finite-volume method (WISDAM-V) as well as the should be adjusted in the case of interest. Since in
sub-grid scale turbulence model to achieve the the present study the turbulence model is
numerical prediction of turbulent ship flow at a incorporated in a RANS manner, the following
model-test Reynolds number. They employed the expression is used instead of maR in the calculation.
sub-grid scale model in a RANS-like manner rather
than the well known large-eddy simulation (LES). 1 _ + Vs

By use of the sub-grid scale model, the flow RT R [31]
simulated in the region of thin turbulent boundary
layer results a unrealistic velocity profile. On the SGS model for a modified spheroid
other hand, for full ship form such as the HSVA
tanker, the use of the sub-grid scale turbulence model In order to validate the body boundary
[17] [13] leads to a better prediction of the flow condition of turbulence model, the numerical tests
separation and the distorted wake pattern in the for the viscous flow past a modified spheroid is
propeller disk than the other RANS simulations with carried out. The prolate spheroid of six to one
the conventional models [1]. proportion is used. A conical tail piece is used to

preserve the flow over the tail without flow
Therefore, the sub-grid scale model in the separation. The mean flow measurements as well as

expression of the Smagorinsky formula [18] fails in turbulence measurements have been carried out by
the simulation of thin boundary layer but has some Patel et al.[1 1] and are available for the validation of
relevance to the flow structure about the ship stem of the turbulence model [20].
full form. One of the practical possibility is that the
length scale employed in the sub-grid scale model is Following the measurement, the Reynolds
small than the thin boundary layer so as to be number based on the spheroid length and streamwise
relevant to the low-Reynolds-stress structure as velocity is set at 2.75x106 in the calculation. Fig.3
observed in the experiments [2] [3] [4] [5]. On the showed the O-H grid system around the modified
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spheroid. The total grid points is 135,642
(141x26x37). The minimum mesh spacing of the
innermost velocity point from the body surface is =(Cp [36]
5x10- 5, and time increment is set at lxl0-4. The
simulation is carried out until the dimensionless Fig.6 shows the distributions of prismatic curve of
time T reaches 2.5. SR196A (see next section) along the streamwise axis

and its rooted curve as an example. Yoshida tested
We tested two cases for the length scale of this model in detail and recommended c=-0.5 [21].

turbulence model. In the case A, the length scale is
set as follows. CONDITION OF SIMULATION

1m(O.1J, 0.5Ax1, 0.5Ax 2
, 0.5Ax3) A series of full tanker hull named SR196L,= rain (.I305A' . .A'

[32] after the same name of project [23], are employed for

In the case B, the Van Driest wall damping function the verification of the present method. The

is introduced into the length scale. displacement of the full-scale ship is 230,000 ton,
the length is 320 m and the service speed is 14 kt

X 3,2 ) (7.202 m/s). The principal particulars of the
Ls= Dfmin (0.lJ3,0.5A9,0.5Ax,0.5 original full-scale ship and 4 m testing model are

[33] listed in Table 1. The stern configuration is
where designed as mariner type for its employment of low-

D = I- exp(y'A~ 34frequency, large-diameter propeller.

There were 9 types of model hull derived

and y+ is the normal viscous unit from the body from the original hull proposed for testing [23]. In

surface and A+ is set at 26. the present study, three types of hull are adopted.
They have common fore part and common prismatic
curve but different framelines of after part as shown

The comparison of the radial distribution of in Fig.7. The original hull is called SR196A, the
the axial velocity between the two cases of modification with V-shaped stem is SR196B and the
calculation and the experiment is shown in Fig.4. U-shaped is SR196C.
The comparison of the afterbody pressure distribution
along the longitudinal axis is shown in Fig.5. It is The computational conditions are listed in
noted that the numerical results are improved by Table 2. About 65,000 grid points are allotted in
introducing the Van Driest wall damping function. the omp ut d5,0i0 gri is the abotEspecially for the pressure distribution, the the computational domain. Fig.8 is the grid about

Espeialy fr te pessue dstrbutonthe the bulbous bow and stern of SR196A hull.
numerical results of case B showed an excellent
agreement with the experiment. However, the The Reynolds number in the calculation is
velocity distribution needs to be improved near the 10-4

body surface. 106. The time increment is set at 5x10 . The
minimum grid spacing is set at 10-4. This grid

Hybrid turbulence model for ship flow spacing ensures the first grid point is set inside the
sublayer in the ordinary turbulent boundary layer.

For the flow about a full ship hull with
long parallel middle body a hybrid turbulence model The computation spends almost two days

is designed [21]. Assume that the eddy viscosity of for one case on a engineering workstation

SGS model is vs, and that of Bladwin-Lomax model (130MIPS).

[22] is vb,, the hybrid turbulence model is defined in ANALYSIS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
the following way.

The time sequence of simulated viscous
Vb , when xFp< x_< XxMidship resistance coefficients of SR196A is shown in

Vj1 13 vb + (1 - 3) vs , when XMidship -- X! XAP Fig.9. The resistance coefficients are defined as
follows.Vs ,when xAP < X

[35] C = CP + CI (37a)
where P is defined as a function of prismatic
coefficients of the hull in the present study as
follows.
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The comparisons of longitudinal velocity
rh distribution between the calculation and the

(-p 6j nij dS) experiment [23] in the transverse sections S.S.1,
C, till S.S.1/2 and propeller plane are shown in Figs.12a,

2 12b and 12c. Although the Reynolds number of the

p(37b) experiment (4x106) is different from the present
calculation (106), the evolution of the thick boundary
layer as well as the distorted wake pattern are revealed

1 e'J n dS' in the calculation. However, the changes of the
•, wake pattern inside the propeller disk due to the

Cf 2 difference of hull form are not predicted so distinctly
p V2 A by comparison with the experiment.

2 , (37c)

The 3D contour map of iso-longitudinal
where A is the wetted surface area of the hull, C, is vortex around the after part of SR196C hull is
the total viscous resistance coefficient, CP is the shown in Fig.13. It is interesting to note that the
viscous pressure resistance coefficient and Cf is the flow structure may not be described so clearly by the
frictional resistance coefficient. One can find the the drawing of the value of longitudinal vortex

increase of resistance during the acceleration and the component. This is because the flow near the stern

convergence of solution within a few dimensionless always diverge from the keel toward the free surface.

time unit. The friction resistance coefficients are It creates a circulation which has a main component
predicted fairly well for all of the cases. However, in the same direction with the longitudinal axis as

the viscous pressure resistance coefficients are those of bilge vortex or separated vortex.
overpredicted and fluctuate in time. In order to elucidate the vortex structure

The simulated eddy viscosities of several related to the flow separation, in the present paper,

transverse sections along the waterline No.3 are the vorticity is decomposed into the following two

shown compared with the boundary layer theory [24] parts as shown in Fig.14.

in Fig. 10. The eddy viscosity is
nondimensionalized by the wall frictional velocity uu, the helicity or Lamb scalar:

and the momentum thickness 62 of the boundary L,= Co) u (38a)

layer. The distance y from the hull surface is also
nondimensionalized by (52. The lateral velocity the inertial vortex force or Lamb vector:nodmesonlzeLy v=Th atrl eocto xu~ (38b)
profiles at the same position are shown in Fig. 11

fitted to the empirical wall law. It is because that,
along waterline no.3, both the change of the hull where Co is the vorticity vector and u is the velocity
form and the difference between three hulls are also vector. Yamada and Miyata [25] showed that the
most significant as shown in Fig.7. separated vortices are clarified by use of these values.

In a flow separation associated wind noise problem,

Figs.10 and 11, for both the eddy viscosity Zhu et al.[10] showed that the helical vortex can be
and the velocity profile, indicate that the flow employed to distinctly clarify the flow separation

structures along this waterline are still those of a phenomenon.
developing turbulent boundary layer at S.S.2. The
agreements between the calculation and the theory for The 3D contour maps of iso-helicity around
both eddy viscosity and velocity profile are fairly the after part of SR196B, SR196A and SR196C
good. However, at S.S.1, the eddy viscosity hulls (from upper side) are showed in Fig.15. It is
becomes smaller and the velocity profile exhibits its not surprising that the three-dimensional flow
departure from the wall law, indicating that the flow separation phenomenon is described definitely by

changes its structure during the part of hull between using the helical vortex. It is worth to be mentioned
S.S.2 to S.S.1. that there is a strong correlation between the

separated vortex structure and the low-pressure part

The velocity profile at S.S.1 shows a on the hull surface.

skewness during the viscous unit y+=100-400.
SR196C (U-shape) shows the largest change while It may be safe to say that the present
SR196B (V-shape) shows the smallest, indicating numerical method is capable of elucidating some

the correlation of the velocity profile with the hull flow features caused by the difference of hull form.

form. The vortex structures seem to be more three-
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dimensional when the hull form changes from V- Hulls", Proc. Osaka Int. Colloq. Ship Visc.
shape to U-shape. The separated vortex forms a Flow, Osaka, 1985, pp. 19 2 -2 0 8 .
"hook" shape during its interaction with the hull.
This is why the velocity profile at S.S.1 was more [3] Fukuda, K. and Fujii, A., "Turbulence
skewed for SR196C. This "hook" shaped vortex Measurement in Three Dimensional Boundary
structure may be directly responsible for the distorted Layer and Wake around a Ship Model", J. Soc.
wake pattern inside the propeller disk. However, as Naval Architects of Japan, Vol. 150, Dec.
shown in Fig.15, the vortex seems to be dissipated 1981, pp.85-98; "Turbulence Measurement in
when it passes the propeller position so that the Three pp.85 i98; Bou ryu L aye a nd in
simulated wake pattern is not so distorted as shown Three Dimensional Boundary Layer and Wake
in Fig.12. Considering the grid spacing employed around a Ship Model (Second Report), .
in the present work, both the resolution and the Naval Architects of Japan, Vol. 153, June,
turbulence modeling should be further improved by 1983, pp.2 9 -4 1 . (in Japanese)
the collaboration with the experimental investigation
in the near future. [4] L~fdahl, L. and Larrson, L., "Turbulence

Measurements Near the Stern of a Ship
CONCLUSIONS Model", J. Ship Research, Vol.28, No.3,

1984, pp.186-201.
A numerical solution method (WISDAM-V

method) has been developed for the viscous flow [5] Knaack, T., "Laser-Doppler Velocity
about a full ship model with practical hull Measurement on a Double Model of a Ship in
configuration. A hybrid turbulence model is tuned a Wind Tunnel", Inst. Schiffbau, Univ.
and incorporated into the numerical method in order Hamburg, Report 439, 1984; "LDV
to cope with the low-Reynolds stress flow structure Measurement of the Reynolds Stresses in the
near the ship stern. Numerical tests have been Wake of a Ship in a Wind Tunnel", Inst.
carried out for a series of SR196 tanker model. It Schiffbau, Univ. Hamburg, Report 499, 1990.
seems that this method is capable of predicting the (in German)
distorted wake pattern and clarifying the difference of
ship stern configuration. [6] Townsend, A. A., The Structure of Turbulent

Shear Flow, Cambridge University Press, 2ndIn the present study, the possible Ed., 1976.

correlation between the separated vortex structure and

the wake pattern in the propeller plane has been [7] Kodama, Y., "Computation of Ship's
discussed. For the accurate prediction of wake Resistance Using an NS Solver with Global
pattern, it is quite important for the numerical Conservation - Flat Plate and Series 60
simulation to reveal the flow separation as well as (CB=0.6) Hull J. Soc. of Naval Archit. o
the evolution of separated vortex. This work (CB0.6 Hull -"2 JSc. of NavalArchi.
showed the possibility and importance of turbulence . Vol. 172, Dec. 1992, pp. 14 7 -15 6 .
modeling for thick boundary layer. [8] Deng, G. B., Piquet J. and Visonneau M.,

This work is supported by the Project "Viscous Flow Computation Using a Fully
SR222, the Shipbuilding Research Association of Coupled Technique", Proc. of the Second
Japan. The authors are grateful to Mr. H. Osaka Int. Collog. on Visc. Fluid Dyns in
Mitsutake, a master student in the authors' laboratory Ship and Ocean Tech., Osaka, 1991, pp.186-
at the University of Tokyo, for his help of making 202
graphics drawing for the present paper, and to
Professor H. Kajitani for his deep understanding and [9] Simpson, R. L., "Turbulent Boundary-Layer
continuous interest in their research work. Separation", Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 21,

1989, pp.205-234.
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Particulars Model Ship

LPP (m) 4.0000 320.00

B (m) 0.6663 53.30

d (m) 0.2413 19.30

CB 0.8017-0.8027 0.802

F. 0.17 (Experiment) 0.129 (Service Speed)

Re 4.007 x 106 2.305 x 109

Table 1 Principal particulars of SR 196 hull models

Condition SR196 A, B, C

grid points (total amount) 91 x 23 x 31 ( 64,883

computational domain length 2.5

computational domain width 1.0

computational domain depth 1.0

minimum grid spacing 1.0 x 104

time increment 5.0 x 104

time steps for acceleration 1000

time of simulation 2.5 - 3.0

Reynolds number 106

turbulence model hybrid model

Table 2 Condition of simulation

Fig. 3 Grid system about the modified spheroid
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Fig. 13 Three-dimensional iso-longitudinal vortex contour about the afterbody hull of SR196C
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Fig. 14 Decomposition of vorticity component
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Fig. 15 Three-dimensional iso-helicity contour about the afterbody hull
From the upper: SR196 B (V type hull )
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SR196 C ( U type hull )
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Hydrodynamical Design of Super-Slender-Twin-Hull
Ferries by CFD Techniques

H. Miyata, T. Ohmori (University of Tokyo, Japan)
E.M. Kamal (Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co. Ltd., Japan)

Abstract interface is not yet at the satisfactory level. The grid
system must be more conveniently generated with the

smallest degree of topological singularity. However,
the research works made in the last decade show that

Two CFD techniques are applied in the the accuracy is on quite a satisfactory level, for the
course of developing a new-type fast ferries named free-surface waves without involving wave breaking,
Super-Slender-Twin-Hull. Since this ship is o and that the turbulent motions of relatively larger scale
displacement type and the design Froude number is including the secondary or longitudinal vortices are

from 0.4 to 0.8, minimization of wave resistance is of reslvdiby the fe-volum gimulin teces in
majo imortace.Afte pusuin th optmal resolved by the finite-volume simulation techniques in

major importance. After pursuing the optimal the curvilinear, boundary-fitted coordinate system.
particulars, the TUMMAC-IV method for ship waves thcuvlnabndr-iedoriaesyem
isempa larstohave the TUMMA -IVmetdform smip waves Although we are not sufficiently sure to what extent
is employed to have the hull-form of minimum wave the degree of resolution ability should be raised for
resistance. By imposing appropriate boundary respective problems, some examples of applicational

conditions on the centerline and the bottom the wave appch seem top e u s om reslts. Th
systms f a ataara in othdee andshalow approach seem to provide us promising results. The

systems of a catamaran in both deep and shallow turbulent flow simulations are also going to be on the
waters are simulated. For the design of the after body applicational stage.

the WISDAM-V method, which employs boundary- The.

fitted coordinate system and finite-volume The TUMMAC-IV code and WISDAM-V
discretization, is used. The difference of the buttock code with modification are used in the course of the

flow due to shortening the length of the after body, the Slender-Twin-Hull " ( SSTH ) . The SSTH is

e f f e c t o f w a v e s o n t h e v i s c o u s fl o w , t h e e f f e c t o f t h e c o m p o e d o f t w o e x r e m e l s l e n e r d eT h u l l s T w h i s

asymmetric hull geometry on the wake are studied. composed of two extremely slender demihulls, which

The oblique tow simulation is performed with this provide sufficiently small degree of wave resistance
methd obygivique pow u operfinflowboundarymednith is. and relatively lower magnitude of motion transfer
method by giving proper inflow boundary conditions. functions due to the long ship length, double-stair-bow
It is demonstrated that the present method can predict ( DSB ) and properly designed hull-form. The
lateral force and yaw moment quite correctly. development was commenced in 1987 by IHI with the

collaboration of the authors' laboratory, and a trials
1. Introduction ship was constructed in 1991 and served for the

experiments at sea. The principal particulars and the
overall configuration are shown in Figs. 1, 3 and in

Computational Fluid Dynamics ( CFD ) Table 1. The development and the full-scaleComptatona Flid ynaics( CD )is experiments are reported in Ref. [ 1] [ 2].

now on the new stage of putting the stress on the Becaue theoSSTH is a dIspaemn-tp

application to scientific and engineering purposes in a ship, the optimization of the hull configuration, from

variety of fields. We still have important problems of all of the fluid-dynamical aspects, is of essential

CFD technique to which continuous efforts should be importhe Autremical aspect of essin

exerted for improvement. The turbulence models now importance. A tremendous amount of water basin

available are not suitable for separating flow and the experiments were performed at the experimental tanks

resolution of the turbulent flow at high Reynolds potential theories were used for the determination of

number is insufficient. Treatments of moving the preliminary prismatic curve and for the estimation

interface is not yet at the satisfactory level. The grid of motions in waves. The CFD techniques were used

system must be more conveniently generated with the for the improvement of the details of the hull-forms.
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Since the hull-form was of the extremely slender type, In order to assure whether this method can be
the classical linear theories were also very useful. The used in the practical design procedure, the accuracy in
hybrid use of physical experiments, computational the relative magnitude of wave energy and integrated
simulations and linear analyses seemed to be most pressure distribution on hull surfaces is most
effective for the development of a new ship system important. Better full-form of smaller wave
with completely new configuration. resistance can be obtained by such degree of accuracy.

In this paper, the TUMMAC-IV code for ship We can recall a large number of theoretical works
waves is used for the design of the fore-body which conjecture the accurate estimation of the
configuration of minimum wave resistance. absolute value of wave resistance for a simple hull-
Demihulls with both symmetric and asymmetric form. This does not always guarantee the ability of
waterlines are served for numerical simulation and not practical application as the history of wave making
only the optimal prismatic curve but also the optimal resistance suggests. It is well known that the wave
degree of asymmetry are derived by modifying the resistance is sensitively changed due to a delicate
original code so that it may cope with catamarans. difference of lines rather than many other forces. The
The waves in shallow water are also studied. The usefulness of wave making simulation is verified only
WISDAM-V code, which is a finite-volume when this sensitive change of wave formation is
simulation method for the viscous flow about a ship, is realized in the simulation. The practical use of the
used for the detailed understanding of the viscous flow TUMMAC-IV method which started in 1985 is based
fields, such as the viscous interaction with waves. It is on thorough examination from this standpoint. One of
also used for the estimation of the side-force and yaw- the typical examples is described in Ref. [7].
moment on the oblique tow condition. Although the satisfactory accuracy is not achieved, the

PART-I FORE-BODY DESIGN systematical variation of the FSSW formation is also
BY WAVE MAKING SIMULATION exemplified in Ref. [8].

2. FSSW and TUMMAC-IV Method 3. Monohull Design

The nonlinear characteristics of bow waves 3. 1 Optimization procedure
were experimentally clarified and the newly
recognized waves were called free-surface shock The optimum hull-form of catamaran is
waves ( FSSW ) due to the analogical features with based on the optimum hull-form of monohull.
the supersonic shock waves. [3] [4] . They indicated Therefore, the development of hull-form was started
that linear theories cannot cope with this nonlinear with the optimization of monohull. The length-beam
wave making. Linear theories including the double- ratio of conventional ships, including warships, had
model linear theory called modified Rankine source been less than 12, with which the value of wave
method are based on the assumption that the order of resistance coefficient on the last hump is extremely
magnitude of perturbation velocities is sufficiently large and the required horsepower exceeds economical
lower than that of the advance speed. However, limit. This is avoided very easily by increasing the
perturbation velocity is usually of the same order of length-beam ratio.
magnitude in the vicinity of a bow where the most The design point of minimum resistance is
significant waves are generated. This situation is determined by compromising the decreasing wave
exaggerated in the case of a ship with a blunt bow for resistance and the increasing frictional resistance due
which the region of high perturbation velocities to the elongation of the monohull at the constant
occupies a large area. The effect of a bow bulb is volume for buoyancy.
most obvious on the FSSW formation as seen in Fig. When the first approximation of the optimal
3. Furthermore, the steep wave slope and particulars of monohull is derived. The slender body
discontinuous velocity field of FSSW do not permit us theory is employed for the improvement of the
to employ any kind of linear theory. prismatic curve of the monohull. For this slender hull,

The TUMMAC-IV method [5] [6] was at high Froude numbers, the nonlinearity of the waves
initially developed in 1979 when the important part of is not very dominant. Therefore, this second stage is
the characteristics of FSSW were elucidated. It is a very economically performed.
finite-difference solution method for the Navier- In the third stage, the lines ( especially near
Stokes or Euler equation. It is solved in the time the bow ) is improved by the numerical simulation of
marching procedure in the rectangular coordinate the waves on the fore-part of the hull. The hull-form
system. The free-surface condition is fulfilled on the is systematically modified and the modified offsets are
exact location of the free-surface and ingenious put into the computation. Since the rectangular
techniques are devised so that the free-slip body coordinate system is employed in the TUMMAC-IV
boundary condition is implemented with sufficient method, the grid generation ( cell division ) is
degree of accuracy in the body boundary cells of automatically made and the grid spacing is absolutely
which shape varies depending on the curvature of the common to all modifications.
hull-form. The degree of agreement in bow waves is
excellent as shown in Fig. 4. 490



3. 2 Towing test results 4. 3 Computation and results

The optimal monohull configuration is not About 40,000 grid points were allocated in
derived only from the viewpoint of resistance. The each part of the computational domain and the grid
motion properties must be carefully studied since the spacing is variable in the vertical direction, which is
slamming phenomenon can take place at relatively especially important for SSTH, because the wave
low angle of pitching for the long, shallow-drafted height is very small in comparison with the ship
ship. Therefore, in the above-mentioned procedure of length. The flow is accelerated from the still
monohull optimization, motion tests are successively condition to the steadily advancing condition by 400
made at the towing tank. time steps and the steady state of the waves was

After preliminary optimization of the researched at the 700-th time step.
prismatic curve, the frame-lines and the profile of the The results of a series simulation are
monohull in the above-mentioned procedure , the summarized in the wave contour maps in Figs. 8 and 9
optimal length-beam ratio is experimentally for the outer and inner part, respectively. The wave
determined. The results of towing test with three ship hight is normalized with respect to the head of the
models with various length-beam ratio are shown in uniform stream. Keeping the symmetric configuration
Fig. 5. By the dimensions of M-L3, the total the demihull 's prismatic curve is modified from M-P1
resistance reached almost minimal level for a to M-P2, which unexpectedly resulted in higher waves
monohull. outside and lower wave depression near the midship

although the maximum wave height on the centerline

4. Catamaran Design of the catamaran is slightly reduced.
The demihull configuration is further

4. 1 Optimization procedure modified and a bow-bulb like configuration is given to

Design is made of a SSTH catamaran of M-P3 and M-P4. With the same prismatic curve,

which displacement is greater than 500ton and the these two models have different degree of asymmetry

service speed is 40kt. about the centerline of a demihull. When the beam-

When the distance between the two length of the inner hull is set at 66.67 percent of the

demihulls are sufficiently large, the combination of outer hull, the displacement volume of the inner hull is

two optimal demihulls makes the optimal catamaran, 40 percent of the total displacement volume. In this

because the interaction of two demihulls can be way 40 percent of the displacement is alloted on the

ignored. However, since the length-beam ratio of inner part of M-P3 and 45 percent on that of M-P4.

SSTH configuration is around 5, the flow between two As shown in Fig. 9, the maximum wave height on the
deSihulls is remarkably influenced by the interaction centerline of the catamaran is about 30 percent
of the waves from two demihulls. Therefore, the reduced by the 40 to 60 percent distribution of M-P3.
optimization of each demihull must be made by However, the waves outside are significantly

optiizaionof achdemiullmus bemad by accentuated and the integrated wave energy of M-P3

considering the wave interactions on the second stage. isemuarer anI th i proessethe optimal

The optimal configuration may not be a symmetric is much larger than M-P4. In this process, the optimal

one, since the wave resistance is usually increased by catamaran configuration is derived and its quantitative

the amplification of waves due to the interaction of the properties of resistance coefficient are obtained

two wave systems from two demihulls. through towing tests.

The optimal monohull configuration 5. Wave Making in Shallow Water
obtained in the procedure described in the previous
section is used as a component of a catamaran and its
configuration is improved by the simulation of the 5. 1 Bottom condition
TUMMAC-IV method which is modified so that it For the TUMMAC-IV method the flow
may cope with the catamaran case. simulation in a restricted water region can be very

4. 2 Modification of TUMMAC-IV conveniently performed as is anticipated in the
treatment of centerline condition of a catamaran. By

The computational domain for wave simply imposing zero vertical velocity on the point

simulation is schematically shown in Fig. 6. Only the where the vertical velocity is defined in the staggered

fore part is considered and the region of computation grid system as shown in Fig. 11 the free-slip bottom

is devided into inner and outer parts. The flows of boundary condition is implemented. The pressure on

both parts are separately computed, which means that the lowest pressure point below the bottom by half of

the flow is assumed not to go across the centerline of the vertical spacing is extrapolated from the pressure

each demihull. above, through the relation of the Navier-Stokes

For the flow simulation in the inner region, equation in the vertical direction.

the centerline condition is imposed on the side 5. 2 Simulation results
boundary as shown in Fig. 7. This is very easily
implemented simply by giving zero normal velocity The condition of the computation is shown in
on this surface instead of the zero-normal-gradient Fig. 10 and only the fore-part of a catamaran M-P4 is
condition. 491 served for the computation. The other conditions of



computation are the same with the cases described in 7. Effect of Asymmetric Hull on Viscous Flow
the previous section.

The obtained wave contour maps are shown 7. 1 Condition of computation
in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the bow waves are
reduced on both sides of a demihull and that the free- Since a hull-form of asymmetric
surface is remarkably suppressed in between the two configuration turned out to be useful from the
demihulls. The wave field is quite different from the resistance point of view, the viscous flow field about
case in deep water. the asymmetric after-body must be studied for the

proper design of the hull and propeller ( SSTH is
propelled either propeller or water-jet installed on

PART-II AFTBODY DESIGN both of the demihulls. )
BY VISCOUS FLOW SIMULATION The so-called O-H type grid system is

employed for a demihull and both starboard and port
6. WISDAM-V Method side flow-fields are considered so that it may cope

with the asymmetrical hull as well as the oblique tow
For the viscous flow, simulation for a ship condition. The catamaran configuration is not taken

with smooth surface of gentle curvature a boundary- into account because the interaction of viscous flow
fitted curvilinear coordinate system must be between two demihulls is supposed to be negligibly
employed. Since the viscous flow is intrinsically small. The transverse view of the grid system is
unsteady, the time-marching solution procedure, shown in Fig. 13. The length of a ship is devided
preferably explicit time-accurate one, is most suitable. into 80 grid poinds and the smallest spacing on the
Due to the limited number of grid points, the hull surface in the direction normal to the hull is less
longitudinal or girthwise spacing may be 1000 times than y+ = 5, where Y+ is the viscous unit. The total

larger than the grid spacing normal to the hull surface. number of grid points is around 105 in all cases in this
In such a grid system, the conservation laws of mass paper. Since a stern configuration of transom type is
and momentum are difficult to fulfill in the finite- paper. Since a surto of ts type isdifference scheme. Therefore, the finite-volume employed for SSTH, a dummy hull is attachaed in
differencscheme .if el nThere simulathfionitecques order to avoid topological singularity at the after end.
scheme is often employed in the simulation techniques The computation is started from the still
for flows about bodies of complex geometry o condition and the flow is accelerated to the condition

Since the two-equation turbulenceof 4kt by 2000 time steps with the time increment of
not suitable for the separated flow, and many
experiences indicate insufficient evolution of the flow 2 X 10-', where time is made dimensionless with

with intense vorticity, the subgrid-scale ( SGS ) respect to the ship length and the steady advance

turbulence model is employed in the WISDAM-V speed of a ship. Almost steady viscous flow field is

method. Because an outer flow about a body of attained when the dimensionless time T exceeds 2.0.

complex geometry is treated here and then the The drawings of the flow-field in this paper are all for

periodic condition cannot be imposed at the inflow the steady state.
and outflow boundaries, the SGS turbulence model is The WISDAM-V method has an advanced

used in a very averaged manner. However, the long version which can simulate the free-surface flow with

experience with this turbulence model both in the the free-surface-fitted moving grid system. The grid

TUMMAC and WISDAM methods suggests that the generation is performed in each time step and the free-

complicated 3D structure of vortices in the thick surface conditions are implemented on the exact

boundary layer and separated flow is more location of the free-surface. The viscous free-surface

realistically resolved with this model than others. In condition is introduced in a very approximate manner,

order to meet the use of the SGS turbulence model, no i. e. , the normal stress is ignored assuming the small

wall-function is imposed on the body surface. curvature of the free-surface and the tangential stress

Therefore, the damping function and the length-scale is set to be vanished on the free-surface by giving

of the turbulence model must be carefully tuned zero-normal-gradient of horizontal velocity in the thin

depending on the Reynolds number and the grid free-surface layer of which thickness is around

spacing. All the computations by the WISDAM-V 5 x 10 -4. Therefore, the grid system is also attracted
method in this paper are performed at the Reynolds to the free-surface.
number 1 x 10 6, which is of the same order with the
experiments with a small ship model. 7. 2 Computation and results

The WISDAM-V method is developed with
the above-mentioned considerations. The detailed The results of viscous flow simulation for the
description of the method and numerical tests are demihull M-P4 with asymmetric configuration are

already reported in Ref. [7] [8] [9] and they are not shown in Figs. 14 to 16. It is noted that the difference

repeated in this paper. of the pressure distribution between two sides of the
hull is rather small and the asymmetrical distribution
of wake and vorticity does not seem to be influential
to the propeller design. It is obviously shown that one

492 pair of longitudinal vortex is present at the stem. This



is much simpler and weaker than the case of a tanker, often deteriorate this property. In this section, an
for which the magnitude of vorticity is 10 times larger oblique tow test is achieved in the numerical
and more than two pairs of longitudinal vortices are simulation as a first step to the directional stability
generated [8]. simulation. Only a demihull is used for the

computation current.
7. 3 Simulation with free-surface The oblique flow condition is implemented

by giving Ucos 13 and Usin 13 for the streamwise and
The simulation by another WISDAM-V lateral velocity components at the inflow boundary,

version with free-surface is performed on the model where f3 is the oblique tow angle. In the stage of flow
M-P4 slightly modified by cutting off the stern end. acceleration to the steady advance speed, the lateral

The results are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The velocity component in the x 2 direction is also
waves are very gentle due to the extreme slenderness accelerated in a way similar to that in the x 1 direction.
of the hull. However, the comparison between Fig. 18 The computational domain is stretched laterally so that
and Fig. 16 very clearly indicates that the vorticity a complete oblique tow condition is implemented.
field is remarkably influenced by the presence of free-
surface . The vortical motions around the bow look the angle of obliqu ow ise at eand the double-model flow version of the WISDAM-V
intensified and another pair of longitudinal vortices method is used. The time increment is set at
appear near the keel owing to the action of the free-
surface waves. 2.0 x 10-4 and the computation is continued to the

dimensionless time T = 2.7.

8. Comparison of Buttock Flow 9. 2 Simulation results

8. 1 Condition of computation The time-history variations of resistance,

In case a propeller is installed at the stern, its lateral force and yawing moment are shown in Fig. 23,
diameter is of the same magnitude with the draft due to in which almost steady state is attained after T = 2.0.
the high horsepower for the high service speed. These forces and moment are normalized with respect

Therefore, the stern configuration is inevitably of the to the velocity head II2PU 2 and 2/3 power of volumeor volume itself for forces and moment, respectively.
buttock flow type but for such a long ship the suitable The fow-fiel and pressurestrbtionayhconfiguration is not well known. The flow-field and pressure distribution at theThe M-P1 hull form is used and the buttock steady state are shown in Figs. 24 to 26. Wakes areThe -Plhul for isuse andthebutock seriously distorted and the structure of vortices are
flow configuration is modified as shown in Fig. 19. deformed and the strength of vortices is amplified. It
The length of the after-body of the shortened one is dfre n h tegho otcsi mlfe.Ione half of the longer one. is noted that the contour interval in Fig. 24 ( right ) is

The WISDAM-V method without free- five-times magnified than those in Figs 16 and 18.
Thrface W - methoded withecosou ree- In Fig. 26, the pressure difference between

surface is employed and the computation is continued face and back sides of the hull is most obvious at the
f X 10 -4t bow and it is gradually reduced on the after-part of the

hull. This pressure distribution on the waterlines is
supposed to be caused partly by the usual nature of8. 2 Simulation results pressure distribution of a wing section and partly by
the buttock flow configuration of the after-part. TheThe results of simulation are shown in Figs. detailed pressure distribution on the oblique tow

20 to 22. Relatively high pressure region is caused by condition seems to be very useful for the
the relatively steeper upward slope. These results in understanding of the generation of asymmetric force
the pressure drag coefficient of the shorter version and moment.
2.14 x 10-4, while that of the longer version The computed lateral force and yawing
-0.6 x 10-7 . Although the absolute value is not moment are compared with the measured results in
reliable, the difference between two hulls seems to be Figs. 27 and 28. The experiments were conducted at
well explained. As shown in Fig. 22, the intensity of the University Tokyo Tank with a 2.8m long model.
longitudinal vortex is doubly magnified for the shorter The model was steadily fixed to the carriage and
stern. This pair of longitudinal vortex seems to be obliquely towed at the Froude number 0.2. The forces
inevitably generated by the upward variation of the and moment were measured by a load- cell unit. The
stern configuration. towing speed was varied up to Fn = 0.30 and the effect

of the free-surface motions were studied, and the
9. Oblique Tow Simulation variation was from 0.032 to 0.041 for the lateral force

and from 0.17 to 0.19 for the yawing moment. The
9. 1 Condition of computation agreement. seems to be very satisfactory.

A number of research works are known for
For high-speed ships, the directional stability the theoretical explanation of the forces in the oblique

is more important than low-speed ships, while the tow condition, quite recently by Tahara [10]. The
catamaran configuration and the use of water-jet units pressure distribution in Fig. 26 indicates that a simpler
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method with some postulations may give satisfactory three-dimensional configuration, J. Comput.
agreement. However in the hull-form with more Phys. Vol. 60-3, 1985.
complicated stern configuration, the resolution of the
3D vortical flow-field may be of substantial 6. H. Miyata et al. , Finite-difference simulation of
importance. nonlinear ship waves, J. Fluid Mech.

vol. 157, ( 1985).
10. Conclusions

7. Y. Maekawa et al. , A method of optimizing hull-
Two numerical simulation techniques are forms by use of the finite-difference technique

applied in the process of developing a new-type, high- TUMMAC-IV, Intern. Symposium on Ship
speed ship. Since hydrodynamical properties Resistance and Powering Performance,
determine the most important part of a high-speed Shanghai, China (1989).
ship, the assistance of such numerical tools are very
useful. 8. K. Aoki et al. , A numerical analysis of nonlinear

In this paper, two quite different numerical waves generated by ships of arbitrary waterline
methods are used. Since the gridspacing is too coarse ( First report ) ( Second report ) , J. Soc. Naval
in the region little away from the hull where wave Archit. Japan Vol. 154, 155, ( 1983 ) (1984).
making is still important, the WISDAM-V method is
not yet applied to the process of searching a hull-form 9. 0. Watanabe et al. , Numerical simulation of a
of minimum wave resistance with sufficient . 0. Watanabe et al. , Numerical simulation of
reliability. However, when sufficient number of grid a viscous flow with free-surface wave about a
points can be allotted on the free-surface, all the ship by a finite-volume method, J. Soc. Naval
computations will be performed by the WISDAM-V Archit. Japan Vol. 171 ( 1992) (in Japanese).
method and all features and values related with
resistance will be simultaneously simulated. If the 10. H. Miyata et al. , Numerical study on a viscous
movement of a ship can be treated by use of a moving flow with free-surface waves about a ship in
grid technique, a considerable part of" numerical tank steady straight course by a finite-volume

"will be completed. method, J. Ship Research ( to appear ).

The hull-form development of SSTH was
conducted by the collaboration with the Technology 11. 0. Yoshida et al. , Verification of the viscous
Development Division and the Research Institute of flow-field simulation for practical hull-forms
IHI. This paper describes a part of this work mostly by the finite-volume method WISDAM-V, J.
parformed at the University of Tokyo. The authors Soc. Naval Archit. Japan ( to appear ) ( in
are grateful to Mr. R. Ono, Mr. H. Nogami, Mr. S. Japanese).
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Fig. 1 Artist impression of SSTH ferry ( 75m

craft )

Table I Principal particulars of SSTH ferry
design

I-I Super Slender Twin Hull (SSTHI) ferry design
Approximate dimensions and performance when fitted with propellers

90m craft Trials craft
Length bp 75.0m 24.Om
Breadth moulded 19.4m 5.6m
Depth moulded 4.9m 1.9m
Draught 2.3m 0.7m
Gross tonnage 3600tonnes 52tonnes
Capacity
-passengers 400 68
-cars 80
Maximum speed 40knots 28.5knots

Main engines 4 x high speed diesels 2 x high speed diesels
4 x 7000ps 2 x 605ps

Propulsion system waterjet propeller
Range 200n miles 100n miles

.a• .. .= ..-.... ..

Fig. 2 SSTH30 trials craft off Yokohama
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Fig. 3 Bow wave pictures of a simple ship
model without bulb (left) and with a bulb
(right )
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Fig. 4 Comparison of wave contour maps of
bow waves of a tanker
model, simulation ( upper ) and
experiment ( lower).
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Fig. 6 Computational domain for the
approximate treatment of a catamaran
hull for TUMMAC-IV simulations.
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o(i, ncVI, k) = -v(i, ocy2, k)

Fig. 7 Boundary conditions for the inner side of
a catamaran
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Fig. 8 Comparison of simulated wave contours
in the outer region of a catamaran at

40kt, contour interval is 0.01
nondimensional wave height, M-Pl,

M-P2, M-P3 and M-P4 from above, the
contour interval is 0.05.

catamaran centerline

S' < " •' , I " 't 2 ,

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8, in the inner region of a
catamaran, top-side of each
figure coincides with the catamaran
centerline.
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Fig. 10 Computational domain for the shallow
water case.
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Fig. 11 Bottom boundary condition.

catamaran centerline

Fig. 12 Simulated wave contours of the outer
above ) and inner ( below ) regions,
the contour interval is 0.05.
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Fig. 13 Transverse section of grid system
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Pressure Fields Waterptane, con-

I= 2 x 10-'

Fig. 14 Pressure contours of M-P4 on hull
surface and water plane, the contour

interval is 2 x 10-3 , bow field ( right
)and stern field ( left).
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Fig. 17 Simulated bow ( right ) and stem (left)
wave systems for M-P4 with
short stem.

x -0.46

Fig. 18 Contours of longitudinal vorticity
component of M-P4 with short stern,
simulation with free-surface.

A. P.

Dummyn

A.E. AP.

Dummy •

Fig. 19 Comparison of hull profile of M-PI
(upper) shortened model (lower).
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Fig. 20 Comparison of pressure contours on hull
surface and waterplene, M-PI
( left ) and shortened model ( right ), the

contour interval is 2 x 10-3
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Fig. 21 Comparison of pressure coefficient along
waterlines of M-P I and shortened
model.

.. ...... ..........

Fig. 22 Comparison of longitudinal vorticity
contours at the stern end of M-PI
and the shortened model.
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Fig. 23 Time-historical variation of forces and

moment in the simulation of the
oblique tow case.

S Fig. 24 Contours of wake (left, contour interval
0.1) and longitudinal vorticity ( right
contour interval 5 ) at three sections
near the stern end.
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DISCUSSION Author's Reply

by Dr. J. Ando and Dr. K. Nakatake
Kyushu Univ., Japan. One of the shortcomings of such CFD

simulation of waves in a restricted region is that
We would like to congratulate the authors the dispersive spread of wave system is not well

for developing SSTH by concerted applications realized. Therefore, the estimation of the relative
of several numerical techniques. We are magnitude of wave resistance must be made by
interested in the flow field in the stern region either integration of wave energy in the
where the propeller is operating. According to computational domain or integration of the
our experience, the free surface effect on the surface pressure distribution. For local
stern flow becomes large at high speeds. A modification of the hull form the use of the
comparison between Fig. 18 with Fig. 16 in your former is useful and the letter for other cases if
paper indicates the strong effect of the free pressure integration is carefully performed.
surface on the vorticity field. You showed the
calculated flow field near the stern region
without free surface. If the free surface is DISCUSSION
considered, however, we believe that the flow by Dr. Marshall P. Tulin
field will be fairly different. Would you Ocean Engineering Laboratory, UCSB
comment on this point?

The authors do not provide section
Author's Reply plans for the hulls, which are the subject of the

paper. It is therefore difficult to analyze their
As the discussors suggest, the interaction of results. Could they provide a sketch showing

the free-surface with the viscous motion is most section plans?
important at the stern. This is especially true for
high-speed vessels and has been one of the major Author's Reply
objectives of the researches at the author's
laboratory. However, we have not yet reached The purpose of our paper is to demonstrate
the satisfactory results due partly to the the extent the CFD techniques can be applied to
nonlinearity of the free-surface motion and partly very practical problems. Unfortunately we
to the inadequacy of the turbulence modelling. cannot show details of the lines, because it is

really practical.

DISCUSSION
by Dr. Raven
MARIN

According to your presentation, you
used two (2) criteria to select the best hull form
from the wave-resistance point of view:

- the peak wave heights in between the
demi-hulls;

- the integrated wave energy in the entire
domain.

The former is not necessarily related to the
wave resistance. Could you clarify the second
criterion?

Is this a wave pattern analysis approach, or
anything else representative of radiated wave
energy?
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The Nonlinear Numerical Prediction of Unsteady Sheet
Cavitation for Propellers of Extreme Geometry

N.E. Fine (Engineering Technology Center, USA)
S.A. Kinnas (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

Abstract expectation that analytical methods can be used
to avoid excessive cavitation within an appropri-

The unsteady flow around cavitating marine pro- ate range of ship speed. Computational tools for
pellers is treated in nonlinear theory by employ- the reliable prediction of propeller cavitation are
ing a low-order potential based boundary element therefore in high demand. Moreover, these tools
method. The solution is found in the time domain, must be applicable to propellers of extreme geom-
The kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions, etry (high skew, rake or twist) which have become
which are fully three dimensional, nonlinear and very common in recent years.
time-dependent, are satisfied on an approximate The approach taken in this work is to treat pro-
surface consisting of the propeller surface beneath pellet cavitation strictly as sheet cavitation. The
the cavity and the portion of the blade wake sur- travelling bubbles and bubble clouds which often
face overlapped by the cavity. An efficient and are entrained in the wake of the sheet cavity, or
robust algorithm is developed to predict arbitrary precede the occurrence of sheet cavitation in the
cavity shapes, including so-called "mixed" cavity incipient stage, are not included in the present
planforms in which the blade is partially cavitat- analysis. Viscosity will also be neglected in this
ing at inner radii and supercavitating near the work, and the inflow will be assumed to be free of
tip. In previous works, it has been shown that vorticity. The advantage of this approach lies in its
the present solution represents the first iteration of relative mathematical simplicity. The governing
a completely nonlinear solution in which the exact equation is Laplace's equation for the perturba-
boundary conditions are satisfied on the exact flow tion potential. The use of surface singularities and
boundary. The main emphasis of the present work the now classic application of Green's 3rd identity
is to investigate the performance of the method for are well suited for such a problem.
extreme propeller geometries, such as those with Despite the relative simplicity, however, the
large amounts of skew, rake or pitch. The effect of problem is far from trivial. The main difficulty
the hub on the solution is investigated and shown arises from the need to determine the cavity free-
to have more effect on heavily pitched propellers surface on which the pressure is prescribed. The
than on moderately pitched ones. The importance fact that a portion of the flow boundary is un-
of including the crossflow terms in the dynamic known makes the problem nonlinear. In addition,
boundary condition is also ivestigated for extreme the inherent complexity of solving three dimen-
propeller geometries. sional flows around extreme geometries adds to the

difficulty of the analysis. Furthermore, the cavity

1 Introduction extent and volume variation in time resulting from
nonaxisymmetries in the inflow is strongly nonlin-

With recent increases in the demand for heavily ear, making it impossible to solve in the frequency
loaded efficient marine propellers, the occurrence domain.
of cavitation has become less and less avoidable. The main disadvantages of treating only sheet
As a result, it has become the task of the hydro- cavitation in potential flow result from the com-
dynamicist to predict the cavitation characteris- bined neglect of viscosity, tip and hub vortex cav-
tics of a propeller at the design stage, with the itation, bubble cavitation, and cloud cavitation.
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However, there are two additional rationales for
taking the potential flow avenue. First, it is be-
lieved that the first-order contributor to dynami- ' "

cally varying blade loads and radiated pressures is
the transient sheet cavity [28]. Second, many or I /
all of the neglected phenomena may be included
as refinements to the potential flow solution. For P
example, a viscous-inviscid boundary layer interac- uvA'j'°

tion could be used to model the effects of viscosity.
As another example, a local tip solution, including
a cavitating tip vortex, could be matched to the
outer sheet cavity solution. The potential of such
a model to capture most of the physics at reason-
able computational expense is the motivation for
obtaining an accurate and efficient potential flow
solution which is able to treat a wide class of ge-
ometries including highly skewed, raked or pitched Figure 1: The propeller and cavity geometry, coor-
propellers. At this stage of development, it is also dinate systems, and nonuniform inflow. Zs, ys, zs
important to investigate the effects of the param- represent the p -fixed coordinate system;
eters which are included in the model. For exam- represent the propeller-fixed coordinate system.
ple, the effect of the hub may be investigated to The point p is a point on the propeller surface,

determine its importance to the solution for vari- defined by the vector :F from the origin of the

ous geometries and operating conditions. Also, the propeller-fixed system.

importance of the crossflow terms in the dynamic
boundary condition may be investigated. Finally, For the moment, assume that the propeller has a
the method should be interrogated to determine if developed sheet cavity whose time-dependent sur-
it predicts multiple solutions. These are the goals face is denoted by Sc (t), as shown in Figure 1.
of the present work. The fluid is assumed to be inviscid and the result-

ing flow to be incompressible and irrotational. In

2 Formulation this case, the time-dependent total flow velocity
q(, Y, z, t), can be written in terms of the pertur-

The mathematical formulation first appeared in bation potential, 0 y, z, t), as follows:

[15]. The formulation will be repeated here, but
with more detail on the dynamic boundary con- q(2, y, z, t) = Uin(2, y, Z, t) + V4b(z, y, z, t). (2)
dition in the wake (section 2.2.2). Details of the
numerical implementation are provided in the next The goal is to determine the potential field
section. 00(z,yz,t), as well as the cavity surface Sc(tWi.

Once 4 is known, the pressure distribution may be
Consider a cavitating propeller subject to a computed by numerically differentiating the po-

nonuniform inflow UW(zs, rs,0$), with the sub- tentials and applying Bernoulli's equation. The
script S denoting the ship-fixed coordinate system unsteady blade load distribution may then be de-
in which the wake is defined. Uw is assumed to be termined by integrating the pressure. Knowing
the effective wake. Some details of the geometry Sc (t), the cavity volume history may be computed.
are shown in Figure 1. The solution is found in the In the following sections, the equations and bound-
(2, y, z) coordinate system, which rotates with the ary conditions necessary for the solution will be
propeller. The propeller is assumed (without loss derived.
of generality) to be right-handed and to rotate at
a constant angular velocity w. The inflow relative 2.1 Green's Formula
to the propeller is The perturbation potential 0,(z,y,z,t) at any

point p which lies either on the wetted blade (or
Uin(2, y, z, t)= Uw(z, r, 8- t) + w x z (1) iThe leading edge of the cavity will be assumed to be

known, the rest of the surface Sc(t) is to be determined.
where r = Vy 2 -+z 2 , 0 = tan-(), = (z, y, z). See section 6 for related discussion.
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SwsC

Figure 2: Definition of the flow boundaries on Figure 3: The approximate cavity surface on which

which the boundary conditions should be satisfied. the boundary conditions are applied.

hub) surface , Sws(t), or on the cavity surface, dipole distribution on the trailing wake surface,

S¢(t), (both surfaces are shown in Figure 2) must Sw(t). The application of Green's 3rd identity to

satisfy Green's third identity: problems in potential flow is classic [18, 22, 26],
while applications to propeller and rotor flows are

more recent [21, 23, 7, 8, 10, 16].
2vr~ip(t) =

S1ý )Ultimately, the exact nonlinear potential flow

J [ OG(t) q namic boundary conditions (which may be applied

swsi)u Sc(t) simultaneously with Green's formula (3)) are satis-

1 . OG(p; q) dpE U $c) fled on the ezact flow boundary. However, we face

f A4•(q , , (t) dS" e (Sws the usual problem that the position of the cavity

Sw() surface is unknown. As a first iteration towards
(3) the fully nonlinear solution, we apply the bound-

ary conditions on an approzimate flow boundary.

The subscript q corresponds t the variable point If the blade is experiencing only partial cavitation,

in the integrations. th ro(t) is the unit vect or- then the approximate boundary coincides with the

mal to the surface of the propeller, the cavity, or blade surface (including the part of the blade be-

the wake. The unit normal points into the fluid neath the cavity). This surface will be referred to

(on the wake surface, hq(t) is oriented such that as SCB. On the other hand, if the blade is super-

it points towards the same horizon as the normal cavitating, the upper and lower sides of the super-

on the suction side of the blade). Aqb (t',08,t) is cavity downstream of the blade trailing edge are

the potential jump across the wake sheet, Sw(t), collapsed to a single surface and the two sides of

and G(p; q) = 1/R(p; q) is Green's function, where the collapsed cavity surface are taken to coincide

R(p; q) is the distance from the field point p to the with the two sides of the zero-thickness trailing

variable point q. wake sheet (see discussion below). This surface

Equation (3) expresses the perturbation poten- will be referred to as SCw(t). Thus the approxi-

tial on the surface formed by the union of the cay- mate flow boundary consists of the blade surface,

ity and blade surfaces, Sws (t) U S0 (t), as a super- SCB, and the portion of the trailing wake sheet

position of the potentials induced by a continuous which is overlapped by the cavity, Scw(t).

source distribution, G, and a continuous dipole dis- A sketch of the approximate boundary is shown
tribution, N- o Sw$s(t) U Sc (t), and a continuous

tiui n, on in Figure 3. The geometry of the wake, Sw(t)

2 The wetted blade surface is that part of the blade which will from here on be assumed to be invariant in

is not cavitating. time and identical to the steady-flow relaxed wake
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corresponding to the circumferentially averaged in- 2.1.1 Field Point on SCe
flow [6]. The approximate flow boundary therefore If the field point is on the blade surface SCB, the
coincides with that of the fully wetted solution, as local contribution is extracted from the first inte-
described by Hsin [8]. gral in equation (3) and Green's formula becomes

A justification for making this approximation as
well as a measure of its effect on the cavity solution 2,rx(t) =

is given in [3] and [15]. ([)OG(P; q) '900 ld
As a result of the linearization of the part of =f 0 c9 ( t G(p;q) t dS -

the supercavity downstream of the blade trailing sc8
edge, the surface Sew(t) may be considered to be
a force-free surface. The pressure across the col- - f G(p; q () +" M - -(t) dS+
lapsed cavity surface must therefore be continuous f q\O'n, -
and equal to the cavity pressure p,. The pressure scw(
across the blade wake surface must also be continu-
ous. Therefore, it is possible to consider these two + ] ( (rOt) an (5)
surfaces to coincide, with the condition of pressure sCw(tUSw
continuity being where the superscripts + and - correspond to the

P= on upper and lower sides of the wake surface, respec-
+ = - =p on Sw t) tively. Note that the wake surface has been divided

p = p on Sw. (4) into Scw and Sw, as shown in Figure 3.

The velocity normal to Scw is discontinuous

Satisfying the boundary conditions on the ap- across the surface. The jump in " defines a source
proximate boundary described above may be distribution, of density qw,(t), which represents the
viewed as the first iteration towards a fully non- cavity thickness:
linear solution. In the fully nonlinear solution, 0ef + 01-
subsequent iterations are found by satisfying the q(t) M= (t) -- (t). (6)
dynamic boundary condition on an updated cav- O3.(
ity surface, where the kinematic boundary condi- The potential is also discontinuous across Sw,
tion is used to update the surface, as described in where the jump AOL,(r, 0,t) is related to the lo-
section 2.3. The solution is then considered to be cal circulation history.
converged when the cavity surface does not change Inserting (6) into (5) yields:
(to within a tolerance) between two consecutive
iterations. However, it was discovered that, using
the present potential based panel method, the first 2Tr(t) =

iteration solution (`,here Green's formula is sat-
isfied on the approximate boundary) is extremely = f[t- 8G(p; q) -G(p q) 0"1(t)I dS
close to the converged nonlinear solution for a wide f 1 On, On.
range of operating conditions [13, 14, 3]. As a re- sos

sult, it is deemed unnecessary to go beyond the q
first iteration towards the fully nonlinear solution. -] q,,(t)G(p;q) dS +
In view of the high computational cost involved in SCw(t
regridding and re-computing influence coefficients,
the importance of this conclusion cannot be over- + AI,.(r,0,t) dS on SCB.
stated. f On,

Scw(t)USw
Considering the approximate boundary, the first (7)

integral on the right-hand-side of equation (3) may
be decomposed into integrals over the blade surface
and the portion of the wake which is overlapped by
the cavity (denoted ScB and Scw, respectively, Now consider the case where the field point is on
in Figure 3). The exact form of Green's formula the upper side of the collapsed cavity surface in the
depends on the location of the field point, which wake, Scw(t). Extracting the local contribution
will either be on SCB or on SCw. Each case will from the integral over Sw on the right hand side
be considered separately in the following, of (3) and using the expression 0+(t) + 0-(t) =
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24,+(t) - AO. (r, 0,t) yields an expression for the Note that the wake convection given by (9) is
potential on the upper wake surface 4+: identical to the fully wetted convection [17]. This

is allowed by the linearization of the supercavity
in the wake, where the two force-free surfaces are

4wb+ (t) ----- 27A,(r, ,t) considered as one.

S OG(p;q 0 1 Everywhere on SoB and Scw(t), either the
+ 95q( t ) G(p;q) -(t) dS- source distribution is known (a Neumann bound-J f Onq ary condition) or the dipole distribution is known

(a Dirichlet boundary condition). Green's formu-
fd lae (7) and (8) may then be discretized and rewrit-

- tten as a linear system of equations by employing
sqw()d the boundary conditions and shifting all of the

+ OG(p; q) dS oScw. known quantities to the right-hand-side.

S J,(,US, 2.2 Dynamic Boundary Condition

(8) The dynamic boundary condition (DBC) requires

A detailed derivation of (8) may be found in [3]. that the pressure everywhere inside and on the cav-
Equations (7) and (8) define the potential 0'(t) on ity be constant and equal to the known cavity pres-
the blade surface beneath the cavity, SCB, and sure, p,. Bernoulli's equation with respect to the
the potential 0.+(t) on the wake sheet, Scw(t), in propeller fixed system is

terms of the following distributions of singularities: p " + 1l w l oW 12 1 J t2 2-o , + gys." continuous source and normal dipole distri- + p + q2 - + 2

butions on SCB of strength L(t) and 0(t), (10)
respectively where p is the fluid density and r is the distance

from the axis of rotation. Here qt is the total ve-
"* a source distribution on Scw(t) of strength locity on the cavity surface. Po is the pressure far

q, (t) upstream on the shaft axis; g is the gravitational
constant and Vs is the vertical distance from the

* a normal dipole distribution on the en- horizontal plane through the axis of rotation, as
tire wake sheet S6w (,) U Sw of strength shown in Figure 1. ys is defined as negative in the
Aq (r, 6, 1). direction of gravity.

On the wake sheet SOw (t)USw the dipole strength After some manipulation, and using the defini-
A0,(.,0,6t) is convected along the assumed wake tion of the cavitation number:
surface with anguia; speed w, in order to ensure def Po - Pe
that the pressure jump in the wake is equal to zero: orn =, (11)

(, -O--T(r). where n = and D are the propeller revolutions
)W per unit time and diameter, respectively, we find

0 - OT (r) that the magnitude of the total cavity velocity sat-8 > isfies

a4,=(,,,o~t) :- OT(,'))
W Jqt12  = n2 D2 o, [1- -f(8) + IUwl 2 +

t< 0-6T(r) (9) + (1 2 2g)s - 2 .2)

where r, 0 are the cylindrical coordinates of the The function f(s) corresponds to a pressure recov-
wake surface and 0T(r) is the 0 coordinate of the cry law at the trailing edge of the cavity along the
blade trailing edge at radius r. Akoul(r) is the arc s on the surface of each spanwise blade section.
unsteady fully wetted flow potential jump in the The pressure recovery is given by an algebraic ex-
wake. A0tD (r) is known since the unsteady fully pression over a specified portion of the cavity near
wetted flow solution is found before the unsteady its trailing edge. This termination model is de-
cavity solution. scribed in detail in [3].
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Since the cavity boundary consists of two parts
one coinciding with the cavitating portion of

the blade surface and the other with the cavitating y-($I v, t) - -U, + + U, cos 0 +
portion of the wake surface - further derivation of

the dynamic boundary condition will be considered 2

on each surface separately. + sinO Fqt 1
2 - + U1)

(14)
2.2.1 DBC on the Blade Cavity

with 6 being the angle between s and v, as shown
In addition to the expression (12), the cavity ye- in Figure 3. Here jqt12 is defined as in equation
locity qt may also be expressed in terms of the (12). Equation (14) is integrated once to form a
directional derivatives of the perturbation poten- Dirichlet boundary condition on 4,:
tial and the components of the inflow along the
same curvilinear coordinates [10]. The coordinate
system 3 on the cavity surface consists of s (chord- Of(s, v, t) = (0 v, t) +
wise) and v (spanwise), as shown in Figure 3:

-U, •-+Ucos 6+

qt U) [) i (i(. -wI + ) - .) +
(LO+U- i i + LO, + sin ii +q I - + U, as

(13) (15)

with i and ý being the unit vectors corresponding The integral on the right-hand-side of (15) is deter-

to the coordinates s and v, respectively, and with ft mined by trapezoidal quadrature. Since (15) de-

being the unit normal vector to the assumed cavity, fines the strength of the dipole distribution on the

U,, U., and U,, are the s, v and n components of cavity, it may be directly substituted into Green's

the relative inflow, Uin. formula 7.

If s, v and n were located on the correct cavity According to the dynamic boundary condition

surface, then the normal velocity, ; + U,,, would (15), 0 depends on both its spanwise and time

vanish. However, this is not the case since the cay- derivatives. These terms will be treated as knowns

ity curvilinear coordinates are approximated with and will be updated in a time-stepping scheme

those on the propeller surface. Nevertheless, in ap- which will be discussed later. The influence of the

plying the dynamic boundary condition, the nor- crossfiow term was studied first for the case of

mal velocity is assumed to be vanishingly small, partially cavitating 3-D hydrofoils and i4 "'as found

In the fully nonlinear scheme, the normal velocity that the global dependence of the solution on the

vanishes as the solution converges. As shown in [3] crossflow term was small. This result will be shown

it was found that leaving the normal velocity term in section 4.2, where it will also be demonstrated

out of the dynamic boundary condition has only a for the propeller solution. For a discussion of the

small effect on the solution. convergence of the time-derivative with iterations

Equations (12) and (13) may then be combined and its effect on the solution, see [3] or [15].

to form an equation which is quadratic in the un-
known chordwise perturbation velocity, f. The 2.2.2 DBC on the Wake Cavity

two solutions to the quadratic equation represent The dynamic boundary condition on the cavitat-
potential gradients which are positive and negative ing portion of the wake, Sow, may also be writ-
in the direction of increasings. The positive root is ten as a Dirichlet condition on 0V+. In this case,
chosen to ensure that the cavity velocity points in consider the orthogonal system (s, u, n), shown in
the direction of increasing a. We can now express Figure 4. Assuming that a is the direction of the2t• in terms of the cavitation number, the inflow
as mean velocity, the total velocity on the upper side
velocity, and the unknown derivatives 8: and -":8V t" of the wake sheet may be written

'In general non-orthogonal. V+ = V,+ + VU+-• +"- V-'t.
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Figure 4: Velocity diagram on the wake surface. Figure 5: Definition of the cavity surface defined

with respect to the blade surface.

The normal velocity V,+ will be omitted from the
dynamic boundary condition, as it was from (13), be derived. As in the previous section, the cavity

with the same justification. boundary will be divided into two zones which will

Applying Bernoulli's equation, which is used to be considered separately.
define the total velocity on the cavity qt, we have

2.3.1 KBC on the Blade Cavity

V1+ = TIqt12 - (V,+)2. (16) The kinematic boundary condition on the cavity

The dynamic boundary condition on Scw may is the requirement that the substantial derivative

thus be written of the cavity surface vanishes:

D [n - h(aVl, ,)]-
=-U, + gj2q,1 - (V.+)2 . (17) [

Equation (17) may be integrated once to form a +- ± qt " V) [n - -h(svt) 0

Dirichlet boundary condition on the potential on (19)

the upper wake surface, 0+:

where n is the coordinate normal to the blade sur-

[face (with unit vector ft) and h(,, v,t) is the thick-

+ (e, u,i) 0= 0(0, v, t) + [U, ness of the cavity normal to the blade at the point

,TB (s, v) at time t. Expressing the gradient in terms

of the local directional derivatives
+V'IqtI - (V•+)2 da. (18)[ ( )] .[ ( )]

The integral in (18) is computed by trapezoidal 0 (20)

quadrature. Equation (18) defines the potential On
0+ on the upper side of the wake and may be di- performing the dot product with qt (as definedrectly substituted into Green's formula (8). in (13)) and substituting the result in (19) yields

the following partial differential equation for the

2.3 Kinematic Boundary Condition cavity thickness:

Since the dynamic boundary condition is applied Oh V Oh [V cos OV
on the portion of the boundary which is encom- O- - cv
passed by the cavity, the other boundary condi- sinO(V,- (21)
tion, namely the kinematic condition, may be used at
to determine the position of the actual cavity sur- where
face once the singularity strengths have been de-
termined. In this section, the most useful form V + def 0 Vc! 0 U

of the kinematic boundary condition (KBC) will = U Ov On
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Sew S

Figure 7: Definition of the cavity camber and

g (SUt) height for a supercavitating section of the propeller
blade.

[ +OC I &h2V,+ [ac 1Oh,,,Figure 6: Definition of the cavity surface defined + 'T + [U _5+ 2+ "u J
with respect to the wake surface.

[8C 1_ 1
2.3.2 KBC on the Wake Cavity 5T 2 at

The kinematic boundary condition on the cay- =' ýY[_~7 [, &.
ity surface in the wake may be derived in a similar (24)fashion, except that now both surfaces of the su-
percavity must be considered Taking the difference between the two equations

D in (24) and assuming that i coincides with the di-Dt(n - g+(8, U, 0) rection of the mean velocity so that

+[ V+ V(n -g+(s, u,t)) = O V., - V'- (25)

D -g(auyields

= 1+ .v -
at (n - g-((su,,)) =0 = au

(22) Here we have used the definition of the wake source

where g+ (s, u, t) defines the upper and lower cavity strength (6) and the following equalities:

surfaces, as shown in Figure 6. Note that (s, u, n) V,+ = -V,- and V,: = -V,- (27)
is an orthogonal system. V+ and V- are the total
velocities on the upper and lower sides of the wake hich readily follow from the assumption (25) and
(also shown in Figure 6), respectively, and may be the fact that the free vorticity must follow the
written mean velocity vector.

To be consistent with the dynamic boundary
V -= V i + V" fi + V'h i (23) condition, we assume that the spanwise crossfiow

velocity is small. Thus, applying equation (16),The upper and lower cavity surfaces, g(s,u,t)+, and the assumption of small spanwise slope of the
may be written camber C(s, u, i), the kinematic boundary condi-

g(s, U, t)= C(s,,,t) +± h,,(s, u,,), tion (26) reduces to

2q&h,, 
8h,, (28)where C is the cavity camber in the wake and h,, as qtj = 9.(t) - -- -is the cavity thickness. The quantities g, C and hN

are all taken along the normal to the wake surface. Note that the cavity height on the blade andThese quantities are also shown in Figure 7. in the wake, both shown in Figure 7, are defined
Expanding equations (22) we find that differently and so are given separate symbols.The position of the cavity surface over the blade

[8C + 1 A, surface is determined by adding the cavity thick-
at 2 at j - ness h normal to the blade surface at the midspan
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of the panel boundaries. In the wake, the cavity necessary, in the fully wetted steady flow propeller
camber C(s, u, t) must first be determined. An ex- solution, to satisfy a nonlinear Kutta condition
pression for C(s, u, t) may be found by adding the which ensures pressure equality between the suc-
two equations (24) and dividing through by two: tion and pressure sides at the trailing edge [20].

The so-called pressure Kutta condition was later
V,+ -_ + 1 (U..+ - refined by Kinnas and Hsin [16], who developed

Os Ot 2 , On / an efficient iterative solution. In the present work,
_V+ (29) an extension of Morino's steady Kutta condition

- (u ( is applied. Development of a pressure Kutta con-

where U, is the inflow velocity normal to the wake dition for the cavitating propeller is left for the

sheet. Equation (29) is numerically integrated to future.

determine the camber surface in the wake. At the The value of the dipole strength, AOT(r, t), at
trailing edge of the blade, the continuity of camber the blade trailing edge at time t is
and thickness is imposed: AOT(r, t) = 0+(r, t) - 0-(r, t) = r(r, t) (32)

1T-
1 -h, (30) where 0+ and 0- are the values of the potential at
2 ~the blade trailing edge at radius r on the suction

h+ = h;. side and the pressure side, respectively. The po-
tential jump there is also equal to the circulation

Here, the superscripts + and - denote just up- r at time t around the blade section at radius r.
stream and just downstream of the trailing edge, This condition is equivalent to requiring the shed
respectively. Co is the value of the camber just vorticity from the blade trailing edge to be propor-
upstream of the trailing edge. It is determined tional to the time rate of change of the circulation
by adding • to the trailing edge along the blade around the blade (Kelvin's law). An extension of
normal (see Figure 7). The quantity . is de- Morino's Kutta condition for steady flow [24], in
termined by interpolating the upper cavity surface which the potential jump at the trailing edge of
over the blade at the trailing edge and computing the blade is simply replaced by the potential jump
its normal offset from the wake sheet. The upper at the nearest control points, is applied.
and lower surfaces of the cavity in the wake are
then determined by adding and subtracting half of
the cavity thickness h,, from the camber surface. 3 Implementation
This defines the cavity surface at the midspans of
all the spanwise strips. The surface of the cavity The objective of the numerical analysis is to in-
at the strip boundaries are determined by interpo- vert equations (7) and (8) subject to the kinematic
lation and extrapolation. boundary condition (31), the dynamic boundary

conditions (15) and (17), and the Kutta condi-
2.3.3 KBC on the Wetted Blade tion. These equations, however, assume that the

cavity extent is known. Since it is not, an itera-
The kinematic boundary condition on the wet- tive solution will be employed. This will be de-
ted portion of the blade, Sws, defines the source scribed in detail later in this section. First, we
strength there in terms of the known inflow veloc- will describe how Green's formulae and the bound-
ity: ary conditions are satisfied for a given guess of

0q (the cavity extent. To accomplish this, we first tagOnq.t) = Uin(Zq,yq,zq,i).ftq; q E Sws(t) one blade with the label "key blade". The solu-

(31) tion at a given time step will be obtained only
where x., yq, Zq are the coordinates of the point q for the key blade, with the influence of the other
with respect to the propeller fixed system. As in blades corresponding to an earlier solution of the
the case of fully-wetted flow, this boundary con- key blade. The key blade surface is discretized
dition may be directly substituted in Green's for- into N chordwise and M spanwise quadrilateral
mula. panels with the corners lying on the blade sur-

face SCe and with the control points located at
2.4 The Kutta Condition the panel centroids. An example of a discretized

blade is shown in Figure 8. The source and nor-

The Kutta condition requires that the fluid veloc- mal dipole distributions on each panel are ap-
ity be finite at the blade trailing edge. It was found proximated with constant strength distributions.
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EDiscS)ized

E 5 F,,,~,I) + Dký '.()-Ek.0
k=1m= n=O.NC_

+5 j.Q1,...,Nc+

iA +

c z (34)

where fi is the discrete time step, NB is the number
of blades, Nw is the number of panels on each strip

Figure 8: Discretization of the propeller blade, the of the wake, and NC_, is the number of cavitating
cavity, and their trailing wakes; N=16, M=9. panels on each strip of the wake.

In equations (33) and (34), the indices i and j
map quantities to panels. For example, q¶•(ii) is

The trailing wake is discretized into panels at con- the potntiales th con tl p o n the ijf' p n
the potential at the control point on the 04h panel

stant angular intervals A9w = wAt with At be- at the ijth time step. However, each panel may also
ing the time step. The blade and trailing wake be identified as the n panel on the mth strip, so
discretization is identical to that in the case offully wetted unsteady flow [8, 17, 16]. If we call .li may also be written q¢,,,. In what follows, these

indexing alternatives will be used interchangeably
Nws = Number of wetted blade panels to maximize compactness.
NCH = Number of cavitating blade panels A nm and Bhnm are defined as the potentials in-

N =w = Number of cavitating wake panels, duced at the ith control point on the key blade by
then, among the discrete sources and dipoles, a unit strength dipole and a unit strength source
we have Nws known source strengths, via (31), at the nth panel on the mth strip of the kth blade
NCB known dipole strengths, via (15) and Ncw (k = 1 refers to the key blade). When the itk con-
known dipole strengths, via (18). The following trol point lies on the nth panel of the mth strip of
are then unknown and must be solved for: Nws the key blade, then
dipole strengths on the wetted blade, NCB source
strengths on the cavitating blade and NCw source Amn = 27 for i +--* (n, m).
strengths in the supercavitating wake.

C•,,,, is the potential induced at the ith panel on
the key blade due to a unit strength source at the

3.1 Discrete Green's Formulae nth panel on the mth strip of the wake of the kt'

Prior to substituting the expressions for the known blade. W#, is the potential induced at the it'
singularity strengths, the discrete Green's formu- control point on the key blade by a unit strength
lae (7) and (8) appear as follows: dipole at the Ith panel of the Mth strip of the wake

of the kth blade. D.,,, Ejn,, Fi,,m and Wj*•l are

- B~,.m ~ ] defined similarly, noting that[Ah.1% (fl Bi. -nn (ft)

hi*,'l - -=27 for i- (n,m).

NC_,

-E CkQn,,,(n) + The shape of the surface bounded by the edges
•=• of each quadrilateral panel is approximated by a

hyperboloidal surface, and the corresponding influ-
N A k ) 0 ence coefficients are determined analytically. The

+5 WiimZA i...(n)J 0 i = 1,..., N x M need for hyperboloidal panels was found to be nec-

(33)- essary for the convergence and consistency of the
(33) steady flow propeller solution, especially when ap-

and plied to extreme geometries [16, 25, 71. Discussion
of the computation of these influence coefficients

41rot(ft) = may be found in [27] and [8].
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Equations (33) and (34) may be regrouped to
reflect the fact that at any given time step only n-N

the potentials on the key blade are unknown, while n=-
the rest are assumed to be known. Equation (33)
becomes

Ainm¢nm - Binm., ---• .
eNclI/ cv

N 0 ,, Ci.m.n mtvý W1ML-l(.~Mf =RHS} - I IN

:=1,...,N x M (35) n-1

and (34) becomes 1=1 I-Ne. t-N

E {Z [Dm -~ E~inm ] -an Figure 9: Index system for discrete equations.

- E Fis,,OQn + WA¢Im.." On m taken from the key blade solution at a pre-
n=1 vious time step, corresponding to the current lo-

cation of blade k. The same equivalence is true for

= 4roi + IRHS i = 1...,Ncw (36) the source strengths - and Qm and the wake
ISCw, dipole strengths Ah,_..

where

RHS 3.2 Discrete Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions may now be discretized

E 1:E At..Onk-- ¶ ]-n 1 and incorporated in Green's formulae (35) and

k=2 -In=mnmn ] (36).

The discrete version of the kinematic boundary
Nc0  Nw condition on the blade (31) is
5 Cin,-Q + Wi,,,A0 ,
-1 1=2 ' -U

(37) of" jm U in.. , ,, ..

n =1,... NLE; NLE +NcAv.... N 3 9)
and M 1 , (39)

RHI-IS} = where Uin,, is the inflow velocity at the current

time step, defined at the nth control point on the
ND _ [ k ]h spanwise strip of the blade. The system of
Y]- ý ý t LD*'nm•"? - .- nn-] indexing is shown in Figure 9.
k=2 m=1 -=1 A single discrete equation may be written to

NCF Nw . } replace the dynamic boundary conditions on the
A .,... + 5 W"A¢4,,, " blade (15) and in the wake (18)

n=l 1=2 1

(38) O(NLj+n)m = 00o- + ''nm
n =1 ... , NCAV, + Nc. (40)

In (35) and (36) the superscript k 1 is implied. m M
In (37) and (38) the potential O'm is equal to
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Cavity Surface

0 =Control Point him/ h (i+l),

M-1•

M-2

Figure 10: Definition of the arclength on a span- h0+1Xm-
wise strip, used in the trapezoidal integration of

i+
* = Control Point

where

0f" [i from (14) ds Figure 11: Schematic of h(s, v, t) computation.
0 6
n = 1, ... , NCAV_

oTB_ [ known, the cavity height (h(s, v, t) on the blade
Im L,, f [9 from (1 4 ) ds and h, (s, v, t) in the wake) can be determined by

S' r, integrating the partial differential equations (21)

+ f t•$ from (17)j ds and (28). This is accomplished by replacing the
Trn_ partial derivatives of h and h, with two-point

n NCAVrn + 1, ... , NCAVrn + NC_ backwards difference formulae and solving for h

m 1, ... , M and h, recursively. Note that the derivatives are

(41) defined at the control points. The finite difference
and STEm is the value of s at the trailing edge of models of the derivatives are as follows (h,, may
the blade on the mth spanwise strip, as shown in be substituted for h):
Figure 10. The integrals in equation (41) are com-
puted by trapezoidal quadrature. The values of
the integrands are computed at the control points Oh hi+I)n - h!m

and at the leading edge of cavity, where s = 0. The 8 Asi
arclength between two consecutive control points
is approximated by 2'e sum of the linear distances 8h 3h! _ - 4hTi(n)• + ha

In t(_1 (m-2)
between the control points and the panel edges (see TV 3Av, - Av2

Figure 10)
Oh hA -m h+, E&

j=1 where

The quantity 00 in (40) is the perturbation po- him 1 (h(i+l)m + h,
tential at the detachment point of the cavity. It is h
also an unknown. This term is expressed as a cubic
extrapolation in terms of the unknown potentials
on the wetted panels on the same strip adjacent Refer to Figure 11 for- clarification. Substitution
to the cavity detachment. The implementation of of the finite differences in (21) and (28) yields re-
this term is discussed in detail in [3]. cursive formulae for h0+1 and hlli+, in terms of

previously computed quantities. The height of the
3.3 Cavity Height Computation cavity at its trailing edge, 6(r, t), will in general be

non-zero, unless we have guessed the correct cav-
Once the problem has been solved for a guessed ity planform. The means by which we arrive at
cavity planform, and 2- on the cavity panels is the correct planform will be discussed next.
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3.4 The Cavity Planform

As mentioned earlier, the extent (planform) of the
unsteady cavity is unknown and must be deter- 2 3 4 5 6

mined as a part of the solution. The local cavity
length (defined as the arclength of the projection
of the cavity on the nose-tail helix) is given at each
radius r by the function 1(r, t). For a given cavi-
tation number, or, the cavity planform l(r, t) will

be determined from the requirement: 0.05

f def

h(l(r, t), r, t) [or h(1(r, t), r,t)] 0. 5

(42) 0

Equation (42) requires that the cavity close at its
trailing edge; this requirement will be used as the
basis of an iterative solution to find the cavity
planform. In discrete form, equation (42) becomes:

6m(lI(I), 12(t), ... ,lM(t);0n) = 0; m = 1, ... ,1M 00 0.2 0.+ r/R06 0.8 L.o

(43) Figure 12: Cavity openness (bottom) correspond-

where 6m is the openness of the cavity trailing edge ing to several cavity planforms (top). Notice that

at the m"h spanwise strip and 1, is the value of 6 M = 0 for all m for only one of the planforms.

l(r, t) at the midspan of the same strip. At each The propeller is a heavily pitched (tip unloaded)

time t the vector L = [11, 12, ..., IM]T must be de- test propeller whose geometry is given in [3].

termined by solving the M equations (43). The
algorithm to do that is described in detail in [3]. a panel into a cavitating part and wetted part5 .
In summary, the planform is determined by solv- The so-called "split-panel" method (introduced in
ing the system of equations (35) and (36) using [13]) allows cavity planforms to be smooth and in-
an initial guess of V. For that initial guess, the dependent of the discretization. The price paid for
openness of the cavity at its trailing edge, bm, is that luxury is the introduction of a small amount
determined for all m by integrating equations (21) of error in the solution. The details of the split-
and (28). If 6 m $ 0, the cavity planform L is panel method, as well as a discussion of the error
updated by applying a Newton-Raphson (secant) it introduces, is provided in [3].
scheme on equations (43) and the process is re-
peated until the &, vanishes for all m, to within a
prescribed tolerance. 3.5 Time-Marching Scheme

The algorithm is depicted in Figure 12 for the
case of a highly pitched propeller (geometry pro- The time marching scheme is identical to that used
vided in [3]) . In this figure, the computed trailing in the fully wetted solution, and is described in

edge cavity heights, 6 m, are shown for a series of detail in [8]. The main features of the scheme will
guesses of the cavity planform. The cavity closes be outlined here for the sake of completeness.

at all spanwise strips for only one solution, and Time is discretized into equal increments, At.
this is the correct cavity planform for the given During one time step, each propeller blade rotates
cavitation number and operating conditions. through an incremental angle AO = wAt. At each

For arbitrary cavity planforms, one must ad- time step, the solution is found for the key blade
dress the possibility that the cavity trailing edge only, while the singularities on the other blades
does not coincide with a panel boundary. Since are assumed to be known. Before proceeding to
the singularity distributions span integral panel the next time step, vorticity is shed downstream
lengths, a provision must be made for "splitting" 5The other option of repanelling the surface to

4 A good guess is the final planform L from the previous that the cavity ends at a panel boundary is considered too
time step. computationally expensive.
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___ 
6

n =f2.5
along the assumed wake surface through an angu- 4.5

4.5lar distance equal to the incremental rotation AG. 6.5

This enforces the equality of the strength of the 7.5
shed vorticity and the time rate of change of the
circulation on the blade. The strength of the cir-
culation is given in terms of the potential jump at
the trailing edge of the blade

r(r,t) = AOT(r,t) = (rt) - 0,(rt)

and the potential jump at the first wake panel is
given by Figure 13: Investigation of multiple solutions for

A•(r, t) = r(t) + r(t - At) (44) propellers. No multiple solutions were found for2 any of the cavitation numbers tried here for this
Thus, the vorticity convection is used to define the geometry and operating condition. The propeller
wake dipole strengths. Although this an extension is an AO-177 operating in steady flow at J = 0.6.
of Morino's Kutta condition in steady flow, it is
not equivalent to the Kutta condition he applied shows a series of cavity planforms corresponding
in unsteady flow [24]. to different cavitation numbers. Note that there

The solution is initiated by the fully wetted is a smooth one-to-one correlation between cavita-
steady solution. Next, the fully wetted unsteady tion number and cavity planform for this geome-
solution is obtained, which then serves as the "ini- try. Moreover, each predicted planform shown in
tial guess" for the unsteady cavity solution. The Figure 13 has been determined using two different
unsteady cavity solution is turned on when the key initial guesses, one a spanwise uniform short cavity
blade is at the 6 O'Clock position, so that it is l(r) = 0.5 and the other a spanwise uniform long
likely to start out fully wetted. This was found to cavity 1(r) = 1.5. Each resulting planform was the
be an important time-saving measure in the linear same for the two initial guesses. While this does
solution by Lee [19]. The singularity strengths on not necessarily preclude the existence of multiple
the other blades and their wakes are taken from solutions, it does show that, if they exist, they are
earlier key blade solutions. During the first revo- difficult to find using this method.
lution of the key blade, the singularities on another
blade are taken either from the fully wetted solu-
tion or from the cavity solution when the key blade 4.2 The Crossflow Terms
was in the same angular position. For subsequent It was mentioned in section 2.2 that the cross-
revolutions, the other blade singularities are taken flow terms 2 and V+ in the dynamic boundary
from previous cavity solutions when the key blade conditions (15) and (18), respectively, were found
was in the same angular position. to have only a small effect on the solution. This

will be shown for three geometries in this section.
4 Some Results First, Figure 14 shows the cavity planforms on an

elliptic hydrofoil from two consecutive iterations

4.1 Uniqueness of the Solution where, in between iterations for the cavity plan-
form, the velocities P. and V+ are updated. The

For some values of cavitation number, equations first term is computed by numerically differenti-
(43) may accept more than one solution. For ex- ating the potentials using second-order accurate
ample, it is a well known fact that, in two di- central differences (except for m = 1 and m = M,
mensions, for some cavitation numbers there exist where forward and backward differences are used,
three solutions (corresponding to two partial cay- respectively). The second term is computed with
ities and one supercavity). Our method has also central differences far downstream in the wake.
predicted multiple solutions for three dimensional Since the wake is assumed to be force-free, the
hydrofoils. For a complete discussion of that re- crossflow velocity is constant in the streamwise di-
sult, see [3] or [4]. On the other hand, no multiple rection for steady flow. Note that the cavity plan-
solutions have been found for propellers. Figure 13 forms do not change significantly between the two
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-w n sk(') .1 Ian 1.. CL CC I I (1CJ0.20 1.12 0.000 0.0 0.207 0.049 0.041 * *---*-- Crtm ic., i ehwt-ed
0.30 1.22 0.006 2.2 0.246 0.044 0.040
0.40 1.29 0.021 7.1 0.272 0.037 0.036
0.50 1.32 0.041 13.1 0.282 0.031 0.030
0.60 1.31 0.065 20.0 0.268 0.030 0.024
0.70 1.25 0.091 27.7 0.232 0.030 0.017
0.80 1.14 0.109 34.5 0.182 0.028 0.011
0.90 0.97 0.117 40.3 0.118 0.026 0.006
0.95 0.86 0.117 42.8 0.081 0.025 0.004
1.00 0.72 0.115 45.0 0.001 0.000 0.002

Table 1: The AO-177 propeller geometry.

iterations. No change was found when an addi-
tional iteration was tried. This example shows that
the crossflow terms have little effect for supercav-
itating hydrofoils.

To gauge the importance of the crossflow terms
for partially .cavitating hydrofoils, a rectangular Figure 14: Convergence of the cavity planform
foil at a = 30 is tested for a, = 0.5 with and with- with updating of the crossflow terms. Elliptic hy-
out inclusion of the crossflow terms. The results, drofoil with maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of
shown in Figure 15, indicate that ;± has a neg- 6% at the midspan, tapering elliptically to zero
ligible effect on the solution, since the two cavity thickness at the tip. a = 30, a = 0.2:
planforms are nearly indistinguishable.

The third geometry is an AO-177 propeller
whose geometry is given in Table 1. Shown in
Figure 16 are cavity planforms on the test pro- Includes rossliow turn
peller geometry for consecutive crossflow itera- I xludes Ct0•slC:w term
tions. From this it is clear that, for the propeller Excludes cro•-flow term
solution, the crossflow term also has a negligible
effect on the cavity planform.

4.3 The Hub Effect

The hub geometry may be included in the solution.
Hyperboloidal panels are placed on the surface of
the hub and Green's formula is satisfied, subject to
the kinematic boundary condition. The modelling
of the hub has been described by J.T. Lee [20] for
the case of fully wetted flows. Figure 17 shows a
typical blade and hub discretization. For the cav-
ity solution, the hub is assumed to be fully wetted
and the following kinematic boundary condition is
applied:

•ngt)= Ujn(zq,pq,z,,t).fiq; qE SH (45)
00lqwhere SHMis the surface of the hub. The discretized Figure 15: Convergence of the cavity planformwith updating of the crossflow terms. RectangularGreen's formulae (35) and (36) are essentially un- hydrofoil at a = V, o, = 0.5, 1 = .014.

changed, because the hub may be viewed as an h i =
extension of the wetted blade surface. The addi-
tional equations applied on the hub surface are also
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-No hub
- Hub included

N- o Crossflow
4 includes Croseflow

Figure 18: Cavity planform with and without in-
clusion of the hub for the AO-177 propeller at
Fs = 0.6 and a = 3.5 in steady flow.

similar to (35) and (36) and need not be included
here.

The effect of the hub on the cavity solution is
Figure 16: Convergence of the cavity planform shown in Figure 18 for the AO-177 propeller at
with updating of the crossilow terms for the AO- Js = 0.6 and o-, = 3.5 in steady flow. Note that
177 propeller. the presence of the hub makes the cavity slightly

larger at the inner radii because the local increase

in circulation.
In the case of a highly twisted propeller, which is

lightly loaded at the tip, the hub effects are notice-
ably larger. Figure 19 shows the cavity solution
for a modified N4381 propeller (see [3] for a de-
scription of the geometry) in steady flow with and
without the hub. Notice that the presence of the
hub causes a marked increase in the cavity length
at inner radii.

4.4 Comparison to Linear Theory

Figure 20 shows a comparison between the cav-
ity planform computed by the present method (la-
beled PROPCAV, which is the name of the pro-
gram) and those computed by linear theory and
linear theory with leading edge corrections (labeled
PUF-3A [11, 12]). The computations are done for
steady flow conditions on the one-bladed AO-177
propeller. Linear theory is seen to overpredict the
cavity extent, as it does in 2-D. We see here that

Figure 17: Typical blade and hub discretization. the cavity extent is overpredicted by linear theory
in both spanwise and chordwise directions. The
linear theory with leading edge corrections also
overpredicts the extent. A comparison is then
made for the same propeller in nonuniform axial

wake inflow. In this case, the hydrostatic terms are
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Figure 19: Cavity planform with and without in- Blade Angle (degrees)
clusion of the hub for a highly pitched propeller Figure 21: Cavity volume histories predicted by
(taken from [3D). PUF-3A (with and without the leading edge cor-

rection) and the present method on the AO-177

propeller at Js = 0.95, Fr = 4.981 and a = 2.6 in
nonuniform flow (bottom plot). The inflow wake
field (top plot) is an axial flow with a 30% wake
dent symmetric in 0 about 0 = 0.

turned on (Fr = n 2 D/g = 4.981). The advance
coefficient and the cavitation number are kept the
same as in the steady flow case. The cavity vol-
ume histories predicted by the three methods are
shown in Figure 21.

5 Conclusions

PUF-3A Nonlinear A potential based boundary element method has
- - PUF-3A Linear been developed for the analysis of unsteady sheet

cavitation for propellers of extreme geometry. The

method is able to predict, in an efficient and ro-
bust manner, arbitrary unsteady cavity planforms
on a blade discretization which is fixed in time. An
extensive investigation of the solution for varying
cavitation number revealed no multiple solutions,
such as were found for three dimensional hydrofoils

Figure 20: Cavity planforms predicted by PUF- in an earlier work [14]. The method was used to
3A (with and without the leading edge correction) validate the predictions of linear theory (with and
and the present method (implemented in the code without leading edge corrections). It was found
PROPCAV) on the AO-177 propeller at JS = 0.6 that linear theory, with and without the leading
and a = 2.7 in uniform flow. edge correction, overpredicts the cavity extent and

volume for propellers of extreme geometry. Con-
trary to this, it was reported in an earlier work
that the linear theory with leading edge correc-
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Numerical Modelling of Propeller Tip Flows
S.A. Kinnas, S. Pyo, C.Y. Hsin, and J.E. Kerwin

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

Abstract velopment of a computationally efficient Newton-
Raphson scheme for the application of the iter-

An improved panel arrangement is introduced ative pressure Kutta condition, which improved
for the analysis of flows at the tips of three- the overall convergence of the method [5], [10], (b)
dimensional hydrofoils. Only round tip planforms the treatment of highly twisted panels with hy-
are considered. The proposed grid is normal to perboloidal rather than planar geometry panels,
the leading edge outline and adapted to the force- which improved the convergence of the method
free wake geometry at the trailing edge. The lo- for highly skewed propeller blades [5], [6] and,
cation of the tip vortex detachment point is also (c) the development of a Blade Orthogonal Grid
determined in the process. It is shown that, when (BOG), which improved the accuracy of the pre-
an existing boundary element method is applied dicted pressure distributions at the blade tips [6].
on the proposed grid, the accuracy of the results A systematic effort to assess the accuracy

improves substantially, not only at the tip but of this BEM in predicting the flow around lift-
elsewhere on the hydrofoil. In addition, previ- ing surfaces has been carried out. In several ap-
ous differences between results from the bound- plications (such as 3-D rectangular hydrofoils or
ary element method and a vortex-lattice method high aspect ratio propeller blades) the BEM has
(modified to include the thickness/loading cou- been found to predict spanwise circulation distri-
pling) are reconciled when the proposed grid is butions which are consistent with those predicted
utilized, from lifting surface theory [5]. This means that

the circulation distributions predicted by BEM
for lifting surfaces with thickness smoothly (often

1 INTRODUCTION linearly with thickness) extrapolate to the circula-
tion distribution for the same lifting surface with

Accurate prediction of the flow at the tips of 3-D zero thickness. The zero thickness circulation dis-
hydrofoils or propeller blades is essential in deter- tribution is predicted by a lifting surface Vortex
mining the characteristics of the tip vortex and Lattice Method (VLM), since the BEM formula-
its susceptibility to cavitation, as well as in as- tion becomes degenerate in this case.
sessing the overall hydrodynamic performance of For other cases however, especially for lifting
these devices at off-design and/or cavitating flow surfaces with wide circular tips (similar to those
conditions. of propeller blades), the circulation distributions

A Boundary Element Method (BEM) for the predicted by the BEM have been found not to be
analysis of propeller flows (including the pres- consistent to those predicted by the VLM [5]. In
ence of the hub and duct) has been developed order to solve this problem our efforts have been
[8],[14]. The method is a low-order BEM based concentrated into investigating the results from
on Green's formula with respect to the pertur- applying the BEM and the VLM on a circular
bation potential. The method was recently ex- planform hydrofoil. In this case, it has been found
tended to include unsteady flow effects [11],[5]. that the BEM predicts a circulation distribution,

To ensure zero pressure jump across the blade which is .quite different (not only at the tip but
trailing edge an iterative Kutta condition was ap- elsewhere) before and after the application of the
plied. Recent improvements include: (a) the de- iterative pressure Kutta condition.
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In the present work, the primary cause of the
problems associated with the application of the
BEM on round planform hydrofoils is identified,
and a new grid arrangement is proposed which is
shown to improve the performance of the BEM
appreciably.

2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT
METHOD (BEM)

The fundamentals of the BEM are described in
[8], [14] and [6]. In brief, the method is based
on the classical Green's third identity (applied on
the body surface SB):

27ro = J HG _ G(90 dSfsý[ Tn On

+ Iw O1odS
'SW an

where the Green's function G is the unit strength Figure 1: The conventional grid on a propeller
source in three dimensions; € is the perturbation blade and its trailing wake.
potential; Sw is the trailing wake surface.

The BEM implementation involves:

"* Constant strength dipole and source panels.

"* Hyperboloidal panel geometry (critical for
highly twisted body geometries).

"* An Iterative Pressure Kutta (IPK) condition
which determines the appropriate strength
A¢ in the wake, in order for the pressure
jump across the trailing edge to be equal to Z
zero at all spanwise locations.

U."

Two grid arrangements have been used. They are a. Uo1

described in the next two sections:

2.1 The conventional grid - --

The conventional grid has been used tradi-__

tionally for vortex-lattice applications on 3-D hy- ----
drofoils or propeller blades [13], [3]. It has also
been called the "constant radii" grid. The panel
edges are located along the intersections of the
blade with cylinders concentric with the axis of
propeller rotation. In the case of three dimen-
sional hydrofoils the panels are arranged along Figure 2: The conventional grid on a circular

the intersections of the hydrofoil with planes nor- planform hydrofoil and its trailing wake.

mal to the planform. The conventional grids for a
propeller blade and a circular planform hydrofoil
are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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As stated earlier, the BEM has been vali-
dated extensively for several hydrofoil and pro-
peller blade geometries. From these studies it has 3.0 -

been found that that the results from applying
the BEM for "wide" round tip geometries either 8
do not converge when applying the IPK condi- ×

tion, or do not seem to be consistent with the °
lifting surface zero thickness results. In order to !2.0

investigate this peculiar behavior of the BEM we

decided to test the simplest round tip propeller at 1.5

the simplest possible inflow. That is the Circu-

lar Planform Hydrofoil (CPH) with zero camber,
subject to a uniform inflow, U., at an angle of 1.0
attack a. The maximum thickness to local chord BEM BEFORE IRK.

ratio is kept constant along the span. A modified 0.5 B EM AFTER I.P.K.

NACA66 thickness form [2] is used at each span-
wise location. In order to avoid any ambiguity 0..
concerning the shape of the wake it was decided 0.00 025 0.50 0.75 Y Yl.00

to force the wake to lie on the xy plane1 as shown

in Figure 2. At first, it was also decided not to
contract the wake. In other words, we assumed Figure 3: Circulation distribution on a circular
that the vorticity vector in the wake was parallel planform hydrofoil; [r/c]max = 0.1, a 5730

to the x axisi. Predicted by applying the BEM on the conven-
The spanwise circulation distribution (sym- tional grid; before and after applying the Iterative

metric with respect to midspan and thus shown Pressure Kutta (IPK) condition.

only over half of the span) predicted by the BEM
applied for the CPH and for two thickness to
chord ratios are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
circulation distribution "before" the IPK condi-
tion corresponds to the Morino Kutta condition
in which the dipole strength in the wake is taken 3.0

equal to the difference of the potentials at the
panels at the two sides of the trailing edge [15]. .5

This condition has been found to produce pres-
sure distributions which do not match at the trail-

,i2.0ing edge, especially in the vicinity of the tip, as for
example is shown in Figure 5. The circulation dis-
tribution "after" the IPK condition, corresponds 1.5

to the modified wake dipole strength (thus cir-
culation) which ensures pressure equality at the 1.0
trailing edge. Notice the large difference over the
span between the circulation distributions before 0 BEM BER I.P.K.

and after the IPK condition, especially for the 05 a BEMAFrER I.P.K.

20% thickness to chord ratio CPH, shown in Fig-
ure 4. This large difference in circulation has been 0.0
caused by the relatively small adjustment of the 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 y yt1.00

trailing edge pressures in the vicinity of the tip,

as shown in Figure 5. Also notice the "peculiar"
behavior (sharp change in the slope) of the cir- Figure 4: Circulation distribution on a circular

culation distribution after the IPK condition, at planform hydrofoil; [7-/c],,,, = 0.2, a = 5.73'.
the tip. Predicted by applying the BEM on the conven-

tional grid; before and after applying the Iterative'Which, in the case of uncambered hydrofoils, is the PrsueKta(K)cnio.

same as the bisector plane of the trailing edge angle. Pressure Kutta (IPK) condition.
2
The validity of this assumption will be examined later

in this paper.
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Figure 6: The blade orthogonal grid on a circular
0.00 0.2 O 0,75. . .... planform hydrofoil and its trailing wake.

R -0 6783

-o, 2.2 The blade orthogonal grid

The blade orthogonal grid was introduced in [6].
0 o•The grid lines are normal to the blade outline

[6], as shown for the CPH in Figure 6. When
- .....B.O.... the BEM was applied on this grid, it was found

that the surface pressures at the tips of non-lifting
0-.. .00 bodies were computed more accurately than when

the BEM was applied on the conventional grid
R- ....... [6]. This is the consequence of concentrating more

panels at the tip as well as of producing much lesso.5 .distorted panels (of which the sides are of com-
parable size and almost orthogonal to each other)
than the conventional grid. The blade orthogonal

01-K........O grid was also found to improve the convergence of
the IPK condition in the case of lifting hydrofoils

-1 05 . or propeller blades. This is a direct consequence
of the fact that the trailing edge pressures (which

R-, o0,908 drive the IPK condition) at the tips were com-
puted more accurately now than in the case of
the conventional grid. The circulation distribu-
tions for the CPH are shown in Figure 7. Notice
that the difference between the circulation distri-

0 K.....E.O butions before and after the IPK condition is now
10 . FTER...P. larger than that for the conventional grid. An

0000020 0.50 explanation for this will be given in Section 2.3.
Also notice that the circulation distribution after

Figure 5: Pressure coefficients predicted from the IPK condition is very similar (also "peculiar")

BEM applied on the conventional grid (before to that in the case of the conventional grid. The

and after the IPK condition); circular planform results shown in this and the previous section in-

hydrofoil, [r/c]ma,, = 0.2, a = 5.73'. Cp dicate that there must be something fundamen-
(p - pn)/p/U2o/2, tally wrong either with the implementation of the

IPK condition and/ or with the utilized grids.

2.3 Flow at the trailing edge

In order to understand the behavior of the flow
at the trailing edge, the total velocity vectors on
both sides of the CPH are shown in Figure 8. The
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3.0

-I' • o11 K, VAs
X Nvo-AS (4)

,20 where 4 and N are the total potentials at the

control points of the trailing edge panels at the
-1.5 suction and pressure sides, respectively; As is the

distance of the control points from the trailing
edge measured along the "chordwise" grid direc-

1.0 tion on the planform 4, s, as shown in Figure

-O---SEM B:FORE I.P.K. 9; V,+ and V- are the projections of the total
0.5 - BEM AFTER I.P.K. trailing edge velocities V+ and V-, respectively,

along s.

00.. The Morino Kutta condition [15] at the trail-
0o00 0.25 0.50 0.75 YIy_,1.00 ing edge is:

Figure 7: Circulation distribution on a circular
planform hydrofoil; [r/c]maz = 0.2, a = 5.73'. A1 - r- (5)

Predicted by applying the BEM on the blade or- On the other hand, the numerical implementation
thogonal grid; before and after applying the IPK of equation (5) requires:
condition.

direction of the vorticity vector in the wake is A4M (6)

also shown. Notice that the velocity vectors, V+ Thus, the discretization error, E, in implement-
and V- at the suction and pressure sides of the ing the Morino condition (i.e. before the IPK
trailing edge, respectively, have equal magnitudes condition), may be expressed, by making use of
as a result of the IPK condition : equations (4), (5) and (6), as follows:

Iv~l - jv-I (2)
IV+ = V-1(2)E = A(D - A-T'M --- As [V;+ - V,-] (7)

On the other hand, the direction of the mean ve-
locity vector, V_ = [Vg + V-]/2, is very differ- According to equation (7), in order to minimize
ent from that of the wake vorticity vector -y. This the difference between the circulations before and
will result in a pressure jump in the wake given after applying the IPK condition, we should have:
by:

Apw = P IVm x YI (3) V+ = V,- (8)

where p is the flow density. In light of equation (2), equation (8) is equivalent

In other words, even though the IPK condi- to requiring that the mean velocity vector V,

tion has ensured the equality of pressures at the is aligned with the grid direction s on the plan-

trailing edge on the blade, it has no way to force form. This explains the larger difference between

the zero pressure jump condition in the wake. the circulation distributions before and after the

Instead, we must align the vorticity vector, i.e. IPK condition, in the case of the blade orthogo-

wake geometry, with the mean velocity vector at nal grid than in the case of the conventional grid,
the trailing edge. Therefore, our earlier assump- stated earlier. In the case of the blade orthogonal

tion of no contraction in the wake must be with- grid the angle between Vm and the s direction is

drawn. It would also seem natural for the grid larger than in the case of the conventional grid.

on the blade to be aligned with the mean velocity
vector at the trailing edge. A justification for this 2.4 The flow adapted grid
is given next.

The total potentials 4+ and D- at the suc- Based on the preceeding investigation the grid
tion and pressure sides at the trailing edge , re- should have the following characteristics:
spectively, may be expressed as follows: o Be adapted to the resulting flow in the wake.

3 The IPIK condition was found to affect the magnitude 4 In gegenal different from the grid direction in the
of the trailing edge velocities more than their directions wake.
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Figure 10: The effect of thickness sources (or
"sinks) on the flow field in the wake of a circu-
lar planform hydrofoil. The effect of sinks on the
wake is stronger than that of sources.

Figure 8: Velocity vectors on the suction and
pressure sides at the trailing edge of the circular * Be continuous at the trailing edge (thus also
planform; [T/c]ma• = 0.2, a = 5.730. Predicted adapted with the wake flow).
by applying the BEM on the blade orthogonal
grid; after the IPK condition. The trailing vor- . Be orthogonal at the leading edge (this will
ticity vector, 7, is also shown, result in more accurate pressure predictions

at the leading edge).
The proposed grid is called the flow adapted grid.
It is defined as follows.

IN THE WAKE:

The total velocity, Vt, in the wake may be de-
composed as:

Vt = V, + VB+ VW+ U, 9
Vt= T±VIV 1U (9)

where VT, VB, V•W are the induced velocities due
to the sources on the hydrofoil surface, the vortic-

ity (or dipoles) on the hydrofoil and, the vorticity

) ,s in the wake , respectively; U, is the inflow veloc-
ity.

Given that the wake geometry is assumed to
lie on the x,y plane, the induced velocity due

"V ",to the thickness sources will be the predominant
contribution in the total wake velocity5 . Thus,

+• the total velocity vector in the wake may be ap-
proximated as:

Vt = V, + UV. (10)

Figure 9: Schematic of the paneling on a 3-D hy- where Ur is the x component of the inflow ve-
drofoil and its wake in the vicinity of the trailing locity. V, may be expressed as:
edge. 5The vorticity distribution on the hydrofoil and its

trailing wake will primarely induce velocities normal to
the xy plane.
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Figure 11: Velocity flow field and streamlines Figure 12: The geometry of wake streamlines.
around a circular planform hydrofoil; [1C].max =

0.2. Only the effect of thickness sources is in- * Its contraction angle, 0, at the trailing edge.
cluded. The upper right quadrant of the CPH is
only shown. * Its distance, YuIt, from the x axis far down-

stream.
T f ( R and then approximate its shape y(x) by the ex-
V = T(xy)f4- dxdy (11) pression:

qr(x, y) is the thickness source distribution, which
for planar 3-D hydrofoils is given as follows: y(x) yt, - (yte - y.lt) tanh X (13)

q-(x,y) = Uo -• (12) with X defined as

where r(x, y) is the thickness distribution and R 0 (x - xt')

is the vector connecting the point in the wake and X = 6 ( - Xt (14)
the source point on the hydrofoil surface. Yto - yut

The integral in equation (11) is determined

by discretizing the source distribution into line
sources, arranged with a constant spacing in the The outer wake streamline in the case of the con-
spanwise direction and a full cosine spacing in the ventional and the blade orthogonal grid is parallel
chordwise direction, as described in [3]. In par- to the x axis, starting from the tip of the hy-
ticular, since the thickness sinks at the aft part drofoil (defined as the point of maximum y). In
of the hydrofoil are closer to the wake than the the present case the starting point (we also call
thickness sources at the forward part, it is ex- it the "computational" tip) and the shape of the
pected that the combined effect will contract the outer wake streamline are deterined by searching
wake, as shown schematically in Figure 10. The among the streamlines for the one which starts at
resulting total velocity flow field and the corre- the largest y location and does not intersect the
sponding streamlines6 for the circular planform planform. Due to the contraction of the wake,
hydrofoil with 20% thickness to chord ratio, are 'the computational tip (it may also be seen as the
shown in Figure 11, where the expected contrac- tip vortex detachment point) will be downstream
tion in the wake shape can be clearly seen. The from the actual tip.

shape of each of the streamlines may be deter-
mined by integrating the velocity flow field shown ON THE PLANFORM:

in Figure 11. Instead, we determine the following Having determined the location of the tip vor-
parameters for each streamline, shown in Figure tex detachment point, Atip, the grid on the plan-
12: form is determined, by modifying the algorithm

* Its starting point Yte, xte at the trailing edge. on which the blade orthogonal grid was based [6],
6
Produced by the graphics program TECPLOT as follows:
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A XL--

Figure 14: Flow adapted grid on circular plan-
Figure 13: The geometry of grid lines. The lo- form hydrofoil; [/c],max = 0.2, a = 5.73'. The
cation of the "computational" tip, Atip, is taken trailing wake is aligned with the inflow, adjusted
downstream of the actual tip due to the contrac- for the influence of the sources (and sinks) repre-
tion of the wake. senting the hydrofoil thickness.

First, the arcs ALAtip and ATAtip, shown
in Figure 13, are divided into M half-cosine in-
tervals, with M being the number of "spanwise" chord ratio, is shown in Figure 14. The grids for
panels. The correspoding arclenghts are given as various thickness to chord ratios are shown in Fig-

ure 15. Notice that as the thickness reduces, the
wake contraction and the distance between the

a1 e(m) = atipcosl 3m computational and the actual tip also reduce.
aie(m) =-aa - (ama,, -- a1 ip) cos/3

The circulation distribution predicted from

for m = 1,2,-..,M applying the BEM on the flow adapted grid for
the CPH are shown in Figure 16. Notice that

where aie(m), ate(m) are the lengths of the arcs the circulation distributions before and after ap-
AnAL(m) and ATAT(m), respectively, with /sm plying the IPK condition are closer to each other
defined as than they were in the case of the conventional and

/ -the blade orthogonal grid. Also notice that the
O, = 7(1 )-m (15) circulation distribution now extends only up to

2 M /the location of the computational tip and that its
In the case of the blade orthogonal grid, each values after the IPK condition does not show the
AL(m) is connected with AT(m) via B-spline previously observed "peculiar" behavior at the
curves which are normal to the blade outline. In tip. The predicted flow at the trailing edge is also
the present case, the grid lines are still normal shown in Figure 17, where it can be seen that the
to the blade outline at the leading edge, but now mean velocity vector is now practically aligned to
they form an angle with the x axis at the trailing the trailing wake vorticity vector. Small differ-
edge, which is equal to the corresponding wake ences in the directions of the Vm and -y vectors
contraction angle 0, defined earlier. The arcs of at the trailing edge may be attributed to our re-
these grid lines are then divided into N/2 full- stricting the wake on the xy plane. It is antici-
cosine spaced intervals, with N being the number pated that relaxing the wake and aligning the grid
of "chordwise" panels. The grid on both sides of on the planform at the same time, it would fur-
the 3-D hydrofoil is then determined by moving ther reduce the difference between the circulation
the grid of the planform normal to the planform distributions before and after the IPK condition.
and by an amount equal to ±T/ 2 . Performing the complete wake relaxation and the

The proposed flow adapted grid for the cir- corresponding planform grid alignment was out-
cular planform hydrofoil with 20% thickness to side the scope of the present work.
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PANELING FOR 0% THICKNESS/CHORD PANELING FOR 5% THICKNESS/CHORD

PANELING FOR 10% THICKNESS/CHORD PANELING FOR 20%THICKNESS/CHORD/

Figure 17: Velocity vectors on the suction and
pressure sides at the trailing edge of the circular
planform; [V/c],,max = 0.2, a = 5.73. Predicted
by applying the BEM on the flow adapted grid;

Figure 15: Flow adapted grids for circular plan- after the IPK condition. The trailing vorticity

form hydrofoils with different thickness/chord ra- vector is also shown.

tios.

3.0 -

-2.5

E2.0

1.5 C

1.0

-0- BEM BEFORE I.P.K.

0.5 - BEM AFTER I.P.K.

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 yI y_ 1.00

Figure 16: Circulation distribution on a circular
planform hydrofoil; [7/C]mx = 0.2, a = 5.730

Predicted by applying the BEM on the flow Figure 18: Grid lines in the vortex-lattice
adapted grid; before and after applying the IPK
condition.
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3 VORTEX-LATTICE = [(As•)sin V (Al)] 1

METHOD (VLM) O(a ast I Cos
7C (z[) (18)

The fundamentals of the Vortex Lattice Method Os
are described in [13] and [3]. The method mod-
els the lifting surface (3-D hydrofoil or propeller where s,t are the arclenghts along the two
blade) with a lattice of line vortices and sources, grid directions (in general non-orthogonal);

distributed on the mean camber surface and the c is the arclength on the planform in direc-

trailing wake. This method has recently been tions normal to s; s and c are the unit vectors
modified to account for the coupling between along s and c respectively; 0 is the angle be-
thickness and loading [9]. The modified VLM tween the c and t directions; -y, and , are the
has been applied on 3-D hydrofoils and propeller components of-y along the s and c directions,
blades (by using conventional grids) and has pro- respectively. Equations (18) are the result of
duced results which for most applications are the following equations or definitions:
strikingly close to those from applying the BEM
method [9], even in the case of highly skewed pro-
peller blades [6]. In the present work we have ex- -y = n x AV (19)
tended the implementation of the thickness/ load- AV = V+ - V- (20)
ing coupling in the case of general grids, as shown V+ V- = (21)
in Figure 18. The method is summarized in the AMVSP)0 0 (2
following steps: Vs - += (22

"* Solve the zero thickness VLM problem and A(V~s) = Vs(At) (23)
determine the strengths, F's, of the line vor-
tices, by satisfying the kinematic boundary n x Vs(Ai) (24)
condition at appropriately selected controlpoints on the planform: ,, Evaluate the additional normal velocity VC

due to the thickness/loading coupling by us-

n =(16) ing the expression:

where Vr is the velocity vector induced by
all discrete vortex horseshoes on the plan- V= 1 ( x4n)]
form and its wake; U0,, is the component
of the inflow normal to the planform, i.e. 1 [r (AT*) _(/'*") 0(1/*7•)]I (25)U,, - U, . n, with n being the unit normal = 4A1* [ Os at Os J
vector to the planform, pointing towards the
positive z axis shown in Figure 2. where

"* Evaluate the potential jumps, Api's, across
the planform, by using the following algo- =
rithm: ' = 7

SaX1 ~ax,
as at

Apm== Aiim-1+Pm; m=1,...,M (17) as

with Apo0 - 0. Equation (17) is applied A
along each s grid line. The resulting A/t's at

are asigned at the control points of the VLM. Ox,

Os"* Determine the vorticity vector -y on the plan- (s
form by using the formulas: (26)

with xP being the vector expressing the mean

Y = 7 3 s + 7c camber surface (the xy plane in the case of a
0(AP) planar 3-D hydrofoil) and 7 being the hydro-

7 - Oc foil thickness distribution. The second part
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of equation (25) gives Vs in terms of func- to thickness on the Kutta condition, is ignored
tions of the non-orthogonal coordinates s and in the VLM. If this effect is superimposed to the
t, shown in Figure 18. This expression has trailing velocity vectors predicted by the VLM,
been derived by applying a similar procedure the magnitudes of the velocity vectors and thus
to that described in Appendix 1 of [9]. pressures at the two sides of the trailing edge will

not be equal. Thus, in this case the pressure jump
"Modify the kinematic boundary condition of at the trailing edge is non-zero, in addition to be-
the zero thickness problem by replacing Uo, ing non-zero in the wake (as explained in Section
with U•°d at the RHS of equation (16): 2.3). However, when applying the VLM on the

flow adapted grid, the velocity due to thickness

Umod = Uo,, - V, + vn (27) changes the magnitudes of the velocities at thetwo sides of the trailing edge by the same amount,
where v' is the induced normal velocity due thus preserving the zero pressure jump across the
to the thickness source distribution. For pla- trailing edge. The good agreement of the circu-
nar 3-D hydrofoils, v' = 0 lation distributions predicted from applying the

BEM and the VLM on the flow adapted grid,
" Solve the VLM problem with the modified shown at the bottom of Figure 19, is attributed to

kinematic boundary condition to find the the fact that both methods satisfy the zero pres-
new l'mod distribution, sure jump condition at the trailing edge on the

The derivatives involved in equations (18) and planform, as well as in the wake.

(25) are evaluated by splining the corresponding
functions and then by taking the derivatives of 5 RESULTS
the spline interpolations.

The VLM method has been applied on the The BEM is applied on three hydrofoils with the
circular hydrofoil planform and the results are de- following characteristics:
scribed in the next section.

* Elliptic chord distribution in the spanwise di-

4 BEM VS. VLM rection.

o Aspect Ratio AR=3.
Due to the lack of analytic solutions for lifting 3-D
hydrofoils with thickness, there is no direct way to e Modified NACA66 thickness distribution

validate the accuracy of different numerical meth- with 20% maximum thickness to chord ra-

ods (VLM's or BEM's) for such applications. To tio (constant in the spanwise direction)

our knowledge, the only analytic solution for 3-D e Sweep angle varying from -45' (forward
hydrofoils is the one by Jordan [7] for a circular sweep) to 0' and 45.
planform hydrofoil with zero thickness. The pre-
dicted circulation distribution from applying the The circulation distributions predicted from ap-
VLM on this hydrofoil has been found to agree plying the BEM on the conventional and the flow
very well to the analytic solution, even with a 5 adapted grid are shown in Figure 20. Notice that
by 5 grid [4]. The BEM formulation, however, as the sweep angle decreases the difference be-
becomes degenerate for zero thickness, and thus tween the two circulation distributions increases.
it cannot be applied to this problem. The consis- This is due to the drastic contraction of the wake
tency test, already mentioned in the introduction, geometry, also shown in Figure 20, as the plan-
is not a direct test, since it requires extrapolations form is swept forward. The wake contraction is
of the results from applying the BEM at a pro- increasing as the planform is swept forward, be-
gression of gradually thinning sections. cause the source sinks at the aft part of the plan-

Instead, in this work, we compare the results form, shown in Figure 10, have a stronger effect
from applying the BEM to those from applying on the wake streamlines at the tip.
the VLM, including the thickness/ loading cou- Finally, the elliptic planform hydrofoil used
pling. Such comparisons are shown in Figure 19. in the experiment by Arndt et al. [1] is analyzed
Notice the large difference between the circula- by the present method. In particular, the tra-
tion distributions in the case of the conventional jectory of the tip vortex is determined, by con-
and the blade orthogonal grid. This is a conse- sidering only the effect due to hydrofoil thick-
quence of the fact that the effect of velocities due ness, as descibed in Section 2.4. The spanwise
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Figure 19: Circulation distributions predicted
from BEM (after the IPK condition) and VLM Figure 20: Effect of wake geometry on circulation
(including the thickness/ loading coupling) for predicted by BEM for three hydrofoils with ellip-

different grid arrangements. The analytical solu- tccoddsrbto ln h pn n]mo
tion for zero thickness (Jordan, 73) is also shown. 0.2, • = 5.730, aspect ratio AR=3. 450 backward
Circular planform hydrofoil, [r/c]ma = 0.2, • sweep (top) no sweep (middle) 450 forward sweep
5.730. Original grid (top). Orthogonal grid (mid- (bottom). The corresponding flow adapted grids
die). Proposed grid (bottom). are also shown.
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* Converge to a point at the tip which coin-
cides with the tip vortex detachment point.

When a flow adapted grid was applied on a cir-
cular planform hydrofoil, the performance of the

VORTEXKROLLUP(KRASNY) boundary element method was found to improve
substantially. In addition, the results from ap-

VORTEX-ROLLUP EXPERIMENT( ARNDT et al) plying a vortex-lattice method on the same grid,
0-THICKNESSEFFECT were found to be in very good agreement to those

0 F L from the boundary element method. Thus, pre-FOIL~i•vious differences between the results from the

boundary element and the vortex- lattice method,
have been reconciled.

0.50 XICO
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.70 1.00 1.25 1.50
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Time-Dependent Inviscid Flow Analysis of Rotor-Stator
Systems

Y.T. Lee (David Taylor Model Basin, USA)
J. Feng and C.L. Merkle (The Pennsylvania State University, USA)

ds differential surface element
ABSTRACT dv differential volume element

E vector matrix defined in Eq. (20)
A time-accurate hybrid panel/Euler computational f reduced frequency based on half chord length

method for unsteady 2-D/3-D inviscid incompressible G Green's function
flows through a rotor-stator system is presented. The H cascade spacing or pitch
method represents the boundary surfaces by ITS total time steps
distributing constant-doublet (for 3-D) or piecewise N total number of panels
linear-vortex (for 2-D) and constant-source NS total number of surface patches
singularities on discrete panels. A local coordinate is n surface normal
assigned to each independently moving object. Blade p_ local static pressure
shed vorticity is convected using the Euler equation. r distance vector
A nonlinear unsteady pressure-type Kutta condition is S panel length
applied that enforces zero blade trailing-edge loading s surface tangent
at each time step. Example problems of the near- t time
encounter between a vortex and an airfoil, as well as T period
unsteady loading on a foil by upstream flapper foils K reference velocity
demonstrate the validity of the techniques. Results of u total velocity
rotor-stator calculations indicate that unsteady .L surface moving velocity
interactions play an important role in the rotor-stator m
system. Time-accurate unsteady results are much mfwn velocity

closer to experimental measurements than are quasi- v, velocity defined in Eq.

unsteady approximations that are commonly used. x, global d-fixed coordinate
x,y,z global ground-fixed coordinate

Ct angle of attack
r circulation around a foil or an isolated vortex

NOMENCLATURE 'Y vortex or doublet strengths
bfl boundary surfaces

CP pressure coefficient 69 ratio rfan es
c chord of the foil $. ratio of panel lengths

c cordofthefoi vorticity vector

CD velocity potential due to doublet v flcd denty

CDL velocity potential due to linearly distributed P sourc sength

vortex source strength

CDU velocity potential due to uniformly distributed vector potential

vortex 0 disturbance velocity potential
vcoefetex d inflow velocity potential

CD 1 coefficient defined in Eq. (7) flow domain
CD2 coefficient defined in Eq. (7)
CS velocity potential due to uniformly distributed Sub- or Superscripts

source b body or airfoil
D scalar matrix defined in Eq. (20) e exact solution
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k iteration number splitting and merging procedure is used to reduce
s tangent to the surface vorticity tracing instability due to vortex interactions.
u upper surface To demonstrate the features of the method,
v vortex Chow's analytic solution (8) is first presented and
W wake compared for a "strong" incoming vortex interacting
e lower surface with a foil. Secondly, MIT's flappers and foil flow

simulations (9) are shown by using the multiple-blade-
row cascade calculation method. Lastly, a turbine

INTRODUCTION stator-rotor interaction result (10) based on unsteady
calculations and quasi-unsteady calculations are

Many unconventional marine propulsors, such as presented and compared with measurements.
counterrotating propellers or propellers with preswirl
stators, consist of multiple-blade-row configurations. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The flow structure in such geometries is very
complex. The wakes shed by upstream blades are For inviscid incompressible flows past a rotor-
nonuniform and time dependent due to the relative stator system, the velocity u at a field point p and
motion between the upstream and downstream blade time t is given by the integral relation (11),
rows. Further, these wakes interact with the
downstream blades, generating wake wrapping and "(P,t) V f4 auGds
wake cutting. Previous studies (1,2) have suggested - VX [ f,.bGds. f--- Gdvs]
that such a complex flow is still primarily inviscid and
that time-dependent interactions can be properly
addressed in an inviscid flow fashion, provided that The surface integrals are performed on the boundary
the vortex shedding and its evolution are handled surface 61 for surface normal velocity u. and surface
correctly. vorticity 4- The volume integral is an integration in

Unsteady potential-flow calculation methods the flow domain 0 for the shed vorticity t, whose
(3,4,5,6) have been developed for propellers and motion is governed by the Euler equation,
turbomachinery for many years. These methods have
demonstrated their capability in many practical design a_.+ ÷ •vz = 0 (2)
problems. Most of these methods include effects of &
vortex shedding but do not trace the vorticity field.
Instead the shed vorticity is placed on a prescribed The quantity G is the Green function, which is given
path. These approaches are effective in cases where by -1/4rr for three-dimensional flows and by
wake vortex effects are small. For large amplitude 1/27r In (1/r) for two-dimensional flows.
unsteady motions like marine propeller flows, The system given in Eqs. (U) and (2) must satisfy
however, the effect of the blade shed wake becomes the following boundary condition and auxiliary
important both for the force prediction and also for the conditions. On the blade surface, the flow tangency
other flow induced phenomena. For example, the condition becomes
authors' recent results (7) in predicting blade/vortex (3)
interaction noise indicate that correct modelling and u- 14ub' (3)
tracing of blade shed vorticity is necessary for the
accurate prediction of noise generated by acceleration where u, is the velocity of the blade surface. This
or deceleration of vorticity during blade/vortex and boundary condition is augmented by the Kutta
wake/vortex interactions. condition, which requires zero pressure loading and

In the present paper, a time-accurate hybrid permits a tangential slip velocity at the trailing edge.
panel/Euler method is developed for inviscid flow
through rotor-stator configurations. The unsteady PM = P' at the trailing edge. (4a)

Kutta condition is enforced at the blade trailing edge
to account for the neglected viscosity effect. In order where u and e represent upper and lower surfaces of
to effectively simulate the blade shed vorticity, the the blade. For 3-D p.oblems, the two components of
vortical wake is modelled using Kelvin's conservation the surface vortex t are not independent, but their
law of vorticity and the appropriate Euler's equation. spanwise and tangential derivatives are related by
For developing an efficient calculation scheme and

also generating smooth wake vorticity, a vortex
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vortices of strength -"() = ('y + yj+ ,)/ 2

(b- () +(-3+1-y)t/2Sj, and a constant source oj is given by
+j, = CDIUyj+CD2,yjI +CSoa, (6)

More conveniently, the surface vortex sheet can be
replaced by an equivalent doublet sheet which satisfies where
Eq. (&b) automatically.

For 2-D flows, Eq. 4.b) is reduced to a simple CDI. = -(CDU.-CDL-)

restraint of total circulation conservation on the blade 2 (7)

surface 60 and in the wake 0, CD2. = 2(CDU,+CDL),
"4 2

and CDUi and CDLij, given in Ref. (2), represent the

velocity potentials due to the uniformly and the
The solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) along with the linearly distributed vortices. The quantity CSi, which

conditions of Eqs. (3) and (4) is accomplished by is due to the uniformly distributed source, is given in
means of a hybrid panel/Euler solution procedure. Ref. (2). The corresponding 3-D velocity potential at
This procedure discretizes the blade surfaces into an ith element due to a jth constant doublet -yj is
panels. The governing equations then are transformed
into a velocity potential form and are enforced at panel = CDy,+CSiG1 , (8)

control points located at the center of each panel. The
boundary condition is implemented by directly where CDij is the influence coefficient of the doublet.
substituting un from Eq. (3) into Eq. (1). The
calculation of the unsteady force and moment on each Equation for Vortex/Doublet Strengths
moving foil is reduced to an integration using the
unsteady Bernoulli equation in a body-fixed coordinate For a unique solution outside of the surface 69
system, described by Eq. (1), the flow inside the surface 6M

can be assumed at rest. If each body/foil surface 60f
CP-= -2 --- 2db+u-)+u2 . (5) is divided into N segments, the quiescent interior flow

p U2/2 Olt condition requires

Here 0 is the disturbance velocity potential and uo is
the onset flow velocity. The panel method then solves )= or (9)
for the surface doublet or vortex strengths. The j- 0 = 0 i=I,2...,N-1
vorticity shed from the trailing edge of the foil is
determined by satisfying the Kutta condition to account
for the viscosity effect. The induced velocity at each The no-penetration boundary condition, Eq. (2), is
wake vortex location is computed and used to enforce imposed at the control point of each element.
Eq. (2)for vortex convection. For the two-dimensional case, a set of linear

algebraic equations for the bound vortex -yj is formed
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS by expanding Eq. (9) as

Surface Singularities (CD1 , -CD l -,)yl + (CD2,,,-CD2,-l,)YN,l
N-I

+ E (CD1,,+1 -CD)i-,,+t CD2. -CD2H.)¥j+,
The surface 60 is discretized into small discrete j-1 (10)

flat elements (surface panels for 3-1D and line N (a ___ (•A 0
segments for 2-D) with the control point located at the - j IC-C F, -

centroid. The normal to the surface is approximated

by the perpendicular to the flat element. The constant i=1,2..,N-1,

source strength on each element is given by Eq. (3).
The strengths of the constant 3-D doublet or the linear where ITS represents the total number of time steps.
2-D vortex are obtained from solving Eq. (1). This gives N-1 equations for the N+ 1 unknown values

The 2-D velocity potential at an ith element due to of y. Hence two extra equations are required for
a jth element which contains linearly distributed obtaining a unique solution for 2-D problems. These
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conditions are given later.
For 3-D flows the disturbance potential at infinity + S1  N+i +'(l+ (

approaches zero. Consequently Eq. (9) is simplified j2 ., 2.VT (14)
to i=O. -_ - _(t-&)_Y-. .

In this case, the 3-D doublet strengths are obtained VT

from the equations
where VT = 2(At)v" and r is the circulation of theN N /'

~ CD.,yj= E CS"~Ž - Y V (Iairfoil defined as positive in a clockwise direction.
.J- "-ij (11) The total blade circulation r is linearly dependent on

the shedding vortex strength -yw as explained in the
next section. Equation (14) is nonlinear in 'y because
VT is not a constant. In the present study, Eq. (14)

Because we use uniform doublets in the 3-D case, Eq. is solved iteratively to account for this nonlinearity.
(1.) represents a unique system of N equations and N Both Yao et al. (12) and Kim and Mook (13) ignored
unknowns, this nonlinearity and applied a more restricted Kutta

In both the 2-D (Eq. (10)) and the 3-D (Eq. (11)) condition at the trailing edge by requiring '1Y=3'+N =0
cases, the vorticity shed at the trailing edge is given and placing a wake vortex of unknown strength there.
by the Kutta condition. This discussion follows. As shown later, the nonlinear approach gives

improved solutions.
Kutta Condition For the present 2-D system, Eq. (L4) provides one

of the two additional equations needed for solving Eq.
The Kutta-Joukowski condition implicitly accounts (10). A second additional equation is needed to obtain

for viscous effects otherwise neglected in potential- a unique 'y-distribution for a lifting body. This
flow theory. In the present numerical method this is condition is provided by requiring the tangential
enforced by means of a pressure condition at the velocity gradients along the trailing edge on both the
trailing edge. Accordingly, the pressures on the upper upper and lower surfaces to be identical,
and the lower surfaces are required to be equal. For
3-D panels, upper and lower surfaces are referred to (-) - (a.), (15)
each specific strip of panels in the chordwise ci (s

direction. This condition does not restrain the trailing
edge from having a variation of pressure in the time Requiring the equality of velocity gradients on both
domain or spanwise along the trailing edge. surfaces further ensures the smooth merger of the two

Using the unsteady form of the Bernoulli equation flows. When second-order backward differencing is
(Eq. (5)), one obtains used, Eq. (L5) is transformed to

2_C('-0) +[(a+ffAI.Q1+i,) (12) '[(2+K)y_(i j+q' 2 +Y3] (16)
T -0+r,)Eii+il,)J 0-yN,+(l +0VY)2 yN-(2+).)YN-I 0

where Ku= SN-I/ SN Ke= S2/Si and

Since the impermeability boundary condition is applied K=SN.I(I+ic/IS2 (I+Ke). Hence Eqs. (LO), 1.4) and
on WO, the flow on the upper and lower surfaces is (16) form a determinate system of nonlinear equations
tangent (superscript s) to both surfaces. for determining -y for a 2-D lifting configuration.

For two-dimensional problems, the scalar They are solved using an iterative scheme.
relations, For 3-D flows Eq. (12) has to be enforced at

N every panel along the blade trailing edge in the

- r E I (yj+yj,,)Sj spanwise direction. Consequently, the analog of Eq.
j., 2 (13) (14) for 2-D flow becomes a set of nonlinear matrix

2( •t-v. +u--u+% -u.) , equations in 3-D flows. This system again requires
iterative numerical procedures. For the 3-D case, Eq.
(L2) becomes

allow Eq. (12) to be recast into the form,
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by a predictor-corrector scheme, given in Ref. (2).
P-P _ 2() a The shed vorticity distribution in 3-D flows is
1/2pu t (17) obtained by solving Eq. (18) iteratively by relating the

+[(z+an),+(ii+g)] [(l+gn) -(il+aJ . nonzero Ap to A&yw by

["(4u-4,)] = [,(20)

The perturbed form of Eq. (L7) can be cast as [((20-)•)] -[Ay 1

2 a p where D and E are both matrices representing the
12pu2 (18) disturbed velocity potential and induced velocity due

where to A-yw of unit strength. These matrices are only

U = -[(a+a+B).+(Qi+ai)] dependent on the blade geometries and are required to
2 be calculated only once. Thus Eq. (18) becomes

is the mean velocity at the blade trailing edge, and &p [Ay,] = (D+4t i1,.)-lt [ , 2& . (21)
= Pu- P, is the pressure difference between the upper 1 2 PU 0
and lower surfaces. In order to drive Ap to zero we
adjust the shed vortex strength. This provides a The sub-iteration formula at each time step to update
mechanism for vortex shedding in 3-D calculations. shed vorticity strength is then given by

0.1) = (k+ W (22)=W YW, &YW.

Calculation of Shed Vorticity
Vortex Core Splitting and Merging

Kelvin's theorem states that the total circulation of
the fluid at any instant is conserved. This condition As Eq. (19) indicates, a vortex is generated at
provides a mechanism for shedding vorticity into the each time step. This mechanism of generating wake
wake. For 2-D calculations a uniformly distributed shed vorticity will produce tracing instability when the
vortex segment with strength 'yw is generated at each wake vortices start interacting with one another (14).
time step in the wake adjacent to the foil trailing edge. A remedy for redistributing and splitting the vortex
The length Sw of the vortex segment is set equal to the cores was proposed by Mook et. al. (14). In addition
distance the trailing edge moves between t-At and t. to the predictor-corrector tracing method mentioned
At a subsequent time step this uniform line vortex is above, the present vortex convection scheme also
replaced by a discrete concentrated vortex of adopts Mook's splitting and merging techniques.
equivalent strength located at the center of the When any pair of vortices is within 1/4 u. At, a
segment. The generated trailing-edge vortex segment merging process takes place to reduce the number of
is related to the total foil circulation, 1', as vortices. On the other hand, when the distance

between two vortices becomes larger than 1.5 u. At,
'(t)-r(t-At. + S=t)y~t) 0 . (19) a linear splitting process is used. The total circulation

At At around the entire wake and airfoil is, however,

maintained exactly. This vortex core splitting
The model depicted in Eq. (19) yields numerically procedure maintains reasonably uniform spacing

stable solutions that are insensitive to the time-step between vortices.
used. When the nonlinear pressure condition is
selected for solving Eq. (L4), representative Cascade Formulation
calculations based upon the concentrated vortex model
used by Kim and Mook (13) for modeling the trailing- For a 2-D cascade of blades with pitch H, each
edge vorticity generation were found to be dependent blade generates circulation. If the cascade runs along
on the time step used the y-axis, there exists an upwash far upstream of the

Following the shedding process at the trailing cascade and a downwash far downstream. In
edge, the wake vortices are convected downstream and conjunction with a specified inflow onset condition, an
develop a vorticity field. In the 2-D form of the extra term is needed to ensure a unique upstream
present numerical scheme, these vortices are tracked inflow condition, i.e.
through the flow field using Lagrangian techniques.
The convection of these discrete vortices is modeled
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A1
Ml (23 _M~ [RHS-> CD~4k)*.= -y . (23) [CDcD &I)]

XV.I 2IH,. for nonliting section
or

for a multi-blade-row cascade flow, where MJ is the .CD -Y RHSi -ECDyj(A' (25)
total number of blade rows, HI-Ij is the mj-th cascade iCD, CD, Ay, ' I I
spacing or pitch, and rP, is the blade circulation from JCD•,1 CD, AYh -Y CDk yR
the mj-th cascade. 

,2

A complete integration of the velocity potentials for lifting scetion
for the source and the vortex distributions on each
segment was performed numerically for the cascade
modification. The detailed formulation as well as the where RHS*denotes the right-hand-side terms of Eq.
modification in Green function for a cascade can be (L4), and i1 and i2 are indices of the two trailing-edge
found in Ref. (2). panels on the same strip of the blade. The advantage

of Eq. (L5) is that it retains the dominant terms in the
Gauss-Seidel Solution Procedure left-hand-side matrix of Eqs. (24).

For a 2-D) problem, the governing matrix RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
equations are usually small in size, even for multi-row
cascade and therefore a direct solver can be used to The unsteady rotor-stator interaction includes both
solve Eq. (10) efficiently. For a 3-D problem, potential-flow and wake effects. The validation of the
however, the size of the matrix equations is at least an current calculation method for a complex rotor-stator
order of magnitude larger than that of the 2-D ones system therefore involves two validations of
and often reaches a few thousands or more. fundamental flow phenomena. The first of these is to
Consequently, direct matrix solvers are too expensive demonstrate that the shed vortices from a foil (or
to execute for matrix equations of this scope. cascade) are accurately computed. The second is to

In the present paper a two-level multi-block Gauss demonstrate that the interaction between a vortex and
Seidel procedure is developed for obtaining solutions a foil is properly computed. Both of these
of 3-D problems, First, the left-hand side of Eq. (1() fundamental phenomena have been demonstrated in
is partitioned on the basis of the larger surface patches Ref. (7).
such as those on the blade and hub. Thus Eq. (11) The capability for accurately modelling shed
becomes vorticity was demonstrated by comparing the predicted

NPPJO N Nff.) wake behind an oscillating airfoil with experimental
A = measurements (15). Although the present inviscidCDuj-P yP StS i+ J4 (24) approach can not predict the viscous (velocity defect)iU-NPAY) 1;lwllt UNie~crH

wake at low blade oscillation frequency, it predicts
well the jet-like wake for high frequency oscillation.

The vortex and blade interaction process was also
demonstrated in Ref. (7) by the computation of the

where NPS(i) and NPE(f) are the starting and ending interaction between a free traveling vortex
panel numbers on surface patch f, RHS is the right- encountering a stationary airfoil (11). The results
hand-side terms of Eq. (11), NS is the total number of indicate that the current method is able to accurately
surface patches, and 'yj, is the latest value of 'j. On predict the interaction forces acting on the foil due to
the ef-th surface patch, yj(" is updated by a passing vortex.

A third phenomenon that occurs in rotor-stator
interactions is wake vortex cutting. An Example of
this was given by Chow and Huang (8) who presented
an analytical solution based on conformal mapping for
a close encounter between a Joukowski airfoil and a
moving vortex. The flow phenomenon described by
Chow assumes that a "neutral release" position exists
for the incoming vortex which divides the vortex
trajectories into those either above or below the
airfoil.
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o C)HOWS ANALYTIC SOLUTION trailing edge. The spike in the predicted lift
FREE VORTEX TRAJECTORY distribution near the trailing edge is related to the this
WAKEVORTICES strong interaction and depends also upon the Kutta

condition used. Nevertheless, the present predicted(a) FREE VORTEX IS ABOVE THE NEUTRAL POSITION lift distributions compare favorably with Chow's

Ssolutions.

(b) FREE VORTEX IS BELOWTHE NEUTRAL POSITION FREE VORTEX PASSING

2 - UPPER SURFACE

0 CHOWS SOLU
" / 1 -1 PRESENT CALC

0 2 4 6 8 10
NO OF CHORD TRAVELED u.

U-
Figure 1. Predicted instability of a vortex O

interacting with a Joukowski foil

Representative calculations for vortices on either
side of the neutral release point are presented in Figs. -2 -
1 and 2 along with corresponding solutions from
Chow and Huang. Figure 1 compares the trajectories
of the free vortex at representative time steps for both -3 02 3 4 5

methods. Because Chow's analytical solution extends TIME
only a chord length downstream of the airfoil, the (2a)

comparison is limited to this region. For perspective 3 1 1

we also present a snapshot of the wake vortices at the FREE VORTEX PASSING

last time step of our calculation. The curved LOWER SURFACE

trajectories wrapping around the airfoil and the large 2 0 CHOWS SOLU

amplitude wake roll-up indicate a very strong PRESENT CALC

interaction between the vortex and the airfoil and thus Z 1
provide a more critical validation for the present
calculation scheme than that in Ref. (7). The U-
corresponding force comparisons for these calculations W 0 -

0
are given in Fig. 2. When the free vortex travels 0
above the foil, it is first absorbed by the foil as the L
foil's lift increases. After the vortex passes the
trailing edge, the foil repels the vortex and its lift is
also dropped. The lift on the foil is eventually leveled .2 -
off as the vortex travels far downstream. Similarly,
when the vortex starts from a location above the foil -3I I I I
and travels to the lower side of the foil's surface, it is -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

again absorbed by the foil. As the vortex gets too TIME
close to the foil surface, the surface vorticity of the (2b)

foil starts repelling the free vortex. At this moment, Figure 2. Comparisons of present predicted force
the lift of the foil drops suddenly and the vortex is on the Joukowski foil with ChoWs solutions
repelled backward and starts moving towards lower An additional demonstration of the effectiveness of
side of the foil. On the foil's lower side, the the present method, and one that is much more similar
trajectory of the vortex is much closer to the foil to a rotor-stator interaction, is the flapper and foil
surface than that on the upper-side motion. During experiment recently carried out at MIT (9,18). In this
this period, the lift of the foil increases as the vortex experiment detailed measurements of the unsteady
moves towards the trailing edge. When the vortex is flowfield around a foil were measured using the setup
in the vicinity of the trailing edge, it starts interacting shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment two small NACA
with the shed wake vorticity originating from the foil 0025 flapping foils of 3-inch chord were configured
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upstream of a larger stationary foil, referred to as the system of flappers, foil and image blades is a six-
"foil" in the later text, of 18-inch chord. The flappers blade-row cascade system as shown in Fig. 4. Since
performed synchronized sinusoidal motions of 6- a thick boundary layer exists in the aft region of the
degree amplitude at a reduced frequency of 3.62. The foil, a displacement thickness obtained from boundary-
flappers generate periodic wake fluctuations which layer calculations based on steady solutions to the six
impose an unsteady condition on the foil. Velocity row cascade system was added to the foil surface.
and pressure measurements at a Reynolds number of Computed steady foil surface pressures with and
3.78x106 were taken on the foil and around the foil in without the displaced thickness correction are shown
a rectangular box downstream of the flappers and in Fig. 5. Comparisons of steady pressure
enclosing the foil, as shown by the dash line in the distributions for calculations with and without the
Fig. 3. The box measurements were intended to flappers and its image cascades are nearly the same.
provide upstream and downstream boundary conditions
for Navier-Stokes computations. Unsteady flow 1.0 ,
separation was observed on the suction side near the
trailing edge of the foil. STEADY C

p

WATER TUNNEL WALL 0.5 - CALCM ORIG FOIL
_.....0CALC,DISPFOIL

FLAPPER Q EXP

STATIONARY FOIL C, -A

----- ----------------
TUN EL CENTER LINE

MEASUREMENT BOX

WATER TUNNEL WALL

Figure 3. Schematic of MIT Flapping Foil
experiment -1.0 0 1 0 , 10.0 0.4 0.8

% OF CHORD
Figure 5. Predicted steady-state pressure

"------ ------ --------- distributions on M IT's foil
6

1 c - 0.6

WATER TUNNEL WALL STATIONARY FOIL

FLAPPER 5 STATIONARY FOIL 0... . .. . ...A-PP. . .. . .. ..R. 0.4 -

TUNNEL CENTER LINE O REDUCED

3 0 - FREQUENCY
I.Uz 3.62

1- 0.2
Z - 7.2

4 -,-

Z FLAPPERS

0.0

0 2 4 6

Figure 4. Six-row computational cascade for simulating t/T
MIT's flapper and foil experiment

To simulate this flow configuration, a series of Figure 6. Predicted unsteady lifts on MIT's

image blades were added to the geometry shown in foil and flappers

Fig. 3 to incorporate the effects of the tunnel walls.
Because of the asymmetry of the foil, the complete
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This overprediction is further demonstrated in
The unsteady calculations were started at t = 0 Fig. 9 by the amplitude of the first harmonic of the

from the steady solution. Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution around the airfoil. Again the
instantaneous lift distributions of the flappers and the computed amplitude on the suction side (SS) are much
foil plotted against nondimensional time at reduced larger than the experimental measurements. Close
frequencies of 3.62 and 7.2. The foil transient lasts inspection of the measured time history on Fig. 8,
about one period and the calculation extends for six however, shows that the experimental variation of the
periods with 50 time steps in each period. The pressure is predominantly a double frequency variation
corresponding time-averaged mean pressure that is twice the reported flapper frequency. For this
distributions from the unsteady calculation (reduced reason, the calculation was repeated at the double
frequency of 3.62) are shown in Fig. 7 along with the frequency (7.2 reduced frequency) for the flappers.
envelopes of the unsteady solution. These are The history of this lift was previously shown in Fig.
compared with the measured means and measured 6. As this figure shows the amplitude of the
local maxima and minima, indicated by I-bars. The fluctuating lift on both flappers is about the same for
calculated mean unsteady pressure agrees well with the both high and low frequencies, but that for the
measurements. Since the present calculation uses an stationary foil the amplitude is reduced considerably at
open trailing-edge for the displaced foil, fluctuations the higher frequency. This phenomenon is also
in the predicted pressure distributions exist near the evident in the time history and the fundamental
trailing edge, as seen in Fig. 7. Figures 8 and 9 harmonic (7.2 reduced frequency) of the pressure
present comparisons of the time history, amplitude and distribution (Figs. 8 and 9). Both figures show the
phase angle of CP at several locations on the stationary predictions of unsteady pressures and its amplitudes.
foil. Overall, these comparisons in Fig. 8 show the These results show that predictions at high frequency
unsteady effects are quantitatively reasonable, but the agree surprisingly well with measured values. This
amplitude are significantly larger than the suggests a possible discrepancy in the measured
experimental results. Near the trailing edge the frequency of the flapper motion. Corresponding
overprediction becomes worse. This is likely due to comparisons of the phase distribution of the pressure
the aforementioned pressure fluctuation introduced by fluctuation around the foil are also given in Fig. 9 for
the open trailing edge (see comparison at x/c=0.972 both reduced frequencies. The predictions show little
on Fig. 8). effect of frequency on the suction side, whereas on the

pressure side the predictions show a strong phase lead
near the leading edge at the lower frequency. As

1.0 -usual in such comparisons, the phase angle predictions
do not compare as well with experiments. This phase

UNSTEADY Cp comparison thus provides no illumination of the above

- CALC. MEAN dilemma.
0.5 - - CALC. ENVELOPES Figures 10 through 11 show predictions of the

o EXP, MIN & MAX rotor-stator interaction for the UTRC single stage, low
speed turbine (10). The turbine consists of a 22-blade

C .0 - • stator with pitch H=0.854c and a 28-blade rotor with
O 0.0 • _pitch H=0.813c. Both the stator and the rotor have

round trailing edges. The gap between the two blade
rows is 15 % of the stator chord. The rotor operates

-. -at a reduced passing frequency of 2.8, based on the
__ __• turbine diameter.

To reduce the computation effort the 22 stator
blades versus 28 rotor blades were simulated at the

-1.0 I I I blade number ratio of 21 stator blades versus 28 rotor
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 blades. This enables us to use three representative

xlc stator blades and four rotor blades. Trajectories
Figure 7. Predicted time-averaged unsteady pressure distributions of the shed vorticity patterns at four different time

and unsteady pressure envelopes on MITs foil steps during the start-up period of the stator-rotor

interaction, are shown in Fig. 10. As the wakes
develop from the rest condition they initially follow a
straight line behind the trailing edges of both the stator
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and the rotor (t= 10). At later times the stator wake CONCLUSIONS
begins to roll up as it enters the moving rotor
(t= 100). This roll-up of the stator wakes continues, A time-accurate hybrid panel/Euler prediction
and as they are cut by the rotor they begin to approach method is presented for unsteady incompressible flows
a periodic state (t=300 and t=500). Throughout, the through a rotor-stator system. By tracing wake
wakes from the rotor remain essentially straight. vorticity, this method is capable of predicting complex

The time-averaged pressure distribution from one flow features such as wake cutting and wake wrapping
period of the later stages of the calculation in Fig. 10 in rotor-stator systems.

The time-averaged blade pressure distribution
are given in Fig. 11 along with the mean experimental predicted by the present approach is in good
measurements for both the stator (Fig. 1 lb) and the agreement with experimental measurements. Current
rotor (Fig. lid). For reference we also show results also suggest that for rotor-stator systems
passage-averaged pressure distributions from quasi- quasi-unsteady approaches are appropriate for time-
unsteady stator-rotor calculations (Figs. 1 la and 11 c). mean performance predictions.
These quasi-unsteady calculations were performed as For time-dependent solutions of multiple-
a series of steady state calculations with various blade-row cascade flows, results obtained from the
relative positions for the rotor-stator blades. Wake present fully unsteady approach compare well with
vortex shedding was neglected. experimental measurements. Details of the flowfield,

The averaged pressure distributions from both the such as wake vortex shedding, wake-wrapping and
quasi-unsteady calculation and the fully unsteady wake-cutting, are simulated for rotor-stator systems
calculations are in good agreement with experimental from the flow transient to the fully developed periodic
measurements. It suggests that for preliminary stage. For rotor-stator systems quasi-unsteady
estimates, especially at an initial stage of design when approaches overpredict the unsteady loading in the
a large number of comparison studies are needed in a strong interacting area of the blade and considerably
short time period, quasi-unsteady computations should underpredict in the weak interacting area. By
be appropriate for providing reasonable performance including the complex vortex convection in the
predictions. The envelopes of the maxima and flowfield, the present method predicts a much more
minima for both the unsteady and the quasi-unsteady evenly distributed unsteady pressure as the
calculations are shown in Fig. 11 along with the measurement indicates.
corresponding experimental measurements. This Calculations on the MIT's flapping foil simulation
comparison clearly shows that the fully unsteady have suggested that the multiple blade row cascade
computation which includes vortex shedding and a calculation method has correctly modelled the
convection effect has a distinctive advantage over the unsteady water-tunnel flow. The unsteady lift on the
quasi-unsteady result. First the time-dependent flappers is independent of its vibrating frequency, but
loading is spread evenly over most of the blade. This the amplitude (the mean is the same) of the lift on the
even spreading of the unsteady loading over the entire stationary foil reduces as the flappers move faster.
blade surfaces is confirmed by the experimental The predictions based on the higher frequency flapper
measurements. The quasi-unsteady calculations motion, however, agrees better with the measurements
predict the maxima and minima, variations are in local pressure distributions.
restricted to locations near the trailing edge of the Our results also suggest that the multi-row blade
stator and the leading edge of the rotor, and the interactions in many rotor-stator systems are inviscid
magnitudes of the fluctuations in these regions are in nature and can be analyzed with more efficient and
very large, far exceeding the experimental inexpensive approaches, such as the present method.
measurements. The primary reason for this even The present time-accurate approach can be applied
spreading of the pressure fluctuations in the true to other unsteady flow problems such as blade passage
unsteady calculation is the presence of the wake vortex noise predictions and unsteady cavity flow predictions
field. The wake vortices are continuously cut by in rotor-stator systems.
blades as they are convected downstream through the
rotor passages. These rolled up vortices have a ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
significant impact on the unsteady pressure distribution
on both the rotor and the stator. Clearly, the This work was supported by the Independent
computational structure of the wake rollup (see Fig. Research Program and also by the Submarine Block
10) would be impossible to describe in advance. Program for Hydrodynamics and Hydroacoustics of
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DISCUSSION calculation period, c/As is about 80. On the
by Dr. S. Kinnas, MIT average, we use 25 to 50 time steps and 160 to

300 panels to represent periodic foil motion in
The authors presented an interesting unsteady flows.

application of inviscid flow methods for practical
design. It would be very interesting also if they
show convergence tests of the involved methods,
in particular, with number of panels and time
step size for different values of reduced
frequency of the incoming gust.

Author's Reply
The numerical convergence for steady flow

calculations has been reported in reference (2) of
the main text. Numerical errors, defined as the
root-mean-square values of the differences
between the calculated Cp and the exact Cp
distributions, were presented based on different
panel numbers for both circular cylinder and
NACA 0010 airfoil. It was concluded that the
present approach generates results with an accu-
racy better than the second order methods and
the panel number in the order of 100 for airfoil
geometries is adequate to drive the error down to
10-5.

For unsteady flows, the panel size is also
governed by two other factors. First, the size of
the panels near the foil trailing edge should not
be larger than the distance between two
successive vortices shed from the trailing edge.
That is

As = AtU 0  (Al)

where At = 27c/ ont and nt is the number of

time steps in one period. And Eq. (A1), in terms
of reduced frequency f = wc / 2u° , becomes

As = -- o (A2)
f nt

Second, when downstream foils cutting through
a vortical wake shed from upstream foils, the
size of the panels adjacent to the wake vortices is
limited to the distance traveled by the vortices in
one time step during the close encounter between
the vortex and the foil. This condition requires a
similar constrain as shown in Eq. (AZ) for panels
in the front one-third of the foil.

For a typical calculation with a reduced
frequency of 10, a normalized unity chord length
and freestream velocity, and 25 time steps in one
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The Simulation of Ship Motions
H.B. Bingham, F.T. Korsmeyer, J.N. Newman, and G.E. Osborne

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

ward speed, the most promising panel methods
fall into two categories: solutions using the tran-

Abstract sient free-surface Green function, where only the

A three-dimensional panel method is used to ship surface is discretized; and Rankine methods,
sole threlearizedshio pae motiodis p lemfor a where singularities are distributed on both the
solve the linearized ship motions problem ugh hull and a portion of the free-surface. The present
ship traveling with steady forward speed through wr al notefrtctgr.Feuny

quasi-random incident waves. The exact initial- work falls into the first category. Frequency-

boundary-value problem is linearized about a uni- domain results using Rankine methods have been

form flow, and recast as an integral equation using presented in the last few years, (e.g.: e 2]; [20])

the transient free-surface Green function. This and Nakos et al. [19] have recently extended their

integral equation is discretized in space by using Rankine, frequency-domain method to the time
panaerpanels, e on which dithepotienti i s spasyusg domain. Solutions using the transient free-surfaceplanar panels, on which the potential is assumed Genfnto aebe eotdb eea

to be constant, and in time by using the trapezoid Green function have been reported by several

rule. Collocation is performed at the centroids of investigators (e.g.: [9]; [10]; and [14]). More

each panel. recently the body-exact formulation (where the

A technique for approximating the asymptotics body boundary condition is applied on the exact
instantaneous position of the hull, while the free-

of the solution is presented and used to reduce surface onition ra lneaize ha been

the required length of the computations. Results use tondithe techniqearge amlte
are how fora Wgle hul, wth nd wthot a used to extend the technique to large amplitude

are shown for a Wigley hull, with and without a body motions (e.g.: [1]; [16]; [17]).

steady forward speed. The calculated hydrody- We have deveoe a copue cdfoth

namic coefficients are compared to experiments, We have developed a computer code for the

as well as to the calculations of two frequency- transient hydrodynamic analysis of ships and

domain solutions, and a simulation is performed other bodies. The material in this paper is based

of the ship traveling through a Pierson-Moskowitz on our experience in developing and using this
code which is called TiMIT (Time domain MI).sea.
We discuss theoretical and practical issues which

are germane to the robust and efficient calcula-

1 Introduction tion of impulse-response functions, and their sub-
sequent use in performing a simulation of a ship

Since the time when Haskind [6] and Cummins [3] traveling in a seaway. In Sections 2 and 3, we
put the superposition principle for transient ship review the linearized formulation of the transient
motions on a solid foundation, much work has ship motions problem. Section 4 describes the
been focused on calculating the requisite impulse- numerical solution, and presents some techniques
response functions, or the analogous frequency- which can be used to improve the computational
response functions. The linearized theory (ele- efficiency. In particular, we show how a knowl-
gantly reviewed by Ogilvie [22]), has been im- edge of the asymptotic behavior of the solution,
plemented for practical ship motions calculations, combined with an appropriate choice of an im-
originally using strip theory methods, and more pulse, may be used to reduce the required length
recently by way of three-dimensional panel meth- of the computational record. Section 5 presents
ods. For solving problems involving a steady for- the results of a simulation of a Wigley hull travel-
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ing through a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum of in-
cident waves. Finally, some concluding remarks Zo
appear in Section 6. Sz

2 Equations of Motion -

During normal operating conditions the ship's X
weight, along with the steady, hydrodynamic
sinkage force and trim moment acting on it, are
all balanced by the hydrostatic pressure acting on Sb
the hull, while its steady resistance is overcome S
by the propulsion. These forces are in balance,
and we will focus upon the unsteady perturba-
tions about this equilibrium condition. Through
Newton's law, the dynamics of a ship's unsteady
oscillations are governed by a balance between the Figure 1: The reference frames and surfaces of

inertia of the ship and the external forces acting the problem.

upon it. This balance is complicated by the ex-
istence of radiated waves, as a consequence both by Cjk. The hydrodynamic coefficients and the
of the ship's own motions and its scattering of kernel of the convolution on the left-hand side
the incident waves. This means that waves gen- of (1), and the kernel of the convolution on the
erated by the ship at any given time will persist right-hand side of (2), make up a set of radia-
indefinitely and, in principle, affect the ship at all tion and diffraction impulse-response functions:
subsequent times, a situation which is described (0) is
mathematically by a convolution integral. Hav- the combination of ask, bJk, cpu, and K•°(i)
ing assumed that the system is linear, the equa- the force on the ship in the jth direction due to

tions of motion may be written in a form which an impulsive motion in mode k, while the func-
is essentially identical to the model proposed by tion KjD(t,/3) is the force on the ship in the

Cummins [3]: jth direction due to a uni-directional impulsive
wave elevation incident from a heading angle of

6 /3. Equation (1) differs from the usual form only

E [(Mik + ajk)ik(t) + bjkik(t) because the free-surface memory is represented as
k=1 a convolution with the ship's displacement rather

Sd7K(than with its velocity. This choice is convenient in
±(Cjk + ci&)xk(K) + fd0 Aik -)7k(4r) ] practice because it produces a kernel which van-

- X, (t), ishes for large time (see Section 4).
With the hydrodynamic and hydrostatic coeffi-

j = 1, 2, ... , 6, (1) cients in hand, a simulation of the ship translating
in an ambient wave field may be carried out by in-

where the exciting forces on the right-hand side tegrating in time the above system of six coupled
may be determined from: differential equations.

Xj(i) dr KjD(t - -)C(-r) (2)00 3 Hydrodynamics

as proposed by King [8]. 3.1 The Exact Problem
In equation (1), the ship's displacement from

its mean position in each of its six rigid-body Consider a three-dimensional body in a semi-
modes of motion is given by xk, and the overdots infinite fluid with a free-surface, as shown in Fig-
indicate differentiation with respect to time. The ure 1. The ship moves through an incident wave
excitation of the ship is provided by C(t), a time field with velocity U(t), and is allowed to per-
history of the incident wave elevation at some pre- form small unsteady oscillations about its mean
scribed reference point on the free-surface. The position in any of its six degrees of freedom. The
ship's inertia matrix is Mjk, and the linearized fluid is assumed to be ideal and the flow irrota-
hydrostatic restoring force coefficients are given tional, free of separation or lifting effects. Two
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coordinate systems will be employed in the ensu- 3.2 Linearization
ing derivations: the is system is fixed in space,and the ;i system is fixed to the mean position of In order to make further progress both the free-
andthe ;shpAtem is fi0, ese two coordanae sysites o surface and the body boundary conditions, as well
coincide. Aas the Bernoulli equation, will be linearized. Let

us now use the coordinate system fixed to the
Subject to the above assumptions, the fluid ve- mean position of the ship, which is traveling along

locity may be described by the gradient of a scalar the x0-axis with a constant speed U. We will
velocity potential, V(;io, t) = V'(0io, t). Conser- assume that the ship was accelerated to this speed
vation of mass requires that this potential satisfy at some time in the past and that all transients
the Laplace equation everywhere in the fluid: due to this acceleration have decayed to zero. The

total velocity potential, in the ship fixed reference
V2 4'= 0. (3) frame, will be decomposed as follows:

The pressure in the fluid, p(io, t), is given by -

Bernoulli's equation, + 4 + o± k + ± + s. (8)
k=1

p =-p(
' t + YV + gzo) + Pa, (4) The combination of (i) and 0(;) is the potential

2 due to the steady-state limit of the ship's uni-

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, p is form translation at forward speed U. This will

the fluid density, and p, is the atmospheric pres- be referred to as the steady problem. The radi-
sure, which is assumed to be constant. (Partial ation problem ensues when this translating ship

differentiation is indicated when the independent is forced with some prescribed motion in a sin-

variables x, y, z, t appear as subscripts.) If sur- gle rigid body mode k. The potential due to this

face tension is neglected and the pressure on the motion is Ok (i, t). If the steadily translating (but
uface otherwise motionless) ship encounters an incidentfree-surface is set equal to zero, a combined free-

surface boundary condition may be written: wave system with potential 01I(i, t), the scatter-
ing of those waves by the ship will be described
by the potential qs(i,t). This is the diffraction

'4 tt+ 2V4' VIh (5) problem. Note that in the moving coordinate sys-
+ ½V4. V(V4' • Vil) tem, the fluid velocities in the far field will tend

+ g~ lo = 0 on z0 = o , to those of the free stream and the undisturbed
incident wave:

where ((xo, Yo, t) is the unknown free-surface ele-
vation. Since the free-surface condition is second V * -Ui + Vol, as - oo, t < co

order in time, two initial conditions are required, where % is the unit vector in the x-direction. Ve-
and it will suffice to let locities described by the function i in the above

4'=0 ' 
decomposition are assumed to be 0(1), while the

4' =0 onz 0 =0, fort <To (6) remaining potentials describe velocities which aref =small perturbations to this basis flow. Far from
the ship the basis flow must tend to the free

On the submerged portion of the hull the nor- stream, however the choice of 4) is not unique.
mal components of the fluid velocity and the ship If the decomposition of equation (8) is used in
velocity must be equal: equations (7) and (5), the free-surface and body

boundary conditions may be linearized about
ii l = V,. - i on Sb(t), (7) the mean positions of the ship and free-surface

boundaries. The simplest choice of a basis flow,
where Sb(t) is the exact position of the ship sur- and the one that will be used here, is the free-
face, i7,(io,t), is the velocity of a point on the stream alone:
ship, and ji is the unit vector normal to the ship '- = -UX.
surface. Because of the initial conditions, fluid This choice leads to the familiar Neumann-Kelvin
motions caused by the ship will go to zero at spa- linearization of the pressure, the free-surface con-
tial infinity for all finite time, dition and the body boundary conditions:

i 0, [il -+0, t < 00. p = -P(t 6 (9)
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S a Y + = 0 onand J0 is the Bessel function of order zero. It is

--- z - 09(10) straightforward to verify that this Green function
satisfies the complete linearized initial-boundary-

". = U n1  (11) value problem, with the exception of the body
boundary condition, equation (11). The result

i. V(4I + 0s) = 0 of these manipulations is the following integral

i" Vok = nf•k + mkzk. equation:

In equations (9) and (10), 0 is used to represent 27ro f+ S ({G(°, G(°'On"(6]]d (~~ (16)
any of the above mentioned perturbation poten- fir n

tials and the linearized body boundary conditions t

in equation (11) are to be applied on Sb, the mean - dr idS (OG, - Gr¢,O)
position of the ship surface. The generalized unit -f ' fS&

normal nt k is defined by UJf- fJ [n, (G,, -UG )

(ni, n2 , n,3 ) = i (12) gG (€ • - V¢i) ] 0

(n4 , ns, n 6 ) = ×xii

where the ship waterline F is the intersection ofThe steady and the unsteady potentials are cou- Sb and the z =0 plane, and the arguments of the
pled through the presence of the so-called m- 3 n h lnadteagmnso h

Green function in the convolution integrals are re-
terms in the body boundary condition. For this tarded (e.g. G,- G ý(o; ,t- i-)). This equation
linearization the m-terms simply reduce to tre eg ,=G ;;e -) hseuto

is identical to that used by King et al. [9), or Lin

mk = (0, 0, 0, 0, Un 3, -Un 2 ) & Yue [16], for example.

The following sections will discuss in more de-

Other linearizations can be derived by making a tail the solution of the perturbation potentials.

different choice of basis flow, C.

3.4 Forced Motion Problems3.3 T]he Integral Equation
The steady perturbation potential, when solved

The foregoing initial-boundary-value problem can Tesed etrainptnil hnsle
The freastoiang initegal-bouationda y-l p emaking uas the limit of a transient problem, and the radi-be recast as an integral equation by making use ation potentials are all solutions to similar (and

of the transient free-surface Green function. The in somenass idenal) fordtion poblems.

three perturbation problems described above all i oecssietcl ocdmto rbes
satisfythr e same pru batioundary problems desce aThe only difference being that in the steady prob-
satisfyxceptiono the sae boundary- e prob with. lem it is the steady-state limit which is of interest,
the exception of the body boundary condition.

Consequently, the same integral equation may be while in the radiation problem we seek a transient

used to solve for any of these potentials. The response.

integral equation is derived by applying Green's
theorem to the transient free-surface Green func- 3.4.1 The Radiation Problem
tion and the time derivative of the potential. This
Green function is derived in Wehausen [24]: For each radiation problem, the steadily translat-

ing ship is moved impulsively in mode k, and the

G(i; e, t) = G(0 )((; ) + G(1)(i; K, t) (13) force on the ship in mode j (i.e. the correspond-
ing radiation impulse-response function) is calcu-

where lated. In principle, there are any number of pos-

GO 1) (14) sible forcings for this problem. An impulsive mo-
G) / -tion of the ship in any derivative (or integral) of

f0 kZits motion will do; or the motion need not even be
GM 2 dk [1- cos(-,/t)] ekz Jo(kR) (15) impulsive, as long as a convenient Fourier trans-

form exists with which to reconstruct the impulse-

r ±(response from the non-impulse-response [9]. It is
r /(- + (y -7), + (Z :) clear from the boundary condition that the so-

Z = (z + () lution to one impulsive radiation problem is re-
lated to that of any other through some num-

R = ý(z- •)2 + (y - 7)2, ber of time derivatives. For example, the body
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boundary condition corresponding to an impul- Given the form of the body boundary condition
sive acceleration of the ship is for this problem, it is natural to consider each

radiation potential to be the sum of three terms:
H(") = f i(t) + Mk. (t) + + n) H(t) (23)

where H(t) is the Heaviside step function and r(t) k =

is the ramp function r(t) = t H(t). The body where x(t) and i(t) must be thought of as the
boundary condition produced by an impulse in generalized functions appropriate to an impulse

the ship's velocity is the time derivative of equa- in the nth derivative of the ship's motion. The
tion (17) two time constants, Ark and Mk, are solutions to

pressure release type problems. They satisfy the
i- Vqk = nk 6(i) + mk H(t). (18) following pair of boundary value problems:

where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function. Because V2KAk = 0 V2.tk = 0 (24)
this is a linear system, the two solutions are re-
lated in the same way, and it can be shown that 0 Mi. 0, z 0
any canonical radiation potential satisfies i. V.Af= iin i. VMki ink, on Sb,

,90(-) and may be calculated from the following pair of

t kn-) integral equations

where 0(n) is the radiation potential due to an im- 2irA(ft+ [fds (Afk G(°)-n G(),) 0

pulse in the nth derivative of the ship's motion.

This relationship is not surprising given that the 21rMik+ f f dS (M1 k G(°) - m, G(°) 0.
same information can be constructed from any 3 &
canonical radiation potential. Specifically, the The transient or memory potential, O•), will de-
potential due to an arbitrary motion of the ship pend upon the type of impulse the ship is forced

in mode k, lk, can be written as a convolution of to undergo.

kn) with a time history of the nth derivative of Generally, this problem is solved by giving the

the ship's motion in that mode, dnxk/dtn. ship an impulse in its velocity, which means set-
_ (n) d'k(7) ting i(t) = 6(t) and letting n = 1 in equa-

UTO dO )(- dr) (19) tion (19). Because the position of the ship is

changed by this choice of an impulse, we must
The force on the ship in mode j due to this ar- expect it to produce a steady-state limit to the
bitrary motion in mode k is found by integrating memory potential, ¢41). Physically, when the
the consequent linearized pressure over the body ship is displaced from its original position by the
surface impulse, a change occurs in the steady wave pat-

ffr, U Ilk tern which must be reflected in the large time
Fjk= -p dS \ - -- ) nl. (20) limit of the radiation potential. This is undesir-

Sa aable from a computational standpoint because it

This form is computationally inconvenient, since tends to increases the required length of the com-
it involves a spatial derivative of the potential, putations (see Section 4). A simple way to avoid a
and the calculation may be simplified by us- non-zero steady-state limit is to prescribe a forced
ing a variant of Stokes' theorem attributed to motion which will bring the ship back to its orig-
Tuck [23]: inal position. An impulse in displacement, i.e.

letting x(t) = 6(t), is the obvious choice to satisfy

JidS [m 14,k - nj(V'.l Vlk)]= (21) this requirement. The body boundary condition
• - d lVin this case becomes

where F is the unit vector tangent to the mean and the solution will be

waterline. For a wall sided ship, the line integral o•0) = Ark 6(t) + M,, 6(t) + #(o) H(t) (25)
is identically zero and we may write In contrast to using an impulsive velocity, this

Fjk = fd- (dS a% ,-n in>I (22) will produce a radiation problem with a memory

3i.-j- Sf-t -at term that tends to zero at large time.
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An integral equation for the impulsive dis-
placement memory potential, (1i, t), (where the
super- and sub-scripts have been omitted for clar- 0o'.K:,pOL'_ _ _ _--_ _
ity) may be derived by inserting the decomposi-
tion of the potential into equation (16). The re- 0
suit is similar to the equation derived by Liapis
[15] for the impulsive velocity memory potential:

27ro& + Jds (OG(o) - GOO,)(26)

pt

-]dTi ] dS VG,
U f t 0.0 2 ,5 5.0 7 ,5 10 0 12.5 15i.0

dg dl j (,- e
G- ( - u ) Figure 2: Wigley hull at Fn 0.3, impulsive

pitch displacement memory function.

IdS (nk G,.,(t) - Grrn (t) Ak)

-J dS (ink G,. (t) - G~75 (t) .M.k) 1~Kp

+- ± R ni G,(t)4'(0),
g 2.5

where 0(0) = 0(o)(i, 0) is always non-zero.
Using the decomposition of equation (25) 0.0

through equation (19) and into equation (22),
the complete radiation impulse-response func- -.

tion, which consists of the constant coefficients -2.5

ajk, bjk and cjk combined with the memory func-

tion K(.) may be expressed in terms of the the -5.0
general canonical radiation potentials as follows: 0.0 2.5 5.0 7. '(,l10.0 12.$ Mo

ajk(i) = pf dS Afk nj (27) Figure 3: Wigley hull at Fn 0.3, impulsive
-JJ., pitch velocity memory function.

bjk(i) = pI dS (Mknj-- Afkmj)

(0=v PI dS 0()(O)nj 0.075

A,ýPVL?

cjk00) -P 0.050

KZ(t) =pI dS ()(t) nj (n - )

where the coefficient, c.(o) has appeared because 0.25 -

0()(0) : 0, and it must be included with Cjk

when n = 0. oooo
It has been pointed out in the past that the 2.5 5.0 7.5

coefficient ajk is a genuine added-mass coefficient
which is independent of both time (or frequency) Figure 4: Comparison of the pitch-pitch added-
and forward speed. The coefficients bjk and cjk mass coefficient calculated by impulsive displace-

are, on the other hand, functions of the forward ment and by impulsive velocity of the ship.
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2.5 5.0 7.5 5.7

Figure 5: Wigley hull at Fn 0.0, heave-heave Figure 6: Wigley hull at Fn - 0,0, heave-heave
added-mass coefficient, damping coefficient.

speed. It can be shown by applying Green's the-
orem to Alk and Mk, and using the boundary
conditions which they satisfy, that the constants
bJk satisfy the following relations, 0.040

bk = 0 for j =k (28) 0.030
O WAMIT

bjk + bkj = 0 for j : k A,2pV TIMIT

Some sample calculations of the pitch memory 0.020

functions due to both an impulsive displacement
and an impulsive velocity appear in Figures 2 and 0.010
3. Both calculations have been made for a Wigley
hull at a Froude number 0.3. 0.000 /

It can be shown that the impulsive velocity and 25 5!0 7.5

the impulsive displacement memory functions are
related in the same way as the corresponding ra- Figure 7: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.0, pitch-pitch
diation potentials. That is, added-mass coefficient.

_______ - K (O) 
B,1PV(g1L)'

3

This means that it is possible to calculate K(°)
jk

from K(,), instead of solving the impulsive dis- 0.050 0

placement radiation problem directly, and this
may in practice be more convenient.

If the motion of the ship is considered to be

time harmonic at frequency w, then the force on 0.025

the ship may be written in complex form as

Fk= (W2 Ajk(w) - iwV Bik(w) - cjk) Xj,
0.000 2.0 5.0 7.0

and the impulse-response functions calculated us- WU.) 50

ing the canonical radiation potentials at any Figure 8: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.0, pitch-pitch
n, are related to the more familiar frequency- dig 8: eficient.
response functions (i.e. the added-mass and damping coefficient.
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Figure 9: Wigley hull at Fn - 0.3, heave-heave Figure 10: Wigley hull at Fn - 0.3, heave-heave

added-mass coefficient. damping coefficient.

damping coefficients) through a Fourier trans-

form:
=W2 Ajk(w) +iwBjk(w) (29) 0

-W 
2 ajk + iw bjk .0.10

+(iw)- [ )(t)e dt A,,IpVL

-o -0.2o

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the added- 2
mass coefficients calculated using the two memory -. 30 T."

functions shown in Figures 2 and 3. As expected,

the results are practically identical. -0.40

Calculations made using this method are com-

pared to frequency domain calculations using 2.5 5.0 7.5

WAMIT at zero forward speed in Figures 5

through 8. The two solutions for a Wigley hull Figure 11: Wigley hull at Fn 0.3, heave-pitch

are in excellent agreement. Comparisons between added-mass coefficient.

these two computer codes for more complicated
bodies, as well as a description of WAMIT, may
be found in Korsmeyer, et al. [10]. Figures 9 B,'pVUg0L/'

through 16 show the results of calculations made 0.75 "

for the Wigley hull at a Froude number of 0.3.

These results are compared both to the experi- Q "

ments of Journie [7], and to calculations made

using the Rankine panel method SWAN [20]. 0.50

The difference between these two sets of calcu-

lated results may be attributed to the fact that

SWAN uses a linearization about the double-body 0.25

flow rather than the Neumann-Kelvin lineariza-
tion which is used in TiMIT. 0 o • O

0.00
3.4.2 The Steady Problem 0°.0 2.5 50.

The steady perturbation potential, f(i), can be
calculated as the steady-state limit of a particular Figure 12: Wigley hull at nn = 0.3 heave-pitch
radiation problem: that of an impulsive accelera- damping coefficient.
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Figure 13: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, pitch-heave Figure 16: Wigley hull at Fn - 0.3, pitch-pitch

added-mass coefficient, damping coefficient.

8,/PVL(oIL)'` tion of the ship to a forward speed U. The bound-
*":U:L° _____ary conditions for this problem are equations (10)

and (17), which in the limit of large time will

become the steady-state Neumann-Kelvin condi-
tions

-0.25 U 2 Xx + g¢b = 0 onz = 0

q Unj onSb.

This approach is somewhat indirect, since the
5 - IGreen function for this problem is known (i.e. the

Kelvin wave-source potential). The most direct
way of calculating the steady potential would be

2.5 5.0 7.5 to apply Green's theorem, with the Kelvin wave
source potential, and to solve the resulting inte-

Figure 14: Wigley hull at Fn - 0.3, pitch-heave gral equation for ý. However, efforts to calculate
damping coefficient. the Kelvin wave source potential in a robust and

efficient way have not yet been entirely success-
ful. The transient approach, although computa-
tionally expensive, is an alternative.

0.075 3.5 The Diffraction Problem

A,,IPVL! 2 i, The diffraction problem, that of finding the ve-

0.050 -locity potential for the case of the ship fixed to
its mean position in the presence of an incident
wave, may be solved to find the transient exciting

forces. When the diffraction problem is forced by
0.025 0 00o 0 0 an impulsive wave elevation, the computed tran-

_ sient forces may be related to impulse-response
functions. These impulse-response functions are

0.. .. the kernels of convolutions which can be used to
2.5 5.0compute the exciting forces and moments which

appear on the right-hand side of the equations
Figure 15: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, pitch-pitch of motion (1) given an arbitrary, known, incident
added-mass coefficient, wave elevation.
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Equation (16) may be solved for the scattered An alternative approach is the following con-
potential by using the body boundary condition: volution, developed by King [8], in which the ex-

apS a01 citing forces due to the wave elevation measured

a (30) at a fixed point in the ship-fixed reference frame,On On C (t), may be computed by

and the force in mode j, KjD (t), is computed as W
indicated in (22) with 4k = 01 + 0s, namely the Xi (t) = dr KjD(t - r)((r). (33)

complete diffraction potential. foc0

Two kinds of impulse-response function are of Unlike equation (31), the kernel in equation (33)
interest and each may be computed by solving is of the form which corresponds to a time-
canonical problems for scattered potentials. One invariant linear system since the reference point
of these impulse-response functions relates the ex- of the waves is fixed with respect to the moving
citing force to the wave elevation in the earth- ship.
fixed reference frame, and the other relates the KjD (t) is the force on the ship which is found
exciting force to the wave elevation in the ship- from solving the canonical diffraction problem
fixed reference frame. forced by the incident potential which is the real

In the following convolution, the exciting forces part of:
on the ship due to the wave elevation measured 00
at a fixed point in the earth-fixed reference frame, 0I(V, t) = g dw, z exp [kz -
Co(t), may be computed by 7r _- W

ik [z cos i + y sin)3] + iwet], (34)

) dir Ko3 D( - r,-r)Co(r). (31) where w, = w - Uk cos/3 is the encounter fre-
SM 00quency. This incident velocity potential, is also

Here the kernel KojD(t,t') corresponds to the a uni-directional wave system which contains all

impulse response function of a time-varying lin- frequencies, but it describes a wave elevation

ear system. This is due ot the fact that the which is the Dirac function in time, 6(t), when

ship moves in time relative to the reference point viewed from the origin of the ship-fixed reference

where the waves are measured; the ship's response frame.

depends on both its position and on the relative In the case of U = 0 and V = 0, the de-

time t - r since the disturbance. From a dif- scriptions (32) and (34) are identical. Note that

ferent viewpoint, the frequency-domain descrip- although these potentials resemble the solution

tion of Co(t) is in terms of the absolute frequency, to the two dimensional Cauchy-Poisson problem,
whereas the description of the ship's exciting force that potential describes the evolution of a wave

Xj(t) is in terms of the frequency of encounter, elevation which is initially a Dirac function in
Both a phase shift and frequency shift are re- space. Here, the spatial concentration of wave
quired to relate these parameters. elevation is weaker than 6(x), for instance for

KojD(t,1') is the force on the ship which is q5(io, t, t'):
found from solving the canonical diffraction prob- 1
lem forced by the incident potential which is the (o()o, Yo, 0, 0) - U = 0, 8 = ir. (35)

real part of: 2-
Continuing with the discussion of the case U

q!1Vo, t, t') = g dw -- exp [kz0- =,/ ir, t' = 0; at times other than t = 0, the
r 0 w waves are dispersed over just one half of the free-

ik [(x + Ut) cos/3 + ysini3] + iw (t - t')], (32) surface. For any time t < 0, the waves are only in
the z0 > 0 half-space, while for t > 0, the waves

where the wavenumber k is related to the abso- are only in the zo < 0 half-space. In the former,
lute frequency w by k = ! and /3 is the angle the waves are coalescing to the impulse, and in

9
of wave propagation measured from the positive the latter they are dispersing from the impulse,
sense of the z-axis. This incident velocity poten- hence the Fourier components are always ordered
tial, is a uni-directional wave system which con- such that the wave length increases with Ixo0. The
tains all frequencies with equal weight and de- free-surface profiles are illustrated in Figure 17,
scribes a wave elevation which is the Dirac func- and discussed further in Section 4.4.
tion in time, 6(t-tA), when viewed from the origin There is no particular significance in choosing
of the earth-fixed reference frame, to have this temporal impulse occur along a line
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Figure 17: Example free-surface profiles along the Figure 19: Wigley hull at Fn 0.3,/3 t 8 7, the
x-axis for the case of U 0 and )3 -7r. pitch exciting moment impulse-response function.

K3 D X/pg.(AIL)

20
- 128 panels

0.0o0 288 panels

512 panels 0
is -- T-~f

0.025

.10 -5 0 5 t T0',

Figure 18: Wigley hull at Fn 0.3, /3 =r, the 0.00 (LIX/ ,00

heave exciting force impulse-response function.
Figure 20: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.0, /3 = 7r, the
heave exciting force amplitude.

through the origin. Any convenient location is ac-

ceptable as long as it is accounted for in the inter-
pretation of the impulse-response function or its
Fourier transform. In Korsmeyer [11] it is shown
that such a shift in the location is equivalent to a
phase shift in the frequency domain. 2.00

The frequency domain exciting force coeffi- 0

cients are related to KOjD (t, ') and KjD (t) by ,so

dt KOJDQ, 0)ewut, ,.00

/1 - 4_ULo• ,c os/ 7r f_
(36)

and 0.0

Xj(W=) 0 dt KjD()e (37) o.0

717 _ 0 0.50 1.00 (Zuk)a 1.50

respectively.
Thspecadvang oFigure 21: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.0,/3 =r, theThe advantage of KOjD(t,t') over KjD(t) is pitch exciting moment amplitude.

that the convolution with Co(t) (the commonly
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Figure 22: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, )3 7r, the Figure 25: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, /3 = •, the

heave exciting force amplitude. pitch exciting moment phase angle.

available input) avoids the difficulty of the non-
Ph." .. unique relationship between encounter and abso-

IS0O lute frequencies in following seas. If K3 D(t) is
used in following seas, three hydrodynamic prob-

100 lems must be solved for three impulse-response

50 functions (one for each of three ranges of abso-
lute frequency) in order to uniquely characterize

0 the response in terms of encounter frequency. On

-.0 the other hand, KjD(t) is computationally more
2 Jefficient, particularly in head seas, and the wave

TW ... elevation ((t) may be readily computed from Co(t)
.1-0 in Fourier space.

0.00 0.70 1.00 (U)o 1.20 1.00 Examples of exciting force impulse-response
functions K3D (t) and K5D (t) for a Wigley hull,

Figure 23: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3,/3 8 r, the at a Froude number of 0.3 in head seas, are shown

heave exciting force phase angle. in Figures 18 and 19. These functions are com-
puted for three discretizations. The Wigley hull
presents no computational difficulties and so a
discretization of only 288 panels is adequate for

x/pg;.A practically useful results. Note that unlike the
radiation force impulse-response functions, the

2.0 diffraction force impulse-response functions are
non-zero at times t < 0. This is a result of the

A 2 dispersion of free-surface waves and the fact that
-. the ship is of finite extent. That is, in head seas

0 for instance, at times t < 0 the incident impulsive
1.0 wave has not yet coalesced, but is already being

scattered by the forward sections of the ship. This
0.5 phenomenon must be accounted for in the convo-

lution on the right-hand side of the equations of
0.0 motion by the choice of an infinite upper limit of,(Ux)' integration in equations (31) and (33).

Comparison of the diffraction impulse-response
Figure 24: Wigley hull at Fude 0.3,/3 = r, the functions with frequency-domain results may be
pitch exciting moment amplitude. made through the Fourier transform (36) or (37).
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Figures 20 and 21 show a comparison of the mag- 4.1 The Discrete Hydrodynamic
nitude of the frequency-domain exciting force co- Problem
efficients for the heave force and pitch moment on
a Wigley hull at a Froude number of 0. The corn- The integral equations for the hydrodynamic
parison is the Fourier transform of results from problems are discretized by subdivision of the hull

TiMIT with calculations conducted in the fre- surface into planar quadrilateral (or triangular)

quency domain by WAMIT. The results are iden- panels upon which the potential is assumed to be

tical to graphical accuracy, which is expected as constant. A linear system of equations is gen-

these codes are the time-domain and frequency- erated by a collocation scheme where the panel

domain manifestations of the same theory as long centroids are the collocation points. The convo-

as U = 0. lution terms appear only on the right-hand side,
and the convolution is computed by the trape-

Figures 22 through 25 show a comparison of zoid rule (see [12]). If appropriate, the size of the
the magnitude and phase angle of the frequency- linear system is reduced by exploiting the port
domain exciting force coefficients for heave force and starboard symmetry of the ship. The linear
and pitch moment for the Wigley hull at a Froude system of equations has a left-hand side matrix
number of 0.3. The comparison is the Fourier which is independent of time, so this matrix may
transform of the results from TiMIT shown in be factored once, with back-substitution used at
Figures 18 and 19 with calculations conducted all subsequent time steps.
in the frequency domain by SWAN and experi- The bulk of the computational burden of the
mental results from Journ6e [7]. As mentioned solution is in calculating, or fetching from storage,
in Section 3.4.1, the m-terms are treated differ- the transient Green function coefficients which
ently in TiMIT and SWAN and this difference appear in the convolution terms. For a zero-speed
enters into the pitch moment calculation through problem, without exploiting symmetry, the num-
equation (22). This may account for the fact ber of coefficients needed at each time step is pro-
that the agreement between TiMIT and SWAN portional to NtN' (where Nt is the number of the
is better for the heave exciting force than for current time step and Np is the number of pan-
the pitch exciting moment. Apparently, using els); however, all but Np have been calculated at
the double-body linearization improves the accu- previous time steps. If there is sufficient physical
racy of the pitch exciting moment calculation by memory available, the most efficient strategy is to
a small amount. store the coefficients in memory. If there is not,

then they must either all be recalculated at each
step, or fetched from storage on disk. On all of
the machines that we use (DEC 5000, IRIS In-

4 Numerical Issues digo, Cray YMP) storing the coefficients on disk
is from three to six times faster than recalculat-
ing. The algorithm used to calculate this function

There are three major numerical tasks involved requires an average of 1.5 micro seconds on a Cray
in solving the hydrodynamic problems outlined YMP for one pair of evaluation points at a sin-

above: calculation of the Green function for pairs gle time. In the diffraction problem, the incident
of singularity and field points on the representa- potential must be calculated at each time step
tion of the ship hull; calculation of the impulsive as well, but only Np evaluations are required and

incident wave at field points on the ship hull; and this is not a significant contribution to the overall
solution of the discrete integral equations (16) computational effort.

and (26). The calculation of the Green function If the transient coefficients are stored, the space
is described in detail by Newman [21] and is done required, whether in RAM or on disk is:
to an absolute accuracy of approximately 6 sig- Storage cx N 2 NT, (38)
nificant digits throughout the computational do-

main. The computation of the incident potential, where NT is the total number of time steps.

along with its temporal and spatial derivatives, is The total cost of the computation, regardless of

carried out via an extension of algorithms corn- whether the coefficients are recalculated or stored

monly used for the calculation of the complex er- is:
ror function. These algorithms are based on the Cost oc N ýN,. (39)

work of Gautschi [5] and may be found in King [8] There is an NI, term in the cost equation, re-
and Korsmeyer [13]. flecting the factorization of the left-hand side, but
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that term is dominated by the N. term for any
typical computation. For the forward-speed prob-
lem, additional coefficients are required for the K 33.104

waterline integral. 30

Clearly it is important to use the coarsest
25

spatial and temporal discretizations which will
achieve the desired accuracy. Symmetries should 20 - TIMIT

always be exploited when possible as this both re- 15 ----- Aspl

duces the size of the linear system and reduces the
number of coefficients which must be computed. 10
Reducing the total time range of the calculation
is also possible as is discussed in the next section.

4.2 Asymptotic Continuation 0.0 25 T/T, 5.0

The minimum length of an impulse-response Figure 26: Comparison of the impulse-response
function is determined by the decay of transients function and the proposed asymptotic tail.
in the solution. In principle, the force on the ship
continues for all time, but in practice we will feel
justified in truncating the record when the force
has decayed to some small fraction of its peak K33 *104

value (say .5%). The decay of transients in the 1.5-

solution, with steady forward speed, is fundamen-
tally different from the solution of the zero-speed 1.0 -

problem because of the resonance at the critical 0.5

frequency of -r E , U = 1/4. At zero speed, the
energy associated with the wave system generated 0.0
by the impulse propagates away from the ship at -0.5 a
the group velocity of the various components. At .,.0 "
forward speed however, the impulse excites corn- TIMIT

ponents whose group velocities are approximately .,5 -.... Asymptotctal

equal to the ship's speed, U, and this energy re- *o.0° - 2 T, T 0.0

mains in the vicinity of the ship. T/T,

This concept can be made more quantitative by
considering the asymptotics of the Green func- Figure 27: Expanded view of the matching be-
tion. Newman [21] shows that at zero speed
the linearized pressure due to the Green function
(equation (13)) is to leading order: This behavior in the Green function suggests

1 a similar behavior in the solution to the inte-
G - t --* co. gral equation, as well as in the impulse-response

function. This notion is borne out by numeri-

When the ship has a steady forward speed, how- cal experiments, and suggests that a relatively
ever, the leading order contribution becomes short solution can be extended to any length by

matching it to an asymptotic continuation or tail
SV2 Z sin (which has a form similar to equation (40). Fig-

G tsin@ t), (40) ures 26 and 27 show a comparison between a very

long calculation of an impulse-response function

where w, = 4 is the critical frequency of oscilla- and the proposed asymptotic tail. In these fig-
tion. This result can be related through a Fourier ures the non-dimensional impulse-response func-
transform to the results of Dagan & Miloh 14] for tion and the asymptotic tail are plotted versus
the analogous frequency-domain Green function. the non-dimensional ratio of time to the critical
Asymptotically then, the Green function at for- period, T, =- The two functions have been
ward speed behaves like an oscillation at the crit- matched at a peak near T = 0.6.
ical frequency, which decays at a rate of . Despite the good agreement shown in these
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Figure 28: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, convergence Figure 29: Wigley hull at Fn -0.3, convergence
of the pitch-heave response. of the pitch-pitch response.

figures, this leading-order behavior is based on
the potential for a translating source, and is not
strictly correct for a collection of singularities 0.075

such as source and dipole distributions over the A,,1pVe

panels of a discrete ship geometry. It can be seen

in Figure 27, which is an expanded view of the 0.00

matching shown in Figure 26, that the numeri-
cal solution decays slightly faster than "1 This is

consistent with the recent work of Liu & Yue [18].
0.025

4.3 Convergence

Convergence of transient problems depends on
both spatial and temporal discretization. Fig- 2.5 sUg)"- 5.0 7.5

ures 28 and 29 show the convergence of two ra-
diation impulse response functions with increas- Figure 30: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, convergence

ing numbers of panels. All the curves are for a of the pitch-pitch added-mass coefficient.
Wigley hull at Froude number of 0.3, and each
curve which appears in the figures is itself the
converged result of a series of calculations using B,,:PVL'(gL)

progressively smaller time steps for the same spa- 0.200

tial discretization. Figures 30 and 31 are the
Fourier transform of the convergence plots shown
in Figure 29 to provide a frequency domain per- 0.,50 ,,7

spective on the convergence of the calculations.

As can be seen from these figures, and Figures 18
and 19 from Section 3.5, the radiation and diffrac-
tion problems appear to have converged to within
graphical accuracy using a discretization of 512 0.050

panels over the body (256 unknowns).
0.000

4.4 Filtering of Short Wavelengths 2.5 5.0 7.5

As in other hydrodynamic problems where a con-
tinuous spectrum of wavelengths is present, very Figure 31: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, convergence

small wavelengths exist which are not considered of the pitch-pitch damping coefficient.
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to be of physical relevance. These may cause nu- 5 Simulation
merical anomalies or errors, since the approxima-
tion of the ship's surface by panels upon which the The simulation of a ship traveling in a seaway
potential is assumed to be constant limits the cor- is carried out by the temporal integration of the
rect solution to wavelengths substantially longer equations of motion (1). For the simulation pre-
than the panel dimensions. Since short waves are sented here, the exciting forces are calculated by
attenuated exponentially in the vertical direction, the convolution appearing in equation (33). This
this problem is restricted to a relatively thin re- simulation is of a Wigley hull at Froude num-
gion adjacent to the free surface. ber 0.3, encountering head seas with a Pierson-

In the present planar panel method, with the Moskowitz spectrum corresponding to 5 meters
collocation points at the panel centroids, values of per second wind speed.
the potentials required for the waterline integral The top of Figure 32 shows a segment of the
in equation (16) are replaced by the correspond- time history of the incident wave elevation as
ing values at the adjacent centroids. This effec- measured at the origin of the ship-fixed reference
tively provides an exponential filter to the short frame. The next two time histories in this fig-
wavelengths, scaled in proportion to the panels ure are the heave and pitch responses of the ship
themselves. This is an ad hoc approach, which is respectively.
justified by convergence tests and visual exami- Validation of these time histories may be made
nation of the resulting computations, as opposed by deducing the frequency-domain response-
to a more formal numerical analysis. Difficulties amplitude operators from the input and output
can be anticipated if the centroids approach the signals:
free surface faster than the scale of the panels RXi (w)(
is reduced, as might occur if the aspect ratio of RA - (w)l (42)

the panels is large (horizontal dimension much
greater than vertical) or if there is substantial where Xj (w) and C(w) are obtained by taking the
flare at the waterline (panels approaching the hor- Fourier transforms of the output and input sig-
izontal plane). nals respectively. Figures 33 and 34 are plots of

For example, the presence of very short wave- the frequency-domain response-amplitude opera-

lengths in the incident-wave profile correspond- tors compared to experimental results.

ing to either incident potential (32) or (34) (for We find that the computation of the frequency-
U = 0 and/3 = 7r) is illustrated in Figure 17. The domain response-amplitude operators converges
profiles shown in this figure are in fact filtered more slowly in the vicinity of resonance than at
because we are evaluating frequencies away from that region, as can be seen

in Figures 33 and 34. This is expected since
C(it) 1 resonance occurs precisely because the determi-

9 -nant of the frequency-domain system of equa-

tions of motion becomes small, leading to poor
This is equivalent to the evaluation of the incident conditioning of this linear system. The conver-
potential at the centroids of panels adjacent to gence of these results is also subject to the re-
the linearized free-surface for a fine discretization duction of the size of the time-step and the in-
of a ship hull. crease of the order of the integration scheme used

An alternative filtering scheme for the solution to solve the time-domain equations-of-motion. A
could be based on truncating the integral repre- fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is a reason-
sentation for the Green function, G(f) (15), at able choice because it is robust and efficiency is
some point k = k,,a,. This is also an ad hoc not paramount in this calculation.
approach and the truncation point kaj would To quantify the relatively slow convergence
have to be increased systematically with the re- around resonance, we have solved the equations
finement of the discretization. Such an approach of motion in the frequency domain using the
would be expedient if the integral defining G( 1 ) frequency-domain coefficients presented in vari-
were evaluated numerically. However for efficient ous figures shown in Section 3, which are the
transient hydrodynamic analysis, the rapid eval- Fourier transforms of time-domain computations.
uation of G(f) is critical and is best achieved by We find that for the Wigley hull in head seas at
evaluating the Green function by analytical ex- a Froude number of 0.3, the condition number at
pansions and approximations available only for the frequency of peak heave and pitch response
the complete (semi-infinite) range of the integral, is approximately twice the value for frequencies
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Figure 32: Time histories from a simulation of a
Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, )3 = ir. From the top: 0. 0..25 0..50 0.7 .00 1.25 .50

incident wave elevation in the ship-fixed frame,
heave response, pitch response.

Figure 33: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3, )3 = 7r, theaway from this peak. It is reasonable to expect heave response-amplitude operator.

that accurate results in the time-domain can only

be produced for temporal and spatial discretiza-
tions which are sufficiently fine to achieve conver-
gence around resonance.

6 Discussion

A computer code has been developed for the tran-
sient hydrodynamic analysis of a ship traveling in
a seaway. Results have been presented to demon-
strate the convergence of the method for the ra- RA05,
diation and diffraction problems, and the calcu- 30 ,
lations are shown to be in satisfactory agreement 1152Panel

with both experim ents and frequency dom ain cal- 2.5 ........ 512 Panel
-------. 288 Panel

culations made using other methods. It is also 0 Journee

pointed out that the steady problem can be con- 2.0

sidered to be the large time limit of a particular ii

radiation problem, and the use of an impulse in 1.5

displacement is suggested as a way of avoiding
all steady-state limits in the radiation problem. 1.0

A technique for extending the impulse response
function by asymptotic continuation is also pre- 0.5

sented and used to reduce the necessary length of
the computations. 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.5 (LI5)112

Topics for the future include improving the
calculation of fluid velocities through the use of
higher order panels. This is especially impor-
tant in the steady problem because the forces are Figure 34: Wigley hull at Fn = 0.3,/3 ir, the
determined entirely from gradients of the poten- pitch response-amplitude operator.
tial. The calculation of field quantities, such as
the free-surface elevation and fluid velocities away
from the ship, is also in progress. Real ship forms,
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which often have significant flare especially near [9] B. W. King, R. F. Beck, and A. R. Magee.
the stern, present special numerical difficulties for Seakeeping calculations with forward speed
this method of solution and therefore require spe- using time domain analysis. In Proc. 17th
cial care. A ship traveling in following seas is an- Symp. Naval Hydro., The Hague, Nether-

other important topic of further research, and it lands, 1988.

is not yet clear to us which of the two diffrac-
tion formulations discussed in the foregoing will [10] F. T. Korsmeyer. The first- and second-order

be most useful in this situation. transient free-surface wave radiation prob-
lems. PhD thesis, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
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A New Method for the Determination of Resonant States
for Fluid-Structure Interaction

0. DeBayser, C. Hazard, and M. Lenoir
(CNRS/ENSTA Centre de 1'Yvette, France)
D. Martin (Universite de Rennes, France)

Abstract. This means intuitively that the structure has a
tendency to accumulate the energy transmitted

In order to compute the resonant states of a ship by the incident wave. These "resonant frequen-
on the sea, we investigate a variational formula- cies" are not eigenfrequencies of the problem, for
tion for the scattering frequencies of this problem, the system consisting of the structure coupled
i.e. the poles of the analytic continuation of the with the ocean is not conservative (the energy

solution operator. A practical method, based on associated with the scattered wave propagates

the integral representation of the solution is de- to i ity A i e wa t ter mine tem

scribed, the scattering frequencies are shown to is to compute the response curve of the struc-

be the solutions of a non-linear eigenvalue prob- ture, i.e., the total energy of the structure with

lem. respect to the frequency of the incident wave (for
The scattering frequencies and the correspond- given amplitude and direction of propagation):

ing eigensolutions provide detailed information the resonant frequencies correspond to the peaks
about the way energy of incident waves can be of this curve. However, it is an especially ex-
stored as waves in the vicinity of the ship or mo- pensive method, since it requires to compute the
tion along one ore more of its degrees of freedom.Theycanbe ued or peditionof he fequncy response of the system for numerous values of theThey can be used for prediction of the frequency frequency.
and direction of the incoming wvaves resulting in feunythe maximum response of the ship along one of The aim of the present paper is to show that theits degrees of freedom. resonant frequencies are nothing but the traces ofitsomegreliminoryfreed . iisolated singularities in the plane of complex fre-

Some preliminary results in that direction are qece.Idew ilseta h e-epnshown here, where the body is a model catama- quencies. Indeed, we will see that the sea-keeping
ran, fixed in the waves. problem can be extended analytically to complexvalues of the frequency, and that this extension

has poles in the lower complex half plane: these

1 Introduction. poles are referred to as "scattering frequencies".
They are intrinsic quantities of the system, since

We study the linearized sea-keeping problem for they do not depend on the incident swell (as the

an elastic body , i.e., the periodic small motions of eigenvalues of a conservative system do not de-

an elastic structure which floats (without forward pend on the external forces exerted on it). The

speed) at the free surface of the ocean (in the infi- knowlegde of these singularities (more precisely,
nite depth case). We are concerned in particular the ones which are near the real frequencies axis)

with the dynamic stability of the structure; more allows not only to locate the peaks of the response

precisely, the main question is to find the fre- curve, but also to obtain an a priori estimate of

quency domains which correspond to the highest the response of the system in the vicinity of such

risks of instability. Indeed, for some values of the frequencies (see [4], [11]).

frequency, it may happen that the amplitude of We present here a way to construct explicitly
the motions of the structure becomes great com- the analytic continuation of the sea-keeping prob-
pared with the amplitude of the incident swell. lem in the plane of complex frequencies, and to
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exhibit the singularities of this extension. The
principle of the method is quite simple. We begin
by reducing the initial problem to an equivalent X-
one set in a bounded domain, thanks to the so-
called coupling method between finite elements
and integral representation (introduced by Jami
and Lenoir [8]). The reduced problem is then ex- .X

tended to complex frequencies using the analytic S X1
continuation of the Green function of the sea-
keeping problem (Vullierme-Ledard [16]). The
scattering frequencies finally appear as the solu-
tions of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem which can
be dicretized by finite elements and then solved
by a numerical iterative method. In the present
paper, the method is described for the general
case of the 3-dimensional fluid - structure inter- domain Q whose boundary c92 consists of the free
ation problem. However, the numerical results surface S and the immersed surface I of the body.
which are presented here are related to the scat- The body fills a bounded domain B : its bound-
tering problem by a fixed rigid body. The case of ary OB consists of r" and the emerged part I 0
an elastic floating body is in progress. which is assumed free. We denote by n either the

In order to focus rather on the numerical as- outer unitary normal to O9Q or the inner normal
pects of the computation of scattering frequen- to OB (which coincide on F). The coordinate sys-
cies, we restrict ourselves to describe the main tem (0,l, x2 , xi) is defined as shown in Fig. 1:
steps on the method, without going into the (0, 1,i2) is an horizontal plane parallel to the
mathematical details. For a rigorous mathemat- free surface S, and (0, i 3 ) is the upward vertical
ical approach, we refer to [11] where the method direction.
is applied to the scattering of an acoustic wave We study the periodic small motions of the
by a rigid obstacle. See [16], [4] and soon [6] for coupled system under the action of a given in-
the sea-keeping problem. Note that in the finite cident monochromatic swell of pulsation w. Let
depth case, an other characterization of the scat- ýp be the velocity potential of the scattered wave
tering frequencies may be obtained by means of and u = (U1, U2, U3), the displacement field of the
the so-called localized finite element method (see body. Let eiy(u) and orij(u) (for i,j = 1,3) be, re-
[4] in 2-D, and [5] in 3-D). It is based on a se- spectively, the components of the strain and stress
ries expansion of the solution instead of an in- tensors given by
tegral representation. In the 2-dimensional case,
numerical results are given in [5]. Let us finally eij(u) = 2 (O9ýuj +,9.,uj) and
mention the paper of Wu, Wang and Price [18]
who present an intuitive approach of the notion Oij (u) = E aijkh ekh(U),

of scattering frequencies: by an asymptotic anal- k,h

ysis of a simplified model, they show in particular
how the peaks of the response curve are related where aijkh are the elastic coefficients which are
to the presence of poles in the complex frequency related, in the case of an isotropic material, to
plane. the so-called Lam6 coefficients A and p by the

relations

2 Resonant states and scat- aijkh = 3 A 6ij6 kh + ,U(6ihSjk + 6ik6jh).

tering frequencies. The linearized time-harmonic equations of the
problem (expressed in a non-dimensional form)

2.1 Linearized equations. consist in the following system, which will be re-
ferred to as problem 'P, in the sequel:

Consider an elastic body which floats at the free Ao = 0 in Q, (1)
surface of the sea, assumed infinite in both hor-
izontal and downward vertical directions. When 0O - VO = 0 on S, (2)
the system is at rest, the fluid fills an unbounded vpui + 9,urij (u) = 0 in B, (3)
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rij (u) nj 0 on F0 , (4) does not satisfy condition (7) any longer. In fact,

v/-•u.n - on = f on 1, (5) it verifies

rij (u) nj-N/ pni gi onF, (6) lim l ý0,+ jV2 do-=O,
lim 1(9, - i0 _j 12 do- = 0, (7) R o E

R-cJ , which is known as the incoming radiation con-

where v denotes the pulsation squared (P = w2 ), dition. As a summary, we are able to construct
p is the (dimensionless) mass density of the body, by that way a continuous extension of the ini-
pisdthe (dimensionles) mass divenf onsi of t hhe body, tial problem to the upper complex half plane C+.
f and go (i 1,3) are given functions on ER (which This extension is regular (since P, is well-posed
depend on the incident swell), and ER is the ver- for every v E C+) and no singularity appears in
tical cylinder En = {x E Q; x' + x = R2 }. We c+"
refer for example to [9] and [14] for more de-

tails concerning the equations of the fluid and the The extension of the problem to the lower com-

structure. Laplace's equation (1) is nothing but plex half plane C- raises a difficulty which may be

the conservation of mass. The free surface condi- understood as follows: noticing that the solution

tion (2) results on one hand from the continuity of 7P, is exponentially decreasing at infinity for
of the pressure across S, on the other hand from v E C+, and oscillating for v G 7Z+, it will clearly
the fact that the velocity of the particles located become exponentially increasing when v E C-.
on S is tangent to S. Eqs. (3) are the dynam- In order to remove this difficulty, the method we

ics equataongeint acontoiS.uEqs. (3)ared , andypresent in the sequel consists in reducing the ini-
ics equations in a continuous medium, and (4) tial problem to an equivalent problem set in a

expresses that the emerged part ro of the bound- boed doman th e ptobehavio o

ary of B is free. On F, the two equations (5) and bounded domain: the asymptotic behaviour of

(6) stand, respectively, for the continuity of the o at infinity is explicitly controled by means of
an integral representation formula. The reducednormal velocity and the normal stress. Finally, problem will then be extended in the complex v-

the radiation condition (7) shows that the energy ple.

of the scattered wave radiates towards infinity. plane.

Note that in the case of a rigid body, the strain
tensor vanishes at every point of B. It follows 2.2 Reduction to a bounded do-
that the linearized displacement field has the form main.
a+b x x (see e.g. [14]) : the system (1) to (7) then In this section, v denotes a real positive number.
simplifies to the problem studied by John [9]. We recall here the coupling method between finite

Our aim is to show that this problem extends elements and integral representation (Jami and
analytically in the complex v-plane and above all, Lenoir [8]. We will denote by G,(x, y) the Green
to describe how to construct explicitely this ex- function (or elementary solution) associated with
tension. Let us point out that we cannot exhibit the sea-keeping problem, i.e., the only solution of
such an extension simply by replacing v by a com-
plex number in the equations (1) to (7) of P,. AG,(-,y) = 6. in x3 < 0,
This follows from the so-called "limiting absorp- 9,G,(., y) - u G,(-, y) = 0 on x3 = 0, (8)
tion principle" ([10],[4]) which may be explained lim / I0,G, - iv G, 12 do- = 0,
as follows. Let TP, still denote the problem which R-. -e R

is obtained by substituting for v a complex num- where 6y is the Dirac measure at point y. Several
ber. It may be easily seen that this problem is expression of this function have been obtained
well-posed for every P such that Im v 0 0, and (see e.g. Wehausen and Laitone [17], Martin [13],
that its solution decreases exponentially at infin- Clement [2])
ity (when xl2 + x2 - oo). Moreover, if

S=(x,y)
C+= {zCC;Imz>0} - ( 1 1 + vH )(R (9)

tends to a given v0 E IZ-, then the solution ofP, 4r KiiX -- yII + Ix - y'l I
tends locally to the solution of 'P,o. On the other where y' is symmetric to y with respect to the
hand, if plane X3 = 0, R and Z are two functions ofx and

P CC- = {z C C; Inz < 0} y given by

tends to the same point v0 E Tl+, this result does R = J(xi -- ya) 2 + (x2 -- )2,
not hold: actually, the limit of the solution of P, Z = x 3 + Y3
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and H, is defined by

H (R,Z) =

2Pv + -I dt + 2ir evZJo(vR), (10)

Jo t - I/

where the symbol "Pv" denotes the principal ....

value of the integral, and J0 is the Bessel func- S
tion of the first kind and of order 0 (see [X]).

It is well-known that any solution o of problem
P, satisfies the integral representation formula

ýp=8•" + D•in Q, (11)
Figure 2: The bounded domain.

where we denote by S' and Db, respectively, the

single and double layer surface potentials with
density a and b :

S (x) -j a(y)G•,(x,Y)dFy, (12)

D, (X) jb (y)&nG,(xy)dFy. (13)

As a consequence, if E C Q is surface surround-
ing F as shown in Fig. 2, we have

Qac' = • + Q&D•, on Z, (14) Figure 3: The auxiliary problem.

where Q' denotes the boundary operator on E

The point is to prove that for a suitable choice
= (0 + ci•)Ii, (15) of the parameter a, every solution of this latter

and a is a complex parameter. Note that the two problem leads to a solution of 7P, by extending ý
terms in the right-hand side of (14) simply write outside L. Using the method described by Jami

and Lenoir [8], it may be easily seen that if (ý, fi)
8 -(X) = O,(y) Q&Gv(x, y) dry, is a solution of 75, and if the parameter a has a

Jr nonzero imaginary part, then the pair
Q•'D"(X) = p£ •(y) 0,ý,(Q' G, (x,y)) dry,(o¢+ , )

since F and E have no point in common: G,,(x, y) is a solution of the initial problem 'P,. More pre-
is thus a regular function, which justifies the per- cisely, this result holds provided that a and v are
mutation of the integral sign with Q'. chosen such that the following auxiliary problem

Consider then the bounded domain ! C Q2 lo- has no solution but zero:
cated between F and E, and let S denote the part
of S contained in the boundary of 2 (see Fig. 2). AOb 0 in £2',
Property (14) together with Eqs. (1) to (6) ofT,,c, 0 v 0 = 0 on S, (17)
clearly show that the pair (• 1au) (where plh de- Q -O 0 on S,

note the restriction of ý, to !2) is a solution of the
following problem, denoted by 'P, in the sequel: where Q' denotes the domain located inside E

A•= 0 in ý2, when the body is removed, and S' is the part
of the free surface contained in its boundary (see

- 0 on S, Fig. 3). In particular, when a is real, this is a

vp ui + aOý arij (ft) = 0 in B, classical eigenvalue problem whose solutions form

,ij (ft) nj = 0 on F0, (16) a sequence of real numbers (v,; n E K') which
tends to +oo : these values of v are referred to asV/f.n - 9,• = f on F, "irregular frequencies". If a has a non-zero imag-

oij (ft) nj - V , ni = gi on F, inary part, these frequencies become complex:
QOý = QaaS°.¢ + Q`'V¢], on E. they are located in the same half plane (C+ or
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C-) as a. Indeed, by multiplying Lapace's equa-
tion by 0, integrating in Q' and using Green's
formula, we obtain IM(t)

J 1V701'dQ' -vj [s,I)2dS' 0 v Re(t)

+ a•] 12dE = 0,

A
by virtue of the boundary condition in (17). The
imaginary part of this expression must be zero.
As a consequence, if Im a and Im v have opposite
signs, the only solution is b = 0 (since 0 = 0 on
S' and E implies aOr = 0 by (17), from which Figure 4: The path A for real v.

we deduce that b vanishes everywhere in f'). It
follows that there is no irregular frequency in the
half plane opposite to a. Im(t)

In the sequel, we will assume that
a Re(t)

Im a > 0, (18) 0 Re{t)

which shows in particular that for every real pos- D A
itive v, the initial problem 71, and the reduced i

one )3, are equivalent.

2.3 Analytic continuation. Figure 5: The case of complex v.

By virtue of the equivalence between P, and
75,, the extension of P7. to complex frequencies since function eiZJo(tR) is analytic (in C \ R.-).
clearly amounts to extending )P. : this is of From the property
course far easier, for the question of the asymp-
totic behaviour of ýp at infinity has now disap- eTZJo(iR) etzgo(tR),
peared (since 75, is set in a bounded domain).
From Eqs. (16) of P1. , the only difficulty to con- we deduce
struct this extension lies in the Green function
G . . Vullierme-Ledard [16] has shown that G, ac- rr evZ Jo(vR) = 3m -t ZJo(R) dt,
tually has an analytic continuation in the com- -
plex plane where v = 0 is a logarithmic branch and
point. This means that G, may be extended to an
infinite-sheeted Riemann v-plane. However, from {f etpzJ(tR) dt 0, when E 0,
a practical point of view, it is enough to consider . - 0
an extension of G . in a simply connected domain
of C \ {0}, as for instance C \ 7Z-. where -t is the part of -y located in C-. As a

A very simple way to prove this analyticity re- consequence, function H, may be expressed as
sult (first obtained by Vullierme-Ledard) consists follows:
in rewriting the expression (10) of H, (involved in eiZJ°(tR)
the definition (9) of G,) in the form of a Cauchy H,(R, Z) = 2 - d (19)
integral. First note that from the Cauchy's inte- t -

gral formula, we know that for a positively ori- where A denotes a curve in the complex plane
ented circle y of radius 6, whose interior contains such as the one shown in Fig. 4. In fact, we can
v but not 0, we have choose for A any curve going from 0 to +oo which

lies below the singular point t = v.
2ier e (vZJ°(t-R) dt The analytic continuation of this function does

t - V 'not raise any difficulty. If D is a bounded domain
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of C \ R•, we can always find a path A which lies * On the other hand, the scattering frequencies
below all the points of D (see Fig. 5). For such a are intrinsic quantities of the system, for they
path and for fixed R and Z, the integral in (19) do not depend on the method which allows us
defines an analytic function of v in D (see e.g. to characterize them. They are located either
Henrici [7]). This is the unique analytic contin- on the real positive axis R?+ or in the lower
uation of H, in D. The analyticity of the Green complex half plane C- (since the extension of
function in C \ R.- follows. 7P, is well-posed for every v C C+, see § 2.1).

This property allows us to define now problem Of course, among these two families, the scat-
7', for every v C C \ R-. The main result con-
cerning this extension of P7, lies in the fact that tering frequencies are the poles we are interested

the solution of P, is a meromorphic function of to compute.

v. More precisely, if S. denotes the solution oper-
ator associated with 7P,, i.e., the linear operator 2.4 Determination of scattering
which maps the datum (f, gi) onto the solution frequencies.
(9,6) of 7P,, we have proved that S, depends an-
alytically on v in C \ Z- except in the vicinity of We show in this section that the determination of
isolated points which are poles of S,. This prop- scattering frequencies amounts to solving a non-

erty follows from a theoretical result of Steinberg linear eigenvalue problem. Let us first rewrite the

[15] which concerns the inverse of Fredholm oper- homogeneous problem (20) in variational form.
15] hichOn one hand, multiplying Laplace's equationators (see e.g. [4] for more details). The poles of O

S, are nothing but the values of P E C \ R7- for by a test function 0 defined in Q and integrating
which problem 75, is ill-posed. In others words, v by parts leads to

is a pole of S, if there exists a nonzero pair (9, ii)
solution of the homogeneous problem associated V9. Vv d - 3 - 0 dS
with 75, : is

Aý =0 inQ, -V"-j fi.nk dr+a j& dE (21)

a4 - Vu = 0 on S, r -
Vpj + = 0 in B, - _(Q + QDOv) ) = 0,

VPfi r , ij (f t) n=: 0 in B0 , (20
i. - ,j = 0 on Po, (20) by virtue of the boundary conditions on S, F

- = 0 on fand E. On the other hand, multiplying the dy-
O'ij (,&) nj - v (ý ni = 0 on I, namic equations of the body by a test function
Qc'( = QaSa`¢ + QO')O, on E. (i<, ý2, ý3) defined in B yields

Before describing how to compute these poles, aijkhEkh (fl) ij () dB-vj•. v i dB
let us notice that they can be divided into two JB ijkh
families : the irregular frequencies and the scat-
tering frequencies. - vJ-1Ir ý3 n dF = 0. (22)

* The former family is related to the method Let X (respectively Y') denote the pair (f, 5)
which allows us to exhibit the analytic con- (respectively the pair of test functions (ý,,A)).
tinuation of the initial problem: these are Consider then the following sesquilinear forms
the values of v for which the reduced prob-
lem 75, is singular although the initial prob- r(X, Y)
lem is well-posed. Indeed, it may be easily
seen that the solutions of the auxiliary prob- dý + ft dB,
lem (17) are poles of S,. By virtue of the
assumption (18) on the sign of Ima, these
irregular frequencies are located in the up-
per complex half plane C+. They obviously k(XY) = V,5- VL d
depend on the choice of the boundary E, as
well as the parameter a, since these are the + S jkhEkh0)EijP)dB,
solutions of (17). JB jh
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c(XC,•) rather general toolbox for finite element process-
-__ing and numerical matrix algebra.Jft n dn dF+ 3 n dF, This code has been written as to build easily

and quickly a great amount of numerical applica-
tions for the solution of P.D.E.'s using a finite

f element scheme without going through tedious
r•(X,Y) = a ] ¢ dE programming. For instance and starting from

scratch, the main program and two main proce-
- f (Q&~ 8  + Q`p') ¢ dE. dures which involve the nonlinear computation of

V• V 'resonant frequencies' by the secant rule (regula
falsi), including the assembly of the matrices of a

The form m represents a mass term, k is a stiff- three-dimensional problem and the computation
ness term, c is a coupling term between the fluid of eigenvalues using an inverse iteration scheme
and the structure, and rm results from the integral at each nonlinear iteration, was build in a cou-
representation formula. ple of days by a new user of the code (numeri-

By adding the two variational equations (21) cal evaluation of the Green function extended to
and (22), we finally obtain the variational formu- complex-valued frequency is not included!).
lation of the homogeneous problem (20) : a scat- The essential part of the development of such

tering frequencies is a complex value v E 7R+ U C- Tn essention of the de ct of sch

such that there exists a non-zero pair t) an application of M6vina lies in a direct transcrip-

which satisfies tion of a (discretized) variational formulation and
the choice of a solving algorithm which in most

k(X,Y')- \/• c(•,Y2)+ r,(X,Y) cases reduces to simple CALL's to the so-called
-M (,k, (23) high level procedures of the toolbox.

The description of the components of a varia-

for every pair of test functions vtional formulation is easily done through the usefor ver pai oftestfuntion 1/ (¢,5).of a vocabulary of precise keywords. The sen-

This problem may be seen as a nonlinear eigen- fences built upon those keywords can be entered

value problem. Indeed, if we denote by Ak(V) either as a data file or as procedure arguments.

any eigenvalue of the following (linear) eigenvalue

problem

k(XY) - \/ c(X,Y) + r•(X,Y(

A k (1') M (I,)

where v is considered as a fixed parameter, prob-
lem (23) clearly amounts to solving

Ak() = v. (24)

This equation is a (nonlinear) fixed point equa-
tion (since Ak(v) does not depend linearly on v). Figure 6: Discretization

3 Results Those components or more generally objects
handled in the code, which are only referred to

3.1 M61ina the finite element code with their name, are closely related (or even sym-
bolically identical) to the entities of the mathe-

The numerical results displayed in this paper matical formulation of the problem. Those ob-
have been provided by the finite element code jects are for instance (meshed) domains defined
M61ina, which has been developped jointly at in the mesh data file by a name, e.g. 'OMEGA',
E.N.S.T.A. and I.R.M.A.R. This fortran code is 'S', 'SIGMA' and associated with a list of ele-
a library of procedures the most important of ments or element boundaries, integrals terms such
which are essentially written to be put together to as the finite element stiffness matrix correspond-
build straightforwardly a main program to solve ing to f- Vo'V0 dw ('RIGID') or the f.e. mass
P.D.E.'s in either 2 or 3 dimensions. As a mat- matrix .jYoids ('MASS') from equ, 2 of (16),
ter of fact this set of procedures can be seen as a data constants or functions.
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With this symbolic representation of data the the two main expressions we have used for prac-
typical typing of some steps of a solving process tical implementation of the Green function in the
reads (though in French!) closely to complex domain of frequency v; similar expres-

"* compute f.e. term 'RIGID' on domain sions can be obtained easily for the derivatives of

'OMEGA' (with a list of simple attributes, H, which are required in the computation of the

mainly the type of the integrand and quadra- 'coupling' terms of (21) or discretized sesquilinear

ture scheme) form r, in (23) (see other expressions in the real
positive domain of v's in [13]).

"* compute f.e. term 'MASS' on domain 'S' Using the following integral definition of Bessel

"* proceed with the assembly of precondition- first kind function: Jo(z) =- fo e""' dO, func-

ning matrix P (with the list of the compo- tion H, (19) can be written as the double integral

nents of the linear combination) 2 V r Z+ivRcos8
H,(RZ) = - o dO dt

"* proceed with the assembly of the matrix A 7r t- V
and if necessary right-hand side b of the lin- After a change of variables of integration and with
ear system help of formula fo(a + ibcosO)-1 dO = 7r(a 2 +

"* solve system Ax = b by conjugate gradient b2)- 112 , which holds for any complex a and b with
preconditionned by matrix P, or compute a' + V2 > 0, and with the following relation be-
generalized eigenvalues for A(v)x = A(v)Bx tween Bessel second kind function Yo and Struve

As the toolbox is mainly used at E.N.S.T.A. for function Ho ([1] chap. 12):

solving wave propagation problems in unbounded 2 -,t(l + 12)-'dt = Ho(z) - Yo(z)
domains, two specific tools for their solution have 2

been developped: the computation of the cou-

pling integral terms of the method of coupling we get the first expression for H,:
of finite element and integral representation [5] - +
and the boundary terms of the localized finite H,(R, Z) = -2 fo e- t ((t + Z)2 + R 2)-dt
element method (see e.g. [4] in the 2-D case). -Ievz(Ho(vR) - Yo(vR) - 2iJo(vR))) (25)
Moreover as the formulations of those methods

generally lead to non-symmetric linear systems which is well suited on the computational point
with complex coefficients, efficient iterative gra- of view for non vanishing R (or practically for a
dient methods such as the (preconditionned) bi- not too large -Z to R ratio).
conjugate gradient or conjugate gradient squared Another formula for H, is obtained by perform-
are available from the toolbox as high level pro- ing the change of integrals in the double integral
cedures (the arguments of which are essentially formula:
the names of the matrice(s), right-hand side and 2 E(
solution vectors). HV(R, Z) = - evq(s)E1 (vq(O)) dO) (26)

The field of applications which have been de-
velopped with M6lina encompasses many wave with q(O) = Z + iRcosO and where Ei(z) =
propagation phenomena such as those involv- fr. t-F'e- is the complex integral exponential
ing gravity waves (sea-keeping or wave resis- function ([1] chap. 5) with a cut in the complex
tance problems in ship hydrodynamics), acoustic plane along the real positive axis and with a path
waves (Helmholtz' equation and the like), opti- of integration IF which is any curve starting from
cal wave guides (or integrated optics problems) z, with Re z < 0, going to +oo and lying below
and more generally electromagnetic wave prob- the origin. This latter formula is used for non
lems (Maxwell's equation). A complete descrip- vanishing Z (or a rather large -Z to R ratio).
tion of this finite element code and worked out The integrals of expressions (25) and (26)
examples of applications can be found in great are evaluated using Simpson's quadrature rule.
details in [3]. Bessel functions J0(1) and Yo(i) with complex ar-

guments where computed by ascending series [1],

3.2 Computional aspects of Green rational approximations or Hankel's asymptotic

function evaluation expansions [1] according to the magnitude of their
complex argument. Struve functions Ho(l) was

Under the form given in (19) H, is not well suited computed by ascending series [1] or rational ap-
for computational efficiency, we thus give below proximations found in [12]. A few numerical tests
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show that the criterium for switching from ex- 2.5 for length and 1. for width and depth of each
pression (25) to expression (26) of H, either for hull; the hull are 1. apart in the transverse di-
computional accuracy or for time-consuming con- rection. Figures 7 and 9 show response curves of
siderations, is the crossing of the line -Z 10 x R the body, i.e. the total energy transmitted to the
of the real (R, Z)-plane. body with respects to the real frequency squared

(v). The upper part of figure 7 shows the en-

0 ------- . ..- . .- . ..- - ..- . .-.-.-. .-.-. .-. .-. .- -. .-- --. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 7: Symmetrical excitation
Figure 9: Antisymmetric excitation

'0C

Figure 8: Vicinity of a scattering frequency: sym-
metrical case Figure 10: Vicinity of a scattering frequency: an-

tisymmetric case

3.3 Numerical experiments ergy response curve to an incident swell of theform pw(X, y, z) = ev(z+i) symmetrized with re-

The numerical results given below correspond to spect to the vertical planes of coordinates. On
the excitation of a two-hull body ('catamaran') the lower part of this figure the scattering fre-
floating on an infinitely deep ocean by an incident quencies (v*) are displayed. As one can see their
time-harmonic swell. The non-dimensionnal data locations in the direction of Re(v)'s are in good
of the body as shown on Figure 6 are respectively agreement with the peaks and bumps of the re-
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sponse curve, with a shift along the direction of hydrodynamics. Comp. Meth. Appl. Mech.
Re(v)'s which is predicted by theory as being of Eng., 16, pp. 341-359, 1978.
order of (Im(v*)) 2 [6]. Moreover as is as well
shown by theoretical calculations, when consid- [9] F. JOHN. On the motion of floating bodies -

ering the expansion of the solution in the vicinity 4 Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 2, pp. 13-57,
of a given v*, the smaller the imaginary part of 1949.
Im(v*), the higher and sharper the peak or bump [10] M. LENOIR AND D. MARTIN. An applica-
of the response curve. An analogous phenomenon hion of the limiting absorption principle to
is illustrated on Figure 9, where the energy curve the motion of floating bodies. J. Math. Anal.
corresponds to an incident swell which is antisym- Appl., 79, pp. 370-383, 1981.
metric with respect to the transverse direction of
the body. Finally on figure 8 (resp. 10), we give [11] M. LENOIR, M. VULLIERME-LEDARD, AND

the response surface over a complex domain of C. HAZARD. Variational formulations for
v's in the vicinity of the scattering frequency (b) the determination of resonant states in scat-
of figure 7 (resp.8). One can easily observe the tering problems. SIAM J. Math. Anal., 23,
location of the pole located at (b) of the analytic pp. 579-608, 1992.
continuation in C- as a meromorphic function ofv of the approximated resolvent operator. [12] Y.L. LUIKE. Mathematical functions and

their approximations. Academic Press, New-
York, 1975.
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Prediction of Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Characteristics of
Complex Vessels Using a Numerical Time-Domain Approach

B. Maskew, D.M. Tidd, and J.S. Fraser
(Analytical Methods, Inc., USA)

ABSTRACT NPAN Total number of active panels on the free
surface and hull(s)

A general purpose numerical flow simulation fl Unit normal to the surface pointing into

method is being developed for treating complex fluid domain
hydrodynamic problems associated with arbitrary p Static pressure
vessels advancing in large amplitude waves. The PREF Ambient atmospheric pressure
objective is to treat conditions experienced by mod- r Position vector in normalized space
em high performance vessels that are beyond the LREF Reference length, L/2
scope of traditional linearized approaches. t Time

The method uses a non-linear boundary ele- I Normalized perturbation velocity,
ment approach which treats the free surface defor- 1v. = -Vw
mation and finite amplitude vessel motions in a Perturbation velocity, -V4D
time-stepping procedure. Boundary layer effects VRF Reference speed
and lifting effects are included in the calculations.
The code computes total force and moment at each LIEF, etc.
time-step by surface integration of pressure and skin XYZ xti L r dne etc.XYZCartesian coordinates, dimensional
friction loads. Body movement from step to step is Surface distance (normalized)
computed by direct integration of the equations of
motion. IV Doublet density, 4ý/4n

Computed results for pitch and heave transfer a Source density, - (.3/on)/4n

functions compare very favorably with measured Normalized time, t - VRJLRJ,
data for the ITTC S175 standard hull form and for a p Water density
frigate advancing in head waves. The frigate case Normalized velocity potential, 4d V•R

includes conditions of green water on the deck. SVelocity potential (units of length2/time)

NOMENCLATURE 6 Angular velocity (normalized by VKRULREF)
I Wave length (dimensional)

Cp Pressure coefficient(p - p,, )/(1/2 p
dS Element of surface INTRODUCTION

Fr Froude number, VR/V-•L Although methods for analyzing ship hydrody-
g Acceleration due to gravity namic characteristics have progressed significantly
L Hull length in recent years, the theoretical prediction of motions
NH Number of active (wetted) panels on the of general, complex vessels proceeding in large

surfaces amplitude waves is still a challenging problem (1).
"*Paper presented at 6th International Conference Strip theory, applied initially by Korvin-Kroukovsky

on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, Iowa City, (2) and developed further by Ogilvie and Tuck (3),
Iowa, August 2-5, 1993. Salveson et al (4), Kim et al (5), among others, is
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probably the most accepted, practical tool for pre- layer characteristics, e.g., displacement effect and
dicting motions and sea loads at this time. Even skin friction; these are fully coupled within the
though they are based on linearized assumptions, time-step loop and are driven by the instantaneous
strip theory methods have been used to analyze non- surface flow properties. The computed characteris-
linear effects (e.g., Chiu and Fujino (6) and Fang et tics for boundary layer displacement effect modify
al (7)); however, such applications are questionable, the surface boundary condition in the following
especially when dealing with large amplitude waves panel code solution, while the skin friction distribu-
and large amplitude motions of general hull forms tion contributes to the computed force and moment
with possible conditions for slamming and green in the next step.
water on the deck. Also, the inherent difficulties of The method was extended for surface piercing
accounting for the interaction of steady and unsteady vessels with a non-linear treatment of a piece of the
flow components in a consistent manner cannot be free surface in the FSP module (15) (for Free-Sur-
readily overcome for conditions at high Froude face Program). This applies the kinematic and
numbers or on hulls with non-vertical sides at the dynamic boundary conditions on the wavy free
waterline. surface, using a mixed Eulerian/Lagrangian formu-

Recent developments based on the three-dimen- lation based on the work of Longuet-Higgens &
sional Rankine panel method offer a potential im- Cokelet (16). The FSP module addresses the prob-
provement relative to the traditional strip theory lem of free surface/hull interaction using an auto-
approach. These developments include both fre- matic repanelling procedure whose purpose is to
quency domain methods, e.g., Nakos & Sclavounos maintain a "clean" panelling arrangement along the
(8) and also time-domain approaches, for example, intersection line as the free surface moves relative
King, Beck and Magee (9), Lin and Yue (10), to the vessel. Although the code can be used to
Nakos, Kring and Sclavounos (11). These methods evaluate added mass and damping terms for arbi-
employ body "exact" boundary conditions on the trary vessels in general forced harmonic motion, the
hull, but retain the linearized free surface boundary objective behind its development is the step-by-step
condition and therefore might miss important effects integration of the equations of motion driven by
at the hull/water intersection line due to body flare, instantaneous force and moment values.
body motion, and the dynamic rise and fall of the A wave generator based on a harmonically
water surface. Powlowski and Bass (12) presented oscillating velocity potential was added to the up-
a practical method for treating large amplitude ship stream "edge" of the free surface (17). This pro-
motions in heavy seas. This uses a method of duces a train of incident waves for a moving vessel
modal potentials and is based on a weak scatter in a towing tank simulation. Preliminary results for
hypothesis. The time-domain calculations use a set large amplitude motions were presented earlier (18)
of model amplitudes which must be predetermined at the start of a non-linear seakeeping investigation
for each vessel and load condition. in which the 6 D.O.F., FPI module (19) (for Flight

The present work is part of an ongoing devel- Path Integrator), is coupled with USAERO/FSP.
opment towards a more general capability for com- This combined code is also being examined for
plex vessels in large amplitude motions for which maneuvering vessels in or near the free surface.
linearizing assumptions are inadequate. The basic Recently, a further extension added the capability
method is the USAERO time-dependent code (13) for aero-elastic treatment of yacht sails and simulta-
which is a low-order boundary element method neous Wind Over Water (WOW) aero/hydrody-
employing quadrilateral panels of uniform perturba- namic analysis of complete sailing yachts (20).
tion doublets and sources. The method includes a The present paper gives further results from
powerful geometry module with a number of conve- the non-linear seakeeping investigation of the cou-
nient surface modeling features to help with com- pled USAERO/FSP/FPI code. Calculations are
plex paneling problems. Multiple moving frames of compared with measured data for a frigate model in
reference (user-defined) allow complicated relative steep waves (21) and for the S175 ITTC standard
motion problems to be treated, including control container ship model (22). The method is covered
deflections, etc. The method includes dynamic in broad outline here as it is described more fully in
vortex wake convection for lifting effects and cer- earlier papers (17, 18). Recent developments in-
tain extensive separated flow modeling. Routines clude coupling with an "order (N)" iterative solver
developed by Dvorak (14) treat unsteady boundary (23) which has significantly reduced computational
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time and storage requirements, thereby removing erence length, LREF is used to non-dimensionalize
earlier objections of excessive computational re- the geometry and a reference speed, V.F, is used
quirements for non-linear time-dependent analyses. to non-dimensionalize velocities. (LREF is usually

chosen as half the hull length, L, and VREF is the
NUMERICAL MODEL mean speed of the vessel relative to the water.) In

non-dimensional space, therefore, we have the
The main features of the numerical model are quantities,

given below for completeness. A more detailed
description of the formulation is included in Ref. = /v;
18.

The basis of the model is a time-stepping, = OILRVREF;

boundary element formulation with coupled, un-
steady, surface boundary layer analysis. The model = VREAREF;
includes a nonlinear dynamic treatment of the wake
convection and free surface deformation. Body = etc
movements are treated step-by-step using a 6 de- X[L ,etc

gree-of-freedom (DOF) integration of the equations
of motion driven by instantaneous computed forces The potential flow is solved using Green's
and moments. Theorem, which is discretized into a surface panel

The basic problem to be treated consists of an method based on quadrilaterals of uniform source
arbitrary vessel undergoing large amplitude motions and doublet singularities. This forms a set of simul-
in or near the free surface. For generality, the taneous equations:
vessel may have fixed or moveable lifting hydro-
foils, control surfaces and propulsors. The flow N
region may extend to infinity or it may be bounded E VK C J
locally in towing tank or canal simulations or in K1 (3)
shallow water. The vessel is assigned to a moving- NPAN

body reference frame whose time-dependent loca- + E aK BjK + EjK = 0; J=,NPAN
tion/orientation is described in a ground-fixed iner- K=NH-i

tial Cartesian coordinate system. This has the X
and Y axes in the undisturbed free surface and Z where
positive upwards, Fig. 1. The fluid motion is as-
sumed to be described by a velocity potential, 0 (R•t) C1J = - 2It,
which satisfies Laplace's equation,

NH NPAN

(1)p=0 j = E UK BJK + E V PKCJK
K=1 K-NH+I

NnS
Traditionally, 4) is broken down into a number of + EI lwDJK
component parts to aid in the linearizing of bound- K=1

ary conditions. Here, however, no linearizing
assumptions are made, so 4D is left as a whole quan- /Kr, a are the doublet and source densities, respec-
tity and therefore encompasses such terms as inci- tively, on panel K.
dent wave potential, diffraction potential, radiation CK, BK are the influence coefficients, respec-
potential, etc. The convention adopted here is that tively, for the uniform doublet and source on panel

the fluid velocity, P, is the negative gradient of the K acting at the control point of panel J (CJK and BK
potential, i.e., are given in Maskew (24).

NH is the number of active (i.e., wet) panels

= - (2) on the hull surfaces.
NPAN is the total number of active panels on

all local wetted surfaces, including the free surface.

It is convenient to non-dimensionalize the problem NWS is the total number of free, cross-flow wake
with respect to certain reference quantities. A ref- segments; this number grows with time. /xwK is the
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doublet density at the Kh wake segment, and DJK is neous local jump in potential across the shedding
the influence coefficient for the linearly varying line and moves along the local mean velocity vector.
strength distribution over the pair of wake panels This satisfies the unsteady Kutta condition, which is
just upstream and just downstream of the segment. obtained after specifying equal pressure across the
The influences of the wake segments that are about separation line,
to be created at the shedding lines are combined
with the local upper and lower shedding panel influ- altw a0__ (6)
ences in the first term of Eq. (3) since these segment 5 + VM0as

strengths are unknown at the start of each step. \ )
Some influence coefficients have to be re- evaluated
at each time step-these include all wake panels, vM is the mean convection speed and s is measured
moving free-surface panels, and any hull panels in the direction of the local mean flow. Aw is the in-
which have relative motion with other hull panels or stantaneous jump in doublet strength across the trail-
which have been modified by the repanelling proce- ing edge, i.e., Aw is the newly emerging wake
dure. strength.

On the boundaries representing the "solid" sur- On the free surface, the initial boundary condi-
faces, the source distribution is determined by the tions are that the t0 and a'r/an (i.e., /4 and a) are
external Neumann Boundary Condition specifying zero, and that the pressure is uniform (Cp = 0).
the resultant normal velocity of the fluid. The ambient pressure is assumed to be transferred

directly to the fluid across the free surface, i.e., the

a (V÷O, + VL + ft Vb + X d (4) effect of surface tension is neglected at this time.
4n. The kinematic condition on the free surface is satis-

fied by moving the particles with the local flow,

where VNom is the required resultant normal veloci- diF
ty, which is zero for a solid boundary and positive dT(7)

or negative, respectively, for outflow/inflow in pro-
pulsor modeling. vBL is the boundary layer displace-
ment effect using the transpiration technique, Following a particle, the total derivative of 40 is

(from Bernoulli's equation)

VBL (V (5) d ~ 2, 8

dr Fr2  )
where ve is the relative flow speed at the edge of the
boundary layer and P* is the displacement thickness. Assuming for the moment that the free surface
The derivative is taken with respect to distance in displacement z and perturbation velocity V are
the direction of the local external flow. vBL is zero known from the previous step, Eq. (8) can be inte-
for stationary boundaries and would be known from grated over a small time step to evaluate the current
the previous step in a time-stepping calculation. doublet distribution on the free surface. Given this,
Vb(t) is the body frame velocity and d(T) is the Eq. (3) can then be solved for the source distribu-
velocity of rotation about an axis in the body frame. tion, (i.e., aO/an), on the free surface. This,
Here, F is the position vector of the point in ques- together with the doublet gradient, provides the in-
tion relative to any point on the rotation axis. H7 is stantaneous perturbation velocity in Eq. (7). Inte-

the unit normal to the surface, and V. is a possible grating Eq. (7) then provides the free surface dis-

uniform onset flow. The basic unknown on solid placement for the next step, and so on.
boundaries, therefore, is the doublet term which can In summary, the simultaneous solution of
be obtained from the solution of Eq. (3) at each step. Eq. (3) on the instantaneous locations of the free sur-

The wake doublet distribution, 1tw, is essen- face and hull configuration at each time step pro-
tially known at each step because it is the accumula- vides the complete doublet and source distributions.
tion of all previous solutions. Basically, at each step Basically, on the hull the source is known and the
a new set of wake elements is created along wake- doublet is unknown, while on the free surface the
shedding lines. Each element takes the instanta- doublet is known and the source is unknown. On
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the wake surfaces, the doublet is essentially known where vR is the fluid velocity relative to the moving
and the source is zero. point and d44dr is the total derivative of 0 experi-

After solution of the singularity values, the enced by the moving point.
perturbation velocities can be evaluated directly on The pressure coefficient, Eq. (13), can be
each panel: evaluated at each panel center. The dok/dr term is

S= VtVN + VT (9) evaluated using second-order forward differencing
based on the current and two previous solutions.

The pressure distributions can be integrated
The normal component, vN, is obtained directly over the surface of each part of the configurations

from the panel source value, to provide the force coefficient,

vNv = 4na (10) CF = -ff(cpd - CfVRIVRI)dS (14)
S

The tangential component, VT, is obtained
from the surface gradient of the doublet,

and moment coefficient,
VT= 47rVVx (11)

C4i,, C= ff(Cpff- CfR ~IP ) x FdS (15)

S

The doublet gradient is evaluated in two direc-
tions over each panel using a second-order
differencing scheme over three panels in each direc- where F is the position vector of a surface element
tion. On the "solid" boundaries, the perturbation relative to a selected moment reference point, and
velocity is combined with the local velocity, V,, due Cf is the skin friction coefficient from a boundary
to body motion to give the resultant velocity, layer analysis based on the current surface velocity

distribution.
= •- The above coefficients are based on an area of

LREFr and a moment arm divided by LREF. They
include the effect of hydrostatic pressure (the z/Fr 2

Bernoulli's equation then provides the pressure term in Eq. (13)), and therefore include the buoyan-
distribution. This may be written in the form of a cy force and moment. The 6 DOF response of the
pressure coefficient using the non-dimensional quan- vessel to free-surface deformation can therefore be
tities. computed by integrating the equations of motion

"" -REF 2 Z over each time step.
CP= v= - + 2 (12) The wetted surfaces of surface-piercing objects,1p /2p 2 -r - --

V2 F Vrb hulls, channel walls, etc. are modified by the de-

forming free surface and by the movement of the
Where p is the local static pressure, PREF is the vessel. These effects are accounted for in the nu-
reference pressure, which is taken here as the ambi- merical treatment of the model.
ent atmospheric value. p is the water density (con-
stant). z is the height above the undisturbed free NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
surface and F, represents the Froude number,
V,.I~/L where g is the acceleration due to gravi- A brief outline of the numerical procedure is
ty. The z/Fr2 term represents the hydrostatic pres- given below; a more detailed account of the basic
sure coefficient. method is given in Ref. 18. Referring to the num-

Eq. (12) gives the pressure coefficient at a bered steps in the flow chart in Fig. 2.
stationary point in the ground fixed frame; the pres-
sure observed at a point moving with velocity, i,, 1. Discretization of the configuration surface into
relative to the ground-fixed frame is, a panel model with uniform source and dou-

blet distributions on quadrilateral panels is
2 _ - + 2- (13) fairly standard, except that automatic proce

Fr2  d'- dures distribute the panels over user-defined
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patches which may be assigned to various velocities and, hence, pressures on all surfac-
moving frames of reference. Motion/orienta- es-hull, keel, rudder and free surface. The

tion schedules versus time may be defined for unsteady pressure term in Eq. (13) is evaluated

each frame by the user. by a second-order finite difference of the
2. At the outset of a time step the current panel doublet values with respect to time. The

geometry is assembled in the ground-fixed instantaneous pressure distribution is integrat-
gramety ibassmed in the grstantaneous nd-fd ed over each "solid" surface to provide the
frame based on the instantaneous location/ori- cretfreadmmn etr n hicurrent force and moment vectors and their
entation of the various reference frames used spatial distributions. The computed data is
in the current configuration. stored step-by-step in a plot file for subsequent

3. An automatic routine then identifies the instan- post processing and graphical display.
taneous lines of intersection where the free 6. Instantaneous surface streamlines are traced
surface meets the hull(s), and repanels both over the hull, keel, rudder, etc.; unsteady in-
the hull and free surfaces to the intersection tegral boundary layer calculations then provide

line to ensure a smooth matching of panels at boundary layer characteristics, such as dis-

the critical junction. During the process, pan- placement source term and skin friction coeffi-
els are marked as either "wet" or "dry". Dry cient, for the next step. The former modifiespanels are tmarked asreithe "wscdet" for " . Dthe boundary conditions (Eq. (3)), while the
panels are temporarily discarded from the lte sicue ntefreadmmnlatter is included in the force and moment
current solution process. Another intersection integration, Eqs. (14, 15).
routine monitors vortex wake impingements at 7. Wake elements are convected with the local
solid surfaces and ensures that active wake computed flow for the small time step. The
elements do not arrive inside the body re- local perturbation velocities are evaluated by
gions; this would violate the basic Dirichlet summing all panel (surface plus wake) singu-
boundary condition of zero flow perturbation larity contributions. These are added to the

inside the bodies. appropriate onset flow. A new set of wake

4. Influence coefficients are assembled for panels panels is constructed along the wake shedding
4 n olines at each step according to the local Kutta
acting on collocation points. Solution of the condition, Eq. (6).
singularities proceeds as follows: the wet pa- 8. The free surface is treated as follows. First
nels are assembled and a solution of Eq. (3) is the kinematic boundary condition is satisfied
processed. On the hull panels the doublet by integrating Eq. (7) over the small time step.
values are the unknown, while the source This provides the free surface geometry for
values are evaluated using the expression in the next time step. The new doublet distribu-
Eq. (4). On the free surface panels, the dou- tion is evaluated by integrating Eq. (8) over the
blet values are known from the previous time small time step. An oscillating potential is
step and the source values are unknown. applied on the upstream strip of panels which
When the solution has been obtained, the free- acts as a wave generator.
surface source distribution provides the normal 9. The integrated force and moment values as-
velocity of the free surface, which is used sembled for the body reference frame are
later (in step 8) when satisfying the kinematic transferred to the 6-DOF FPI module. The 6
boundary condition on the free surface. DOF module solves the equations of motion
Whereas in the earlier calculation (17, 18) for a rigid body, assuming that the mass of the
several hours of computer time were required body and the mass distribution are constant
to run a wave tank simulation, recent advances over time. The 6 DOF module is activated
in fast iterative solvers have given more than once the force/moment characteristics on the
an order of magnitude speed up. Most of the vessel have stabilized, which typically only
cases reported herein were run using the MIT takes a few time steps to achieve. The start-
Fastlap (23) solver, which has now been ing point is to calculate the hydrodynamic
coupled to USAERO. forces and moments acting on the vessel from

5. With the complete set of panel singularities the coefficients calculated by USAERO/FSP.
known, the analysis proceeds as follows. The external forces such as thrust or gravity
First, a two-way derivative of the surface dou- are then added to these. Given the force/
blet distribution provides the perturbation moments, the nonlinear equations of motion
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can be solved for the accelerations, based on The hull lines are shown in Fig. 4. A general
computed velocities at the previous timestep. view of the model and free surface paneling is
Next, the velocities in the body axes system shown in Fig. 5.
are updated, based upon known accelerations Experimental data reported in Ref. 22 were
at the present timestep. This is done using a measured in the U.S. Naval Academy Hydrodynam-
simple Euler scheme for the calculations de- ics Laboratory 116 meter long towing tank. This
scribed in this paper. Higher order Adams- facility has a dual-flap hydraulically driven wave-
Bashforth multi-step methods using additional maker. Principle characteristics of the S175 hull
accelerations from previous timesteps have not form-used for comparative studies by the ITTC,
currently been found to be advantageous, are given in the following table.
From the velocities, a new orientation of the
body in terms of Euler angles can be calculat-
ed using a transformation and a further call to Length (Lpp) 3.5m
the integration scheme. Similarly, the new Beam 0.51m
position of the body relative to the ground- Draft 0. 19m
fixed coordinate system can be obtained with a CB 0.572
transformation and a final call to the integra- Ryy/Lpp 0.24
tor. The new position and orientation of the Displacement 193.2 kg
body is then passed back to USAERO for a
revised calculation of the hydrodynamic Table 1. S175 Model Characteristics.
force/moment data to continue the time-step-
ping loop of the procedure. The towing speed case considered here is

1.61m/sec. giving a length Froude number of

RESULTS 0.275.
The calculations start with wave calibration

Motions of a Floating Body runs in which the period and amplitude of the oscil-
lating velocity potential wave-maker are varied.

As a basic validation exercise of the free These cases are run with just the truncated free

motion capability of the method, the decaying mo- surface, i.e., the hull model is removed. Precise

tions of a freely floating sphere were computed amplitude and frequency of the generated wave are
following an initial displacement of 0.5r where r is difficult to obtain at this time, owing to non-linearthe sphere radius. The resulting trace of heave dependencies. Alternative wave-maker models willthe phee raius Th resltig tace f have be considered in the future. The model will then be
versus time initially follows closely to the measure- bended incthe re. The modlilte be
ment of Liapis (25), but with slightly heavier damp- extended to include random waves and oblique wave
ing (e Fig. 325). butwthe calculatedtacier ismo conditions and a Fourier analysis will be applied toin g (see F ig . 3). Th e calcu lated trace is m oreth in d e t w v a d t e b o y m i n/ r n ai n
complicated at a later time when the radiated wave the incident wave and the body motion/orientation
is reflected from the far boundary. The present parameters. In the model used here, the free sur-
calculations do not include treatment of the waves
arriving at the outer boundaries. Usually, in for- nating the panel matchup problems encountered in

ward speed cases at least, there has been no need to earlier calculations (18) in which the vessel moved

treat the reflected wave problem. The stationary through a stationary free surface paneling. In the

case, however, needs a wave absorber at the bound- present model, therefore, the wave-maker strip,

ary such as the approach described by Nakos et al being at the upstream "edge" of the free surface,

(11), or Beck and Cao (26). moves with the body frame. It's oscillation is
therefore related to the encounter frequency rather

S175 ITTC Hull Form than the absolute frequency used earlier. Use of
this "moving" free surface allows many more wave

A panel model of the S175 hull was construct- encounters to be achieved in a realistic computer

ed using approximately 800 panels. This was time. Also, the earlier restriction which required

placed in a truncated free surface approximately 5L, that the hull step movement be closely related to the

long by 2.2L wide where L, the length of the hull x-wise panel size on the free surface has now gone.

model, is 3.5 metres in this case. The model was The present calculations used a time step

placed 2.5L downstream from the wave-maker, increment of .03 seconds. This corresponds to
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approximately 70 time steps for a forward move- Some general views of the calculated dynamic
ment of 1 hull length. Fig. 6 shows the transfer pressure distribution on the hull at different stages
functions for pitch, heave, and also acceleration. of a wave encounter are shown in Fig. 7. This
The latter was measured at a point 0.15 Lpp from detailed information can be integrated to provide
the bow perpendicular. The values are plotted as a unsteady shear force and bending moment distribu-
function of wave slope, ka, for two non-dimensional tion along the hull.
encounter frequency values, ore of 3.352 and 3.728.
k is the wave number, 27r/X, a is the wave ampli- Frigate Hull

tude and ore is defined as -, k• . w. is the wave Experimental data are available from a series
encounter frequency. of tests on a frigate model in steep head waves (21).

The heave function is heave amplitude divided The results cover fairly extreme conditions, includ-
by wave amplitude, i.e, z/a; the pitch function is ing water on the deck, and cover a range of bow
pitch angle divided by wave slope, ka; the accelera- shapes, Fig. 8. The main particulars of the model
tion function is Y Lpp/(ga). For the experimental are given in Table 2 below.
data points the amplitudes are the first harmonic
term from a Fourier analysis over approximately 10
full cycles. Most of the calculated points are from Model Length; Lpp 4.5m
runs which had less than five wave encounters and Beam 0.496m
so a Fourier analysis was not attempted here: the Draft 0. 163m
amplitudes for the calculated points are the average C, 0.454
amplitude over the last two wave encounters in each Ryy/Lpp 0.277
case. This is a temporary measure to get an idea of Displacement 165Kg
the general quality of the results, and should be
satisfactory at the lower wave slopes where the time
traces are fairly regular, but is not very good at the Table 2. Frigate Model Characteristics.
higher wave slopes, especially when the bow takesgreen water. The latest calculations are covering The model was free to pitch and heave, but
more cycles thanks to the new matrix solver-and restrained in surge. The conditions used for com-so a Fourier analysis is being added to the routine to parison here are at a Froude number of 0.3.process the data. Fig. 9 shows views of the panel model for theThe calculations compare favorably with the parent hull and free surface, and Fig. 10 shows theexperim alcmeasureents compand dispblayw the ntime history of the encountered wave height comput-experim ental m ea surem ents and display the non-ed a o t L p 4 h ad f t e b w . T i s o s t e
linear characteristics with respect to wave slope. ed about Lpp/4 ahead of the bow. This shows theNote that the ro~ values in the calculation are not regular behavior of the computational wave maker.
precisely the same as the experimental values. Fig. 11 shows the heave and pitch response functionMore calculations are being pursued at the higher plotted against X/L. In general, the calculationswave slopes. There have been some difficulties compare favorably with the measured data. Casesowing to the bow taking green water. The panel involving steeper waves-i.e., H/X greater than .02

model was constructed without a deck and so when (where H is the wave double amplitude), also in-
the bow becomes submerged, the calculation does volve water over the bow and need further investi-

not get the download due to water above the gation as discussed for the S175 hull. In the present

deck-consequently, the resulting heave force and case, although the deck was panelled, the automatic

pitching moment have an excessive positive value repanelling procedure did not behave consistently

during the part of the cycle when the bow is im- when the bow became submerged. The complete

mersed. Future calculations will include a deck procedure is being reviewed and a more robust

representation in the panel model. However, when scheme will be installed shortly.

pursuing the green-water-on-deck conditions, the Fig. 12 displays the heave and pitch transfer

question on how detailed a model is required for functions plotted against H/X for a nominal X/L =

representing the energy losses in the water jet and 1.2. The calculated heave transfer tends to be

spray during slamming encounter has yet to be higher than the measured value, but the H/X value

addressed. The present repanelling procedure in the for these points is at 1.14 and so is closer to reso-

panel model has to be made more robust before nance. The computed pitch transfer functions tend

such issues can be addressed with the present ap- to be on the low side but again, because of a slight-

proach. ly lower X/L, the conditions are moving down the
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steep drop off in the pitch versus X/L data seen in Future effort will concentrate on improved
Fig. 11. repanelling procedures before proceeding to the case

Fig. 13 shows a plot of deck wetness as a of oblique waves.
function of H/X. The calculated values for the
parent hull are simply the average free surface ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Fig. 2. USAERO/FSP Method Outline.
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Bobbing sphere simulation
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Fig. 3. Floating Sphere Heave Decay After Displacement

Fig. 5. S175 Tanker Panelling.
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Fig. 6. Effect of Wave Steepness on Pitch, Heave, and Acceleration Response
Functions for S175 Model Hull at Froude = 0.275.
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Fig. 8. Frigate Model Lines Showing Bow Variations.

Fig. 9. Free Surface Panelling for Frigate.
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RESPONSE OF PARENT vs FLARED: H/X= 0.034
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Fig. 14. Calculated Force, Moment and Response Trace, for Parent and Bow2;
X/L = 1.2; H/0 = 0.034.
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Fig. 15. General Views of Frigate During Wave Encounter Showing Computed Free Surface

Elevation Contours, Fr = 0.3, X/L = 1.2, H/X = .021.
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DISCUSSION Author's Reply
by Professor E. 0. Tuck, University of Adelaide, Detailed sensitivity studies of surface and
Australia. time discretizations and of free surface truncation

as a function of Froude Number have yet to be
Several times during this talk it has been studied for the seakeeping applications of

noted that the agreement between the present USAERO. Such studies are planned for the third
computations of heave or pitch motions and year of this project and will be reported in a
experiments is " in the ball park." In view of the future paper. The discretizations used in the
fact that, for about 25 years, linear theory (even resent paper represent "reasonable" (but not
with the further approximation of strip theory) necessarily ideal) conditions, based on earlier
has inhabited the same ballpark, it would seem experience with this code and with its sister
that, although the degree of agreement is code, VSAERO, which has undergone a number
reasonable, a smaller ballpark is needed in order of descretization sensitivity studies. The present
to justify the expense of the present approach, objectives have been to examine the general
relative to strip theory. In particular, some form behavior of the various parts of the method in the
of differencing would seem to be appropriate. In seakeeping applications - i.e., the free surface
other words, to what (ballpark?) extent does the deformation, the wave maker, the large
present program predict nonlinear effects, as amplitude free motion of the vessel, the "on-the-
measured by the differences between results fly" repaneling to the free surfce/hull intersection
from large-amplitude and small-amplitude line, and the calculation of the instantaneous
incident waves? body force and moment. These parts must all

work smoothly together before starting a detailed
Author's Reply sensitivity study.

The non-linear effects are demonstrated in
the pitch and heave response functions plotted
against wave steepness in Figure 6 for the S175 DISCUSSION
tanker and in Figure 12 for the frigate. The by Dr. Arthur M. Reed, David Taylor Model
agreement with measured data is referred to as Basin
"ball park" at this stage because these initial
results are not at the precise wave-length values This was an informative presentation on a
of the experiments. The numerical wave maker computational tool which has the ability to
is driven by an oscillating velocity potential, and analyze a number of useful and relevant Navy
so the precise wave length and wave amplitude problems. Thank-you.
are not controlled directly. A number of cases I have two questions:
have yet to be run to provide sufficient 1. You state that your code can include an
information for cross-plots to be generated to actuator disk model for a propulsor. What
complete the figures shown in the paper. purpose is this intended to serve in the
Bearing in mind all the complex interactions computation?
between the various parts of the method, just 2. In your non-linear ship motion
getting all this running together and getting "ball calculations have you performed any analysis of
park" results was regarded as important progress your results which would indicate which aspects
at this stage. of the non-linear calculations are most important

to your results -NL hydrostatics, NL hydrody-
namics, etc.?

DISCUSSION
by T. T. Huang, DTMIB Author's Reply

1. The actuator disc model in USAERO
Could the authors provide computational stems from earlier modeling of aircraft propeller

uncertainty for the panel number, panel effects on wings, etc. The basic purpose of
distribution, computation domain and Foude including it for ship motion calculations is to
number used for each of computations. A represent propulsor effects on hull loads;
generalized computational uncertainty statement however, current developments, using a blade-
of the USAERO is welcome. element approach, will provide a more complete

propulsor modeling capability, including time-
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dependent thrust effects and non-uniform inflow
effects on thrust and side-force.

2. In general, the code works with the
complete unsteady pressure distribution which is
integrated at each step to provide the
instantaneous force and moment acting on the
vessel; the separate contribution of the hydrody-
namic, and hydrostatic pressures, have not been
examined in detail. However, the current
analysis now has the option to display the surface
distribution of the "1-v2 ", the "pzg" and the

pressure terms separately. It would be

straightforward to integrate these terms
separately to provide their respective
contributions to the straightforward to integrate
these terms separately to provide their respective
contributions to the force and moment acting on
the hull, thereby allowing the relative
magnitudes to be examined.
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Rankine Panel Methods for Transient Free-Surface Flows
D.E. Nakos (InTec Software, USA)

D. Kring and P.D. Sclavounos
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA)

ABSTRACT face problems ranging from the linearized wave
resistance and ship motion problems to nonlinear

A Rankine Panel Method is developed for the breaking wave simulations. The use of the sim-

solution of transient wave-body interactions. In pie Rankine source as the elementary singularity
the presence of mean forward speed, the free sur- is mainly motivated by the resulting flexibility in
face and body boundary conditions are linearized the choice of the free surface conditions to be sat-

about the double-body flow. The choices of space isfied. This property does not only render the
and time discretization are based on a systematic Rankine Panel Methods as the sole alternative
error and stability analysis. An artificial wave- for nonlinear flows, but it also allows the employ-
absorbing beach is designed and employed over ment of linearized conditions with variable coef-
the outer portion of the free surface computa- ficients. The penalty to be paid by such schemes
tional domain in order to avoid wave sloshing consists of the necessity to discretize a portion of
within the computational basin, the free surface surrounding the body, which does

not only increase the number of unknowns to be

The proposed numerical scheme is applied for the determine t as may p otil to te

solution of flows around realistic ships with or resulting wave pattern due to the introduction of

without mean forward speed. The transient wave numerical dispersion, dissipation and - most ioo-

resistance problem is considered and the rate of portaly -iotblims

convergence of the resultant forces and moments

to their steady values is studied. Forced and This study presents the design, implementation
free motion simulations are also carried out un- and application of a Rankine Panel Method for
til steady-state is reached and the resulting forces the solution of transient wave-body interactions
and motions are compared with computations by in three dimensions. At the presence of mean
the well established frequency domain version of forward speed, the free surface and body bound-
the same Rankine Panel Method. ary conditions are linearized about the double-

body flow, as it is outlined in section 2. Previous

1. INTRODUCTION studies, in the frequency domain, have illustrated
the excellent numerical properties of properly de-

Numerical solutions of the transient wave-ship in- signed Rankine Panel Methods in the frequency

teractions have recently emerged as a popular al- domain and the performance of such linearization

ternative to their frequency domain counterparts. over a wide range of Froude numbers and frequen-

Studies with and without mean forward speed cies for realistic ship flows( see Sclavounos and

have been reported by Wehausen (1967), Liapis Nakos(1988) and Nakos and Sclavounos(1990)).

(1986), Beck and Liapis (1987) Korsmeyer (1988),Kin, t a' 1988', Li and Yu (1990), Beck and The numerical scheme adopted by the present
King, et a9, a in an uew(1990). study is outlined in section 3 and may be shown
Magee (1990), and Maskew(1992). to posses very desirable global error and stabil-

"Over the past 15 years Rankine Panel Methods ity properties (see Nakos (1993)). The computa-

have been successfully employed by several re- tional domain, consisting of the hull and a portion

search teams for the solution of various free sur- of the surrounding free surface, is discretized
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by a collection of plane quadrilateral panels over The resulting steady-state added mass and damp-
which the unknown functions are represented as ing coefficients compare excellently with related

biquadratic splines. The time dependence of the predictions by the frequency domain computer

solution is modeled by allowing the associated code SWAN.

spline coefficients to be time dependent and two

alternative time-marching schemes are proposed Section 8 presents free motion simulations in the

for the integration of the free surface conditions. presence of constant forward speed, where the

Discretization errors are found to be large over rigid-body equations of motion are solved at each

length scales of the solution which are comparable time step. Results are presented for free decay

to the grid size. A low-pass filtering is designed in tests and rigid-body response to multichromatic

order to eliminate such wave components which head seas.

would, otherwise, propagate at erroneous direc-

tions and speeds, therefore jeopardizing the over-
all accuracy of the numerical solution. TINSTIONS

Section 4 undertakes the design and implemen-tation of an artificial wave-absorbing beach for The problem requires a formulation for the tran-
tatin o an rtiicia wae-aborbng bachfor sient wave flow around at rigid vessel advancing

the damping of the reflections due to the trun- t wave o a n tg ess ancingcatd re srfcedomain. The wave absorption through ambient sea waves. A Cartesian coor-
cated free surface ddinate system Ozyz is utilized with its origin on
mechanism is based on Newtonian cooling (see eg. the calm free surface, its x-axis pointing upstream

Israeli and Orszag (1981)) which is distributed and its z-anis upwards. The coordinate system
over the outer portion of the free surface compu- will also be fixed to the body. Under the assump-

tational domain. Nakos (1993) has demonstrated will o be fixendto thody. flow, the vesuci-
the effectiveness of the proposed artificial beach tions ofinviscid and irrotational flow, the velocityby numerical tests, which is found to be satisfac- potential 'I governing the resulting wave flow sat-

isfies Laplace equation in the fluid domain and is
tory as long as the width of the beach is compa-
rable to the length of the waves to be absorbed. subject to the dynamic and kinematic free surfaceconditions,

The first numerical simulations are carried out
for forced harmonic motions of a vessel at zero
forward speed. Section 5 compares the force pre-
dictions of the present transient solution to re- -a- = - 2 (V2. )VT

sults due to the frequency domain computer code (2.1)

WAMIT. The excellent correlation of the two sets + VIP- [z - (z, y, i)] = 0
of numerical results demonstrates not only the ac- (at I

curacy of the present scheme, but it also serves as to be imposed at the instantaneous position of

a more pragmatic proof of the effectiveness of the the free surface.
adopted artificial beach.

Section 6 presents several simulations of realistic Over the wetted portion of the ship hull the nor-
meal component of the fluid velocity is equal to

ships advancing steadily at a constant speed. A t o n component of the ship velocity

Series-60 hull and the modified Wigley model are e corr

both considered at Froude numbers 0.2 and 0.3. Or

The convergence of the numerical solution with a S
the number of panels is illustrated both with re- C +a ii (2.2)
spect to the generated wave patterns and the re- -- = (VB -)ii,) J) \T.•J.
sultant forces and moments acting on the hull.
At low speed the time histories of the forces are applied over the instantaneous position of the yes-
shown to contain a slowly-decaying transient os- sel. In general, the velocity VB contains the mean
cillation owing to the critical frequency wU/g = forward speed of the vessel & and an oscillatory

0.25 which gets excited due to the impulsive start component due to the response " of the ship to

of the vessel. ambient waves. The latter may be decomposed
in the six rigid-body degrees of freedom,

Forced motion simulations in the presence of con-

stant forward speed are considered in section 7. ':-(t) + 0"() x F (2.3)
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where 6) (•iC2, ) and 0"= (e4, 6, ý6) denote transferred onto the mean position of the vessel
the motions along the translational and rotational (see Newman (1978)),
rigid-body modes, respectively.

Under the assumption that the total flow T con- - -(2.5)
-0n _ aLtsists of a base-flow 4', of 0(1), and a small ampli-

tude disturbance V conditions (2.1) and (2.2) may where i are the so-called i-terms, defined in
be linearized. This study employs the double- tere of the soci ld m-terms follows,
body flow as the basis flow, which satisfies the terms of the velocity field V•=U-V• as follows,
rigid wall condition over the calm free surface, oW
and offsets the mean forward speed over the mean (ml, in 2 , m 3 ) =

position of the hull below z = 0. The double- O (2.6)
body linearization has been employed successfully and (M4, MW, M6) -(;i x ýVf)

in the frequency domain by numerous previous On
studies and its validity has been demonstrated
over a wide range of hull shapes, Froude numbers
and frequencies (see eg. Nakos and Sclavounos 3. THE DISCRETIZATION ALGORITHM
(1990)).

Consider the enforcement of the Laplace equation
Linearization of (2.1) about the double-body flow in the fluid domain by a distribution of Rankine

singularities over the free surface and the wet-

(dW vp [d4) 1 14.V~ ted portion of the hull. Application of Green's
S-- + V' • V' =-9 - I + 1 2 second identity to the velocity potential of the

d( 22 wave flow V and the Rankine source potential
±-v+ C = '+ a J G(;-= 1/21rI-- el leads to

on z = 0 (2.4) V(1,t) +AFUB W (, t) G,( (i;) dýP

where C = C(z, y, t) is the free surface elevation
and is assumed to be of the same order as the -- f , ,t) G(i;ý) d; 0 (3.1)
wave potential W. The identities . = 0 and
dl/dt = 0 over z = 0 assist the derivation of (2.4).
The Cartesian system Oyz is selected to trans- for any finite i on the z = 0-plane, F, and the
late along with vessel, therefore all time deriva- mean position of the hull below z=0, B. The con-
tives (d/dt) appearing in (2.4) are augmented by tribution of the closing surface at infinity vanishes
the corresponding convective terms. Conditions owing to the decay of both '() and G(g; ') as
(2.4) may be combined to eliminate the wave el- Iz'I - 00.

evation rendering the free surface condition pro- The integral equation (3.1) combined with the lin-
posed by Nakos and Sclavounos (1990). earized conditions (2.4) and (2.5) constitute a sys-

The first term in the second member of the lin- tem of equations for the solution with respect to

earized kinematic free surface condition (2.4) fol- the velocity potential Wp, the wave elevation C and

lows from the transfer of that condition onto the the vertical velocity w.• over the free surface. The

z = 0-plane, by means of an appropriate Tay- present study elects not to combine (3.1), (2.4)

lor expansion. The numerical tests presented in and (2.5) into a single integro-differential equa-

this study do not include the effects of the above tion for V, for reasons related to the flexibility

term, because of the difficulty to properly handle and modularity of the numerical solution scheme

the singular behavior of 024/Wz2 at the bow and as well as its upgradability with respect to the

stern of surface-piercing vessels. That does not inclusion of nonlinear effects.

imply, necessarily, that the effects of such term The boundary domain is discretized by a col-
are negligible and the related study is proposed lection of plane quadrilateral panels, over which
for future research. all three unknowns are approximated, indepen-

Under the assumption of small unsteady displace- dently, by a linear superposition of biquadratic

ment, the body boundary condition (2.2) may be spline basis functions,
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Figure 1. The stability condition for the Emplicit Euler discretization scheme.

problem. Comparison of the continuous and dis-
cp(E, t) = -- (,p)j (t) Bj (E) crete dispersion relations allows the rational def-

j inition of the consistency, order and stability

(E, t) = (C)j (t) Bi (x) (3.2) properties of the numerical solution scheme. Af-
ter evaluating numerous solution algorithms, two

, tschemes were selected based on their superior per-
(,) Z(pz)j(i) Bj(•) formance.

where B, is the basis function centered at the j'th The lower-order scheme employs the explicit and
panel. The above choice of basis functions pro- implicit Euler marching for the kinematic and dy-
vides inter-panel continuity of the unknowns and namic free surface conditions, respectively, and it
their gradients. The time dependence of the solu- may be summarized as follows,
tion is modeled by allowing the spline coefficients
to be time dependent. It is worth noting that
these spline coefficients are not equal to the value
of the respective unknown at the panel centers, (3)7Bij + (•o) Di1 - (•o=)7Sij - 0
although they are linearly related to them.

The discrete formulation follows from collocation ( -, Bi + (-)]+' [V(,]n+1 VB--
at all panel centers, ii, and the employment of a At + 7 ( V V

discrete time-marching scheme for the integration = B _ + 1 n+1

of the free surface boundary conditions. Recently, / dL 2
Nakos (1993) presented a systematic algorithm
for the evaluation of the numerical attributes of
alternative discretization schemes, which hinges (B)i - (C)b B. 7Bij

upon the introduction of the "discrete disper- At [

sion relation" governing the wave propagation ro 2
,] nBij + ("p)Bj

over discrete free surface and time, extending = 9)7 ( + 7

in the time domain a related study by Nakos (3.3)

and Scalvounos (1990) for the frequency domain where summation over the multiply occurring j
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Figure 2. Continuous vs. discrete dispersion relations.

indexis asume andthe unfortunate property of being fully implicit.
[V4~ = ~ t~)Both the EE and TLF schemes avoid full cou-

B = Bj (;F) pling of the free surface conditions with the in-

i = f B3 (QP) G(E1; P) d&P (3.4) tegral equation, therefore permitting their sc
JJ cessive employment for the evolution of each un-

known independently. This is a most welcome
=i /j~ B(ý) G,,(ii; P) d&P . attribute, in light of our objective to include non-

linear effects.
It is shown in Nakos (1993) that the above
scheme, referred to as "Em plicit Euler (EE)", is The matrix form of (3.3), as well as the corre-
neutrally stable under the stability condition il- sponding TLF formulation, consists of one full
lustratedf in figure 1. At low mean forward speeds and two banded matrices, associated with the in-
the critical value of the time step scales with the tegral equation and the free surface conditions re-
square root of the typical panel size h, while at spectively. It is worth noting the the full matrix
higher speeds the stability condition imposes a dependents only on the geometrical configuration
much more restrictive upper bound of At scaling of the computational domain and therefore, once
with h-3 /2 . it is set and LU-decomposed, may be repeatedly

A remedy to the severe stability criterion of figure emlydfralesedimato.
1 may be found in employing a three-step semi- Under the assumption of infinitely large free sur-
implicit scheme composed of a Leap-frog march- face computational domain, the discrete formula-
ing for the kinematic free surface condition and a tion may be transferred to the frequency domain
Trapezoidal approximation of the dynamic condi- where the associated discrete dispersion relation
tion (see Vada and Nakos (1993)). This scheme, may be identified. This dispersion relation gov-
referred to as "TLF", is also neutrally stable un- erns the free wave propagation over the discrete
der a stability condition which penalizes high for- medium established by the numerical algorithm.
ward speed flows less severly. Under neutral stability, the discrete dispersion

Uncoditonaly nutrllystale tme-arcing relation is directly comparable to its continuous
Unconditionaly netal ly bedstandble time-m harcin counterpart. A sample comparison between the

schees ay aso e dsignd, ut tey ave polars of the discrete and continuous dispersion
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relations, for the EE scheme, is illustrated in fig- 4. WAVE ABSORBING LAYER

ure 2. The discretization density is quantified in Given a sufficiently long simulation interval, theterms of the grid Froude number Fh = Uv•, Gvnasfiinl ogsmlto nevl h
ther panfl tset gratidroe nu-m~ber a the =e sU - waves generated by the vessel will propagate out-
the panel aspect ratio a=hh1, and the free sur- wards and interact with the truncation of the free
face grid number3 /= N/T;g/Ai. surface computational domain. The effect of the

At small wavenumbers and frequencies the con- free surface truncation may be interpreted as re-

tinuous and discrete polars coincide, owing to flection by a horizontal rigid lid laid over the free

the consistency of the numerical scheme. How- surface, outside the computational domain.

ever, the corresponding polars divert from each Two cearly distinct strategies are suggested in
other in the neighborhood of length scales that the literature for dealing with such wave reflec-
are barely resolved by the grid. Wave compo- tions. The first is based on enclosing the com-
nents in that region are miss handled by the dis- putational domain inside a control surface over
cretization scheme and they are seen to prop- which appropriate radiation conditions are ir-
agate at erroneous directions, therefore jeopar- posed. The present study elects to deal with the
dizing the overall accuracy of the numerical so- truncation error by adopting the second strategy
lution. As a remedy, a low-pass filtering tech- of wave absorbing layers as they are reviewed by
nique is employed for the elimination of the short
length scales similar to the "smoothing device"
proposed by Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet (1976). Consider the "Fourier pair" of the linear free sur-
The adopted filter shape is based on a 7-point face conditions and the corresponding dispersion
polynomial interpolation designed to have no ef- relation,
fect on length scales longer than approximately
4-5 panel sizes. Numerical experience with the -- i / 4
adopted. filtering has shown that it has an unin- = 4 _=[gV/+V 2 (4.1)
vited smoothing effect on the local non-radiating 7h =

disturbance. Minimization of such side influence
may be obtained by a relatively infrequent appli- A shift of the frequency in the complex plane

cation of filtering which allows "recovery" of the away from the real axis results in wave damping

local disturbance. and may be obtained by introducing Newtonian
cooling terms in the kinematic free surface condi-

The discrete dispersion relation may be also in- tion, as follows,
terpreted as the characteristic polynomial of the
underlying time-stepping scheme. The degree (ot = -g'~i }/
of the polynomial depends on the order of the V2-0 w4 iv± 2 + V[

time-stepping scheme, which causes the three- 7= z-2v77+ 9qV

step TLF scheme to have three real and distinct (4.2)
roots, under neutral stability. The two princi- where v > 0 is the strength of the Newtonian cool-
pal roots correspond to the roots of the continu- ing assumed here to be uniformly distributed. In
ous dispersion relation as in the case of the EE view of the righthand side of (4.2), v may also be
time-marching algorithm. The third root gives interpreted as the Rayleigh viscosity used for the
rise to an undamped spurious wave system com- enforcement of the proper radiation condition in
posed of all wavelengths, that can be resolved the frequency domain formulation of the problem.
by the mesh, and high frequencies comparable to Damped free surface conditions at the presence
the Nyquist frequency of the discretization, ir/At, of forward speed follow from (4.2) by adding the
(see Vada and Nakos (1993)). Such phenomenon proper convective terms to the a/lt operator.
is frequently encountered in connection with the
use of the Leap-Frog scheme and for its remedy The design of a wave absorbing layer is based on
Asselin (1972) has proposed an effective asym- the employment of the modified free surface con-
metric time-filtering device, which is employed by ditions (4.2) over the outer portion of the com-
the present study. Further details of the stabil- putational domain. This study adopts the rec-
ity analysis of the present time-domain Rankine ommendations of Israeli and Orszag (1981) for
panel method may be found in Nakos (1993). quadratic variation of the cooling strength v over

the damping zone, with zero value and slope along
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Figure 3. The modified Wigley hull computational domain used for the solution of
zero-speed flow. The computational domain outside the square domain drawn on the
free surface serves as a numerical beach.

the inside-end of the zone, merical solution algorithm, outlined in the pre-

= C, - p0) 2 ' - vious sections, for the simulation of wave flows
z~p) 3(p - ,0 _ po < Cm (4.3) due to forced heave and pitch oscillations of a

ship without forward speed. The main purpose
where p signifies the radial distance from the of this numerical test is to demonstrate the ef-
wavemaking source, with the damping zone start- fectiveness of the adopted artificial beach in re-
ing at p=po and extending over a width C,,,. The alistic situations. The flow around the modified
overall cooling strength of the zone is dictated by Wigley model is considered. The hull shape and
the parameter C'. Similar wave absorbing de- the computational domain are illustrated in figure
vices have been successfully implemented in two 3. The free surface grid of figure 3 extends 125%
dimensions by Baker, Meiron and Orszag (1981) of the waterline length L in the transverse di-
and Cointe (1989). rection and 75% of L upstream and downstream.

Due to the transverse symmetry about the center-
The effectiveness of the proposed artificial beach plane, only the y > 0-part of the configuration is
is extensively tested by Nakos (1993). Its perfor- discretized. The size and location of the adopted
mance depends mainly on the width, Cm, and its artificial beach is also shown in figure 3. Its width
successful employment requires minimal tuning. is 75% of L in the transverse direction and 50% of
The numerical results of following sections may L upstream and downstream. For the following
be considered as a more pragmatic demonstra- simulations the size of the time step is selected to
tion of the effectiveness of the wave absorption be At = 0.04V/T7•, corresponding to free surface
mechanism. grid number P3 4. The free surface is assumed

to be calm for all time i <0, and the hull motion

As a general rule, the presence of significant for- tart impull t t < 0, an g the reafter
wardsped deempasies te iporanceof ave starts impulsively at t = 0, oscillating thereafter

ward speed de-emphasizes the importance of wave atanmeofslcdfrqnis k

absorption. That is because significant waves

approach the downstream only portion of the Wti) = i cosw•t, t > 0, i =1,...6, (5.1)
truncation line causing reflections with disper- k

sion characteristics identical to the ones of the where . is the amplitude of the i'th mode mo-
main wave field, therefore, propagating down- tion at frequency wk.
stream and away from the vessel.

The linearized pressure over the hull is given by
5. FORCED HARMONIC MOTIONS AT ZERO Bernoulli equation in terms of the wave potential
FORWARD SPEED

This section discusses the application of the nu- - --,-t (5.2)
P at
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Figure 4. Added mass and damping coefficients for the modified Wigley hul at zero
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and it is evaluated at "half-steps", (n + ')At, grid.
by a two-point centered difference scheme. Nu-
merical experience has shown that employment The increased accuracy of the results obtained
of the two-point one-sided difference formula for with the (large-FS) domain solidifies the argu-
the approximation of (5.2) results in significant ment that effective wave absorption can be ob-
discretization errors. An alternative, equally ef- tained as long as the size of the numerical beach
fective, solution is the three-point backward dif- is comparable or larger than the generated wave-
ference scheme for the evaluation of the pressure, lengths.
which is employed in the freely floating body sim-
ulations of section 8. 6. STEADY MOTION AT CONSTANT FOR-

WARD SPEED
Two instances of the wave field due to forced si-
nusoidal heaving and pitching motion of the hull This section presents applications of the proposed
at frequency wv/T7- = 3, were calculated. At solution algorithm for the prediction of wave flows
zero forward speed, the free wave system con- due to the steady forward motion of ships. The
tained a single wavelength, which was inversely free surface is assumed to be calm for all time
proportional to the square of the frequency. At all less than t = 0, when the vessel starts impulsively
frequencies, the flow was seen to reach rapidly a moving forward at full speed.
steady-state. The resulting forces were fitted by a
sinusoidal function in order to identify the added The hydrodynamic pressure over the hull surface

mass and damping coefficients shown in figure 4. is given by Bernoulli equation linearized in a man-

The results of the present solution algorithm, la- ner consistent with the linearization of the free

beled SWAN-2, obtained by the grid of figure 3 surface conditions,

(small FS), are compared with results from the i, t __ &P 1
frequency domain computer code WAMIT (see p - Tt __ -Vd .V -it- -V2 .V$ (6.1)
eg. Korsmeyer et al (1988)), whose accuracy has d2
been verified by systematic convergence tests to where the time derivatives (didi) contain the cor-
a level higher than 1%. responding convective terms. The pressure distri-

bution is evaluated at half-steps, as explained in
Despite the perfect comparison of the SWAN-2 the preceding section and integrated over the hull
and WA MIT results at moderate and high fre- surface to render the time history of the wave re-
quencies w, large discrepancies occur in the range sistance, sinkage force and trim moment.
wV./T7 < 2.5. At these low frequencies, the
generated wavelengths are too long to be effec- The first simulations involve the Series-60, cB =

tively absorbed by the artificial beach of figure 0.7, hull advancing at Froude number F = 0.3.
3. Namely, at wV/?l = 1.5 the far-field wave- The hull geometry and the surrounding free sur-
length is almost four times as long as the width of face computational domain are shown in figure 5
the wave-absorbing layer. Significant errors due along with the selected size of the artificial beach.
to the free surface truncation are, therefore, ex- As discussed in section 4, due to the strongly
pected. In order to verify the latter statement, convective nature of the wave flow no absorbing
the flow at wV/l = 1.5 is also solved using a layer is needed downstream. Two different grid
free surface domain of quadruple the size in each densities are used, the one illustrated in figure 5
direction and 1/3 of the panel density, referred with 50 panels along the ship length and a coarser
to as (large-FS). Predictions for the time history one composed by 30 panels along the ship length.
of the vertical force due to heave, using the two Both grids use the same extend of the free surface
different computational domain, were calculated. computational domain and have panels of unit as-
Both simulations appear to reach a steady-state, pect ratio close to the waterline. The transverse
although this becomes significantly more delayed panel size increases in the y-direction geometri-
in the results obtained by the (small-FS) domain. cally at a ratio of 1.05.
The "corrected" added mass and damping coeffi-
cients at w /Z/ = 1.5, resulting from the (large- Simulations are carried out until time ti/7g-- 50
FS) simulations are superimposed on figure 4 and is reached using time steps At = 0.03 and 0.04 for
are seen to compare very well with the corre- the finer and coarser discretizations, respectively.
sponding WAMIT predictions, despite the rela- The predicted wave patterns at the final time step
tively low discretization density of the (large-FS) of the simulation are compared in figure 6. Good
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Figure 7. Time history for the Series-60, Cb=0.7, hull in steady motion at a Froude
number of 0.3.

artificial beach (Cw) are considered. All records ever, such studies concentrate on the Neumann
oscillate at approximately the same critical pe- linearization of the free surface conditions which
riod, T,, and about the same mean value, but is not the framework of the present study. More-
with desperately different amplitudes and phases. over, the presence of the truncated free surface
Further numerical experimentation has shown and wave absorbing layer is expected to have a
that the precise form of the critical transient os- significant effect on the "trapped" wave compo-
cillation depends, almost exclusively, on YOUT nent whose wavelength is typically much larger
and C,, with the general tendency to decrease as than the overall size of the computational do-
the size of the free surface domain and artificial main.
beach increase.

From the practical standpoint, the transient ef-
The r = 0.25-singularity of the forward speed fect of the critical oscillations causes a significant
problem which is the underlying cause of the per- delay to the onset of the corresponding steady-
sistent transient oscillations has been been ex- state and, therefore, increases the computational
tensively studied over the years. For elementary effort needed for the accurate prediction of the
flows due to translating wave singularities it may steady-state forces. The idea of filtering any such
be proven that, within linear theory, there exist persisting transients appears very attractive and
a wave component with vanishing group velocity it is proposed for further study.
whose energy is trapped in the near-field. How-
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The insensitivity of all the above conclusions to step and the time history of the forces and mo-

the hull shape is illustrated by simulations of the ments acting on the hull. Once again, the critical

modified Wigley model in steady forward motion transient oscillations in the force record are much

at Froude numbers 0.3 and 0.2. Like for the more pronounced at the low speed.

Series-60 hull, the simulations are carried out to
time t/• ---=50 using a grid density correspond- 7. FORCED HARMONIC MOTION AT CON-

ing to 50 panels within the waterline length and STANT FORWARD SPEED

a time step of At = 0.03. Figures 9-13 show the The simulation of forced harmonic oscillations of

predictions for the wave pattern at the final time
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ships advancing at a constant forward speed is the both the coarse and fine discretizations of section
subject of this section. The vessel is considered 6. The time history of the resultant forces and
to be at rest for all time t < 0, when it suddenly moments is evaluated by integrating the pressure,
starts moving forward at full speed while oscillat- p(zi, t) _ dW'
ing with amplitude given by (5.1). p dit V .VW (7.1)

The wave flow due to the forced harmonic heave over the hull surface. Notice that the last two
and pitch motion of the modified Wigley model terms of (6.1) are not included in (7.1) since they
and the Series-60, CB = 0.7, is solved by using do not contribute to the steady-state oscillatory

forces.
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Figure 15. Added mass and damping for the Series-60, Cb=0.7, hull at a Froude
number of 0.2.
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Simulations are carried out until steady-state is read as follows,
reached and the force records are fitted by ap-
propriate sinusoidal functions in order to identify d + C.(i) = , (8.1)

the "frequency domain" added mass and damp-

ing coefficients. Figures 14 and 15 compare the
predictions of the present time domain solution where M is the inertia matrix, C are the hy-
algorithm SWAN-2 to computations by the fre- drostatic restoring coefficients, ý(i) are the rigid-

quency domain solver SWAN-1 (see Nakos and body displacements, and .f(t) is the resultant hy-

Sclavounos (1990)), using identical linearization drodynamic force or moment. The initial condi-

of the free surface and body boundary conditions. tions for the ship can vary. It may be started from

Very satisfactory agreement is found both for the a calm rest position or given a specified initial

modified Wigley model at Froude number 0.3 and heave and/or pitch displacement and/or veloc-

the Series-60 hull at Froude number 0.2. ity. Currently, the time-stepping algrorithm for
the integration of the equations of motion (8.1)

8. FREE MOTION AT CONSTANT FOR- is based on a semi-implicit backwards differentia-
WARD SPEED tion scheme which is only first-order accurate. As

discussed at the end of this section, a higher-order
This section presents free motion simulations for scheme with more favorable stability properties is
ships advancing at a constant forward speed. The necessary and it is currently being designed.
vessels start impulsively at t = 0 and retain free-
dom of motion in heave and pitch. Incident Within this study three cases of free motion simu-
head seas can be imposed for the simulation of lation are examined. The first case, illustrated in
the resulting ship motions. If the ambient sea Figure 16, shows the heave and pitch response of
state is calm, the simulation becomes a free-decay a modified Wigley hull which starts impulsively at
test where the ship transits from the rest, or t = 0 from its calm-water position with a forward
static equilibrium, position towards her dynamic speed corresponding to Froude number F = 0.3.
equilibrium position, defined by the appropriate For all practical purposes, at time tiVg/ILwH = 30
steady-state sinkage and trim. the initial transients have decayed and the so-

lution has approached the corresponding steady-
The equation of motion of the hull as a rigid body state sinkage and trim.
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Figure 16. Modified Wigley hull started impulsively from rest and tending towards
a forward speed equilibrium position at a Froude number of 0.3.
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The behavior of the transients is worthy of note. heave and pitch motions are illustrated in figure
Two distinct frequencies are evident is the tran- 18. The simulation is carried out for a sufficiently
sient response of figure 16. The shorter period is long interval of time so that transients have de-
the natural period of oscillation for the ship at cayed and the motion records may be safely trans-
this Froude number and corresponds to the peak formed into the frequency domain. The resultant
in the Response Amplitude Operator curve pre- Response Amplitude Operator is compared to re-
dicted by the frequency domain solver SWAN-1. lated predictions of the frequency domain solver
The longer period corresponds to the critical tran- SWAN-i.
sient oscillation due to the r = 0.25-singularity,
discussed in preceding sections and it'is excited The predictions of both methods compare very

by the impulsive start of the ship. favorably except for the peak magnitude of the
heave response amplitude. Numerical conver-

Subsequently simulations of the same modified gence difficulties are experienced with respect to
Wigley model were carried out at Froude numbers the time-step size at the peak of heave response,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, but this time the vessel was given which may be attributed to numerical dissipation
an initial heave displacement equal to 1% of its errors in the time-stepping algorithm for the in-
waterline length. The predicted motion records tegration of the equations of motion. Efforts are
are illustrated in figure 17. These tests are in- currently focused on analyzing this phenomenon
structive in examining the decay of the natural and prescribing a higher-order algorithm for the
modes of oscillation, and indicate how quickly a solution of the equations of motion.
hull may reach the steady-state limit, given an
initial heave and pitch displacement. The natural
period of oscillation of the vessel is evident in the
transients excited during the latter simulations.
However, the scale of the oscillations at the natu- The design and implementation are presented of
ral frequency is such that nearly overshadows the a Rankine Panel Method for the solution of tran-
critical transient oscillations at period To = 81rF. sient wave-body interactions in three-dimensions.
The critical oscillations are most noticeable at the In the presence of forward speed the free surface
lowest Froude number but also affect the modu- and hull boundary condition are linearized about
lation of the motions at the higher speeds. Al- the double-body flow. The space discretization is
though there was no initial pitch for these free- based on the approximation of all unknowns in
decay tests, pitch motion did result due to hy- terms of the biquadratic B-spline functions and
drodynamic cross-coupling, which is amplified at the time evolution is performed by a neutrally sta-
higher speeds. After a sufficiently long interval of ble time-stepping algorithm. An artificial wave-
time the heave and pitch tend towards the sink- absorbing beach is designed and employed for the
age and trim, respectively, appropriate for these damping of reflections due to the finite free sur-
speeds. face computational domain.

The predictions of the steady-state sinkage and Wave flows due to forced and free motions of re-
trim by the present transient solver are consid- alistic ship hulls are computed with and with-
ered superior to related computations made by out mean forward speed. The simulations are
steady-state solvers like SWAN-i. That is be- continued until steady-state is reached and the
cause the present transient approach incorpo- resulting steady-state forces are compared to
rates, to leading-order, the effect of the sink- predictions by well-established frequency-domain
age and trim on the resultant force and moment solvers. The comparison is excellent for all cases,
due to the inclusion of the m-terms in the body owing to the optimal design of the time-steeping
boundary condition (2.5). Steady-state solvers algorithm and the effectiveness of the employed
may also account for the same effect, but only wave absorption device.
if they are employed iteratively with respect to
the dynamic equilibrium position of the hull. In the presence of forward speed, the onset of

steady-state conditions is significantly delayed
The last simulation test shows the heave and due to the -r = 0.25-singularity of the corre-
pitch response of the modified Wigley model ad- sponding frequency domain problem. The time-
vancing at Froude number 0.3 through multichro- records of forces and motions are found to be
matic head seas. The time records of the resulting "contaminated" by a slowly-decaying oscillation
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at the critical frequency wU/g = 0.25, which is Korsmeyer, F. T., 1988, "The first and second
excited by the impulsive start-up of the vessel's order transient free surface wave radiation prob-
motion. The wavelengths associated with this lems", Ph.D. Thesis, Dept of Ocean Eng., MIT.
critical transient oscillation are often too long to Korsmeyer, F. T., Lee, C.-H., Newman, J. N., and
be handled by the adopted extend of free sur- Sciavounos, P. D., 1988, "The Analysis of Wave
face computational domain and absorbing artifi- Effects on Tension-Leg Platforms", Offshore Me-
cial beach. chanics and Arctic Engineering Conference.

Future extensions of the present formulation and Liapis, S. J., 1986, "Time-domain analysis of ship
solution scheme include relaxation of the body motions", Report No. 302, Department of Naval
boundary condition linearization, in order to Arch. and Marine Eng., University of Michigan.
model large-amplitude ship motions, and solution Lin, W.-M., and Yue, D., 1990, "Numerical solu-
of the wave flow past ships advancing along arbi- tions of large-amplitude ship motions in the time
trary curvilinear paths which addresses the prob- domain", Eighteenth Symposium on Naval Hy-
lem of ship maneuvering in the presence of ambi- drodynamics.
ent waves.
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"The deformation of steep surface waves on wa-
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Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Flows Around Hydrofoil
C.C.S. Song and C. Chen

(University of Minnesota, USA)

Abstract Re Reynolds number
Re, Reynolds number based on x

The numerical solution to the unsteady Ro Reynolds number based on momentum
compressible flows at small Mach number has al- thickness
ways run into trouble due to the disparity be- r radius in polar coordinate
tween the sound speed and convective speed. r, core radius
The equation of unsteady incompressible flows Sij strain rate tensor
are even more difficult to solve numerically than St Strouhal number
that of compressible flows. More importantly, the t time
incompressible flow equations contain no physi- U reference velocity
cal information related to pressure waves which u resolved velocity components
is an essential mechanism of rapidly accelerating Ue velocity at outer flow
flow such as hydraulic transients and acoustics. uý unresolved velocity components
The compressible hydrodynamic equations have Ut tangential velocity
been developed to remedy the mathematical and u, shear velocity
physical shortcomings of the incompressible flow Vt mean tangential velocity
approach. The large eddy simulation approach x, y, z coordinates
based on the compressible hydrodynamic equa- Yw distance from the wall
tions has been applied to flow around a two di- A, Ai length scales
mensional hydrofoil and tip vortex flow around a F circulation
three dimensional hydrofoil. The simulated mean v molecular viscosity
flow, as well as the turbulent correlations in the Vt turbulent viscosity
two dimensional case have been compared with w mean vorticity
experimental data. The tip vortex trajectory and w,,1  local maximum mean vorticity
the structure of tip vortex core have been studied. p density
Nomenclature P0 reference density

0 momentum thickness

A+ constant
A, projected surface area 1. INTRODUCTION
ao sound speed
C1  lift coefficient The compressible hydrodynamics concept
Co base chord length has been commonly used to treat hydrodynamic
C, Smagorinsky constant transient. However, in most cases, only one-
D damping coefficient dimensional situations have been considered. For
L lift three dimensional flow phenomena, the com-
M Mach number monly used equations are either compressible
n normal coordinate of wall Navier-Stokes equation for relatively high Mach
p pressure number flows, or incompressible Navier-Stokes

p0 reference pressure equations for hydrodynamic flows. The in-
Rc radius of curvature compressible hydrodynamic equations have been
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widely used in treating fluid mechanics problems drodynamic equations with the large eddy simu-
with water as the flow medium. But the incom- lation method. The tip vortex flow phenomena
pressible assumption changes the nature of the will be analyzed as well.
governing equations from that of hyperbolic type
to that of elliptic type. Hence, the traditional nu- 2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR LES
merical method for solving hyperbolic equations
cannot be applied. Many difficulties have been
encountered in solving the incompressible equa- 2io pdtions, in

In order to obtain the hyperbolic prop- To implement the large eddy simulation,
erty of the incompressible equation, Chorin [1] one needs to apply the cell volume integration
has proposed an artificial compressibility method. ove neers equathe namelintegconover the governing equations, namely, the con-
With this method, one can obtain the steady servation of mass and momentum equations. A
state solution of incompressible flow in the same evtoofmsanmmnumqain.Awayastate solutin oe icompressible flowinthe same simple volume average method, by which the re-way as one solves the compressible Navier-Stokes solved quantity is treated as a constant over each

equations. However, for unsteady hydrodynamic finite volume, has been used. This is similar to

problems, this method does not capture the essen- te metho d by Dedoris [5 an te

tial effect of compressibility on fluctuating pres- extended by Schumann [6]. The volume averaged
sure or flow noise. In most unsteady flows, the conservation equations have the similar form as
weak compressibility of the fluid can contribute a
great deal to the pressure field, hence the whole the_Reynolds average equations. One extra term
flow phenomena. u.u, is generated from the nonlinear term of themomentum equation. It has been referred as the

The three dimensional compressible hydro- sub-gridscaletReno stress whic is anaogu

dynamic equations, which previously were called sub-grid scale Reynolds stress which is analogous

the weakly compressible model, has been estab- to the time averaged Reynolds stress.

lished by Song and Yuan [2]. This set of equations Customarily, the sub-grid scale Reynolds

not only retains the hyperbolic property, but also stresses are decomposed into the sum of a trace-
free tensor and a diagonal tensor. The diagonal

preserves the hydrodynamic compressibility effect g g
tensor part is brought out in a similar way asin the equations. By using the property of the tno ati ruh u nasmlrwyainall thange e t ns.By using the property of tahe the dynamic pressure p from the viscosity stress

small change in density in the case of low Mach tesrItiuualcobndwhpesres

number flows, the dynamic part of the flow field

is decoupled from the energy equation. But the a modified pressure, because they have similar

compressibility effect on the pressure field still properties, except one is from the molecular vis-
cosity stress tensor, the other is from the un-remains. Compressible hydrodynamic equations resolved turbulent stress tensor. The modified

have been successfully used in solving various un-
steady, low Mach number flow problems [3, 4]. pressure properly represents the resolved pressure

Flow around foils is a class of common and field. The trace-free part of the sub-grid scaleimportant phenomena in fluid mechanics. Its sig- Reynolds stress tensor need to be modeled in or-
nificrance inengieneeing practidmcanisee. Itssip- der to close the set of equations. The model willnificance in engineering practice is evident. Tip be discussed in more detail later.
vortex as one of the flow pattern in three di- be d ssedtin mordt later.mensona caes hs nt ben ndertoo fuly;The essential point for deriving compress-
mensional cases has not been understood fully; ible hydrodynamic equations is to use the equa-however, its effects on the foil performance istion of state appropriate to liquids or small Mach
sential. It is theoretically interesting and practi- number, for which density change in the flow is
cally important to understand the principle, oni- small. Consider a barotropic flow with low Mach
gin, and development process of tip vortex. number, one can approximate the equation of

It is extremely difficult to fully resolve large state as:
Reynolds number flows because they contain a
very large range of different size eddies. The large - : ao(P - pO)
eddies simulation (LES) approach, by which large
eddies are resolved and small eddies are modeled, Where p0 and p0 are reference pressure and
has been rapidly developed. The current paper density. a0 is the sound speed, which can be con-
presents numerical simulations of turbulent flows sidered as constant. This expression has been
around a two dimensional and a three dimen- widely used in hydraulic transient analysis.
sional hydrofoil by solving the compressible hy- From the above equation, one can solve for
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p and substitute it into the averaged conservation scale Reynolds stresses are assumed to be propor-
equation of mass and hence get: tional to strain rate of the resolved flow field [7],

i.e.
Op2o-- + uvp + poao v =6 0 (2) 1 Oui a

- P•ou; + 'ijpo•U'-, U = PO Ve(ý- + O2 (4)

By dimensional analysis, one can show that 1 kxi

the second term is of order M 2 while the first where vt is the unresolved turbulent viscosity, or
term is of order M 2St. In the case of small the sub-grid scale diffusivity. vi depends on the
Mach number flows, the second term can be ig- length scale of the cell and the strain of the re-
nored. But since the first term is related to the solved flow field in the following way:
Strouhal number, this term cannot be neglected,
especially, when flow is highly time dependent A(CA)2(2SS) (5)
and the Strouhal number is large. It is essential Lt = S] j 1(5

to retain the first term in the continuity equa- 1 O +
tion for flows involving rapid acceleration such as Sij = ( -

hydraulic transient and hydroacoustics. It also 2ixj oxi

keeps the whole equation set to be of the hyper- Where A represents the filter width, which
bolic type. It should also be pointed out that the is taken to be the length scale of the finite volume.
third term in Eq. (2) is the noise production term. There are several ways to decide A. According to

Similarly, one can substitute the equation of Bardina et al. [8], a better choice might be:
state into the conservation equation of momen-
tum. By considering the density change to be A = (A 1

2 + A 2
2 + 1

small, one can get the final equation set as fo- whereAi is the three dimensions of the finite
lowing: volume.

C, is the Smagorinsky constant. Many dif-
+ f I 1 ferent values for different flow situations haveT + V" =--V P + -- 7 (3)

P0 P0 been used. For homogeneous isotropic turbu-
lence, Lilly [91 determined that C., ; 0.23. Dear-

where • is stress tensor, dorff [5] used C, = 0.1 for his simulation of tur-

bulent channel flow. And several simulations [10,

ou(- t 2) + Ou2 k 11] have used values between 0.1 and 0.23. It
O(xj xi ) 0OV.Xk6i is supposed this constant is a universal constant

"and independent of grid size. But this seems not
resolved viscosity stresses the case. The simulations that have been carried
_flO- tý + 16ijpout'k out by the authors suggested that this constant

I 3 • needs to be adjusted somehow for different mesh

sub-grid scale Reynolds stresses systems and flow situations. For the two dimen-

Eq. (2) and (3) are called compressible hy- sional simulation to be presented herein, better

drodynamic equations. There are four unknowns results have been obtained by using C, = 0.14.

and four equations. Obviously, this set of equa- And for the primary tip vortex simulation, the tip
tion is closed except that the sub-grid scale tur- vortex trajectory is insensitive to this constant.
bulent stress need to be modeled. The energy For turbulence near a solid wall, Eq. (5) has
equation has been decoupled. And the equation been modified in a similar way as proposed by

equatio has ben decopled.nnd the quatio

set has the hyperbolic property and it retains the Mom and Kim [12].

compressibility effect to the flow field through the
continuity equation, Eq. (2). Vt = (CDA)(Si1 Si1 )2 (6)

Where D is a non-dimensional damping fac-
2.2 SGS Model tor. Van Driet exponential damping function has

been used,
The Smagorinsky model is a simple and

widely used model for modeling the unresolved D = 1 - exp(-y+/A+)

sub-grid scale Reynolds stresses. In analogy to
the definition for viscosity stresses, the sub-grid
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should be paid to high Reynolds number flows,
since the mesh size usually is not fine enough to

A+ = 26, Y+ = ywUr/V resolve the details of the boundary layer. Appro-
priate partial slip boundary conditions have to be

It is easy to see, this damping factor will used. Many [3, 6, 13] have used the wall function
only modify the turbulent viscosity near the solid as a medium to obtain the approximation for the
wall. phantom point velocity values. However, the as-

sociated assumption of fully developed turbulent
3. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERA- boundary layer has limited its usage. Especially

it cannot be applied for flow that has laminar

The size of the largest eddies and the size boundary layer, transition, as well as turbulent

of the smallest eddies are extremely far apart in boundary layer. A new way to impose the partial

turbulent flows. And their difference increases slip condition has been developed for the present

with increasing Reynolds number of the flow. It simulation in the case of two dimensional flow.

is very difficult to solve the equations governing By assuming the boundary layer is quasi-steady

the turbulent flows, especially in the case of large during a certain time period, say, the time inter-

Reynolds number flows. In order to gain maxi- val of the outer flow calculation increment, one

mum accuracy with available computer resources, can use the steady boundary layer equations by

nonuniform mesh system and multi-mesh system ignoring the local acceleration term, Oai/&t = 0.

has been used. In the current simulation, Crank-Nicolson's

As the boundary layer on the foil surface fully implicit second order scheme is used to solve

and the wake behind the foil are the primary ob- the boundary layer equations. The outer flow

jects in the simulation of flow around two dimen- conditions are obtained by inputting the pressure

sional foil, the computational domain is deliber- field near the wall from the outer flow compu-

ately divided into two regions. The fine mesh tation. In the leading part of the foil, the lam-

region encloses the foil and covers the wake be- inar boundary layer is assumed. The transition

hind the foil where the gradients are relatively starting point is determined by laminar bound-

large. The coarse mesh region covers the rest of ary layer separation or according to the following

the computational domain from the lower channel criteria [14],
wall to upper channel wall. For the simulation of
flow around three dimensional foil, tip vortex is Rer 1.174(1 + 22,400 0 .46
the major objective at this stage of the research. =R---t
Hence fine mesh has been arranged to resolve the
tip part of the foil and the tip vortex behind it. where
This multi-mesh system has been very beneficial Re =
in a sense of using the computer time and memory V

efficiently. 0 is the momentum thickness of the bound-
The artificial interface condition between ary layer.

the fine mesh region and the coarse mesh region Starting from whichever comes first, the
is given special attention. For boundary points turbulent boundary layer equation will be ap-
of the coarse mesh, the primary variables are di- plied. For turbulent boundary layer calculation,
rectly taken from the the corresponding fine mesh Prandtl's mixing length model is used.
region. For boundary points of the fine mesh re- After the boundary layer separation, non-
gion, the velocity values and the pressure gra- slip velocity boundary condition has been used,
dients have been matched to the coarse mesh since after separation, the boundary layer is fairly
region. Matching pressure gradient instead of thick, and the velocity gradient normal to the
matching pressure itself has enabled the unsteady wall has become much smaller compared with the
pressure waves generated by the foil to propagate boundary layer before the separation. Hence, the
outward properly. Otherwise, a pressure wave non-slip boundary condition will be appropriate.
will reflect back and accumulate large errors in The quasi-steady boundary layer calcula-
the inner zone and hence cause the computation tion provided the information for imposing the
to be broken down. partial slip boundary conditions in the outer flow.

Wall boundary conditions are very impor- It is a novel combination of boundary layer com-
rant for the computation. Special attention putation and outer flow simulation. For unsteady
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large eddy simulation, it certainly can improve 4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DIS-
the accuracy in reflecting the boundary layer ef- CUSSIONS
fect to the outer flow and flow in the wake.

The pressure condition on the solid walls 4.1 Flow Around 2-D Foil

has been specified in the following way, A two dimensional foil that has been tested

OP put 2  in a water channel by Huang [15] at National
n- (7) Taiwan University has been simulated. The

Where R, is the radius of curvature of the Reynolds number of the flow is 1.6 x 106. And

wall. This is obvious, since the curved wall will the angle of attack is -5.9.
geneatea cetriugalfore, hichwil reslt n aFig. 1 shows two instantaneous vorticity

generate a centrifugal force, which will result in a fields near the trailing edge of the foil and in the
pressure gradient normal to the wall, wake. One may note that at pressure side of the

Boundary layers along the channel walls are folaveytibunrylersfrmdanth

not so interesting for present study; in addition, foil, a very thin boundary layer is formed, and the

thes bonday laerswil notaffct he fil all vorticity in this layer has a positive sign. On the
these boundary layers will not affect the foil wall other hand a relatively thick boundary layer ex-
boundary layer and the wake region. The channel ists at the suction side of the foil. The vorticity is

wall has been simply treated with full slip velocity negative in this layer. Apparently, there is no vis-

and zero gradient pressure conditions. ive in th e layer. h owvis-

The well-known MacCormack predictor- ible separation for the simulated flow. However,

corrector numerical scheme has been used in solv- the vorticity with opposite sign from two sides of

ing the compressible hydrodynamic equations for the foil meet at the trailing edge and form a vor-
tex sheet, which is very unstable. Vortices roll-up

large eddy simulation. The scheme is of second and negative and positive vortices alternatively
order accuracy in time and space, shed downstream. A more vivid picture of the
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Fig. 1 Instantaneous Vorticity Contours
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vortex shedding can be seen through animations unresolved sub-grid scale part. The former is sim-
of color coded pressure and vorticity fields. ulated while the latter is modeled through the re-

The mean flow field around the foil body is solved flow field. Figs. 6(a) and (b) provide the
shown in Fig. 2. The calculated values are com-
pared with the experimental data. It can be seen X.Qi 0.20 o." 075 too LBO 3.00 6O.00 8.00 C17 .60 ZI 0 0 0

they agree very well. The mean flow profiles in
the boundary layer are plotted against the experi- .
mental measurement in Fig. 3. Again, fairly good
agreement has been reached. Mean flow velocity

0. -

d.U. IN WAKE
0 0 1.2

-- Fig. 4 Simulated Velocity Vectors in the Wake

X-23,0 -20.0 -t.0 -O.o0 -7.5 -. 0 -3.0 -1.0 00 -

- SIMULATED DATA.I t)IM. EPW4TAI DATA

Fig. 2 Simulated and Measured Mean Flow U.,
around the Foil

Fig. 5 Measured Velocity Vectors in the Wake

turbulent intensity u-7/U 2 for these two parts in
several stations in the wake. And the sum of the
two parts is plotted in Fig. 6(c). It is interesting
to note that in the wake region near the trailing-20.0 -. 0 0.•0 -71 -t.o -3.0-to 0.0 oedge, the main contribution is from the modeled
part, while in the wake region far from the trailing

- SIULATED DATA: - EoLN DATA edge, the main contribution is from the resolved
Fig. 3 Simulated and Measured Mean Boundary large eddies. This is consistent with the general

Layer Profiles understanding that eddies are larger in the far

field but they are smaller near the trailing edge.
The pattern that eddy sizes change from small to

vectors are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for simulated large as flow goes downstream can be easily seen
values and experiment values respectively. The on Fig. 1. In Fig. 6(d), the measured turbulent
agreement between simulated values and experi- intensity -'v/U 2 is shown. Comparing Fig. 6(c)
mental data is quite good. It can be concluded and Fig. 6(d), one can see that the shape is quite
that the mean velocity field can be reproduced by similar, mainly in the far wake region. But in the
the numerical simulations very well. near wake region, the sharp peak right after the

As discussed above, the turbulence has been trailing edge as shown in Fig./,6(d) is lost in the
divided into the resolved large scale part and the simulation. Evidently a very thin shear layer after
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the trailing edge produces the strong and fine tur- attack is about 140. And the Reynolds number

bulent eddies. Relatively poor agreement in the of the simulation is 7.0 x 10'. However, since the

near field may be due to the three dimensionality mesh size are not fine enough and the boundary

of small scale and insufficient grid refinement, layer on the foil surface is not resolved well in the

(a) (b)
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(a) Resolved Turbulent Intensity 7v7/U2 (b) Modeled Turbulent Intensity uiT7 /U2

(c) Total Turbulent Intensity '7iT/U 2  (d) Measured Turbulent Intensity77v/U 2

Fig. 6 Comparison of Turbulent Intensity in the Wake

current three dimensional simulation.
4.2. Tip Vortex Flow The lift coefficient is defined as C1

L/.IpU 2 A8 , where L is the total lift; A. is the pro-
A thee dmeniona fol wih amodiied jected area of the foil. Calculated lift coefficient

NACA 4215 section and an elliptic planform has is 0.72, which is very close to the experimental
been studied. Extensive experimental research result, 0.72 ~- 0.73 [17].
for tip vortex cavitation with this foil has been Fig. 7 shows the velocity vectors projected
conducted [16, 17]. Tip vortex is the focus in on a cross-section normal to the flow direction.
the present numerical simulation. The coordinate The swirl around the tip vortex is quite appar-
axes are so chosen that x is along the main flow ent. The interaction between wake and tip vor-
direction, y is normal to the plane of the foil, pos- tex can be observed by noting the sudden chang-
itive pointing from pressure side to suction side, ing of flow direction below the swirl. The corre-
and z is in the span-wise direction from the foil sodn otct itiuin(-opnn)i
base to the tip of the foil. The effective angle of sodn otct itiuin(-opnn)i
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shown in Fig. 8. The vorticity contour lines form Fig. 9.
nearly concentric circles indicating the intensity The simulated tip vortex trajectory is
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Fig.9 Vorticity Magnitude at y/Co 0.0 Cross-
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y/Co

Cross-Section

000

00 mIf VAL

Cof GEN,__ ~ 1a ~=:

ti yICo

. -2.0 Fig. 10 Tip Vortex Trajectory

S " "plotted and compared with the measurement in
00o ,'\ Fig. 10. The agreement is very good. It is worth

" K,�.pointing out that the current simulation has not
tried to resolve the boundary layers on the foil

o- surface. It is believed that the boundary layer
on the foil surface germinates the tip vortex, but
the above result seems to imply that the tip vor-

0- 0 tex trajectory is independent of the boundary
layer. This result agrees with the measurement

0. [16] that the tip vortex trajectory is insensitive
to the Reynolds number and the angle of attack.

*. The pressure coefficient in the tip vortex

-.0. -o. -0. 0 ..0 0.1 0o.2 0.3 core as a function of z is plotted in Fig. 11. It

y/Co can be seen that the pressure reaches the lowest

Fig. 8 Vorticity Contours of x-Component at point at the tip where the tip vortex originates.
x/Co = 1.06 Cross-Section The pressure increases in the downstream direc-

tion. This is understandable because the tip vor-
tex core is very small at the beginning and grows

increases towards the vortex core. Vorticity con- in the downstream direction due to diffusion. In-
tours on a surface parallel to the x-z plane and creasing core size means weakening vorticity and
through the axis of the tip vortex are shown in increasing pressure.
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Fig. 11 Minimum Pressure Coefficient at Tip Vor- Fig. 12 Nondimensional Circulation around Tip
tex Core Vortex Core

It is a difficult task to measure the full de-
tails of the structure of tip vortex. On the other F = -.dr
hand theoretical analysis of tip vortex has always
required an assumption that the tip vortex is a The variations of r as function of radius
Rankine vortex. The Rankine vortex model ig- from the core at several stations along stream-
nores two aspects of the real fluid flow phenom- wise direction have been plotted in Fig. 12. Note
ena. Firstly, according to the Rankine vortex that F is nondimensionalized by taking theoret-
model, the vorticity field should be axis symmet- ical value of IC1U2Co as the reference value so
ric about the vortex core. However, the wake be- that, in the ideal case, all curves in Fig. 12 would
hind the foil always disturbs this symmetry. The approach 1 asymptotically. The asymptotic val-
region affected by the wake becomes larger as the ues for the last four curves is about 1.05. This
wake spreads wider along the streamwise direc- slight difference from 1 could be caused by the
tion. Measurements engaging the assumption of fact that the flow simulated here is bounded by
symmetric vorticity field could lead to errors in the walls. By comparing the curves for different
their data since the tangential velocity profiles stations, one could see that the asymptotic value
around the tip vortex core are quite different de- starts with about 0.75 at the tip and gradually
pending on how the wake affects them. Secondly, increases to the maximum value of 1.05 at about
the Rankine vortex model assumes that, the flow x/Co = 0.5. This means that the vorticity in
field around tip vortex is divided into rotational the z-direction is gradually changing the direction
core region and irrotational outer region. And into the vorticity in the x-direction, i.e., the tip
the vorticity is concentrated inside the core re- vortex. In other word, the circulation contributed
gion. This cannot be true for the real flow sit- to the lift is gradually converting into the circula-
uation because of the diffusivity of the fluid and tion of tip vortex. This process finishes at about
turbulence. Again the wake plays an important X/Co = 0.5 position. The steep gradient near the
role in distributing the vorticity in the flow field. core shows that the vorticity is very strong near

Numerical diffusion can distort the results the core, and becomes weak as it goes far from
of numerical simulations. But numerical simula- the core.
tions can provide at least a qualitative structure The mean tangential velocity can be calcu-
of the real tip vortex. Since the tip vortex is not lated based on the circulation calculated above.
symmetric and the vorticity is not just concen- The mean tangential velocity at one of the z-
trated inside the core region, the traditional def- station has been shown in Fig. 13. The corre-
inition for core radius needs to be reconsidered. sponding tangential velocity profile of the Rank-
In the present study, the circulation F about the ine vortex is compared in the same figure. As can
core is calculated first as following, be seen, in the core region, the two are quite close.

But outside the core, they are very different. No-
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tice that the former is rotational outside the core The core radius calculated according to the
while the latter is irrotational. From this compar- above definition has been shown in Fig. 14. Ob-
ison, one could see that it is appropriate to define viously, the core radius increases in downstream
the tip vortex core radius as the distance from direction. The diffusion of the vorticity in the
the core center to the maximum mean tangential core could be the reason for it. There have been
velocity point. some experimental measurements on the core ra-

dius of tip vortex [18], where the radius is nondi-
mensionalized by the radius at half of the base
chord position, namely, r,(0.5). In Fig. 15, the

5; •calculated core radius is compared with the ex-
LEGEND perimental results based on the nondimensional

*XJCoO.0'D0

i / o X]C - I leO;..0u 340
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, -2.•/- 0800S- - XXQ• 0.600
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r/Co • -X/Co -I400
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Fig. 13 Mean Tangential Velocity around Tip Vor-
tex Core

ALSO ý1 0 ~41 4.00 0 .00 0 .* 0-20

Fig. 16 Mean Vorticity around Tip Vortex Core
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a -i xaiCo -g ood

Fig. 14 Radius of Tip Vortex Core

Z'Fig. 17 Mean Vorticity around Tip Vortex Gore

radius as described above. It can be seen that the
agreement is fairly good.

L~m• In spite of the non-symmetric vorticity field
.... ,around the tip vortex core, one could get a mean

"h ot ofvorticity by means of the circulation, i.e.,

0.0 1.0 ,t0 20. 202•r 2rr
./Ce

Fig. 15 Nondimensional Radius of Tip Vortex Core The profiles of mean vorticity calculated in
this way have been nondimensionalized by its lo-
cal maximum value and shown in Fig. 16. The
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diffusion property of tip vortex core is quite ob- shows that the ideal Rankine vortex assumption
vious. When the radius is nondimensionalized for such case is inapplicable. Two major effects
by the local vortex core radius, one can obtain have spoiled the assumption. One is the effect
a very interesting result as shown in Fig. 17. All from the wake behind the foil, which destroys the
the mean vorticity curves have almost collapsed symmetry of the vortex. The other is the effect
to one curve except the one at x/Co = 0. This of diffusivity because of which the vorticity does
could mean that the vorticity diffusion around the not exist only inside the core. The vorticity is
vortex core obeys a similarity rule. strong inside the core, but there is no clear mar-

gin for the edge of the core. Instead, the vorticity
5. SUMMARY is smoothly distributed by diffusion with the high-

est value at the core. The wake behind the foil
The numerical simulations of flows around also contributes to the re-distribution of the vor-

the two dimensional foil and the three dimen- ticity. Although the vortex is not symmetric, the
sional foil based on the compressible hydrody- core radius can be defined through the profile of
namic equations have been studied. Compressible the mean tangential velocity around the vortex
hydrodynamics has drawn more and more atten- core. By defining the maximum mean tangen-
tion for solving various hydrodynamic flow prob- tial velocity point as the edge of the vortex core,
lems. It has been proved that this set of equa- one could see that inside the core, the tangential
tions has two major advantages over the incom- velocity profile is quite close to the case of the
pressible equations. The parabolic property of Rankine vortex; while outside the core, it is very
the equations makes the numerical solution more different from that of irrotational flow. By ana-
convenient. And, by including the effect of com- lyzing the circulation along the streamwise direc-
pressibility enables the set of equations to cor- tion, one can see that the circulation contributed
rectly model the flows involving rapid accelera- to the lift has completely converted into the cir-
tions, such as pressure waves generated by hy- culation of the tip vortex up to the point of about
draulic transients and acoustics. It is very impor- half base chord length. The core radius as defined
tant to note that the incompressible flow equa- above has a similar trend as the experimental re-
tions does not retain such physical information. sults. The mean vorticity profiles calculated from
The large eddy simulation by utilizing the com- the circulation have suggested that the diffusion
pressible hydrodynamic equations has the poten- of the vorticity could follow the similarity rule
tial to treat various low Mach number flows and when the radius is nondimensionalized with the
correctly simulate pressure fluctuations. In ad- core radius of the vortex.
dition, multi-mesh system can serve as a useful
tool to use the available computer resources ef- Acknowledgment
fectively.
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DISCUSSION our experimental data in which 600, 000 < Re <
by Professor Roger Arndt, University of 1, 700, 000. This warrants further discussion.
Minnesota

In summary, this paper provides substantial
The numerical results in this paper comple- insight into the vortex roll-up process. The

ment a companion experimental study of tip vor- interaction between the wake and the tip vortex
tex cavitation (Maines and Arndt, 1993a, b). is an important consideration which is fully sub-
Although quantitative comparisons are not yet stantiated by our experimental observations.
possible, there is a wealth of qualitative informa- Unfortunately, detailed comparisons between our
tion that has provided guidance in our studies of cavitation experiments and the numerical results
cavitation inception. The authors have noted the cannot be made until the flow at higher Reynolds
lack of viscous effects on vortex trajectory which number can be simulated.
is in agreement with our experiments. They have
also found that the minimum pressure in the References
vortex is very close to the tip in a region where Fruman, D.H., Dugue, C., Pauchet, A., Cerrutti,
the vortex structure is highly complex and cannot P. and Briancon-Marjolet, L. (1992), "Tip
be modeled by axisymmetric analogs, such as the vortex roll-up and cavitation," Nineteenth
Rankine or Lamb vortex. Visual observations of Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics,
cavitation as reported by many authors in the Seoul, Korea.
past gave the impression that the minimum Maines, B.H. and Arndt, R.E.A. (1993a),
pressure in the vortex is located about one-half "Bubble dynamics of cavitation inception in
chord length downstream where the vortex is a wing tip vortex," Proceedings of the
fully rolled-up. However, careful observation of ASME Cavitation and Multiphase Flow
the inception process using high speed cine- Forum, FED Vol. 153, pp. 93-95.
matography indicates that the minimum pressure Maines, B.H. and Arndt, R.E.A. (1993b),
is very close to the tip, x/co - 0.15. This is in "Viscous effects on tip vortex cavitation,"
agreement with detailed velocity measurements 4th International Symposium on Cavitation
by Fruman et al. (1992). Inception, ASME Winter Annual Meeting,

New Orleans.
As pointed out by the authors, numerical dif-

fusion can distort the results of numerical simula- Author's Reply: See common response for
tions. The Reynolds number corresponding to the above at the end of this section.
the calculations in Figure 11 has not been stated.
However, it is interesting to note that our exper-
imental observations for a series of foils of iden- DISCUSSION
tical planform, but with different cross sections by Dr. Thomas T. Huang, David Taylor Model
and different boundary layer characteristics, indi- Basin
cate that an almost universal cavitation scaling
law exists: Could the authors provide the grid resolution

a1 = -CPO = k C 1
2 Re0"4  requirements around the hydrofoil and tip vortex

in order to reach grid-independent numerical

where 0.045 < k < 0.073 and Re is Reynolds solution. The discussor provided an estimate of
number based on maximum chord length. Our grid resolution requirements as function of
initial thought was that the appropriate viscous Reynolds number in their paper presented in this

scaling parameter is a Reynolds number based on conference (paper 7.2). The solutions of Cp,
circulation, F / v , where the variation in k repre- Cc, CD, and CL for wide range of grids must be

sents the dependence of the initial development presented. The computed Cp in the core of tip

of the vortex on the details of the boundary layer vortex must be compared with the measured

flow in the tip region. If one uses a value of k = cavitation inception number Gi. We know for

0.065 for the modified NACA 4215 hydrofoil sure that the measured value of Gi. depends
studied in this paper, the equivalent Reynolds strongly on Reynolds number. The method pre-
number for the calculation in Figure 11 would sented by the authors will become much more
only be 18, 000 which is well below the range of useful if the requirements of grid-dependent solu-

tion are known a priori.
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noise directly while an incompressible flow
Author's Reply: See common response for model will not yield flow noise. Indeed we have
the above at the end of this section. simulated flow noise due to boundary layer sepa-

ration and vortex shedding.

The main idea behind the Large Eddy
DISCUSSION Simulation (LES) method is to resolve only the
by Dr. P. M. Gresho, LLNL large structure of the flow while the effect of

small scale turbulence is modeled by a Subgrid
I appreciate your concern re: difficulty of Scale Turbulence Model. Therefore, it is not

unsteady incompressible flow. But: possible to attain a grid size independent condi-
Q1. Do your presented computational tion unless the Direct Simulation method is used

results differ in any significant way and all scale turbulence are resolved. Even in
from those of incompressible flows? that case it will only be grid size independent in

Q2: Have you done any simulations in statistical sense. With LES method, the small the
which the compressibility ("noise" grid size the finer scale structure of the flow can
term in mass conservation equ) is sig- be resolved. The grid size independence stated
nificant/ by Dr. T. T. Huang can be meaningful only when
important? the long time averaged quantities are concerned.

As it was stated previously, the flow near the
Author's Reply: See common response for core of the tip vortex for a very large Reynolds
the above at the end of this section. number case has very sharp gradient and we did

not achieve the grid size independent condition.
Author's Reply to Drs. Arndt, Huang, and But the overall flow, except for a small region in
Gresho the core and in the boundary layer, is fairly well

simulated.
The authors appreciate additional insights on

the quantitative characteristics of tip vortex and
tip vortex cavitation provides by Professor R.
Arndt's experimental results. It appears that the
primary structure of a tip vortex is not sensitive
to the Reynolds number. Because our computa-
tion did not fully resolve the boundary layer, it is
not possible to give the precise Reynolds number
to the flow simulated. But it is quite clear the
computation represents a very large Reynolds
number case: certainly much greater than 18,000
quoted by Professor Arndt. The reason Figure
11 may appear to indicate relatively small
Reynolds number is inadequate resolution of the
core of the vortex where very sharp gradient
exists. Indeed later calculation with finer grids in
the core region results in lower pressure on the
axis of the vortex while flow elsewhere is unaf-
fected.

To answer Dr. P.M. Gresho's questions we
would like to first point out that the effect of
compressibility, no matter how small the com-
pressibility may be, is significant when flow
changes rapidly with time. For very small Mach
number flow, the time averaged quantities simu-
lated by this method are identical to that of
incompressible flows. But even in a very small
Mach number case, this method simulates flow
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Numerical Calculations of Transitional Flow over Flat Plate
in Turbulent Non-uniform Flows
S.H. Kang, M.R. Choi, and W.P. Jeon

(Seoul National University, Korea)

ABSTRACT correctly simulates complex flows containing
viscous effects; transition, leading edge separation,
reattachment, non-equilibrium turbulent shear flow,

The behavior oft he boundary layer over a flat boundary layer separation. Various numerical
plate in a non-uniform incoming flow was simulated methods have been developed for the two or three
using low Reynolds number k-c models of Launder dimensional, compressible or incompressible, steady
and Sharma and Chien and a transition model. Mean or unsteady viscous passage flows. The CFD
velocity profiles and skin-frictions on the flat plate techniques for turbomachinery have reached a high
were also measured in the wake generated by a level of maturity, however there is still need of more
ciicular cylinder at the upstream. The Computational validation of the codes even for the two-dimensional
Preston Method (CPM) proposed by Nitsche et al. steady turbulent flow over wing section.
was used to measure the skin-friction coefficients in Even without a recirculation or cavitation bubble
the present study. on a blade, transition is a complex phenomena which

The Launder and Sharma model predicts earlier has been studied but is still not well understood. A
start and short transition length than the PTM model transition region usually extends over significant
does and Chien's model shows also earlier start of fraction of the blade. The importance of steady and
transition and damped variation. These trends are unsteady transition in the flows of turbomachinery
generally the same with those of the uniform flow. was summarized by Mayle[1]. Since the blade of
The PTM transition model based on the low turbomachinery operates in the highly turbulent and
Reynolds number k-e of Launder and Sharma does non-uniform flow field, many factors affect the
reasonably predict skin-frictions on a flat plate during boundary layer transition, i.e. the incoming flow
transition. However more extensive calibrations of condition, pressure gradient, curvature of blades,
the PTM transition model is needed. The CPM roughness and surface vibration, acoustic
method is verified as an useful tool to investigate disturbances etc.. A model for the correct prediction
skin-friction over the transitional boundary layer of transition point on the blade does not yet available.
with reasonable accuracy. The simple construction The transition occurs under small disturbance
and instrumentation for the technique are appreciated. cirnumstances by Tollmien-Schlichting process in a
Measured skin-friction coefficient gradually changes low-turbulence environment. Under high free stream
from the leading edge to the downstream. Transition turbulence conditions, non-linear bypass transition
length was considerably longer than in the uniform becomes dominant, which is poorly understood yet.
flow. Several researches were done to investigate the

effects of free-stream turbulence intensity and length
scale on the transition and heat transfer on a blade of

INTRODUCTION turbomachinery as well as on a flat plate (cf. Abu-
Ghanam and Shaw [2], Sohn and Reshotko[3], etc.).

Reliable and accurate prediction of turbulent flows In the transitional flow, the turbulence models
over air and hydrofoils and through turbomachinery have been less successful than in fully turbulent flow,
over wide range of flow condition is important for the mainly due to the intermittency and three-
design and performance prediction. A rotor of dimensionality of the flow. Techniques of DNS
compressor or turbine rotates in the highly three- (direct numerical simulation), LES (large eddy
dimensional turbulent wake of stator, and a propeller simulation) or higher-order turbulence models can be
operates in the stern wake. Therefore the incoming used to simulate the transitional flow, however they
flow relative to a rotor as well as a propeller is still require too much computing time to be used for
unsteady. An efficient method is required that the practical engineering purposes. Two-equation
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turbulence models, i.e. low Reynolds number k-E transition, was reported to be one of reasons. For
model, as well as algebraic models, i.e. eddy more detailed assessment of the numerical method,
viscosity model, have been widely used. The boundary layer measurements on the airfoil including
algebraic models of Cebeci-Smith and Baldwin- the shear stress on the wall are needed not only with
Lomax are difficult to be extended and modified for various free stream turbulent intensities but also in
complex flow conditions. Low Reynolds number k-c non-uniform incoming velocity profiles.
models were developed to treat the near wall Ncting that most of the transition model were
damping effects and were applied to the calculation studied using the measured data on the flat plate in a
of flow in pipes, channels, and external boundary uniform flow with different level of turbulence
layers. Such a built-in function of the models makes intensity, their characteristics of predicting the
them attractive as potential predictive tools for transition shear layer of general profile were not
transitional boundary layers. Various efforts related investigated yet. More specifically, the behavior of
to k-e models were made to simulate transition the boundary layer over a flat plate in a non-uniform
during last two decades. Recent work by Schmidt incoming flow is of practical interest, however there
and Patankar[4] was extensive and attractive. They are not measured sets of data for the prediction
evaluated the numerical characteristics of the Lam method to be validated. When a flat plate is placed in
and Bremhorst[5] and Launder and Sharma[6] two- a turbulent non-uniform shear layer, a new internal
equation models. A modification was proposed that la)er will be developed on the plate in the existing
limits the production term in the turbulent kinetic profiles of velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and its
energy eqaution and was based on a simple criterion rate of dissipation and production. The behavior of
and correlated to the free-stream turbulence level. transition boundary layer was simulated using the
This model was termed a production term low Reynolds number k-e models of Launder and
modification model or PTM model. The model Sharma [6] and its PTM model and of Chien[8], and
reasonably simulates skin-friction coefficient and results were discussed in the present study.
Stanton number of zero-pressure and low Mean velocity profiles and skin-frictions on the
accelerating flows on the flat plate. However the flat plate were measured in the wake generated by the
model is not fully confirmed for various conditions cicular cylinder at the upstream. The data can be
of flow. used to verify the various turbulence models of

Recently Stephens and Crawford [7] investigated transition. Whether the flow over the leading edge is
the numerical prediction of boundary layer transition laminar-like or fully turbulent, skin-friction is
using the PTM model based on the model of Chien sensitive parameter of importance and strongly
[8]. The model is one of the most widly used model related to heat transfer. Direct measurement of wall
for passage flow calculation of turbomachinery. They friction is not easy jde, and almost all the methods
examined a new model for the case of Blair and need delicate instrumentations and advanced
Werle [9]. It was noted that the model does not techiiques. The simple preston tube method is known
reproduce the experimental Stanton number inadequate for such a developing layer. The
distribution as well as expected. The numerical Computational Preston Method (CPM) proposed by
predictions appeared to damp the transition of a Nitsche et al.[ll] was used to measure the skin-
boundary layer. They conducted a comparison friction coefficients in the present study. An
between the transition results of the K.Y. Chien[8] experimental study was performed to investigate the
and Launder and Sharma [6] and showed that the skin friction distributions on a flat plate with sudden
Chien's model predicts an earlier start of transition change in roughness (from rough to smooth surface)
and damped distribution of skin-friction. The main under zero pressure gradient condition using the CPM
reason of the problem was that the damping function method[12]. The growth of internal viscous layer was
f of the model is a function of y* and for fully compared with measured data of Antonia and Luxton
turbulent boundary layer. They concluded that the [13] as well as estimated ones using empirical
Chien model is not adequate for the transition study. correlations. The experience of CPM method is

A numerical investigation [ 10] of the extended to transition flow in the present study.
incompressible viscous flow through the controlled Tu
diffusion cascade blade of a compressor was carried Y
out using the PTM model based on the low Reynolds d ..
number k-c model of Launder and Sharma[6]. The U
development of the shear layer along the pressure and
suction sides was generally well estimated. However, Uo Us = Uo -Uc
there was still a considerable discrepancy in the
predicted profiles of mean velocity and turbulent
kinetic energy. Taking into account the uncertainty in Fig. 1. Configuration of the flat plate and
the measurement, the transport of turbulence in the coordinate system.
shear layer, especially through the region of
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NUMERICAL CALCULATION fý, = min[fw, 1.0,0.5 + 0.0025R? } (11)

Governing equations and turbulence models Pk = 0 , for Ree < Rec (12)

Fcr an incompressible steady turbulent flow, the
continuity and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes dPk = A. Pk + B for Re6 > Reo,c (13)
equations are the governing equations. The eddy dt max
viscosity uI, is obtained by the low-Reynolds- where Re0 is Reynolds number based on momentum
number k-e model. The transport equations for k thickness. The coefficients A and B are functions of
and e are written as the free-stream turbulence intensity. These were

k2 calibrated considering the empirical correlations of
='fP k2  the starting and ending locations of transition on a=Cfp-- (flat plate in uniform flow by Abu-Ghannam and

Shaw [2]. The position of the free stream is not
d -+d dF)=_ I+,dk (dua 2 defined not only in the passage flow of blades but

(Pk +y qvk)4, ))- (2-) also over a flat plate in the wake. The actual free
+ (2) stream is the external flow of the wake, however

-(pe+D) turbulence of the free stream may not have diect
affect on the boundary layer over the wall. As the

d 0 0 Pue] e+ ) u(d. wale flows over the piate, the internal layer will be
dx e)+ - (pve)= - +--, ,"7 +fl, y) developed from the leading edge. Therefore the

S(3) value of turbulence intensity at the edge of the
+E internal layer has strong affects on the shear layer

k over the surface, and the external flow has indirect
e+D actually denotes the nonisotropic dissipation influence upon growing and transition of the internal
rate, possessing a finite wall value; e is the isotropic layer. Two cases were considered in the present
dissipation rate, that is zero at the wall; D is the low study. The free stream value of turbulence intensity
Reynolds number term. The functions and model was used for PTMo, and the value at the edge of
constants are summarized as follows: internal layer 3, fcr PTM i csase. The location of 45

was determined considering the slope of the wall
Launder and Sharma [61 Model layer and external wake profile.

f. [ = exp - 3. f2 = 1 - Boundary conditions

I- (I+R/50)2 (4) The flow and equations are parabolic type and

the calculation are carried out from the leading edge
= 0.09,C1 = 1.44,C 2 = 1.92, k =1.0, e =1.3 (5) using marching procedure (Fig.1). At the inlet

boundary x= 0, mean velocity profiles, kinetic
D=2(k E. 2 ME'(du ~ (6) energy and rate of di ssipaticn profiles are estimated

dy ~7 (6 using the, similarity solution of the plane wake
described in the text [14].

Chien [81 Model
Uo-u = exp(-_2 /2) (14)

f, =1-exp[-0.0115y'], f2 =1-0.22exp(-(R, /6)2) (7) Us
,u k

CAL =0.09,C1 =1.35, C2 =1.8, qk=l.O,are=l. 3 (8) -s21=0"31exp(-• 2 f2) (15)
3,k ý2 exp(- ý2) (16)

D = 2p ' E = -2,u-exp(-0.b5y) (9) bRT

whereY Y RT= Usb.=12.5,
2 w= -+ V b

R = Pky = PYUr They are uniformly distributed from the centerline
S(10) to the location of their maximum value. The

dissipation rate along the free stream assumed very
Schmidk and Patankar [4] modified the value of small for the specified value of k at the leading

function, fU , and limit the production rate of edge to remain to the downsticam. On the plate, the
turbulent kinetic energy as follows: no-slip condition is enforced. Since the low-

Reynolds-number k-e model is used, the boundary
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conditions k-0 and e =0 are imposed on the displacement factor K(= 2Yeff 1d) as a function of
surfaces. The static pressure is assumed constant in
the whole flow domain. d+(=ul v). Since the law of the wall is not

generally known, he used the velocity profile of three
Numerical method parameters, as proposed by Szablewski [15].

The discretized equations are obtained following U _ ____________ (18)
a finite volume method. A staggered grid . + 1+r4(Ky*)'(1 + Ky*) I - expý-y ;I + K,(18)
arrangement is used in which the scalar variables are m
located at the geometric center of a control volume,
wlile the velocity components are located on the where K1 formally corresponds to the von Karman
midpoints of the control faces. The unwind scheme constant, K2 to Van Driest damping factor, and K3
is employed to evaluate the convection flux on the to the dimensionless pressure parameter. For K=l3,
control surfaces. A pressure is constant and the K, --04, K2 =26, K3 =0, the empirical calibration
integration of the continuity equation gives us the curve according to Preston method is obtained and
vertical component of velocity. A TDMA is used to used for the fully developed turbulent boundary layer.
obtain a numerical solution of the discretized The unknown parameters, K,, K2 , K3 ( one of the
equation. parameters is fixed in some cases) and the value of

wall shear stress are obtained analyzing the measured
values of dynamic head using Preston tubes of

EXPERIMENT AND DATA REDUCTION different size. The procedure of the CPM is
summarized as follows[ 11]:

Experimental apparatus and instrumentation (1) Measure dynamic heads using Preston tubes
of different size.

The experiments were performed in the 900mm x (2) Assume the value of wall shear stress.
900mm square section closed loop wind tunnel. The (3) Determine Yeff for each tube.
uniformity of mean flow is about 1% and the free- (4) Compare the calculated and measured
stream turbulence level is around 0.3% at the speed dynamic heads.
of 30 m/s. Boundary layer measurements were (5) Go back to step (3), adjust shear stress and
caried out on a smooth flat plate of 10mm thick and repeat step (4).
1.6 m long flat plate, which was installed on a hinge (6) Compare the converged wall shear stresses of
at the center of the tunnel. The two-dimensionality each tube. If they are different each other, adjust
and uniformity of the flow was adjusted by parameters in the eq.(2). Go back to step (2) and
monitoring the static pressure on the plate. A circul ar repeat the same procedure until the converged stress
cylinder of 5 mm diameter was mounted on the is obtained.
adjustable strut ahead of the plate. Mean velocity was The probe diameters should be small and not thicker
measured using a total head tube of 0.6 mm diameter than 20% of the boundary layer. The probe diameter
and kinetic energies were measured using a two ratio should be more than 1.5 to get significant
components hot wire system of Kanomax Co.. differences in the basic shear stress[ 11].

Numerical Preston tube method (CPM)

The Preston tube method is one of the most
widely used shear stress measuring techniques due to 10" . ,
its simple construction. The correlation curve
between the dynamic head of a wall Pitot tube, q
and the corresponding wall shear stress, r is usually
represented by a calibration curve based on the law of Cf 10-2 ....................................... .

the wall. .C.._ , = -rioio6e7)j

qd2  vd 2
q' =~l q -4--- T• ; z = 4- w-- ( 7

10,
where d is diameter of the Preston tube. If the o o0 1o1 ioF lo,
effective distance from the wall corresponding to the R
tube diameter and the dynamic head is obtained from
the law of the wall, the calibration curve can be Fig.2 Skin-friction distributions on a flat plate in a
obtained from direct calculation. uniform flow using LS model.

Nische etal. [11] reported an empirical curve of
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION °" _ . .... ........

Calculated results

The boundary layer on a flat plate in a uniform
flow with free-stream turbulence intensity was Cf 0o. . '..-- .. ...........O .......

simulated using Launder-Sharma(LS), Chien, and .- :-.I-: - - R,-

PTM models. Various grid spacing in the
longitudinal and transverse directions and the initial c,
profiles of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation 10

rate are tested for accurate and consistent prediction. 103 10 1 ' 1 0 1 107

Predicted distributions of skin-friction, Cf (= 2',r / pu,) Re

for various turbulence intensities are presented in
Figs.2, 3, and 4. The LS natural transition model
predicts earlier start and short transition length than Fig.3 Skin-friction distributions on a flat plate in a
the PTM model does. Chien's model shows also
earlier start of transition and damped variation as uniform flow using Chien model.

discussed by Stephens and Crawford[7]. The PTM
transition model successfully simulates the transition
in Fig.5, since it was calibrated using measured data
of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw [2]. The boundary layer 10`-,-..

over the leading edge is a laminar-like flow with high
turbulence intensity, which is early diffused into the
flow near the wall due to the turbulence in the
external flow. These results confirm the discussed
aspects in the previous studies of the uniform flow of cl 10. . - :45..

high turbulence intensity [4, 7, 10]. . -. . . :.
Shear layer development on a flat plate in a

turbulent wake was simulated using four turbulence c0 4

model, i.e. Launder-Sharma (LS), Chien, PTM. and 10, 1 .I I I
PTMN models. The values of free stream velocity, U 10oo' 1o'

o, turbulence intensity, Tu, maximum velocity Ps

defect, U, and half width of the wake, b are free
parameters of the incoming flow. The values used in Fig.4 Skin-friction distributions on a flat plate in a
calculation are:

uniform flow using PTM model.

free stream velocity, U0 : 10, 20 m/s
maximum velocity defect U, : 0.5,1, 2, 4 m/s
half width of the wake, b : 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04m distribution is not changed in Fig.7 for larger value

free stream turbulence intensity, Tu : 1, 2 % of U, = 2m/s.
The values of free stream velocity, U and

The bold faced values are the standard values of each maximum velocity defect, U, may mainly contribute

quantity when the others are changed. Kinetic to development and transition of the internal layer.

viscosity, v is fixed as 1.25x10 5 m2/s. For the free stream velocity, U. of 10 and 20 m/s, U,

Before going into parametric study, the shear layer was changed 1, 2, 4 m/s. The maximum value of

was simulated for the above standard values of wake. turbulence intensity in the wake, which is dependent

Simulated distributions of skin friction coefficient of only U , /U , , are 3.5, 7.0, 13.9 percent

presented in Fig.6 shows that the LS natural transition respectively at the leading edge. The van ation of

models predicts earlier start and short transition skin-friction distribution using the PTM, model are

length than the PTM model does. Chien's model presented in Fig.8. The value of skin-friction

shows also earlier start of transition and damped coefficient along the plate is nearly the same for the

variation. These trends are generally the same with same value of U, /U., which means transition is

those of the uniform flow. PTM. and PTM n models strongly dependent upon turbulence intensity. The

show considerably different distributions from each growth of internal layer is shown in Fig.9. The

other. PTM, model using the value of turbulence magnitude of 3, were thicker than that in the uniform
intensity at the edge of internal layer has stronger flow due to existing shear stress of the external flow,
physical meaning, however there are not enough data however growing rate is nearly same with the Blaius
to investigate their validity. Limited discussion will solution and increases more during transition. The
be given later in the present paper. The trend of C, effect of half width of the wake and free-stream
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Fig. 11 Predicted profiles of velocity on a flat plate in a Fig.14 Predicted profiles of kinetic energy production
standard wake using PTM, model. on a flat plate in a standard wake using PTMj model

Simulated profiles of non-dimensionalized
4 ______ velocity presented in Figs.10 and 11. show how the

internal layer develops from the Blasius to the
.......... logarithmic law profiles near the wall. The turbulents ...... ........... • . ....•. ........ :........... ,..........

S.\ \, kinetic energy distributions are presented in Fig. 12.
The incoming turbulent kinetic energy in the wake

L.... ''t ....................... rapidly decreases at the leading edge due to the zero
, 0-l boundary condition, however turbulence is self-S.........: ..... .<.>.... _.• \....•t.• .......... ..........

S .'A •,generated and has its maximum value near the wall in

010 "........ the transition region. At the end of transition
10 turbulent kinetic energy duffuses to the external flow

-" F8.7'..1' and finally the profile approaches to the typical one
....... -,.0. - Re .... of the equilibrium turbulent boundary layer. It is
-' --- .1 - -e;.- .... ' observed that the maximum value of kinetic energy

Fig.12 Predicted profiles of turbulent kinetic energy on during transition is larger than the peak value in the
a flat plate in a standard wake using PTM model. fully developed turbulent boundary layer at the

downstream. The dissipation rate and production are
presented in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The rates

0.25 rapidly increase near the wall (y+=10 - 20) during the
S"..... .. transition process, and show typical profiles of the

0.20equlibr umlayer at the downstream, too. Turbulento~o ... ................ •.......................... ........ i.........eq i bru la rat he d w s e m , o .T r u en

kinetic energy production and its dissipation rate
0.15 .... ..... .. ...............1----- becomes nearly identical at the end of trans ition. The

t" III• evolution of turbulence during transition seems to be
0.10 ..... .... ..1o . reasonably simulated with the PTM1 model, however

it should be confirmed by measurement.
0.0s ........ ........................ The PTM transition model based on the low

Reyolds number k-E of Launder and Sharma does
0.00o reasonably predict skin-frictions on a flat plate during

N, .. .05 .-,. e 0 ....wa tiansition. However need of extensive calibrations
.. ....... , e .2.,00,, using various transition data is shown by the present

--- ....... -- ,.o, numerical investigations.

Fig.13 Predicted profiles of dissipation on a flat plate in
a standard wake using PTMN model.
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Fig. 15. Mean velocity profiles on the flat plate Fig. 17. Variation of skin-friction on the plate measured
in the uniform free stream. by CPM technique in the uniform flow.
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Fig. 16. Measured values of total pressure Fig. 18. Variation of skin-friction on the plate measured
by three Preston tubes of different size. by Preston tube method in the uniform flow.

Measurement of boundary layer in uniform flow layer thickness, then increases in the transition
region, and decreases again over the turbulent region.

Measurement was carried out at the uni form speed The parameter K, was only adjusted to obtain skin-
of 25 m/s. Typical three regimes of flow, i.e. laminar, friction by CPM technique as was suggested in the
transitional, and turbulent, appear at this speed over previous study[7]. K2 was fixed as 26 and K3 as 0.
the 1.5 m long flat plate in the present study. Mean Except the tube set of 1.07-1.49 mm (the diameter
velocity profiles at several stations of laminar, ratio is larger than 1.5), the estimated skin-friction
transitional and turbulent flows are shown in Fig.15. coefficients show consistant values each other in
Since the plate was slightly inclined to keep parallel Fig.17. They are in coincidence with values from
flow over the leading edge, the external flow was turbulent empirical correlations, however smaller
accelerated a little (dUo/dx =0.096 l/s). The than the Falkner-Skan solution. This deviation may
measured profiles over the leading edge nicely attribute to the inaccuracy of the effective distance in
coincide with the Falkner-Skan flow with weak case of laminar flow in the CPM procedure. As
favorable pressure gradient. The flow changes near expected, the conventional Preston tube method can
the wall and transfer to the external flow, then not be used for the transitional boundary layer as
becomes fully turbulent boundary layer profile at the shown in Fig. 18. The variation of parameter K, is
downstream. The transition starts at Rex =8x10 5 ( shown in Fig. 19. It changes from 0.0 to 0.42 over the

transition region. Due to the CPM profile adopted in
Re0 = 55)) and ends at Rex = 1.4x10 6 (Re -1400). the present study, the law of the wall in the limitted
The value of shape factor slowly changes from 2.5 to region of Preston tube diameter can be expressed as
1.3. These results coincides with measured values of families of function of variable von-Karman constant.
Sohn and Reshotko[3]. Non-dimensionalized velocity profiles using the

The measured values of total pressure by three measured shear velocity are plotted in Fig.20. The
Preston tubes of different diameter, i.e. 0.47, 1.07 and profile over the leading edge shows typical laminar
1.49 mm, are presented in Fig.16. The total head flow characteristic (cf. however the turbulence level
decreases first along the plate with the boundary may be quite different from the laminar flow [31) and
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Fig.19. Variation of K, along the plate in the 0.0

uniform flow.
Y

becomes typical logarithmic profiles of the fully Fig. 20. Non-dimensional velocity profiles on
developed turbulent boundary layer at the far the flat plate in the uniform flow.
downstream location.

From this fundamental test in the uniform flow,
the CPM technique is verified to be a useful tool to
investigate the skin-firiction of the tiansitional
boundary layer with reasonable accuracy. The simple (U ):CU -,-(-• 12b) F ait.i_., I
construction and instrumentation for the technique 1.0 ........... - .......... ...--. -

should be appreciated. 0.8•.....:I
(U0 -u)/U.

Measurement of boundary layer in the wake 0

Tih velocity distributions generated using a
cirular cylinder of 5 mm diameter ahead of the plate 02
confirm the similarity solution[14] between x/D=10 0.0
and 30. When the wake center is adjusted to be -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

located at the leading edge, the measured incoming y/b

velocity just ahead of the plate still coincides with
the similarity profiles in Fig.21. The cylinder was Fig. 21. Velocity profiles in the incoming wake ahead
located at 0.6 m upstream. The maximum valu of of the flat plate.
velocity deficit U, vas 3.53 m/s and the half width of
the wake, b was 0.0136 m at the position of the
leading edge.

The thickness of the internal layer, which is 1.0

estimated by comparing the velocity profile with the b-13.6mm
-Calculated! PTM Modelsimilarity profile of wake. The variation of thickness y/b o Murd 0

is compared with calculated values in Fig.22. Raw
data of the dynamic pressure measured by Preston 0.5 ......................... .............. .........
tubes are shown in Fig.23. The skin-friction
coefficient gradually changes from the leading edge
to the downstream in Fig.24. Transition length shows
very long, i.e. it starts at Rex =8x10 4 and ends at 0.0
Rex =2.0x10 6. This is partially due to the high level 0.0 20.0 b4.0 60.0

of turbulence intensity (5% ) at the center of the
incoming wake. However the length is longer than
that of the uniform flow with the free stream intensity Fig. 22. Variation of the internal layer along the plate.
of 5%. Effects of the non-zero values of Reynolds
stresses in the wake on the development of the
internal layer are beyond the scope of the present
study. The values of skin-friction using the
conventional Preston tube method show that it is not
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Fig. 24. Variation of skin-friction on the plate Y+
in the non-uniform incoming flow.

Fig.26. Non-dimensional velocity profiles
on the plate in the wake.

valid for this case, too. The value of K1 at the first
point is already large, i.e. 0.2, then monotonically
increases to the von Karman constant, 0.42 in Fig.25. CONCLUSION
Considering these aspects of the flow, the boundary
la)er over the leading edge can be a laminar-like flow The results of the numerical and experimental
with high turbulence intensity, of which energy is study of the transitional boundary layer over the flat
diffused into the flow near the wall due to the natural plate in a non-uniform flow are summarized as
turbulence production in the external flow. Further follows:
investigation is needed for turbulence characteristics (1) The Launder and Sharma model predicts
here. Finally the non-dimensional velocity profiles earlier start and short transition length than the PTM
are shown in Fig.26. Logarithmic region appears even model does. Chien's model shows also earlier start of
at the first measuring point, however the profile transition and damped variation. These trends are
considerably deviates from the fully developed generally the same with those in the uniform flow.
profile. PTM' and PTM1 models show considerably di fferent

Taking into account of small increases in the distribution from each other.
measured values over the plate due to the small (2) The value of skin-friction coefficient along the
acceleration of the free stream, the length of plate is nearly identical for the same value of U,/U,,,
transition was shortly estimated in the both PTM. and which means transition is strongly dependent upon
PTIMi calculations. Furthermore the transition is turbulence intensity within the internal layer.
considerably delayed in the PTM. calculation. The (3) The PTM transition model based on the low
accuracy of CPM measurement should be further Reynolds number k-E of Launder and Sharma does
investigaed. reasonably predict skin-frictions on a flat plate during

transition. However more extensive calibrations is
needed.
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Computation of the Tip Vortex Flow on Three-Dimensional
Foils with a Parabolized Navier-Stokes Solver

L.R.C. Eca and J.A.C. Falcao de Campos
(Instituto Superior TUcnico, Portugal)

M. Hoekstra (MARIN, The Netherlands)

Abstract U - Cartesian velocity components.

Vi Contravariant velocity components.

A numerical method for the calculation of - Velocity dependent variables,
the incompressible viscous flow at the tip of (Vi = F/vi).
wings is presented. The method is based on a
finite-difference approximation of the Reynolds- x, y, z - Cartesian coordinates.
averaged Parabolised Navier-Stokes equations for rlk Christoffel symbols of the second
steady incompressible flow. An eddy viscosity al- kind.
gebraic turbulence model is used. , F - Curvilinear coordinates.

The method is applied to the calculation of the - Fluid effective viscosity.v Fluid kinematic viscosity.
flow at the tip of wings with rectangular plan- p - Fluid mass density.
form. The sensitivity of the numerical solution to r - Stress tensor.
the accuracy of the boundary conditions imposed
at the viscous region boundaries is investigated
by changing the location of the boundaries. The 1 Introduction
results show that the present method uses an ef-
ficient approach to the calculation of tip vortex
flows. The specification of the inlet boundary Several engineering problems are associated
conditions is also investigated and the use of Neu- with the generation of trailing tip vortices on lift-
mann boundary conditions is proposed to obtain ing surfaces of finite span. The dangers created

a smoother solution close to the inlet boundary. by tip vortex wakes of aircraft to following air-

A good agreement between the numerical predic- craft and the noise and vibrations caused by rotor
tions and experimental data is obtained. How- blade vortex interactions on helicopters are two
ever, the size of the vortex core is overpredicted. examples of such problems in aeronautics. In ma-

rine applications, such as hydrofoils and marine
propellers, tip vortex flows are often associated
with cavitation. The rotational motion around

Nomenclature the vortex center creates a low pressure region in

i - Contravariant base vectors, the tip vortex core. If the pressure is sufficiently
c -Wing chord. low cavitation will occur. Tip vortex cavitation is

= /) a major source of noise generated by the propeller
Cp - Pressure coefficient, CP= - jU. and in some cases is the first type of cavitation

gj - Contravariant metric tensor. to appear. The ability to predict the inception of
F - Jacobian of the coordinate tip vortex cavitation remains one of the present

transformation. challenges of the propeller designer.
p - Pressure. The objective of the present work was to ini-

- Pressure dependent variable, tiate the development of a numerical method for

(P = vgp)" the calculation of steady viscous flow on propeller
Re - Reynolds number, (Re Uooc) blade tips. The flow at the tip of wings/hydrofoils

-U Free-stream velocity, is geometrically simpler than the flow on propeller
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blade tips, but the main physical features of tip in detail in [12].
vortex flows are already present. Furthermore, The paper is organized in the following way
the effect of the detailed shape of the tip on the The mathematical formulation with the boundary
tip vortex characteristics can already be investi- conditions appropriate to this problem and the
gated. Therefore, the subject of the present paper turbulence model are presented in section 2. The
is the description of a numerical method for the solution procedure is described in section 3. The
calculation of steady incompressible viscous flow results of the application of the method to the
at the tip of wings/hydrofoils. calculation of the flow at the tip of rectangular

In incompressible flow, the first approaches to wings are presented and discussed in section 4.
the calculation of tip vortex flows were reported The conclusions of this paper are summarized in
by Govidan ei al. in [1] and [2]. Govidan et al. section 5.
used the parabolised Navier-Stokes equations to
calculate tip vortex flows. In Govidan's approach, Governing
streamwise diffusion is neglected and the stream- 2 Equations
wise pressure gradient is obtained from inviscid
flow calculations. This means that a full paraboli- The Navier-Stokes equations can be written in
sation of the Navier-Stokes equations is used. The several different forms. The strong conservation
numerical solution of the conservation equations form of the equations in general boundary-fitted
is based on a formulation proposed by Briley and curvilinear coordinate systems has been derived
McDonald in [3], that uses a primary-secondary by several authors, [13], [14], [15], and is generally
velocity decomposition. Govidan et al. applied accepted as the more suitable for numerical pur-
the method to a rectangular wing with a rounded poses, [14]. For steady incompressible flow these
tip with promising results, [2]. equations can be written as i

Also in the present method we adopted the
Parabolised Navier-Stokes1 (PNS) equations, be- 0(v•Vi) 0,
cause tip vortex flows have a predominant flow ( -1
direction. However, in the present method only
streamwise diffusion is neglected. This means a Oxv i (PVJiVk +gJkP rk) = 0, (2)
that only a partial parabolisation is obtained be- -JI Vakg

cause the elliptic character is retained in the pres- with
sure field, the streamwise pressure gradient is ob-
tained in the solution. These equations were pro- jk = / [ aVk km av
posed by Rubin, [5], for flows with a predomi- k I' -g ---- g - Vm aOgJ. (3
nant flow direction. As shown by Rubin in [6],
these equations contain all the important terms The tensorial summation convention applies; p
of the Navier-Stokes equations for high Reynolds is the pressure, p the fluid mass density, p the
number flows. The use of the Parabolised Navier- fluid effective viscosity2 , V' are the contravariant
Stokes equations allows a more efficient solution velocity components, (x1, X2 , x 3) = (x, y, z) are
procedure than the full Navier-Stokes equations. the coordinates of a cartesian coordinate system,

In the recent literature there are some exam- (61, 62,63) = (6, r7, () are the curvilinear coordi-

ples of the application of the PNS for incompress- nates, g is the Jacobian of the transformation
ible viscous flow calculations. A method based between the two systems and g"i is the contravari-
on these equations has been developed in the last ant metric tensor.
10 years by Hoekstra and Raven for the calcula- Equations (1) and (2) are written in divergence
tion of ship stern flows, [7], [8], [9] and [10], and form and so a finite-volume discretization of these
more recently Rosenfeld et al. in [11], presented a equations may satisfy a discrete analogue of the
method for the calculation of the incompressible divergence theorem, [16], which means that a con-
viscous flow over slender bodies. The method of servative discretization of the equations is possi-
Hoekstra and Raven is embodied in the computer ble. However, in the Parabolised Navier-Stokes 3

code PARNASSOS, and was used as the starting equations diffusion is neglected in the streamwise
point for the present method, which is described 2

The fluid effective viscosity, p, is obtained with an

isotropic eddy-viscosity algebraic turbulence model, see
'In [4] Rubin et al. refer to these equations as the section 2.1

Reduced Navier-Stokes equations when diffusion terms in 3 The Parabolised Navier-Stokes equations will be de-
the r7momentum equation are neglected. noted by PNS.
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direction and the strong conservation form of the An alternative way to write equations (1) and
momentum equations, (2), expresses conservation (4) is to use the cartesian velocity components,
of momentum in the coordinate directions of a U', as the dependent variables. The contravari-
cartesian coordinate system, (x, y,5z), [16]. In ant velocity components, V', are related to the
general, the x, y, z directions of a cartesian coor- cartesian components, U', by the following equa-
dinate system are not flow conforming and so the tion :
strong conservation form of the momentum equa- d= , (5)
tions may not be compatible with the physical w
approximations assumed in the PNS equations. where U is the velocity vector in cartesian com-

The contravariant form is a more attractive ponents,
way to write these equations. This form of the
equations expresses conservation of mass and mo- and d' are the contravariant base vectors,

mentum along the C, ii, ( directions of a boundary- (0v o•i a~i
fitted curvilinear grid, which may also be a flow ai = - ' '
conforming coordinate system. The Reynolds- a OY OZ

averaged momentum equations in contravariant Substituting (5) in (1), (3) and (4) and with the
form on a boundary-fitted curvilinear grid (•, T, () help of the following metric relation, see for ex-
can be written in the following form for a station- ample [20],
ary incompressible flow : 06)

PVj -v, +p - =0 4
V j + PVJvkr7k + g- - Dif 0, (4) the equations of conservation of mass and mo-

mentum along the ý, i7, ( directions become
where

197' . di - --u = 0, (7)
Dif = +-+ ri k + r+ 7ik . a (

The tensorial summation convention applies, ý is p(d.- di .- + g - , -

a streamwise coordinate, q a coordinate normal a /9 Q

to the wall and ( a transverse coordinate and Ik (8)
are Christoffel symbols of the second kind. A par- with
tial parabolisation is obtained by neglecting the / /

streamwise diffusion in the momentum equations, ri7 = g . ¶U +gm g .(
i. e. the terms with j = 1 in the viscous terms of
equations (4). The elliptic character of the equa- (9)
tions is retained in the pressure field. and

Equations (4) are written in weak conserva- -/ ij.*
tion form and so their numerical discretization g9'- (a A p 9
may originate unphysical source terms in the dis- /'• thi
cretized equations, [17]. Mynett et al., [18], used gim- (Y. - (p7 9 + A,
a different formulation of equations (4) to ob- aj (
tain an invariant finite-volume discretization of (10)
the equations. However, their formulation is also A=+
in weak conservation form. A finite-volume dis-
cretization of Mynett's formulation was applied TJ aM• di11)CT
by Segal et al. in 2-D calculations, [19]. One of .vO• ) Y7)
the criteria proposed by Segal et al., [19], to eval- Streamwise diffusion is neglected, i. e. the terms
uate the quality of the numerical discretization with j = 1 in the viscous terms of equation (8)
is that the discretized form of the conservation are dropped.

equations should be satisfied in a uniform flow. In the PNS equations written with cartesian
The discretization given by Segal et al., [19], sat- components, U', as dependent variables only the
isfies this property in 2-D cases, but there is no diffusion terms include derivatives of contravari-
proof that it will do so as well in 3-D, due to the ant base vectors, term A of equation (10). Fur-
presence of the Christoffel symbols of the second thermore, there are no implicit geometrical iden-
kind in the equations, [17]. tities in the equations. In the same equations
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written with the contravariant velocity compo- and (8), which means that the discretization of
nents, V', as the dependent variables, (4), the the metric terms of the contravariant PNS equa-
identity (6) is implicitly satisfied. This means tions with V' as the dependent variables does not
that in a certain sense, equations (8) allow a more need to be dealt with explicitly.
conservative discretization than equations (4), Due to the existence of grid singularities the ve-
because the identity (6) has to be respected nu- locity variables chosen are not the contravariant
merically in the discretization of equations (4) to velocity components, V1, V2 and V3 , [10], but
avoid unphysical source terms in the discretized these components multiplied by the Jacobian of
equations. A simple example is given by the cal- the transformation, ,fg. At present, we also mul-
culation of a uniform flow with a discretized form tiply the pressure by the Jacobian of the transfor-
of the PNS equations, [17]. In a uniform flow, the mation to obtain the pressure dependent variable,
discretized momentum equations (8) are satisfied for numerical reasons
independently of the grid metric properties and
of the discretization scheme because all the terms Vi (13)
are identically zero. We note that equations (8) P = P -
are not in divergence form and so the use of a The flow solution is obtained by solving the
finite-volume discretization technique, that would continuity and momentum equations with the
ensure the satisfaction of a discrete analogue of appropriate boundary conditions. The velocity
the divergence theorem, is not possible. component in the normal direction, V2 , is ob-

As mentioned before, the use of parabolised tained by solving the continuity equation and the
equations for the flow simulation implies that a three momentum equations are used to obtain the
physical meaning is attached to the grid, since remaining two components of the velocity and the
diffusion is neglected in the streamwise direction.Thismeas tat f te • rl,( sste isrouhly pressure. The diffusion terms in the t7 momentum
This means that if the ý, 77, ( system is roughly equation are dropped. As mentioned by Rubin et
flow conforming, the use of contravariant veloc- al. in [4] if the 77 coordinates are locally normal
ity components as dependent variables is much to ý - at least near boundaries - all the diffusion
more attractive than the use of cartesian compo- terms in the momentum equation in the normal
nents, because it enables the possibility of using direction, 27, may be dropped. This means that
the physical characteristics of the flow in the so- n pp
lution procedure. normalpressure variations, are essentially in-

Taking into account these considerations, the viscid in origin and so the present set of equations
PNS equations written with the cartesian com- represents an extension of interacting boundary
ponents, U', as the dependent variables are used layer theory.
to obtain the discretized equations, but the de-
pendent variables used in the calculation are the 2.1 Boundary Conditions
contravariant velocity components. This means
that the relations between cartesian components
and contravariant components, The flow around the tip of a wing has six

boundaries. A schematic view of these bound-

S=aV Xiv3 (12) aries in the physical and computational domain
-ý (71 2)( is given in figure 1. The six boundaries of

the flow domain are denoted as follows : The
are used to obtain the final form of the discretized inlet4 ABCD and the outlet EFGH. The ex-
equations after the discretization of the equations ternal boundary BFGC, the wing surface and
(7) and (8). With this procedure, we exploit of the inner5 boundaries ABFE and CDHG, which
the numerical advantages of discretizing the con- constitute the inlet and outlet of the cross-flow.
travariant PNS equations with U' as velocity de- The inlet boundary is placed downstream of the
pendent variables, and keep the flow-conforming stagnation region, because in the present method
contravariant velocity components as the depen- a downstream calculation procedure is used. Fur-
dent variables of the discretized equations. We thermore, a zonal approach is adopted in the
note that substituting (12) in (7) and (8) we ob- present method and so the stagnation region may
tain the PNS equations written with V' as depen- 4 In figure 1 the inlet boundary is a spanwise section of

dent variables, equations (1) and (4). However, the wing.

in the present formulation the substitution of (12) 5 In figure 1 the inner boundary is a chordwise section

is made after the discretization of equations (7) of the wing.
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F In the present paper the two types of boundary
conditions are compared, respectively the speci-
fication of velocity profiles and the specification
of streamwise velocity gradient. In both cases
the specified values are obtained with the help of
a potential flow calculation, [21], and standard

boundary layer profiles, [22].
z DAt the outlet boundary a pressure boundary

. condition is required. The use of Dirichlet boun-
U dary conditions is not a good choice. A good

S PHYSICAL DOMAIN approximation of the pressure field at the out-
let boundary will be hard to obtain, due to the

G' presence of the tip vortex and its influence on the
pressure field. This leads us to choose a Neumann
boundary condition. In the present calculations
the streamwise pressure gradient was set equal to
zero.

E''EH The typical cross-sections of the wing and of
the wake in the physical space and in the compu-

D' tational domain are illustrated in figure 2.

COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN B B
y y

Figure 1: Illustration of the boundaries of the A
calculation of the flow at the tip of wings in the
physical and computational domains. S A =-D - S

D

be predicted with a boundary-layer method. The C' - C
inlet boundary is not a natural boundary of the WING WAKE

flow and so the choice between Dirichlet and Neu- PHYSICAL DOMAIN

mann boundary conditions is not clear, because in B C

both cases some approximations will be required
to specify the boundary conditions. From the im-
plementation point of view, a straightforward op-
tion is to specify the three velocity components
at the inlet boundary. However, it may be diffi-
cult to obtain a good estimate of the inlet velocity _ _ _

profiles and this may produce a non-smooth be- A - D

haviour of the solution near the inlet boundary. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN

To improve the smoothness of the solution near Figure 2: Illustration of the typical cross-section
the inlet boundary, Hoekstra in [10] suggests the on the wing and wake and of the computational
use of a Neumann boundary condition for the domain.
normal velocity component, V 2 . In the present
work a different approach was tested. Neumann Boundary BC is the external boundary (sur-
boundary conditions are applied to the three face BFGC of figure 1), where the tangential
velocity components. A good estimate of the components of the velocity and the pressure are
streamwise velocity gradient at the inlet bound- prescribed by a potential flow calculation, [21].
ary may be even more difficult than the estimate Boundaries AB and DC are the inlet and out-
of the velocity profiles, but since the specification let of the cross-flow (surfaces ABFE & CDHG
of streamwise velocity gradient is a weaker type of of figure 1). Exact boundary conditions are avai-
boundary condition, a less accurate prediction of lable if the inner boundary is placed at the sym-
its value should be less damaging to the solution metry plane of the wing. For a given number of
than the use of a poor estimate of the velocity grid nodes, a finer discretization of the tip vor-
profiles. tex region can be obtained if the inner boundary
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is placed close to the tip. However, we will no ilar to the one given by Cebeci et al. in [26]. A
longer have exact boundary conditions at the in- detailed description can be found in [12].
ner boundary and so approximate boundary con-
ditions will have to be used. In the present ap-
plications the cross-stream derivatives (•) of the 3 Numerical Solution
cartesian velocity components and of the pressure
were set equal to zero. We note that it is not safe 3.1 Discretized Equations
to impose zero cross-stream derivatives directly to
the dependent variables, since they are a function
of the grid properties. The continuity and contravariant momentum

Boundary AD has different properties in the equations written for the cartesian velocity com-
cross-sections located on the wing and on the ponents, (7) and (8), are discretized in a single
wake. On a cross-section of the wing it coincides block regular grid by a finite-difference approxi-
with the wing surface, where the no-slip condi- mation. The discretization procedure is similar
tion applies. The three velocity components are to the one used in PARNASSOS. All the vari-
set equal to zero and the flow is calculated down ables are defined on the grid nodes, (i, j, k) 6 since
to the wing, without wall functions. At the wake grid staggering is not used and Newton lineariza-
section, boundary AD is a fictitious boundary in tion is applied to the convective terms. The mo-
the physical space. All the variables have to be mentum equation in the ý and ( directions are
calculated along this 'boundary', since the bound- discretized at the nodal points (i, j, k). The mo-
ary nodes of the computational domain are field mentum equation in the normal direction, q, is
nodes in the physical space. A special treatment discretized at (i, j + ½, k) and the continuity equa-
has to be included for point S where the trans- tion at (i,j - 1, k). A description of the different
formation is singular, lg = 0. schemes used in the discretization process can be

found in references [7] to [10] or [12]. With a
careful discretization of the diffusion terms, [17],

2.2 Turbulence Model the present discretization technique only requires
first derivatives of the grid coordinates.

The contribution to the discretized equationsThere is a wide range of turbulence models of the cartesian components of the velocity and

available in the literature varying from the sim- oftecrsinom nnsofhevliyadavaiabl intheliteatue vryig frm te sre- pressure at the singularity is dealt with explic-

ple eddy-viscosity turbulence models, which can itly. The cartesian velocity components and pres-

be algebraic or solve one or two transport equa- sure are taken from a previous iteration 7 and sub-

tions, to the more complex second moment clo- stituted in the discretized equations. This ex-

sures, which solve transport equations for each of plicit treatment requires that the cartesian ye-

the Reynolds stresses appearing in the momen- locit coment andupressueat the singua-
tum equations. The computer time required by locity components and pressure at the singular-

turnequtios. he ompuer imereqire by ity have to be updated in the iterative proce-
the several models available is very different and dure used to solve the discretized equations. The

according to Launder, [23], the use of a second presento solve the eation Te

moment closure can increase the computational present approach is to obtain the cartesian veloc-
timenty50tosure 50 inrest comparisonithatinal eity components and the pressure at the singular-time by 50 to 500% in comparison with an eddy- ity in every iteration by the arithmetic mean of

viscosity model. Although Launder suggests that th e suroun in nodes.

the second moment closure is the more reliable

for complex flows, [23], the time penalty is still
very high compared with eddy-viscosity turbu- 3.2 Solution Procedure
lence models. Bearing in mind that the more pop-
ular two-equation eddy-viscosity models have well
known shortcomings, like for example the poor The solution procedure is based on the one used
performance of the k-e model in adverse pressure in the code PARNASSOS, [7], [8], [9] and [10].
gradient, [24], we have adopted at this stage of the Here we will only describe the major features of
development the simple algebraic isotropic eddy- the procedure. A more detailed description can
viscosity model of Cebeci & Smith, [25], which
was already incorporated in PARNASSOS, [9]. 6

The indices refer to the ý, rj and C direction, respecti-
vely.

The present implementation of the Cebeci & 7
The solution procedure has to be iterative due to the

Smith turbulence model follows an approach sim- non-linearity of the equations.
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be found in [12]. The solution is obtained iter- turn equation, [10]. Another improvement in the
atively by a space-marching process. Two itera- pressure field convergence can be obtained by us-
tion cycles can be distinguished : the local and ing a multiple stepsize in the first sweeps to allow
the global iteration process. a rapid approach of the correct pressure level, [9].

The local iteration process refers to the solu- This means that the grid is initially coarse in the
tion of the flow at a streamwise station where all main-stream direction and is subsequently refined
the grid nodes have the same main-stream coordi- in two or three stages.
nate, ý. The solution is obtained simultaneously
for all the variables with a Coupled Strongly Im- 4 Results and Discussion
plicit Procedure (CSIP), [5]. Iteration is required
by the non-linearity of the differential equations
and by the incomplete factorization of the CSIP.

The discretization of the continuity equation at NACA 0015 airfoil section was used to investi-
,NAC 001 aifi secio was usedse toa investi-veoctyde(i, j - 2' k) imposes that the normal velocity de- gate several numerical and physical aspects of the

pendent variable, V , has to be specified at the calculation of tip vortex flows with the present
boundary q = 0 (Boundary AD of figure 2). On method. These aspects include the sensitivity to
the wing surface V2 is known from the no-slip the extent of the computation domain. Namely,
condition but in the wake its value has to be de- the location of the outlet boundary, inner bound-
termined as part of the solution. The discretiza- ary and external boundary. Numerical studies
tion of the 27 momentum equation at (i, j + 1, k) were also performed to evaluate the influence of
gives two algebraic equations per node for the de- the type of boundary conditions at the inlet. The
termination ofP at the 'boundary' 7j = 0, because latter studies were carried for two tip geometries.
each grid node of the physical domain is trans- The different aspects investigated were analysed
formed into two in the computational domain8. by comparing different numerical solutions with
One of the two equations can be used to obtain a reference case to be described below in section
an equation for V 2 along the fictitious boundary. 4.1.
However, it is not clear which equation should The calculations were all performed on a CRAY

be used and large overshoots of V 2 can be ob- YMP. The code does not use parallelization, but

tained at the fictitious boundary with this ap- the use of vectorization proved to be efficient in
proach. In the present method V2 is calculated reducing the CPU time required. On the CRAY

proah. VYMP the code runs typically at 70 MFlops with
to ensure continuity of the pressure on the ficti- v e i on and ty8icalop wt it.

tious boundary for every iteration of the CSIP. vectorization and at 8 MFlops without it.
In all the calculations, the global iteration pro-The discretized momentum equations at a

streamwise station where all the grid nodes have cess was stopped when the maximum pressure dif-stremwie satin wereallthegri noes ave ference between consecutive sweeps, (A.~Cp)max,

the same main-stream coordinate, ý, include the
was less than 5.0 x 10- 3 . The convergence criteria

pressure field at the downstream station. This of the CSIP were differences between consecutive
implies that in order to obtain the solution by a iterations of less than 1.0 X 10- 3 U" in the phys-
space-marching process in the main-stream direc- ical components of the velocity and 2.0 x 10-4 in
tion, the pressure field at the downstream stations
has to be taken from a previous sweep. The down- CP.
stream marching process has to be repeated until
the pressure field does not change between consec- 4.1 Reference Test Case
utive sweeps of the domain. This iterative proce-
dure constitutes the global iteration process. To The reference case in the present comparisons is
increase the convergence rate of this process each a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 4 with a NACA
downstream sweep is followed by an upstream 0015 airfoil section and a rounded tip, obtained
sweep to update the pressure field, [10]. The by rotating the wing section at the tip around
two sweeps form a predictor-corrector method for its chord. The angle of attack is 6.5 degrees and
the pressure, which is constructed adding a quasi- the Reynolds number based on the chord length
time derivative of the pressure to the ý momen- is 8.5 X 105.

'The discretization of the ý and C momentum equations The boundaries of the viscous flow region for
is centered at (ij, k) and so the two algebraic equations the reference case were placed at the following
are equal. locations
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- The inlet boundary is 10% of the chord down- 4.2 Sensitivity to the Choice of the
stream of the leading edge. Size of the Computation Do-

- The inner boundary, inlet and outlet of the main
cross-flow, is placed at a distance of 40% of the
chord length inboard of the tip of the wing.-The distance between the external boundary In the present zonal approach to the calcula-

- Ttion of tip vortex flows, some of the boundariesand the wing is 30% of the chord length at thestation of maximum thickness of the of the viscous region are artificial boundaries andf wing. so the specification of the boundary conditions
- The outlet boundary is 1.82 chords down- will include approximations of the local flow. Ex-

stream of the trailing edge. amples of these boundaries are the inlet and out-
The discretization of the viscous flow region let planes, the external boundary and the inner

was performed with 145 streamwise stations, in- boundary. This excludes only the wing surface
cluding 81 on the wing and 64 in the wake. In the where we have a natural boundary of the flow.
transverse sections of each streamwise station a This section is dedicated to the evaluation of the
51 x 47 2-D grid was generated with an algebraic sensitivity of the solution to the specification of
interpolation technique described in [12]. An il- the boundary conditions at the artificial bound-
lustration of the grid is given in figure 3. To ob- aries of the viscous flow region, by changing their
tain a clearer visualization of the grid the plots of location. The inlet boundary is excluded from
the grid at the boundaries do not include all the this investigation because the procedure used to
grid lines. estimate the inlet boundary conditions is based

on simple approximations and so the comparison
between solutions with inlet stations at different
locations is not very conclusive.

The differences between the various calcula-
tions will be illustrated by comparing the solu-
tions in two different streamwise stations. The

WING SURFACE two selected stations are located in the region of
formation of the tip vortex, ýK = 0.939, and in
the near wake, 1 = 1.065.

4.2.1 Outlet Boundary

At the outlet boundary a streamwise pressure
EXTERNAL BOUNDARY boundary condition is required. In the present

Yj • calculations the streamwise pressure gradient was
set equal to zero, which is only true for an outlet
station sufficiently far downstream of the wing.
To evaluate the influence of this approximate

INNER BOUNDARY boundary condition three different calculations
were performed with outlet boundaries at -
1.741, 1 = 2.819 (reference case), and 1 = 4.000.
The three grids differ only in the location of the
outlet boundary.

The differences between the dimensionless pres-
sure and cartesian velocity components9 calcu-
lated with outlet boundaries at -= 2.819 and

WING STATIONS WAKE STATIONS -= 4.000 are smaller than 1.0 X 10-3 for all
Figure 3: Illustration of the grid used in the re- the streamwise stations, with the exception of the
ference case. station at - = 2.819, where a maximum Cp dif-

C
ference of 5.0 x 10- 3 occurs. This means that

The convergence criteria were satisfied after 29 9The cartesian velocity components are divided by
sweeps and the CPU time spent in this calculation the undisturbed velocity, Uco, to obtain dimensionless
was 38 minutes and 48 seconds, components.
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the imposition of zero streamwise pressure gra- Boundary at z 1.600, Wmax = 0.70U, 0
dient at 2 2.819, has a neglible effect on the
solution. 0.45 K

The differences between the solutions with out- " "
let stations at -= 1.741 and - =2.819 are larger ... ... ,

than in the previous comparison. Downstream . . . .
of - 1.6 the Cp differences between the two
solutions become larger than 5.0 x 10- and at -. \ X

1.741 the maximum Cp difference is 0.01. , ,C Y 0.00
Upstream of the outlet boundary the differences c ,,,,,,,,,,

decrease rapidly and at -6 - 1.3 the maximum • /,ttrtIni
differences are smaller than 5.0 x fil. l

I/I// , 1II,I,
i//I/I//f// .1t.

I/tillI///I Il

4.2.2 Inner Boundary / ,,,;, I

A simple approach was adopted for the specifi- -0.45 1.55 2.00 2.4
cation of the boundary conditions at the inner C

boundary. The cross-stream derivatives of the Boundary at Z = 1.413, Wma= 0.73U= ¢
pressure and of the cartesian velocity components 0.45

are set equal to zero. The influence of these ap-
proximate boundary conditions was investigated . .
by comparing the solutions of two calculations
with inner boundaries at different locations.

One of the calculations is the reference case, %%\0 \\

where the inner boundary is located at 80% of ;; ---.. •- \k

the half-span, 1.600. The other calculation Y o.0o
was performed on a grid with the inner boundary c I Hu;1 f

located at approximately 70% of the half-span, fl _/ t,

_ 1.413. This grid was constructed by adding I /
extra grid lines at the inner boundary on each / , / z / , ,-

streamwise station of the grid used in the refer- '"
ence case. This is illustrated in figure 4 for a wing ' '
station. -0.45 , I ,

1.55 2.00 2.45

Figure 5: Comparison of the transverse velocity
fields at x= 0.939 for solutions obtained with
different locations of the inner boundary.

VC0.0

___! _•_The comparison of the two solutions in their
common region is presented in figures 5 and 6,

.:i-j T r where Wma, stands for maximum transverse ve-
locity component. In the wing station at
0.939 the imposition of zero cross-stream deriva-

-0.4 •tives at z = 1.600 instead of 1.413 reduces the1.4 1.6 1.8 Z 2.0 2.2 2.4
cross-flow velocity components. This reduction ofz

Reference Case --- Extra grid lines cross-flow at j = 1.600, caused by the imposed
boundary conditions, produces a non smooth be-

Figure 4: Comparison between the grid of the re- haviour of the transverse velocity field close to the
ference case and the grid with the inner boundary external boundary on the upper surface. We re-
moved 20% of the chord inboard of the tip. call that at the external boundary the tangential

velocity components are imposed. A smooth so-
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lution is obtained at the same location with the - Boundary at -• = 1.600
inner boundary moved inboard, which indicates x 0.939 - -- Boundary at = 1.413

Cthat the perturbation in the transverse velocity Cp lines ::' -0.35 < Cp < 0.05, ACp = 0.05
field is caused by the imposition of zero cross- 0.45

stream derivatives at the boundary and not by the
imposed tangential velocity component at the ex-
ternal boundary. In the tip vortex region the two
solutions are similar. However, the larger cross-
flow velocities, obtained with the inner boundary
moved inboard, produce a reduction in Cp min-
imum at the lower surface of the tip of 0.04. In 0.00
the near-wake station, 1 = 1.065, the compari- C

son between the cross-flow velocities of the two
solutions is similar to the one described for the
wing station.

The results obtained with the approximate
boundary conditions suggest that the present ap-
proach is more efficient in the calculation of the -0.45, ,
tip vortex, than placing the inner boundary at 1.55 2.00 2.45

the symmetry plane of the wing to obtain exact z

boundary conditions. - -0.37 < Cp < 0.10 c -0.41 < Cp < 0.10
X = 1.065
C -

4.2.3 External Boundary Cp lines =' -0.30 < Cp < 0.10, ACp = 0.05
0.45

At the external boundary the tangential veloc-
ity components and the pressure are prescribed
by a potential flow solution. The circulation im-
posed in the potential flow calculation to satisfy
the Kutta condition at the wing's trailing edge
does not include the viscous effects and so it is 0 .00
different from the circulation of the flow external c

to the viscous domain that would match the vis-
cous solution. This means that the interaction be-
tween the viscous and inviscid solutions must be
included in the solution procedure to obtain the
exact boundary conditions at the external bound-
ary. Since we do not perform viscous/inviscid -0.45 , ,
interaction, the present boundary conditions are 1.55 2.00 2.45

approximate boundary conditions. As a result of
these approximate boundary conditions a pres- - -0.35• C, • 0.14 -- -0.38< C, 0.15

sure discontinuity is obtained at the trailing edge. Figure 6: Comparison of the pressure fields at
We note that the circulation imposed in the po- two different stations for solutions obtained with
tential flow calculation is independent of the loca- different locations of the inner boundary.
tion of the external boundary, but the tangential
velocity components and pressure imposed at the
external boundary are approximate values and so of 30% (reference case) and 42.5% of the chord

the location of the external boundary may influ- length at the station of maximum thickness of

ence the solution of the viscous region of the flow. the wing. The calculation performed with the
To investigate the effect of the specification of the external boundary closer to the wing is the refer-
boundary conditions at the external boundary the ence case. The grid of the other calculation was
solutions of two calculations with external bound- constructed by adding extra grid lines'0 at the

aries at different locations are compared. external boundary in each streamwise station of

The two calculations were performed on grids 1OThe procedure is equivalent to the one illustrated in
with the external boundary located at a distance figure 4.
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Reference Case - Reference Case
0.45 I --- Boundary moved outwards 12.5% c

'r ~• , _= 0.939

C, lines -0.35< Cp <0.05, ACp 0.05

.- -~ 0.45
-.. . ,\\,\\' \\. \\

0 . . ...0 ........ ......... ...... .. .......', \ , ' \ '

c fit
,,,,, : '7/ , ,% o/ / 1 / / /z ' I/ I t

I fill V 0.0

-0.45 , I ,

1.55 2.00 2.45
zWa= 0.70U.

Boundary moved outwards 12.5% c
0.5-.51.5 15 2.0 10 2.4 15

.... .\ \\\ .,- -0.37 < Cp <0.10 -0.41 < Cp : 0.10
. = 1.065

Cp lines • -0.30 < Cp <0.10, ACp = 0.05

0.45S.............................0.4

0.00

o~o ;•; "I ::"/N I~ il il1 111 ..................
/// /KilZ iiii7'l
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/, / /" / / Il/Il,, I ,11Iii
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1.55 2.00 2.45 ..............

- U c Wmax = 0.69Ucc

Figure 7: Comparison of the transverse velocity
fields at 0.939 for solutions obtained with

different locations of the external boundary. -0.45 I
1.55 2.00 2.45

Z

the grid used in the reference case. - -0.35 < Cp < 0.14 c- -0.38 < C,, •0.15

The comparison of the two solutions in their Figure 8: Comparison of the pressure fields at
common region is presented in figures 7 and 8. two different stations for solutions obtained with

In the wing station at = 0.939 there are no different locations of the external boundary.

significant differences between the transverse ve-
locity fields of the two calculations. The non-

smooth behaviour of the transverse velocity field ternal boundary (compare the earlier discussion
close to the external boundary on the upper sur- in section 4.2.2). The pressure fields of the two

face is not present in the solution obtained with solutions have clear differences close to the exter-
the external boundary moved outwards, because nal boundary of the reference case, which in the

in the wider computation domain the local cross- lower surface also affect the surface pressure dis-

flow components are determined by the bound- tribution. However, in the tip vortex region the

ary condition at the inner boundary without a effect of moving the external boundary outwards
conflict with the conditions imposed on the ex- is not significant.
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In the near wake station, - = 1.065, the corn- pressure oscillation is obtained on the lower sur-

parison between the cross-flow velocities of the face for both solutions. A small difference be-
two solutions is similar to the one described for tween the pressure level of the two solutions is
the wing station. The differences of the two so- obtained, but the pressure discontinuity is the
lutions close to the external boundary of the ref- same in the two calculations. These results in-
erence case are larger than in the wing station, dicate that the pressure discontinuity is mainly
but the effect in the tip vortex region is still very determined by the difference in circulation of the
small. outer flow in the potential and viscous flow cal-

culations, which is not affected by the change in
Reference Case the location of the external boundary.

"0.3 [The comparison of the results of the calcula-

tions performed with different locations of the
external boundary showed that the influence of

0.2 -- - - the approximate boundary conditions imposed at

the external boundary on the solution in the tip
vortex region are small. These results suggest

CP0. 1 that the present zonal approach is acceptable for
-Upper Surface tip vortex calculations, because it reduces sub-

III stantially the size of the region to be discretized,
-- Lower Surface V compared with an alternative external boundary

0.0 at a location where undisturbed flow conditions

could be imposed. Further investigations will
be required to address the influence of the vis-

-0.1I cous/inviscid interaction.
1.6 1.8 2.0

z
c 4.3 Specification of the initial ve-

0.3 Boundary moved outwards 12.5 % c locity profiles

At the inlet station two types of boundary con-
0.2 ------------------------ ditions were tested : prescribed velocity profiles

and prescribed streamwise velocity gradients. It
should be mentioned the the Neumann condition

CpO.1 \awas applied as a Dirichlet condition, updated in

Upper Surface the course of the solution process. So in the case
of prescribed streamwise velocity gradient the ve-

-- Lower Surface I locity profiles at the inlet boundary are obtained
0.0 iteratively. This makes the convergence usually

slower than in the case of prescribed velocity pro-

files. However, the specification of velocity pro-
files at the inlet station may be difficult and a-0.1

1.6 1.8 2.0 poor approximation of the initial velocity profiles
z can cause divergence of the solution close to the
c inlet station.

Figure 9: Pressure distribution at the trailing Our approach to the specification of the initial
edge computed from the upper and lower surfaces velocity profiles is based on simple assumptions.
of the wing for solutions obtained with different The velocity profiles are derived from standard
locations of the external boundary. boundary layer profiles, [22], defined by the local

momentum thickness, 0, and skin friction coeffi-
The pressure discontinuity at the trailing edge cient, Cf. The values of 9 and C1 at the inner

is illustrated in figure 9 for the calculations with boundary are obtained from a 2-D calculation,
the two different locations of the external bound- [27], and the spanwise variation of 9 and Cf is
ary. The larger pressure discontinuities are ob- obtained by a Hermite interpolation of the pre-
tained in the tip vortex region, where a small dicted 2-D values on the upper and lower sur-
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faces at the inner boundary. In the potential flow Velocity Profiles
region the velocity profiles are obtained from a Cp lines == -0.85 < Cp K 0.15, ACp= 0.05
potential flow solution, [21]. Due to numerical 0.45
difficulties with the source-based panel method,
it is not possible to calculate the potential flow
solution at very small distances to the wing sur-
face and so we have calculated the velocity com-
ponents along a line 77 = constant at a sufficient
distance from the wing surface. In the region be-

tween this line and the viscous region thickness, Y 0.00
determined by the specified 6 and Cf, we assume c

that the potential flow velocity components do
not change in the 7 direction.

The streamwise velocity gradient is specified
applying the procedure described above to the
first two stations of the grid and using a first or-
der approximation to the derivatives. With this -0.45
weaker boundary condition of the Neumann type, 1.55 2.00 2.45

Z

the velocity profiles at the inlet boundary are al- c -0.93 < Cp _< 0.19
lowed to adjust to the local flow characteristics. Streamwise Velocity Gradient
As mentioned before, the streamwise velocity gra- Cp lines = -0.80 < Cp < 0.10, ACp = 0.05

dient is not specified implicitly in the calculation. 0.45

The velocity profiles at the inlet boundary are
updated in the course of the iteration process to
obtain the specified streamwise velocity gradient.
This makes the convergence rate of the solution
lower and highly time consuming because the ini-
tial profiles change between consecutive sweeps.
In the present solution the inlet velocity profiles Y 0.00
were updated only when the maximum pressure c

difference between consecutive sweeps at the sec-
ond streamwise station was ACp > 2.0 x 10-2.

The flow of the reference case was calculated
with both types of inlet conditions. The results

obtained with specified velocity profiles at the in-
let boundary exhibit a rapid change of the pres- -0.45 1 2.4'51.55 2.00 24

sure field in the initial streamwise stations. A z
clear visualization of the disturbances caused by c -0.80 < Cp < 0.10

the specification of the inlet velocity profiles is Figure 10: Comparison of the pressure fields at
presented in figure 10, where the pressure field the first streamwise station for solutions obtained
at the first calculated station, 1 = 0.110, of the with different inlet boundary conditions.c
two solutions is compared. The pressure field
obtained with specified inlet velocity profiles is
clearly disturbed by the specification of the ini- for the streamwise stations at 0.939 and
tial velocity profiles. With specified streamwise = 1.065.
velocity gradient a smooth pressure field is ob- In the wing station, X = 0.939, the minimum

t a 0.110.
tained at 010 pressure coefficient is 0.05 lower in the solution

We found that the disturbances in the solution obtained with Neumann boundary conditions at
obtained with specified velocity profiles are re- the inlet station. The differences are smaller than
stricted to the three initial stations and so it is the ones obtained at the inlet stations, but the ef-
important to know the effect of the inlet bound- fect of the different inlet boundary conditions is
ary conditions in the generation and development still visible in this region. However, the vortex
of the tip vortex. The calculated pressure fields location is virtually the same in the two calcula-
of the two solutions are compared in figure 11, tions. In the wake stations, K = 1.065 in figure
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- Velocity Profiles 4.3.1 Effect of the Tip Geometry

--- Streamwise Velocity Gradient
xT = 0.939 It is interesting to know whether the behaviour

Cp lines z4. -0.35 < C, < 0.05, ACp= 0.05 of the solution process for the two types of in-
0.45 let boundary conditions is the same for other tip

geometries. Therefore the flow at the tip of a
rectangular wing with a squared tip was also cal-
culated. The wing aspect ratio (4) and airfoil
section (NACA 0015) are the same as in the refer-
ence case. The same angle of attack and Reynolds
number were used, respectively 6.5 degrees and

0.00 8.5 x 105. In the previous test cases the tip geom-
etry is smooth. In a wing with a squared tip the
geometry has two discontinuities in the tangential
derivatives. The local features of the flow close
to the geometry discontinuities make the specifi-
cation of the inlet velocity profiles more difficult
in this case. In the present specification of in-

-0.45 I let velocity profiles no special treatment was in-
1.55 2.00 2.45

Z .cluded to account for the geometry discontinu-

- -0.37 < Cp < 0.10 - -0.42 < C, < 0.13 ities, the simple procedure described before was
_x = 1.065 applied without any modifications and so the in-
c let conditions will locally be highly inaccurate.

Cp lines => -0.30 < Cp < 0.10, ACp = 0.05 The grid used in these calculations is similar to
0.45 the grid of the reference case illustrated in fig-

ure 3. The location of the boundaries and the
streamwise stepsize are equal to the ones used in
the reference case.

In the calculation performed with specified ve-
locity profiles at the inlet boundary the pressure
field did not converge in the initial stations of theY 0.00

c grid. The pressure field showed a non-smooth be-
haviour in these initial stations and several jumps
in (ACp)max are obtained in the first streamwise
station downstream of the inlet plane. Neverthe-
less in the last sweeps performed, the pressure dif-
ferences between consecutive sweeps downstream
of the initial streamwise stations are three or-

-0.45 I,
1.55 2.00 2.45 ders of magnitude smaller than the pressure dif-

Z ferences close to the inlet boundary.

- -0.35 < Cp < 0.14 '-- -0.38 < Cp • 0.18 The same flow was calculated with specified

Figure 11: Comparison of the pressure fields at streamwise velocity gradient at the inlet bound-
two different streamwise stations for solutions ob- ary. In this solution the inlet velocity profiles
tained with different inlet boundary conditions. were updated only when the maximum pressure

difference between consecutive sweeps at the sec-
ond streamwise station was ACp > 2.0 x 10-2.
With this type of boundary conditions it is pos-
sible to obtain a converged pressure field in the
whole computation domain. The imposition of

11, the comparison of the two solutions is similar a weaker boundary condition at the inlet bound-
to the one described above for the wing station. ary removed the jumps of (ACp)max at the in-
The differences between the two solutions have let boundary obtained with specified velocity pro-
become smaller than in the wing station; the tip files.
vortex location is again hardly affected. The pressure field at the first calculated sta-
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Velocity Profiles These results show that the specification of in-
Cp lines =- -0.85 < Cp < 0.10, ACp= 0.05 accurate velocity profiles at the inlet boundary

0.45 I can deteriorate the convergence of the method
close to the inlet boundary. The results ob-
tained with streamwise velocity gradient at the
inlet boundaries did not reveal any convergence

difficulties of the method and the use of weaker
boundary conditions enabled the adjustment of

the solution to the local flow characteristics. This

Y 0.00 suggests that innaccuracies in the specification of
c the streamwise velocity gradient are less dama-

ging to the solution process than inaccuracies in
the specification of inlet velocity profiles. How-
ever, with Neumann boundary conditions at the
inlet boundary the method becomes more time
consuming than with specified velocity profiles.

-0.45 ,L1.55 2.00 2.45.2 4.4 Comparison with Experimental

C -0.92 < Cp _ 0.11 Results
Streamwise Velocity Gradient

Cp lines • -0.75 < Cp < 0.10, ACp - 0.05
0.45 I The results obtained with the present method

are compared with experimental results available
in the literature, and with the results of the
method of Govidan et al., [2], to evaluate its
performance. The test cases include two wings

of rectangular planform with a squared and a

rounded tip.

0.00

4.4.1 Wing with Rounded Tip

The first test case is a rectangular wing of as-
pect ratio 6 with a NACA 0012 airfoil section
and a rounded tip. The purpose of this test case
is to compare the results of the present method-0.45

1.55 2.00 2.45 with the results of the method of Govidan et al.,
Z -0.75 < C < 0.11 [2]. The latter also uses a space-marching processto obtain the solution, but with a single sweep

Figure 12: Comparison of the pressure fields at through the computational domain in the stream-
the first streamwise station for solutions obtained wise direction, because a full parabolisation of the
with different inlet boundary conditions. Navier-Stokes equations is used, the streamwise

pressure gradient is obtained from an inviscid flow
solution. Although a different solution method is

tion, c = 0.110, of the two solutions is compared adopted by Govidan et al., the physical approxi-
in figure 12. The disturbances in the pressure mations assumed in the governing equations are
field close to the inlet boundary are evident and a the same as the ones used in the present method
particularly non-smooth solution is obtained close with the exception of the streamwise pressure gra-
to the geometry discontinuities. A smoother so- dient. The comparison of the results of the two
lution is obtained at 0.110 with specified methods enables the evaluation of the streamwise
streamwise velocity gradient. pressure gradient influence on tip vortex calcula-

The effect of the different inlet boundary con- tions. The calculations were performed for the
ditions on the tip vortex generation and devel- conditions given in [2] : Angle of attack of 6.18
opment is similar to the one obtained on a wing degrees and Reynolds number based on the chord
with a rounded tip. length of 7.52 x 105.
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Experimental, [28] tip of the wing. The distance between the exter-

-....- 0.48 < Cp < -0.06, ACp = 0.06 nal boundary and the wing is 30% of the chord
length at the station of maximum thickness of the

- - wing.

% \ I ( - A number of 161 streamwise stations was used,

including 81 on the wing and 80 on the wake. A
" I ,s o40 x 47 2-D grid was generated on each streamwise

In figure 13 the calculated pressure distribu-

-048tion on the wing surface is compared with the
-0.48036-0.24 -0.12 0.0 predictions of Govidan et al., [2], and the exper-

Govidan et. al., [2] imental results of Gray et al. [28], given in [2].

The present results show better agreement with
the experimental results than the predictions of

Govidan et al. Notice the mismatch of predicted
and experimental isobars close to the leading edge

in the results of Govidan et al. A significant im-
provement is obtained in the prediction of the

pressure distribution close to the tip. We note

-0.4 36 -0.12 0.0 that Govidan et al., [2], used a 120 x 40 x 47 grid
to discretize the viscous region between 15% and

Present 94% of the chord, while the present results were

Figure 13: Comparison between the predicted obtained with an equal number of nodes in the
pressure distribution on the wing surface and ex- transverse sections but with only 81 stations be-
perimental results for the flow at the tip of a rect- tween 15% of the chord and the trailing edge.
angular wing, with an angle of attack of 6.18 de-
grees and a Reynolds number of 7.52 x 105 . 4.5 Wing with Squared Tip

The location of the boundaries of the compu- Experimental results including mean velocity
tation domain were identical to the ones used by LDV measurements have been reported recently
Govidan et al. in [2], with the exception of the by meam pos e al., reporte recen-
outlet boundary. The results presented in [2] in- by Falca o de Campos et at., [29], for a rectan-dlude only the wing region, the outlet station is gular wing of aspect ratio 4 with a NACA 0015
clude only the whd utreaion the otrailiget .stin i airfoil section and a squared tip. The experi-
6% of the chord upstream of the trailing edge. In mental investigations included flows at three dif-
the method of Govidan et al., the flow solution ata trnsvrse lan deendsonl onupsteamoc- ferent angles of attack, 4.5, 6.5 and 8.5 degreesa transverse plane depends only on upstream oc- a e nl s n m e f85 x 1 ' h s l wat a Reynolds number of 8.5 × 10•. These flows
currences and so there are no streamwise bound- have been numerically simulated with the present
ary conditions required at the outlet plane. In
the present method, the elliptic character of the method.
equations is retained in the pressure field and so The bn the vious flow reg ere
a downstream pressure boundary condition is re- placed in the same locations as in the referenceat te otle sttio. Coseto he raiing case of section 4. The grid has 145 streamwise
quired astations, including 81 on the wing and 64 on the
edge of the wing, it is not possible to impose a wake. In the transverse sections of each stream-
physically acceptable boundary condition and so wise station a 51 x 47 2-D grid was generated.
the outlet station has to be moved into the far The calculations were performed with Neumann
wake. In the present grid, the outlet station is boundary conditions at the inlet station, i.e. the
located three chords downstream of the trailing bounary condityosaieinlt istaticified.
edge. The inlet boundary is 15% of the chord Tr e velity gradi ents s peidownstream of the leading edge. Like in the cal- The experimental measurements were per-
culations of Govidan e al., the inlet boundary formed on planes perpendicular to the undis-

conditions of the present calculations consist of turbed flow and the measuring plane does not co-
specified velocity profiles. The inner boundary,
inlet and outlet of the cross-flow, is placed at a "iThe grid is similar to the one used in the reference

distance of 40% of the chord length inboard of the test case illustrated in figure 3.
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Predicted Experimental, [29]
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Figure 14: Comparison between the present pre- Figure 14: (Cont. } Comparison between the
dictions and the experimental results for the flow present predictions and the experimental results
at the tip of a rectangular wing with a squared for the flow at the tip of a rectangular wing with
tip. Angle of attack 6.5 degrees and Reynolds a squared tip. Angle of attack 6.5 degrees and
number of 8.5 x 105. Reynolds number of 8.5 x 105.

results with the experimental data the velocity investigations, which has the x* direction aligned
components at the experimental measuring plane with the undisturbed flow, U,,. In the present
are obtained from the values at the grid nodes comparisons the origin of the coordinate system
using linear interpolation along the ý lines. Fur- (X *,y*z*), is placed at the tip of the trailing
thermore, the comparisons are performed in the edge, (x* = 0, y* = 0, z* = 0) -= (x = 1.0, y
cartesian coordinate system of the experimental 0.0, z = 2.0).
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The numerical predictions of the transverse ve- of the predictions and experimental results is still
locity fields at ý- = 0.016 and - - 1.145 are excellent, but the vortex core size is again over-

c -

compared with the experimental results in figure predicted. The location of the vortical wake close

14, for the flow with an angle of attack of 6.5 to the trailing edge is in good agreement with the

degrees. An excellent correlation of the tip vor- experimental results for both angles of attack and

tex location is obtained in both planes, but in the flowfield away from the vortex center is in ex-

both cases the maximum transverse velocities are cellent agreement with the experimental results.

underpredicted in the calculations. Upon inspec-
tion it may be seen that a more diffused vortex
is obtained in the calculations. This is particu- 5 Conclusions
larly evident at the plane = 1.145,wc - ,wherea
nearly axisymmetric flowfield is obtained in the A numerical method for the calculation of the
vicinity of the vortex core. However, the asym- steady, incompressible, viscous flow at the tip of
metry of the vortex close to the trailing edge is wings was developed. The effect of the choice of
well predicted and the flowfield away from the the extent of the computation domain on the so-
vortex center shows a very good correlation with lution of tip vortex flows has been investigated
the experimental results. The location of the vor- by changing the location of the boundaries. The
tical wake in the station close to the trailing edge, results showed that the present zonal approach to

X 0.016, is also well predicted. Furthermore, the calculation of tip vortex flows is efficient, be-
although the maximum values of the tranverse ve- cause a large part of the flow field does not need
locity components are larger in the experimental to be discretized and a finer discretization can
results, the downstream decrease of W,ý03 in the be obtained in the tip vortex region for a given
predictions is very close to the experimental one. number of grid nodes. However, the imposition of

The turbulence model used in this method does potential flow conditions at the external bound-
not account for streamline curvature effects. It is ary implies that the viscous/inviscid interaction
well documented in the literature that in the vor- has to be incorporated in the solution procedure
tex core the turbulent diffusion should be negli- to account for the difference in the external flow
gible, see for example [30]. In the present tur- circulation associated with the viscous and invis-
bulence model the eddy viscosity is related to cid solutions respectively. In the present calcula-
the displacement thickness, which is determined tions the viscous/inviscid interaction is neglected
along the grid 7 lines. The streamwise velocity and so a pressure discontinuity is obtained at the
defect in the tip vortex region causes an increase trailing edge.
of the local displacement thickness and conse- The specification of appropriate inlet bounda-
quently of the eddy viscosity. This means that ry conditions may be difficult. When initial ve-
with the present model the eddy viscosity exhibits locity profiles are specified convergence problems
a maximum at the tip vortex region, which is in in the initial stations may result if a poor esti-
total contradiction with the physical characteris- mate of the initial velocity profiles is used. An
tics of the flow. It is thought that the large values improved solution can be obtained by specify-
of the eddy viscosity in the vortex core may be re- ing the streamwise velocity gradient at the inlet
ponsible for the overprediction of the vortex core boundary. However, this type of boundary condi-
size in the present calculations. tion reduces the convergence rate of the method,

The overprediction of the vortex core size has making it more time consuming. The compari-
a large effect on the calculated pressure in the son between the solutions obtained with the two
vortex core. The minimum pressure coefficient in types of boundary conditions suggests that the
the vortex core is approximately proportional to influence of small inaccuracies in the inlet veloc-
the square of the inverse of the core size, which ity profiles is restricted to a small region close to
means that an accurate prediction of the core size the inlet boundary.
is essential for a good prediction of the pressure The present calculations showed that the
field. streamwise pressure gradient of the inviscid flow

The comparison between predictions and ex- solution is not a good approximation to the
perimental results for the flows with angles of at- streamwise pressure gradient of the viscous flow
tack of 4.5 and 8.5 degrees is similar to the one in the tip vortex region. This was revealed in the
obtained with an angle of attack of 6.5 degrees, comparison with experimental results, [28], of the
[12]. The correlation between the vortex location present method and the method of Govidan et al.,
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[2], which imposes the streamwise pressure gradi- [5] Rubin S.G. - Incompressible Navier-Stokes

ent from inviscid flow calculations. and Parabolised Navier-Stokes Formula-

A good correlation between numerical predic- tions and Computational Techniques. -

tions and experimental results was obtained for Computational Methods in Viscous Flows,

the calculation of the flow at the tip of a rectangu- Vol. 3 in the series Recent Advances in Nu-

lar wing with a squared tip. However, the size of merical Methods in Fluids (ed. Habashi)

the tip vortex core is overpredicted in the present Pineridge Press, 1984.

calculations. The turbulence model is likely to be

responsible for the excess of diffusion in the tip [6] Rubin S.G. - Global Relaxation Procedure

vortex core, because the physical characteristics for a Reduced Form of the Navier-Stokes

of the local flow are not well reproduced in the Equations. - Proceedings of the 9th Interna-

present model. The overprediction of the vortex tional Conference on Numerical Methods in

core size still precludes an accurate prediction of Fluid Dynamics, Lecture Notes in Physics,

the suction peak in the vortex core. Vol. 218, Springer-Verlag, 1985, pp. 62-71.
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DISCUSSION cross-flow velocities close to the tip,
by Dr. Spyros A. Kinnas [2], there may be some similarity
MIT between the rounded tip wing and the

body of revolution at an intermediate
The authors presented a very interesting angle of attack, where a single dominant

approach in solving the tip vortex simulation vortical structure exists. Such structure
problem. I would like to ask two questions: has been captured with a similar method

(a) They match a potential flow solution in in the calculations of Rosenfeld et al.,
the inner part of the span to a viscous [3], for a prolate spheroid at 100 of inci-
representation of the outer part. How dence.
sensitive are the results on the cut-off
location? [1] Tobak, M. and Peake, D.J. Topology of

(b) In the case of a rectangular planform Three-Dimensional Separated Flows -
wing with round geometry in the span- Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics, 1982,
wise direction, were they able to capture Vol. 15, pp. 61-85.
a similar vortex roll-up structure along
the chord to that of a body of revolution [2] Eca, L. Numerical Solution of the
at an angle? Parabolized Navier-Stokes Equations for

Incompressible Tip Vortex Flows, PhD
Author's Reply Thesis, Instituto Superior T6cnico, Lisbon,

March 1993.

Our reply to the questions asked by Dr.
Kinnas is: [3] Rosenfeld, M., Israeli, M. and Wolfshtein,

(a) In our present approach, see section 2.1, M. A Method for Solving Three-
the boundary conditions in the inner Dimensional Viscous Incompressible Flows
part of the span imply that cross-stream Over Slender Bodies, Journal of

t Computational Physics, 1990, Vol. 88, pp.
derivatives, -, of the cartesian veloc- 255-283.

ity components and of the pressure are
set equal to zero. A potential flow solu-
tion is used to specify boundary con-
ditions at the external boundary, without
viscous-inviscid interaction. This
means that approximate boundary con-
ditions are used on both boundaries.
The comparisons between results
obtained with different locations of the
inner and external boundaries presented
in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 show a small
influence of the boundaries location on
the solution in the tip vortex region.

(b) In this study we did not make any visu-
alization of the limiting streamlines and
so we have not yet performed a detailed
analysis of the separation pattern at the
tip of the wing. The vortex roll-up
structure in the case of a round-nosed
body of revolution at an angle of attack
is strongly dependent on the angle of
attack and can be rather complex, as
shown for instance in Tobak and Peak,
[1]. However, from the analysis of the
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SESSION 13

LIF7ING-SURFACE FLOW: UNSTEADY VISCOUS METHODS



Direct Numerical Simulation of Unsteady Propulsor Blade
Section Forces on a Parallel Processor

W.B. Coney,' S.R. Breit,' and J.R. Webb1

('BBN Systems and Technologies, USA, 2Kendall Square Research, USA)

ABSTRACT a preliminary step toward the fully three-dimen-
sional model of the propulsor subject to an unsteady

This paper describes a numerical method, which has inflow. The force developed in response to har-
been implemented on a parallel processor, for the monic gusts of varying nature has further been the
direct simulation of inviscid unsteady blade section subject of much analysis, leading to both analytical,
forces, and its application to several two- Sears [1], Naumann and Yeh [2], Atassi [3], etc.,
dimensional blade-gust interaction problems. and linearized numerical, Atassi and Akai [4],

Chiang and Fleeter [5], Hsin [6], etc., approaches.
The parallel implementation is discussed in some Unsteady blade-gust interaction problems therefore
detail. Timing results obtained on a parallel provide a natural test bed for the exploratory devel-
computer are presented and nearly linear parallel opment of a numerical simulation of unsteady
speed-ups are demonstrated. propulsor forces.

The application of the present method to three This paper describes a numerical method, which has
model problems is discussed and results are com- been implemented on a parallel processor, for the
pared to theoretical, experimental and numerical direct simulation of inviscid unsteady blade section
solutions. forces, and its application to several two-dimen-

sional blade-gust interaction problems. The results
INTRODUCTION selected for presentation highlight circumstances for

which "classical" unsteady airfoil theories, such as
The time-harmonic (blade-rate and its harmonics) that of Sears [1], and numerical procedures based on

and stochastic unsteady forces produced by interac- a linearizing assumption of potential flow, for ex-

tion with non-uniform inflow are the dominant corn- ample those of Hsin [6] and of Chiang and Fleeter
ponents of the low-frequency acoustic signature of a [5], appear to adequately predict the unsteady force,ponets f te lw-fequncyacosti sinatre f a and circumstances for which they cannot. Three
non-cavitating marine propulsor. Much research has

been devoted to analytical and approximate numeri- model problems are investigated:

cal methods for predicting these forces and there has
been considerable success with these approaches. 1) transverse gust iteracung with a foil
However, with the recent dramatic increases in the
speed of computers and the advent of parallel com- 2) pitching foils upstream of a stationery foil
puters, direct numerical simulations of unsteady
flows through marine propulsors are becoming in- 3) distributed vortex interacting with a foil.
creasingi feasible. The ultimate benefit of such direct
simulations will be the ability to deal with arbitrarily The first problem is well modeled by an analytic so-
complex propulsor geometries and to include possi- lution, the second could at least potentially by
ble interaction between the blade-rate and turbu- modeled by an unsteady potential flow simulation,
lence ingestion mechanisms which are presently the third, however, requires use of a method which
treated separately. preserves detail of the vortical flow.

The prediction of the response of a two-dimensional
blade section to an unsteady gust can be regarded as
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NUMERICAL APPROACH proach, where the smallest task involves computa-
tions for a sub domain of the grid. The domain de-

In choosing a numerical method for direct simula- composition approach requires less interprocessor
tions, it should be recognized that the unsteady flow communication than the point parallel approach, but
through a typical marine propulsor is characterized at the cost of reducing the maximum achievable par-
by: allel efficiency. The choice of which approach to

"implement on a particular massively parallel com-
Svery low Macbhnumber(below0.01), puter depends on the characteristics of its

"• high Reynolds number (above 106), interprocessor communication network. The
interprocessor communication is fast enough on the

"* complex geometry, and TC2000 to enable a point parallel implementation of

"* small unsteady pressure (compared to the mean the LU algorithm.
pressure),
or small unsteady thrust (compared to the mean The parallelization process was simplified by ex-
thrust). ploiting the memory management extensions and

parallel directives provided by TC2000 FORTRAN.
With these issues in mind, we chose to implement Some data are shared using an interleaving mecha-
the time-accurate pseudo-compressibility (TAP) nism, with data declarations of the form
method with upwind-biased spatial differencing, as
described by Rogers & Kwak [7] for our simula- common, shared, interleaved /foo/ a(100),..
tions. In the limit where the pseudo-time step size is
infinite, this method is nearly the same as the In this example, the set of 16-byte cache lines that
Newton iteration scheme of Athavale & Merkle [8].
The TAP method provides an incompressible flow contain array a are dynamically interleaved among
solution which is a very good approximation of a the memonies of the processors. Thus interprocessor
low Mach number flow. In contrast, methods which communication is effected through shared memory
account for compressible effects break down at very instead of explicitly passing messages or packets be-
low Mach number. Our initial experience in apply- tween processors. Automatic load balancing is
ing this method to a two-dimensional model prob- achieved by dynamically allocating computational
lem, with focus upon one aspect of the blade-vortex tasks to processors. This approach avoids specialinteraction, is described in Breit, et. al. [9]. mapping strategies where tasks and data are preallo-

cated to specific processors. One benefit of this ap-

The time integration scheme is second-order accu- proach is that the number of lines of code that are

rate and fully implicit, including the boundary con- associated with the parallel implementation is small

ditions. Viscous terms are, for the present, ne- compared to the total size of the program.

glected. A sparse, block-tridiagonal, linear system The LU method involves a forward elimination
must be solved at each pseudo-time iteration. The L e thod andolven a back elitution
Unlike Rogers & Kwak [7], who use a line relax- sweep over the grid and then a back substitution
ation scheme to solve the linear system, we use the sweep in the opposite direction. Consider only theapproximate LU factorization scheme recommended forward elimination sweep and denote a point in a
by Merkie and Athavale [8]. structured 3D grid by the indices (ijk). The elimi-nation for a point (i,j,k) can not be done until the

PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION points (i-1j, k), (ij-l,k) and (ij,k-1) have been com-
pleted. Thus the elimination must start at the point

Implementing the approximate LU factorization (1,1,1), then proceed to the points (2,1,1), (1,2,1),
schlemeontamsintely papproiallel L ateriszatro- (1,1,2), and so on. Obviously the degree of paral-scheme on a massively parallel computer is a pro- lelism varies widely during the course of the for-
gramming challenge because the degree of paral- ward elimination sweep and there is a corresponding
lelism varies greatly during the course of the factor- variation in the degree of parallelism during the back
ization procedure. The parallelization was accom- substitution sweep. It is therefore impossible to
plished on a BBN TC2000TM parallel computer. The achieve linear speed-up of this algorithm. The max-
implementation relied to a large extent on the high imum speed-up depends on the problem size and the
complete-exchange bandwidth and high random-ac- number of processors.
cess bandwidth of the TC2000 computer.

In order to parallelize the approximate LU factoriza-In theory, the highest parallel efficiency can be tinwdeneastogrdpnsinomplen

achieved if the smallest computational task that can wich satisfy

be done in parallel involves the computations for a

single grid point. We refer to this as a point parallel
approach as opposed to a domain decomposition ap- + I + k = n +2. (1)
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For example, on an NxxNN grid, there are 3N-2 such Y4 N
2', thus the degree of parallelism varies during

planes and the number of grid points in each plane is the course of the forward elimination sweep. The
given by back substitution sweep is similar except that we

loop sequentially over n in descending order. Due to
the variation in the degree of parallelism during the

(n + )n, course of the forward and backward sweeps, the

for 1 < n _ N; maximum achievable parallel efficiency decreases

1 (n = l)n - 3(n - N)(n - N + 1), as the number of processors increases. The present
= - approach is by no means the optimal one, but it does

2 N + 1!5 n < 2N - 2; produce good results on a moderate number of pro-

(3N - 1 - n)(3N - n), cessors and was easy to implement.

2N -1n3N - 2. (2) Parallel Timing Results

Figure 2 shows the parallel speed-up obtained with
Such a plane is illustrated in figure I for a 16x16x50 different numbers of processors for an
grid (used in the investigation [101 of a three implementation of an approximate LU factorization,
dimensional vortex convecting through a con- similar to that discussed here. These particular re-
verging/diverging channel). In the forward elimina- suits are for the parallelization, performed by a BBN
tion step of the LU algorithm, we loop sequentially team [11,121, of a parallel benchmark released by
over n in ascending order. In our NxNxN example, NAS. This benchmark is part of a suite of such
from 1 to 3N-2, but the operations can be done in benchmarks which are intended to, as a whole,
parallel on points which lie on the same plane as "mimic the computation and data movement charac-
defined above. teristics of large scale computational fluid dynamic

(CFD) applications [13]." The grid size for this cal-
culation was 643.

64-

"'Z 56 -
S48-

40

32-

~24 *

Figure 1. Planes of grid points available for 2
point parallel calculations in the elimina- • 16-
tion/substitution sweeps of approximate LU fac-
torization algorithm.

The parallelization is effected by means of the 0 F I I I I I I I I
TC2000 FORTRAN spread do command, with the 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64
do statement acting over the number of grid points, Number of Processors (NP)
n, on the current plane. The spread cc potentially
executes each loop iteration on a separate processor. Figure 2. Parallel speed-up achieved for

approximate LU factorization on a BBN TC2000
spread do parallel computer.

dom= 1, n
The solid line in Fig. 2 represents the speed-up for a

end do computation of ideal parallel efficiency, 1/,
end spread

Time(1 processor)(2

It will be noted from Eq. 2 that for the cubic grid the 77= Time(P processors) x (2)

number of points on the planes range between 1 and
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parallel. The speed-up is noted to be very nearly
Note in Fig. 2 that nearly ideal speed-ups are linear with the number of processors, up to the
achieved for as many as P=32 processors, with quite largest number of processors utilized in this study.
good speed-up (i7=91 %) obtained for the maximum
number of processors, P=55, utilized in this study. Even though the BBN TC2000 is no longer in pro-

duction, we believe that these results illustrate the
The fall-off in parallel efficiency with number of potential of parallel computing for the practical so-
processors can, in part, be attributed to the previ- lution of computational fluid dynamics problems.
ously discussed decrease in the maximum achiev-
able efficiency for the present algorithm due to the RESULTS
varying degree of parallelism throughout the approx-
imate factorization process. An additional drop-off Foil in Steadv Flow
in efficiency is due to the use of the relatively large
number of synchronization barriers which are Figure 4 shows a grid used in the present study. The
needed to achieve the parallelization as presently section shown in Fig. 4 is here denoted "Foil 1".
implemented. It should be noted that both sources of Foil 1 is a NACA 16 section with a thickness/chord
parallel efficiency loss would play a smaller role as ratio of 11.56% and camber to chord of 3.36%, and
the problem size is increased, an a=0.8 mean camber line. The angle of attack was

set to 0.8 degrees. The grid shown in Fig. 4 is a C-

1000 - grid with 281x71 grid lines.
............. •..... . ... ... .. :.. .. ............. .............. . ..

............. :....... •-- -. - ..- -:. ........... •....... -. .. - ---. :

I0 . '. . .... . ...

100-1-.

Number of Processors

Figure 3. Parallel timing results achieved for

present implementation on a time-shared, multi-
user system. The various symbols denote runs
with differing grids or boundary conditions.

Figure 3 shows some parallel timing results obtained
with the present code. Results are for various
unsteady simulations performed on the 2-D grids of
Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Elapsed time per computa-
tional time step is plotted against the number of pro-
cessors used for the computation. The Fig. 3 results
are particularly noteworthy in that they are obtained
for unsteady calculations using real geometries on a

time-shared, multi-user computer, simultaneously in
use by other users. This is in contrast with the more
usual benchmark timing results, typically obtained Figure 4. Grid used for Foil 1 transverse
under ideal operating conditions, on a "clean" gust calculations, a C-grid with 281x71 grid
computer. The present results reflect practical speed- points. For clarity of illustration only every
ups obtained by performing the computations in second grid line is shown.
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Figure 5 gives the steady-state pressure distribution Transverse sinusoidal gusts were modeled by impos-
on the surface of Foil 1 obtained by the present ing vertical velocity perturbations on the inflow
method and with a boundary element method [6]. boundary, the grid line which defines the outermost
We note that the differences are small, occurring "C" in the grids of Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The
mostly in the vicinity of the trailing edge. The lift imposed vertical perturbation velocity on the
coefficients, CL=LI(lI2pV2c), obtained with the two boundary was given by:
methods are nearly identical, CL=0. 5 7 0 from the
present method, vs. CL--0. 5 7 6 from the boundary vP(x,t) = i(oxk) (3)
element method.

Here k is the reduced frequency, k=o.c/2V. A gust

1 00 amplitude, V., of 4 percent of the steady inflow ve-

locity, V, was employed in the present study.
.0a- Reduced frequencies of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 were

060 - investigated. A time step size of AtV/c=O.025 was
0 used in all of the presented results.

-4040

000-

020

040 4
0 Euler Solulion. GrKJ: 2RIx71 (140 On loll)

0.60 . L1 EM Solution: 8a Panels

-080

000 0 20 040 0360 o80

Figure 5. Steady pressure distributions
computed for Foil 1 by present method and
by a boundary element method [6].

C - PP
C SXpV 2

Transverse Gust

Transverse gusts interacting with three foil geome-
tries were investigated. These geometries were:

"* Foil 1: NACA 16 thickness form, a=0.8
mean camber line, t/c=0.1156, f/c=0.0336,

ct=0.8 degrees.

"* Foil 2: thickness form identical to that of Foil
1 without camber or angle of attack (see Fig.
6), t/c=0.1156,f/c=0, ý=O.

"* Foil 3: one-half the thickness of Foil 2 (see
Fig. 7), t/c=0.0578, f/c=0, c--0.

The grids used in the transverse gust computations Figure 6. Grid used for Foil 2 transverse
are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In each case a gust calculations, a C-grid with 281x71 grid
C-grid with 281x71 grid lines was utilized. The points. For clarity of illustration only every
grids were generated with the aid of the N4MESH second grid line is shown.
[14] grid generation software.
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shop at which comparisons between the
experimental results and numerical simulations were
presented [17]. The gusts were created by placing
two small "flapping" foils in the water tunnel
upstream of a larger stationery foil about which the
measurements were made. This arrangement is
shown schematically in Fig. 9

Sears

0.8 - Foil I

<- 0 .7 - -- - -- F o il 2

"7J 0.6 Foil 3

Z_ 0.5

S0.3

2• 0.2

0 I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Reduced Frequency [k]

Figure 8. Unsteady lift amplitude due to a
transverse gust. Results are shown at several
reduced frequencies for the three foil

Figure 7. Grid used for Foil 3 transverse geometries investigated with the presentFig u e 7 G rd u ed or F il tr nsv rsem eth od. Th e classical solution due to Sears
gust calculations, a C -grid w ith 281x71 grid m 1this .al e s sown .

points. For clarity of illustration only every [1] is also shown.

second grid line is shown.

Figure 8 shows the-resulting amplitude of the lift cm*
response to the transverse gust as a function of the
reduced frequency, k. The unsteady lift amplitude in -

Fig. 8 is normalized by the quantity irpV'W1c, the

expected quasi-steady value. Also shown in Fig. 8 is
the classical solution due to Sears [1] for an airfoil
of zero thickness. We note that agreement between
the present method and the Sears solution is Figure 9. Schematic representation of the
relatively good. The value of the phase was also flapping foil experiment installed in the MIT
checked against the theoretical value for several of water tunnel.
the investigated cases, and was similarly found to be
in good agreement. The MIT experiment focused upon measurement of

the unsteady velocities in the boundary layer of the
Flapping Foil stationery foil, with particular emphasis on the

trailing edge flows. While the present code is invis-
Detailed measurements of the flowfleld about a foil cid, and therefore cannot capture the character of
experiencing unsteady time harmonic gusts have re- such flows, the MIT data still provides a challenging
cently been performed at the Marine simulation problem for which at least some compar-
Hydrodynamics Laboratory at MIT [15,16J], and isons with experimental results can be made.
have been the subject of an ONR sponsored work-
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what different foil geometry was actually tested by
MIT in an attempt to make up for tunnel wall ef-
fects. The angle of attack and maximum camber
used in the simulation were reduced somewhat so
that the predicted lift matched the experimental
value. This reduction in lift is attributed to viscous
effects which are not modeled by the present
method. Fig. 10 shows the grid used for the
numerical simulation. We note that the inflow
boundary of this grid is quite close to the leading
edge of the stationery foil, in order to keep the flap-
ping foils outside of the computational domain.

Figure 10. Grid used for flapping foil
simulation, a C-grid with 251x51 grid Figure 11. Predicted contours of vorticity
points. induced by the flapping foils.

The MIT researchers measured both steady and un- 0.6-
steady velocities at points defining a box surround-
ing the stationery foil. It was originally our intent to 0.55
simply extrapolate this data to provide an inflow
boundary condition for the numerical simulation. 0
However, there proved to be insufficient data to so /0.5 A/
proceed. Therefore, a far field boundary condition Q
model was constructed with potential flow 0.45 V I I
singularities to model the effects of the primary I
elements of the flapping foil experiment. This model 7 0.4-
is described in the Appendix. Parameters in the 2 N
model were estimated using a non-linear least • 0.35-
squared error approximation to unsteady data and a
direct calculation of the steady circulation. 0.3 -

The foil geometry used for the flapping foil simula- 8 10 12 14 16 18
tion is similar to that of the previously described time (Ut/c)
Foil 1, and corresponds to the "unbounded" foil Figure 12. Unsteady lift, C,(t) = L(t) -"pV c
shape which the MIT researchers were attempting to L '
experimentally model in the water tunnel. A some- induced on the stationery foil.
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Figure 11 is a contour plot of the predicted levels of Figure 12 presents the resulting prediction of the
vorticity after the simulation had been running for unsteady lift. We note that the amplitude of the
approximately 900 time steps. We note the presence unsteady lift force is quite large relative to that
of both the vorticity injected into the grid by the which one would predict from classical theory,
boundary condition representing the flapping foils when only the nominal magnitude (P7 / V = 0.04)
and the induced vorticity shed by the stationery foil. of the unsteady vertical velocity component (a
The reduced frequency of the unsteady disturbance purely transverse gust) is considered. We observe,
(in terms of the chord of the stationery foil) is 3.6, however, that the unsteady velocity field introduced
corresponding to a disturbance wavelength of by the flapping foils differs substantially from that
somewhat less than twice the chord. of such a transverse gust. This is made apparent in

Fig. 13 which shows a vector field describing the
unsteady component of velocity at the same time
step as the vorticity contours of Fig. 11. The vector
field was formed by subtracting the steady solution
for the velocity field from the total unsteady

- - solution. Contrast this with Fig. 14 which gives a
V similar vector field for a transverse gust of k=2.

I I I\\\

II ~~~I lilt,• " * .IM .......

-,--- - - - ----- I. .'.', ,2• !: ... ,~• ,, '

Figure 13. Vector representation of the un-
steady velocity field. ( 0 , indce Figure 14. Vector representation of the un-

by the flapping foils. The large arrows repre- steady velocity field. (U U-,tady) of a foil
sent the unit (-reeestream) velocity vectors. interactng with a transverse gust of k'2
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Vortex Chopping
The boundary velocities were perturbed consistent

Figure 15 presents a time history of predicted with the potential flow about such a vortex in the
contours of vorticity as a distributed vortex interacts absence of the foil, and the nominal position of the
with a foil. Here the foil is a NACA 0012 thickness vortex was convected, at each time step, with the
form without camber and with angle of attack set to uniform freestream.
zero. A C-grid with 99x33 grid lines was used for
this calculation. For the results presented in Fig. 15, F=0.4, 5=0.1

and x0  0. The vortex is seen to intersect with and
The vortex was generated by perturbing the inflow adx .Tevre sse oitretwt n
Teoundarte wnas gnersated bypertuo b that yed iflow be split by the foil. The distortion of the vortex is as-
boundary in a manner similar to that employed for sociated with the velocity induced by the foil, which
the flapping foil study. We specified an initial is experiencing lift due to the presence of the
vorticity distribution of the form: velocity field of the vortex.

= Fe-'" ( The results obtained with the present method are
o(x,t = 0) = , r = ,x - Xo (3) seen to agree well with numerical results obtainedby Lee and Smith [18], who employed a discrete

vortex method to investigate this model problem.

where F is the total circulation, 6 is the core radius,

and x0 = (x,,y.) is the initial position of the vortex

center.

Snin

I i

Figure 15. Vorticity contours depicting time history of a distributed vortex interacting with a foil.
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inviscid unsteady blade section forces has been im- 262, 1990.
plemented on a parallel processor. Timing results on 8. M. Athavale & C. Merkie, "An Upwind
the parallel computer showed nearly linear speed-
ups with the number of processors employed. The Differencing Scheme for Time-Accurate Solutions

method was applied to three model problems and the of Unsteady Incompressible Flow," AJAA Paper

results compared favorably with available solutions. 88-3650, 1988.
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APPENDIX: generate estimates of the parameters in the model
from experimental data.

Flapping Foil Boundary Condition
Induced Velocity Formulation

A far field boundary condition model is constructed
with potential flow singularities to model the pri- The basic element of the boundary condition model
mary elements of the flapping foil experiment, is a point vortex with time varying circulation and an
Parameters in the model are estimated using a non- attached wake. The circulation of the point vortex is
linear, least squared error approximation to unsteady assumed to be of the form:
data and a direct calculation of the steady circula-
tion. All elements of the model are assumed to be F(t) = F, sin(t + a) (A-i)
two dimensional. The principal elements of the
model are:

and the associated wake will be:

"• A single, steady vortex representing the
steady lift component on the fixed foil. The 1: (x,t) = P'sin(kx +fi) (A-2)
strength of the vortex is computed from the
measured steady velocity field. where we expect P3 to be time dependent. The

strength of the wake will be related to the strength of
"* Three unsteady vortices, each representing the point vortex in the following way. Assume a
one of the two moving foils or the unsteady constant convection velocity for the vorticity in the
lift component on the fixed foil. Each vortex wake, U. For an infinitesimal change in the strength
has a sinusoidally varying circulation distri- of the point vortex, dFP, there is also, at some posi-
bution in time as in Eq. A-1. The magnitude, tion Udt away, a filament of strength -dF,. Since U
frequency and phase of the time variation are is constant, we can say:
estimated from the experimental data.

"• A straight, semi-infinite vortex wake attached F1(x,t) = dl (t x / U) (A-3)
to each of the unsteady point vortices. dt
Vorticity is assumed to convect along the
length of the wake at a constant rate which is We will be interested in the induced velocity at a
estimated from the experimental data. The particular point in time so we can treat F as a func-
local strength of the wake is coupled to the tion of the distance along the wake. From these as-
time history of the associated point vortex and sumptions we can see:
the convection velocity and consequantly is
sinusoidal in both time and space. Eq. A-3
defines the dependence between the point F(x,) =-Fw0sinlc(t - x / U)+ a +
vortex strength and the wake strength. The 2
induced velocity is given by an integral over
the length of the wake as shown in Eq. A-4. From Eq. A-2 we can see:

"• In order to ensure the velocity is defined at F'W
all locations where a computational boundary
is likely to be positioned, the unsteady wakes co
are assumed to have finite, non-zero thick- k = --
ness. If a boundary point falls inside this re- and U
gion, the velocity due to the wake is com-
puted to be the average of the velocity in- cot + a + -r
duced at the top and bottom of the region de- 2
fined by the wake thickness.

The induced velocity from a point vortex is com-
"- Effects due to free vorticity outside of the un- puted from:
steady wakes and thickness effects of the var- FoP
ious airfoils are not included. V = -

2 irr

The software implementing the boundary condition F P
is provided in two parts. One is a subroutine called V =
by the flow solver. The other is a program used to 2'rr
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for the coordinate system defined Fig. A-1. The Computing the Wake Induced Velocity
vortex is assumed to be located at the origin of the
coordinate system and the velocity is computed at Eq. A-4 is evaluated numerically over a finite extent
point P. of the wake. In order for this approach to be valid,

the influence of a semi-infinite wake must approach
P zero as the point of interest moves far upstream of

y the start of the wake. With this assumption, we can
Y °rewrite Eq. A-4 as:

1-' f -((x- X')7• •" •~~(x,y) =-'-- sin(kx"/x + fl)(x-')

27, x 
- X (A-5)

where we have assumed kx>>ky. We can rewrite thisFigure A-1. Point vortex coordinatesas
as:

For the wake, the situation is considerably more
complicated. For a circulation distribution defined I " f costP sin kx' + sinfPcos kx'
by Eq. A-2 and the coordinate system of Fig. A-2,y 27 kx - kx'
the induced velocity is given by: (A-6)

-( ) F' - k (Y-(X-x'x)]',J and since we also require x<O, the singularity associ-

V~~)=- 1 sn2z 3) 2 ated with~ is not adifficulty.

(A-4)
We can say:

where i andj are the unit vectors in the x and y co-
ordinate directions. (The above epression is obtained sin(ax)
by integrating the velocity due to a planar vortex J = sin(/3a)ci(/3a)
sheet once in the direction parallel to the vortex fil- fl - x
ament we are representing with a point vortex.) - cos(13a)(si(/3a) + ir) (A-7)

" cos(---")
c x cos(fna)ci('3a)

yjf +sin(fla)(si(fla) + 7r) (A-8)

for a>O. The sine and cosine integral functions have
"qlhll,.been used here where:

( F-w (X,t1) si(x) =- sinS- dt
f (t

Cos tFigure 2. Wake Coordinates ci(x) = j

In cases where kx>O and ky=O, it is assumed the
computation point is inside the viscous region of the We are interested in the case where x approaches
wake. For these cases, the velocity is computed at negative infinity. The integral functions evaluate to:
the locations where y=+1/2 (wake thickness) and
averaged. The wake thickness is a specified parame- limsi(x) = -r (A-9)
ter.

limci(x) = ±7ri (A-10)
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where we will take the real part of Eq. A-10.
Substituting these into Eq. A-6 results in:

imn = 0 (A-11)

This argument suggests using a finite portion of the
wake will eventually converge as longer extents are
integrated. No rigorous assesment of the conver-
gence properties of the sequence generated by this
process has been performed. Simple numerical ex-
periments suggest it may be necessary to take 1000
or more periods of the wake to obtain accuracy in
the range of 1 part in 104.
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Computation of Unsteady Viscous Flow with Application to
the MIT Flapping Foil Experiment

E. Paterson and F. Stern
(University of Iowa, USA)

ABSTRACT y+ = wall coordinate (= U~y/v)
S = boundary-layer thickness

A time-accurate unsteady viscous-flow 8 =phoundangle

method is validated through calculations and r = phase angle

comparisons with the Massachusetts Institute of v = kinematic viscosity

Technology flapping-foil experiment. Solutions v, = eddy viscosity

are obtained using a small domain surrounding = frequency parameter ( L/Uo)

the foil, a tunnel domain that included the foil and = curvilinear coordinates ( 7= ,
the tunnel walls, and a complete domain that Tw = wall-shear stress
included the foil and both the tunnel walls and the 0 = transport quantities (U,V,W)
upstream flappers. In the latter case, the (o = circular frequency (= 21rf)
CHIMERA overlaid-grid method was used. The
solutions give similar overall agreement with the INTRODUCTION
data for both steady and unsteady flow, which
demonstrates that such problems can be handled Although most practical engineering
with a variety of formulations, although the flows are inherently unsteady and viscous, the
boundary data, cpu time, and storage physical understanding is in its infancy in
requirements are different. The physics are comparison to steady flow, due to the complexity
complex with analogy to Stokes layers and of performing experiments and computations
explicated through analysis of the axial pressure even for simplified configurations, as evidenced
gradient, which exhibits upstream and by the sparse number of studies documented in
downstream traveling waves over the foil and in the literature for unsteady vs. steady flow (e.g.,
the near wake and in the intermediate wake, the proceedings of this conference). Unsteady
respectively, due to nonlinearities induced by the flows can be conveniently grouped into three
convective acceleration and steady/unsteady categories: (1) natural, (2) forced, and (3)
interactions. The nature of the unsteady interacting. For all three, the predominant
displacement thickness suggests viscous-inviscid number of studies are experimental vs.
interaction as a possible mechanism for the axial computational, as indicated by the example
pressure-gradient response. references given.

Naturally unsteady flow refers to
NOMENCLATURE conditions under which the unsteadiness arises

from flow separation and associated vortex wakes
c = wave speed (A or jet and shear-layer instabilities. Most
CP = pressure coefficient information is for two-dimensional flows, whichL= phraterisse coi ength includes the Reynolds number (Re) dependence
L = characteristic (foil) length of the separation points, vortex-shedding
p = pressure frequencies [i.e., Strouhal number(St)], and wake-
Re = Reynolds number ( = ULIv) patterns for a variety of bluff bodies both with
t = time sharp (e.g., flat plates at incidence) and smooth
Ui = ensemble averaged velocity (e.g., circular cylinders) edges [1,2,3]. The

components in Cartesian situation is similar for three-dimensional flows,
coordinates (= U, V,W) but the number of studies is drastically reduced

u u'-1. = Reynolds stress tensor [4,5].
x = Cartesian coordinates (= x,y,z)
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Forced unsteady flow refers to force propeller representation in the viscous-flow
conditions under which the unsteadiness arises method obtained interactively using a vortex-
from body motions or moving boundaries (e.g., lattice propeller-performance method for
rotor-type flows and control surfaces) or specified inflow [18]. Subsequently, cfd methods
oscillating streams (e.g., boundary layers with were applied directly to calculating the propeller-
oscillating external flows) such that there is an blade and wake flows both for idealized [19] and
identifiable predominant forcing frequency. With practical turboprop and marine propulsors [20].
respect to the former, relatively few studies have Currently, efforts are being directed towards
been conducted for realistic geometries, due to extending the latter methods for unsteady flow
the complexity of such configurations and the with consideration to issues of efficient large-
geometric dependence of the resulting data. scale time-accurate computations for fixed- and
However, a number of studies have examined the moving-boundary problems [21, 22].
idealized geometry of a pitching foil where the The present paper describes the initial
interest has ranged from inviscid flutter analysis efforts in extensions for unsteady-flow
[6] to dynamic stall [7-9]. The situation is similar calculations and validation through calculations
for oscillating external flows where model and comparisons with the Massachusetts Institute
problems such as flat-plate boundary layers (i.e., of Technology (MIT) Marine Hydrodynamics
Stokes-layer overshoots, phase angles, and Laboratory flapping-foil experiment (ffx). ffx
streaming) both for laminar and turbulent flow represents a two-dimensional simulation of
[10] and foils embedded in transverse gusts [11] propeller-blade and wake flow, i.e., a blade
have been studied. section (foil) embedded in vertical and horizontal

Interacting unsteady flow refers to gusts generated by upstream pitching foils
conditions under which both natural and forced (flappers) (figure 1). ffx was conducted such that
unsteadiness are present and interact. Obviously, calculations could be performed either for a small
in this case, the least information is available, domain with given boundary data (sd), for the
although this may, in fact, be the most important tunnel domain with a specified inflow (td), or for
category with regard to engineering design the complete domain, including the upstream
improvement. The few studies that have been flappers (cd). Associated with ffx was the 29-30
conducted were concerned with wake and March 1993 Office of Naval Research
separation control [12,13] and blade/vortex (ONR)/MIT Unsteady-Flow Workshop in which
[14,15] and rotor/stator [16] interactions. In the various groups of researchers submitted blind
former cases, it has been demonstrated that wakes computations (i.e., with only the experimental
with harmonic disturbances behave like nonlinear conditions and boundary data) for either sd, td, or
oscillators and are characterized by cd and met at the workshop for the comparisons
synchronization (i.e., lock-in) vs. non lock-in with the data and discussion. At the workshop,
conditions depending on the ratio of the IIHR submitted blind computations for sd.
frequency of the disturbance fe to St (i.e., state- Herein, these results will be presented along with
selection diagram or resonant horns of amplitude more recent results for sd, td, and cd. In the latter
vs. feSt), which has been further explicated case, the CHIMERA overlaid-grid method was
through stability analysis [17], and similarly the used, which has also been under investigation for
ability to control separation through disturbances other fixed- and moving-boundary problems [22].
at certain fe. In the latter cases, the studies are The recent results were presented at the 13
somewhat preliminary in that, thus far, the blade September 1993 post workshop meeting.
and stator flows, respectively, are usually steady. In the following, the computational

The present work is part of a larger method and ffx are described and the
project at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic computational conditions, grids, and uncertainty
Research (IIHR) specifically concerning the are given. Then, the results are discussed for both
development of computational fluid dynamics steady and unsteady flow, including comparisons
(cfd) methods with application to marine with the data, discussion of the ONR/MIT
propulsors. Marine propulsors are unique in workshop and post workshop meetings, and
comparison to related applications (e.g., analysis and analogy to Stokes layers. Lastly,
turbomachinery, turboprops, and rotors) in that some concluding remarks are made, including
they operate in the thick hull boundary layer future work.
and/or appendage wakes such that complex
naturally (hull flow) and forced (propulsor flow) COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
unsteady interactions occur. Initially, cfd
methods were applied to propeller/hull interaction The computational method is based on
utilizing an interactive approach, i.e., a body- extensions of [19] for time-accurate unsteady-
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flow calculations. Although the basic viscous-
flow method [23] utilized in [19,20] was 1 1
developed with the capability of unsteady-flow where - R=- + ve . (5)
calculations, only very limited such calculations Ra Re
had previously been performed. In the following, Transformation of (1-5) into nonorthogonal
an overview is given of the equations and curvilinear coordinates is such that the
coordinate system, turbulence model, computational domain forms a simple rectangular
discretization and velocity-pressure coupling, parallelepiped with equal grid spacing. The
solution domains and boundary conditions, and transformation is a partial one since it involves
grid generation. The modifications required for the coordinates only and not the velocity
time-accurate computations are also discussed. components. The transformation is accomplished
The method is applicable to unsteady three- through thee and of the expression for the
dimensional flow; however, the current divergence and "chain-rule" definitions of the
presentation is for unsteady two-dimensional flow gradient and Laplacian operators, which relate the
in view of ffx. Further details concerning the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates x1 = (x,y,z) to
basic viscous-flow method are provided in [23] the nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinates 4' =
and associated references. (4,77,0. In this manner, (1-5) can be rewritten as

follows
Equations and Coordinate System

d (bjj U = 0 (6)
The continuity and Reynolds-averaged (6 )4'

Navier Stokes (RaNS) equations for unsteady
incompressible flow are written in the physical .. 02 o da +S (7)
domain using Cartesian coordinates and tensor g9 2a1  -R
notation with x positive downstream, y normal to ad5adi * .•- - -t + (7)
x, and the origin at the foil leading edge (figure
1). In nondimensional form the equations are with

di0(1) 2a'= b -fj (8)
-x n~ dut + d4' wee x

au. +u Oa7+
d~ jdj+2K+ dp x+U+ (2) where - is nonzero only for moving-grid

1 (2)d ' x andd
R V2 Ui =0 applications.
Re

Turbulence Model
with V2 02

with V2 = x- and Ui = (U,V,W) and ui Closure is attained through a quasi-steady
(u,v,w) are the components of the ensemble- application of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
averaged velocity and turbulent fluctuations, model with modifications to account both for the
respectively, and p is the pressure. All variables effects of wake asymmetry [24,25] and axial
are nondimensionalized using Uo, L, and p. pressure gradients [26]. The former was used to

The Reynolds stress is related to the mean obtain the solutions for all three domains (sd, td,
rate of strain by an isotropic eddy viscosity Vt and cd), whereas the latter was only used for td

(denoted tddp/dx).
S d 2For the standard Baldwin-Lomax model, in

UiUj :V, +--•- )--"3.k (3) the near-wall layer

v,,=e~ l~j (9)
upon which (2) becomes

where the length scale is based on the mixing
dUi + (Uj _ dvt ) dUi dv, dUj length
dt Oxj) Oxj Ox' Oxx

+ +•-• k -.--...V2 =0 =Ky 1-exp (10)
x' 3, 3) RO
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and the vorticity (o is used to determine the 2 0.0132
velocity scale. In the outer-layer Ckleb = 3 0.1724 +

v,.= kCpFFKb(13 - 4 Ckeb
2 Cklb (2 - 3 Ckteb + Cjk'kb)

where - Ymax dU

FKkb =1+5.5 CKeb Y 
(12)

Ymax Note that the zero gradient values Cp = 1.2 and
2Ckleb = 0.646 are significantly different from the

FWk =min YmaxFmax; CwkYmax ) (13) standard Baldwin-Lomax values.

+) Discretization and Velocity-Pressure Coupling
F(y) = Y[•( -exp A+ (14)

The finite-analytic method is used to
/2 2 ( reduce (7) to algebraic form. Each local

dff #U2 V2)max _ # 2 + V2)min (15) rectangular numerical element is linearized by
evaluating the coefficients and source functions at

FKIeb is the Klebanoff intermittency function. In the interior node P and transformed again into a
Fwk, the first and second expressions are effective normalized form by a simple coordinate
in attached and separated boundary layers (and stretching. In addition, the temporal derivative is

wakes), respectively. The velocity scale F,,,,,, is expressed as a second-order backward finite

determined from (14) and ym , is the difference. An analytical solution is obtained by
i xt separation of variables with specified boundarycorresponding y-coordinate. The empirical functions. As a result, a 9-point finite-analytic

constants are: ic = 0.4, k = 0.0168, CP = 1.6, formula is obtained

CKIeb= 0.3, Ck = 0.25, andA+ = 26.

The standard Baldwin-Lomax model is not 1
suitable for asymmetric wakes where two - 3 Re
different values for ym, and F,,a result from the 1 + - LO
merging of the suction- and pressure-side 2 T (18)
boundary layers. Therefore, the eddy viscosity on [8R __ 1 )
the far-wake centerline is rendered single-valued Cnb+ C 22
by taking the maximum value from both sides of I
the wake.

The resulting computational stencil includes all

Vt,fwk = kCpFKlb max(Fk, top ,Fwk,b, ) (16) eight neighboring nodal values and the values at
the two previous time-steps. Since (18) is
implicit, both in space and time, its assembly for

The eddy-viscosity distribution is asymmetric due all elements results in a set of simultaneous
to the evaluation of Fkleb on each side of the wake. algebraic equations that is solved using a line-
For both FKxeb and Fw,, y is measured from the ADI approach with under-relaxation.
point of maximum wake deficit. Finally, since The coupling of the velocity and pressure
(11) is only valid in the far wake, a blending fields in an efficient time-accurate fashion
function is used to provide a smooth transition required changing from a SIMPLER algorithm,
from the boundary layer to the far wake which requires global iterations for time accuracy,

vexp x-xt ( to a split-operator approach based on the PISO
V,,wk = Vt,fwk + ( - 20, (17) algorithm. The first step is to implicitly solve the

momentum equations given the pressure field

where vt,ie is the distribution at the trailing edge of from the previous time step using (18). Next, the
the foil. implicit pressure equation and the explicit

The effects of axial pressure gradient were velocity correction are solved iteratively until
investigated through the use of Granville's continuity is satisfied. In both steps, the finite-
modified coefficients Cp and CKIeb such that they analytic coefficients Cb are updated in each
are functions of a Clauser-type pressure-gradient iteration, thus retaining the nonlinear nature of the
parameter / RaNS equations.
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Solution Domains and Boundary Conditions a2u i2V
S0, x--O- (25)

In terms of the notation of figure 1, the

boundary conditions are as follows. P --> extrapoloted
For sd: on the top and bottom surfaces

_-dnt For cd: on the tunnel walls S4: aj-nd on the

exit plane S=_ (23) and (25) are applied,

U= U V - Ua respectively, on the inlet. S_.d,

d(due+ due "Ve e dx (19) U=I, V=0, =0 (26)
J~dU ded eU 0(6P= d[ t U d x "'-

i.e., uniform flow is assumed, and on the flapper
where irrotationality has been assumed so that the surfaces Sff,
velocity derivatives in the evaluation of the
pressure can be prescribed by the data and the U = -a,4 cos(ý;r)(y - y,)
upstream lower comer of the sd boundary (see V = a, 4 cos(4r)(x - Xr) (27)
figure 1) is fixed at an instantaneous reference
pressure defined as the volume average over the dp = 0
computational domain [27] dn

Prf pdV ' (20) where a = a, sin(ý4r) is the flapper angle, (xryr)

is the center of rotation, r is the nondimensional

on the inlet S542, time, and 4 (= aoL/Uo) is the frequency parameter
(or St), which is twice the reduced frequency k

U=Ue, V=Ve (= 1/24).
dp dUe U (21) Grid Generation

-a t e -aX + Ve e -

Three grid-generation techniques were

and on the exit plane S~d3, used depending on the domain and grid topology.
EAGLE [28] was used to generate c-grids for

a2U  a2V both the foil in sd (figure 2) and the flappers in cd
&2 (figure 4). Algebraic h-grids were used for td and

cd (figures 3 and 4) with hyperbolic tangent
p -> extrapoloted stretching functions and transfinite interpolation

such that the grid spacing was controlled along
where Ue and Ve are specified from the data. the foil surface, leading and trailing edges, and

For td: on the tunnel walls S,.d, the flapper wakes. CHIMERA domain
decomposition [29,30] was used for cd to resolve

U Odp the oscillating flappers by decomposing cd into
-- =, V=0, - (23) three separate, but coupled domains. Grid-to-grid

communication was facilitated through bi-linear

interpolation of the flow variables (U,V,p) from
on the inlet. St2, the foil grid to the flapper outer boundaries and

from the flapper grids to the foil hole boundaries.
U=Ue, V=Ve Holes in the foil grid are created by excluding

ap aU au Ue (24) points that lay within specified boundaries on the
SP = -e + Ue x + Ve flapper grids. Typically, these boundaries areax at ay specified such that a three or four point overlap

region exists. The interpolation coefficients and
where Ue and Ve are a combination of the data holes and hole boundaries were determined a
(figure 3) and an inviscid model of an internal priori for each time step. Figure 4 shows global
progressive wave (Appendix A), and on the exit and detailed views of the overlaid grid system.
21P 5_0td3, The use of oscillating, overlaid grids

required modifications of the tridiagonal solver
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to incorporate the hole boundary conditions and measurements, the value at each time step is the
to solve across hole regions ensemble, or phase, average over 250 periods and

had a temporal discretization of 180 points over
ai = ai * IBLANKi the period.

b, = b* IBLANK1 + (1 - IBLANK,) Prior to the workshop, steady and unsteady
(28) (U,V) data was provided on sd boundaries (figure

ci = ci * IBLANK, 2) and a large portion of td inlet (figure 3) along

di= diIBLANK1 + (1- IBLANK,) e (pwith steady boundary-layer profiles. After the
workshop, unsteady boundary-layer profiles and

where IBLANK is 0 for a hole point and 1 for a pressure data was provided at the locations shown
field point, ai, b-, ci, and di correspond to the in figure 1.

Experimental uncertainty is due to
lower, center, upper diagonals, and right hand instrument accuracy, geometric uncertainty, and
side ofrte tridiagonal matrix, respectively, and data processing. The velocity data on sd
rpi corresponds to the flow variable value inside boundaries has a standard deviation of 0.029 in

or on the hole boundary. the streamwise direction and 0.016 in the vertical
direction. Standard deviations for the boundary-

MIT FLAPPING-FOIL EXPERIMENT layer profiles vary from about 0.15 close to the
foil surface to about 0.025 at the edge of the

ffx represents a two-dimensional boundary layer. The unsteady pressure
simulation of propeller-blade and wake flow, i.e., measurements had a standard deviation of 0.02
a foil embedded in vertical and horizontal gusts. based upon absolute pressure. There was some
The gust (i.e., traveling-wave) models the flow uncertainty in the foil angle of attack due to the
experienced by a propeller-blade section as it difficulty of determining the precise location of
rotates through the nonuniform hull and/or the foil in the tunnel. The data was normalized by
appendage wake. The purpose of the experiment the velocity at the exit of the contraction
was to provide detailed measurements for measured without the flappers and foil, i.e., 20.94
validation of unsteady cfd methods and to provide ft/sec. This presents no problems for sd and td
data for the determination of appropriate Kutta comparisons since they use the data for boundary
conditions for unsteady potential-flow methods. conditions; however, cd was normalized based on
Details of the experimental objectives, apparatus a unit reference inlet value such that the presence
and procedures are documented in [31-331. of the flappers and foil are included, which results

in a 3% lower velocity on Std2 in comparison to
Experimental Geometry, Information, and the data. A similar difference was confirmed by
Uncertainty MIT through inviscid-flow predictions.

The experiments were performed in the COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS, CONDITIONS,
closed-loop MIT Variable-Pressure Water AND UNCERTAINTY
Tunnel. The test section is 53 inches long and 20
inches square with a freestream turbulence level The grids for sd, td, and cd are shown in
of about 1%. The foil is a modified NACA 66 figures 2-4, respectively. sd and td grids have
with a chord and span length of 18 and 20 inches, 181 x 80 (14,480) and 180 x 179 (32,330) points,
respectively, and was fixed at an angle of attack respectively. cd has 240 x 179 (42,960) points
of 1.18-1.34'. Transition was set at x = 0.105 on and 71 x 40 (2840) points for the foil and
both sides using 0.050 inch diameter epoxy disks flappers, respectively, for a total of 48,640. For
0.008 inch high separated by 0.050 inch. The each domain, approximately 40 points span the
flappers are NACA 0025 with a chord and span boundary-layer and the near-wall grid spacing
length of 3 and 19.5 inches, respectively, and are was set such that the first grid point was located
driven by a variable-speed motor, which was at y' =0.1.
designed to operate at reduced frequencies of up The experimental values of Re and 4 were
to 10. The flappers oscillated with an amplitude used in the calculations. The calculations were
of 60 and a frequency of 16 Hz. The made at an angle of attack of 1.34'. An
corresponding Re based on the foil chord length additional td calculation was made for angle of
and reference velocity 20.94 ft/sec is 3.78x106 attack 1. 18', which indicated a 2% change in the
and the reduced frequency is k = 3.6 steady lift. The unsteady solution was

Velocity and surface-pressure unchanged. The solution submitted for the
measurements were made using a two-component workshop (denoted sdorig) used the data, which
laser Doppler velocimeter and miniature pressure
transducers, respectively. For the unsteady was smoothed using a cubic spline and
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interpolated both in time and space along sd conditions introduces errors from smoothing and
boundaries using a bi-quadratic polynomial, to interpolating, experimental uncertainties, and
evaluate the pressure from (19). However, the insufficient spatial resolution. The numerical
coarseness of the data introduced errors in the method is second-order in time and

evaluation of (19) and lead to erroneous results, approximately first order in space. Therefore,
given At - 0.01, the temporal truncation errors are

especially for pressure. Subsequently, a revised 10-4).
sd (denoted sd) used td to provide finer resolution
data for the boundary conditions. For td inlet COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS AND
boundary Std2, smoothed and interpolated data DATA
provided approximately 60% of the tunnel inflow
area and, as previously mentioned, the remaining sd, sdorig, td, tddp/dx, and cd results are
40% was specified using a potential-flow compared wit% each other and the data.
approximation. For cd, the boundary-conditions Comments are made concerning the overall
were well-posed and required no special results at the ONR/MIT Unsteady-Flow
treatment. However, no turbulence model was Workshop and post workshop meetings. The
used in the flapper domains. Lastly, for each velocity, pressure, shear-stress, and force

domain, transition was fixed by forcing the eddy harmonic amplitude and phase are Fourier

viscosity upstream of the boundary-layer trip to analyzed

zero. 20
Time-step sensitivity studies were U(x, y,t) = U0 (x, y) + Y Un (x, y) sin[n~t + y. (x, y)]

conducted for sd which showed that n=i

approximately 50 time steps/period provided a 2
time-step independent solution. For sd and td, Un (x, y) +n

the time step was 1/50 of a period (At = 0.01745) yr (x, y) =tan-' (any (30)
and for cd, the time step was 1/64 of the period b b~n
(At = 0.01364). Grid sensitivity studies were 2 T

conducted for steady flow from which the a, = T JU(x,y,'r)cos(ný,r)dT
boundary-layer and near-wall grid spacing -=0
described earlier was determined. Resolution of T

the point distribution in the wake of the flappers b = 2 fU(xy, T)sin(n4T)d'
for both td and cd was not studied.

The steady-flow solution was used as the T=0

starting point for each calculation and typically 2 where yn is with respect to the flapper angle.
periods for sd and 4 periods for td and cd were
required to attain a periodic solution. Cpu time Steady Flow (Zeroth Harmonic)
per period on a CRAY YMP was 15 minutes, 45
minutes, and 2 hours for sd, td, and cd,
respectively, and storage requirements ranged Figure 5 shows td and cd (Uo,Vo) on St 2
from 4 MW for sd to 8 MW for cd. Typically, 25 and SSdl top and bottom, including data. On Std2,
and 50 iterations were required for the implicit cd U0 shows smaller magnitude and flapper
momentum and the pressure-velocity correction wakes with larger width and deficit than the data
steps, respectively, to satisfy the convergence and Vo i n agreement. On Ssdl, td and data U0
criterion of R < 0.0001, where the residual was agree, whereas cd agrees in shape, but under
defined as predicts the magnitude. td and cd Vo are similar,

but show an axial decay in comparison to thei max .. ..ii)U~~t 11 data.

R=max. FU('tt) - U(tit - 1)a, The surface pressure is shown in figure 6.
(29)x sd and td are close to the data on the pressure1 (29) side, but over predict on the suction side. cd is

yr IV(iit) -- V(i,itt- 1)similar on the pressure side and closer to the data
--- imax on the suction side. The latter is consistent with

the lower inlet velocity. Over the adverse
pressure-gradient region on the suction side,

and i, it, and imax are the grid-point and iteration tddp/dx shows improvement (i.e., closer agreement
indices and total number of grid points, with the data). The corresponding lift for sd, td,
respectively. cd, sdorig, and tddp/dx are 0.65, 0.65, 0.60, 0.54,

Uncertainty in the solutions is due to the
boundary conditions and truncation errors. For sd and 0.63.
and td, the process of using data for boundary
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The wall-shear stress is shown in figure 7. Figure 11 shows the surface-pressure first-
The fixed transition along with a small region of and second-harmonic amplitude and phase. In
separation on the last 5% on the suction side are comparison to the data, sd, td, and tddp/dx show
displayed. sd and td agree, but cd shows lower amplitudes of similar magnitude. The shapes and
values, zero values at certain x/L are different and

The steady velocity profiles are shown in unconfirmed by the limited data. tddp/dX shows
figure 8. The solutions agree with the data, improvement. The large second harmonic is
except near the trailing edge, where tddp/dx shows consistent with the lift and drag and was
improvement, especially on the suction side. The attributed by MIT to an excited mode of tunnel
change in the zero-gradient values of Ckieb and vibration [33]. Recall the large td second-
CC, had a larger influence than the fl corrections. harmonic amplitudes on Std2. cd first-harmonic
cd shows a consistent 3% under prediction amplitude is larger than the others and cd second-
outside the boundary layer Wall-coordinate harmonic amplitude, the latter of which is similar
profiles of the data [34] indicate extensive regions to the others. This trend is consistent with the lift
of transitional flow on both the pressure (x < and drag. On both sides, cd and tddp/dX indicate
0.76) and suction (x < 0.61) sides, (i.e., increasing phase (i.e., upstream traveling wave),
unexpected departures for the data from the whereas sd and td indicate nearly constant values
logarithmic-overlap law) and boundary effects on with 1800 changes at the zero-value locations.
the near-wall data, which may partly explain the The limited data indicate constant phase with no
differences between the solutions and data. particular agreement with the solutions.
However, the level of agreement for the solutions Figure 12 shows the wall-shear stress first-
without and with the pressure-gradient and second-harmonic amplitude and phase. The
modifications appears to be a general assessment solutions show amplitudes of similar magnitude
of the current capabilities of isotropic turbulence for both harmonics. The first-harmonic phases
models since it is consistent with the overall indicate: on the pressure side, decreasing values
results reported in the literature. (i.e., downstream traveling wave) on the forebody

and upstream traveling wave on the afterbody for
Unsteady Flow sd, td, and tddp/dx and vice versa for cd; and on the

suction side, downstream traveling wave for sd
Figure 5 includes td and cd first-harmonic and td, cd similar to the pressure side, and

amplitude (UI, V1) and phase (yui, yv). On Std2, upstream traveling wave for tddp/dx. The second-
cd agrees in amplitude shape and phase, but under harmonic phases indicate: on the pressure side,
predicts the former magnitude. Also shown are td nearly constant values with 1800 changes at the
second-harmonic amplitudes (U2, V2), which are zero-value locations for sd, td, and cd and
large, particularly near the flapper wakes. On Smd upstream traveling wave for tddp/dx; and on the
top, td U, agrees in magnitude, but lacks the suction side, nearly constant values with 1800
spatial oscillations in the data. cd U1 is under changes at the zero-value locations for sd, td, and
predicted, but displays similar spatial oscillations tddp/dX and upstream taveling wave for cd.
as the data. td V, agrees in magnitude and shape The velocity first-harmonic amplitude and
and cd V1 in magnitude with the data. On SSdl phase (U1 , in) profiles are also shown in figure 8.
bottom, both td and cd U1 show agreement in Both the solutions and data indicate, for x _ 0.784
magnitude, but under predict the spatial (pressure side) and < .9 (suction side), amplitudes
oscillations. td and cd V, show an axial decay in with small overshoots and phases with increasing
comparison to the data. The phases are in lags with x and smooth transition across the
agreement with the data and show a downstream boundary layer, whereas for x greater than these
traveling wave [in the Fourier analysis, the values, amplitudes and phases with a two-layer
argument of the trigonometric functions (4t + )) structure: relatively constant values of different
is equivalent to characteristic lines 4(t ± x/c), magnitude for the inner and outer flows with a
which corresponds to downstream(7 = -41c) or zero amplitude and 1800 phase shift at the
upstream(y= +ýI/c) traveling waves], inner/outer boundary (i.e., boundary-layer

Figures 9 and 10 show the lift and drag thickness). The magnitudes are close to the data
time histories. The magnitudes are similar; and tddp/dx shows improvement, especially near
however, sd, td, and tddpld, indicate a second the trailing edge. In the wake, the solutions show
harmonic, whereas cd is primarily first harmonic, large differences, especially near the wake
and sdorig shows large oscillations. There are centerline. sd, sdorig, and td have a smaller
larger differences for ACD than ACt amplitude near the centerline and a larger

amplitude outside the boundary layer in
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comparison to cd and and tddp/dX, which show The results are further analyzed through
large overshoots. Initially, the phase shows a discussion of the relationship between the flow
continuation of the boundary-layer response and pattern and axial pressure gradient. The analogy
then by x = 1.1, leads for sd, td, and tddp/dx and between the present flow and Stokes layers for
lags for cd and Sdorig on the pressure side and other idealized geometries is discussed.
leads on the suction side. Figure 16 shows the perturbation axial

Figure 13 shows axial-velocity contours pressure-gradient contours at the same time steps
for sd, td, and cd at t = 0. The difference in the as figure 15. Comparison of the figures indicates
domain size, consistency between the solutions, the direct correspondence between the flow
and wavy nature of the flow are evident. cd pattern and axial pressure gradient, i.e., the flow
shows continuity across the overlaid-grid region directions are consistent with the regions of
and flapper wakes that are wider than td, which favorable and adverse gradients. The complexity
indicates almost zero width, of the wake is evident, including higher

The solutions are similar in showing harmonics and upstream and downstream
overall good agreement with the data, except for traveling waves over the foil and in the near wake
sdorig unsteady lift and drag; however, detailed and in the intermediate wake, respectively. The
differences are evident between the solutions and upstream traveling waves are consistent with the
the data. Since tddp/dx showed improvement, it surface-pressure first-harmonic phase.
alone will be used for further discussion. The nature of this correspondence can beFigure 14 shows the perturbation-velocity explicated by solving the axial Euler equation
(i.e., difference between steady and unsteady) [i.e., (2) without the viscous and Reynolds-stress

time-history contours, which vividly exhibit the terms] for the axial pressure gradient and
features described with regard to the first- evaluating the relative importance of the various
harmonic velocity profiles and data. tddp/dx trends terms using Fourier analysis

are smoother, due to the coarseness of the data U(x, y, t) = U0 (x, y)
(13 points across the boundary layer).

Figure 15 shows the perturbation velocity +U1 (x, y) sin(ýt + yi (x, y))
vectors and particle traces at various time steps.
The interaction between the flapper-induced +U2 (x,y)sin(24t+ YU, 2 (XM))
vortices and foil is complex: distortion and V(x,y,t) = Vo(x,y) (1
increased speed on the suction (c = 1.26) vs. the
pressure (c = 1.05) side such that 5 vs. 4 vortices +VI(x,y)sin(•t+ yv,i(x,y))
are observed; and secondary counter-rotating +V2(x,y)sin(24t + Yv,2 (x,Y))
vortices near the trailing edge and in the wake.
The latter directly correlate with and explicate the and tdd,/dx. Corresponding to orders Uo, U1, and
region where the first-harmonic velocity profiles U2, 2 + 11 + 19 = 32 terms arise, respectively,
displayed the two-layer structure. which were evaluated along lines j 40 and 185

At the ONR/MIT Unsteady-Flow outside the boundary layer at yl 104 (figure
Workshop [35] and post workshop meetings, ten outsIn the latter caser t y r are
groups from naval laboratories (DTMB & NRL) 1d7a). In the latter cases, three terms are
and universities (Iowa, Cincinnati, Minnesota, dominant, one from the temporal and two from
Mississippi State, Penn State, VPI) submitted the convective acceleration, such that
solutions using a variety of methods (inviscid, 2
boundary-layer, and RaNS) and domains (sd, td, _ Po + P, sin(n~t+y,'v,+"P•) (32)
and cd). There were differences/difficulties -- x P,0 + n+
between/with the solutions for both steady and
unsteady flow: the groups using sd had similar where
problems; the steady lift ranged from 0.54 to
0.70; inability to predict the details of the steady 2
separation; and the unsteady-flow trends varied .+ dU' 2
considerably. However, three groups, Iowa, Px,d= +x UoU--x +U U d
MSU [36]. and PSU [37] had the best results of a X " x)

ANALYSIS AND ANALOGY TO STOKES U0 -n-(A)

LAYERS U, x
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and j',, is with respect to yu,, -n~x/c. values. The amplitudes display a double-peak
across the boundary layer and the phase isThree cases are of particular interest: (1) U,• constant in the sub-layer, The large change in

Uj(x) (i.e., U,, = 0) such that A = + -c and .= phase shown in the overlap region (10 < y+ <
+ it/2, where + corresponds to a lead (i.e., 1000) correspond to the lags shown in the
temporal wave with c -- -c) and - to a lag (i.e., velocity profiles. The role of the turbulence
spatial wave with c -- 0); and (2) U,, = ax (i.e., model vs. physics for the sub-layer region is
U, = a) such that A and 0; and (3) unknown, as no data is available.

In conclusion, ffx physics are complex
U,, = sin(n~xB/c) (i.e., Ux,, = cos(n~xB/c)) with analogy to Stokes layers (i.e., overshoots and

such that A = tan(n~xB/c) and ý',,, =-n•xBc, phase shifts) for temporal, spatial, and traveling
horizontal-wave external flows [10,38,39]. The

where B = 1 (i.e., U, primarily first harmonic) latter study has shown the differences/similarities
corresponds to a temporal wave and B - 2 (i.e., between these flows and that the response for the
U,, primarily second harmonic) an upstream latter two is extreme due to nonlinearities induced
traveling wave. by the convective acceleration such that further

Figure 17b shows the velocity first- and study is required, especially to document the
second-harmonic amplitudes along j-40 and 185. nature of the interaction between the mean and
The former is primarily second harmonic on the turbulent motions. The present work supports
foil (i.e., case 3) and linearly decreasing in the this conclusion and, moreover, displays the
wake (i.e., case 2), which is consistent with figure additional complexity for combined vertical and
5. Figure 17c indicates B = 1.2 and 1.8 on the horizontal waves.
pressure and suction sides, respectively, i.e.,
upstream traveling waves, which is consistent CONCLUDING REMARKS
with figures 11 and 16. The latter is primarily
third and second harmonic on the pressure and A time-accurate unsteady viscous-flow
suction sides, respectively, on the foil and nearly method has been validated through calculations
zero in the wake. and comparisons with the Massachusetts Institute

Figure 17d shows the displacement- of Technology flapping-foil experiment.
thickness first-harmonic amplitude. Similar Solutions were obtained using a small domain
spatial oscillations as U1 are observed, but with surrounding the foil, a tunnel domain that
relatively larger values in the near wake. The included the foil and the tunnel walls, and a
maximum value coincides with the location complete domain that included the foil and both
where ��,, changes from upstream vs. zero the tunnel walls and the upstream flappers. Thewr latter case involved the use of the CHIMERA
phase, which suggests viscous-inviscid interaction overlaid-grid method. The three solutions gave
as the mechanism for the pressure-gradient similar overall agreement for both steady and
response. unsteady flow, which demonstrates that such

Figure 18 shows the velocity, pressure, and problems can be handled with a variety of
pressure-gradient first-harmonic phase for the formulations, although the boundary data, CPU
outer (y+ = 10'4), overlap (y+ = 200), and sub-layer time, and storage requirements are quite different.
(y+ = 0.1) regions. The pressure-gradient phase The physics are complex with analogy to Stokes
was obtained by differentiation of the pressure layers and are explicated through analysis of the
and, additionally, the outer region also includes axial pressure gradient, which exhibits upstream
the Euler-equation solution (33). The pressure and downstream traveling waves over the foil and
and pressure gradient indicate upstream traveling in the near wake and in the intermediate wake,
waves. At the outer region, close agreement is respectively, due to nonlinearities induced by the
shown between the two pressure gradients, which convective acceleration and steady/unsteady
validates the Euler-equation analysis. On the foil interactions. The nature of the unsteady
in the outer and overlap regions, the velocity displacement thickness suggests viscous-inviscid
shows a downstream traveling wave, whereas in interaction as a possible mechanism for the axial
the sub-layer region it follows the pressure pressure-gradientresponse.
gradient, which is consistent with the wall-shear Future work involves a parametric study
stress. In the wake, the velocity shows a for the ffx geometry for combined- and vertical-
downstream traveling wave. wave inflows (Appendix A) to determine the

Figure 19 shows the velocity first harmonic effects of frequency and extensions for realistic
amplitude and phase in wall-coordinates. The unsteady propeller/hull/appendage flows.
largest overshoots occur near y÷ = 1000, where
the phase abruptly changes from the outer to inner
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DISCUSSION Therefore, to demonstrate the validity of the
by Dr. Ming Zhu, University of Tokyo small-domain boundary-conditions, the tunnel

domain solution was used in place of the data

First, I would like to congratulate your nice with the intention of making this moot compari-

work on the unsteady NS simulation. Please son the proof that the formulation was correct.

show your Fourier analyses results of field data
about the vortex-foil interaction. I would like to
know that with your formulation, how much the DISCUSSION
unsteadiness can be caught. by Dr. Charles C. Song, University of

Minnesota

Authors'Reply Did you compare the calculated unsteady

The first twenty harmonics where calculated pressure with experimental value? One should

for the boundary-layer profiles which showed expect large differences between numerical
that the frequency content was dominated by the results based on incompressible flow theory and
first harmonic. However, the wake of foil the experiment, especially for higher frequency
showed a much richer frequency content. As far components.
as the temporal resolution of the method is con-
cerned, it is only limited by the time step used in Authors' Reply
the simulation. Since the method is implicit,
fairly large time steps are used, thus making the Yes. The differences were large, but were
resolution of higher harmonics difficult. most likely due to difficulties in obtaining accu-
However, if a broadband or higher frequency rate unsteady pressure data, not compressibility
response was expected, the time step could be effects.
reduced such that the frequencies of interest were
sufficiently resolved.

DISCUSSION
by Dr. D. H. Choi, Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology

The calculations have been performed with
three different computational domains. In prin-
ciple, if the boundary conditions are correct, the
small domain solution should be most accurate
as it eliminates any uncertainty or inaccuracy
associated with outer regions. However, since
available experimental data are sparsely dis-
tributed, the boundary conditions for the small
domain calculation are supplemented by using
the tunnel domain calculation. This essentially
makes these two calculations identical as the
small domain is a sub-domain of the tunnel
domain. Therefore, the comparison of the two
appears moot.

Authors' Reply

This is exactly the point that we wanted to
make. At the ffx workshop, the participants who
used the small domain had similarly poor solu-
tions, i.e., erroneous higher harmonics in the
pressure field. It was not clear that the small
domain could be used for simulation of the ffx.
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Time Accurate Incompressible Navier-Stokes Simulation
of the Flapping Foil Experiment

L.K. Taylor, J.A. Busby, M.Y. Jiang, A. Arabshahi, K. Sreenivas,
and D.L. Whitfield (CFD Laboratory, USA)

ABSTRACT ReL Reynolds number based on
reference length

A numerical simulation of an experiment T, T- Eigenmatrices

conducted in the Marine Hydrodyn*mics Laboratory Eim e

at Massachusetts Institute of Teclhnlogy (MII) has t Time

been performed. The experiment was designed to U, v Cartesian velocity components

study the flow about a two-dimensional hydrofoil U, V, 0, Contravariant velocities

undergoing high reduced frequency gust loading. x, y Cartesian coordinates

The gust was created by two NACA 0025 hydrofoils Artificial compressibility

oscillating sinusoidally in phase upstream of the parameter

stationary foil. Experimental data was taken in the Partial differentiation

flowfield near the stationary foil as well as on the foil Central difference operator

itself. The numerical computations were performed Viscosity

on the entire experimental domain, including the L Density

flapping foils, through the use of a two-dimensional r Time in computational space;

multiblock unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes fluid stress vector

algorithm based on artificial compressibility. A •, ri. k Curvilinear coordinates

comparison of the pressures and velocities on the
bounding box and surface of the stationary foil are INTRODUCTION
presented for the steady case, as well as time histories Steady and unsteady computations were made
and an harmonic analysis at the same locations for the of the MITdONR Flapping Foil Experiment ad
unsteady case. using the Mississippi State University incompressible

Navier-Stokes code (3). This code is three-
NOMENCLATURE dimensional; however, a two-dimensional version

A, B. K Flux Jacobians was developed for these computations. The artificial

X Roe Matrix compressibility form of the equations is solved on a
time-dependent curvilinear coordinate system. The

E, Pressure coefficient equations are discretized in finite volume form and
E, F, K Computational space flux vectors the numerical flux formulation at cell faces is based

e, f Numerical flux vectors on Roe's approximate Riemann solver (4). The
J Metric Jacobian equations are formulated for numerical solution as a
m Newton iteration parameter formal Newton method where the time derivative of
n Time level index the dependent variable vector, except for the time
p Pressure derivative of pressure in the continuity equation, is
Q Computational space dependent included in the residual term. This system is then

variable vector solved at each time step using what is referred to as
q Physical space dependent variable discretized Newton-relaxation (5). Relaxation is

vector carried out at each time step using three symmetric
* Research Engineer Gauss-Seidel passes. The computations are second-
** Graduate Student order accurate in time. For steady state solutions,
+ Professor local time stepping is used and the Jacobian matrix is
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top of block two to the centerline of the upper flapping
foil. Block four extends from the top of block three

,,,, ] to the upper tunnel wall. All grids are H-type grids.
I__z 07 This blocking arrangement allows the multiblock

9.7M .solutions to correspond exactly to a single block-------... -- - ---- .. -solution, even for unsteady flow. That is. there are no
4"=" $11 approximations at block boundary interfaces.

2 •,,A presentation of the equations and numerical
discretization will be given first, followed by a

Figure 1. Experimental Setup discussion of the numerical flux formulation and
numerical solution method. Then a section
containing a description of the stationary and

updated every 20 cycles. A Baldwin-Lomax dynamic grids that are used followed by an

turbulence model is used for all the computations. explanation of the post processing procedures that are
necessary to examine the results. Finally. results for

The Navier-Stokes code is a multiblock both the steady and unsteady cases along with

dynamic grid code and the computations are conclusions are presented.

performed using the rather complete configuration
consisting of the water tunnel walls, flapping foils,
and stationary foil (Figs. 1 and 2). No slip boundary EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL
conditions are used on the tunnel walls, flapping foils DISCRETIZATION
and stationary foil. A steady state solution is first
obtained and then motion of the flapping foils is Governing Equations
initiated by boundary conforming dynamic grids that
move in pitch with the flapping foils at a reduced The unsteady two-dimensional incompressible
frequency of 3.62 based on the half-chord of the Navier-Stokes equations without body forces are
stationary foil. The grid extends approximately two written in Cartesian coordinates and in conservative
stationary foil chord lengths upstream of the leading form. The quantities used to nondimensionalize these
edge of the stationary foil and five stationary chord equations are, a characteristic length, and freestream
lengths downstream of the trailing edge of the values of velocity, density, and viscosity. Pressure is
stationary foil. (Note that the entire grid is not normalized using the following relationship
presented in Fig. 2.) Characteristic variable boundary (p - p,,)/I V. , where the subscript denotes a

freestream or reference value (3M. The resulting set of
nondimensional equations are then transformed to a
general time-dependent body-conforming
curvilinear coordinate system given by

4 = 4(x,yt)

T = t.

Figure 2. Computational Grid The time-dependent nature of this transformation
will allow all computations to be carried out on a
fixed uniform computational domain even though

conditions are used at both the upstream inflow components of the physical domain may be in motion.

boundary and downstream outflow boundary.
Velocities are specified at the inflow while static Artificial compressibility is introduced after the
pressure is set at the outflow. transformation to insure that the continuity equation

is satisfied for dynamic grid applications (6). The
For these multiblock computations, four blocks resulting set of equations may be written as

are used. Block one extends from the lower tunnel
wall to the centerline of the lower flapping foil. Block aQ a(E - Ej) a(F - F) o (2)
two extends from the top of block one to the centerline -+ + =
of the stationary foil. Block three extends from the
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where _ = xOy7 - yýX•

[P and the metric quantities are
Q = J uI = (y

L vi = J-'(- xq)

Afl(U - 0 AV - 17) ?Ix= J-.(- y)

E = J uU + , F = UV+ qp r7,=J-'(xý)

VU 1 1 = - X -,- Yy,.
L I Numerical Discretization

A finite-volume discretization of Eq. (2) in
two-dimensional computational space may be
written as

SV + O+6(E - Ej + 6+<F- =0 (3)
Ev• J ] F,= J [T• ]r A4 A

T • where the indices i, j correspond to a cell center and
the central difference operator 6 is given by

6 * ( )=( ) . _ - ( ) . (4)

and The increments A and A q are set equal to one for

4, + ý U + simplicity and Eq. (3) becomes
U = •, + •u + • ,(v

V 7,+ 7xu 1, 'ý-- + 6i(E - Ej) + 6,ýF - F,) = 0. (5)

T = •r, + • In this expression, the dependent variable vector Q is
considered to be constant throughout cell i, j, while

TZb = r + ýy r, the inviscid and viscous fluxes are assumed to be uni-
form over each of the four surfaces of the cell.

T 17 r- + r7 r, Temporal Discretization

T, V = T) r + ,/y r• The time derivative appearing in Eq. (5) is
approximated with a general difference expression

with (MŽ. which has been written for computational space,
[( + auand is given by

1+02 :r ( + 1+02 r

=RL a + _ - + 02 AQ.-Q
'ra v = R)a7+ 1 + 0 2 (6 )

v] where, =,=- u + ,Yu +L • +AQ M = Qn+I - Qn.
The two choices for 0, and 02 that were used exclu-

where ReL is the Reynolds number based on the char- sively in this work are 0, = 1, 02 = 0 and
acteristiclength. JistheJacobianof the inverse trans- 01 = 1, 02 = 0.5, which correspond respectively to

ao(x, y,t) the backward Euler implicit scheme (first-order ac-formation a(ý, given by curate in time) and the three point backward implicit
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scheme (second-order accurate in time). Using Eq. where
(5) in Eq. (6) yields . +

2 AQn-1 R,= [.5,) + (llb)
-1+0, _- 01 -+,( Now. the left hand side of Eq. (Ila) is identically the
Ar + 02 bracketed term of Eq. (9). thus Eq. (9) can be written

as
(0, - R=0 Aq#1 02 Aq-1 (12)
1 + 02 Ar--+i 1 + 022r (11

where
* + O- 1 RRM+I + (01 - 1)RM]qn

R*=[6,(E-EV)+6J(F-F1)]. + 1 02 1 1+02 1[

In this particular application, the movement of
the flapping foils dictate that a new grid must be + 01 R (6- - 1)
generated at each time step. This implies that the 1 + 02 1 + 02
Jacobian of the inverse transformation will be a
function of the nondimensional time r. The approach The evaluation of both the convective and diffusive
suggested by Janus M will be used to account for this flux vectors contained in R will be discussed in the
dependence. First of all, the following two identities next section.
are needed:

NUMERICAL FLUX FORMULATIONAQ" = A(Jq)" =-J"+1Aq" + q"A1J" (8)

Convective Flux Evaluation
= A(q)' J~iq"'+ qFlux-Difference Splitting

Inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and simplifying leads to
In this cell-centered finite-volume scheme, the

convective numerical flux at cell faces is calculated

Aq"- j 2 A1 using the Roe approximate Riemann solver (4M.
A q _ 02 Aq- 1 + 1+02 q" Although originally developed for compressible

3T-n+1 1 + 02A- n-1 Ar - flow, this approximate Riemann solver can also be
implemented in artificial compressibility
formulations for incompressible flow (additional

+ 0 R (01 - = details may be found in Reference LWQ)). An essential
1 + 02 1 _+02 (9) ingredient of Roe's solver is the construction of a

where matrix A (qL, qR), which is representative of the local
* Ar interface conditions. Roe (4M required this matrix to

.* *satisfy certain specific properties, two of which are

According to Janus (8), the evaluation of the brack- _f
eted term in Eq. (9) must be done with the same nu- As qL - qR • X (qL, qR) -A(q), where A = -q

merical scheme that is used to advance the Navier- For any qL, qa, A (qL, qq) (q, - qR) = fL - fR.

Stokes equations in time in order to satisfy the
geometric conservation law (9M. Toward this end,
consider the two-dimensional discretized geometric The satisfaction of all these properties in compress-
conservation law, ible flow is guaranteed by uniquely averaging (111 the

dependent variables and then using them in the evalu-
J + a(J0) + 61(J/,) = 0. (10) ation of the matrix A These specially averaged vari-

ables are commonly referred to as Roe variables. An
Using the temporal discretization given by Eq. (6) analogous set of Roe variables can be defined for in-
yields compressible flow (6. 12. 13) and are given by

Ain 021 Once these variables have been defined, the mechan-
_ 1_+____- ics involved in computing the numerical fluxes are

Ar (11a) the same as those used for compressible flow.
01 R,+' + (01 - 1)R' A formulation of the numerical flux at cell face

T+02 I 1+02 i + 1/2 which uses all Roe variables and metrics
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u 1 (u, + UR) The first step in deriving this eigensystem is the
determination of the transformed flux Jacobian

V-4 LV + VR). matrices. These matrices are defined as
2 A = M__E B =F- (14)

aq aq
corresponding to cell face i + 1/2 can be found in where E and F are given in Eq. (2) and the vector q is
Reference (1-41. This higher-order numerical flux P
without limiters is

3 q= . (15)

e,+½ = [e(qi)]i+1 + a r (13)2 2 . i +½ (13)

The inviscid flux vectors E and F can be written com-
3[ pactly as

+- jJ2 O--3 +k.v

+1- -+1a+ r K=J uOk+kp (16)

VOk + krp

where where

a..+ = A +/ = k, + k~u + kyv
i, p/2 i+1/2 j~i+p/2

and and
K = E, Ok = U fork==

a.i-/ 2 =/2 1/2 (q1 -q )K = F, 0, = V for k =.

a.+ q1) Expressing K in terms of the elements of q and per-
J.i+1/2 i+1/2 forming the indicated differentiation as defined in Eq.

(14) yields the transformed flux Jacobian matrices,
a = (qj+ 2 - qi+1)% .i+3/2 i + (/') (2 -- qAl

"0 Pk^ ,

2" corresponds to the positive and negative eigenva-
luesoftheRoematrixand r°)and eCOaretherightand K = k, Ok + uk, uk, (17)

left eigenvectors. respectively. The subscript
i + 1/2 in the above equations indicate that the met- A A A

ricsused are evaluated atcell face i + 1/2. The de- k, vk, 0 , + vk,

pendent variables in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors where
are the aforementioned Roe variables. The flux vec- A

tor e(q.), however, is evaluated using the dependent k,= Jk, for m = x, y, and t

variables. All of the results reported herein were ob- A A A A

tamed using this numerical flux vector with and 0,=k,+kp +Y

V) = 1/3, which is third-order accurate in space. A

K-=A, 0k=U fork=•

Eigensystem of the Transformed Flux Jacobian A B
Matrice K = B, 0k = V fork=

It is apparent from Eq. (13) that the eigenvalues To facilitate the determination of the eigenvalues of

and left and right eigenvectors of the Roe matrix must the matrix K, a similarity transformation will be

be known in order to perform the numerical flux introduced, which will operate on K and produce the
calculation. The eigensystem for the Roe matrix can matrix x. Since K and % are similar matrices, they will
be obtained from the eigensystem of the transformed have the same characteristic polynomial (15) and
flux Jacobian by simply using the Roe variables in the hence the same eigenvalues. However, the matrix x
latter. will contain fewer nonzero elements than matrix K,
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and thus the computation of its eigenvalues will be far The matrix Pk. whose columns are the right eigenvec-

easier. tors of %, can be written as

Consider the matrices M and M- 0 -C - - c+
A

1 00 1 00 'Pk- ky 01 ¢ (22)

U/ U ^

- 10 - 10 Ik., 902
M 1 (18)

where
-01 0 A A

C+ + C- A.-C,
2 2

Letx = M-'KM, then A A

A A A A*

Ok - k fk. fik Having developed a linearly independent set of right

eigenvectors, the left eigenvectors will be

A Uk A constructed in such a way that the right and left eigen-
= k. + !! 0 0 (19) vectors will be orthonormal. One way to accomplish

A this task is to simply invert the matrix Pk, which yields
A VOk A0 kk + 0 4 __ 0

C+C- c +c -

where A

ac Ufork 1 -ic t (23)A•=,•= )fr = Pk V 2c + c- 22c+c-
* = b, k=V for k= Y7.

A A

The eigenvalues of x can be calculated by using the 1 flc-k. flc-k,
first row to expand the determinant, which yields 2V 2.c +c- 2c +c -

• = 0k AThe columns of Pk and the rows of P71 are, respec-
= A (,20 tively, the right and left eigenvectors of x correspond-

•= 0k - f + C (20) ing to the particular eigenvalues. In fact % can be writ-

A ten as-A A -

k• = o -f C x= A, kPk (24)

where where Ak is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the
eigenvalues 2 ,. Recall that the original intent was to

A 2 develop the eigensystem of the flux Jacobian matrices
^2) A and B. Having generated the eigensystem of %, the

2 =+eigensystem of the flux Jacobians can be obtained as

follows. Using Eq. (19), Kcan be expressed as
K = MXM-1. (25)

and A,', i = 1, 2.3 are the eigenvalues of A for k (
Sand of B fork = q. Substituting the expression for × in Eq. (24) into Eq.

(25) yields
The right eigenvectors of % are solutions

corresponding to the respective eigenvalues of the
equation or

(x - 2:l)rs = 0, s = 1,2,3. (21) K=TAk TA7 (27)
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where Reference (18M contains the basic derivation of the
T1 = d = M-. aforementioned scheme, while Reference (10)

Tk = MPk and T[ = P[ describes the implementation for incompressible
flow. The remainder of this section will therefore

Performing the indicated multiplication and simpli- only touch upon some of the fundamental concepts,
fying, results in the following expressions f while providing the details of its implementation for
Tk and T' this particular application.

0 - C - C + Newton Formulation and Jacobian Evaluation

A• • + L2 A u23 Consider a system of nonlinear equations given
-T k "-if k•+-• by

Tk= P (28)
N, (xi, x2. x.) = 0

A A VZ. 2 ~a+ ' + V~k N2 (X1, X2. X• = 0
kx k -+(, k., +,0(29)

N. (x, x2, X•,) = 0

-l =C - + c +/• or moreconcisely
Tk 2Vc+c- fi N(x) = 0. (30)

2A A Newton's method for the vector-valued function N(x)
ck - k-. _ Ck can be expressed as

i- N'(x)(x-+• 1- x-) = - N (x=) (31)

Viscous Flux Evaluation where m = 1.2, 3.... and N'(x-) is the Jacobian ma-
trix of N(xe) given by

In this work, all velocity derivatives needed in
the evaluation of the viscous flux vectors E, and F,
are approximated using central differences. Cross "alx) a12(x) al,(x)"
derivative terms are calculated by simply averaging
the appropriate metric quantities and dependent
variables from surrounding cells. Gatlin (16) has a2,(xý) a22() a,(x-)
given a detailed account of the evaluation of the N'(x") = (32)
remaining terms and it will not be repeated here.

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD aa.,(xm) a.2(x") ... ajx=)

The numerical.solution of the nonlinear system
of equations given by Eq. (12) is obtained by using
Newton's method. This formulation is used for both where a,(xm) = '(m.. The approach used to solve
steady state and unsteady solutions. The iterative i
nature of Newton's method will insure the Eq. (31) is to replace the analytical Jacobian with a

compatibility of the computed pressure field and the numerically approximated Jacobian. Ortega and
divergence-free velocity field for unsteady Rheinboldt (5) refer to such a method as a discretized
calculations. The Jacobian matrix used in this Newton iteration. Various finite-difference approxi-
solution procedure is computed by numerically mations have been suggested in the numerical analy-
differentiating the first-order Roe flux vector. This sis literature. A simple and straightforward approxi-
discretized Jacobian is then used in a mation of the elements of the Jacobian is to replace
Newton-relaxation scheme where Newton is the the analytical Jacobian a0(xe) = aN,(xm)with
primary iteration and relaxation is the secondary ax'
iteration. Formally, Ortega and Rheinboldt (5) refer
to this particular solution methodology as a a0(xm)= N. (x-' + he) + N, (x')

discretized Newton-relaxation method, or DNR (17). h
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where ej is the jth unit vector. Dennis and Scimabel and similarly for cell face i, j + 1/2
(19)pomt out that this is the same as approximating A +
tj column of the Jacobian by fA,+ 1/2 = L1 +1/2('q.• q2+11)

N(x" + he,) + N(xm) A 1 (37)
Y' Colwnn of N'x" h fj+ 1/2 = " 11 (j d q;l•q(37)

where a constant value of Now, using the relationships in Eqs. (36) and (37), the

h = /machine epsilon left-hand side of Eq. (33) is

was used for this work. 
- qn+I-m) (38)

Equation (12) is nothing more than Eq. (30), l[De - D'qR+1

since the only unknown appearing in this equation i-12,i-l

is q.+'.thatis, inEq.(31)x =q.+'. Thus, Eq. [+ D A +
(31) becomes [ j-l/2_/2_ - D-,1 L.,, Jq-i

A 
A

where now the aij in Eq. (32) are given by - D+, + 1zi + De, Df,+112 y - Df- /,/j

aIqn+l'm\ = ONqn+.,m) (34) - Df, + DA_/2 i.q

rf, +1f. )]J'

S^ •^ 1 n+1.,.

It should be noted that the only terms in Eq. (12) that + lb De +,/Zi+I D V 1 +llzi.1 A q,+l.

are functions of q"+' are Aq" and R"+' Recall that
R"+I is defined as + Ib[DA+,J-I-l - ++1

++ , J q+

R n+' = [6 ,E - E ,) + 6b (F - F V)] "+ I (35) 
L

where
or

_e+ /24 a ei + 1/2j

R"+ =1i(E(Qn+') -4Qn)) De-+11q, De. i

+ 6,/F(Q"+') - F4Q"+'))].
A 

A 1))

As mentioned previously, the elements of the Df+,112  aq, = )
Jacobian matrix are calculated by using a finite J+1/2j aqj4

difference approximation for the derivative. The first
two terms of Eq. (13) are the first-order contribution and
to the higher-order Roe flux vector. It can be seen
that the numerical flux at a cell face, say i + 1/2, 8 01 01 /

will be a function of the metrics at i + 1/2 and the Ib = diag\ 1 + 02 1 + 02)

dependent variables on either side of the cell face.
The same statement applies to the viscous flux vector Aq.+l. = q R+I+_+l qn+ I'M.

if the cross-derivative terms are not included in its
evaluation. Mathematically, for cell face i + 1/2 , j
one has Note that the first subscript of the Dg (g=e, eorf,)

term corresponds to the location of the cell face, and
^12.1 = i+ 1 /2 j (q"+, q+1+1j) the second subscript corresponds to the location of the

A A (36) dependent variable vector that the numerical flux

i+ = ej 1/21jql, , qI .) vector is differentiated with respect to. Also, the
right-hand side of Eq. (33) is
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method. A forward pass solution for the change in
- N(q"+1 .,) = (39) dependent variable vector z was written as

(L + B)z(1) + Uz(°) = b (42)

4I 1 + 0
2 zr" where z(°) =_ 0. Without using z(')toupdate b, aback-

A t t2- ward pass was made using

Lz°1 ) + (B + U)z2) = b. (43)
+ 1[)i 1 Rn 1 0 1 R )qniJ Using Eq. (42), Eq. (43) can be written as

(B + U)z2) = Bz(1) (44)

or
+ IR. - I i~j BA -Uz(2)

where where Az - zj2) - m

Iý = diag(O. 1, 1)

di1 (01 - 1) (0_ - 1)\ In this work, this procedure has been slightly

= 1 , 1 + 02 . 1 + 02) modified. The forward pass is given by

Two items must be addressed pertaining to Eq.
(39). First of all, the multiplication of a portion of the (L + B)zW'O + Uz(°) = b (45)

equation by the diagonal matrix I. insures that a where now z(°) ; 0 but is the solution from the pre-
divergence free velocity field will be obtained when vious time step. Once again, z(I) is not used to update
the iteration in m converges (6). Consequently, the b and the backward pass is given by
temporal discretization of the continuity equation is
taken to be first-order accurate, which leads to the L&0 + (B + U)z(2) = b
definition of the matrices Ib and I, in Eqs. (38) and (46)
(39). Theseconditemdealswiththeevaluationof the or Bz(2) = b - Lz(t) - Uzz2 .

term R+ specifically Eq. (llb) must be evaluated
as follows to insure that the conservation property at All of the solutions contained herein were obtained
block interfaces is satisfied for blocks in motion (8). with three of these symmetric Gauss-Seidel sweeps

per Newton iteration.

R", for m = 1 Turbulence Modeling

+ = (40) The algebraic turbulence model of Baldwin-
SRn+', for m > 1. Lomax (20), which was used in Reference (3M for

three-dimensional incompressible flow has been
modified for two-dimensional flow. The turbulent

Solution of Linear Systems wake model used is that of Renze, Buning and

A direct solution of the linear system of Rajagopalan (21). Multiple peaks in the Fm..
equations given by Eqs. (38) and (39) is in general not function are avoided by restricting the search to a
feasible. One way to circumvent this difficulty is to specified distance away from vorticity generating
use a relaxation scheme to solve the linear system at surfaces. Also, the method introduced by Chen (22)
each iteration of Newton's method. Using the to calculate wall shear stress and normal distances for
notation of Reference (18), Eqs. (38) and (39) can be nonorthogcmal three-dimensional grids has been
written as incorporated into a two-dimensional framework.

(L + U + B)z = b (41) Multiblock Approach
An important aspect of computing the flowfield

where L is a lower block triangular matrix with zeroes about complex geometries having disparate
on the diagonal, B is a block diagonal matrix, and U components with different topologies is grid
is an upper block triangular matrix with zeroes on the generation. In this work a domain decomposition
diagonal. In Reference (18), the solution of Eq. (41) technique is used. Once the computation region is
was computed using the symmetric Gauss-Seidel decomposed into distinct subregions, each of which
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is gridded independently, the grid topology for each schematic representation of the experimental
subregion is locally consistent with each component measurement locations near the stationary foil.
of the geometry. The mechanism by which the
subregions are connected leads to a variety of
approaches, such as the Chimera grid technique (23), E=>1[ L- bo"

the patch grid technique (24), and block-structured
grid technique (25). All three approaches have their
relative strengths and weaknesses. A common
difficulty to Chimera and patched grid technique is
constructing a proper scheme for transferring Gais
information between interface boundaries.
Nevertheless, both Chimera and patched grid have Figure 3. Experimental Locations
been successful in modeling flows around multiple and Dynamic Grid Boundaries
bodies in relative motion. One approach to overcome
this difficulty (i.e. transfer of information between The efficiency of reconstructing a new grid at
regions) is the use of block-structured grid each time step to track the movement of the flapping
techniques. The blocked grid idea is not new. It has foils is the primary concern for a dynamic grid. To
been applied to three-dimensional problems by minimize the number of grid points that had to be
Weatherill and Forsey (26). Belk (27), and Arabshahi redistributed, each dynamic portion of the grid is
(28). The basic idea behind blocked grids is that the restricted to approximately 101x33 grid points near
whole flowfield between the surfaces of the the corresponding flapping foil. Figure 3 details the
donfiguration and some outer farfield boundary extent of this region. The movement of the foils is
consists of a set of blocks. The union of these blocks accomplished by keeping the outer boundary fixed
fills the entire flowfield without either gaps or and allowing the foil to oscillate within the confines
overlaps; moreover, the grid has complete continuity of these fixed coordinate lines. Weight functions are
(including slope continuity if desired) of grid lines used to provide a smooth grid distribution between
across the block-block boundaries. This feature the flapping foils and the outer boundary. These
provides a relatively simple means of communication functions, denoted W, and Wj, are based on an arc
between neighboring blocks with stationary length distribution and assumed values from zero to
interfaces in computational space even though the one in each curvilinear direction. The value zero
blocks may be in motion in physical space. The corresponds to no grid motion, while one implies full
approach adopted here with regard to block-block rotational motion. Thus, the surface of the foil will
interface communication is a direct have a value of one, which decays to zero as the outer
extraction-injection procedure which was taken by boundary is reached. The following combination of
Belk (27). This means the information (such as q, A q) weight functions seemed to result in the smoothest
from within the domain of one block can be extracted grid distribution
and then injected as phantom data in an adjacent W= W2 (47)
block, thereby eliminating any error due to
approximations at block boundaries. The new position of each point is updated at

each time step using the relation

X(new) = (1 - Wi) X(ftx) + Wi4 Lcos(a)STATIONARY AND DYNAMIC GRIDS (48)
Y(new) = (1 - W,) Y(flx) + Wij Lsin(a),

The two major requirements for the grids used where fix denotes the original position at zero de-
in this study are: 1) to simulate the entire grees angle of attack, L is the distance from the center
experimental configuration, and 2) to mimic the of rotation, and a is the angle of attack. Since the grid
dynamic motion of the flapping foils. The stationary reconstruction is restricted to a small region and an al-
grid (i.e., the flapping foils are fixed) is generated gebraic method is used to generate the new grid in this
using the algebraic capabilities of EagleView (29). region, very little additional computational time is re-
The entire physical domain is divided into four quired to update the grid at each time step.
blocks. Each block consists of an H-type grid
comprised of 326x65 grid points with a normalized
(by the foil chord length) spacing of 1.0x0l-5 off solid POST-PROCESSING
surfaces. Vertical grid lines are aligned with The computed results had to go through an
experimental measurement locations upstream and elaborate post-processing procedure in order to be
downstream of the stationary foil. Figure 3 is a analyzed in an accurate and meaningful manner. In
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particular the computed results had to be and
re-referenced to match Wr's reference conditions, N - 1 forN even
and a harmonic analysis procedure had to be used to 2f
reduce the large quantity of data obtained from kmax = -1) for N odd
unsteady flows to a manageable set of data that could 2
be easily understood.

k =1, 2,.... kmax.

The measured and computed data are both N = # of time steps per period.
referenced to "freestream conditions". However,
evaluation of the measured total pressure coefficient In terms of amplitude and phase, Eq. (49) can be

indicates that the reference velocity ^,•, and pressure written as

X., used by M1T, are not measured at the same h(t) = i + Z Cksin(kwt + Qk) (50)

location in the tunnel. As a result, , and•P, are not k-I

interchangeable with V). and A., the reference where

conditions used in the computations. Thus, to Ck= (a,' + b 2)

compare "apples with apples", it is necessary to
re-reference the computed data to MIT's reference
conditions. tan b,

The Fourier transform has proven to be an otj =
efficient tool for analyzing unsteady data. It works
under the premise that any physical process can be RSULTS
described either in the time domain or the frequency
domain. The current implementation uses a modified As stated earlier, the computations are being
version of a discrete Fourier transform (30M in order compared with experimental data obtained by M1T
to reduce the computing time required to perform the (31). Both the steady-state and unsteady
transform. The transform used can be defined as computations were carried out using the complete
follows experimental configuration consisting of the water

tunnel walls, flapping foils and stationary foil (Fig. 2).
The location of the stationary foil coincides with the

ht) = h-+ cos[k(j - 1 )--] (49) latest experimental information, specifically, the
NJ E trailing edge is one centimeter below the centerline of

+ k the tunnel and the geometric angle of attack is 1.18
+bSinjk( N - 1) degrees. No slip boundary conditions were used on

all solid surfaces, while characteristic variable
j = ,.1 , 2 N boundary conditions were used at both the upstream

inflow and downstream outflow boundary. Velocities
were specified at the inflow while static pressure was

where set at the outflow. The artificial compressibility
factor P was set to 10 for all calculations. All
computations were for a Reynolds number of 3.78
million based on the stationary foil chord. The

N boundary layer on the stationary foil (both the suction
a= 2 h(t)cos[( - 1) and pressure sides) was tripped at a distance of 0.105

1N] chord length from the leading edge, while the
boundary layer on the flapping foils and tunnel walls

bk=I N ht)snk -12_rwas treated as completely turbulent. A
b N 2h t)sink(i - I nondimensional grid spacing of 1.0x10"5 off solid

j= 1 surfaces resulted in y+ values of approximately 1.
N N Steady Results

N 2V- h(t) For the steady-state computations, the flapping
j=1 foils were held fixed. Since a steady state solution
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was sought, local time stepping was used and the
Jacobian matrices were updated every 20 cycles. One OA

Newton iteration was used at each time step as well
as three Gauss-Seidel sweeps.

Bounding Box Data

Computed velocities and static pressures were • U

compared with measured data obtained for the bound-
ing box shown in Fig. 3. Data for three "boxes" was 42

available, but since the boxes were so close together,
the data were nearly identical for each box. As a re-
suit, the computed results were compared with the _A --

data from the middle box. The location of each face .,=(P-n•.5(AP0' c,,:py(.5

relative to the trailing edge of the stationary foil and Figure 5. Static Pressure Coefficient
nondimensionalized with the foil chord is as follows:upstream face, 1.259; downstream face, -0.163; to computed profiles on the pressure side, as well as on
facea 0.219; and bottom face, -0.153. The static p the suction side upstream of the x/c=0.900 location is
sures were measured at different locations than the good. However, it clearly deteriorates after this
velocities. The upstream static pressures were mea- station. An argument could be made that this lack of

veloitis. he ustram tati prssues wreea- agrement could entirely be attributed to the use of
sured at 0.266 chord length in front of the leading agreemnt oud eturelyebe yoded Ho thethe Baidwin-Lomax turbulence model. However, the
edge of the stationary foil, while the downstream stat- inability to match the experimental surface pressure
ic pressures were measured at 0.156 chord length be- distribution suggests that there may he additional
hind the trailing edge of the stationary foil. factors. Assuming that the location of the foil in the

Figure 4 compares the u-component of velocity. tunnel and the angle of attack are correct, perhaps
The agreement with measured data is good for both there is some slight natural flow angularity in the test
the upstream and downstream locations. Figure 5 section. Another plausible explanation might be that
compares the measured and computed static pressure the actual machined geometry differs somewhat from
coefficient at the upstream and downstream faces the coordinates given in the experimental reports.
defined above. The largest discrepancy occurs as one _0

moves from the position of the stationary foil to the
upper and lower tunnel walls. 1.5 0-8 M,,,•d

A M-d.L 2-o IMV d.

1.0 C-Pd
-5

04 0.4 0.5

0.5

0, 02

-0.5

00 0.0 .1.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0

Xk

.0.2 Figure 6. Steady State cp Distribution

.k€ - 6.9n2 W€ .L"

.0 .4 
o.0 

4
0. 0.4 0o 1.0 0 0.0 0Q 1.0

Figure 4. u-Velocity Component °.W 00

Surface Data -A 0.02

Measured data was available at various
locations on the surface of the stationary foil. A .... 01

comparison of measured and computed surface
pressure distributions is shown in Fig. 6. Two ..
representative u-velocity profiles for both the suction ... 0.... 0 ., . ... .0.0.. 0...... /.-
and pressure side of the stationary foil are given in Figure 7(a). Suction Side
Fig. 7. The agreement between experimental and
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=I ,.•, I.M Bounding Box Data
0.04

The locations for the bounding box used in the
steady state analysis are the same for the unsteady

0.03 D.03 analysis. except for the downstream face. The
downstream face is located at -0.108 chord length

0.02 0.3 relative to the trailing edge of the stationary foil. For
the unsteady case, the upstream and downstream
faces of the box were extended into the wake regions.

,n O.o,1 This provided very valuable experimental wake data
for comparison with computations.

42 0.0 02..4 0.. 1.0 12 -0.2 0. 02 0. 4 0.. 1.2 1 o A comparison of the measured and computed
"--. ....- "results for the amplitude and phase of the first
Figure 7(b). Pressure Side harmonic of the u-velocity are shown in Fig. 8 for all

the faces of the bounding box. The agreement is
Figure 7. Steady State Velocity Profiles good, especially on the upstream and downstream

faces. It appears that the disturbances generated by
the flapping foils are being convected downstream

Unsteady Results and are arriving at the upstream face with the correct
amplitude and phase. Although the agreement at the

The unsteady solution used the steady state downstream face does not appear to be quite as good,
solution as an initial condition and the motion of the one can consider the phase at - 180 degrees to be +180
flapping foils was initiated by boundary conforming degrees and the agreement is quite good.
dynamic grids that moved in pitch with the flapping _._ _

foils at a reduced frequency of 3.62 based on
semi-chord of the stationary foil. A minimum 0.04

nondimensional time step of 8.7x10-4 was used,
which corresponds to 1000 time steps per period of 0.02
motion for the flapping foils. The Jacobian matrix Co•p••ed

was updated every cycle and three Newton iterations 0 _ __.. . . ..
were performed at each time step. Ise

124
It should be noted that during the course of this

work, several different time steps, both larger and
smaller, were tried as well as different numbers of
Newton iterations. It was found that nearly identical "
results were obtained for time steps both larger and -,_-t_
smaller than the one reported here. However, I.4 1.5 2-0 2

different numbers of Newton iterations did affect the 01

solution. Newton iterations of one, three and six were Figure 8(a). Top Face

used for each time step. Little or no difference in the OM
bounding box results could be seen for any of the
different numbers of Newton iterations used. 0.04

However, a distinct improvement in the viscous
(surface) results could be seen between the three 'c 0.02 .-o,

Newton iteration solution and the one Newton -Come

iteration solution. No significant improvement could O. . . . .
be seen between the six and the three Newton iteration Is
solution for either the bounding box or the viscous
results.

Although no results were presented here, a grid
with nearly twice the resolution in the direction
normal to the flappers and foil was also used. The . _ __-------n--

difference in solutions between those obtained from
this grid and those presented here was virtually Figure 8(b). Bottom Face
indistinguishable.
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computed amplitudes compare favorably with the
0.io measured data, while the phase for the pressure side
0.9 -agrees better than that of the suction side. Overall, the

- -Cepcomparison of the mean unsteady results showed the
, same type of discrepancies as the steady results.

-C Figure 13 shows a snapshot of the unsteady velocity
Sdistribution.
0.00

2.0

1.5

8-6

0.5

-0.50 .05 0.00.25 0,950 a

y/C

Figure 8(c). Upstream Face
-1.0 ...0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

'/'

Figure 9. Mean cp Distribution

0.84"

0.02 *0.04 Cmue

6.00 0.
E

< 0.02

£20

6100 I

.12*-I84 6

-0.50 -0-25 0.00 0.25 0.50
Y/c -640

Figure 8(d). Downstream Face -420

Figure 8. Unsteady Velocity on Bounding Box- 0 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0

First Harmonic Figure 10(a). Suction Side

.0.04

The mean surface pressure distribution is

plotted in Fig. 9, while the amplitude and phase of the
unsteady surface pressure distribution is shown in
Fig. 10. The discrepancy between the measured and
computed mean surface pressure distribution is am
approximately the same magnitude as the steady state ISO
case. The amplitudes of the unsteady surface pressure 12"

distribution compare favorably for both the suction
and pressure side, while the overall trend of the phase 0
is captured.

-128

Figure 11 contains mean velocity profiles from 0,6 0.,

the suction and pressure side. Once again, the N.
difference between the computed and measured Figure 10(b). Pressure Side
values is about the same as in the steady state case.
The amplitude and phase of the first harmonic of the Figure 10. Unsteady cp Distribution -

unsteady u-velocity profiles appear in Fig. 12. The First Harmonic
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CONCLUSIONS
0.04 0.04

A two-dimensional multiblock unsteady
-p incompressible Navier-Stokes algorithm based on

0.03 0.03 artificial compressibility has been presented. The

unsteady solution was obtained using a dynamic grid

that was regenerated at each time step in order to
0.02 .mimic the motion of the flapping foils. For both the

steady and unsteady cases, the computed results
.0 . matched fairly well with the measured bounding box

data. However, the computed results for the surface
data (in particular, the suction side data) did not match

0.00 j 0... 0.00 the measured data to the same extent.0.00 0.02 o.o 0.0'6 0.00 -1.0 .,0 0 IS 1O
AmpK,,d, n Since the solution appears to be grid

Figure 12(d). Pressure Side, x/c = 0.972 independent, it seems as though at least two
possibilities exist. Either the numerical simulation is
not being conducted at precisely the same conditions
as the experiment or, this is the best that can be
expected from the technology in the current
algorithm. As to the former, assuming that the angle
of attack and location of the foil in the tunnel are

0.04 0.04 accurate, possibilities could include; flow angularity
in the test section, alterations in the geometry of the

0.03 0.03 manufactured foil, and the type of flow over the
flappers. From a numerical standpoint, the
differences could be attributed to the turbulence

S0.02 o0.02 model used.

t7 7 Currently, work is being done to adapt the gridto the unsteady wake of the flapping foils in order to
0. . minimize the number of grid points required. Future

work involves examining alternate turbulence
0.00 . .... 0.00 models to see if the discrepancy in the results obtained

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 .100 .90 0 90 100
AwpiItude Pha on the surface can be resolved.
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DISCUSSION
by Dr. V. C. Patel, The University of Iowa
Institute of Hydraulic Research

This question is addressed to this as well as
the previous paper. I am very surprised by the
rather poor agreement in the velocity profiles
with the Baldwin-Lomax model, even in steady
flow, especially because this model was opti-
mized for such airfoil flows! Why is that so?

Authors' Reply

Discussions of the tunnel domain with and
without Granville's pressure-gradient modifica-
tions of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model
have been included in the paper. It is important
to emphasize that Granville's change in the zero-
gradient values of Ckleb and CP had larger influ-
ence in improving the solution than the pressure-
gradient corrections to these coefficients.
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SESSION 14

LIFWING-SURFACE FLOW:
PROPELLER-RUDDER INTERACTIONS, AND OTHERS



Computation of Viscous Flow Around a Rudder Behind a
Propeller: Laminar Flow Around a Flat Plate Rudder in

Propeller Slipstream
H. Suzuki, (NKK Corporation, Japan)

Y. Toda (University of Mercantile Marine, Japan)
T. Suzuki (Osaka University, Japan)

p = pressure
Q = propeller torque

ABSTRACT R,, = Reynolds number (= VADp/ 1)
Rh = hub radius

The viscous flow computation of propeller- RP = propeller radius (= Dg2)

rudder interaction is presented through comparisons T = propeller thrust

with experimental data including flow visualization uv,w = velocity components

and mean-flow measurements. The steady flow in cartesian coordinates

field is calculated by a viscous flow code coupled x,y,z = cartesian coordinates

with a body-force distribution which represents the xr, 0 = cylindolical coordinates

propeller. The transport equations are discretized n = number of propeller revolution

using a staggered grid and the exponential scheme. V = propeller advance speed

The velocity-pressure coupling is accomplished Greek symbols

based on the SIMPLER algorithm. Qualitative kinematic viscoity

agreement is obtained between the calculations and

the mean-flow data. Although the details of the P fluid density

flow field is different because of the laminar flow 1. INTRODUCTION
computation and numerical treatment, the computa-
tional results show the essential feature such as The interaction between a propeller and a
upward movement of propeller slipstream in port rudder is one of the major problems from the
side vise versa in starboard side. The streaklines viewpoints of not only maneuverability but also
from one blade position are traced and compared propulsive performance, so numerous studies have
with the flow visualization using dye and air been performed for flow field around rudder
bubbles. The results show very similar trends. behind a propeller without rudder angle.
Those comparisons show the conclusion that the (Nakatake's review of this topic') Among those
present approach can simulate qualitatively the studies, the flow field is calculated mainly by
steady part of the flow field around a rudder in invicid-flow method under the assumption that the
propeller slipstream. interaction is invicid, and in theoretical works the

NOMENCLATURE shapes of trailing vortex are assumed comparatively
simple such as only consideration of propeller-
slipstream contraction (Tamashima et al. , Ishida et

C, = thrust coefficient al.3) . On the contrary, in experimental studies, it
( =2T/ P V' Z R, 2) is reported that propeller slipstream is dramatically

S= propeller diameter deformed by the rudder effect from the data of
Jb., = x wise body force per unit volume mean-flow measurement by Baba et al.4 and Ishida
Jby = y wise body force per unit volume et al.3 and from the result of flow visualization of

f = z wise body force per unit volume the propeller tip-vortex by Tanaka et al.5 and
fo = 0 wise body force per unit volume Tamashima et al.'.
K = advance coefficient (= T/nnD,) Recently, a lot of fin type energy-saving
K, = thrust coefficient (= TQPn 2Dp4) devices which is installed on a rudder are proposed

S= torque coefficient ( QiP n2Dp)
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and put to practical use. ( for example, NKK- 2.1 Model Rudder, Propeller
SURF6, 1ii1 A.T.Fin7 ) . For the better under- and Their Arrangements
standing and improvement of the performance of
such devices, it is advisable to develop the The principal dimensions of the propeller
calculation model which can express the phenome- and the flat plate rudder are given in table 1.
na which is observed in experiments. The leading edge and trailing edge of the 81mn flat

On the other hand, with respect to the plate rudder are tapered as shown in Fig.1.
time-averaged flow of the propeller slipstream, it The arrangement of the flat plate rudder and
is reported that the computed propeller-hull propeller open boat with the propeller is shown in
interaction flow field by the method that propeller Fig.2. The propeller open boat was attached
effect is represented by the body force distribution front-side back so that the propeller shaft did not
in the computation code of Navier-Stokes equation pass through the rudder. But this arrangement had
shows good agreement with the experimental result a point that wake of the open boat was generated.
in propeller slipstreams'9 . So an extension shaft was attached to the propeller

In this paper, the flow field with a flat plate open boat so that the open boat did not have a
rudder is computed by the Navier-Stokes solver large disturbance on the flow field. Length between
coupled with analytical prescribed body-force propeller plane and the rudder leading edge was
distribution as the simplest model of propeller- 0.30Dp (66mm) and the propeller shaft center
rudder interaction problem. And the result are depth from the free surface is 1.50Dp (330
compared with experimental data for similar mam) in order to minimize the free surface
condition carried out in circulating water channel. effect.
Although the details of the flow field is different
because of the laminar flow computation and 2.2 Mean-Flow Measurement
numerical treatment, it is appeared that the method
can express phenomenon which appeared in The device for measuring the propeller
experimental data with respect to time-averaged slipstream, which is unsteady flow field, should be
flow. A simulation of the streakline from a rotating preferably be carried out by a non-contact type
point on the propeller plane is similar to the flow Laser Doppler velocimetory or the equivalent;
visualization result. Moreover half domain compu- however, instruments of this type cannot be widely

tation and full domain computation are carried out used now. Therefore, two spherical-type 5 hole
and compared. These results are almost same for pitot probes, one for the port and the other for
present laminar and steady flow computation. starboard side of the center plane, were used in

In the presentation of the results and the mean-flow measurements because it is easy to
discussion to follow, a Cartesian coordinate system handle and able to measure time averaged veloci-
is adopted in which x-, y- and z- axes are in the ties. Velocities were measured for the with and
direction of the uniform flow, starboard side of the without rudder condition. The number of propeller
rudder and upward respectively. The origin is at revolution and the corresponding thrust and torque
the intersection of the shaft center line and the coefficients for both conditions are shown in table
propeller plane. The mean velocity components in 2. Note that the thrust and torque for the with
the direction of the coordinate axes are denoted rudder condition are 4% larger and 2% smaller
by u, v, w. Unless otherwise indicated, all variables than those for the without rudder condition,
are nondimentionalized using the propeller diame- respectively. It is similar as the other experimental
ter D,, propeller advance speed V, and fluid data and might be due to the displacement effect
density P. In some part, the cylindolical (xr, 0) of the rudder and the distortion of the trailing
coordinates in which x=x, y=rcos 0 and z=rsin 0 vortex geometry by rudder discussed later.
are used. The mean-velocity field measurements were

performed for both conditions and for three axial
2. EXPERIMENTS stations shown in Fig.3. These locations were just

behind propeller plane (x=0.125, 0.125Dp down-
Mean-flow measurements and flow visual- stream of propeller plane) , x=1.23 (in case of

ization were carried out in NKK Tsu Ship Model with rudder, the trailing edge of the flat plate
Basin, circulating water channel to compare with rudder) and the position at x=2.0 (2D, down-
computational results. Experimental results are stream of the propeller plane.
shown first to explain the phenomena of propeller- The results of the mean-flow measurement
rudder interaction. of the propeller slipstream are shown in Fig.4 and

Fig.5 for the with and without rudder condition,
respectively. The mean-velocity field without
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propeller and rudder at first measurement station is fast flow because dye defuses immediately. So, the
shown in Fig.6 in order to check the effect of the number of propeller revolution n was selected as
open boat. Although a small region where the 7.16 (r.p.s.) and propeller advance speed V, was
velocity defect is observed and it is asymmetric, 0.63 (m/s) to keep the advance coefficient J same
the flow field is seems to be almost uniform in as in mean flow measurements.
the present experimental region. In Fig.4, the time The results are shown in Fig.7 for both
averaged propeller slipstream similar to a swirling conditions. The streaklines from r=0.5R. and r=0.9
jet is observed for the without rudder condition. R, are shown in figure; where R, is the propeller
From the cross-plane vectors, the swirl velocity is radius. For the without rudder condition ( a) and
maximum just downstream of the propeller and c)), the helical streaklines are seen as usual and
decays gradually with downstream distance. The the streaklines are deformed drastically for the with
crossplane vectors outside the propeller slipstream rudder condition. It moves upward in port side and
at x=0.125 show the flow direction towards the downward in starboard side. Note the transparent
shaft center. It shows the flow contraction by the rudder enables to see streaklines in both side. The
propeller. The axial velocity is increased from movement of streaklines is very similar to the tip
x=0.125 to x=1.23 and decay very gradually. The vortex visualization by Tanaka et al5. shown in
concentration of the axial velocity contours near Fig.8. In this figure, the air bubble method was
the propeller tip is the trace of the tip vortices and used for visualization. The results for similar
its associated vortex sheet, which diffuses with condition are shown in figure. The deformation of
downstream distance. those streaklines is corresponding to the enlarge-

For the with rudder condition shown in Fig. ment of slipstream in vertical direction.
5, very similar velocity distribution as that for the In the experiment, the phenomena observed
without rudder condition is observed at x=0.125. in the previous studies is reproduced for the flat
The diffusion of tip vortex sheet and so on are plate rudder. It is explained by Tanaka et al.1° by
similar. However, the slipstream is clearly altered images. So, if the nonlinear trailing vortex
due to the rudder effect at the latter two stations. geometry including rudder effect is used for the
The slipstream moves upward (toward the free calculation using iterative procedure, it can be
surface) in the port side and moves downward in expressed by invicid method. But, it seems difficult
the starboard side. The outer shape of the slip- to treat the induced velocity at the vortex segment
stream in one side altered from the half circle at near the rudder. So, in this paper, the computation
x=1.23. It shows that the movement seems to be of Navier-Stokes equations for the time averaged
larger near the rudder surface. Tanaka et al." flow field has been investigated if it can express
explained the phenomena by the mirror image the before mentioned phenomena or not.
vortex due to the rudder. The propeller slipstream
shows complicated shape at x=2.0 and the outer 3 COMPUTATION
shape is enlongated in vertical direction and almost
same in horizontal direction as compared with that 3.1 Governing Equations
for the without rudder condition. The cross plane and Computational Method
velocity is smaller and the axial velocity is a little
bit larger for the with rudder condition. The In this paper, the computation was carried
overall results of mean-flow measurement show out for the zero thickness flat plate rudder which

similar results of Baba et a14. and Ishida3 although had same profile as the rudder used in experiment
the one measurement was carried out behind the and the time averaged flow using time averaged
hull. body force distribution following Stem et al.9. The

computation was carried out for steady laminar
2.3 Flow Visualization flow case because the turbulence model in the

slipstream was not clear, the present approach can
Flow visualization was carried out for both not treat the complicated unsteady phenomena in

with and without rudder condition. Streakline from the slipstream such as blade wake and so on and
one blade position was visualized by dye method the grid number was limited due to the memory
according to Nagamatsu et al."1 . The device is the size of the computer. So, three-dimensional steady
tank which is attached on the boss part of the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity
propeller and dye in the tank. When the propeller equation are used for the governing equations. The
is rotating, water enters from boss part inlet and equations are written in cartesian coordinates
colored water go out from the small diameter tube discussed in section 1 in the physical domain as
which attached propeller trailing edge by their head follows;
difference. But this method can not be used for
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&Ou u Ou Op 3.2 Analytically-prescribed body force
u- + W- =-w - distributionax y Oz ax

1 02u 02u a (1) To represent the propeller effect in the
?n Ox2  +2 &z2  X numerical method, the body force fbx in axial

direction and fb, in circumferential direction are
used corresponding to thrust and torque. Following

v othe Stem et al.9, the body force fb,, and Jbo are
U-+V-+W .... prescribed using the loading condition in the

1x oy az 5ý (2) experiment shown in table 2. Although the
S0. .. +computation was carried out for both with and

Rn Ox2 ay2 aZ2 Ywithout rudder condition and the loading conditions
were a little bit different in experiment, the loading
condition for without-rudder condition was used

-V -, -, for both condition because the zero thickness plate

U0W+VW---+W--0w=-.ap rudder which had a small displacement effect was
Ox Oy Oz Oz used in the computation. Of course, the interactive

1 2w +a+2Wo (3) method using a invicid propeller theory is preferred
Rn aOx2  0y 2  a2 and the body force should be the function of 0

for the with rudder condition. But, because the
computer program which can treat the nonlinear

au Ov oh =0training vortex geometry for with rudder condition
t + +_=0 (4) like the program of Ishii" for the without propeller

Ox ay Oz condition was not available, the same distribution
as for the without rudder condition was used.

e V i2, Following the noniterative calculation ofwhere p is the pressure normalized by d V Stem et al. 9, the circulation distribution on the
Rnm VAD,/- is the Reynolds number defined in propeller blade of Hough and Ordway"4 was used

of V D a r kinematic viscositybody force.
1). The terms fb, , Jby and fb, in the momentum To e body force.

equations are the components of the body force, the bod y foce C, andT1,0 are w rit e
normalized by P VJ/Dp and represent the influence coefficient CT (=2T/p a Rd , torqueof te popeler.coefficient K0 (=Q/ P n2Dps) and advance coeffi-
of the propeller. These will be discussed subse- cient J (=V/nD,) as follows;quently. in =~D, sflos

The equations are transformed into irregular (5)
orthogonal coordinates shown in Fig.9. The
transformed equations are discretized by exponen-
tial scheme12 using the staggered grid in which
pressure is defined at the grid point and the Jb-=A6 r-(6)
velocity components are defined at half grid shifted 1 -(1 -Y)rr+Y1,
points in x , y and z direction for u , v and w,
respectively. The pressure-velocity coupling is
accomplished based on the SIMPLER algorithm.
The matrix is solved using tri-diagonal matrix CT 105
solver and line-by-line iteration method. The Ax 16(4= 3Y4)(1 -Y

steady converged solution was obtained by iterative

procedure from the guessed initial condition
( uniform flow except for the plate surface). K 105

After about 500 iterations, the converged solution Ao- KQ 105 (8)
was obtained. Axj2 7(4+3Yh)(1-Yh)

10' was used for Reynolds number in the
computation from the grid size discussed later. where r'= (Y-Y) / (1-Yh), Yh=RA/Rp and
Note that the Reynolds numbers in the experiment Y=r/Rp; Rh is boss radius; Rp is propeller radius; T
are 2.4X10W and 1.2X1X0 for the mean-flow is thrust; Q is torque, Ax means x direction grid
measurements and flow visualization, respectively, size at propeller plane. And C, is easily calculated

from Kr.
Body force distributions from Kr, ,KQ and
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J for without propeller condition in table 2 are computation. The minimum grid spacing is 0.01 at
shown in Fig.10. In the present computation, propeller plane, rudder leading edge and trailing
propeller is assumed without boss. fb 0 is non- edge in x directions, and 0.05 in y and z directions
zero from the equation (6) at r=0. But fb0 is in the region where y or z is less than 0.7. This
thought to be zero at the shaft center as shown in uniform grid size near the propeller circle in cross
figure. fby and fl• are decomposed from fbe as plane is chosen from experimental results. Axial
follows. body force (fbo) is embedded at x=0.005 and y

and z direction body force (f" , fi,) at x=0 in x
f -fb 0 sm0, fbzfbcos(9) direction due to the staggered grid system. Note fby

is given at v point and fob at w point at x=0.0.

In the computation, the fob , fby and fo' are given 3.4 Boundar' Conditions
at the points where u , v and w are defined, res-
pectively, corresponding to the pressure points at The boundary conditions are as follows;
the propeller plane. So, r and 0 are calculated (1) on inlet plane x=-3.0, uniform flow condi-
from y and z at those points and fJb and Jb0 are tion is given. u=1.0, v=w=p=O
calculated from eq.(5) through (8). (2) on exit plane x=3.63, zero-normal(axial)-

3.3 Solution domain and Computational Grid gradient condition is applied.
(3) on the outer boundary in y direction

In the computation, the detail propeller y=- ± 3.0, a(u,w,p)/y=0 , v=O
geometry, the thickness of rudder and the rudder (4) on the outer boundary in z direction
stock were ignored. The arrangements of the
propeller and the rudder is defined as follows; The z=± 3.0, a(u,v,p)[az=O , w=0
propeller plane is x=0 and the propeller disk in (5) on the rudder surface, no slip condition and
which the body forces are non-zero is the circle zero-normal-pressure-gradient condition are
whose radius is 0.5. With respect to the flat plate
rudder, leading edge is x=0.3; trailing edge is imposed. u=v=w=0.O and au/ay=O
x=1.23; upper edge is z=0.65; lower is z=-0.65, For the half domain computation, above
and it exists on y=O in z-x plane. Those arrange-
ment is same as that in experiment. symmetric condition eq(10) is used for u , w , p

Two Solution domains are used for the at y=-0.05 and v at y=- 0 .0 25 by using u, w, p
computation. One is the half (starboard side) at y=0.05 and v at y=0.025 of previous iteration

domain using symmetric condition with respect to except for on the flat plate rudder.

the shaft center line for the present geometry 4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND
written as follows; DISCUSSION

u(x,y,z) =u(x, -y, -z)
Axial velocity contours and cross flow

v(x,y,z) = -v(x, -y, -z) vectors of half domain computation for the with
(10) and without rudder conditions are shown in Fig.11

w(x,y,z)=-w(x,-y,-z) and Fig.12, respectively. The results of full

p(x,y,z) =p(X, -y, -z) domain computation are shown in Fig. 13 and
Fig.14 for the with and without rudder conditions,

This computation was carried out first to save the respectively. The velocity distributions are drawn at

memory size. In this case, The solution domain is three axial stations; a) at x=0.01 (Just downstream

,[-0.05 , 3.0] and [-3.0 , 3.0] in x, y of the propeller plane), b) x=1.23 ( at rudder
and z directions, respectively. The other is the full trailing edge), and c) x=2.13 (grid point near the

(port and starboard sides) domain. The solution station of experiment). From those figures, two

domain is [-3.0 , 3.0] in y direction and the same computations show almost same results although

for the other direction as the half domain. Compu- the full domain computation show a little bit

tational grid of the former case is shown in Fig.9. asymmetry with respect to the center line. So, for

The grid system of latter case extended to negative the present steady laminar flow computation, half

y direction as same as positive y direction. The domain computation can be used to get the very

grid numbers are ( 63 , 32 , 61 ) in (similar results by small computer as those of full

z ) direction, respectively for half domain compu- domain computation. In the following, the results

tation and ( 63 , 61 , 61 ) for full domain of full domain computation are discussed.
For the without rudder condition shown in
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Fig.13 a), b), c), the computational results show cross plane velocity is small due to the laminar
general feature of the propeller slipstream. The boundary layer and the present computation
axial velocity is accelerated and the swirl velocity resolution. It might be the reason why the upper
is produced by the propeller at x=0.01. The swirl edge of the slipstream has different shape from
velocity is maximum just downstream of the the experimental results. The difference of the
propeller and decays with downstream distance. At decay of the axial velocity contour concentration
x=0.01, the flow toward the shaft center exists and the cross plane velocity between in experiment
outside the propeller slipstream corresponding to and in computation is almost same as for the
the contraction. The axial velocity is increased without rudder condition. The change of the
from x=0.01 to x=1.23 and decay very gradually. direction of cross plane vector from the without
The axial velocity contours also show the diffusion rudder condition to the with rudder condition is
of the tip vortex sheet. So, the computation can predicted fairly well, although the difference is
capture the flow field qualitatively. In comparison observed in detail due to the thickness effect and
with experimental results shown in Fig.4, the so on. At x=2.13, comparing with the experimental
acceleration of the axial velocity and swirl velocity results at x=2.0, the position of high velocity
are both underpredicted at just behind the propeller. region is predicted fairly well, but the outer shape
It might be due to the coarse grid size at propeller of the slipstream is different. The movement of the
plane and the effect of the boss. The body force slipstream near the center plane is small due to the
distribution applied for this computation which is laminar boundary layer and wake and small cross
made based on the force measurement and Hough plane velocity. So, the gap between port side and
and Ordway circulation distribution also might be starboard looks small, but the gap of the high
different from load distribution of mean-flow velocity region show similar trend. Note that the
measurement condition. The acceleration and decay vortices whose turning direction is unti-clockwise
of the axial velocity is predicted fairly well if the are observed in the upper part of the port side and
underprediction at x=0.01 is considered. But the in the lower part of the starboard side. It is also
diffusion of the concentration of axial velocity observed in experimental result of Tanaka et al."0.
contours near the propeller radius is faster than It is also noted that the lower velocity region near
experiment. The reason is considered as the low the center plane at x=1.23 is observed in lower
Reynolds number computation and the numerical part of the port side and upper side of the
diffusion due to coarse grid in cross plane. The starboard side in experiment. It might be the
decay of the swirl velocity is much faster than that movement of divided hub vortex. This phenomena
in experiment especially near the shaft center line. is also seen in the computational results, but the
In experiment, the swirl velocity is larger as the movement is small and not clear due to the
position is closer to the shaft center line at all laminar boundary layer and the diffusion of hub
three stations. It suggests that the strong hub vortex.
vortex exists, the diameter of its core is very small To compare the computation and experi-
and its decay is slow. But in the computation, The ment more precisely, the velocity profiles at nine
large core of the hub vortex is observed at x=0.01 heights at x=1.23 are shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16
and decays very fast. It is due to the difference of for the without and the with rudder conditions,
Reynolds number and the coarse grid. respectively. For the without rudder condition, the

For the with rudder condition shown in axial velocity and cross flow velocity are both
Fig.15 a), b), c), the computation also show the underpredicted as discussed previously. For the
general qualitative feature of flow field. At x=0.01, axial velocity, the shape of the acceleration is well
the velocity distribution is almost same as that for predicted. For v and w, overall shapes are predict-
the without rudder condition. The high velocity ed, but the w for z=O show clearly the much larger
region moves upward in the port side and down- diffusion of the hub vortex. For the with rudder
ward in the starboard side at the latter two condition, the three velocity components are also
stations. The cross plane vectors are smaller than underpredicted. The velocity outside the boundary
those for the without propeller condition. In layer at z=0.545 is not affected by propeller in the
comparison with experimental results shown in computation although the influence of the propeller
Fig.5, both axial velocity acceleration and swirl is observed in experiment. It might be due to the
velocity are underpredicted similar as for the underprediction of the cross flow velocity. At
without rudder condition. At the rudder trailing z=0.409, the high axial velocity in the port side is
edge, x=1.23 , high velocity region has similar predicted although the extent and the magnitude
shape as the experimental high velocity region are underpredicted. At z=0.273 and 0.136 , the
except near the flat plate. Near the flat plate, the larger region of high axial velocity and higher
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axial velocity in the port side than in the starboard figure. Although computational grid is so coarse, it
side observed in experiment are predicted similar is suggestive that upward flow exists on the rudder
fairly well. Horizontal velocity is smaller for the surface at the port side. The direction of limiting
with rudder condition compared with for the streamlines is similar as the direction of tufts on
without rudder condition. It is similar with the surface of flow visualization by Tanaka et al."0 .
experiment. The profiles of the axial velocity are
very similar with experiment. At z=0.0, the 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
velocity defect due to flat plate rudder is over-
predicted because of the laminar flow computation This work presents mean flow measurement
and the coarse grid. The velocity distribution of data and flow visualization of the flow field
both experiment and computation has the symmet- around the rudder in the propeller slipstream. The
ric feature written in eq.(10). numerical method and the computational results for

From Fig.11 through Fig.16, the present the flat plate rudder behind the propeller which
computation show the large diffusion and the represented by body force distribution are also
underprediction of velocity. It might be improved presented. Although the Reynolds number of the
by turbulence model for at least plate boundary computation is small and the number of grid is
layer and wake and the finer grid. It also might be limited, the salient feature of the flow field for the
effective to use the Euler code. time-averaged flow field has been predicted by

Fig.17 and Fig.18 show the result of present approach. In detail, there is some discrep-
streakline tracing from the rotating point at ancy due to the laminar flow computation and the
propeller plane which is rotating at the same speed numerical treatment. The present approach can be
as the propeller blade. It has been conducted to extended easily for the flat plate rudder with angle
investigate the model of training vortices in invicid of attack in propeller slipstream and the rudder
theory for the with rudder condition. The procedure with zero thickness fins.
is as follows; (1) from the 72 points at every 5 Finally, some of the issues that must be
degree 0 at prescribed r, the streamlines are addressed while further developing the present
traced with time step J/72 (n=1/J, where n is the approach are as follows: improvement of accuracy
number of propeller revolution in the computation in calculating the propeller flow field ; introduction
Dp=1.0, V,=1.0). (2) The points at propeller plane of appropriate turbulence model for at least the
were numbered in the unti-clockwise (positive rudder boundary layer ; including the rudder shape
0 ) direction from 0 to M from 0 =0 and the (thickness and so on) effects by using body-fitted
72nd point is same as the 0-th point. (3) For the coordinate system ; using finer and appropriate grid
streakline from 0-th point, the point at K-th time for propeller flow field. Also of interest is to use
step on the streamline from K-th point (K=OM) present approach for the improvement of the
were drawn. Although the flow field is steady, the invicid theory which treat the propeller-rudder
present streakline show the helical streaklines interaction.
which are observed usually. In comparison with the
flow visualization, the pitch of the helical stre-
aklines is similar for both r=0.5RP and r=0.9R, for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
without rudder condition. It shows the pitch of the
helical streakline is larger at r=0.5Rp than r=0.9R,. The authors wishes to thank Dr. Y.Kasahara
For the with rudder condition shown in Fig.18, the and Mr. Y. Okamoto at NKK Tsu Laboratories for
distortion of the helical streaklines are clear. It their valuable discussion and encouragement. It is
shows the helical streakline moves upward in the noted that the numerical work in this study has
port side and downward in the starboard side. It been carried out on the CONVEX C-120 at NKK
also shows the low velocity region where the Tsu Laboratories and on the AV6220 at Kobe
simulated air bubbles do not go further compared University of Mercantile Marine.
with outer part of the boundary layer. These
streaklines show very similar phenomena as
experimental results shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. The
streaklines which is observed from downstream
show the enlargement of the slipstream in the
vertical direction clearly.

Limiting streamlines on the flat plate rudder
surface at the port side are shown in Fig.19. The
uniform flow direction is from left to right in this
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Fig.6 Axial and cross flow velocity distribution at x=0.125
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Fig.7 Flow visualization of the propeller slipstream using dye

Fig.8 Flow visualization of the propeller tip vorticities; using air bubbles'
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Fig.12 Computed axial and cross flow -velocity distribution
(1-laf domain computation; with rudder)
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Fig.18 Computed streakline of a propeller slipstream (with rudder)
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Determination of Load Distribution on a Rudder in
Propeller Slipstream Using a Nonlinear Vortex Model

B. Kirsten and S.D. Sharma
(University of Duisburg, Germany)

ABSTRACT Main Symbols

The ship rudder is a lifting surface of rather A Geometric influence coefficient matrix
low aspect ratio. The free shear layers departing from J Radius vector P-S
the top and bottom edges of a rudder at an angle of
attack tend to roll up even in way of the rudder, as b Panel boundary vector
can be easily observed by flow visualization in a CL Lift coefficient
cavitation tunnel, for instance. This already leads to
a deviation from the simple linear dependence of lift cTh Thrust loading coefficient
force on angle of attack. The situation becomes D Propeller diameter
much more complex for a rudder operating in a J Propeller advance coefficient
propeller slipstream where the root and tip vortices
of the propeller periodically hit the rudder. To m Number of control points
calculate the influence of the propeller on the rudder, L Rudder chord length
the propeller slipstream is modeled by a vortex-line
system of root and tip vortices; the rudder including
the free shearlayer, by vortex-rings. This leads to a P Field point vector
vortex-lattice method for stationary problems. R Propeller radius

S Vortex point vector

NOMENCLATURE UC, Velocity of uniform parallel inflow

Coordinate Systems n d Induced velocity
z Number of propeller blades

Two different coordinate systems are used f3. Hydrodynamic induced pitch angle
alternatively depending on convenience.

The non-rotating system Oxyz is righthanded, r Circulation
orthogonal, Cartesian, with origin 0 on (vertical) y Circulation density
rudder axis at mid-height, x-axis in direction of Ac Load distribution normalized by stagnation
uniform parallel (horizontal) inflow, and y-axis
pointing upward. It is attached to the rudder but pressure of uniform inflow
remains aligned to the inflow when the rudder is AS Vortex segment Si~ -Si
applied. A4 Axial separation of helical vortices

The rotating propeller-fixed system Oxrqp is 8 Rudder angle of attack relative to U,
cylindrical, righthanded, with origin 0 at intersection
of (horizontal) propeller axis and blade generatrix, x- 0 Velocity potential
axis in direction of uniform parallel (horizontal) A Aspect ratio
inflow, and r-axis coincident with first blade y Dipole moment densitygeneratrix. , Dioemmndnst

p Radius of asymptotic vortex cylinder
p Mass density of fluid
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1. INTRODUCTION reference system, can be approximated by discrete
quasi-steady steps.

The steadily increasing concern for safety and For solving the potential equation, dipole
environment necessitates continued improvement of singularities are distributed on the rudder center-plane
the maneuverability of ships. Typically, the control and on the shear layer in the wake emanating from
force in maneuvering is generated through a rudder the side edges and the trailing edge; the propeller
located at the stern in the slipstream of a screw slipstream is idealized by discrete vortex lines.
propeller. In order to clarify the complex Boundary conditions necessarily imposed on the
hydrodynamics of this configuration, several singular surfaces (no flux on the body and no force
comparative model experiments with a rudder in on the shed vortices) yield a nonlinear integral
open water and propeller slipstream have been equation because the geometry of the shear layer is
conducted, notably by Baumgarten (1979) in a not known beforehand. Panelization of the singular
towing tank and by Kracht (1990) in a cavitation surfaces reduces the integral equation to a system of
tunnel. (effectively nonlinear) algebraic equations which can

These experiments show that the combined be solved by iteration. A good overview of panel
free-vortex sheet shed from the rudder side edges and methods for vortex flows is given by Hoeijmakers
trailing edge begins to roll up already in way of the (1989). Once the singularity strengths and locations
rudder and evolves further downstream into two tip are found, the velocity vector in the entire fluid
vortex braids. In domain including
addition, the free- the boundary, i.e.,
vortex sheets of the the rudder surface
propeller blades, can be calculated.
already rolled up Then also the
into discrete tip and pressure can be
root vortices, calculated
impinge upon the everywhere by use
rudder (see Fig. 1). of Bernoulli's

A complete equation.
theoretical Several
description of this singularity-based
incompressible mathematical
viscous flow models for
problem would determining forces
require a solution and moments on
of unsteady Navier the propeller-rudder
Stokes equations system as well as
with appropriate on the hull-
boundary propeller-rudder
conditions. An Figure 1. Rectangular streamline spade rudder at zero nominal system have been
analytical solution incidence in the slipstream of a four-bladed propeller in a formulated in the
being out of icaitation theslipsroed f ac fra90l. past, e.g.,
question for this cavitation tunnel, reproduced from Kracht (1990). Brunnstein (1968),
complex geometry, Tsakonas et al.
some numerical approximation would need to be (1970) and Klingbeil (1972). Due to the relatively
found by means of finite difference equations with a low computer power available at that time these
very fine discretization to catch the real vortex authors were forced to seek analytical solutions or
structure. The computational effort would be estimates of the integrals involved as far as possible.
formidable. However, if viscosity is neglected An overview of the analytical approaches can be
(except in so far it is implicitly responsible for found in the books of Isay (1964, 1970). With
generation and shedding of vorticity), the problem present computing power a complex flow geometry
can be handled efficiently by a singularity method can be better handled by a finer discretization of the
which if formulated as an integral equation flow boundary. Particularly suitable are panel
constitutes a solution of the Laplace Equation for a methods which in case of simple singularities yield
velocity potential. This reasonable and almost easily programmable algebraic equations, see, e.g.,
standard simplification in lifting surface problems at Belotserkovskii (1967).
high Reynolds numbers is adopted in the present The ship rudder is a classical lifting surface of
paper. Moreover, it is assumed that the effect of the small aspect ratio with a nonlinear lift characteristic
propeller slipstream on the rudder, which amounts to arising from the influence of the separated secondary
a slowly time-varying inflow in the rudder-fixed flow around the side edges. Such free-vortex sheets
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shed from the side edges and subsequently rolling up the rudder as well as of the propeller, which
have been computed by, among others, Schroder necessitates solving a nonlinear integral equation. In
(1978) for low aspect-ratio wings and Wagner distributing singularities on the shear layers of the
(1987), Wiemer (1987) and Haag (1988) for delta rudder and the propeller particular attention must be
wings. paid to the vortex system of the propeller in way of

The problem becomes considerably more the rudder.
complex if the rudder is located in a propeller A model test (see Fig. 2 and Table 1)
slipstream rather than in a uniform parallel inflow, conducted by Baumgarten (1979) in the Duisburg
The special case of a rudder in a nozzle was treated Ship Model Tank (VBD) was used as bench mark for
by Andrich (1989, 1990, 1991); however, the validating the present study.
structure of free vortices shed by the propeller was
prescribed on the basis of experimental observations 2. NONLINEAR VORTEX LATTICE
(LDV measurements) rather than calculated as part of METHOD
the complete solution.

The present work tries to compute the force- Choice of Singularity Method
free configuration of the shear layers in the wake of

The lift acting on a body at incidence in a
stream can be explained by circulatory flow. In three-
dimensional flows circulation may be generated by

Propeller- dipoles (oriented normal to the body surface). The
Drive Towing Carriage other widely used type of singularity, namely,

7 7 / 1 sources can only simulate the displacement effect of
rSyniaxometernt a body in a stream, but cannot satisfy the Kutta

Dynamometer condition of smooth separation from the trailing

edge which is the key to the generation of
I \Plexiglass Cover Plate circulation. On the other hand, dipole distributions

on the body surface can also simulate the
displacement effect as long as the body has no sharp
edges. For near a sharp edge the surface panels on
opposite sides lie so close to each other that their
induced velocities are almost self-canceling. The

U,,0  ,subdivision of a rudder surface, for example, in
panels of constant dipole density would generate an
almost singular system of algebraic equations with

Figure 2. Schematic of reference model test in Duis- nearly zero elements on the side diagonals of the
burg Towing Tank (VBD): Rudder in slipstream, coefficient matrix.
adapted from Baumgarten (1979). Ship rudders typically have an aspect ratio

from 1-2 and thickness ratio from 15-20 %. For such
bodies the lift gain due to thickness effect is

Table 1. Propeller and rudder geometry and model certainly not negligible, but presumably
test condition compensated for by an almost equal lift loss due to

Propeller: Wageningen B 4.55R viscosity. By comparison, the nonlinear effect of
Number of blades 4 separated flow around the side edges on the lift
Diameter 180 mm 0.82 L characteristic is much larger, as will be shown later.
Pitch ratio 0.8 For this reason we simply place our dipoles on the
E.A.R. 0.55 rudder center-plane, ignoring not only viscosity but
Hub ratio 0.167 also thickness.

The model of flow around a rudder in
Rudder: Rectangular, modified NACA 0018 profile slipstream is synthesized from two partial models:
Chord 220 mm 1.0 L (i) rudder in uniform parallel inflow and (ii) propeller
Span 213 mm 0.966 L wake itself. Each partial model is separately validated
Thickness 40 mm 0.18 L by reference to available measurements. The ultimate

criterion for the degree of detail to be simulated in
Test condition: Propeller-Rudder in towing tank each model is the adequate determination of pressure
Thrust coefficient (without rudder) 2.44 distribution on the rudder. This implies that the roll-
Advance coefficient 0.444 up of the free-vortex sheets shed from the rudder side
Rudder LE to rudder stock 70 mm 0.32 L edges in way of the rudder itself must be simulated
Rudder LE to propeller 95 mm 0.43 L more precisely than the subsequent roll-up further

(0.53 D) downstream. For the same reason the bound vortices
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of radially varying strength in the propeller blades
and the associated wake vortex sheets with their -= a dsxd (2.5)
immediate roll-up may be replaced by a simple 4n =(xV-) x do-(
horseshoe vortex for each blade. a s Ila

In view of the rapid decay of the vortex- where s is the boundary of sigma.
induced velocity with distance, each wake field is The expression (2.4) for velocity potential is
subdivided into a near field and a far field. In the near not directly involved in the determination of
field the vortex is discretized and iteratively oriented
to satisfy the no-force condition. In the far field unknown dipole density I. Rather, it is the total
(extending to infinity) an analytical truncation velocity which must satisfy the boundary condition
correction is applied rather than continuing the (2.2) thereby yielding an integral equation
discrete vortex elements up to an arbitrary distance.
Such far field approximation helps to reduce (u+ 0 ). -= 0 (2.6)
computing time and to prevent undue accumulation
of numerical errors. to be solved. Here . = (Ux ,O,O) is the velocity

Definition of Boundary Value Problem vector representing the uniform parallel inflow.
Moreover, the dynamic boundary condition

As explained in the Introduction, the Laplace (2.3) must be satisfied, which means that for part of
Equation for the velocity potential the singularity surface not only the dipole density

but also its location is unknown beforehand. Hence,
AD = 0 (2.1) the integral equation to be solved is effectively

nonlinear.
subject to the kinematic condition of no flux
through all vortex sheets Numerical Solution

V -i = 0 (2.2) The nonlinear integral equation just derived is
solved numerically by subdividing the bound and free

and to the dynamic condition of no force on all free vortex sheets into finite quadrilateral elements
vortex sheets (panels) of constant dipole density. The

approximation of constant density on each panel
Acp = 0 (2.3) causes the surface integral in Equation (2.5) to

disappear; the remaining line integral corresponds to
is solved by a singularity method. In steady flow, the velocity field of a vortex line
this dynamic condition is equivalent to requiring that
the free vortex sheet is a stream surface. The =f dgxa (2.7)
singularity method is a collocation method with 47r Iil
singularities, comprising basic solutions of the
Laplace equation, suitably located outside the of constant circulation F=-ju on boundary s, see
potential flow domain. The free parameters of the Martensen (1968). This is called a panel method of
singularity distributions (strengths or locations) are order zero or vortex-lattice method. In steady flow
determined by the boundary conditions. In the the circulation cannot change between successive
present lifting body problem dipoles are distributed panels on the free vortex sheet in the streamwise
on the shear layer representing the rudder and its direction. Thus the free vortex surface is effectively
wake, see, for instance, Schroder (1979) and modeled by vortex lines of constant strength which
Hoeijmakers (1989). The perturbation velocity are at the same time also streamlines. Only the
generated by a surface distribution of dipoles is given bound vortex surface comprises closed vortex rings,
by the potential each of constant strength, whereby the side edge and

1 atrailing edge vortex rings extend to infinity, see
0= 11 - if L dc" (2.4) Schroder (1979).

Sar I~j Since no general analytic solution exists for
arbitrarily curved vortex lines, these are

Here p is the dipole moment density on surface a approximated by straight-line segments. Piecewise
and=P- is the radius vector from dipole point closed-form integration then reduces the integral

and =equation to a summation equation.
S to field point P. Owing to the nonlinearity resulting from the

The dipole layer induces at field point P the unknown location of the free vortices, the above
velocity
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equation has to be solved iteratively in a two-step where - is the radius vector from a point
procedure.

In preparation for the first step a stream S on the vortex line to the field point P.

surface is prescribed as location of the free vortex This expression can be integrated in closed
surface since this must be force-free. The kinematic form only for a straight-line segment or for a closed
boundary condition of no flux through the bound circular ring, in the latter case only for a field point
vortex surface then yields a linear system of at the center.
algebraic equations for determining the unknown A straight vortex line of constant circulation
bound vortex strengths. F, connecting points Si and 9i+1, (subsequently

In the second step a new stream surface is called vortex segment) induces at an arbitrary field
calculated as next location for the free vortices. This
is carried out as an Euler-Cauchy solution of an point P in 3D space the velocity
initial-value problem.

The above two-step procedure is repeated until F .Si+' d×Xi (2.9)
the changes in bound vortex strengths and free vortex I = . (29
locations in two successive steps fall below
prescribed error margins.

The propeller wake field is also calculated by which can be expressed in closed form as
the vortex lattice method. Instead of the vortex
surface model used for the rudder, here each propeller - P A i A'Ti Ay.ai+1
blade including its wake is simply represented by a V 4r I × i i i (2.10)
single horseshoe vortex of constant strength. The
dynamic boundary condition of no force on the free
vortices creates a nonlinearity also in this model where the vector AY=Si÷1-Si represents the vortex
which is handled by iteration as described above, segment, and the vectors a. = 9 P Si and

As stated previously, the velocities induced by
the free vortices at any field point are computed by ai1+l=P-Si+1 are the radius vectors from its
adding contributions from the near field and the far endpoints to the field point. In particular, for a semi-
field. Discretization of the vortex lines is necessary infinite straight vortex extending from 9i via S,+
only in the near field. Transition to the far field is so
chosen that error in induced velocity at the field to infinity the expression reduces to
point of interest falls below a prescribed bound. In
case of the rudder in open water the far-field free I P a×i ,S-a-i--V = -+JA~j(2.11)vortices are taken to be semi-infinite straight-lines. 41r I × i +2.)1
In case of the propeller alone the far-field free
vortices are regular helices associated with blade tips
and roots; for lack of an analytical expression for the Note that §.+l here is not the endpoint but only a
velocity induced by a helical vortex line this field is waypoint on the vortex segment.
idealized by two vortex cylinders, each of constant If the field point lies on the vortex segment
vortex density on its surface. itself, the integral in (2.9) becomes singular; taking

its Cauchy principal value, the induced velocity is
Induced Velocity Field of Vortex Line found to be zero.

In numerically evaluating the summands of
Basis of a numerical solution in the vortex- the induced velocity at any field point the following

lattice method is the discretization of curved vortex approximation is used to take advantage of the
lines into straight vortices. Each vortex line is strong decay with distance from the vortex segment.
replaced by a finite number of straight-line segments If Idj>>1A1, then the velocity induced by the vortex
so that the integral equation reduces to a summation segment (VS) is taken to be
equation.

According to Biot-Savart's Law a line element - r Ax×FarVS (2.12)
ds of an arbitrarily curved vortex line of constant 4Far,VS 13 7ar
circulation r induces at an arbitrary field point Pr
the infinitesimal velocity: with the long-range field-point vector

F d'x (2.8) QFernWS(P--Si)
d=4r - (.The magnitude of the difference between the

exact solution for the induced velocity (2.10) and its
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approximation (2.12) normalized by the magnitude
of inflow velocity U, is defined as an error bound:

_ IýFarVS U.
FarVS ---- (2.13)

Estimated on the basis of this error bound, the
minimum value for the distance beyond which the
approximation may be used is found to be: (a)x

aV> 3 ( ) (2.14) y
7 U., U 2 eFrvs.

3. RUDDER IN UNIFORM PARALLEL
INFLOW

Bound and Free Vortex Sheets
I.. ._. x

The rudder skeleton surface is subdivided into y
quadrilateral panels, see Fig. 3. As the vortex
segments are chosen to lie on the panel boundaries (c)
the geometrical grid is identical to the vortex grid.
The control points lie at the intersections of the
bisectors of opposite edges. The cross-product of .... . .
these bisectors defines the panel plane; in case of $ $ ______ x
warped panel, a surrogate plane.

Since the velocity field is explicitly required
only at the location of the rudder, the roll-up of the
side-edge vortices need not be fully simulated behind Figure 3. Vortex lattice model of rudder: (a) Initial
the trailing edge. Moreover, the free-vortex field is configuration of discrete panels representing rudder
subdivided into a near field and a far field, the and its vortex wake comprising trailing edge and side
borderline lying downstream at the transition from edge separation, (b) Configuration for computing
finite vortex segments to the semi-infinite vortex, circulation, (c) Configuration for computing

For estimating the borderline between near velocity.
field and far field the entire bound and free vortex
sheet can be replaced by a horseshoe vortex since the
free vortex sheet rolls up downstream into two tip infinite vortex to the magnitude of velocity fu.0 [ of
vortices of equal but opposite circulation. For uniform parallel inflow.
reasons of symmetry the two free vortex lines of the
horseshoe vortex form at infinity a pair of straight- 1VFr,VHI
lines lying in a plane at an angle to the uniform S'F.FrVH(3.1)
parallel inflow which is less than the rudder angle of =FarVH -"

incidence. II

The distance [aFarVH of the field point from The minimum distance between the starting

the starting point of the semi-infinite vortex (VH) is point of the semi-infinite vortex downstream from
determined by estimation so as to ensure that the the rudder trailing edge is then given by:

magnitude of the velocity jiFVlj induced by the l+cos(O)

semi-infinite vortex at the rudder trailing edge is less aFarVl 1 > F/(4It) (3.2)
than a prescribed error bound EFarVH. Only up to U- EFaVH tan(F) (.
this point does the vortex line, as a chain of finite Here 73=nr-52' is the angle between vortex
straight segments, need to be aligned to the flow. axis and field-point vector at which the induced
The error bound eFar,VH is defined as the ratio of the velocity of a semi-infinite vortex has a maximum.

magnitude of velocity ]iFarHIv induced by the semi- The circulation F of the rudder, considered as a flat
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plate with a 2D lift coefficient gradient CL= 21t, can bound vortex sheet comprise just four panel edge
be estimated to be vortex segments, whereas the boundary panels

comprise three bound vortex segments and two
r = rc L U_ sin(3), (3.3) chains of free vortex segments extending downstream

to infinity. In other words, boundary panels are
where L is the chord length. Substitution of this represented by horseshoe vortices. Hence, there lie
value into Equation (3.2) yields the following two counter-oriented vortices of, in general, unequal
minimum distance between a field point on the circulation on each common edge of neighboring
rudder trailing edge and starting point of the semi- panels on the bound vortex surface; on the free
infinite vortex: vortex surface this holds only for edges in the

streamwise direction, see Fig. 3b. Once the
circulations have been determined, for further

> Lsin() I 1+cos(O) (3.4) computations the collinear edge vectors are added
4 1 eFar,VH tan(0) with the convention that positive sign points in the

coordinate direction, see Fig. 3c.
According to this estimate, for a rudder angle

5=15' and velocity error bound EFar,VH = 1%, for Location of Free Vortices
instance, the minimum distance to far-field There must be no pressure jump across the
borderline becomes aFarVH I = 1,94 L. free vortex layer. It follows that the the free vortex

surface coincides with a stream surface and that free
Circulation of Bound Vortex vortex lines coincide with streamlines. The

streamlines are calculated iteratively by an Euler-

In principle we have to solve a nonlinear Cauchy algorithm. Starting from the rudder leading
system of equations with two sets of unknowns, edge, each time an entire transverse row of free
namely, circulations of the bound vortices and vortex segments (ending roughly in a plane normal
locations of the free vortices. As stated above, the to the inflow) is relocated; then all downstream nodal
locations of the free vortices have to be iteratively points of each free vortex line are displaced by the

estimated. Then the no-flux condition on the rudder difference vector between the new and old locations
requires that at each control point the total velocity of the last relocated vortex segment. When,

marching downstream, this operation has been done
induced by all the vortices V'nd must yield together for all transverse rows the whole free vortex lattice is
with the inflow velocity 0 - a zero component realigned to the flow. Now, the bound vortex
along the normal fi to the panel surface: circulations are redetermined as described above. Thistwo-step iterative procedure is truncated when the

prescribed error bounds for the circulation of bound
(Vind+U-).'=O. (3.5) vortices and the location of free vortices have been

reached.
Thus the problem is reduced to the following The Euler-Cauchy single-step procedure was

system of algebraic equations: chosen here because the velocity field for computing
new streamlines is reasonably available only at

X A F• =-_ ._ ; - = 1, m (3.6) discrete points, namely, the nodes of the given
vortex lines. Of course, in principle the induced
velocity could be calculated at any arbitrary point,

where AV,1 is the geometrical influence coefficient but physically meaningful results can be expected
only either outside the shear layer or exactly on the

matrix, F1 are the unknown circulations of the vortex lines. Moreover, the continuously curved
panel vortex rings, and m is the number of control vortex lines have been approximated by straight
points. This diagonally dominant set of equations is segments whose ends only lie on the original lines.
solved by a GauB-Seidel algorithm. The idealization of the free vortex field by

Next, the previously estimated locations of the vortex lines is adequately accurate as long as the
free vortex lines must be checked and, if necessary, separation between the various turns of the rolled-up
corrected as explained in the next sub-section. After a vortex surface is larger than the neglected thickness
necessary correction the circulations of the bound of the shear layer. Furthermore, the transverse
vortices must be recalculated. This iteration must be distance between vortex lines must be kept
repeated until all prescribed error bounds are attained, sufficiently small so that the planes connecting

Elements of the coefficient matrix A are neighboring vortex segments do not intersect the
computed by adding the contributions of all vortices rolled-up vortex sheet.
associated with a panel. Closed vortex rings on the
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Each leading edge vortex bounds only one panel so
its force is distributed over this one panel only.

An alternative approach would be to first
calculate the velocity difference across the rudder at
any control point and then via Bernoulli's Equation
the corresponding pressure difference. It would
"require the conversion of edge vortices into a surface
distribution of vorticity on the panel. This method is
believed to be equivalent but awkward and, hence, is
not used here.

Fig. 5 shows clearly the effect of the free
vortex surface, which separates from the side edge
and rolls up as seen in Fig. 4, on the load
distribution over the rudder center plane. With
increasing distance from the leading edge the

Figure 4. Computed bounded and free vortex sheets spanwise variation of pressure difference deviates
of a rectangular rudder in uniform parallel inflow more and more from the classic elliptic distribution.
(A = 0.966; 5 = 15 deg). This load distribution was calculated using an

equidistant grid of 40*20 elements in spanwise and

Finally, it is noted that the last downstream chordwise directions on the rudder skeleton plane and

semi-infinite straight vortices are simply assumed to 32 equidistant element rows behind the trailing edge

be aligned to the uniform parallel inflow, up to a distance 1.6L downstream. This chosen near-
field length follows from a velocity error bound
EF,,rVH = 1 % along with the measured lift

Lift and Pressure Distribution coefficient gradient 0.7nt. A closer estimate than in
the example following Equation (3.4) was necessary

Once the strengths of bound vortices and the since the computing time increases as the square of
locations of free vortices are determined the induced the number of elements of the free vortex surface.
velocity can be calculated at any field point of the Total force coefficients for the rudder in any
flow by Biot-Savart's Law. direction (lift, drag and cross-force) are easily

The force and moment on the rudder can be obtained by summing up the local forces on all
found by applying Kutta-Joukowski's Law. For this bound vortices. Fig. 6 shows the thus calculated lift
purpose, the effective velocity Vf at the center of characteristic of the reference rudder as well as a

linear approximation and two sets of measurements.
each bound vortex F.9 is determined as the sum of Strikingly, the present calculation agrees better with
inflow velocity 0-,, and the induced velocity Vnd; measurements on a thin flat plate with sharp leading

here b is any panel edge vector and r the sum of edge than with those on the reference streamline

circulations of adjacent panel vortex rings on the
rudder skeleton surface. The local lift force FL on
the vortex considered is proportional to the cross
product of effective velocity vector and vortex vector:

FL =pr (Vff xb), (3.7)20

where p is the mass density of the fluid. This local
force can be resolved along any desired direction, for 1.0
instance, normal to the rudder center-plane. zcp

The local normal force divided by the panel .0
area yields the pressure difference across the rudder -0.20
assumed constant over any single panel; it is 0.00
computed as follows. Each individual force according X/L 0.20 0.00 y/
to Equation (3.7) is distributed as uniform pressure 0.40 -0.25
over two adjacent panels. For any single panel the 0.60
sum of contributions from all edges yields the total _.

pressure difference (between pressure side and suction Figure 5. Computed normalized load distribution on
side). The side edges and the trailing edge carry no the skeleton plane of a rectangular rudder in uniform
vortices and, hence, do not contribute to the forces. parallel inflow (A = 0.966; 4 = 15 deg).
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2.0.--.-----..... -As in the case of the flow around the rudder,
2.0 . ithe no-force condition on free vortex lines of a priori

I* Measured Streamline Rudderi unknown location renders nonlinear the integral
S+ Measured Thin Plate . .. jequation for determining propeller-blade bound

1.5 - .............. ................... -..................................... circulation. Hence, a sim ilar solution procedure is
used here, of course, in the propeller-fixed coordinate
system. However, for simplicity, two different
vortex models are used for determining the

1.0 ..................... .................. ................ ...... circulations of bound vortices and the locations of

................. free vortices within the horseshoe vortex system:
For the former, a lifting surface model albeit with
free vortices located on a fixed regular helical surface;

0.5- ................-- .-,----. for the latter, a lifting line model with free vortices
, ,• iteratively aligned to the flow.

| , - . Li-.near Theory n The propeller wake field is subdivided into a
near field and a far field. In the near field discrete

0.0..I I .............. . vortex lines are aligned to the resultant velocity

0 5 10 15 20 field. For numerical reasons curved free vortex lines

Rudder Angle in deg are approximated by straight vortex segments. The
Figure 6. Lift characteristic of a rectangular rudder downstream continuation to infinity is modeled by a
(A = 0.966) in uniform parallel inflow. semi-infinite vortex cylinder (see Fig. 7) rather than

by semi-infinite discrete lines as was the case for the
rudder. Hence, in the far field discrete tip and root

rudder of 0.18 thickness ratio. The measurements vortices are replaced by two semi-infinite circular
shown for the thin plate stem from Schlichting and vortex cylinders, each with a uniform vortex density
Truckenbrodt (1969, p. 73). The lift coefficient on its surface. This far-field approximation is
gradient for a thin flat plate according to linear motivated by the fact that propeller tip and root
theory is cL =ltA / 2 for aspect ratio A<I and, vortices, for reasons of symmetry, ultimately lie on
hence, cq =1.52 for the present case. regular helical lines at downstream infinity, but no

analytical solution is available for semi-infinite

4. PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM helical vortex lines as a convenient truncation
correction.

Surrogate Horseshoe Vortex The velocity field induced by a semi-infinite
vortex cylinder can be expressed as a double integral,

Experiments reveal that the rudder is hit by i.e., in axial and circumferential directions. At least
already rolled-up propeller tip and root vortices, see the first integration can be done analytically, the
Fig. 1. These vortices are, therefore, idealized as second is peiformed by a Romberg quadrature.
vortex lines in order to estimate the effect of
propeller slipstream on the rudder. They are
connected upstream by a bound vortex in each
propeller blade and extend downstream to infinity.
The bound vortex is located at the quarter-chord line Tip Vorte Root Vort
of the blade skeleton surface. Although the root -7
vortices seem to join into a single hub vortex, they
are retained as individual vortex lines. This is
necessary if induced velocities need to be determined x
within the streamtube formed by the root vortices, Bound
see Fig. 7. Blade

According to measurements by Andrich (1989) Vortex
the tip vortex is already fully developed within a ".
quarter turn of the propeller. This is due to the steep aFa,.vC

drop of bound circulation near the tip. In any case, it - Field Point Plane
happens well ahead of the rudder and, hence, we
refrain from detailed modeling of the propeller flow Propeller Referen

and of the roll-up of its free vortex sheet. For
consistency, the, root vortices are assumed to be also Figure 7. Vortex model of propeller slipstream com-
fully rolled up into vortex lines before reaching the prising tip and root helical lines in the near field and
rudder. cylindrical sheets in the far field.
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The transition point from vortex segments to
the vortex cylinder is determined such that the (" (
velocity error at any given field point resulting from Cx + p-y P cos(P))x
the spreading of discrete line vortices on to the 2 02 ayz
cylinder surface is less than a prescribed tolerance.

The velocity induced by a vortex cylinder at Y.T (

any arbitrary field point is according to Biot-Savart's Pcf q dp (4.4)
Law given by: 21r x2 ay2

f-of d@O× (4.1) (YP-p 2 cos2 ))X2

Using a relative Cartesian coordinate system, F 0 for y<p
whose x axis coincides with the cylinder axis and 7t for y<p fop
originates at the beginning of the cylinder, the n y for y=p
components of the vortex element vector can be where Cx - for y=p Cz =

expressed as 2 y-p for y>p
10 for y>p 1 oy p

(7xpd9°)d and a yz=y2 +p2 -2ypcos(q() is the absolute

d@T = -(7. dý)psin(.o)dqp (4.2) value of the projection of vector d onto the yz-

.(' d•)pcos(,)dqj plane. For reasons of symmetry, the integration inthe circumferential coordinate needs to cover only
half the interval, that is, 0<(o<7c.

and those of the radius vector 5=P-S from vortex The total far field of the propeller wake is the

element point S=(ý,pcos(qp),psin(q,))r to field sum of the contributions of the two semi-infinite
vortex cylinders (VC) representing the tip and the

point (xy,0) a root vortices.

X_ý - We now seek a minimum distance aFar,vc1

= y-pcos(p) (4.3) between the field point and the far field such that the
normalized velocity induced by the far-field model is

p sin(q0) less than an error bound

The uniform vortex density of the vortex v r
zTz CFarVC = •-- (4.5)

cylinder has the components 7x=2z--z in the axial

direction and -, z r in the circumferential Only within this range is it necessary to discretize
2itp tan(fig) the vortex lines of the propeller wake and to align

direction, where z is the number of blades, r• the them to the flow. Only the axial component of the
circulation of a propeller blade tip/root vortex, induced velocity is considered for the purpose of this

estimate since the radial and circumferential
components are negligible by comparison. The

the cylinder radius. The determination of estimate yields a minimum distance as the following
hydrodynamic induced pitch will be explained in the function of propeller radius R, thrust loading
next sub-section. coefficient Crh, and normalized velocity error bound

After analytical integration in the axial
direction the velocity induced by the semi-infinite EFar,VC
vortex cylinder is found to have the following
components: R

aFarvcJ CTh (4.6)

In the iterative no-force alignment of the free
vortex segments of propeller wake a transition range

Iarr.,vcl ahead of the vortex cylinders is specially
considered. This is the distance between the last
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aligned vortex segment of the near field and the
beginning of the far field. In this transition range the A.=2rpnpt
discrete vortex segments are just located on regular z
helices of same radius as the far-field cylinder. The
size of the transition range is determined such that In the chosen reference case with a loading
the error resulting from substituting a uniform coefficient cTh = 2.44 the distance from field point
vortex cylinder for discrete helical vortices is less
than a relative velocity error bound to far field must be at least laFr,vc I> 5.7 R for a

normalized velocity error bound F.,,vc = 0.01.

ETrvc = l-v, (4.7) When aligning the free vortices, this distance must
Vr be increased by the transition range, which for a

four-bladed propeller operating at advance coefficient
This estimate is obtained by comparing the J = 0.444 must be at least JaIra, rV > 2.1R. For

velocities induced in the meridian plane of the vortex
cylinder by a discrete vortex and and a vortex layer, the latter estimate the hydrodynamic induced pitch far
both lying on the cylinder surface. Treating this as a behind the propeller was taken, on the basis of
2D problem the following estimate is obtained: momentum theory, to be p tan(fl;) = 0.262 R, see

also next sub-section. This leads to an axial

aTravc > A4 I1 (4.8) separation of vortices equal to A4 = 0.412R.
2 FeTrans,VC These values were used to compute the

circumferentially averaged induced velocities due to
This means that every individual vortex line the propeller at two axial locations 0.53 D and

must be continued as a chain of discrete vortex 1.75 D behind the propeller corresponding to rudder

segments over an axial range aTa,,,,,vcJ between the leading edge and trailing edge, respectively, in the

end of the near field and the beginning of the far reference case, see Fig. 8.

field. The axial separation of the vortex lines Circulation of Bound Blade Vortex
corresponds to the width of the vortex layer A4 and
can be expressed as a function of induced The circulation and the starting points of tip
hydrodynamic pitch ptan(f3i), cylinder radius p, and root vortices of each propeller blade are
and number of blades z: determined by reducing the vortex lattice with

radially varying circulation to a surrogate simple
horseshoe vortex, see Schlichting (1969, p. 32).

The location of each free vortex line depends

1 .5 -..------ ..- ......... .................... ........ .... ...... :......... 1 ......... 1 .5 - ...............--.......... ............ ...................... • ........ •...........

1 .0 . .. ............ . ........... .. .. .. 1 .... ...,,l ......... ......... ... .... .. .. .... I ....v, I

0.5 . ......... ........ ........ ..................... ...... .~ ....... I......... ......... ........... ........ ........ i ....... i.........

1.... ...... ............ ............... ........ ...... . .....

-0 .5 .-........ .. ..... ........ 0 5........ . .. . ..........

... 11 .r1 f , , 1
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

r/R r/R
Figure 8. Computed propeller induced velocity components in the slipstream at rudder LE (left) and TE (right)
(Wageningen B4.55R: PID = 0.8; c Th = 2.44).
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on the starting point as well as on the circulation.
Hence, the propeller thrust coefficient CTh is also
calculated from the vortex lattice in order to adjust
the calculated circulation in proportion to the thrust
measured on the propeller (in an open water model
test). This simple adjustment is permissible since by
Kutta-Joukowski's Law the lift is proportional to the
circulation and, hence, also the thrust coefficient.
Starting points of the tip and root vortices are not
too sensitive to the circulation and are, therefore, not
adjusted.

The constant circulation of the surrogate
horseshoe vortex is taken equal to the peak value of
the radially varying circulation in the vortex lattice.
The width of the surrogate horseshoe vortex and,
hence, the starting points of tip and root vortices are
so chosen that the integrals under the curve of
circulation as a function of radius between the peak
value and the inner and outer endpoints, respectively,
remain unchanged, see Fig. 9. _

The radially varying bound circulation is Figure 10. Vortex lattice model of propeller blades
determined as follows. The propeller blade is and their vortex wake sheets for computing radial va-
idealized by an array of radially neighboring riation of bound circulation.
horseshoe vortices, each with a bound part on the
blade skeleton surface and a free part in the wake, see
Fig. 10. The bound radial segment is located at The aforesaid pitch angle is found from an
quarter-chord from blade leading edge. The free extension of Rankine's momentum theory to depend
segments start at the blade trailing edge and extend on local radius rIR, advance coefficient J, and thrust
sufficiently far downstream on regular helices of loading coefficient cTh:

pitch angle tan(fi,). The unknown circulations of
this vortex lattice are determined by satisfying the fli=arctan (JRý l, (4.11)
no-flux condition on the blade skeleton surface at \-r yr
one control point at threequarter-chord from the
leading edge within each horseshoe. see Ulrich and Danckwardt (1956).

Location of Tip and Root Free Vortices
0.4 -. ..... ............ :... ... .... .... •..............................................A s i ca e o th ru d , p o el r w k e s

04 - As in case of the rudder, propeller wake isi .. . .c i r c u la t i o n
+ Circulation Vsubdivided into a near field and a far field. Unlike the

rudder, here the flow is steady in a rotating propeller-
0.3 ............. ............. .... + fixed system only. The basic flow now includes an

4+.+ ...... .. angular component so that during the iterative
alignment of free vortices in the near field the..... -. displacement vector from old to new vortex location

S0.2 ............. ................................................... ... cannot simply be superimposed onto the rem aining
downstream vortex segments. The length of the

Tip Vortex . vortex segment remains unchanged during all
corrections in the near field. In the far field, as stated

0.1 . . Origin of ----------- earlier, the helical vortex lines are smeared out on
Vortex the surface of a semi-infinite circular cylinder. Their

rRconstant radius and pitch are found by iteration.

_ _The iteratively corrected new location of the
0.r0- free vortices is calculated in the near field by the

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .0 single-step Euler-Cauchy algorithm just as in case of
rIR the rudder. This is done in an iterative loop starting

ncirculation on at the bound vortex in the blade and marchingFropeller 9.adially step ted b nd e hdownstream one transverse array (comprising one tip
oroeer. band one root vortex segment per blade) at a time.

vortex.
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Each free vortex segment is realigned to the flow
found by averaging the velocities calculated at the
last locations of its two endpoints. The remaining
downstream vortex segments are provisionally
displaced along helical surfaces of locally constant
pitch as well as radially in proportion to the local
radius so as to close the gaps created by the previous
operation.

Final operation in the iterative loop is the
adjustment of the semi-infinite vortex cylinders
constituting the far field. The new radius (as well as
pitch) is set equal to the average of its old value and
the new value of the last realigned near-field
segment. In the transition range between near field
and far cylinder the radius and pitch of each vortex
segment is found by linear interpolation to ensure
continuous connection.

The above iteration is continued until the Figure 11. Computed vortex lattice of the rudder
deviations in the vortex segment locations of the (A 0.966; 3 5 deg; D/l = 0.82; = 0 deg)
near field as well as of the far field between two with superimposed computed propeller vortices
successive steps become less than a prescribed error (Wageningen B4.55R: PID = 0.8; c Th = 2.44).
bound.

cylinders. Their circulations and locations are taken
5. EFFECT OF PROPELLER ON unchanged from the open-water computation. This

RUDDER means that the obstruction of the slipstream by the
rudder is ignored.

In a slipstream the rudder is subject to a Fig. 11 shows a computed vortex lattice of the
periodic flow at blade frequency (equal to propeller propeller-rudder system.
rate times number of blades). The periodic effect is Fig. 12 shows, for the two extreme relative
reflected in the free vortex lines of the propeller wake positions of a four-bladed propeller, the computed
hitting the rudder. Since the hydrodynamic pitch is normalized load distribution generated on the rudder
quite low, successive propeller vortices lie close to by the propeller wake. Note that the rudder is at zero
each other compared to rudder size. Hence, the angle of attack. The pressure difference peaks in way
periodic variation of velocity on the rudder surface is of the propeller wake vortices arise from
relatively small and is felt only in a narrow zone. singularities in the velocity field when the field

The pressure field on the rudder is obtained point approaches a potential-vortex axis. However,
essentially by superimposing the vortex models of the spurious peaks largely cancel each other out so
the rudder and the propeller wake. In order to find the that the effect on integral values is much less serious
periodic effect of the free propeller vortices on the as will be seen shortly.
rudder to a first approximation, the pressure field is Fig. 13 shows the computed normalized load
considered as a function of relative blade position. distribution on the rudder at 15 deg angle of attack
More precisely, it is calculated individually for a without and with propeller wake, the latter for a
finite number of values of circumferential angle single relative position of the blades. The strong
assuming quasi-steady flow in the non-rotating effect of propeller wake on the mean value of the
coordinate system Oxyz. The range to be covered load as well as on its chordwise and spanwise
equals one propeller turn divided by the number of distribution is evident.
blades, corresponding to a full period of inflow. Fig. 14 shows the computed lift characteristic

The rudder and its wake including side edge of the reference rudder in propeller slipstream,
separation are modeled, as above, by vortex surfaces obtained by summing local lift forces over the rudder
and subdivided into panels carrying transverse dipoles surface and averaging over one period. For
of constant surface density or, equivalently, vortex comparison, two sets of model test measurements
rings of constant circulation. Thanks to the are also included. The expected increase in rudder load
assumption of quasi-steady flow, vortex rings on as a result of propeller wake is generally confirmed.
boundary panels reduce to horseshoe vortices However, with increasing incidence the discrepancy
extending downstream to infinity. Their free vortex between computation and model test increases up to
lines are discretized as chains of straight vortex about 30 % at 20 deg rudder angle. Much of it seems
segments the last of which is semi-infinite, to be the result of ignoring rudder thickness effects

The propeller wake is simulated by helical as already evident in Fig. 6.
blade tip and root vortices ending in semi-infinite
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Figure 12. Computed normalized load distribution on the skeleton plane of a rectangular rudder in slipstream
(A = 0.966; 3 = 0 deg;D/l = 0.82).
Top left: Perspective view, To = 0 deg, Top right: Perspective view, (P = 45 deg
Bottom left: Cross sections, (p = 0 deg, Bottom right: Cross sections, (p = 45 deg

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS are discretized in quadrilateral panels. Each panel
carries a closed vortex ring of constant circulation.

A computer code is developed to calculate the The propeller is idealized by one horseshoe vortex
effect of propeller slipstream on the load distribution for each blade so that its wake comprises only tip
of a ship rudder. Quasi-steady potential flow is and root vortices. Their circulation and starting
assumed. The resulting Laplace Equation for the points are derived from a vortex-lattice model similar
velocity potential, under the boundary conditions of to that for the rudder.
no flux across the body and no force on the wake Despite steady flow the problem leads to a
shear layer, is solved numerically by a collocation system of equations which, albeit linear in the
(vortex lattice) method. In this integral method the unknown circulations of bound vortices, is nonlinear
rudder skeleton surface and the shear layer separating in the unknown locations of free vortices. It is
from the side edges as well as from the trailing edge solved by a two-step iteration by alternately
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Figure 13. Computed normalized load distribution on the skeleton plane of a rectangular rudder in uniform
parallel inflow (left) and in slipstream (right) shown in perspective view (top) and in cross sections (bottom)
(A = 0.966; J = 15 deg;D/l = 0.82; Wageningen B4.55R: PID = 0.8; c Th = 2.44; (p = 0 deg)

determining the circulations for prescribed locations vortex models of the rudder and of the propeller
and aligning the locations to the updated wake. Since the flow is now periodic with blade
circulations. frequency, discrete quasi-steady calculations are done

Despite neglect of viscosity and rudder for several different circumferential positions of the
thickness effects the computed lift characteristic of propeller. The computed period-averaged integrated
the rudder in uniform parallel inflow agrees well lift characteristic of the rudder in slipstream generally
with measurements in the reference case up to about follows the expected trend but differs from the time-
20 deg incidence. Similarly, the computed propeller averaged model test results by up to 30 % at 20 deg
wake for the open-water condition at a thrust incidence. This is presumably due to rudder thickness
coefficient cT-h = 2.5 yields satisfactory agreement effects and to perturbation of the propeller wake by
with measured velocities (not reproduced here) at the the presence of the rudder. It requires further work.
location of the rudder.

The effect of propeller slipstream on the rudder
load distribution is found by superimposing the
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Numerical Investigation of Flow and Thrust of an
Oscillating 2D Hydrofoil

T.A. Videv, Y. Doi, and K.-H.Mori
(Hiroshima University, Japan)

ABSTRACT NOMENCLATURE

c - chord length

Unsteady laminar viscous flow field f - frequency of oscillation
around a 2D modified NACA 0012 foil is h - heaving displacement
studied numerically. The foil is perform- hA - heaving amplitude
ing symmetric pitching, heaving and surging J - Jacobian; J(
oscillations or their combinations. A para- J coinJr,

metric study is presented by changing the k - reduced frequency; k = fc/2Uo,
main governing parameters of the motion, al- r, 0 - polar coordinates
though in a limited range of Reynolds num- - distance to the pivot point location
bers. Special attention is payed to the numer- (axis of pitching)
ical validation and the propulsive abilities of
such foil motions. Re - chord Reynolds number;Re = Uooc/v

The viscous flow simulation is based on s - surging displacement
solving the 2D, laminar and incompressible SA - surging amplitude
Navier-Stokes equations in a mixed vorticity-
stream function and vorticity-velocity formu-
lation. An implicit factored finite difference t* - normalized time; t* = W ../c

numerical algorithm is used. Numerical tests Uoo - uniform flow velocity
indicate that the simulated flow is of suffi- a - angle of attack with respect to the
cient accuracy to merit a physical analysis. free stream

Principal results indicate strong un- 6- vector of vorticity
steady viscous effects with massive flow sep- T - stream function
aration and intensive vortical structures as a 0 - pitching angular velocity
result of the leading and trailing edge sepa-
ration and the further flow evolution. A dy- INTRODUCTION
namic stall may occur for some foil motions.
From a propulsive point of view, a combined Investigations on the viscous flow phe-
pitching and heaving motion with a shifted nomena around a pitching and/or heaving
phase is the most effective one. Surging oscil- rigid or flexible airfoil and its dynamic per-
lations introduce additional dynamic effects. formance have been one of the topics in the
Governing parameters have complicated in- theoretical, computational and experimental
terrelated influence. unsteady fluid dynamics. It is stimulated not
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only by the practical needs to prevent or to and some combinations of these motions.
utilize the problems of dynamic stall and Rlut- The main objectives are to analyze unsteady
ter phenomena, but also by the attempts to viscous flow phenomena and their contribu-
understand and to simulate high efficient fly- tion to the foil performance with respect
ing and swimming propulsion. Some of the to its propulsive abilities and efficiency. A
achievements in the area have been summa- method solving the full 2D, unsteady, incom-
rized in the review presented by McCroskey pressible, laminar Navier-Stockes equations
[1] and later by Carr [2] mainly concern- was implemented. Although it is obvious
ing the first topics. Dedicated to the un- that one needs 3D turbulent unsteady flow
steady regimes, parts of the first and the sec- simulation combined with hydroelastic anal-
ond survey are pointing to the importance ysis for practical applications, the present
of unsteady separation, viscous-inviscid in- study is limited to the 2D laminar cases.
teraction, and validity of the Kutta condition However, we are considering it as a necessary
leading to the conclusion that these effects step for the further development.
may be far from negligible when certain pe- The numerical algorithm proposed by
riodic foil motions are studied. Despite the Mehta (1977) [14] for dynamic stall study
progress in these investigations during the of a pitching 2D airfoil was adopted and ex-
last decade, involving sophisticated numeri- tended for the objectives of the present study.
cal approaches and recent experimental tech- The paper includes an analysis of the foil mo-
nologies, clear understanding of the compli- tion and phenomena with respect to the dy-
cated physical phenomenon and interrelated namic stall which is extended to the stud-
effects of all governing parameters seem to be ies on swimming propulsion. The discussion

still remote. on the theoretical formulation and numerical

The topic of flying and swimming method used here is followed by the results
propulsion have been investigated, which in- for some pilot computations in order to en-
volves the unsteady flow around oscillating sure the validity of simulation. Main results
lifting body. The continuous interest of many are organized in a form of parametric study,
explorers such as Lighthill (1960) [3] and Wu performed separately for the studied types of
(1961) [4] contributed to the present under- foil oscillations.
standing of the hydrodynamical and biolog- The principal results are that strong un-
ical aspects of swimming and flying. How- steady viscous effects have been observed
ever, most of them have been studied theo- for the studied range of Reynolds numbers.
retically (Lighthill[5], Karpouzian et al. [6]) These effects include leading edge separation
and numerically mainly by means of ideal initiated by the dynamic adverse pressure
fluid model. Numerical models were lim- gradient, massive separation with a strong
ited to unsteady linear and nonlinear lifting viscous-inviscid interaction, trailing edge sep-
line and lifting surface methods, incorporat- aration and wake distortion. They could
ing distributed singularities (see Chopra [7], be hardly simulated properly by a inviscid
[8], [9]), vortex-lattice (for example Lan[l0]) model, whose affects on the foil performance
or panel approaches (Cheng[11]) concerning might be remarkable. Either the applications
2D and 3D rigid or/and flexible lifting bod- of the boundary-layer theory or the thin-layer
ies. Recently Kudo at al.[12] and Kubota approximations are questionable.
et al.[13] have published their investigations Without forgetting that the present con-
based on a nonlinear, discrete vortex method. ference is held in honor of Professor Emeri-

This paper presents the results for the tus Louis Landweber, it is our pleasure to
unsteady viscous flow simulation around refer his contribution to these field. Al-
2D hydrofoil, performing pitching, heaving though by means of potential model, he stud-
(plunging) and surging periodic oscillations ied high frequency heaving oscillations of a
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2D foil (Choi,Landweber[15]). A more accu- where to, and top are the initial times of surg-
rate wake consideration is offered where the ing and pitching respectively. From a prac-
trailing edge vortex position is obtained as tical point of view, the cases are interesting
a part of the solution without any artificial when these motions are performed with the
hypothesis. One of the principal results of same frequency (f = fh = f, = fp) but with

their paper concerns the crucial importance or without a phase difference between them.

of accurate estimation of the position and the Such motion is described by

strength of the nascent vortex and we will be
back to their opinion in the light of the results h(t) = hA cos(ft),

obtained during the present study. s(t) = SA COS(ft + 0,), (4)

FOIL MOTION AND PROBLEM a(t) = aAcos(ft+Op),

DEFINITION where €, and Op are phasings of surging and

The main factors which may lay claims pitching with respect to the heaving oscilla-

to any particular choice of theoretical formu- tions. Additional parameters for the pitching

lation and its numerical implementation are stroke are the axis of pitching or the pivot

connected with the physical phenomena to point location rp. In the present study, a gen-

be investigated. For the present study these eralization is made assuming that the pivot

factors are the foil motions and some prelim- point may be located at an arbitrary distance

inary knowledge for the general flow features from the foil. In the cases when the pivot

which have to be properly modeled. point is located ahead of the leading edge or
behind the trailing edge, the motion could

Foil Motion be treated as a coupled pitching motion with

heaving and surging oscillations whose pivot
According to the stated objectives, the point is located on the chord. The idiosyn-

hydrofoil is allowed to perform all 2D tran- crasy of such motion is that the heaving and
sient motions; pitching, heaving (plunging) surging velocities and accelerations will de-
and surging or any combination of these three pend on the pitching velocity and accelera-
degrees of freedom. It will be realistic to tion.
limit the motion to harmonic sinusoidal oscil- The foil motions with such parameters
lations characterized by frequency, amplitude may be described introducing three coordi-
and the uniform oncoming flow U,,. The gov- nate systems: an inertial system (xo, yo), a
erning parameters in the case of heaving mo- translating non-inertial system fixed to the
tion are the frequency of oscillation fh and pivot point location (xi, yi), and a rotating
the heaving amplitude hA as the mean trans- system fixed on the foil (x, y) (Fig.l).
verse position may be always chosen as a ref- For the sake of convenience, normalized
erence axis. The periodic vertical displace- values of the main governing parameters are
ment h(t) is introduced; normalized pivot point location:

h(t) = hA cos(fht) (for tŽ t~h), (1) r = rp/c, and heaving and surging ampli-

tudes: (h* = hA/c) and s*A = SAIC.

where tOh is the reference time when the os-
cillations have been initiated. The surging Hydrodynamical Model and General
and pitching oscillations are defined in a sim- Flow Features

ilar manner as a periodic horizontal motion
where s(t) and inclination a(t) are given by The 2D foil motion is taking place in

a uniform oncoming flow U,,. The fluid
3(t) SA COS(fst) (for t > to,), (2) is assumed incompressible, viscous and un-

a(t) = aA cos(fpt) (for t > top), (3) bounded. Although the present study is
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frame of reference.

Governing Equations

Yi pivot In a fixed coordinate system the vector form

Y point of the NS eqs. is

Slocation=-Vp+ , (5)

x Yo RDte

"\ ~of reference (x0 , Yo - Fig.l). Eq.(5) is written

u :oin the rotating frame as

o- + -V(¢4) - 'x (V x q)

= -Vp -I +-V 2 q-. (6)

The velocity vector •" is relative to the ro-

Fig. 1: Coordinate systems definition tating coordinate system fixed to the leading
edge located by the vector j? with respect to
the origin of inertial frame of reference. The

limited to the laminar 2D flows, highly un- vector of inertial terms/In reads as

steadiness such as the dynamic changes of

the effective incidence angle, strong separa- /•= __+(..)
tion and viscous-inviscid interaction may be t 9

expected. Flow separation and formation of

intensive and stable vortical structures may whrtevcorV (VH)epsns
have strong impact on the wake behavior, the surging and heaving velocities.

Such flow features have a claim on the abili- The computational domain is defined in

ties and accuracy of numerical scheme which polar coordinates (r, 0), where the NS eqs.

have to be chosen, are rewritten in terms of the vorticity w and

Although the number of parameters for the stream function 'gI as

such a flow may be unlimited, a parametric xy• rN Rea 2 w aw 02 w•
study seems to be the only possibility for a J o a a 2  9 o

sse tiunderstanding of the flow. Vani- Re ( ), - 2-•j~ y r )re-- 8
ations of the parameters are chosen mainly -r--J-

from practical reasons. The study on the
Reynolds number dependency has to be for with a stream function defined by

a limited range according to the abilities of 2 2
the algorithm. r202' +r-+ w2 j( ,y(9

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND where J ,.,) and J \ -o]are the Jacobians.

NUMEICALALGO ITHMIn order to generate the computational

With respect to the remarks made in the domain, the classical Joukowski transform a-
previous section, the flow is simulated by a tion is used. Additional stretching near the

finite difference approximation of unsteady, the foil surface impoves the resolution at the

incompressible, 2D Navier-Stokes equations boundary layer region. The 0-grid in the

(NS eqs.), treated in a fixed and in a moving physical domain is ilustrated in Fig.2. On
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__________________CM M (0

CM 0.5pU 2 ' (0)

where, Fx and Fy are the forces acting on

the foil in x0 and yo direction (Fig.1) and M
is the moment with respect to the pivot point
location.

The hydrodynami-

cal efficiency of propulsion of the motion is
defined as:

work done by the propulsive force

power required to create this force*

The path of the pivot point is described

by the relations

Fig. 2: O-grid system - physical domain Sx(t) = U,, (1 - V;)t
SY(t) = UY;•t, (11)

the surface , the constraint of no slip is ap- where V; and V! are normalized surging and
plied to define the surface vorticity. At the heaving velocities. Thrust force T and thrust
downstream boundary, the flow is assumed to coefficient CT is defined as the force and the
be governed with first order differential rela- coefficient acting into the direction of propul-
tions obtained from the tangential NS eqs. by sion (negative X axis in this case) and will
dropping the viscous term. For the upstream coincide with the drag force Fx and drag co-
condition, the uniform velocity is assumed. efficient Cx. In such case, the work WT done
Both vorticity and stream function eqs. are by the thrust is
subjected to periodicity in 0-direction. dSx

The vorticity equations is solved by an WT -1fo Fx d i d
implicit factored method. The truncation er- d
ror has the order of O[(Ar) 2 +(AO) 4 +(At) 2 ],= Uo- / (I - V;)Fxdt. (12)
where Ar, AO and At are the space and time T 0o

increments respectively. The Fourier trans- where T is the time for a cycle of oscillation.
form method is used to solve the stream func- The power consumed by the torque force Q E

tion equation by a direct approach. The Fy is
vorticity and stream function equations are dS dce
solved sequentially. The step is repeated PQ 1 + Md dt
until the convergence of surface vorticity is - dt J
reached. -f (FyV7I + M 0) di, (13)

The surface pressure distribution is ob- TJ-

tained by integrating the tangential compo- Then, the hydrodynamical efficiency of
nent of NS eqs. For further details one may propulsion is :
refer to the paper of Mehta [14] and [16].

Nondimensional coefficients are defined - -

in the inertial frame as: PQ 1f(FyVH+MQ)dt

Fx _ fo(l - V)Cxdt*fx-0.5pUJc fo(Vi!Cy + Cmu2)di*' (14)

Fy where Q* is normalized piching velocity and

0.5pU.c 7- is at least one period of oscillation.
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PILOT COMPUTATIONS

For the discussions on the real physi-
cal phenomena, it is necessary to examine
the numerical accuracy. The following items
should be studied; 1) time increment, 2)
grid resolution and 3) parameters involved
in the numerical procedure such as dissipa- -------------

tive term, relaxation parameters, required ac-
curacy for the surface vorticity convergence, -A--, CY

minimum number of iterations for solving --
stream function-vorticity equations, etc. Al-
though the quality of solution will depends on _
the flow complexity, we carry out this study .... ...... . .. ..

through pilot computations. 2 '
.00 2.00 3.00 o .00 0.00 8.00 7.00 8o.0

Computational Parameters
a) Time increment At = 0.005

(1) The effect of the time increment on
the hydrodynamic loads was studied for sev- Qa -'r-Cx
eral cases with different complexity[16]. Typ- A fC - --

ical results are shown in Fig.3 where a), b) - . ---.

and c) are the results by At, 4At and 10At ;-- _-A

respectively. In a), the time increment is cho- - - -..
sen properly corresponding to the flow com-
plexity, but its refinement does not lead to
any significant improvements of the quality 1.00 2.00 3.00 A.0(0 .00 .00 700 .0

of solution as seen in b). A further increase b) Time increment 4 x At
leads to an intensive oscillation around the
mean value; c). Sometimes, it leads to a 4.
lack of convergence at all. During the present 0-n- cX -_

computations the time increment varies from -6- CY
case to case with respect to the physical pa- O--fc,_
rameters and flow complexity. rhe know-how . - - -- -- .. .-

obtained at the initial stages of the studyo .... .
results to a time adaptive procedure which -. x .
is capable to increase (to the safe limit of, -_. .
At* < 0.01) each 20 time steps or decrease I 74 13q. . is . 3 20.5R 22 76 7: 7.

the time increment automatically by factor c) Time increment 10 x At /C

of two if necessary.
(2) The grid resolution effects have been Fig. 3: The effect of the time increment on

studied for the two grid systems; (66 x 42) the solution
and (130 x 84). An illustration of the influ-
ence of spatial resolution on flow pattern of
a pitching foil is found in Fig.4. The simu-
lated flows by the two grid systems are qual-
itatively identical, although qualitative dis-
crepancies are observed around the leading
and trailing edges. The coarse grid system
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with the physical parameters, time increment
and grid resolution. Their combined effects
may lead to an undesirable oscillation of the
solution. More detailed analysis and a study
of the influence of round-off errors performed

j indirectly comparing single and double pre-
' ' cision results may be found in the written
S•discussions of[1]

a) Grid resolution (66 x 42) Physical Parameters

As it has been pointed out, the validity
of the numerical solution is dependent heav-

ily on the main physical parameters govern-
S- .- ing the flow phenomena. The most primary4 • parameter is the Reynolds number based on

the chord length. For the present computa-

tions this limiting value was estimated to be
S-about Re • 1.0x 104. In our case, however, it

(13 x84) g seems to be more proper to define an effective

b) Grid resolution (132 x 84) Reynolds number as

Fig. 4: Vorticity contours by two grid reso- U V*) 2 +
lution (r; = 5.0, k = 2.0) ReVff(t) = , (15)

where V* and V,* are normalized velocities
led to higher oscillations in force and slowed resulting from the foil motion. This parame-
down the speed of convergence. Coarse grids ter accounts to some extent for the flow com-
cannot resolve small flow structures and gra- plexity in combination with the effective in-
dients of the flow parameters with sufficient cidence angle cff.
accuracy. It was seen that the grid resolution For high frequency and large amplitude
affects not only the pattern of the vorticity oscillations (or very distant pivot point loca-
structures but also their intensity. Although tions), it appears that we can not proceed
further grid refinement is desirable, the sec- with the computations regardless how fine
ond grid system of (130 x 84) can be con- the time step is. For a bit smaller values of
cluded to be acceptable for the further dis- parameters of the foil motion, high frequency
cussions. oscillations in the vorticity field are observed

(3) The influence of other numerical pa- around the leading and trailing edges of the
rameters such as the number of iterations for foil. An example is presented in Fig.5 for
the sequential solving of vorticity and stream the case with the reduced frequency of 1.0
function equations, the factors of the dissi- and the pivot point located five chord lengths
pative terms, and relaxation procedure, etc. ahead the leading edge. The observed high
have been studied. It was concluded that frequency oscillations have rather numerical
they are of secondary importance in compar- nature, although they are induced by phys-
ison with the parameters already discussed. ical reasons. Comments on similar results
Special attention have to be payed to the cri- may be found in [14]. Our opinion is that
terion for convergence of the solution for the the spectral method used combined with in-
surface vorticity which is in direct connection sufficient grid resolution can not handle with
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cillations. The main flow structures observed
in the experiment are well predicted numer-
ically. Observed differences are in the range
of uncertainty of experiments.

"All the discussed results seem to indi-
cate that the present numerical study is of
sufficient accuracy to allow a physical inter-

pretation of computational data.

HEAVING MOTION

Basic Flow Features

The flow evolution for a typical heaving

motion is presented in Fig. 7, showing the
streamlines in a frame attached to the foil at
some selected stages during the two cycles of
heaving motion. The foil is heaving according
to eq.(1) with a reduced frequency kh of 0.52

Fig. 5: Vorticity contours at the trailing edge and normalized amplitude h* of 0.6. All the
(r; = -5.0,k = 1.0,c• = 12.80) results shown hereafter concern fully devel-

oped flows after the foil is accelerated to the

high gradients of the flow with sufficient ac- required Reynolds number of 0.5 x 104. This
curacy. How this oscillation will evolve fur- stage serves as initial conditions for the con-
ther depends mainly on the current stage of sequent phase of harmonic oscillations with
the foil motion. If their appearance is taking the prescribed governing parameters.
place relatively early in the cycle, they may Initially, the flow is undisturbed and
destroy the solution. slightly separated at the trailing edge. At the

next stage (in the present case the foil starts

Pilot Computations and Comparison to move downward), the separation over the

with Experimental Flow Visualization upper side of foil propagates upstream, while
the front stagnation point rolls down (Fig.7

Accuracy evaluation may be performed a)). Leading edge separation appears long
by comparing the numerical results with after the effective incidence angle (a.ff) ex-
other published results or available experi- ceeded the static stall limits. This phase is
mental data. Here a comparison is made with illustrated in Fig.7 b). a]f f at this moment is
the experimental data obtained in the frames about 30°. After the foil passed the zero level,
of the present study. Fig.6 shows one exam- the heaving velocity decelerates and the effec-
ple of the comparisons; the particle path (for tive incidence angle also decreases. At this
the time of exposition) and the contour lines stage, the flow is fully separated. As the foil
of the stream function in the inertial frame decelerates further, the leading edge vortices
of reference in which the experimental data are convected faster (Fig.7 c), d)). In the sec-
were taken. The details about the experimen- ond cycle, the vortices are shed into the wake
tal conditions may be found in [16]. The foil and the flow differs in detail from the first cy-
is pitching symmetrically with k = 1.0, oaA = cle, although the general behavior shown in
150 and r* = 5.0. Reynolds number for the Fig.7 d) is similar to Fig.7 a). The formation
computations and experiment are both 0.5 of the leading edge vortex is postponed in
x104 . The experimental data were taken af- the second cycle. This later formation leads
ter the foil had performed several cycles of os- to moderate intensity and faster convection
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of vortices into downstream (Fig.7 e)). Af-
ter two cycles, in Fig.7 f), the flow pattern
is similar to that of c) with some differences
caused by the wake influence.

Fig.8, the surface pressure distribution.
As can be seen, the pressure is affected

mainly by the leading edge vortex and its
propagation over the foil surface and wake

formation. A sharp suction peak observed at

early stage is smoothened as the separation
appear. The peak of the leading edge vor-
tex travels along the chord into downstream.

Its magnitude corresponds to the vortex in-
tensity. The time history of the drag, lift
and moment coefficients is presented in Fig.9.
The dynamic changes in the induced forces

-i follow the respective changes in the flow pat-
tern and the pressure distribution. Negative
drag means that a propulsive force is realized.

Parametric Study

In order to investigate the effect of ac-

a) Experimental data celeration, two cases are studied. They

have the same effective incidence angle as a
"standard" one, but the acceleration is twice
larger or smaller; the first one has parame-
ters k = 0.26, hA = 1.2; for the second one

k =I.04, hA 0.3.
Flow patterns of these two cases are

-//- shown in Fig.I0 and Fig.lI. They may be
-------- compared with the results for the "standard

. .- -heaving" case presented in Fig.7 b),c) and e).
,-•---- Small foil acceleration can not delay the lead-

ing edge separation. The stall vortex is well
--- ,-----_-z- 1 .... developed when for the case of large acceler-

ation, the leading edge separation just starts
b) Streamlines- inertial frame with a short bubble (see Figs.10 a) and 11

a)). In the case of small k, it has much lower
Fig. 6: Flow visualization and numerical intensity than in the case of large frequences,
data (Re =0.5 x 104 , = 5.0, k =1.0) but its diffusion covers a large area. Small

inertial effects allow its detachment from the
foil surface. The process of light stall in case
of small k is illustrated in Fig.10 c). Strong
flow separation at this stages leads to a large
drag coefficient and low overall propulsive ef-
ficiency. Even at the same effective incidence,
the flow is much smoother in case of large k
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0 . 59 ___

-~ .58

a) t* =1.10, h* 0. 2 4 , ce~ff = 30' -------

0238

L -

- -' - - 5'(t

, .5C
03'

--- - De-
-- 0024

b) t- 1.93, h- =-0.24, Cejj f -30' -1 1IC 3- V- -- --=- -0.50
- - - - - -- - -- - - - - -0, 5?

LE upper side TE 4LE lower side TE

+ Fig. 8: Surface pressure coefficient -Cp

c) t* =3.32, h* =-0.57,a c~ff 10.5'

d) t* =4. 10, h* =-0.24, cef f=300jfj

e) t* 5.25, h* =0.40, aq = 24.60 -

000 1.0 300 5.0 100 5.00 6.0 7.0

-o Fig. 9: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment

f) t 6.0, h* 0.59 aff = 1.4' (Cm) coefficients (h* = 0.6 6 .2

Fig. 7: Streamlines in a moving frame (h*
0.6, k = 0.52)
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a) t* = 2.21, h* = 0.13, aeff = -300 0
a) t* 0.55, h* 0.03 3, af f 30'

+ -

-. 
V

b) t*= 6.63, h* = -0.32, ~e]f = 10.50 ' -__
b t* = 1.66, h* = -0.08,cef f 10.5'

c) t* = 11.05, h* =0.29, a~ff = 18.0' -
c) t* = 2.76,h* = 0.0 7 ,aeff = 18.00

Fig. 10: Streamlines in a moving frame
(h* = 1.2, k = 0.26; small acceleration) Fig. 11: Streamlines in a moving frame(h* =0.3, k 1.04; large acceleration)

(Fig.11 c)). The leading edge vortex formed
during the downstroke is finally shed and im-
proves the circulation around the foil to cause
a better propulsion. - -- _

Performance -±_ -+ cM

Fig.12 and Fig.13 present the drag, lift - ---. -

and moment coefficients for the discussed
cases. The thrust force for the k = 1.04
(Fig.13) is larger than that of the k = 0.26 -

(Fig.12) and slightly larger than the "stan-
dard" one (Fig.9). The realized efficiency,
,q= 0.16, is comparable with that of the stan-
dard case (77 = 0.10). c= IU-/C

Small increase of the reduced frequency

leads to slight improvement in the efficiency. Fig. 12: History of drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and
In the cases of very high reduced frequency moment (CM) coefficient ( hý = 1.2, k =

with small amplitude of oscillations, the ef- 0.26)
ficiency drops rapidly as the thrust/lift ratio
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Fig. 13: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment Fig. 14: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment
(CM) coefficient (h* = 0.3, k = 1.04) (CM) coefficient (h* = 0.018, k = 7.78)

decreases. The coefficients of the hydrody- motion may produce a propulsive force but

namic loads for the case of k = 7.78 and the efficiency is low.

hý = 0.018 are presented in Fig.14. Be-
cause the inertial terms are large in this case, PITCHING MOTION
the viscous effect is reduced and there is
no evidence of separation. The lift is com- The pitching motion is performed sym-
pletely out of phase which corresponds qual- metrically according to the eq.3. The reduced
itatively to the result of Choi and Landwe- frequency k, angular amplitude oA and nor-
ber [15]. However, the results differ quanti- malized pivot point location rP can be the
tatively from those obtained by the potential parameters of motion.
flow methods. This is because the assump- Cases when the pivot point is located far
tion of the Kutta condition is strongly vio- ahead or far behind the foil were studied in
lated. [16]. In these cases, the foil produces thrust

Potential methods predict that the effi- but small in mean value. Fig.15 shows a typ-
ciency will decrease with the increase of re- ical example of the time history of the force
duced frequency (see for example Katz[17]). coefficients; the pivot point is located be-
The results shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 lead tween the leading edge and the middle of the
to the just opposite conclusion. The main foil chord. When the foil is pitching around
reason is that the higher frequency decrease an axis located near the middle of the chord,
leading edge separation which is not included it can not produce a propulsive force.
in potential schemes. When the reduced fre- Fig.16 shows one of the flow patterns,
quency is low and amplitude large, the flow is when the pivot point is located at the leading
characterized by a strong leading edge sepa- edge of the foil. In this case, leading edge sep-
ration at the early stages of heaving. Such re- aration is prevented almost completely. How-
sult is caused by weak unsteady effects. This ever, large trailing edge separation is gener-
separation has strong impact on the wake and ated which induces an increase of the drag.
the resulted circulation. It leads to a large Comparing with the heaving motion, it
drag and low efficiency. is revealed that acceleration of the foil is re-

The principal result is that pure having sponsible for the unsteady effects. In the
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Fig. 17: Streamlines in a moving frame (rcn
0.0, k = 3 .0, aA =: 15*, t* = 1.05)

Fig. 15: Drag (CL), lift (CD) and moment
(Cm) coefficients (r* 0 .1,k = 0 .5 ,OA
150) pitching case, the acceleration is expressed

by k2 reeA, so that the flow near the trail-
ing edge is highly dependent on the reduced
frequency and the distance to the pivot point
location. It is found out that the flow changes
dramatically when the pivot point is located
relatively near and ahead of the leading edge.

When the oscillations are of relatively
_ _ _ _ _ _ _low frequency, the trailing edge separation is

• • --- •-•-•Wake development assists production of a
0 propulsive force and relatively large forward

thrust may be obtained. Time variations of

S• __ .___ ___ • - •t h e c o e ffi c ie n t s f o r t h is c a s e a r e p r e s e n t e d in- Fig.18. The shift in phase of the lift improvesleadditionally the efficiency (is -- 0.23).Further improvement of propulsive abil-

L ities was reached when the pivot point loca-
tion was moved and aea to the leading edgeFig. 16: Streamlines in a moving frame (rt = by a half chord. The flow pattern is illus-

0.0,k ]l= .5,aA l 50 ,t* - 1.05) trated in Fig.119. Although small but intensi-
fied separation vortices are observed around
the leading edge, quite high efficiency of 0.62
is realized for this case. The coefficients of
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Fig. 18: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment

(CM) coefficients (r* = 0.0, k - 3.0, cUA150)

Fig. 19: Streamlines in a moving frame (r =

induced forces are shown in Fig.20. The com- -0.5, k 3.0, cA 15', t* 1.45)

bined effects of lift phasing, large suction at

the leading edge, wake interaction and energy
extraction from the near wake results in such
higher efficiency. The present result may sug-
gest how the pure pitching motion could be

efficiently propulsive.

COMBINED MOTION

The case of combined motion is that

heaving, pitching and surging motions are
combined.

The "standard case" has the same re- X

duced frequency and heaving amplitude as -. . -- /

the standard heaving case (k = 0.52, hA =

0.6). Pitching is performed around a pivot . -_

point located at 0.25c from leading edge with -- riG

the amplitude of 200. The effective incidence 6-- Cy

angle at the pivot point location is ranging 8 . . _..+-,C---- ------.

in [-150, 150] during one cycle. Such motion 0.o ,o 0 'o. o ,.00 1.20 1.40 , .,

may lead to an efficient propulsive force as r.= ru/lr

strong separation can not be expected.

Fig.21 shows the flow pattern at the se- Fig. 20: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment

lected stages, visualized by the stream func- (CM) coefficients (r• = -0.5, k = 3.0, ŽA =

tion contours in a moving frame fixed to the 150)

foil. Soon after the motion has begun, very

small separation bubble formed earlier near
the leading edge and a weak trailing edge sep-
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aration are observed (Fig.21 a)). Stronger
separations have been prevented by the foil
acceleration at the initial stage. At the mo-
ment shown in Fig.21 a) the foil already
decelerates and separation of the boundary
layer grows. The trailing edge vortex is shed
when the bubble separates in two smaller

structures which travel into downstream over

the foil. Fig.21 b) illustrates the flow, when +
the foil is at the maximum amplitude and
starts its motion downward. Separation is
stronger on the lower side. At the following
stage, the separation vortices are washed into a t* 1.79, h* = 0.05, cef f 12'
downstream (Fig.21 c)). A developed wake --
leads to delay of the flow evolution in com- -'--

parison with the initial stage (Fig.21 a)) but +
does not prevent the flow separation when
the foil is altering the direction of the heav- -____-_____

ing motion again (Fig.21 d)).
Such flow behavior is common and is re- b t* = 3.02, h* = 0.60, aejj = 0.00

peated in the following cycles. Comparing - -

with the result for the pure heaving and the

pure pitching cases, the unsteady effects and
wake interaction are less.- +

Fig.22 shows the pressure distribution

on the foil. The wavy peak of pressure is - -
caused by the leading edge vortex and its
propagation in time. Fig.23 shows the time c) t* = 4.53,h* 0.00,ceff 120

histories of drag, lift and moment coefficients. -__--______
Qualitatively and in average, the behavior V
of the induced forces is comparable with the
predictions made by the potential model (see
for example [17]). -T

However, they differ in details. Sepa-
ration of the boundary layer at the stages d) t- = 6.04, h* -0.60, ca f = 0.00

when the foil is about turning position is
causing larger drag and loss of efficiency. It

seems that viscous effects are considerable for
the flows whose Reynolds number is around
0.5 X 104.

Parametric Study and Performance e) t = 7.55, h* = 0.00, ce~f = 120

Parametric studies are carried out by Fig. 21: Streamlines in a moving frame
changing the frequency k, the amplitude (h* = 0.6, k = 0.52, aA = 200)

heaving and pitching hA, aA, and the posi-
tion of pitching axis r* (Tablel). CO is the

standard case.
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Table 1: Cases for the parametric studies of
combined motion.

jJCaseJJ k _hA __A r * 1

SCO 0.52 0.6 200 0.25 0.47
-_--__- C1 0.26 1.2 200 0.25 0.51

-------_ - -------- - C2 1.04 0.3 200 0.25 0.41
C3 0.52 0.6 200 0.00 0.55

S....•------ ZZL 2 C4 0.52 0.6 200 0.50 0.48
h .. C5 0.52 1.2 40° 0.25 0.61

- -------- C6 0.52 2.4 600 0.25 0.55

- - - -

7~ ,Iz~ -- * 1723----- ----- 1 0021 The effects of the reduced frequency and

--- •:--- -- the heaving amplitude are studied by the

LEPl-er Aide, -CFTE...,sTE cases Cl and C2. The effective incidence
angle for these two cases is the same as
the standard case. In case C1, the leading

Fig. 22: Surface pressure coefficient -Cp edge separation appears earlier due to the
(h• = 0.6, k = 0.52, A = 200) smaller dynamic effects. It covers a larger

domain (Fig.24 a)) comparing with the stan-
dard case. The magnitude of induced forces
is bigger as no stall effect is observed. When
the foil is altering its direction of heaving, the
energy of the shedding vortices is partially ex-
tracted back as shown in Fig.24 a). All these
facts result in an improvement of efficiency

(refer Table.1).
In the case C2 where the acceleration

-- ----- - - and deceleration is high, the dynamic ef-

6 -- .. fects are stronger. The phase of acceleration
-C delays leading edge separation much longer

... . . - .. ... Fig.24 b). At the same time the trailing edge

" .. separation is more intensive to cause a worse
performance.

- - - The dependency on the pivot point lo-
S.... ... ... ..... ...... cation is investigated by the cases 03 and

---- - - - - - C4. In the case 03 where the pivot point is

.4.00 5. .. ..00 7.00 8.0 at the leading edge, the leading edge separa-
7 2 0e= t/ tion is prevented (Fig.24 c)). In the case 04

an opposite tendency is observed as shown in
Fig. 23: Drag (Cx), lift (Cy) and moment Fig.24 d). The leading edge separation ap-
(CM) coefficient (h* = 0.6, k = 0.52, aA = pears earlier due to the larger angular decel-
200) eration of the leading edge. Its reattachment

leads to a trailing edge vortex. When the foil
approaches the position of the maximum am-
plitude, the case of C4 has a worse efficiency.
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After the turn, the flow near the leading edge
is accelerated, so that the disturbances are
washed easier and the foil starts to produce

thrust earlier than the other cases. Such a
compensation results in a similar efficiency
compared with the standard case. _ _-_t_

The effect of pitching and heaving ampli-
tude is studied in the case C5. Larger ampli-
tude of heaving combined with larger pitch- +

ing amplitude may be more efficient. The
main reason is that the foil inclination com- T

pensates the increase of the effective inci-
dence angle to make the thrust component of a) Case C1

the reaction force larger. If the energy losses
are not so large during the turn, a better

efficiency could be obtained. Leading edge
separation appears earlier and forms a series
of vortices (Fig.24 e)). The mean value of
the ratio Cx/Cy is very high. When the foil _

approaches its heaving amplitude, the sepa- b) Case C2

ration grows considerably. The shedding of
the edge vortices leads to an energy extrac- -

tion. However, much larger amplitude fails
to increase the efficiency as seen in the case
C6. The separation is much more intensive ---

and remain longer after the foil is altering the
direction of heaving. It causes a large drag c) Case C3
force. This fact leads to a worse efficiency.

GENERAL DISCUSSION +

Parametric studies described in the pre- -_----____

vious sections indicate that flow phenomena
depend much more on the parameters of the d) Case C4

motion than on the type of motion itself such _ _ _ _ _

as heaving, pitching and surging. Driving

parameters have a complicated and interre- -------

lated influence on the flow pattern and in-

duced forces. In the light of obtained results,

conclusions like "as the reduced frequency in-
creases, the mean thrust increases while the e) Case C5
efficiency decreases." seem to be ambiguous.
It could be true or could not be as it depends Fig. 24: Parametric study of combined mo-
on the other parameters and all complexity tion. Streamlines for the middle of the second
of dynamic effects. For example, the resul- cycle
tant effective angle of attack, strong trail-
ing and leading edge separation and stall de-

pend much on the parameters. When driv-
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ing parameters postulate a foil motion with
significant foil acceleration and deceleration,
strong unsteady dynamic effects govern the

flow evolution. When the foil is accelerat- ---

ing, leading edge separation is prevented or +
postponed. If a separation appears at this _

stage, it produces intensive vortical struc- _T

tures which evolve rather by diffusion than
by convection. On the other hand, the decel- a) Re = 1.0 X 103

eration assists separation process. Quite dif-
ferent flow phenomena are observed for the
cases characterized by small amplitude os- -- -

cillations with extremely high reduced fre- +

quency Strong inertial forces govern the flow
pattern overwhelming viscous effects. They _ _ _ _

will dump transition and turbulent effects as -

well. b) Re = 1.0 x 104

From this point of view, the results ob-
tained by a potential method may be ques- Fig. 25: Effect of Reynolds number on the
tioned even qualitatively. Obviously, such flow pattern (h* = 0.6, k = 0.52, caA = 200)
methods will provide unrealistic results and

misleading conclusions for strong unsteady
viscous effects as studied. coefficients for the three Reynolds numbers

The Reynolds number may affect the re- we may suggest that at really high Reynolds

sults not only quantitatively but qualitatively numbers the propulsion may be of consider-

as well. Its effect is studied for the combined able for the practice efficiency.

motion (case CO). Computations were car- Except the cases of pitching with high

ried out for Re = 1.0x10 3 and Re = 1.0X 104, frequency around a pivot point in front of

including Re = 0.5 x 104 for the case CO. Its the leading edge, the only motion with con-

influence on the flow pattern is illustrated in siderable high efficiency is the combined one.

Fig.25 as in Fig.211 d) for the standard case. The efficiency is very sensitive to the varia-

It is well seen that the effect is not negligible tions of parameters. An extensive research

even within this small variation. In the case is needed to specify in details the best com-

of Re = 1.0 x 103, the leading edge separa- bination of parameters for a more efficient

tion vanishes but the trailing edge separation propulsion system.

is much stronger. For Re = 1.0X104 the lead-
ing edge separation is stronger, but the scale CONCLUSION
is smaller and more intensive. The flow reat- Numerical simulation of viscous un-

taches faster. Such qualitative differences are steady flow around an oscillating 2D hydro-
valid all the way during the motion. As a re- foil is performed. An implicit finite difference
sult a better efficiency (77 = 0.54) is realized method is implemented. Main flow features
at higher Reynolds number. In the case of and its dependency to the foil motion are in-
low Reynolds number the efficiency dropped vestigated. Obtained results lead to the fol-
to 2 = 0.30. lowing main conclusions:

The time histories of force coefficients
are shown in Fig.26 a) and b) for Re = * Pilot computations and comparison of
1.0 x 103 and Re = 1.0 x 104. the low and the numerical results with available ex-
high Re respectively. Comparing efficiency perimental data concluded that the ba-
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sic flow features are modeled with suffi-
cient accuracy to merit physical analysis.
However, the accuracy simulations may
be limited with respect to the used grid
resolution.

e Basic flow features depend strongly on
the main parameters governing the foil

motion. The parametric study indicated
their interrelated influence. The foil ac-
celeration is revealed as a major physical

.... -°-A-• .parameter for the unsteady and viscous
effects.

.... - _ ___• / - _ ___ The ability of an oscillating foil to pro-
duce forward thrust is in direct con-
nection with the foil motion and re-
sulted flow. Pure heaving motion can
produce thrust but of limited efficiency.

! 200 4. ... This conclusion is valid for the pitching
l. O 2.0 300 .00 5.00 8.0 7,00 8.0

motion, except the cases of very high

frequency and the pivot point located
a) Re 1.0 x 103 slightly ahead of the leading edge of the

foil.

X. -- Combined foil motion can produce
- - --- thrust force with high efficiency. Sim-

CI- ulated results show the complicated na-
ture of thrust production and the heavy

o-... dependence of the efficiency on the pa-

rameters of the motion. Further investi-
----. •--] .... -! ...... ... gations may be needed for tuning these

parameters if efficiency has to be im-
I. proved.

I.OO 2.004. 5.00 3.00 7.00 I .O
* Complicated flow phenomena lead to the

b) Re = 1.0 x 104 conclusion that 3D effects as well as tur-

bulent effects may play an important
role.

Fig. 26: Effect of the Reynolds number on

the indiced forces (hý = 0.6, k = 0 .5 2 ,'oA =
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